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Container-Containment Rule - Response to Comment Document
File: Response to Comment Document July 26 final

I.  General Information

The purpose of this document it to summarize and respond to the comments received on the rule

“Standards for Pesticide Containers and Containment.”  As described in Unit II.B, EPA opened the

comment period three times for this rulemaking: the proposed rule in 1994, a supplemental Notice in 1999

and a reopening of the comment period in 2004.  This document summarizes and responds to the

comments received during all three comment periods.  

This document follows the same structure as the preamble for the final rule, to make it easy to

cross-reference between the two documents.  The preamble for the final rule includes a summary of the

major comments and our responses to them.

Here is an outline of the contents:

I   General Information

II. Background

A. Statutory Authority

B. Regulatory Background

C. Additional Container Issues Under Consideration for Potential Regulation

D. Summary of the Final Rule

E. Summary of the Major Changes Since Proposal

III. Container Regulations - Scope

A. Exempt Manufacturing Use Products

B. Exempt Plant-Incorporated Protectants

C. Exempt Certain Antimicrobial Products

D. Swimming Pool Products That Are Not Exempt

E. EPA Determinations that Products Must be Subject to the Container Regulations to Prevent an

Unreasonable Adverse Effect on the Environment

F. Process for EPA to Make These Determinations

G. Other Comments Regarding the Antimicrobial Exemption (Not Addressed Above)1

H. Other Pesticide Products Subject to These Regulations 2

IV. Department of Transportation Regulations

A. Background

B. Leakproofness Testing Before Reuse

C. Regulating DOT Intermediate Bulk and Bulk Containers

D. Limited Quantity/Consumer Commodity Exception

E. W aiving or Modifying the Requirement to Comply with Some DOT Regulations

F. Providing Public Notice of Changes in the Adopted DOT Regulations

`

G. Vibration Test3

H. Comments on the DOT Standards (Not Addressed Above)3
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V.  Nonrefillable Container Standards

A. Purpose

B. W ho Must Comply

C. Compliance Date

D. Pesticide Products Included

E. DOT Standards

F. Closures

G. Dispensing Capability - Glugging and Dripping

H. Residue Removal

I. W aiver and Modification Criteria

J. Procedure for Applying for a W aiver or Modification

K. Reporting

L. Recordkeeping

M. Proposed Standards That Are Not Being Finalized

VI. Refillable Containers

A. Key Terms

B. Purpose

C. W ho Must Comply

D. Compliance Dates

E. Pesticide Products Included

F. Other Exemptions

G. DOT Standards

H. Serial Number Marking

I. Openings - One-W ay Valves or Tamper-Evident Devices

J. Stationary Pesticide Container Standards

K. W aivers and Modifications

L. Reporting

M. Proposed Standards That Are Not Being Finalized

N. Options for Implementing the Rule

VII. Repackaging Standards

A. Format Changes

B. Purpose

C. W ho Must Comply

D. Compliance Dates

E. Pesticide Products Included

F. Other Exemptions

G. Legal Basis for Repackaging Pesticide Products for Distribution or Sale

H. Product Integrity

I. Delivery and Repackaging at End User Locations

J. Registrants W ho Distribute or Sell Pesticide Products in Refillable Containers - Overview

K. Registrants W ho Distribute or Sell Pesticide Products to Refillers for Repackaging - Overview

L. Refillers W ho Are Not Registrants - Overview

M. Registrant Refilling Residue Removal Procedure

N. Registrant Description of Acceptable Containers

O. Requirements for All Refillers

P. Inspecting Refillable Containers

Q. Cleaning Refillable Containers

R. Labeling Refillable Containers

S. Recordkeeping

T. Proposed Standards That Are Not Being Finalized 
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VIII.  Containment

A.  Introduction

B.  Purpose

C.  W ho Must Comply

D.  Compliance Dates

E.  Stationary Containers Included

F.  Pesticide Dispensing Areas Included

G.  Definition of New and Existing Structures

H.  Design and Capacity Requirements for All New Structures

I.  Design and Capacity Requirements for Existing Structures

J.  Operational, Inspection and Maintenance Requirements

K.  Combined Pads and Units

L.  Recordkeeping

M. States W ith Existing Containment Programs

IX.  Labeling Requirements for Pesticides and Devices

A.  Overview

B.  Identification of Container Types

C.  Statements Required for Nonrefillable Containers

D.  Statements Required for Refillable Containers

E.  Residue Removal Instructions - General

F.  Residue Removal Instructions for Nonrefillable Containers - General

G.  Timing of the Residue Removal Procedure

H.  Duration of Triple and Pressure Rinse Procedures

I.  Triple Rinse Instructions

J.  Pressure Rinse Instructions

K.  Non-W ater Diluents

L.  Residue Removal Instructions for Refillable Containers

M.  Amendments to Existing § 156.10

N.  Compliance Date

X.  Other Comments

A.  Modifications to Existing Part 165

B.  Definitions

C.  Economic Analysis

D.  Other Comments on the 1994 Proposed Rule

E.  Definition of Small Business in the 1999 Supplemental Notice

F.  Other Comments on the 1999 Supplemental Notice

G.  Recycling Comments from the 2004 Federal Register Notice

H.  Other Comments on the 2004 Federal Register Notice
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II.  Background

A. Statutory Authority

These final regulations are issued pursuant to the authority given the Administrator of EPA in

sections 3, 8, 19 and 25 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), 7 U.S.C.

136a, 136f, 136q and 136w.

Sections 19(e) and (f) of FIFRA grant EPA broad authority to establish standards and procedures

to assure the safe use, reuse, storage, and disposal of pesticide containers.  FIFRA section 19(e) requires

EPA to promulgate regulations for “the design of pesticide containers that will promote the safe storage

and disposal of pesticides.”  The regulations must ensure, to the fullest extent practicable, that the

containers:

(1) Accommodate procedures used for removal of pesticides from the containers and rinsing of

the containers.

(2) Facilitate safe use of the containers, including elimination of splash and leakage.

(3) Facilitate safe disposal of the containers.

(4) Facilitate safe refill and reuse of the containers.

FIFRA section 19(f) requires EPA to promulgate regulations “prescribing procedures and

standards for the removal of pesticides from containers prior to disposal.”  The statute states that the

regulations may:

(1) Specify, for each major type of pesticide container, procedures and standards for, at a

minimum, triple rinsing or the equivalent degree of pesticide removal.

(2) Specify procedures that can be implemented promptly and easily in various circumstances and

conditions.

(3) Provide for reuse, whenever practicable, or disposal of rinse water and residue.

(4) Be coordinated with requirements imposed under the Resource Conservation and Recovery

Act (RCRA) for rinsing containers.

Section 19(f) provides that the EPA, at the discretion of the Administrator, may exempt products

intended solely for household use.

Section 19(f)(2) states that after December 24, 1993, a State may not exercise primary

enforcement responsibility under section 26, or certify an applicator under section 11, unless the

Administrator determines that the State is carrying out an adequate program to ensure compliance with

regulations promulgated under the authority of section 19(f)(1).

Section 19(h), titled “Relationship to Solid W aste Disposal Act,” specifies that nothing in section

19 shall diminish the authorities or requirements of RCRA.  Also, the Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA)

of 1996 amended section 19(h) of FIFRA to add an exemption for certain antimicrobial pesticides.

B.  Regulatory Background

Prior to 1995, recommendations regarding procedures for storage and disposal of pesticides and

pesticide containers were listed under 40 CFR Part 165.  On June 19, 1995, as part of the federal

government’s initiative to streamline regulations, Part 165 was deleted as unnecessary (60 FR 32094)

because it contained recommendations rather than requirements.  (Ref. 62) Subpart A of Part 165

covered the scope and definitions in the recommendations.  Subpart B dealt with EPA’s disposal of

suspended and canceled pesticides, and EPA has completed disposal of all pesticides for which it was

responsible under those regulations.  Subparts C and D contained recommended procedures for storage

and disposal of pesticide containers.  Subparts A, B, C, and D were superseded by the passage of the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act in 1976.  FIFRA section 19, as revised in 1988 and 1996,

contains authority for EPA in the area of pesticide storage and disposal, and the container and
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containment regulations promulgated today are being inserted into a newly established Part 165.

 In a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) issued on February 11, 1994 (59 FR 6712), EPA

proposed standards for pesticide containers and containment structures. (Ref. 66) This proposal included

requirements for nonrefillable and refillable containers that would ensure the safe use and disposal of the

containers. The proposal also included standards for containment structures, which would promote safe

storage by facilitating the safe use, refill, and reuse of refillable containers.  Additionally, the proposed rule

contained amendments to the labeling regulations in 40 CFR part 156 to ensure adequate levels of

residue removal from containers.

The public comment period for the NPRM closed on July 11, 1994. EPA received about 1,900

pages of comments from more than 200 commenters, including many trade associations and individual

companies from the pesticide manufacturing, pesticide retail, and container manufacturing industries as

well as many State regulatory agencies.  

EPA received numerous comments on a few particular issues; specifically the scope of the

container standards and the relationship between the 1994 proposed rule and the U.S. Department of

Transportation (DOT) standards for hazardous materials packaging.  A third issue arose from the 1996

passage of the FQPA, which amended section 19(h) of FIFRA to add an exemption for certain

antimicrobial pesticides.  To solicit comment on EPA’s interpretation of the new statutory language on

exempting antimicrobial pesticides and to reopen comment on the scope of the container regulations and

an approach for incorporating DOT’s standards, EPA published a supplemental notice in the Federal

Register on October 21, 1999 (64 FR 56918).  (Ref. 53) The notice also provided an alternative definition

of small business for certain sectors of the pesticide industry for use in analyzing the potential impacts to

small businesses that were presented as part of the economic analysis.

The public comment period for the supplemental notice closed on March 20, 2000.  EPA received

comments from about 70 respondents, including many trade associations and individual companies from

the pesticide manufacturing, pesticide retail, and container manufacturing industries as well as many State

regulatory agencies.

On June 30, 2004 (69 FR 39392), EPA reopened the public comment period for this rulemaking

for 45 days because significant time had passed since the proposed rule in 1994 and supplemental notice

in 1999.  (Ref. 33) The purpose of the reopening was to solicit public input on any policies, market

practices, technology or other issues relating to this rule’s requirements which would not have been

available or could not have been addressed at the time of either the proposal or supplemental notice.  On

August 13, 2004 (69 FR 50114), the comment period was extended for 30 days.  (Ref. 32) The public

comment period closed on September 15, 2004.  EPA received about 50 comments, mainly from

individual entities or trade associations representing pesticide manufacturers, agricultural pesticide

retailers and State regulatory agencies.

On December 17, 1993 (58 FR 65989), EPA published an interim determination of adequacy for

States with primary enforcement responsibility and/or certification programs because EPA had not

promulgated regulations under section 19(f)(1) by December 24, 1993. (Ref. 69) To avoid having the

provisions of section 19(f)(2) adversely impact the States and EPA, the Agency published a policy in the

Federal Register on August 18, 1993 (58 FR 43994), which set forth a process for EPA to make such an

interim determination. (Ref. 68)  EPA’s interim determination of adequacy was based on an initial

commitment by a State to conduct a number of activities which will position the State to have an adequate

program in place by the time compliance with the regulations promulgated under section 19(f)(1) is

required.  The December 17 notice stated that the “determination of adequacy is temporary and will expire

2 years after promulgation of a final rule issued under section 19(f)(1). Thereafter, States must have a

program to ensure compliance with the section 19(f) regulations.”  Related Federal Register notices were

published on February 25, 1994 (59 FR 9214) regarding New Mexico and May 10, 1995 (60 FR 90)

regarding the Virgin Islands.  The criteria and process for evaluating State programs to ensure that they
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have adequate compliance programs for regulations promulgated under section 19(f) will be published in

a separate Federal Register notice.

C. Additional Container Issues Under Consideration for Potential Regulation

Since the 2004 public comment period closed, EPA has gathered information from a variety of

sources about the status and robustness of existing pesticide container recycling programs.  Over the past

decade, the Ag Container Recycling Council (ACRC) has demonstrated that pesticide containers can be

safely and efficiently recycled, and their success in recycling more than 80 million pounds of plastic since

1992 is commendable.  However, the current voluntary container recycling system is showing signs of

instability and non-sustainability, largely because it is financially supported by only a portion of the

pesticide industry.

EPA has an interest in promoting recycling to minimize the use of less environmentally-sound

methods of disposing of these containers, such as by landfill or burning, and to reduce the amount of solid

waste produced annually.  Therefore, EPA is considering and evaluating a number of alternatives to

sustain and increase the current level of container recycling.  EPA is exploring regulatory solutions for the

recycling of plastic pesticide containers to ensure equitable, safe, effective and robust implementation of

recycling programs.  W e are exploring a range of regulatory options for requiring participation in pesticide

recycling programs as well as non-regulatory approaches to facilitate and support pesticide container

recycling.  W e will work with stakeholders to evaluate and pursue the most efficacious of these

approaches.

D.  Summary of the Final Rule

The Container and Containment Rule is composed of the following five specific sets of

requirements or standards:

1. Nonrefillable containers (container design and residue removal);

2. Refillable containers (container design and residue removal);

3. Repackaging pesticide products;

4. Containment structures; and 

5. Container labeling.

Table II-1 provides a brief overview of each portion of today’s final rule.  For each section of the

regulations, the table identifies the types of businesses that must comply, the major requirements and the

compliance periods.  For the purposes of the table, “compliance period” means the length of time before

the regulated parties must comply with all of the requirements.  The regulations are discussed in later

units of this Response to Comment document.

Each portion of the regulations applies to a different subset of pesticide products.  The criteria that

define which pesticide products are subject to which regulations (and which ones are exempt from them)

are relatively complex, but some key points are:

• The new label standards apply to all pesticide products.

• The containment regulations apply to agricultural pesticides only.

• The nonrefillable container, refillable container and repackaging regulations apply to the same

subset of pesticide products.  These products are described below in Figure II-1.

• For the refillable container and repackaging regulations, antim icrobial products that are used only

in swimming pools (and closely related sites like hot tubs, spas and/or whirl pools) are subject to a

reduced set of the requirements.

• For the nonrefillable container regulations, some products are subject to all of the regulations,

while others must comply only with the basic Department of Transportation packaging

requirements in 49 CFR 173.24.
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Table II-1: Overview of the Pesticide Container and Containment Structure Regulations

Category Nonrefillable

Containers

Refillable Containers Repackaging

Pesticide Products

Container Labeling Containment

Structures

W ho must

comply

• Registrants • Registrants

• Refillers (retailers,

distributors)

• Registrants

• Refillers (retailers,

distributors)

• Registrants

• Pesticide users (must

follow new directions)

• Ag retailers

• Ag comm applicators

• Ag custom blenders

Major

Require-

ments

• DOT container

design, construction

and marking standards

• Container dispensing

capability

• Standardized

closures

• Residue removal

• Recordkeeping

• DOT container

design, construction

and marking standards

• Serial number

marking

• One-way valves or

tamper-evident devices

• Stationary container

requirements

• Registrants develop

information

• Registrants and

others comply with

specified conditions

• Refillers (registrants

and others) obtain and

follow registrant

information, and clean,

inspect and label

containers before

refilling them

• Identify container as

nonrefillable or

refillable (all)

• Statements to prohibit

reuse and offer for

recycling; batch code

(all nonrefillables)

• Cleaning instructions

(some nonrefillables)

• Cleaning instructions

before final disposal

(all refillables)

• Secondary

containment structures

(dikes) around

stationary tanks

• Containment pads for

pesticide dispensing

areas

• Good operating

procedures

• Monthly inspections

of tanks and structures

• Recordkeeping

• Provisions for States

with existing programs

Compliance

Period

Three years Five years Five years Three years Three years
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Table II-2: Products that are Subject to the Nonrefillable Container, Refillable Container and Repackaging Regulations

Category Nonrefillable Containers Refillable Containers Repackaging Pesticide

Products

Products that are

not subject to

the regulations.

(1) Manufacturing use products,

(2) Plant-incorporated protectants, and

(3) Antimicrobial pesticide products that satisfy all four of these

criteria:

C The product is an antimicrobial pesticide (as defined in FIFRA

section 2(mm)) or it has antim icrobial properties (as defined in

FIFRA section 2(mm)(1)(A)) and is subject to a tolerance or a

food additive regulation.

C Its label includes directions for use on a site in at least one of

the 10 antimicrobial product use categories identified as

“household, industrial or institutional.”

C It is not a hazardous waste when it is intended to be disposed,

as defined in 40 CFR Part 261.

C EPA has not specifically found that the product must be subject

to these provisions to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on

the environment.

(1) Manufacturing use

products,

(2) Plant-incorporated

protectants, and

(3) Antimicrobial pesticide

products that satisfy all

four of the criteria listed in

the nonrefillable container

column.

(1) Manufacturing use

products,

(2) Plant-incorporated

protectants, and

(3) Antimicrobial pesticide

products that satisfy all

four of the criteria listed in

the nonrefillable container

column.

Products that are

subject to the

regulations

A product is subject to  ALL nonrefillable container

requirements if it satisfies at least one of the following criteria:

C It meets the criteria of Toxicity Category I in 40 CFR § 156.62.

C It meets the criteria of Toxicity Category II in 40 CFR § 156.62.

C It is a restricted use product.

If a product does not meet any of these criteria, the product is

subject to only the basic Department of Transportation

requirements in the nonrefillable container regulations.

All products not listed

above.

All products not listed

above.
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E.  Summary of the Major Changes Since Proposal

1.  Plain Language Format

Many of the comments on the proposed rule and the supplemental notice made clear that the

scope of parties and products subject to the rule was complex and potentially confusing.  W e have

rewritten the Container and Containment rule in a plain language format to make it clearer and easier to

use.   A plain language format includes maximum use of the active voice; short, clear sentences;

questions and answers; use of “you” to identify the person who must comply; use of “we” to identify EPA;

and “must” rather than “shall.”  This new format, which minimizes the layers of subparagraphs, should also

allow the reader to easily locate specific provisions of the regulation.  W hile we have made substantive

changes in some provisions, the plain language changes are only editorial.  The legal implications of plain

English regulations are the same as traditional regulatory text.  The word “must” indicates a requirement. 

W ords like “should”, “could”, or “encourage” indicate a recommendation or guidance.

In this document, as in the rule text, we often use the pronoun “he” as a generic term.  “He” does

not necessarily mean a man; it may be a woman, or in some cases, a business organization when              

referring to an owner or operator.

The plain language approach also leads to more separate sections than traditional regulatory

language.  Therefore, we had to reorganize and renumber the regulations to accommodate the increased

number of separate sections.  The changes are shown in Table II-2.

Some sections of today’s regulation are presented in the traditional language or format because

these sections are amending or changing existing regulations.  The plain language format was not used in

these existing provisions in an attempt to avoid any possible confusion or disruption in the flow of the

regulations.

Table II-2.  Comparison of Proposed Rule and Final Rule Section Numbers

Format in Proposed Rule              Format in Final Rule

Subpart Section Numbers Subpart Section Numbers

Part 156

Subpart H: Container Labeling 156.140 - 156.144 Subpart H: Container Labeling 156.140 - 156.159

Part 165

Subpart A: General 165.1 - 165.16 Subpart A: General 165.1 - 165.3

Subpart B Reserved Subpart B: Nonrefillable Containers 165.20 - 165.27

Subpart C Reserved Subpart C: Refillable Containers 165.40 - 165.47

Subpart D Reserved Subpart D: Repackaging 165.60 - 165.70

Subpart E Reserved Subpart E: Containment Structures 165.80 - 165.97

Subpart F: Nonrefillable Containers 165.100 - 165.119 Subpart F Reserved

Subpart G: Refillable Containers 165.120 - 165.139 Subpart G  Reserved

Subpart H: Containment Structures 165.140 - 165.157 Subpart H: Reserved
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2. Reorganization of the Rule

In the final rule, we split the refillable container standards and the repackaging standards into two

separate subparts to reinforce and clarify the differences between these requirements.  The refillable

container regulations are mostly technical and apply mostly to pesticide registrants.  On the other hand, the

repackaging requirements are mostly procedural and apply to registrants and refillers (who could be

registrants, distributors or retailers).  EPA believes that separating these regulations into different subparts

will better illustrate the differences and make it easier for the regulated parties to understand.

3. Scope of Products Subject to Container-Related Regulations

In the February 1994 NPRM, EPA proposed that the container standards would generally apply to all

pesticides and all containers except for manufacturing use products (MUPs). The 1999 supplemental notice

proposed several options for exempting specific subsets of products from the container standards.  Today’s

final rule exempts MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants and certain antimicrobial products from the

nonrefillable container, refillable container and repackaging regulations.  All other products are subject to the

container-related regulations, although the number of applicable standards is greatly reduced for some

products.  These changes apply only to the container-related sections of the rule.  As we proposed, all

pesticide products are subject to the container labeling requirements in today’s final rule and only

agricultural pesticide products are subject to the containment requirements.

4. Exemption from Container-Related Regulations for Certain Antimicrobial Products

The FQPA amended section 19 of FIFRA to exempt certain types of antimicrobial pesticides from

the pesticide container provisions.  The amendment exempted household, industrial, or institutional

antimicrobial products which are not subject to the Solid W aste Disposal Act (SW DA) from the container

regulations unless the EPA Administrator determines that the product causes an unreasonable adverse

effect on the environment.  Because the definition of an antimicrobial product is complex, the phrase

“subject to the SW DA” is unclear and “unreasonable adverse effects on the environment” from pesticide

containers need to be clarified, EPA conducted many analyses based on the comments received. 

According to today’s final rule, an antimicrobial product is exempt from certain container standards if meets

all four of the following criteria:

• The product is an antimicrobial pesticide as defined in FIFRA section 2(mm) or it has antimicrobial

properties (as defined in FIFRA section 2(mm)(1)(A)) and is subject to a tolerance or a food additive

regulation.

• The product includes directions for use on a site in one of the antimicrobial product use categories

identified as “household, industrial or institutional.”

• The product is not a hazardous waste when it is intended to be disposed.

• EPA has not specifically determined that the product must be subject to the container regulations to

prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment.

In addition, antimicrobial products that would not otherwise be exempt from the regulations and that are

used only in swimming pools (and closely related sites like hot tubs, spas and/or whirl pools) are subject to a

reduced set of the refillable container and repackaging requirements.  

5. Scope of Container-Related Regulations for Products Other than Antimicrobial Products

As proposed in 1994, MUPs are exempt from the container regulations.  Plant-incorporated

protectants, which were not discussed in the proposed rule, are also exempt from the container regulations. 

According to today’s final rule, all other pesticide products, except antimicrobial pesticides that are exempt,

are subject to the nonrefillable container, refillable container and repackaging regulations.  For the

nonrefillable container regulations, a product is subject to all of the requirements if it classified in at least one

of the following categories:
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• Toxicity Category I;

• Toxicity Category II;

• Restricted use pesticide.

Products that do not meet at least one of these criteria (i.e., products that are classified in Toxicity Category

III or IV and that are not restricted use pesticides) are excluded from all of the nonrefillable container

standards except the basic DOT requirements.  

In general, products other than MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants and exempt antimicrobial

products are subject to all of the refillable container and repackaging regulations.  One exception is that

antimicrobial products that are used only in swimming pools and closely related sites are subject to a

reduced set of the refillable container and repackaging requirements.

6. Referring to and Adopting Some Department of Transportation Regulations

In the 1994 proposed rule, EPA clarified that compliance with EPA’s container regulations would not

exempt registrants from complying with applicable DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations, and that

compliance with DOT’s marking and drop test requirements would satisfy the corresponding EPA

requirement for refillable containers.  Also, the preamble of the proposed rule requested comment on

several options for determining who would be responsible for ensuring that containers meet the standards. 

In the 1999 supplemental notice, we discussed the comments on the proposal and discussed a new

approach, namely to adopt and refer to the DOT Packing Group III criteria for both nonrefillable and refillable

containers.  Today’s final rule includes the same basic approach as described in the supplemental notice. 

Specifically:

• Pesticide products that are DOT hazardous materials must be packaged as required by DOT.

• Pesticide products that are not DOT hazardous materials must be packaged in containers that are

designed, constructed, and marked to comply with the cross-referenced and adopted requirements

of DOT regulations, as applicable to a Packing Group III material or the limited quantity/consumer

commodity exception.

• All pesticide products must comply with the pesticide-specific requirements in the nonrefillable and

refillable container regulations.

• EPA may modify or waive these requirements under certain, limited conditions.

• If DOT proposes to change any of the regulations that are incorporated by these regulations, EPA

will provide notice to the public in the Federal Register.

7. Residue Removal Standard for Nonrefillable Containers

The 1994 NPRM required that registrants demonstrate at least 99.9999 (six 9's) percent residue

removal using a prescribed testing methodology for dilutable products in rigid containers.  Testing would

have been required on 19 representative samples in accordance with Good Laboratory Practice (GLP)

standards in 40 CFR part 160.  W e received many comments opposing virtually every aspect of this

proposed requirement.  Today’s final rule requires rigid containers of dilutable liquid formulations to be

capable of achieving at least 99.99 percent (four 9's) residue removal using a defined laboratory triple rinse

method conducted on three representative containers.  In addition, testing and recordkeeping is only

required for flowable concentrate formulations or if EPA requests the tests on a case-by-case basis.

8. Consistency with Existing State Containment Regulations

At least 19 States have already promulgated and implemented State bulk containment regulations. 

EPA’s proposed rule included basic standards generally similar to State standards, although some were

more rigorous and others less stringent than certain State standards.  Today’s containment standards are

intended to introduce substantial safeguards in States that currently lack containment regulations and to

harmonize with containment requirements in States where adequate containment safety programs already
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exist.  W hile EPA believes a national standard must provide substantial environmental protection, a

mechanism is being provided to accommodate States that have successfully implemented bulk containment

programs.

9. Hydraulic Conductivity Standard for Containment Structures

The proposed rule would have required that existing and new structures demonstrate compliance

with a hydraulic conductivity standard of  1 x 10  cm/sec and 1 x 10  cm/sec, respectively.  EPA received-6 -7

many comments opposed to the hydraulic conductivity standard which was perceived to be too restrictive,

not achievable and too costly.  The requirement for a numeric hydraulic conductivity standard was dropped

from the final rule, but all existing and new structures are required to be liquid-tight, with cracks and seams

sealed.

10. Scope of Products Subject to Label Regulations

The final labeling regulations in today’s rule cover the same statements and topics that were

included in the proposed rule.  Unlike the container-related regulations, all products must comply with the 

container labeling requirements -- the labeling regulations do not exempt MUPs or certain antimicrobial

products.  One exception is that plant-incorporated protectant container-related labeling instructions will be

determined by EPA on a case-by-case basis until specific labeling guidance for plant-incorporated

protectants are promulgated under 40 CFR Part 174.  

W hile today’s label requirements generally apply to all pesticide products, the specific label

requirements apply to different groups of products and containers.  In particular:

• A statement identifying a container as nonrefillable or refillable is required on the labels of all

products and all containers.

• Statements to prohibit reuse and offer for recycling and a batch code are required on the labels or

container of all products distributed or sold in nonrefillable containers.

• Rinsing instructions are required on the labels of some products distributed or sold in nonrefillable

containers.  Specifically, the requirement for rinsing instructions applies to dilutable products in rigid

nonrefillable containers.  Residential/household use pesticide products are exempt from this

requirement.

• Instructions for cleaning before final disposal (not before refilling) are required on the labels of all

products distributed or sold in refillable containers.
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III. Container Regulations - Scope

The purpose of Unit III is to describe the scope of the container-related regulations, including the

standards for nonrefillable containers in 40 CFR Subpart B, refillable containers in Subpart C and

repackaging pesticide products in Subpart D.  The regulations themselves are discussed in more detail in

Units V, VI and VII for nonrefillable containers, refillable containers and repackaging, respectively.  Unit IV

discusses the relationship between EPA’s container-related regulations and the Department of

Transportation’s Hazardous Materials Regulations.

EPA is exempting some pesticides and containers from today’s rule based on the statutory

language and the relative risk posed by the pesticides and containers.  The 1994 NPRM proposed that the

container regulations would generally apply to all end use pesticides and all containers, regardless of the

pesticide market sector.  The NPRM proposed to exempt MUPs from the container requirements.  Many

commenters opposed the broad scope of the regulations and requested EPA to exempt one or more

subsets of pesticides from the container requirements.

The 1996 FQPA amended section 19 of FIFRA to exempt certain types of antimicrobial pesticides

from the container provisions under certain circumstances.  In the October 1999 Supplemental Notice, EPA

proposed a regulatory option for exempting certain pesticides, and requested comment on the applicability

and interpretation of the “antimicrobial” exemption to FIFRA.

As described in this unit, the container-related provisions in the final rule apply only to a subset of

end use pesticide products.  All MUPs and plant-incorporated protectants are exempt from the container-

related requirements.  The container regulations define criteria for antimicrobial products that are subject to

the container-related standards.  Other than MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants and exempt antimicrobial

products, all products are subject to the nonrefillable container, refillable container and repackaging

regulations.  However, some products are subject to a reduced number of requirements.  The discussion in

Unit III applies only to the nonrefillable container, refillable container and repackaging regulations.  The

containment and labeling regulations have different scopes, as described in Units VIII and IX.

A. Exempt Manufacturing Use Products (§§ 165.23(a), 165.43(a) and165.63(a))

Final Regulations. MUPs, as defined in 40 CFR 158.153(h), are exempt from the container

regulations.  As described in the preamble to the proposed rule, this exemption applies to technical grade

products and formulation intermediates intended only for formulation into other pesticide products and

labeled for formulation use only.

Changes.  This exemption is identical to the exemption in the 1994 proposed rule and the 1999

Supplemental Notice. 

Comments.  Although EPA did not propose to include MUPs in the scope of the rule, we requested

comment on whether containers of MUPs should be subject to the same or different standards as end use

product containers.  A few State regulatory agencies said that MUP containers should be subject to the

same standards as end-use product containers because they pose a similar risk.  Many commenters

favored exempting MUPs, claiming that MUPs are handled by well-trained workers in Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA)-regulated workplaces; transportation and disposal of these containers is

governed by existing DOT and EPA regulations; and rinsing and disposal are done professionally as part of

good manufacturing practice.  One registrant pointed out that rinsing would be difficult or impossible for the

many MUP containers that hold products not designed to be diluted.  Another registrant objected to any

requirement for one-way valves for MUP containers, since many manufacturers refill their containers.

EPA Response.  EPA agrees with the majority of the commenters that MUPs should be exempt

from the container standards and is retaining the proposed language.  EPA is not aware of any problems

that have occurred regarding containers for MUPs. 
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B. Exempt Plant-Incorporated Protectants (§§ 165.23(b), 165.43(b) and165.63(b))

Final Regulations.  Plant-incorporated protectants, as defined in 40 CFR 174.3, are exempt from the

container regulations.

Changes. EPA did not specifically mention plant-incorporated protectants in either the proposed rule

or the supplemental notice because there were either no registrations for these products or they were

uncommon at that time; these types of products are relatively new to the marketplace.  In the June 30, 2004

Federal Register notice (69 FR 39393), EPA cited plant-incorporated protectants as an example of a topic

that would be appropriate to comment on during the 2004 reopening of the comment period.  As explained

below, EPA believes it is appropriate to exempt plant-incorporated protectants from the container

requirements in the final rule.

Comments - exempt. Two registrant groups and five registrants urged EPA to exempt plant-

incorporated protectants from the container and containment regulations.  These commenters stated that

plant-incorporated protectants fit the three conditions of EPA’s treated article policy and therefore should be

exempt from all provisions of FIFRA when used in the manner described.  They also concurred with EPA’s

assessment in the 2004 FR notice that plant-incorporated protectants are not sold and distributed in

containers like other pesticides; they are distributed as parts of seeds or plants.  

In addition, a registrant group stated that plant-incorporated protectants do not raise the concerns

regarding safe storage and disposal that FIFRA section 19 was intended to address because these products

are intended to be produced and used in a living plant. Similarly, this respondent commented that any spills,

storage or disposal of plant-incorporated protectants would not give rise to Clean W ater Act or Pollution

Prevention Act concerns, which the proposed regulations are also intended to address. A registrant group

and a registrant cited a 1994 EPA Federal Register notice (59 FR 60510), where EPA stated “…that certain

types of labeling which are appropriate for chemical pesticides will not be practical for plant-incorporated

protectants.”  These commenters also stated that the United States and other countries have an extensive

history of plant-incorporated protectant seed being packaged and distributed in the same manner as

conventional seed (typically in seed bags) without incident or increased risk to humans or the environment. 

These commenters maintain that imposing container requirements for plant-incorporated protectant seed

that differ from those used for comparable non-plant-incorporated protectant seed would be unfair and

unwarranted.  A registrant stated that all plant-incorporated protectants are subject to container regulations

under the Plant Protection Act until such time as the Department of Agriculture deregulates them and that

plant-incorporated protectant seeds are also subject to the provisions of the Federal Seed Act as well as a

multitude of State seed laws and regulations.  Another registrant commented that FIFRA section 19 refers to

"container design" and "removal of pesticide residues from containers" which are not applicable to plant

incorporated protectants in certain seeds.

EPA Response - exempt.  The regulations for plant-incorporated protectants in 40 CFR parts 152

and 174 were finalized in the Federal Register on July 19, 2001 (66 FR 37771).  (Ref. 50) A plant-

incorporated protectant is a pesticidal substance that is intended to be produced and used in a living plant,

or in the produce thereof, and the genetic material necessary for production of such a pesticidal substance. 

As explained in the preamble to the final rule for plant-incorporated protectants (66 FR 37774), “[p]lant-

incorporated protectants are primarily distinguished from other types of pesticides because they are

intended to be produced and used in a living plant.  (Ref. 50) This difference in use pattern dictates in some

instances differences in approach.”  Plant-incorporated protectants are not sold and distributed in containers

as distinct substances (e.g., liquids, solids or gels) like other pesticides; they are distributed as part of the

seeds or plants.  In other words, plant-incorporated protectants do not have containers like most pesticides. 

Therefore, EPA believes it is appropriate to exempt plant-incorporated protectants from the requirements of

the container-related regulations.

Comments - other.  A state regulatory agency commented that PIPs seem to be treated articles and

that EPA needs to provide clarification if it intends to regulate the use of seed as a pesticide via container
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labeling.  In addition, this respondent described some problems with disposing of treated conventional (non-

PIP) seed and stated that any approach at regulating seed containers should address both treated seed and

PIP seed. 

EPA Response - other.  In this final rule, EPA is exempting PIPs from the pesticide container

regulations and will determine container-related labeling instructions on a case-by-case basis until specific

labeling guidance for plant-incorporated protectants are promulgated under 40 CFR Part 174.  This rule

does not regulate the containers of PIPs and will not regulate the containers of treated seed.

C. Exempt Certain Antimicrobial Products (§§ 165.23©, 165.43© and 165.63©)

The 1996 FQPA amended section 19 of FIFRA to exempt certain types of antimicrobial pesticide

products from the pesticide container provisions under certain circumstances.  Specifically, FQPA added the

following to FIFRA section 19(h):

“A household, industrial, or institutional antimicrobial product that is not subject to regulation under

the Solid W aste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.) shall not be subject to the provisions of

subsections (a), (e), and (f), unless the Administrator determines that such product must be subject

to such provisions to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment.”

Because this language was added after the pesticide container and containment rule was proposed

in 1994, EPA solicited public comment on the applicability of this provision to the proposed container

regulations in the 1999 supplemental Federal Register notice.  In addition, the supplemental notice

described EPA’s interpretation and response to the following two broad questions relating to the

antimicrobial exemption provision:

• W hat is the scope of household, industrial, or institutional antimicrobial products that are not subject

to regulation under the Solid W aste Disposal Act?

• W hich products must be subject to the container provisions to prevent an unreasonable adverse

effect on the environment? 

Based on comments on the proposed rule and supplemental notice and on several additional

analyses, EPA is making a number of changes in the approach for regulating antimicrobial products in the

final regulations.  The approach in the final rule is briefly described here and the details are provided in the

issue-by-issue sections below.

• All four of the following criteria must be met for a product to be exempt from the container

regulations:

(1) The product is an antimicrobial pesticide as defined in FIFRA section 2(mm) or it has

antimicrobial properties (as defined in FIFRA section 2(mm)(1)(A)) and is subject to a tolerance or a

food additive regulation.

(2) The product includes directions for use on a site in one of the antimicrobial product use

categories identified as “household, industrial or institutional.”

(3) The product is not a hazardous waste when it is intended to be disposed.

(4) EPA has not specifically determined that the product must be subject to the container regulations

to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment.

• EPA will determine which products must be subject to the container provisions to prevent an

unreasonable adverse effect on the environment on a case-by-case basis as described in the

regulations.

• The final rule exempts refillable containers used to distribute antim icrobials used in swimming pools

(and that are subject to the regulations because they do not meet all of the exemption criteria) from

some of the refillable container and repackaging standards (including, but not limited to, serial

number markings, one-way valves or tamper-evident devices, and some recordkeeping).
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The four criteria that identify which antimicrobial products are exempt from the container regulations

are discussed in greater detail in Units III.C.1 - III.C.4.  The other aspects of the approach toward regulating

antimicrobials are discussed in Units III.D - III.F.

Throughout the preamble, the term “antimicrobial” is intended to be interpreted broadly –  with the

property of destroying or inhibiting the growth of microorganisms (and as identified in FIFRA section

2(mm)(1)(A)) – unless specified otherwise.  In other words, we specify “FIFRA 2(mm) antim icrobial”

pesticides if we are referring to the more limited definition of antimicrobial pesticides in FIFRA section

2(mm).

1.  Exemption Criteria: Definition of an Antimicrobial Pesticide  

Final Regulations. The first of the four criteria that must be met for an antimicrobial product to be

exempt from the container regulations is: 

The pesticide product meets one of the following two criteria:

(1) The pesticide product is an “antimicrobial pesticide” as defined in FIFRA section 2(mm); or

(2) The pesticide product:

(I) Is intended to: disinfect, sanitize, reduce or mitigate growth or development of

microbiological organisms; or protect inanimate objects, industrial processes or systems, surfaces,

water, or other chemical substances from contamination, fouling, or deterioration caused by

bacteria, viruses, fungi, protozoa, algae, or slime; and

(ii) In the intended use is subject to a tolerance under section 408 of the Federal Food,

Drug, and Cosmetic Act or a food additive regulation under section 409 of such Act.

Changes.  In the supplemental notice, this criterion was limited to “The product meets the definition

of an antimicrobial pesticide in FIFRA section 2(mm).”  EPA continues to believe that the most

straightforward approach for defining antimicrobial products is to use the FIFRA definition of antimicrobial

pesticide.  The second criterion was added because EPA believes that some pesticides that are excluded

from the FIFRA section 2(mm) definition of antimicrobial pesticide (specifically pesticides with antimicrobial

properties that are subject to a tolerance or a food additive regulation) should be eligible for exemption from

the container regulations.

Comments - definition of antimicrobial pesticide. Four commenters specifically addressed the

definition of antim icrobial pesticide.  One supported EPA’s approach; one partially supported EPA’s

approach; and two opposed EPA’s approach.

One antim icrobial chemical manufacturer supported EPA’s approach, and another supported it if

adjusted to allow wood preservatives and antifouling paints making certain claims to be eligible for the

exemption.  Because some wood preservative and antifouling paint products are excluded from the FIFRA

definition of antimicrobial pesticide, they would be subject to the container standards without the

adjustments suggested by the commenter.

Two industry associations opposed EPA’s approach, stating that the term antimicrobial pesticide

had been defined narrowly in the FIFRA section 2(mm) amendment in order to include only the subset of

antimicrobials that have registration time lines under FIFRA.   More specifically, these respondents

commented:

• FQPA established statutory time frames for registration actions on antimicrobial pesticides.  

• The section 2(mm) definition of antimicrobial pesticide excludes some antimicrobials, including

antimicrobials that require a tolerance or food additive, wood preservatives, and aquatic herbicides.

• According to one of the commenters, “Antimicrobials with food uses and other products, which, EPA

has asserted, require more data than a typical antimicrobial are excluded from the definition of

antimicrobial pesticide to exclude them from the statutory time periods for action.”
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One of these commenters also stated that having section 19(h) refer to antimicrobial products and

not to antimicrobial pesticides “is a clear indication that Congress intended the exemption to have a broader

scope than the relatively narrow applicability of short time frames for EPA action on ‘antimicrobial

pesticides’.”  This commenter also referred to a “well settled and long standing rule of statutory construction

that, when Congress uses two different terms within a statute, it intends them to have different meanings.

See, e.g., United States v. Menasche, 348 U.S. 528, 538 (1955).”  This commenter suggested that

antimicrobial products are defined by FIFRA section 2(mm)(1)(A), without the exclusions in the rest of

section 2(mm).

EPA Response - definition of antimicrobial pesticide.  EPA is maintaining the approach in the

supplemental notice of using the statutory definition in FIFRA section 2(mm) for antimicrobial pesticide to

define antimicrobial product for the purposes of the pesticide container and containment rule because it is

the most straightforward and logical interpretation of the statutory language.  W hile the term "antimicrobial

product" is not exactly the same as "antimicrobial pesticide," EPA’s position is that the two terms should be

read consistently with one another.  A term used in one part of a statute, especially a general definition

section, generally should be read consistently throughout the statute.  Here, the word "antimicrobial" is the

same word, and it is quite consistent to read the term antimicrobial product to mean a product containing an

antimicrobial pesticide, as defined by the statute.  EPA believes that any other definition of antimicrobial

product would seem to be contrary to the express words in the statute and arbitrary.

In addition, there is nothing in the act indicating that Congress intended the term “antimicrobial” to

be used differently in section 3 (which sets out registration requirements) and section 19 (which includes the

mandate for the pesticide container regulations).  In fact, there is considerable indirect evidence that

Congress did intend the term “antimicrobial” to be read consistently in sections 3 and 19, including the fact

that both section 3 and section 19 of FIFRA were amended in the same section in the FQPA, without any

discussion that one needs to be distinguished from the other.  Also, antimicrobial pesticide is defined for the

whole statute, whereas Congress, if it wanted to distinguish section 3 from section 19, could have written the

definition of “antimicrobial pesticide” to be applicable only to section 3.

In addition, the statute appears to use the terms “antimicrobial,” “antimicrobial product,”

“antim icrobial pesticide,” and “antim icrobial pesticide product” as relatively interchangeable terms, as least in

terms of the scope of the word “antimicrobial.”  (See section 3(h), which uses all four phrases, with

presumably the same definition of antimicrobial being applicable to all.)

After thorough analysis of the definition of antimicrobial pesticide, though, EPA believes that some

pesticides that are excluded from the definition should be eligible for exemption from the container

regulations.  Specifically, FIFRA section 2(mm)(1)(B) explicitly excludes pesticides with antimicrobial

properties as identified in section 2(mm)(1)(A) from being FIFRA section 2(mm) “antim icrobial pesticides” if

they are subject to a tolerance or a food additive regulation in their intended use.  EPA believes that these

pesticides should be eligible for exemption from the container regulations along with pesticides that are

FIFRA section 2(mm)-defined antimicrobial pesticides.

Although there is no official legislative history documenting the intent of the definition of antimicrobial

pesticide in FQPA, EPA acknowledges that FQPA also established time periods in FIFRA section 3 for

registration review and action for various kinds of antimicrobial pesticides.  EPA believes it is reasonable to

conclude that pesticides subject to a tolerance or food additive regulation were excluded from the FIFRA

section 2(mm) definition of antimicrobial pesticide at least partly because these pesticides require more data

and analysis than other antim icrobial pesticides and, therefore, should not be subject to the registration time

periods established in FIFRA section 3.

More importantly, EPA believes that the containers of pesticides with antimicrobial properties that

are subject to a tolerance or food additive regulation generally pose a limited risk to human health and the

environment.  If either EPA or the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) determine that a pesticide with
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antimicrobial properties can be safely used on food or on food contact surfaces, the containers holding

these pesticides are unlikely to pose a significant risk or even a risk greater than the pesticides that are

FIFRA 2(mm) antimicrobial pesticides.  EPA believes that these pesticides should also be eligible for

exemption from the pesticide container regulations and that exempting these pesticides should not

significantly increase the risk posed by containers of these pesticides.  Therefore, it is very unlikely that such

an exemption would pose an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment.  W e believe the provisions of

FIFRA sections 19 and 25 authorize such an exemption.

W hile EPA is identifying pesticides with antimicrobial properties that are subject to a tolerance or

food additive regulation as being eligible for exemption from the container regulations, they are not

automatically exempt.  Pesticides with antimicrobial properties that are subject to a tolerance or food

additive regulation must also meet the other criteria identified by Congress in the FIFRA section 19(h)

language: (1) it is a household, industrial or institutional product; (2) it is not a hazardous waste when

disposed; and (3) EPA has not determined it must be subject to the regulations to prevent an unreasonable

adverse effect.  W hile EPA believes it is reasonable to make pesticides with antimicrobial properties that are

subject to a tolerance or food additive regulation eligible for exemption from the pesticide container

regulations, we see no reason that these pesticides shouldn’t be subject to the other criteria that Congress

established for antimicrobial pesticides.

EPA is not implementing similar exemption provisions for the other pesticide types excluded from

the definition of antimicrobial pesticide in FIFRA section 2(mm), which include:

• W ood preservatives with claims for pests other than micro-organisms; 

• Antifouling paint products with claims for pesticides other than micro-organisms;

• Agricultural fungicide products; and 

• Aquatic herbicide products.

EPA does not believe that the pesticides in this list generally pose a limited risk to human health and

the environment, as is the case with pesticides with antimicrobial properties that are subject to a tolerance or

food additive regulation.  EPA analyzed one of its pesticide data bases (Reference File System or REFS)

and identified the wood preservative and antifouling paint products that claim to control pests other than

micro-organisms.  Many of the wood preservative products that claim to control pests other than micro-

organisms would be hazardous wastes when they are disposed and many of these are also restricted use

products, such as those containing arsenic acid, arsenic pentoxide, chromic acid, coal tar, creosote and

pentachlorophenol.  Many of the antifouling paint products that claim to control pests other than micro-

organisms are also restricted use pesticides, such as products containing copper (I) oxide, bis(tributyltin

oxide) and tributyltin methacrylate.  EPA does not believe that products containing these active ingredients

meet the criterion of generally posing a limited risk to human health and the environment, as is the case with

pesticides with antimicrobial properties that are subject to a tolerance or food additive regulation.

Comments - other.  An industry association of diatomaceous earth producers opposed the approach

of equating an antimicrobial product to an antimicrobial pesticide.  They stated that the exemption provided

to their products as physical barriers against pest access, without toxicant, could be compromised, as these

media could still be defined as antimicrobial products.

EPA Response - other.  EPA does not intend to override the exemption in 40 CFR 152.10 for

products, such as diatomaceous earth, which are not pesticides because they are not deemed to be used

for a pesticidal effect.  EPA does not intend to subject such products to the container regulations.   If a

product meets the criteria in 40 CFR 152.10, i.e., it does not make a pesticidal claim in its labeling or in

connection with sale or distribution and it meets one of the three specified conditions, including “intended to

exclude pesticides only by providing a physical barrier,” then it is not a pesticide and is not regulated by the

pesticide programs regulations in 40 CFR parts 150 through 189.

2.  Exemption Criteria: Household, Institutional or Industrial Products
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Final Regulations.  The second of four criteria that must be met for an antimicrobial product to be

exempt from the container regulations is:

The product includes directions for use on a site in one of the following 10 antimicrobial product use

categories identified as “household, industrial or institutional”: 

(1)  Food handling/storage establishments premises and equipment.

(2)  Commercial, institutional, and industrial premises and equipment.

(3)  Residential and public access premises.

(4)  Medical premises and equipment.

(5)  Human drinking water systems.

(6)  Materials preservatives.

(7)  Industrial processes and water systems.

(8)  Antifouling coatings.

(9)  W ood preservatives.

(10) Swimming pools.

Changes.  Prompted by comments and after re-evaluating the antimicrobial product use categories,

EPA is modifying the approach in the supplemental notice by adding a tenth category, human drinking water

systems, to the list of “household, industrial or institutional” uses.  Therefore, 10 of the 12 antimicrobial

product use categories will be “household, industrial or institutional” uses, compared to the nine categories

identified in the supplemental notice.  The two antimicrobial product use categories that are not identified as 

“household, industrial or institutional” are “agricultural premises and equipment” and “aquatic areas.” 

Multiple-use products with labels that include directions for use on a site in one of the excluded categories

(agricultural premises and equipment and aquatic areas) and in at least one of the ten antimicrobial use

product categories identified as household, industrial and institutional would be eligible for exemption.

Comments.  Five commenters addressed EPA’s approach for identifying “household, industrial or

institutional” products.  A few commenters supported EPA’s approach as stated; three commenters (two

industry associations and an antimicrobial manufacturer) stated that human drinking water systems should

be included; and two also said that agricultural premises and equipment should be included.

The reasons given by commenters for including human drinking water systems as a “household,

industrial or institutional” use were:

• The human drinking water systems category includes “home” drinking water systems as well as

systems intended for use in the food processing/commercial beverage industry. These would be

considered potable water supplies and should be included in the applicable use categories.

• Antimicrobial uses in human drinking water systems fall within industrial antimicrobial usage. The

facilities at which these products are used are subject to all the requirements imposed on other

industrial facilities, whether they are municipally or privately owned.

• Excluding bleach used for drinking water treatment is directly contrary to the intent of the Congress

as expressed by Senator Grams when introducing the antimicrobial products amendment to Section

19(h) in 1995.

• Excluding sodium hypochlorite for drinking water treatment is an arbitrary and unsupported action.

The reasons given by commenters for including agricultural premises and equipment as a

“household, industrial or institutional” use were:

• Many agricultural operations are corporate/industrial operations and are an integral part of the food

processing industry.

• The use of antimicrobials for agricultural premises and equipment is consistent with practices

employed to sanitize or disinfect in the other antimicrobial use categories. Excluding products

registered for such use would cause registrants to split labels, separating out the agricultural
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premises and equipment uses from similar uses in other categories, which can be expensive and

wasteful for both industry and EPA.

• Only aquatic areas should be excluded because of the significant differences in intended use sites,

use rates and application practices from the other eleven antimicrobial use categories.

EPA Response.  Prompted by comments and after re-evaluating the antimicrobial product use

categories, EPA decided to add human drinking water systems to the list of “household, industrial or

institutional” uses described in the supplemental notice because it does include use in individual water

systems, which could be used in homes.  Additionally, human drinking water systems include use in public

water systems and the drinking water treatment facilities that use the pesticides for this purpose fit into a

reasonable understanding of industrial use.

In the final rule, only two of the 12 antimicrobial product use categories would not be considered

“household, industrial or institutional” – (1) aquatic areas and (2) agricultural premises and equipment. 

Based on the lack of comments, there seems to be agreement that aquatic areas should be excluded.  EPA

believes that agricultural premises and equipment should be excluded based on the apparent congressional

intent.  Specifying “household, industrial and institutional” in the exemption can best be interpreted to

specifically exclude “agricultural.”  Agricultural pesticides are a substantial portion of the pesticide industry

and would be expected to be named as a separate category, not subsumed under other labels such as

“industrial.”  The legislative history provided by the commenter referring to Senator Grams’ intent also

illustrates that agricultural uses were not the type of uses expected to be covered by this exemption.

3.  Exemption Criteria: Not Subject to RCRA

Final Regulations.  The third of four criteria that must be met for an antimicrobial product to be

exempt from the container regulations is:

The pesticide product is not a hazardous waste as set out in 40 CFR part 261 when the pesticide

product is intended to be disposed.

Changes. This criterion is nearly the same as in the supplemental notice, but EPA modified the

language slightly to clarify that antimicrobials that are household waste are eligible for exemption.  Rather

than specifying that “the pesticide product does not meet the criteria for hazardous waste as set out in part

261...” as discussed in the supplemental notice, the final rule uses broader language (“the pesticide product

is not a hazardous waste as set out in part 261...”) that clearly includes all of the criteria, exclusions and

other provisions in 40 CFR part 261.

Comments - regulatory language.  Two industry associations and an antimicrobial manufacturer

agreed with EPA’s interpretation.  Another industry association and a different antimicrobial manufacturer

agreed with EPA’s interpretation but urged EPA to clarify that antim icrobials that are part of the household

waste stream are eligible for the exemption from the container standards.  These two respondents provided

a description of the RCRA exemption for household wastes and a detailed discussion of its legislative and

regulatory history.  The thrust of their comments is: 

• Antimicrobials that are found in the household waste stream are not hazardous wastes based on the

household waste exclusion in 40 CFR 261.4(b)(1).

• Because antimicrobials that are found in the household waste stream are not hazardous waste, they

are eligible for exemption from the container standards.

In addition, a sodium hypochlorite manufacturer stated that EPA’s interpretation “has unintended impacts

contrary to the intent of FIFRA Section 19.” 

EPA Response - regulatory language.  EPA’s position on the intent of the statutory language in

question (“product that is not subject to regulation under the SW DA”) is unchanged from the supplemental



 40 CFR 261.4(b) Solid wastes which are not hazardous wastes.  The following solid wastes are
4

not hazardous wastes:

(1) Household waste, including household waste that has been collected, transported, stored,

treated, disposed, recovered (e.g., refuse-derived fuel) or reused.  “Household waste” means any material

(including garbage, trash and sanitary wastes in septic tanks) derived from households (including single

and multiple residences, hotels and motels, bunkhouses, ranger stations, crew quarters, campgrounds,

picnic grounds and day-use recreation areas).
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notice.  Specifically, EPA believes that the intent of this statutory language is to describe products that are

not subject to regulation under RCRA as hazardous wastes when they become wastes.

By specifying that “the pesticide product is not a hazardous waste as set out in part 261...” instead

of “the pesticide product does not meet the criteria for hazardous waste as set out in part 261...”, EPA

intends to clarify that we are adopting the full set of standards for identifying hazardous waste in 40 CFR part

261.  In other words, this provision was and is intended to encompass all of the criteria in 40 CFR part 261

including the definition of solid waste, the definition of hazardous waste, exclusions for materials which are

not solid wastes, exclusions for solid wastes which are not hazardous waste, exclusions for various kinds of

samples, and the many other provisions.  

EPA agrees with commenters that pesticide products that are found in the household waste stream

are not hazardous wastes based on the household waste exclusion in 40 CFR 261.4(b)(1).  Because

antimicrobials that are found in the household waste stream are not hazardous waste, they are eligible for

exemption from the container standards (if they meet all of the criteria for exemption).  However, the

implementation of this provision is complex because the labels of many antim icrobials allow use on sites in

households as well as institutional and industrial settings.  A product must be used only on sites that would

produce “household waste”  as defined in 40 CFR 261.4(b)(1) in order for the household waste exemption in4

Part 261 to exclude it from otherwise being a hazardous waste.

For example, consider the following two products.  Assume that they both meet the other

antimicrobial exemption criteria: (1) they are antimicrobial pesticides or pesticides with antimicrobial

properties that are subject to a tolerance or food additive regulation; (2) they are household, industrial or

institutional as described by the antim icrobial product use categories; and (3) EPA has not specifically

determined that the products must be subject to the container regulations to prevent an unreasonable

adverse effect on the environment.  Also assume that both products exhibit the characteristic of corrosivity

in 40 CFR 261.22.  Therefore, both products meet the definition of hazardous waste.  The labels of these

products show that:

• Product A is used on sites that are limited to residences (houses, apartments, etc.).

• Product B is used on sites that include residences, restaurants, and the cooling tower water

systems of industrial plants.

Product A is not a hazardous waste when it is disposed, because it is a household waste.  As

discussed above, 40 CFR 261.4(b)(1) exempts household wastes from being hazardous wastes.  Because

product A meets all four criteria, it is exempt from the pesticide container regulations.

Product B is not a hazardous waste when it is disposed by residential users, because it is a

household waste.  However, it is a hazardous waste (because it exhibits the corrosivity characteristic and it

is not specifically exempt from being a hazardous waste) when it is disposed by the restaurants and the

industrial plants.  Because it is a hazardous waste when it is disposed in at least one of its intended uses, it

is considered to be a hazardous waste for the purposes of this criterion.  Therefore, product B does not

meet this criterion for exemption and is subject to the container regulations.

For this third criterion to apply (the pesticide product is not a hazardous waste as set out 40 CFR
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part 261 when the pesticide product is intended to be disposed), it must be true when the product is

intended to be disposed at all of its intended use sites.

W hile the sodium hypochlorite manufacturer who stated that EPA’s interpretation of the SW DA

reference “has unintended impacts contrary to the intent of FIFRA Section 19” failed to explain this

statement, EPA believes the “unintended impacts” involve the fact that at least some sodium hypochlorite

formulations are hazardous wastes (characteristic of corrosivity) when disposed.  Therefore, as described in

the supplemental notice, sodium hypochlorite would not have been eligible for exemption from the container

regulations or even the partial exemption (as described in the supplemental notice) from the refillable

container standards that was specifically intended for sodium hypochlorite used in swimming pools.  As

discussed in Unit III.D, the final rule reduces the number of requirements in the refillable container and

repackaging regulations that apply to products used only in swimming pools and closely related sites.

Comments - exempt RCRA hazardous wastes.  An industry association and an antimicrobial

manufacturer argued that even antimicrobials that are RCRA hazardous wastes should be exempt from the

container standards because such products are already adequately regulated by EPA*s hazardous waste

program and the DOT.  They also noted that EPA did not cite examples of unreasonable adverse effects or

incidents involving antimicrobials that the proposed regulations would prevent or address. 

EPA Response - exempt RCRA hazardous wastes.  EPA disagrees with the suggestion to exempt

antimicrobials that are RCRA hazardous wastes from the container standards.  First, this would go against

congressional intent.  By including a reference to the SW DA, Congress intended to include hazardous

wastes in the container standards.  Second, the regulations cited by the commenters address standards for

emptying, handling and packaging for disposal and for ensuring the safe transport of the waste materials. 

The pesticide container standards are intended to address the container design during the use and handling

of the product in addition to some disposal implications.  In other words, the regulations cited by the

commenters and the container regulations overlap to some degree but generally address different stages of

a container’s life cycle.

4.  Exemption Criteria: EPA Has Not Specifically Determined the Product Must be Subject to the Regulations

Final Regulations.  The fourth of four criteria that must be met for an antimicrobial product to be

exempt from the container regulations is that EPA has not specifically determined that the pesticide product

must be subject to the regulations to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment according

to the provisions discussed in Unit III.F.

Changes. This criterion is necessary to implement Option 1 in the supplemental notice.  The sample

regulatory text in the supplemental notice did not specifically have a provision for subjecting antimicrobial

products to the container regulations on a case-by-case basis because the sample regulatory text reflected

Option 3.  As discussed in Unit III.F, the final rule must define conditions and procedures for EPA to

determine that an antimicrobial product or group of products must be subject to the container regulations to

prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment.  Because EPA may subject certain

antimicrobial products to the container regulations in the future, a fourth criterion is necessary for the list of

criteria for the antimicrobial products that are exempt from the container regulations.

Comments.  Respondents provided extensive comments (described in Unit III.E) about how EPA

should make these determinations.

D.  Antimicrobial Swimming Pool Products That Are Not Exempt (§§ 165.43(d), 165.63(d))

Final Regulations.  An antim icrobial swimming pool product that is not otherwise exempt (because it

is a manufacturing use product, plant-incorporated product or an exempt antimicrobial product) is subject to

a reduced set of the refillable container and repackaging regulations.  Comments on the supplemental

notice and an analysis of antimicrobial products indicated that some antimicrobial swimming pool products
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are hazardous wastes when they are disposed and, therefore, would be subject to the pesticide container

regulations because they do not meet all four criteria for exemption.

For the purposes of Subparts C and D, an antimicrobial swimming pool product is a pesticide

product that satisfies both of the following conditions:

• The pesticide product is intended to: disinfect, sanitize, reduce or mitigate growth or development of

microbiological organisms; or protect inanimate objects, industrial processes or systems, surfaces,

water, or other chemical substances from contamination, fouling, or deterioration caused by

bacteria, viruses, fungi, protozoa, algae, or slime.

• The labeling of the pesticide product includes directions for use only on a site or sites in the

antimicrobial product use category of swimming pools.

Antim icrobial swimming pool products that are not exempt must comply with all of the refillable

container regulations in subpart C except for:

• § 165.45(d) regarding marking; and

• § 165.45(e) regarding openings.

Antimicrobial swimming pool products that are not exempt must comply with all of the repackaging

regulations in subpart D except for the following requirements:

Requirement Requirement for registrants

who distribute or sell directly

in refillable containers

Requirement for refillers

who are not registrants

Recordkeeping specific to each instance of

repackaging

165.65(I)(2) 165.70(j)(2)

Container inspection: criteria regarding a

serial number or other identifying code

165.65(e)(3) 165.70(f)(3)

Container inspection: criteria regarding one-

way valve or tamper-evident device

165.65(e)(4) 165.70(f)(4)

Cleaning requirement: criteria regarding one-

way valve or tamper-evident device

165.65(f)(1) 165.70(g)(1)

Cleaning if the one-way valve or tamper-

evident device is not intact

165.65(g) 165.70(h)

Changes.  The supplemental notice included a similar provision, but it would have applied only to

products eligible for exemption.  Based on the comments and further analysis, EPA realized that the

products for which relief was intended (those with sodium hypochlorite) may be hazardous wastes when

disposed and, therefore, would not be eligible for either full or partial exemption according to the approach in

the supplemental notice.  Today’s final rule subjects antimicrobial swimming pool products to a reduced set

of the refillable container and repackaging requirements if they are sold and distributed in refillable

containers.  Specifically, antimicrobial swimming pool products would not have to comply with some of the

standards, including, but not limited to, serial number markings, one-way valves or tamper-evident devices,

and some recordkeeping.  Currently, EPA is aware of sodium hypochlorite products that fit these criteria and

that are sold and distributed in refillable containers.  However, the partial exemption was drafted to be

general so it would apply to any products that fit the criteria.  

A description of an antim icrobial swimming pool product was added to Subparts C and D for clarity.

The regulatory text was modified to clarify that the reduced set of requirements applies to products labeled
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for use on a site or sites only in the antimicrobial product use category of swimming pools (which includes

swimming pools, spas, hot tubs, and whirlpools).  In other words, a product that is labeled for use in

swimming pools (and/or spas, hot tubs and whirlpools) and another site, such as human drinking water

systems, would have to comply with the full set of refillable container and repackaging requirements. 

Alternatively, the registrant of such a product could remove the use site(s) other than those in the

antimicrobial product use category of swimming pools from the label, in which case the product would be

subject to the reduced set of refillable container and repackaging requirements. 

Many antimicrobial swimming pool products are completely exempt from the nonrefillable container,

refillable container and repackaging regulations by §§ 165.23©, 165.43© and 165.63©.  However, some

antimicrobial swimming pool products are subject to the container-related regulations because they do not

meet all of the criteria in these sections, for example, because they are hazardous wastes when they are

disposed.  The partial exemption in §§ 165.43(d) and 165.63(d) provides some regulatory relief from the

refillable container and repackaging requirements for such antimicrobial swimming pool products.  

Antimicrobial swimming pool products that are not completely exempt must comply with all of the

nonrefillable container requirements.

Comments.  Many commenters (pool supply companies, industry associations and an antimicrobial

manufacturer) specifically addressed the impact the proposed regulations would have on refillable

containers currently used to distribute sodium hypochlorite for a number of markets, including swimming

pool/spa use.  Most of these commenters specifically requested EPA to exempt refillable containers used in

the swimming pool and spa market from all requirements.  One commenter requested a full exemption for

all sodium hypochlorite products.  Another respondent requested that sodium hypochlorite in all markets be

exempted from certain problematic standards.

The pool supply companies provided the following reasons for requesting an exemption for

refillables used in the swimming pool market:

• The containers pose none of the hazards that the original rule was intended to address.

• There are no reports of accidents associated with these containers.

• The companies have used these containers safely for many years and for large volumes of sodium

hypochlorite.

• The containers prevent the disposal of millions of nonrefillable containers each year.

• The one-way valve and serial number requirements would increase costs.  One respondent claimed

this would put him out of business.

The two commenters who directed their exemption request at sodium hypochlorite in general (not

just for swimming pool use) argued that the container standards would increase the time and cost of using

the refillables, leading companies to switch to nonrefillable containers instead.  This would increase the

amount of waste produced annually, contrary to EPA’s goals.  One of these commenters described some

positive aspects to the refillable containers it currently uses, including: they are durable and appropriately

sized; they meet applicable DOT standards; there is a deposit system which leads to nearly 100 percent

return of the containers; the company inspects and, if necessary, reconditions the containers before refilling

them; an applicator could tell if the container was tampered with when removing the cap; and their one-

gallon containers are of the “no-glug” design.

A solid waste association urged EPA not to issue final regulations that would negatively impact the

existing successful returnable systems for swimming pool chemicals because that would decrease container

reuse and increase solid waste generation and disposal requirements.

EPA Response.  Based on comments and an analysis that identified some antimicrobial pesticides

that are potentially hazardous waste when they are disposed, EPA is revising the scope for the reduced set

of requirements in the final rule to accomplish our intended goal.  The reduced set of requirements will apply

to antimicrobial products that are:
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• Distributed in refillable containers

• Subject to the container regulations; and 

• Used in only swimming pools, spas, hot tubs and whirlpools.

Currently, EPA is aware of sodium hypochlorite products that fit these criteria.  However, the scope

of the reduced set of requirements was drafted to be general so it would not provide sodium hypochlorite

products a competitive advantage over other products that fit the criteria.

Based on the information provided in comments, more than an estimated 38 million gallons of

sodium hypochlorite are currently distributed each year in refillable containers ranging in size from 1- and

2.5-gallon jugs to drums (30 and 55 gallons) to minibulks (220 and 330 gallons).  These containers are used

only for sodium hypochlorite, are returned to the manufacturers, and are inspected prior to refilling by the

manufacturers.

As stated in the supplemental notice, EPA acknowledges that applying some of the refillable

container standards (specifically the serial number marking; one-way valves or tamper-evident devices; and

certain recordkeeping) to sodium hypochlorite used in swimming pools would disrupt the current refillable

container system for these products and would probably cause the refillables to be replaced by millions of

single-use, nonrefillable containers.  EPA believes that adding millions of pounds of these nonrefillable

containers to the waste stream is inconsistent with the goals of section 19(e) of FIFRA, particularly that the

regulations facilitate the safe refill and reuse of containers.  Therefore, in the supplemental notice, we

discussed a reduction in requirements for the refillable containers for these products. 

The reduced set of refillable container and repackaging requirements is needed only for

antimicrobials that are subject to the container regulations, such as those products that are hazardous

wastes when they are disposed or products that are not “household, institutional or industrial”.  Rather than

specifying all four criteria that could cause the “antimicrobial” to be subject to the container regulations, the

regulatory language simply refers to § 165.43©, which lists the criteria.

EPA is limiting the reduction in requirements for certain refillable container and repackaging

standards to products used only in swimming pools and the related sites of spas, hot tubs, and whirlpools

because commenters on the proposed rule and the supplemental notice convincingly explained that

applying the full set of refillable container regulations to the refillable containers servicing these sites would

be burdensome.  A significant factor was the large amount of detail about the refillable containers used for

distributing pool chemicals (generally 1- or 2.5-gallon plastic containers), the large amount of product

distributed in these containers, and the system that the pesticide registrants had in place for managing these

containers.  

EPA does not have this same level of detail about the refillable containers used to distribute

antimicrobials applied to other sites.  Therefore, we do not have enough information to justify reducing the

requirements for products used on other sites and in other markets.  W e are retaining the approach

discussed in the supplemental notice of limiting the reduction in requirements to uses identified in the

antimicrobial use category of swimming pools.

EPA is not completely exempting antimicrobial pool products from all of the refillable container

regulations.  The remaining standards that apply to them generally:

• Refer to DOT requirements (that probably already apply to these products);

• Are good management practices that are already complied with; and/or

• Are easy to comply with and are not overly burdensome. 

E.  EPA Determinations that Products Must be Subject to the Container Regulations to Prevent an

Unreasonable Adverse Effect on the Environment
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Final Regulations.  The final regulations exempt all antimicrobial products that are eligible for

exemption according to the criteria described in Unit III.C from needing to comply with the nonrefillable

container, refillable container and repackaging regulations.  The final regulations also include a provision

that allows EPA to determine, on a case-by-case basis, that a specific product or group of products must be

subject to the regulations to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment if a problem

becomes evident.  The specifics of this provision are discussed in Unit III.F.

Changes.  The approach in the final rule is a change from the approach that was identified as our

preferred approach (Option 3) in the supplemental notice, which would have subjected all antim icrobials

eligible for exemption that were classified in Toxicity Category I to a subset of the container regulations.  In

the supplemental notice, EPA described four options for determining which antimicrobial products that are

eligible for exemption would be subject to the container provisions to prevent an unreasonable adverse

effect on the environment. Today’s final rule establishes Option 1 as the procedure to be implemented,

which exempts all eligible antimicrobials, but includes a provision to require a specific product or group of

products to comply with the container regulations if a problem becomes evident. The four options in the

supplemental notice were: 

• Option 1: Exempt all eligible antimicrobials, but include a provision to require a specific product or

group of products to comply with the container regulations if a problem becomes evident.

• Option 2: Subject eligible antimicrobials classified in Toxicity Category I to all of the container

regulations.

• Option 3: Subject eligible antimicrobials classified in Toxicity Category I to a subset of the container

regulations.

• Option 4: Apply the scope criteria being considered for other pesticides to eligible antimicrobials.

Comments.  Two state agencies supported EPA’s approach in the supplemental notice (Option 3). 

Eighteen commenters, representing the antim icrobial and/or the swimming pool/spa industries, strongly

opposed EPA’s approach, and most supported Option 1.  An agricultural registrant stated that the language

in section 19(h) is not a blanket exemption, and that focusing on only Toxicity Category I (as opposed to

Toxicity Categories I and II in the applicability for all other products) is unfair and inconsistent.

Many commenters opposed EPA’s approach and supported Option 1, either by specifically

identifying it as the option EPA should adopt or by describing and supporting an approach that is consistent

with Option 1.  These commenters supported their positions with the following claims:

Statutory Intent.  Some commenters stated that only Option 1 is consistent with the statutory

language.  Several respondents specifically disagreed with EPA’s general criteria approach, saying it was

unnecessary, inappropriate and inconsistent with the statutory language. 

Congress’s Intent.  Similarly, many commenters stated that only Option 1 is consistent with

Congress’s intent.  The commenters generally argued that Congress’s clear intent was to exempt nearly all

eligible antimicrobials.  One commenter referred to “testimony received and comments made at various

committee hearings” to support its interpretation of the congressional intent.  Several commenters stated

that EPA’s approach is contrary to the position of EPA negotiators during pre-FQPA discussions, which was

that the provision constituted essentially a complete exemption.

No information about unreasonable adverse effects.  Many respondents pointed out that EPA does

not have concrete information, such as documented incidents, of unreasonable adverse effects (UAEs)

caused by antimicrobial pesticides.  In addition, several pool supply companies said that there are no reports

of accidents with refillable containers used for pool chemicals and mentioned that they have used these

containers safely for many years and for large volumes of sodium hypochlorite. 

Standard of “unreasonable adverse effect on the environment”.  Several commenters stated that the

process of registration is intended to ensure that the pesticide will not cause an UAE, and therefore all
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registered products, including those in Toxicity Category I, have been determined to meet a standard of no

UAE.  These commenters further argued that information on specific exposures, leakage or other problems

is needed to overturn the registration decision of no UAE and to determine that an UAE must be prevented. 

Another respondent commented that Congress didn’t provide additional insight into what constitutes an UAE

in the context of section 19, so it must have the same meaning as in the FIFRA registration standard in

section 3©)(5) and the obligation to report information on UAE in section 6(a)(2).

FIFRA section 6(a)(2) reporting.  Several commenters stated that the section 6(a)(2) obligation for

registrants to submit factual information regarding UAE to EPA provides an adequate mechanism for EPA to

identify UAEs caused by antimicrobials eligible for exemption.  A few of these respondents pointed out that

the UAE standard in section 6(a)(2) is exactly the same as the standard in section 19(h)(2).

Minimal threat to the environment.  Several commenters specifically addressed sodium hypochlorite

and commented that it is not a threat to the environment because: it has a short half life; its final fate is

sodium chloride (table salt); it is used widely without evidence that it is problematic; it’s only in Toxicity

Category I for eye effects, unlike the “toxic and persistent” agricultural pesticides; it’s an inorganic chemical;

the institutional/industrial formulation is only slightly more concentrated than common household bleach; it’s

less toxic than many automotive and household chemicals; and the resultant liquid from hosing down a spill

is indistinguishable from drinking water.  An industry association argued that many of these claims apply to

institutional and industrial sanitizers and disinfectants in general.  

No need for additional regulations.  Several commenters stated that there is no need for EPA to

regulate institutional and industrial disinfectants because these products are already adequately regulated

by EPA waste regulations, DOT’s packaging requirements, and OSHA’s health and safety standards.  One

commenter stated that most manufacturers and formulators of antimicrobial products use containers that

meet at least the DOT Packing Group III standards for all materials, because it’s not feasible to use certain

containers for DOT hazardous materials and other containers for products that aren’t DOT hazardous

materials.

EPA Response.  EPA has decided to change its approach for determining which “antim icrobial”

products that are eligible for exemption must be subject to the container regulations to prevent an

unreasonable adverse effect.  The final rule will implement Option 1 rather than Option 3.

EPA believes that Option 1 is acceptable because it is a legitimate, reasonable interpretation of the

statutory language.  In addition, making determinations for subjecting products to the container regulations

based on specific information, data or other evidence of a problem to prevent unreasonable adverse effects

on the environment is more straightforward than making such a determination based on arguments

supporting the fact that there could be unreasonable effects.

In changing the approach to Option 1, EPA was partly convinced by the comments and observations

relating to the standard of unreasonable adverse effect.  The process of registration (including the

submission and review of data plus establishing label restrictions) is intended to ensure that the pesticide

will not cause UAEs on the environment.  In other words, all registered products have been determined to

meet a standard of not causing UAEs on the environment.  This determination can be re-visited and

changed by EPA if UAEs are identified during the process of reregistration or other review, under the

ongoing mechanisms of FIFRA section 6(a)(2) (as implemented by 40 CFR part 159) or when other relevant

information is received by EPA.  

If all eligible Toxicity Category I antimicrobial products needed to be subject to the container

regulations to prevent UAEs on the environment (according to options 2 and 3 in the supplemental notice),

then currently we should be seeing UAEs from the containers of these products.  This is especially true

given the relatively large quantities of antimicrobial pesticides used annually.  As described in the

supplemental notice, in 1995 approximately 3,290 million pounds of antimicrobial active ingredients were

used in the United States, compared to 1,222 million pounds of non-antimicrobial active ingredients.  
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However, EPA is unaware of a substantial number of UAE’s resulting from the containers of

antim icrobial pesticides.  Data from the California Pesticide Illness Surveillance Program indicate only a

limited number of cases where exposure to antimicrobial pesticides was very likely to be prevented if the

container regulations had been in place. (Ref.22)  Given the limited number of incidents, we do not believe it

is appropriate to require all eligible Toxicity Category 1 antimicrobial products to be subject to the container

regulations, and we believe that a case-by-case approach is better suited to the issue.

Because Congress didn’t provide additional insight into what constitutes an unreasonable adverse

effect in the context of section 19, EPA agrees with the comment that it should have the same meaning as

in the FIFRA registration standard in section 3(c)(5) and the obligation for registrants to report information

about UAEs on the environment in FIFRA section 6(a)(2).

W hile some of the public comments were persuasive, EPA does not agree with all of the comments

submitted in support of Option 1.  For example, EPA stands by the statements in the supplemental notice

that the statutory language – “unless the Administrator determines that [an eligible antimicrobial] product

must be subject to [the container] provisions to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment”

– provides considerable flexibility for EPA to implement it by establishing general criteria or by product-

specific decisions.  In addition, the lack of significant documented legislative or statutory history on the

FQPA amendment to FIFRA section 19(h) makes it impossible to identify Congress’ intent one way or

another on this issue.  Moreover, the fact that this language was added toward the end of the legislation’s

adoption indicates that commenters’ statements regarding the intent of section 19(h) may not be an

altogether accurate depiction of how Congress intended this portion of section 19(h) to be interpreted.  EPA

believes that some antimicrobial products may need to be subject to the container regulations to protect

human health and the environment.  These products will be identified and regulated by the process

described in Unit III.F below.  Finally, EPA believes that the other regulations cited by commenters –

including EPA waste regulations, DOT’s packaging requirements, and the OSHA health and safety

standards – overlap to some degree with the pesticide container regulations but generally address different

stages of a container’s life cycle.  Also, these regulations apply to other pesticides and therefore do not

uniquely affect antimicrobials.

F.  Process for EPA to Make These Determinations (§§ 165.23(d),165.43(e) and 165.63(e))

Final Regulations.  The final regulations describe the process and standards by which EPA may

determine that an antimicrobial pesticide product that would otherwise be exempt must be subject to the

container regulations to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment.  EPA may make this

determination if all of the following conditions exist:

• EPA obtains information, data or other evidence of a problem with the containers of a certain

pesticide product or related group of products.

• The information, data or other evidence is reliable and factual.

• The problem causes or could reasonably be expected to cause an unreasonable adverse effect on

the environment.

• Complying with the container regulations could reasonably be expected to eliminate the problem.

The process in the final rule for making these determinations is based on the regulations in 40 CFR

152.164 for classifying products as restricted use pesticides.  If EPA determines that an antimicrobial

pesticide product that would otherwise be exempt must be subject to the container regulations to prevent an

unreasonable adverse effect on the environment, EPA may:

• Require, by rule, that the product be repackaged (if applicable) and distributed or sold in containers

that comply with all or some of the requirements in these regulations; or

• Notify the applicant or registrant of EPA’s intent to make such a determination.  After allowing the

applicant or registrant a reasonable amount of time to reply, EPA may require, by notification and as

a condition of registration, that the product be repackaged (if applicable) and distributed or sold in
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containers that comply with all or some of the requirements in these regulations.

For the purposes of notification, 60 days would be a reasonable amount of time to reply, although EPA may,

in its discretion, provide more time.  This process allows EPA to apply all of the requirements in the

nonrefillable container, refillable container and repackaging subparts to the product.  Alternatively, EPA

could apply a subset of the container-related requirements to the product if compliance with some but not

necessarily all of the requirements would eliminate the problem. 

EPA may deny registration or initiate cancellation proceedings if the registrant fails to comply with

the container and, if appropriate, the repackaging regulations within the time frames established by EPA in

the rule or in its notification.

Changes.  Because we are finalizing Option 1rather than Option 3 in the supplemental notice, the

final rule provides more specific criteria and a better-defined process for EPA to make determinations to

prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment.  The criteria and process are outgrowths of

comments on the supplemental notice and the following potential regulatory provision from the supplemental

notice:

“EPA may determine that an antimicrobial product or products must comply with the container

standards.  EPA may consider evidence such as field studies, use history, accident data, monitoring

data, or other pertinent evidence in deciding whether the product must comply with the container

standards to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment.”

Comments.  Many commenters provided suggestions and information about how they believe the

case-by-case determinations should be made.  W hile the actual language varied among commenters, the

respondents agreed that EPA needs specific evidence of a problem related to containers before EPA can

determine a product must be subject to the container regulations to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect.

EPA Response.  EPA believes that the criteria and process in the final regulations for making

determinations to prevent an UAE represent a legitimate, reasonable, straightforward interpretation of the

statutory language.  In addition, we think these criteria and the process for making determinations are

similar to EPA’s current systems.  EPA has the ability to re-visit a product’s registration standard of not

causing UAEs and change it if UAEs are identified during the process of reregistration or other review, under

the ongoing mechanisms of FIFRA section 6(a)(2) (as implemented by 40 CFR part 159, PR Notice 98-3

(Ref. 55), PR Notice 98-4 (Ref. 54) and other guidance documents) or when other relevant information is

received by EPA.  The criteria and process included in the final rule are consistent with most comments

received on the supplemental notice.

It is difficult to precisely identify the kind of information that EPA would consider sufficient and to

characterize in great detail the problems that could trigger this regulatory provision, because we cannot

anticipate every situation that might arise in the future.  However, the following items are intended to provide

some guidance on the different factors that EPA will consider in making determinations about whether an

antimicrobial product or products must be subject to the container regulations:

• W hat kind of information, data or other evidence of a problem with containers has EPA obtained? 

This could be descriptions of cases, incidents or examples of problems or it could be some other

kind of information.

• How severe are the problems identified in the information, data or other evidence obtained by EPA? 

The 6(a)(2) regulations in 40 CFR Part 159 define severity categories assigned to incidents and PR

Notice 98-3 (Ref. 55) expands the definitions for incidents involving humans and domestic animals.

• How prevalent are the problems identified in the information, data or other evidence obtained by

EPA?  Are the problems isolated or are they widespread?  EPA will evaluate the prevalence of the

problems and the severity of the problems before taking any action to subject the product or

products to the container regulations.
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• W here do the problems occur in the distribution chain?  In other words, whether the incidents occur

predominantly at the facilities of manufacturers, retailers or end users may affect our decision. Also,

this information may allow EPA to trace a problem back to a certain facility or a limited number of

facilities.

• W hat is the company’s history in terms of reacting to problems of concern?

• Do the problems cause an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment?

• Could the problems reasonably be expected to cause an unreasonable adverse effect on the

environment if they continue to occur?  For example, about a decade ago, EPA received a

significant number of reports of a household pesticide that “exploded” over time.  W hile these initial

incidents may not have directly led to a severe human injury or illness, it is reasonable to expect that

someone could have been injured or become ill if they were in a garage or storage area when a

container “exploded.”

• W ould complying with the container regulations reasonably be expected to eliminate the problem? 

If the container regulations don’t address the problem or would not mitigate the problem, then EPA

could consider other approaches (such as establishing conditions specific to that registration) to

mitigate the problem.  As an example, it is possible that a problem could be caused by a problem

with a specific kind of container material.  In this case, the solution may be to require the product to

be distributed in a certain container material or a container material that has been treated, e.g.,

fluorinated high density polyethylene.  It is possible that some of these alternative approaches may

have other impacts with respect to the container regulations.  For example, requiring a product to be

distributed in a nonrefillable container that is rigid rather than non-rigid would increase the number of

nonrefillable container standards the product must comply with.

G.  Other Comments Regarding the Antimicrobial Exemption (Not Addressed Above) 

Comments - alternative approaches.  Several commenters suggested alternative approaches if EPA

doesn’t adopt their first choice.

The one commenter that didn’t support option 1 is an antimicrobial manufacturer who requested that

all dry antimicrobials (including those in Toxicity Category I) be exempt from the container standards.  The

manufacturer sells dry iodine pellets (a Toxicity Category I biocide) in refillable containers for use in cooling

towers and other industrial sites.  The commenter stated that dry antimicrobial products should not be

subject to the same standards as those for liquid antim icrobial products because dry products are less likely

to leak, leaks of dry products are easily contained, it would reduce the number of products subject to the

container standards (getting closer to Congress’s intent) and closed refillable containers provide an

additional measure of safety for dry antimicrobial products.  If EPA doesn’t completely exempt all dry

antimicrobial refillable products, this commenter suggested they could be handled in the same way that EPA

is proposing to handle swimming pool products, i.e., exempt them from permanently marking the container

and from certain procedural requirements. 

If EPA doesn’t adopt option 1, an industry association urged EPA to exempt institutional/industrial

disinfectants and sanitizers (including chlorine and hypochlorite products) that are packaged in containers of

five gallons or less, even if these products are in Toxicity Category I.  If EPA doesn’t adopt option 1, another

industry association commented that EPA should develop separate regulations for antimicrobial products.  A

third industry association commented that the regulations should only apply to products that are assigned to

Toxicity Category I on the basis of oral, inhalation or dermal toxicity, which would exempt products assigned

to Toxicity Category I based upon skin and eye effects.

EPA Response - alternative approaches.  EPA believes that adopting Option 1 in the final rule

accomplishes the goals of the manufacturer of the dry iodine pellets.  Option 1 exempts all “antimicrobials”

that are eligible for exemption unless the products are specifically subjected to the regulations.  The

alternative approaches described by the industry associations are irrelevant because EPA is adopting

Option 1 in the final rule.
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H.  Other Pesticide Products Subject to These Regulations (§§ 165.23 (e), 165.43(f) and 165.63(f))

Comments - proposed rule.  Many commenters opposed the broad scope of the proposed container

standards and requested EPA to exempt a specific subset of pesticides from the scope of the container

requirements.  The categories of pesticides that were suggested for exemption from the rule include: (1)

lower-risk pesticides; (2) nonagricultural pesticides in general; (3) antimicrobial pesticides; (4) swimming

pool chemicals; (5) industrial biocides; and (6) disinfectants and/or sanitizers.  To support the exemption

requests, commenters generally argued that the pesticides suggested for exemption pose lower risk than

agricultural pesticides (e.g., active ingredients that are less toxic, less persistent, more biodegradable,

and/or at a lower concentration, the pesticides are in smaller containers, etc.); that the containers suggested

for exemption are handled differently than containers for agricultural pesticides; and/or it would be more

burdensome for these pesticides/containers to come into compliance than for agricultural

pesticides/containers.  

EPA Response - proposed rule.  EPA is exempting some pesticides and containers from the final

container rule.  Some of these exemptions follow the limited exemption for antimicrobial pesticides that was

added to section 19 as a result of FQPA.  However, for other exemptions, rather than exempting products

based on the pesticide market sector or the type of pesticide, EPA believes it is more appropriate to exempt

pesticides based on the relative risk they pose.  The rationale behind this approach is discussed in more

detail in the 1999 Supplemental Notice and below.

1.  Overview

Final Regulations.  For nonrefillable containers, all pesticide products other than MUPs, plant-

incorporated protectants and exempt antimicrobial products are subject to the nonrefillable container

standards.  However, only the “higher risk” products are subject to all of the nonrefillable container

requirements.  The “lower-risk” products are subject only to the basic DOT requirements.  In particular:

• A product must comply with all of the nonrefillable container requirements if it is classified in at least

one of the following categories: (1) Toxicity Category I; (2) Toxicity Category II; or (3) Restricted use

product.

• All other products (those in Toxicity Category III or IV that are not restricted use products) must

comply only with the basic DOT requirements in 49 CFR 173.24.  If the pesticide product meets the

definition of a hazardous material in 49 CFR 171.8, the DOT requires it to be packaged according to

49 CFR Parts 171-180.

The final rule does not distinguish between “higher risk” and “lower risk” products for the refillable

container and repackaging regulations.  In other words, pesticide products other than MUPs, plant-

incorporated protectants and exempt antimicrobial products must comply with all of the refillable container

and repackaging standards.  The only exception is that antimicrobial products that are used in swimming

pools and closely related sites are subject to a reduced number of the requirements, as described in Unit

III.D.

Changes.  The February 1994 NPRM proposed that the container regulations would generally apply

to all end use pesticide products and all containers, regardless of the pesticide market sector.  The

proposed container regulations included requirements that are equivalent to some DOT requirements, such

as marking, container integrity, reclosing securely and a drop test, and some requirements that are

pesticide-specific, such as standard closures, one-way valves, and the residue removal standard.  Many

commenters opposed the broad scope of the regulations and requested EPA to exempt one or more

subsets of pesticides from the container requirements.

In the 1999 supplemental notice, EPA described a potential regulatory option for products other than

antimicrobials that would exempt some pesticides and containers from the final rule.  Rather than exempt

products based on the pesticide market sector or the type of pesticide (as specified by the commenters on
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the proposal), EPA’s approach was to exempt pesticides based on the relative risk they posed.

The regulatory approach in the supplemental notice would have exempted manufacturing use

products, as we proposed in 1994, and included a previously described set of standards for antimicrobial

products that would be eligible for exemption.  For all other products, a product would be subject to the

regulations if it met any one of the following criteria:

• The product is classified in Toxicity Category I or II;

• The capacity of the container is equal to or larger than 5 liters (1.3 gal) for liquids or 5 kilograms

(11.0 lbs) for solids;

• The product’s labeling permits outdoor use and includes at least one of the specified environmental

hazard statements.

The container size and environmental hazard label statement criteria would have captured many products in

Toxicity Category III and IV so they would have been subject to the regulations.

About 18 respondents provided comments on these general (non-antimicrobial) scope criteria in the

supplemental notice, consisting largely of individual registrants and registrant groups.  The commenters

generally agreed that it was appropriate to differentiate the stringency of the regulations based on the

relative risk posed by the products and containers.  None of the commenters wholly supported the approach

in the supplemental notice and there was no general agreement in an approach among the suggestions

provided by the respondents.  Some commenters stated that certain standards (either the DOT Packing

Group III standards or the standards in a DOT limited quantity exception) should apply to all products.  Many

commenters suggested changes to the Toxicity Category and container size criteria.  None of the

commenters supported the environmental hazard statement criteria.  A few commenters suggested other

exemptions that should be included, such as exempting all residential use products.

After carefully reviewing these comments and conducting an analysis of the products that would be

regulated using the supplemental notice criteria, EPA decided to revise the approach in the final rule for

regulating pesticide products other than MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants and antimicrobials that are

exempt.    As described above, the approach for the nonrefillable container standards, which differentiates

between “higher risk” and “lower risk” products, is different from the approach for the refillable container and

repackaging requirements, which do not make that distinction.

2.  Alternative Approach and Rationale for Changes

The final rule approach for regulating pesticide products that are not otherwise exempt was

developed based on the comments on the supplemental notice and on an analysis conducted by EPA.  The

broad comments related to substantial changes in the approach are described in this subunit, while

comments on the specific criteria in the supplemental notice are discussed individually in subunits below.

Comments - overall approach.  EPA posed six questions in the supplemental notice related to the

scope of products subject to the container regulations.  The first question was “Is it appropriate to apply the

container standards only to the higher-risk pesticides?”  Eight respondents specifically addressed this

question and seven of them generally agreed with EPA that it is reasonable to apply different levels of

regulation to higher-risk and lower-risk pesticides.  However, the commenters differed in their

recommendations for regulating the lower-risk pesticides.  Only one of the eight commenters, a non-

agricultural registrant group, specifically supported a complete exemption for the lower-risk pesticides. 

Some commenters took a middle ground.  In particular, the comments from a registrant group and three

registrants were a bit vague, stating that it is appropriate to apply the container standards only to the higher

risk pesticides and that lower-risk pesticides should not be subject to the same requirements.  Several

commenters opposed the approach of completely exempting some products.  Two registrant groups

explicitly supported an option where lower risk pesticides would be subject to some regulations, although

different standards would be appropriate.  Also, the commenter who didn’t support distinguishing between
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risk levels was a registrant who stated that the requirements for DOT Class 9 materials should apply to all

pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials.

In addition, a state agency supported exempting pesticides based on how products are handled, the

level of risk they pose, and the size of the container in which they are packaged.  A registrant group

supported exempting lower risk products, but maintained that antimicrobial products should all be exempted

except for a small percentage of products which may potentially cause unreasonable adverse effects to the

environment.  

The second question was “Are the criteria being considered by EPA to distinguish between higher-

risk and lower-risk pesticides appropriate?”  The same eight commenters that answered the first question

addressed this question and none of them believed that the criteria in the supplemental notice were

appropriate for distinguishing between higher-risk and lower-risk pesticides.  An agricultural registrant group

commented that toxicity and container size are generally appropriate criteria, but questioned the viability of

using these criteria because of the wide range of combinations of toxicity (human health and environmental),

container sizes and distribution and handling practices.  This commenter supports establishing the DOT

Packing Group III standards as a minimum for agricultural pesticides in nonrefillable containers.  A registrant

group and a registrant stated that DOT limited quantity provisions should be authorized for pesticides that

are not DOT hazardous materials.  The regulatory language recommended by one of these commenters

would require pesticide products to comply with all nonrefillable container standards unless they were

specifically exempt or subject to a limited quantity exception.  Four commenters – a registrant group and

three registrants – strongly opposed the environmental hazard statement criterion because they don’t

believe the environmental hazard statements on the label are appropriate indicators of risk.  One of them

said that toxicity category alone should be used to distinguish between higher-risk and lower-risk pesticides. 

A non-agricultural registrant group questioned the appropriateness of human toxicity characteristics for

packaging regulations that, it claims, deal primarily with storage and disposal.  This commenter urged EPA

to develop alternate criteria, such as the potential for the product to leak from containers and/or to persist in

the environment.

In addition, a registrant group and a registrant who addressed the above question provided more

detailed comments on an alternate approach.  These commenters stated that all agricultural pesticides

distributed in nonrefillable containers should comply with the DOT packaging standards.  Under this option,

pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials would comply with the Packing Group III standards or, if

appropriate, one of the limited quantity exceptions.  The registrant group stated that “having minimum

requirements on pesticide integrity is in the best interest of agriculture, the public and our industry.”  

Another registrant provided a detailed description of an alternate approach.  This commenter split

the regulations into two primary issues – (1) container design and integrity testing and (2) container residue

removal standards and others – based on the goals of the rule and their financial impact.  This agricultural

registrant strongly believes that all pesticides in nonrefillable containers should be required to use DOT

Packing Group III containers as a minimum safety standard.  On the other hand, this respondent believes

that it may be reasonable and appropriate to consider exempting lower-risk pesticides from some standards,

such as the residue removal requirement.  

EPA Response - overall approach.  These comments prompted EPA to reconsider the approach

discussed in the supplemental notice where lower-risk pesticides would be completely exempt from the

nonrefillable container standards.  EPA agrees with the point made by some commenters that all containers

should meet standards for integrity and compatibility and is modifying the final rule accordingly.  However,

EPA believes that the minimum standards for integrity are different between nonrefillable and refillable

containers.

In general, DOT has two different sets of package integrity standards.  The most thorough set of

requirements are the performance-oriented packaging standards, which include drop, leakproofness,

hydrostatic pressure, stacking and vibration tests.  These tests may vary in stringency depending on the
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packing group of the material.  For example, a Packing Group I test involves a drop from 1.8 meters (5.9

feet) while a Packing Group III test has a drop from 0.8 meters (2.6 feet).  The other set of requirements are

the packaging standards in 49 CFR Part 173 Subpart B, which are referenced in DOT limited quantity

exceptions.  In other words, packages that are subject to a limited quantity exception must comply with the

standards in Subpart B of Part 173, even though they are exempt from the full array of performance-oriented

packaging tests and other standards.

The requirements in 49 CFR Part 173 Subpart B include many different standards related to

“Preparation of Hazardous Materials for Transportation.”   Some of these requirements address aspects of

transportation other than packaging, such as the loading and unloading of transport vehicles, or establish

requirements for specific modes of transportation, such as general requirements for transportation by

aircraft.  Therefore, it would not be appropriate for EPA to reference all of Part 173 Subpart B, because we

are only interested in incorporating the DOT standards that address packaging design, construction and

marking.  After analyzing the Subpart B regulations, EPA believes that the general requirements for

packagings and packages in 49 CFR 173.24 are appropriate basic standards that all nonrefillable containers

must meet.  The standards in 49 CFR 173.24 address container integrity, compatibility, closures, and

outage/filling limits.  These DOT standards cover the same areas as the proposed requirements for

nonrefillable container integrity/compatibility in § 165.102(b) and reclosing containers securely in §

165.102(d)(3).  EPA believes that all nonrefillable containers should easily be able to comply with these

requirements, yet they provide a standard that we could enforce in situations where container problems may

arise.  Therefore, the final rule references the general requirements for packagings and packages in 49 CFR

173.24 as the basic standards for all nonrefillable containers, unless the pesticide product is exempt from

the regulations.

On the other hand, EPA believes that the DOT Packing Group III standards, including the

performance-oriented packaging tests, are an appropriate minimum standard for refillable containers. 

Refillable containers need to be sturdier, stronger and able to withstand more stress than nonrefillables

because they spend more time in use (i.e., full of pesticide) and in the lanes of transportation.  Because

refillable containers are returned to the refiller and/or registrant repeatedly over the useful life of the

containers, they are subject to more wear and tear than containers that are used once.  Therefore, EPA

believes that it is appropriate to require refillable containers to be capable of meeting DOT’s packaging

standards at the Packing Group III level, if the pesticide product is not a DOT hazardous material.  If the

pesticide product is a DOT hazardous material, it must comply with the relevant DOT standards.

Comments - exemption requests.  All of the commenters who addressed the general scope of the

container regulations suggested changes in the general approach and/or alterations to the specific criteria. 

This subsection summarizes the suggestions for exemption criteria other than those described in the

supplemental notice and discusses several specific products described by registrants to provide support for

changing the criteria.

A registrant group commented that products intended for residential use should be exempt, claiming

that they are formulated as lower concentrations, are of lower toxicity and pose less risk to the environment.

This commenter also argued that a large accumulation of containers for a given product is unlikely and

stated that applying requirements such as rinsing to residential containers would be impractical, difficult to

enforce and extremely costly.

A registrant commented that EPA should exempt pesticides meeting the reduced risk criteria and

pesticide/fertilizer mixtures with low levels of pesticide concentration from the container regulations. The

commenter argued that the concentration of pesticides in liquid fertilizer mixtures generally ranges from 1 to

10 percent, and is usually less than 1 percent in dry fertilizer mixtures.  Similarly, a registrant group

recommended that the size exemption for pesticide/fertilizer combinations in ready-to-use form should be

larger, such as 50 pounds.  As an example, this commenter noted that a 50-pound bag of a

pesticide/fertilizer product with 0.86 percent active ingredient has a total of 0.43 pounds of active ingredient

and would be subject to the regulations under the supplemental notice approach.  However, a liquid
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concentrate containing 3.3 pounds/gallon of the same active ingredient in a one-gallon container would be

exempt under the supplemental notice approach if it was in Toxicity Category III or IV and did not trigger the

environmental hazard statement criterion.

One registrant supported using only toxicity category to determine the applicability of the container

standards and strongly opposed using container size as a criterion.  This registrant has several products

that contain the active ingredient kaolin, which is on EPA’s Generally Regarded as Safe (GRAS) list and, as

an active ingredient, has been exempted from the requirement for a tolerance.  Kaolin is a natural mineral

(clay) and acts as a repellant/protectant, which is a nontoxic mode of action.  Under the scope criteria

described in the supplemental notice, the wettable powder kaolin formulations would be subject to the

nonrefillable container regulations if they were distributed in containers larger than 5 kilograms (11 pounds). 

The registrant stated that complying with the container standards would have a significant impact on their

business and the rest of the alternative pesticides market segment.

Another registrant also supported dropping the container size criterion or at least making the size

much larger for Toxicity Category III products.  This commenter manufactures a liquid biopesticide designed

to repel insects and animals from plants.  The active ingredient is capsaicin, which is obtained from chili

peppers, and the product is classified in Toxicity Category III.  Under the scope criteria described in the

supplemental notice, this product would be subject to the nonrefillable container regulations if it was

distributed in containers larger than 5 liters (1.3 gallons).  The respondent commented that the benefits of

subjecting this and other similar products to the nonrefillable container standards will not be commensurate

with the costs.

Two registrant groups and three registrants submitted similar – but not identical – comments on the

2004 Federal Register Notice that supported a different regulatory approach for homeowner (or household

or consumer) pesticide containers than for agricultural pesticide containers because of differences between

those pesticides and their containers and to reduce the burden for consumer pesticides.  All of the

commenters supported use of specification packaging (DOT) and the associated certification, record

keeping, and re-test requirements based on clearly defined hazards, and risk reduction criteria. Similarly,

they all stated that the environmental hazard criteria are not based on realistic exposure scenarios for

homeowner use products and that the environmental hazard criteria should NOT apply to low concentration

(dilute) ready-to-use consumer use products.

All five commenters discussed the following changes in household pesticide containers in the past

decade.  Liquid consumer use pesticide products have transitioned from glass packaging to plastic

packaging after the original rule was proposed in 1994. Today, liquid pesticide products are predominately

supplied in user-friendly, ergonomically designed plastic containers often accompanied with unique

application or measuring devices. Granular products are packaged predominately in HDPE plastic bags that

meet or exceed the DOT packaging performance standards and these new packages have contributed to a

significant reduction in container damage and spills during transportation.  Several of the comments also

mentioned the unique products and use scenarios that are present in the consumer use market, stating that

the consumer market is characterized by products that are formulated as dilute ready-to-use liquids and

granular products where the average treatment area is less than 10,000 square feet.

A registrant group and two registrants further recommended revising the scope criteria (as

described below) and exempting homeowner use products from the anti-glug, anti-drip, triple rinse, and

residue removal requirements.  The suggested scope criteria were: (1) The product is classified as Toxicity

Category I or II OR the product is a concentrate (requires dilution prior to use) and includes at least one of

the specified environmental hazard statements in 40 CFR 156.10 (h); (2) consumer-use pesticide products

are exempt unless they are liquids classified as Toxicity Category I or II; and (3) consumer-use pesticide

products are exempt unless classified as Toxicity Category I or II.

A different registrant group recommended that any non-agricultural product, including household

products, which contains less than 5% active ingredient should be exempt from the container standards,
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stating that homeowner products are often mostly water or other inert ingredients and entail significantly less

risk to the user. The commenter also cited FIFRA Section 19(f)(1)©, which gives EPA the discretion to

exempt household products from the residue removal requirements.  

EPA Response - exemption requests.  EPA disagrees with the suggestion to exempt residential use

products.  As stated in the supplemental notice, EPA believes that it is more appropriate to exempt

pesticides based on the relative risk they pose rather than on the pesticide market sector or the type of

pesticide.  In the final rule, however, it is likely that many residential use products would be subject only to

the basic DOT packaging standards, since they are likely to be in Toxicity Category III and IV and not

restricted use products.

EPA acknowledges that our reduced risk criteria could be used for identifying pesticides that may be

classified as “lower risk” in terms of their containers.  However, EPA disagrees that the reduced risk criteria

should be incorporated into these regulations as conditions for exempting pesticides from the container-

related regulations.  The reduced risk criteria identified in Pesticide Registration (PR) Notice 97-3

“Guidelines for Expedited Review of Conventional Pesticides Under the Reduced-Risk Initiative and for

Biological Pesticides” include many different pesticide characteristics.  A reduced-risk determination

requires information on many of these characteristics and also a comparison of the reduced-risk candidate

to other pesticides.  This process is appropriate for determining whether a pesticide is eligible for expedited

review, but it is too vague to incorporate into regulations as automatic exemption criteria.

However, EPA believes that many of the situations described by the other commenters requesting

exemptions are relatively lower-risk situations and that it may not be necessary to require the nonrefillable

containers for these pesticides to meet the full set of container regulations.  This is further supported by the

results of an EPA analysis.

EPA conducted an analysis of a random sample of Toxicity Category III and IV products from our

REFS data base.  Based on the information available to us in this data base and on the Pesticide Products

Label System (PPLS) at http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/pestlabels/, we attempted to determine whether

these products would be subject to the container standards using the scope criteria described in the

supplemental notice.  Of the 80 end use products randomly selected:

• 40 would be subject to the container regulations;

• 14 would be exempted from the container regulations; and

• 26 products are unknown because it’s unclear whether the environmental hazard statement meets

the criteria, there was no information readily available about container size(s) or environmental

hazard statements, or some combination of these factors. 

One conclusion from our analysis is that using the supplemental notice criteria leads to a

complicated process for determining whether or not a product must comply with the container regulations. 

Another complexity is that some of the containers used to distribute a product might have to comply with all

of the nonrefillable container standards while other containers might be completely exempt from the

regulations.  For example, a Toxicity Category III product with none of the environmental hazard statements

would be subject to all of the nonrefillable container standards if it was distributed in 2.5-gallon plastic jugs,

but 1-gallon plastic jugs with the same product would be completely exempt.

A second conclusion from EPA’s analysis is that the supplemental scope criteria might not capture

the riskiest products as intended.  As an example, of the 20 products that were solid, ready-to-use

formulations, 15 would be subject to the container regulations.  Fourteen of these 15 products have active

ingredient concentrations less than 2 percent, including nine products that can be used on home lawns. 

Another example is that seven out of the 17 products that were pressurized liquids (i.e., in aerosol cans)

would be subject to the regulations.  All seven of these are insecticide/miticide sprays that can be used in

households.  EPA does not believe that dry products with low active ingredient concentrations and aerosol

sprays (that are in Toxicity Category III or IV) and their containers present the same level of risk as products
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that are in Toxicity Category I or II.  The comments summarized above identify several other situations

where it is unclear that the supplemental notice criteria captured truly higher-risk pesticides. 

After considering the comments and the results of the analysis, EPA decided to change the

approach in the final regulations.  As described in more detail in Unit III.H.3 - III.H.4 below, a product must

comply with the full set of nonrefillable container regulations if its classified as Toxicity Category I or II or if it

is a restricted use product.  Rather than exempting the other products, though, the final rule requires all

other products to comply with the basic DOT packaging standards to ensure that they meet minimum

container integrity and other general container standards.

3. Nonrefillable Containers: Human Toxicity Criterion

Final Regulations.  For pesticide products other than MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants, and

exempt antimicrobial products, a pesticide product must comply with all the nonrefillable container

requirements if it is classified in Toxicity Category I or II, as set out in 40 CFR 156.62.

Changes.  For pesticide products in nonrefillable containers, this criterion is identical to the one set

forth in the potential alternative regulatory text in the 1999 supplemental notice.

Comments.  Some commenters addressed the human toxicity (Toxicity Category) criterion

discussed in the supplemental notice.  One registrant supported EPA’s approach of using Toxicity Category

I or II as a criterion for exempting products from certain requirements, such as the residue removal

standard.  However, this commenter clearly supported requiring all products to meet the DOT Packing

Group III standards to ensure container integrity.  Two registrants supported subjecting products in Toxicity I

or II to all of the regulations.  Two registrant groups supported using Toxicity Category I as a criterion but

argued that products in Toxicity Category II should not be subject to the container standards.  These

registrant groups stated that adequate mechanisms are already in place to prevent adverse effects for

Toxicity Category II products, such as section 6(a)(2) of FIFRA and the worker protection standards.  They

point out that the FIFRA section 6(a)(2) system is a comprehensive system not contemplated when the

proposed rule was published or even when the supplemental notice was first drafted, and that it should be

given a chance to work before formulators of an entire category of products, most of them small businesses,

are heavily burdened.  One of these respondents noted that EPA should use the same toxicity category

criterion for non-antimicrobial and antimicrobial products on the basis of equity.  W hile this commenter

strongly opposed the scope for antimicrobial pesticides described in the supplemental notice where Toxicity

Category I antimicrobials would be subject to the regulations, the registrant group said that Toxicity Category

II non-antimicrobials should be exempt like Toxicity Category II antimicrobials would be under the

supplemental notice.  A non-agricultural registrant group questioned the appropriateness of human toxicity

characteristics for packaging regulations that, the group claims, deal primarily with storage and disposal. 

This commenter urged EPA to develop alternate criteria, such as the potential for the product to leak from

containers and/or to persist in the environment.

In comments on the 2004 Federal Register notices, two registrant groups and two registrants

supported the use of DOT specification packaging for all products in Toxicity Categories I and II to provide

additional protection during storage and/or transportation.  Another registrant supported this approach for

liquid products but stated it is not reasonable for granular products that could easily be swept up.  Another

registrant group noted that EPA has made significant progress in moving towards a global harmonization

scheme for the classification and labeling of pesticide products.  This commenter urged EPA to coordinate

the final container standards with the Globally Harmonized System project since both initiatives involve the

toxicity classification of a pesticide determining applicable regulatory standards.  

EPA Response.  EPA continues to believe that the most hazardous groups of pesticides in terms of

human toxicity – those in Toxicity Category I and Toxicity Category II – should be subject to the nonrefillable

container standards.  Most problems with handling containers will lead to human exposure, as a result of

dripping, glugging, leaking, or container failures, so EPA believes that human toxicity is an appropriate
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criterion.  Furthermore, EPA believes that products in Toxicity Category I and II pose a significant enough

risk in these situations that these products should be subject to the nonrefillable container requirements. 

EPA disagrees with the registrant group commenters that 6(a)(2) reporting would provide sufficient

protection from container handling problems.  The 6(a)(2) obligation is for registrants to report information to

EPA; it does not require registrants to modify the container, label directions or product to ensure the safe

storage, use and disposal of the product.  The comment regarding equity between the toxicity category

criterion for antimicrobial and non-antimicrobial products is no longer relevant, because the final regulation

does not include any Toxicity Categories as criteria for regulating antimicrobials.  However, EPA believes

that it would be appropriate to have different criteria for antimicrobial products than for others.  Congress

explicitly provided an exemption for certain antimicrobials, but did not extend the exemption to other

products.  Thus, Congress clearly intended antimicrobial products to be treated differently than other

pesticide products.

EPA is participating in a global effort to harmonize the classification and labeling of chemicals for

human and environmental hazards, which is being led by international agencies such as the Organization for

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), W orld Health Organization and the UN Committee of

Experts on the Transportation of Dangerous Goods.  The global harmonization effort resulted in new

definitions for toxicity characteristics and a new Category V.  The categories and rationale were described in

OECD Series on Testing and Assessment Number 33, Harmonized Integrated Classification System

for Human Health and Environmental Hazards of Chemical Substances and Mixtures, (Ref. 16) 14

August 2001.  Each country will select elements of the system deemed appropriate for regulating transport,

worker and environmental protection.  W hen EPA modifies its definitions of toxicity categories in 40 CFR

Part 156 to harmonize with the OECD guidelines, EPA plans to revise the toxicity category criteria in §

165.23(e) to incorporate the new toxicity categories.  Table III-3 compares the existing toxicity category

criteria that EPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs uses (as identified in the 40 CFR Part 156 regulations and

the Label Review Manual) and the criteria established by the Globally Harmonized System (GHS).  The

criteria and signal words associated with the GHS toxicity categories are different than EPA’s existing

criteria and signal words.  Therefore, the universe of products subject to the full set of nonrefillable container

standards and the universe of products subject only to the basic DOT packaging requirements will likely

change.

Table III-3: Comparison of Toxicity Categories and Signal Words 

Between EPA’s Existing Regulations and the Globally Harmonized System

U.S. EPA Office of Pesticide Programs Globally Harmonized System

Criteria Signal
Word

Criteria Signal
Word

Acute Oral Toxicity

50  50Category I: LD  <   50 mg/kg Danger Category 1:  LD  < 5 mg/kg Danger

50Category 2:  LD  > 5 mg/kg < 50 mg/kg Danger

50 50Category II: LD  > 50 mg/kg < 500 mg/kg Warning Category 3:  LD  > 50 mg/kg < 300 mg/kg Danger

50 50Category III: LD  > 500 mg/kg < 5000 mg/kg Caution Category 4: LD  > 300 mg/kg < 2000 mg/kg Warning

50Category 5:  LD > 2000 mg/kg < 5000 mg/kg Warning

50 50Category IV:  LD  > 5000 mg/kg NR Not classified:  LD  > 5000 mg/kg NR

Acute Dermal Toxicity

50  50Category I: LD  <   200 mg/kg Danger Category 1: LD  < 50 mg/kg Danger
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50Category 2: LD  > 50 mg/kg < 200 mg/kg Danger

50 50Category II: LD  > 200 mg/kg < 2000 mg/kg Warning Category 3: LD  > 200 mg/kg < 1000 mg/kg Danger

50Category 4: LD  > 1000 mg/kg < 2000 mg/kg Warning

50 50Category III: LD  > 2000 mg/kg < 5000 mg/kg Caution Category 5: LD > 2000 mg/kg < 5000 mg/kg Warning

50 50Category IV: LD  > 5000 mg/kg NR Not classified: LD  > 5000 mg/kg NR

Acute Inhalation Toxicity

50  Category I: LD  < 0.05 mg/L Danger Category 1

50Dusts and mists: LD  < 0.05 mg/L

50Gases: LD  < 100 ppm/V

50Vapors: LD  <0.5 mg/L

Danger

50Category II: LD  > 0.05 mg/L < 0.5 mg/L Warning Category 2

50Dusts & mists: LD   > 0.05 mg/L< 0.5 mg/L

50Gases: LD  > 100 ppm/V < 500 ppm/V

50Vapors: LD  > 0.5 mg/L < 2.0 mg/L

Danger

50Category III: LD  > 0.5 mg/L < 2.0 mg/L Caution Category 3

50Dusts & mists:LD  > 0.5 mg/L < 1.0 mg/L

50Gases: LD  > 500 ppm/V < 2500 ppm/V

50Vapors: LD  > 2.0 mg/L < 10 mg/L

Danger

50Category IV: LD > 2 mg/L NR Category 4

50Dusts & mists: LD  > 1.0 mg/L< 5 mg/L

50Gases: LD  > 2500 ppm/V < 5000 ppm/V

50Vapors: LD  > 10 mg/L < 20 mg/L

Warning

Category 5

50Dose equivalent to oral or dermal LD  of 2000-
5000mg/kg

Warning

Skin Effects (Corrosion or Irritation)

Category I: Corrosive (tissue destruction into
the dermis and/or scarring)

Danger Category 1: Destruction of skin tissue, with sub-
categorization based on exposure of up to 3
minutes (A), 1 hour (B) or 4 hours ©)

Danger

Category II: Severe irritation at 72 hours
(severe erythema or edema)

Warning Category 2: Mean value of $2.3 > 4.0 for
erythema / eschar or edema in at least 2 of 3
tested animals from gradings at 24,48, and 72
hours (or on 3 consecutive days after onset if
reactions are delayed); inflammation that
persists to end of the (normally 14-day)
observation period.

Warning

Category III: Moderate irritation at 72 hours
(moderate erythema)

Caution Category 3: Mean value of $2.3 > 4.0 for
erythema / eschar or edema in at least 2 of 3
tested animals from gradings at 24,48, and 72
hours (or on 3 consecutive days after onset if
reactions are delayed)

Warning
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Category IV: Mild or slight irritation at 72 hours
(no irritation or slight erythema)

NR

Eye Effects (Corrosion or Irritation)

Category I: Corrosive (irreversible destruction of
ocular tissue) or corneal involvement or
irritation persisting for more than 21 days

Danger Category 1: Effects on the cornea, iris or
conjunctiva that are not expected to reverse or
that have not fully reversed within 21 days

Danger

Category II: Corneal involvement or irritation
clearing in 8-21 days

Warning Category 2A: Effects on the cornea, iris or
conjunctiva that fully reverse within 21 days

Warning

Category III: Corneal involvement or irritation
clearing in 7 days or less

Caution Category 2B: Effects on the cornea, iris or
conjunctiva that fully reverse within 7 days

Warning

Category IV: Minimal effects clearing in less
than 24 hours

NR

NR = Not required; no signal word is required.

4. Nonrefillable Containers: Other Toxicity Criterion

Final Regulations.  For pesticide products other than MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants, and

exempt antimicrobial products, a pesticide product must comply with all the nonrefillable container

requirements if it is classified by EPA as a restricted use product.

Changes.  This criterion is different than the criterion described in the supplemental notice that

would have required a product to comply with the nonrefillable container regulations if its labeling allowed

outdoor use and included at least one of the specified environmental hazard statements.  Rather than

relying on the environmental hazard statements on pesticide labels, such as “This pesticide is toxic to birds”,

EPA decided to change this criterion to products that are classified as restricted use products, which was

discussed as an option in the supplemental notice.  According to an EPA analysis, fewer than 250 restricted

use products are in Toxicity Category III or IV (i.e., that are not already captured by the human toxicity

criteria).  (Ref. 45)

Comments - environmental hazard statements.  Many commenters – all registrant groups and

registrants – commented on the environmental toxicity criterion in the supplemental notice.  One non-

agricultural registrant group stated that some of the criteria covered by the hazard statements, such as

whether a pesticide leaches through the soil to groundwater, are appropriate and should be substituted for

the human toxicity criteria.  A registrant group and a registrant opposed any environmental criteria.  A

registrant group and several registrants opposed the environmental hazard criterion because they did not

agree that the actual use (indoor or outdoor) of a pesticide is a realistic basis for determining exemptions

from the container regulations.  These commenters said that a spill or release could happen at any point

during transportation, storage or handling and that all pesticide products share the same lanes of

transportation.  Therefore, these commenters believe the distinction between whether the pesticide is used

indoors or outdoors is irrelevant.  

Several commenters opposed the environmental hazard criterion because they don’t believe the

environmental hazard statements on the label are appropriate indicators of risk.  These commenters stated

that the environmental toxicity screening criteria for outdoor agricultural use products may require registrants

to go to extraordinary lengths to produce a toxic effect, such as when an insoluble active ingredient must be

dissolved with an aggressive solvent to measure aquatic toxicity.  The respondents claimed that such

products, in reality, have virtually no aquatic toxic effect in the environment because they are insoluble and
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therefore are not biologically available.  Some other specific reasons commenters mentioned for opposing

the use of the environmental hazard statements included:

• Indoor use products aren’t necessarily evaluated for the characteristics that trigger the

environmental hazard statements.

• Other criteria, such as formulation, may be more appropriate, since dry products pose less

environmental hazard than liquids in the event of a failed container.

• The label environmental hazard statements don’t consider exposure.

• The whole environmental hazard criterion doesn’t consider realistic environmental exposure

scenarios.   

Several commenters addressed the option discussed in the supplemental notice for including a

criterion for pesticides that are classified as restricted use for environmental or ecological reasons.  In

particular, a registrant group and several registrants commented that “while it is true that compounds that

are restricted in their use for ecological reasons would have some of the specified environmental hazard

statements ..., it is also true that many compounds with little or no potential for risk could easily contain such

language.”  This statement implies that these respondents distinguish between the risks posed by pesticides

that are restricted in their use for ecological reasons – which are higher – than the risks posed by other

pesticides.  

In comments on the 2004 Federal Register notice, two registrant groups and three registrants

supported use of specification packaging (DOT) and the associated certification, record keeping, and re-test

requirements based on clearly defined hazards, and risk reduction criteria. They all stated that the

environmental hazard criteria are not based on realistic exposure scenarios for homeowner use products

and that these criteria should NOT apply to low concentration (dilute) ready-to-use consumer use products.

Three of these commenters expanded on this point, reiterating that it is important to base the

packaging criteria on a realistic exposure scenario and said that a dilute ready-to-use container or a bag of

granular product is not likely to impact fish in the event of a package failure.  They also stated that the

environmental hazard statement is based solely on the attributes of the technical grade active ingredient and

that the statements at 40 CFR 156.10 are not tailored to the specific end-use products and do not consider

the use pattern or active ingredient concentration in the end-use product. The respondents said that a

container of concentrate material, a dilute ready-to-use trigger sprayer, and a tamper proof bait product

would all bear the same environmental hazard statement although the potential for adverse effects pending

a container failure would be different.

These three commenters recommended that EPA add the criterion that the product “is in a form that

requires dilution prior to use.”  Alternatively, one registrant suggested exempting products that are dilute and

offered in a “ready-to-use” form.  Another option suggested by a different registrant and the registrant group

was to exempt consumer use products including “concentrates” that are already substantially diluted and

offered for sale in small bottles. These respondents argued that the majority of “concentrates” available for

consumer-use (less than 20% active ingredient) are not as concentrated as the same products available for

the agriculture or professional market (more than 50% active ingredient).  In addition, the two commenters

stated that even consumer-use concentrate products would pose a minimal environmental risk because of

the relatively small containers (less than 2.5 gallons.)

In contrast, the County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County urged EPA to regulate the

containers of all products with the “Toxic to fish” statement because indoor releases of pesticides (from

container failures) will often be cleaned up with water, which is then sewered.  Rinse water from cleaning

containers indoors may also be sewered. This respondent added that wastewater treatment plants break

down pesticides to a varying degree, but they are not designed to remove pesticides.  Therefore, some

pesticides entering wastewater treatment plants will pass through into water bodies downstream of the

plants.  This commenter also stated that there is new evidence available since 1999 showing that urban

uses of pesticides, including indoor uses, are causing or have the potential to cause adverse water quality
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impacts and cited a report commissioned by the San Francisco Regional W ater Quality Control Board that

was published in April 2003 entitled “Insecticide Market Trends and Potential W ater Quality Implications.”

EPA Response - environmental hazard statements.  As stated in the supplemental notice, EPA

continues to believe that it is important and necessary to account for environmental factors when evaluating

the risks posed by pesticide containers.  After considering the comments and re-evaluating the

environmental hazard statement approach described in the supplemental notice, EPA is changing the

approach in the final regulations.  EPA believes that the environmental hazard statement option, as

described in the supplemental notice, would be difficult to implement because each label would have to be

evaluated and because the “catch-all” standard included in the supplemental notice (“Any environmental

hazard statement pertaining to wildlife, fish, birds or groundwater”) raises some ambiguity about which

products would be included by this criterion.  Also, while EPA doesn’t necessarily agree with all of the

comments, an EPA analysis (Ref. 78) raised questions about whether using the environmental hazard

statements on the label would capture the highest-risk pesticides.  Finally, the final rule uses the criterion of

restricted use classification to distinguish between levels of regulation (subject to all of the nonrefillable

container standards versus subject to the basic DOT standards) rather than to distinguish between whether

the product is regulated or exempt.  Therefore, we can afford to set the criterion at a level that would focus

on the most environmentally risky products, because the other products will be subject to basic container

integrity and compatibility standards, rather than being completely exempt. 

The criteria that EPA utilizes to restrict an end use product to use by certified applicators (or

persons under their direct supervision) are described in 40 CFR 152.170.  The general criteria for restricting

the use of a product are that EPA determines that:

• The product’s toxicity exceeds one or more of the specific hazard criteria in § 152.170, or evidence

substantiates that the product or use poses a serious hazard that may be mitigated by restricting its

use;

• The product’s labeling is not adequate to mitigate these hazards;

• Restriction of the product would decrease the risk of adverse effects; and

• The decrease in risks of the pesticide as a result of restriction would exceed the decrease in

benefits.

Section 152.170 lists specific human and ecological toxicity endpoints that cause a product to be

considered for restricted use classification.  In addition, the regulations state that EPA may consider

evidence such as field studies, use history, accident data, monitoring data or other pertinent evidence in

deciding whether the product or use may pose a serious hazard that could be mitigated by restricted use

classification.

An analysis of products in EPA’s REFS data base shows that many restricted use products are also

classified in Toxicity Category I or II.  However, there are about 225 restricted use products in Toxicity

Category III or IV and all of these products were restricted at least partly for environmental/ecological

reasons.   (Ref. 45) In particular, the criteria for restricting the Toxicity Category III/IV products include

ground water contamination; toxicity to fish, birds, or aquatic organisms; and hazard to wildlife or non-target

organisms.  

Comments - phytotoxicity option.  A registrant opposed making low use rate herbicides (with low

mammalian toxicity and in small containers) subject to the container regulations solely because they have

significant biological activity against plants.  The commenter’s reasons were that the rule did not contain a

definition of “low use rate” products, that the issue was not discussed in the original 1994 proposal, that the

agency*s assumption of “significant risk to the environment” fails to consider that most of these products are

dry flowable formulations, and that a spill or container failure would result only in a small mound of easily

cleaned up product.  The commenter further notes that requiring residue removal testing for low toxicity

products in small packages will not encourage the development of such products, and would be in conflict

with the EPA*s congressional mandate to reduce the number of containers, as well as their goal of

registering reduced risk products.
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EPA Response - phytotoxicity option.  The final rule does not include “biological activity or

phytotoxicity” as an environmental toxicity criterion.  Instead, EPA decided to account for environmental

toxicity by requiring restricted use products to comply with the nonrefillable container regulations.

5. Nonrefillable Containers: Container Size Criterion

Final Regulations.  Container size is not a criterion in the final regulations for determining whether a

pesticide product is subject to the nonrefillable container regulations.

Changes.  The approach in the supplemental notice included a container size limit as one of the

criteria for being subject to the nonrefillable container regulations.  Specifically, a product would have been

subject to the nonrefillable container regulations if the container’s capacity was equal to or larger than 5.0

liters (1.3 gallons) for liquid formulations or 5.0 kilograms (11.0 pounds) for solid formulations.  EPA decided

not to incorporate the container size criterion into the final regulations.

Comments - container size.  Many respondents addressed the container size criterion.  Some

commenters, including a registrant group and five registrants from the agricultural pesticide sector, stated

that container size is a reasonable criterion and supported the limit of 5 liters and 5 kilograms.  Two

commenters opposed any size criterion, stating that all products in Toxicity Category III and IV and those

classified as generally regarded as safe (GRAS) should be exempt from the container regulations.  These

two respondents are registrants of products that pose a relatively low risk – kaolin (a type of clay) and

capsaicin (the compound in chili peppers that causes the peppers to be hot), but would most likely be

regulated under the supplemental notice criteria.  One of these commenters offered an alternative

suggestion of a 55 gallon limit for Toxicity Category III products and no size limit for Toxicity Category IV

products.

Some other commenters also provided suggestions for alternative size criteria.  The suggested size

limits were 6 liters (1.6 gallons), 5 gallons, 20 liters (5.3 gallons) and 119 gallons.  Also, a registrant group

supported EPA’s limit as appropriate for concentrates, if EPA exempted all residential use products and set

the size limit at 50 pounds for fertilizer/pesticide mixtures in ready-to-use form.  A registrant group stated

that there is insufficient data to show that DOT’s 5-liter standard is an appropriate size limit, and that the

difficulties associated with adopting an inappropriate standard would result in more problems and

unnecessary costs than the benefits associated with consistent Federal regulations. This commenter said

that if EPA insists on a size standard, a 5-gallon standard would be more realistic.  An antimicrobial

registrant group agreed that size is a reasonable criteria, but stated that a size of at least 5 gallons is more

appropriate to allow the current widespread use of 2.5 gallon containers for household pool and pesticide

products to continue without additional regulation.  A retailer group recommended that if some numerical

criterion is needed, DOT’s bulk definition of 119 gallons would be more appropriate.

Three registrants and two registrant groups submitted similar comments on the 2004 Federal

Register notice that opposed using container size as a criterion for determining whether the container

requirements should apply.  The main points made in these comments included: (1) The container size

criterion is arbitrary and not based on any hazard or risk potential; (2) Low risk products, regardless of size,

should not be regulated under the rule because it would be an unnecessary cost to registrants and

consumers; (3) W hile the majority of consumer product containers meet or exceed the proposed

specification packaging requirements, they should be allowed to voluntarily meet these standards and

should not be bound by the requirement to provide certification, marking, record retention or mandatory

retest schedules; and (4) The DOT HMR do not classify a material as hazardous based solely on the

quantity of product being stored or transported.

Another registrant group opposed the container size criterion and stated that the 1.3 gallon

threshold does not automatically translate into an increased environmental concern.  This commenter

seemed to support an exemption for containers 5-gallons and smaller, although it was unclear whether this

would be an exemption from the refillable container or nonrefillable container requirements.  This registrant
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group stated that the proposed standards should exempt containers of five gallons or less from the design

requirements for refillable, reusable, and returnable containers and that all pesticide containers of five

gallons and less should be exempt from any EPA regulatory effort to redesign pesticide containers to be

refillable, reusable, or returnable.

EPA Response - container size.  EPA decided not to incorporate the container size criterion into the

final rule for nonrefillable containers because of other changes in the structure of the final regulations.  In

particular, the final rule uses the scope criteria to distinguish between levels of regulation (subject to all of

the nonrefillable container standards versus subject to the basic DOT standards) rather than to distinguish

between whether the product is regulated or exempt.  The criteria in the final rule subject the most toxic and

most risky pesticides -- those in Toxicity Categories I and II and any others that are restricted used products

-- to the full set of nonrefillable container requirements.  All other products that are not specifically exempt

are subject to basic container integrity and compatibility standards, rather than being completely exempt. 

EPA believes the basic DOT packaging standards offer an acceptable level of protection for the products

that are in Toxicity Categories III and IV and that are not restricted use products.  Therefore, a container size

criterion is not necessary for nonrefillable containers.  

In addition, EPA wants to clarify that there was no requirement in the proposed rule, and therefore is

no requirement in the final rule, that would have required all containers to be refillable, reusable or

returnable.

Comments - container type.  In the supplemental notice, EPA asked whether there are certain

container types that are sufficiently unsafe that the containers should be regulated for all pesticides.  An

industry group stated that shipping and spill data do not indicate that a particular package type needs special

attention.  Two registrant groups and three registrants opposed regulating any particular container types as

unsafe.  These respondents commented that current DOT regulations provide adequate safety

requirements for all authorized container types.  A registrant and a registrant group stated that packaging

changes should not be required for limited quantities of any low hazard products. 

EPA Response - container type.  The final regulations do not specifically include any specific

container types within the scope of the nonrefillable container regulations because there is no evidence that

any specific container types warrant this approach.

6. Refillable Containers and Repackaging

Final Regulations.  Pesticide products other than MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants and exempt

antimicrobial products must comply with all of the refillable container and repackaging standards.  One

exception is that antimicrobial products that are used in swimming pools and closely related sites are subject

to a reduced number of the requirements.

Changes.  The regulatory language is different than the approach described in the supplemental

notice, which described the criteria of Toxicity Category I or II, container size and environmental hazard

statements for subjecting a pesticide product to the refillable container and repackaging regulations. 

However, the net effect of the scope language in the supplemental notices is very similar to the scope of the

final rule.  Because nearly all, if not all, refillable containers are larger than the container size identified in the

supplemental notice of 5 liters (1.3 gallons) or 5 kilograms (11 pounds), the supplemental notice criteria

would have subjected nearly all, if not all, products in refillable containers to the regulations.

Comments.  Respondents did not specifically address how the general scope criteria should apply

to refillable containers.  A few commenters specifically limited some points to nonrefillable container,

although most did not.  Therefore, EPA believes that the comments described in Units III.H.1 though III.H.5

generally also apply to refillable containers.

EPA Response.  Under the supplemental notice approach, nearly all refillable containers would
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have been subject to the refillable container and repackaging regulations because of the container size

criterion of five liters for liquids and five kilograms for solids.  Although the container size criterion is not

being incorporated into the final regulations, EPA believes it is necessary for products that are not

specifically exempt to comply with the refillable container and repackaging regulations.

First, one of the goals of the refillable container and repackaging regulations is to minimize cross-

contamination in refillable containers.  The regulatory standards in the final rule – including one-way valves,

tamper-evident devices, having registrants develop cleaning procedures, and requiring refillers to clean

containers if necessary – are necessary for preventing cross-contamination in all products.  All products that

are distributed or sold must have the composition as stated in their confidential statements of formula and

not be adulterated.  This standard does not differ based on the toxicity of the product, the container size or

any other factor.  Therefore, minimizing the chance of cross-contamination is one reason that the final

regulations were changed so that the refillable container and repackaging regulations apply to all products

that are not specifically exempt.  Note that certain antimicrobial products are subject to a reduced number of

requirements, as described in Unit III.D.

Second, the repackaging regulations assign responsibility for certain requirements to registrants and

to refillers, in addition to setting out the procedures that both parties must follow for pesticide products to be

repackaged into refillable containers.  EPA believes that it is important for all products that are not

specifically exempt to be handled consistently under the repackaging regulations.  W e think that this

consistency will facilitate compliance by both the registrants and refillers. 

Third, as stated earlier, the final rule takes the approach that all containers should meet standards

for integrity and compatibility.  EPA believes that the DOT Packing Group III standards, including the

performance-oriented packaging tests, are an appropriate minimum standard for refillable containers. 

Refillable containers need to be sturdier, stronger and able to withstand more stress than nonrefillables

because they spend more time in use (i.e., full of pesticide) and in the lanes of transportation.  Because

refillable containers are returned to the refiller and/or registrant repeatedly over the useful life of the

containers, they are subject to more wear and tear than containers that are used once.  Therefore, EPA

believes that it is appropriate to require refillable containers to be capable of meeting DOT’s packaging

standards at the Packing Group III level, if the pesticide product is not a DOT hazardous material.  If the

pesticide product is a DOT hazardous material, it must comply with the relevant DOT standards.

7.  Changes to the Container vs. Label Regulations

Final Regulations.  In general, all products must comply with the container labeling requirements --

the labeling regulations do not exempt MUPs or certain antimicrobial products.  One exception is that plant-

incorporated protectant container-related labeling instructions will be determined by EPA on a case-by-case

basis until specific labeling guidance for plant-incorporated protectants are promulgated under 40 CFR Part

174.  This approach is discussed in more detail in Unit IX.

Changes.  This is the same approach described in the 1999 supplemental notice except for the

case-by-case handling of plant-incorporated protectants.

Comments.  Seven commenters addressed the question of whether the potential modifications to

the scope should be made to the container-related provisions only or also to the proposed label standards. 

Five commenters stated that the scope modifications should be made to the container-related provisions

only, with two adding the condition “unless a sticker is added indicating the package is authorized for DOT

Packing Group III hazardous materials.”  Two other commenters said the scope modifications should apply

to both the container provisions and to the label standards.

EPA Response.  In the final rule, the scope modifications are made only to container-related

provisions.  EPA generally maintains the position described in the supplemental notice that it is appropriate

for the labels of all pesticide products to include instructions for properly handling the containers.  One
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exception is that the labels of plant-incorporated protectants, which didn’t exist and were not specifically

regulated when the regulations were proposed, will be determined on a case-by-case basis. 
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IV.  Container Regulations - Relationship with the Department of Transportation Regulations

A. Background

1. Comments on the 1994 Proposed Rule

Comments.  Over 20 respondents, including individual companies and trade groups from the

pesticide registrant and container manufacturing industries, provided commentary on the DOT Hazardous

Materials Regulations (HMR) and United Nation (U.N.) standards.  All of the commenters agreed that EPA

should be consistent with the DOT HMR and the U.N. standards in terms of definitions, requirements and

testing.  According to commenters, such consistency would: (1) facilitate compliance because the industry

is already familiar with the DOT and U.N. standards; (2) eliminate the potential burden of complying with

two different, overlapping regulatory schemes; and (3) not establish additional trade barriers.

A few respondents commented that pesticides that aren't currently regulated by DOT do not need

any additional packaging requirements.  Several commenters discussed the overlapping goals of EPA and

DOT regarding health and safety.  These comments generally agreed that EPA's goals were broader

(e.g., include application and use of the pesticides) but that the transportation aspect should be regulated

by (or consistent with) DOT.  Additionally, a few respondents  commented that EPA's estimate of the

amount of pesticides subject to DOT's HMR was too low.

There was general support for ensuring that minibulk containers meet integrity standards, but

many commenters, including registrants, dealers and container manufacturers argued for a system that

would use DOT/UN standards and/or existing MACA specifications for all pesticide containers.  In addition

to general concerns about cost and unnecessary duplication of regulations, they pointed out some specific

problems, including: the size range of minibulks, as defined, is too wide; containers of all sizes and hazard

classes are driven to one design criteria; and smaller transportation containers (less than 119 gallons)

merit different design standards.  A registrant suggested postponing EPA action until DOT completes its

ruling on minibulks.

Most of the commenters on the DOT/integrity issues, including several registrant groups, some

registrants, and several container manufacturers, favored the use of DOT's Packing Group III criteria as

the minimum standard for testing pesticide products not regulated by DOT as hazardous materials.  Two

container manufacturing groups said that the PG III standard would be more acceptable for container

manufacturers, many of whom are already performing the DOT tests.

Many registrants and container manufacturers argued for adopting DOT drop tests, pointing out

that the industry is already familiar with the system and that DOT testing is more stringent than EPA's

proposed tests.  Some said that another layer of regulation would be redundant and confusing and may

conflict with existing requirements.  A dealer group suggested adopting DOT/UN and MACA standards. 

Several commenters suggested that the agency should not rely entirely on drop tests as a measure of

continued reliability of refillable containers, but should also consider leak resistance and ability to

withstand such things as vibration, pressure buildup, and other stresses.  A government agency urged

consideration of the long-term effect of the pesticide on the container.  Some commenters viewed the

reliance on drop tests alone as a step backwards from DOT requirements and said that EPA's approach

would not result in better packaging. 

EPA Response.  As discussed in the 1999 Supplemental Notice and below, EPA incorporated the

approach of referring to and adopting the DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations at the Packing Group III

level for pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials.  This approach is discussed in more detail

throughout this unit.  

2. Final Regulations (§§ 165.25 (a), (b) and ©, and 165.45(a), (b) and ©)
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The final regulations adopt and refer to some of the HMR for pesticides that are subject to this

final rule.  The approach in the final rule is closely tied to the changes in scope described in Unit III.  Some

products, including MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants, and some antim icrobial products are completely

exempt from the container regulations and are not included in the following discussion because they are

exempt.  All other products are subject to the final regulations.

For pesticide products that are “lower risk” (in Toxicity Category III or IV and not restricted use

products) in nonrefillable containers, the nonrefillable containers must comply only with the “general

requirements for packagings and packages” in 49 CFR 173.24.  No other requirements in EPA’s pesticide

container regulations apply to these “lower risk” products.  Of course, if any of these products are DOT

hazardous materials, they must comply with all applicable DOT regulations.  For the purpose of enforcing

the pesticide container regulations, however, EPA is only referring to and adopting 49 CFR 173.24 for any

“lower risk” products that are subject to the regulations, regardless of whether or not they are classified as

DOT hazardous materials.

Pesticide products that are “higher risk” (in Toxicity Category I or II or a restricted use product) in

nonrefillable containers and all products in refillable containers must be packaged in a container that is

designed, constructed, and marked to comply with the requirements of 49 CFR 173.24, 173.24a, 173.24b,

173.28, 173.155, 173.203, 173.213, 173.240©, 173.240(d), 173.241©, 173.241(d), Part 178 and Part 180

that apply to a Packing Group III material.  These portions of the DOT regulations, which are described in

more detail in later sections of this document unit, include:

• General requirements for packagings and packages (§§ 173.24, 173.24a, 173.24b);

• Reuse, reconditioning and remanufacture of packagings (§ 173.28), except for the leakproofness

test specified in § 173.28(b)(2);

• Exceptions for Class 9 materials, miscellaneous hazardous materials (§ 173.155);

• Non-bulk packagings for hazardous materials in Packing Group III (§ 173.203 for liquids and §

173.213 for solids);

• Portable tanks, closed bulk bins and intermediate bulk containers for certain low hazard materials

(§§ 173.240© and 173.240(d) for low hazard solid materials and §§ 173.241© and 173.241(d) for

low hazard liquid and solid materials);

• Specifications for Packagings (Part 178), including non-bulk performance-oriented packaging

standards (Subpart L), testing of non-bulk packagings and packages (Subpart M), intermediate

bulk container (IBC) performance-oriented standards (subpart N), and testing of IBCs (Subpart

O); and

• Continuing qualification and maintenance of packagings (Part 180)

Again, products that are DOT hazardous materials must comply with all applicable DOT

regulations.  For the purposes of enforcing the pesticide container regulations, the final rule states that a

pesticide product that meets the definition of a hazardous material in 49 CFR 171.8 must be packaged in

a container that is designed, constructed and marked to comply with the requirements of 49 CFR parts

171-180.  Including the phrase “designed, constructed and marked” allows EPA to focused on the DOT

requirements for package design (and manufacture, continuing qualification, and maintenance) and

package marking, as described above, rather than the HMR standards for DOT labeling, placarding,

shipping documentation, transportation and handling, and incident reporting.

Because the pesticide container regulations refer to and adopt certain DOT requirements, these

requirements also are EPA standards that can be enforced by EPA and the State agencies that implement

EPA’s pesticide programs.  However, EPA and the State pesticide programs will enforce only the 49 CFR

requirements that are referred to and adopted in the pesticide container regulations; not the full DOT

HMR.  Clearly, DOT maintains authority to enforce all of its regulations against parties that are subject to

the HMR.

The final rule includes two other provisions related to the DOT standards.  These provisions are
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discussed in more detail in Units IV.F and IV.G.  First, if DOT proposes to change any of the regulations

that are incorporated into the pesticide container regulations, EPA will provide notice of the proposed

changes and an opportunity to comment in the Federal Register.  Following notice and comment, EPA will

take final action regarding whether or not to revise its rules and the extent to which any such revision will

correspond with revised DOT regulation.  Second, the regulations include a provision for modifying or

waiving the adopted standards if EPA determines that an alternative (partial or modified) set of standards

or pre-existing requirements achieves a level of safety that is at least equal to that specified in the adopted

requirements.  

3. Changes

The same general approach that was described in the 1999 supplemental notice is included in the

final regulations.  The final rule refers to and adopts some DOT standards for pesticide products that are

not DOT hazardous materials and requires that these products be packaged in containers that are

designed, constructed, and marked to comply with the adopted requirements for Packing Group III

materials.  However, a number of changes are made in the final rule approach:

• The biggest change is related to the changes in the scope of the nonrefillable container standards. 

Rather than completely exempt the “lower risk” pesticide products (e.g., lower toxicity in small

containers without an environmental hazard statement on the label), the final rule mandates that

the “lower risk” products must comply with the general packaging requirements in 49 CFR 173.24.

• Some of the specific 49 CFR standards that are adopted for the “higher risk” products in

nonrefillable containers and for all products in refillable containers are different in the final rule

than in the supplemental notice approach.  In particular, the final regulations include an exception

from 49 CFR 173.28(b)(2), which requires leakproofness testing every time a non-bulk packaging

is refilled.  The final regulations specify that this leakproofness testing is not required for products

that are not DOT hazardous materials if containers comply with the 40 CFR Subpart C regulations

and the repackaging is done in compliance with the 40 CFR Subpart D regulations.  Also, the final

rule refers to and adopts only portions of 49 CFR 173.240 and 173.241 (bulk packaging for certain

low hazard materials) to clarify that the pesticide container regulations do not regulate transport

vehicles.  By referring to and adopting only paragraphs © and (d) in both sections, the final rule

incorporates the standards for portable tanks, bulk bins and intermediate bulk containers, but not

for rail cars, motor vehicles or cargo tanks.

• The final regulations specifically refer to and adopt the terms of the exceptions for Class 9

miscellaneous materials in 49 CFR 173.155 instead of incorporating the relevant text from that

section into the pesticide container regulations, as discussed in the supplemental notice.

4.  Comments on the Overall Approach

More than 20 respondents commented on the approach of adopting some DOT requirements at

the Packing Group III level in the supplemental notice.  The comments can be split into two categories

according to the type of commenter.  State regulatory agencies and agricultural pesticide registrants and

registrant groups generally supported the overall approach, while registrants and registrant groups from

the non-agricultural pesticide sector generally opposed the overall approach.

Comments - support.  Several State regulatory agencies and an agricultural registrant group

supported EPA’s approach of adopting some DOT requirements for pesticide products that are not DOT

hazardous materials.  These commenters stated that consistency with DOT should facilitate compliance

and minimize confusion in the regulated community and will avoid conflicting regulations.  

In addition, a few agricultural registrant groups and some agricultural registrants supported EPA’s

overall approach, if EPA incorporates the changes included in their comments on the supplemental notice. 

These comments recommended changing several sections of the DOT regulations that are adopted and

extending the compliance period for refillable containers.  One of the registrants commented that all
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pesticides in nonrefillable containers should meet the DOT PG III standards at a minimum to provide an

updated level of protection for the environment and for all who use, store, display, buy or distribute

pesticide products.

Comments - oppose.  About 10 respondents clearly opposed the supplemental notice approach of

adopting some DOT Packing Group III standards for products that are not DOT hazardous materials,

including several nonagricultural registrant groups, a group representing agricultural formulators and

distributors, an institutional formulator/distributor group and some non-agricultural registrants.  These

respondents opposed EPA’s approach because they claim that:

• There is no need to regulate pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials.  Several

commenters stated that DOT requirements take into consideration the seriousness of transporting

the substances and that DOT chose not to regulate these substances.  Several others questioned

whether there is evidence of a problem with shipping non-DOT hazardous pesticides.

• Costs of packaging would increase, which respondents state would be burdensome for small

businesses.  Costs mentioned were $2,500 for design plate changes and about the same amount

per package type to maintain the required certification files.

• This approach would be burdensome for EPA to monitor DOT regulatory changes and to render

exemption decisions.  A commenter also questioned whether EPA had the expertise to make

exemption decisions.

• EPA’s approach would be confusing because it incorporates some, but not all, of DOT’s

standards.

• EPA’s regulations could be different than DOT’s.  Several commenters cited the waiver provision

and the lack of a consumer commodity exemption in EPA’s approach as examples.

EPA Response - support and oppose.  EPA continues to believe that the general approach of

referring to and adopting the DOT Packing Group III packaging design, construction and marking

requirements is the best approach for regulating pesticide containers. 

Commenters who opposed this approach in the supplemental notice must recognize that the

alternative to the supplemental notice approach of referring to and adopting some of DOT’s standards is

not an option of declining to establish regulations for container integrity and construction.  Instead, as

described in the supplemental notice, the alternative is to finalize the standards from the 1994 proposed

rule that address container integrity and construction.  These standards include container integrity and

compatibility, marking, and reclosing securely for nonrefillable containers and container integrity, marking

and a drop test for refillable containers.  EPA is separately required under FIFRA to promulgate such

regulations for all pesticides.  If Congress had believed that existing federal requirements promulgated by

DOT were sufficient, or that EPA should restrict its regulation to pesticides covered as DOT hazardous

materials, Congress could have restricted FIFRA section 19 to that extent.  Instead, it appears that, with

limited exceptions, Congress intended all pesticides to be regulated under section 19.

In fact, the approach to refer to and adopt the DOT Packing Group III packaging design,

construction and marking requirements was based on suggestions from commenters on the proposed

rule, who urged EPA to be consistent with the DOT regulations.  More than 20 respondents, including

individual companies and trade groups from the pesticide registrant and container manufacturing

industries, provided commentary on the DOT HMR and the United Nations (UN) Recommendations on the

Transport of Dangerous Goods.  All of the commenters agreed that EPA should be consistent with the

DOT HMR and the UN standards in terms of definitions, requirements, and testing.  Respondents argued

that such consistency would: (1) facilitate compliance because the industry is already familiar with the

DOT and UN standards; (2) eliminate the potential burden of complying with two different, overlapping

regulatory schemes; and (3) not establish additional trade barriers.  Most of the commenters on the DOT

issue in the proposed rule specifically favored the use of DOT’s Packing Group III criteria as the minimum

standard for pesticide products not regulated by DOT as hazardous materials.
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Comments - other.  Several registrant groups and a registrant supported adopting the DOT HMR

standards as they are with no changes or additions because it was appropriate for pesticides classified as

hazardous materials to comply with the HMR.  One registrant group urged EPA to not promulgate

pesticide-specific standards (in addition to the DOT HMR) for antimicrobials, stating that these standards

are not applicable to institutional and industrial antimicrobial containers, that registrants would have to

maintain separate lines of containers to satisfy EPA’s requirements and that OSHA’s standards precludes

the need for EPA’s proposed marking requirements.  Another registrant group questioned the feasibility of

the proposed pesticide-specific standards.

Some registrants and a few registrant groups provided additional comments regarding the

approach of adopting the DOT HMR in the pesticide container regulations.  One registrant said this would

be inappropriate and a registrant group does not believe EPA has the authority to do this.  A registrant

group urged EPA to consult with DOT before promulgating the pesticide container regulations.  A

registrant commented that expanding the DOT PG III requirements would reduce the currently permissible

use of recycled resin in plastic containers.  Another registrant said that it would be misleading to mark

containers with information that should only be found on DOT regulated material and expressed concerns

about the possible expansion of DOT training programs.  A registrant of antim icrobial pesticides generally

supported the approach of converging with the DOT standards because containers are purchased from

container suppliers who manufacture containers in accordance with the DOT HMR, although this

commenter said that the pesticide container regulations could cause an unintended reversal of plastic

stewardship.

A registrant group urged EPA to exempt institutional and industrial biocides because: (1) most

manufacturers and formulators of antimicrobial products use containers that meet at least the DOT PG III

standards for practical and economical reasons; (2) many institutional and industrial antimicrobials that

are not hazardous waste are subject to reportable quantity requirements of CERCLA and, therefore, are

DOT hazardous materials; (3) EPA’s requirements would be duplicative or conflicting with the DOT

regulations; (4) EPA’s requirements could reduce the recycling and reconditioning of containers; and (5)

containers and practices common to agricultural pesticides are irrelevant to institutional and industrial

antimicrobials.

Response - other.  Referring to and adopting the DOT HMR standards only for pesticides that are

DOT hazardous materials would not accomplish anything other than creating an overlap between DOT

and EPA enforcement, so this is not a legitimate regulatory option.  EPA believes that section 19 of FIFRA

gives us a broad mandate for promulgating “regulations for the design of pesticide containers that will

promote the safe storage and disposal of pesticides,” which could include referring to and adopting the

DOT HMR and establishing additional standards for pesticide containers.  Most of the pesticide-specific

standards in the final rule changed from the proposal and many antimicrobial pesticide are exempt from

the container regulations in general.  EPA consulted with DOT several times before finalizing these

regulations.  EPA understands that the DOT standards do not allow the use of recycled resin in

manufacturing plastic containers, but is not aware of pesticide containers currently being produced with

recycled plastic.  Currently, the plastic collected in pesticide container recycling programs is used to

produce other products, like agricultural field drain pipe.  W e disagree that it would be misleading to mark

containers with information that should only be found on DOT-regulated material.  Commenters and

industry representatives said that pesticide manufacturers routinely use DOT PG III-compliant containers

for all of their products, even pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials.  The final regulations

exempt many institutional and industrial pesticides, as explained in Unit III.

B. Leakproofness Testing Before Reuse (49 CFR 173.28(b)(2))

Final Regulations.  The final regulations retain the reference to 49 CFR 173.28, which establishes

standards for the reuse, reconditioning and remanufacture of packagings.  Also, the final rule adds a

provision that exempts refillers from the leakproofness test requirement in 49 CFR 173.28(b)(2) for

products that are not DOT hazardous materials if the refillable container complies with the refillable
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container regulations and the refilling is done in compliance with the repackaging regulations.

Changes.  The major change to this part of the approach is that the final regulations add a

provision that exempts refillers (which includes registrants and independent refillers) from the

leakproofness test requirement in 49 CFR 173.28(b)(2) for products that are not DOT hazardous materials

if the refillable container is in compliance with the Subpart C refillable container regulations and the refilling

is done in compliance with the Subpart D repackaging regulations.  This exception was added in response

to comments on the supplemental notice.

Comments.  Some commenters – including several registrant groups and several registrants –

opposed the requirement in 49 CFR 173.28(b)(2) for non-bulk packaging to pass a leakproofness test

before every time it is refilled.  The test involves applying a raised internal air pressure to the container

and ensuring that no air leaks from it.  The test method for the leakproofness test described in 49 CFR

178.604 specifies restraining the container under water to determine if air leaks from the container,

although alternatives are provided in an appendix to Part 178.  The commenters generally requested EPA

to delete the reference to 49 CFR 173.28, although they did not point out problems with any other

provisions of 49 CFR 173.28.  One of the registrants provided the most precise and detailed description of

the potential problems that could result from requiring leakproofness testing before every refill, including:

• It would pose practical problems and increased costs because refillers and possibly farmers

would have to obtain the training and equipment required to do the leakproofness test.

• Due to the logistical and cost problems, the registrant believes that many non-bulk refillable

containers would be replaced by nonrefillable containers, contrary to EPA’s stated goals of

pollution prevention.

• This commenter believes that the general packaging requirements in 49 CFR 173.24 and the

container inspection provisions in Subpart D of EPA’s regulations are sufficient to ensure the

integrity of non-bulk refillable containers.

• In addition to a leakproofness test, 49 CFR 173.28(b)(2) specifies a marking requirement, which

could be interpreted to impose a testing requirement because of other DOT provisions (such as

49 CFR 171.2©), even if the packaging is used to transport only non-hazardous materials.  The

commenter stated that DOT provided a verbal interpretation that 49 CFR 171.2© does not require

such testing of non-bulk containers used to transport only non-hazardous materials.  The

registrant recommended that EPA consult with DOT to confirm the approach on this topic.  This

commenter and a few registrant groups recommended deleting the reference to 49 CFR 173.28 to

avoid confusion about whether a container must be leakproofness tested before it is refilled.

This registrant reinforced these points in comments on the 2004 Federal Register notice and

recommended that EPA adopt DOT’s position of allowing the use of UN marked non-bulk packaging

without retesting for materials that are not classified as DOT hazardous materials.

EPA Response.  EPA agrees with the commenters’ concerns about the problems that might be

caused by requiring a leakproofness test each time a non-bulk refillable container is refilled with a

pesticide product that is not a DOT hazardous material.  However, EPA disagrees with the commenters

that the solution is to delete the reference to 49 CFR 173.28.  EPA believes that § 173.28 includes useful

provisions that will help ensure the safe reuse of pesticide containers.  In addition, § 173.28 includes

provisions for reconditioning and remanufacturing containers, which will clarify and allow the

reconditioning of certain kinds of packaging, such as drums.  Many commenters on the proposed rule and

supplemental notice identified the lack of a regulatory option for reconditionable containers as an issue. 

Including the reference to § 173.28 solves this problem and allows drums to be reconditioned and then

reused under the pesticide container regulations.

Rather than deleting the reference to 49 CFR 173.28, EPA is modifying the final regulations to

exempt refillers from the leakproofness test requirement in 49 CFR 173.28(b)(2) for products that are not

DOT hazardous materials if the refillable container complies with the refillable container regulations and

the refilling is done in compliance with the repackaging regulations.  This provision is similar to one in
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DOT’s regulations, specifically 49 CFR 173.28(b)(7), which allows a package to be reused without being

leakproofness tested with air if four criteria are met, including being refilled and offered for transportation

by the original filler.  EPA believes that the refillable container requirements in Subpart C, including the

adopted DOT standards, and the repackaging requirements in Subpart D, including the container

inspection standards, provide for the safe refill and reuse of refillable pesticide containers without requiring

leakproofness testing before each refill.

C. Regulating DOT Intermediate Bulk and Bulk Containers (49 CFR 173.240 and 173.241)

Final Regulations.  The final regulations refer to and adopt only certain paragraphs of the DOT

regulations that authorize bulk packagings for certain low hazard materials.  In particular, the final

container rule refers to and adopts 49 CFR 173.240©, 173.240(d), 173.241©, and 173.241(d), so it

incorporates standards for portable tanks, bulk bins and intermediate bulk containers, but not for rail cars,

motor vehicles or cargo tanks.  DOT defines bulk packagings to be larger than 119 gallons for liquids and

882 pounds for solids.

Changes.  The approach described in the supplemental notice would have incorporated all of 49

CFR 173.240 and 173.241.  The final regulations were changed to refer to and adopt only the portions of

those sections that authorize portable tanks, closed bulk bins and intermediate bulk containers (IBCs). 

The portions of 49 CFR 173.240 and 173.241 that are not included in the final regulations authorize rail

cars, motor vehicles and cargo tanks, which are not regulated by the container regulations. 

Comments - supplemental notice.  The comments from eight respondents (registrants and

registrant groups) were split fairly evenly on this topic, even though these commenters tended to provide

similar comments on other parts of the approach to incorporate some DOT regulations.

A few registrant groups and a registrant (all from the agricultural pesticide sector) supported the

reference to 49 CFR 173.240 and 173.241.   These respondents supported authorizing bulk packagings

by adopting these sections for the following reasons:

• DOT provides greater latitude on the construction and less frequent testing requirements for bulk

packages because of their size and sturdier construction.  EPA should follow the same approach

and authorize the same standards for bulk containers used to distribute pesticides that are not

DOT hazardous materials.

• These sections of the DOT regulations authorize the use of certain non-DOT specification bulk

packaging, including portable tanks and bulk bins.  A few of these commenters stated that non-

DOT specification packagings that are authorized for DOT Class 9 materials should also be

acceptable for pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials.  The non-specification

packagings must comply with the general packaging requirements in 49 CFR Part 173, but not all

of the testing and marking standards in other portions of the HMR.

In addition, the registrant explained that the HMR do not require non-DOT specification packagings (which

are authorized by 49 CFR 173.240 and 173.241) to have the UN symbol marked on them.  This

commenter requested EPA to confirm that the pesticide container regulations authorize the use of these

non-DOT specification packagings.

On the other hand, a non-agricultural registrant group and several agricultural registrants opposed

the reference to 49 CFR 173.240 and 173.241.  Several of the registrants stated that the intent of their

comments on the proposed rule was for EPA to adopt the DOT Packing Group III standards for non-bulk

packagings, not for bulk containers (which includes intermediate bulk containers by definition).  The

registrant group stated that the requirements in sections 173.240 and 173.241 would be burdensome and

are not necessary from a safety standpoint.  This commenter also believes that adopting these

requirements would lead to a decrease in the use of refillable containers.  
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A registrant requested that EPA re-evaluate the reference to these sections because they

authorize bulk and intermediate bulk containers and the definitions of these kinds of containers are very

different than the ones customarily used within the agricultural pesticide industry.  A few other

commenters also addressed the definition issue by pointing out that the term minibulk (used in the

agricultural pesticide industry and in these regulations) has no DOT regulatory definition.

EPA Response - supplemental notice.  EPA is aware that the DOT regulations do not include a

definition of minibulk container.  However, the proposed definitions for dry and liquid minibulks were

developed to intentionally include container sizes in both DOT’s non-bulk and intermediate bulk container

categories.  As mentioned above, under the DOT regulations, intermediate bulk containers are a subset of

bulk containers.  EPA is not finalizing the definitions of dry and liquid minibulk (and bulk) containers in the

final rule, as described in Unit V.

EPA intended to refer to and adopt DOT Packing Group III packaging standards for DOT non-bulk

containers and intermediate bulk containers.  EPA disagrees with the commenters who support the DOT

standards for non-bulk containers (less than 119 gallons for liquids or 882 pounds for solids) but not for

the next largest size, intermediate bulk containers.  “Minibulk” containers used for pesticides include ones

with capacities in the non-bulk classification, e.g., 60 to 110 gallons, and containers in the intermediate

bulk container sizes, e.g., 150 to 250 gallons.  EPA believes that it is not logical to require smaller

minibulks to comply with the DOT Packing Group III testing standards, and to not specify any testing

standards for larger minibulks, which could lead to a bigger spill.  EPA believes strongly that both non-bulk

and intermediate bulk containers holding pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials should comply

with the applicable Packing Group III packaging construction, testing and marking requirements.

Upon re-evaluation of the reference to 40 CFR 173.240 and 173.241, however, EPA realized that

there may be some confusion caused by the paragraphs that authorize rail cars, motor vehicles and cargo

tanks.  EPA has never intended to regulate transport vehicles.  The proposed rule (in § 165.122(b)(2)) and

the final rule (in § 165.43(h)) state that the pesticide container regulations do not apply to transport

vehicles that contain pesticide in pesticide holding tanks that are an integral part of the transport vehicle

and that are the primary containment for the pesticide.  To eliminate potential confusion, EPA changed the

final rule to only include the portions of 49 CFR 173.240 and 173.241 that authorize portable tanks, bulk

bins and intermediate bulk containers.

Comments - UN marking.  In response to the 2004 reopening of the comment period, some

commenters provided new information and comments regarding the approach of referring to and adopting

a subset of DOT’s hazardous materials packaging regulations.  A registrant group and two registrants

commented that, since the supplemental notice was published in 1999, several manufacturers have

voluntarily changed their packaging specifications for all products, hazardous materials and nonhazardous

materials, to meet DOT Packing Group III standards.  

These three respondents and two other commenters (a registrant group and a registrant)

supported the marking that would be required by adopting the DOT standards.  One registrant group

stated that “It is important to have the UN marks to provide a minimum performance standard to those in

the channels of distribution that purchase, fill, and sell crop protection products in refillable containers.” 

The other commenters also supported adopting the DOT marking, but asked for clarification about which

containers would need the UN mark.  The DOT regulations do not require UN markings on certain kinds of

containers, such as non-DOT specification portable tanks and containers holding limited quantities or

consumer commodities.  One of the registrants stated that their understanding of the DOT reference is

that EPA is proposing UN markings only for those kinds of containers that require UN markings for DOT

Packing Group III hazardous materials.  In other words, when DOT regulations require UN marking for a

container holding a DOT hazardous material, that same marking would also be required for the same kind

of containers that hold pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials.   Most of the respondents

recommended adding a statement to the regulatory text referring to the DOT regulations such as “This

includes certain containers which require UN markings (e.g., 2 x 2 ½ gallon cartons, 50 pound multiwall
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paper bags, 5, 30 and 55 gallon drums) and certain other containers which do not require UN markings

(e.g., limited quantities, consumer commodities and non-DOT specification portable tanks).” 

On the other hand, a registrant group and two registrants stated that the marking size and location

requirements of 49 CFR 178.3 should not apply to non-hazardous materials, claiming that placing the UN

mark on the containers of these materials could create confusion among carriers and emergency

responders.  They expressed concern that non-certified transporters may refuse entire loads of non-

hazardous materials marked with the circle UN mark since this is an indication of a DOT regulated

material.  These commenters also said that emergency responders may assume the cargo is a hazardous

material and handle the situation accordingly if there was an accident involving such materials.  These

respondents suggested a certification process similar to Child Resistant Packaging approval or placing the

specification packaging designation for non-hazardous materials on the product label (like the EPA

Regulation Number) rather than the large and prominent marking required by 49 CFR Part 178.

Response - 2004 UN marking.  EPA wants to clarify that the approach of referring to and adopting

a subset of the DOT requirements would require the marking that is specified in the DOT regulations.  UN

markings would be required only for those containers that require UN markings for DOT Packing Group III

hazardous materials.  If DOT does not require the UN marking but allows the use of the packaging for

Packing Group III materials (e.g., limited quantities, consumer commodities and non-DOT specification

portable tanks), the EPA regulations would allow the use of these packagings and would not require the

UN marking.  However, EPA is not modifying the final regulations to add the suggested additional

sentence because we do not believe it provides additional clarification.  In addition, EPA believes that the

preamble and guidance documents are the proper vehicles for providing this kind of clarification.  EPA

disagrees with the commenters who opposed using containers with the UN mark for non-DOT hazardous

materials.  As other commenters stated, several companies have voluntarily switched to use DOT Packing

Group III (presumably with the UN mark) since 1999 and have not reported any of the potential problems

described by the respondents who oppose using the UN mark.  Further, EPA clarifies that the UN mark

would only be required if required by the DOT regulations.

D.  Limited Quantity/Consumer Commodity Exception (49 CFR 173.155)

Final Regulations.   The final regulations refer to and adopt 49 CFR 173.155, which establish

limited quantity and consumer commodity exceptions for Class 9 materials (miscellaneous hazardous

materials).  

Changes.  The potential alternative regulatory text in the supplemental notice would have

incorporated the relevant portions of the limited quantity exception in 49 CFR 173.155 into the text of the

pesticide container regulations.  After reviewing the comments and re-evaluating the regulations, EPA

believes it is more straightforward to simply refer to and adopt the entire section of the DOT regulatory

exceptions for Class 9 materials in 49 CFR 173.155.

Comments.  About 11 commenters addressed the idea of including a provision such as a limited

quantity exception in the pesticide container regulations and all but one strongly supported this kind of

provision.  The opposing commenter, a registrant, stated that it did not believe that incorporating the Class

9 limited quantity exception was appropriate.  The other commenters, mainly registrant groups and

registrants, varied a bit in the specific approach they recommended, but all supported the idea of including

this kind of exception in the pesticide container regulations.

Several commenters specifically requested that EPA add a reference to 49 CFR 173.155, the

limited quantity and consumer commodity exceptions for Class 9 materials, to the pesticide container

regulations to be more consistent with the DOT regulations.  Several respondents supported the limited

quantity exception as described in the supplemental notice.  Several other commenters recommended

that EPA incorporate both the limited quantity exception and the consumer commodity exception in 49

CFR 173.155.  As defined in the HMR, consumer commodity means a material that is packaged and
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distributed in a form intended or suitable for sale through retail sales agencies or instrumentalities for

consumption by individuals for purposes of personal care or household use.  This term also includes

drugs and medicines.  Two registrant groups who urged EPA to also adopt the consumer commodity

exception said that the consumer commodity exception is necessary to prevent increased costs and

unnecessary complications caused by complying with EPA and DOT regulations that would be different.  

EPA Response.  As stated in the supplemental notice, EPA continues to believe that it is

necessary to incorporate a DOT limited quantity exception to maintain consistency with the HMR and to

provide regulatory relief for relatively small quantities of pesticides.  However, after reviewing the

comments and re-evaluating the regulations, EPA believes it is better to simply refer to and adopt 49 CFR

173.155 in its entirety because it is more straightforward.  In addition, the final rule approach adds the

benefit of including the consumer commodity exception for Class 9 materials, which will provide clarity and

consistency for registrants of products that are not DOT hazardous materials and that meet DOT’s

definition of consumer commodity.

E.  Waiving or Modifying the Requirement to Comply with Some DOT Regulations (§§ 165.25(g)

and 165.45(g))

Final Regulations.  The final regulations include provisions that would allow EPA to modify or

waive the requirements of the regulatory sections that refer to and adopt the DOT requirements if EPA

determines that the alternative (partial or modified) set of standards or pre-existing conditions achieves a

level of safety that is at least equal to that specified in the requirements of this section.  Section 165.25(g)

establishes the waiver/modification standard for nonrefillable containers and § 165.45(g) provides it for

refillable containers.

Changes.  This is the same basic approach that was described in the supplemental notice.  EPA

made a few adjustments in the final regulations, such as clarifying that EPA must determine that the

alternative set of standards achieves an acceptable level of safety before a waiver is granted (rather than

being based on the registrant submitting information.)  In addition, EPA reorganized the final regulations

so all of the waiver requests are grouped together to simplify the process of applying for a waiver from any

of the container standards.  Finally, EPA changed the wording of the regulations to clarify that, for

pesticide products that are DOT hazardous materials, we will modify or waive the requirements regarding

the DOT standards only after consulting with DOT to ensure consistency with DOT regulations and

exemptions.

Comments - DOT regulations.  Some commenters (registrant groups and registrants) supported

the DOT waiver provision set out in the potential alternative regulatory text in the 1999 supplemental

notice, stating they believed it was sufficient.  A few registrant groups opposed the suggested DOT waiver

provision in the supplemental notice.  In particular, these commenters opposed EPA modifying DOT’s

standards for pesticides subject to DOT standards, because these pesticides could be rendered out of

compliance with DOT standards and could not be transported legally.  One of these commenters also

expressed concern about EPA’s ability to make waiver decisions, questioning EPA’s resources, lack of

expertise similar to DOT’s, and the absence of the kinds of relationships that DOT has with transportation-

related standard setting organizations.

EPA Response - DOT regulations.  EPA understands some of the concerns expressed by

commenters regarding pesticides that are DOT hazardous materials.  It is possible that EPA modifications

to the adopted DOT requirements for a pesticide that is a DOT hazardous material could create a set of

requirements that conflict with DOT’s regulations.  In this case, it would not be possible to package a

pesticide such that it could meet both EPA’s and DOT’s standards.  To prevent this kind of situation, EPA

modified the final regulation in several ways.  First, a separate waiver provision is included for pesticides

that are DOT hazardous materials and for pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials.  Second, the

waiver provision for pesticides that are DOT hazardous materials specifies that EPA will modify or waive

the requirements only after consulting with DOT to ensure consistency with DOT regulations and
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exemptions.  A similar provision is not necessary for pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials,

because these pesticides aren’t subject to DOT’s requirements, so there won’t be a conflict.

EPA plans to coordinate with DOT as much as possible and hopes to benefit from their great

experience in regulating packaging and their relationships with other organizations.  EPA is very familiar

with regulating pesticides.  Through our authority in FIFRA to regulate pesticide products (which includes

the pesticides, the labeling and the containers), we have directly or indirectly set packaging standards for

a number of pesticide products.  W e also have established relationships with pesticide manufacturers and

have developed expertise with pesticide handling and use practices.  It is possible that at some point,

compliance with one of the adopted DOT standards may conflict with safe use and handling practices for

pesticides.  For pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials, EPA believes we should have the ability

to modify or waive the adopted DOT standards if we determine (based on information provided) that an

alternative set of standards achieves a level of safety that is at least equal to that specified in the adopted

DOT standards.

F.  Providing Public Notice of Changes in the Adopted DOT Regulations (§§ 165.25© and 165.45©)

Final Regulations.  The final regulations include a provision that says EPA will provide notice to

the public in the Federal Register, and an opportunity to comment, if DOT proposes to change any of the

regulations that are referred to and adopted in EPA’s pesticide container regulations.  Following notice and

comment, EPA will take final action regarding whether or not to revise its rules, and the extent to which

any such revision will correspond with revised DOT regulations.

Changes.  This is similar to the approach described in the supplemental notice.

Comments.  A registrant group questioned whether OPP has the resources for the on-going effort

of monitoring DOT’s regulatory changes and constantly proposing and promulgating its own revisions to

mirror the DOT actions.  This respondent also expressed concern that there would be lag times between

DOT’s and EPA’s regulatory changes, creating confusion and putting registrants in the position of being

subject to conflicting federal standards.

EPA Response.  EPA does not believe that the notification process in the pesticide container

regulations will be overly burdensome.  An OPP staff member currently monitors the DOT regulatory

changes.  Increased communication with DOT resulting from these final regulations should provide

advanced notice of any changes, which would make any monitoring efforts even easier.  In addition, EPA

believes the commenter misunderstood the point of this notification provision.  EPA does not anticipate

changing its regulations based on proposed changes by DOT in most situations.  Instead, the purpose of

EPA’s notifications will be to let EPA’s regulated community know that DOT has proposed to modify the

DOT regulations adopted by the pesticide container regulations.  Therefore, pesticide registrants and

related parties will be able to monitor the DOT rule process themselves and can provide comments to

DOT if they believe it is warranted.  If a DOT rule change creates a significant obstacle to compliance or

another substantial problem for pesticide containers, EPA would consider changing the pesticide container

regulations that refer to and adopt the DOT requirements.  However, EPA believes the chances of this

happening are very small because it defeats the purpose of referring to and adopting the DOT

requirements to provide a consistent set of packaging requirements.

G. Vibration Test (49 CFR 178.608)

Final Regulations and Changes.  The final regulations do not directly refer to 49 CFR 178.608, the

DOT vibration test.  This is identical to the approach described in the supplemental notice.

Comments.  Two agricultural registrant groups commented that EPA should add a reference to

DOT’s vibration test in 49 CFR 178.608 to the pesticide container regulations.
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EPA Response.  EPA disagrees with this comment because it is unnecessary.  The final pesticide

container regulations refer to and adopt 49 CFR 173.24a, additional general requirements for non-bulk

packagings and packages.  One of the standards in this section, specifically 49 CFR 173.24a(a)(5),

requires that “Each non-bulk package must be capable of withstanding, without rupture or leakage, the

vibration test procedure specified in § 178.608 of this subchapter.”  Therefore, the current approach

already incorporates the vibration test indirectly, so it is unnecessary to specifically refer to 49 CFR

178.608.

H. Comments on the DOT Standards (Not Addressed Above)

Comments - costs.  Two registrants and four registrants generally agreed with EPA’s assessment

that there would be a relatively minor cost increase attributed to adopting a subset of the DOT regulations

if: (1) EPA fully follows the DOT regulations; (2) EPA does not adopt a limited life for plastic refillable

containers; and (3) there is an adequate transition period to avoid disposing of still usable containers. 

These respondents added that the cost for testing UN standard packaging is about $2,000 per package

size and type and stated that testing of single packagings (e.g., pails, drums, bags, etc.), which must be

repeated every 12 months, is usually borne by the container manufacturer and spread over the number of

containers sold.  These commenters also stated that testing of combination packagings (e.g., bottles or

bags in boxes) must be repeated every 24 months is the cost is usually borne by the packager (i.e., the

pesticide company).  Another registrant provided similar estimates of the costs of testing and schedule for

retesting and request that EPA work with DOT to extend the recertification cycles. 

An agricultural pesticide registrant commented that the cost of moving into full compliance with

DOT PG III packaging should not be a significant problem because most major container companies

maintain a line of suitable pretested PG III containers and that the majority of non-standard containers

designed by a manufacturer should pass the PG III testing regime.  An antimicrobial pesticide registrant

commented that the packaging used by most of the antimicrobial industry is purchased from container

suppliers who manufacture products in accordance with the DOT HMR.  A registrant group commented

that most manufacturers and formulators of antimicrobial pesticides use containers that meet at least the

PG III standards because some products are DOT hazardous materials and it would be logistically difficult

and economically infeasible to maintain separate lines of packaging materials.

Using the same cost estimate of about $2,000 for testing, two registrant groups and two

registrants commented that the costs attributed to adopting a subset of the DOT regulations would be

significant.  One of these registrant groups stated that the majority of pesticides in the specialty pesticide

market are not DOT hazardous materials and are relatively low-hazard despite having environmental

hazard statements on their labels.  The other registrant group claimed that most small businesses choose

not to package antimicrobials that are not DOT hazardous materials in PG III compliant containers

because of the substantial cost of such packaging.  Another registrant group stated that small businesses

would be especially impacted.  Another registrant commented that companies could also bear costs

associated with DOT-related training and different design plates.

EPA Response - costs. EPA maintains our  assessment that there would be a relatively minor

cost increase attributed to adopting a subset of the DOT regulations, especially considering that (1) the

final rule fully follows the DOT regulations; (2) the final rule does not include a limited life for plastic

refillable containers; (3) the transition period is 5 years for refillable containers and 3 years for nonrefillable

containers; (4) most antimicrobial pesticides are exempt from the container-related regulations; and (5)

nonrefillable containers for other pesticides in Toxicity Category III and IV (and that are not restricted use

products) do not have to comply with the full DOT PG III requirements.  The economic analysis for the

final rule (Ref. 22) estimates no compliance costs with these requirements because it is assumed that

nearly all pesticide containers meet the DOT standards.  This assumption is consistent with the proposed

rule economic analysis which assumed that most of the containers in use were DOT-compliant and that

nearly all containers in production were also DOT-compliant.  This assumption was also validated for the
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economic analysis of the final rule through additional discussions with pesticide registrants, refillers and

industry experts.  Compliance with the DOT-related standards was high for the proposed rule, and, given

the increasing availability and use of DOT-compliant containers, it is assumed in the final rule that those

containers that were out of compliance have either been replaced with compliant containers or will be

replaced with compliant containers within the compliance period.

Comments - impact on specific kinds of containers.  In the 1999 Supplemental Notice, EPA

requested comments about “whether the ease of complying with the DOT PG III standards varies

according to the container type and whether certain kinds of packaging may be disproportionately

impacted.”  Seven commenters generally agreed that the ease of complying with the DOT PG III

standards should not vary across container type, although several mentioned that EPA’s regulations

should not address DOT bulk packaging.  One commenter stated that it would be much more difficult for

certain container types, such as paper bags, to comply with the DOT PG III requirements.

EPA Response - impact on specific kinds of containers.  EPA does not anticipate that any specific

kinds of containers will be impacted disproportionately.  The final rule applies to portable tanks, bulk bins

and intermediate bulk containers but does not apply to rail cars, motor vehicles or cargo tanks.  Also, in

the final rule, nonrefillable containers for non-antimicrobial pesticides in Toxicity Category III and IV (and

that are not restricted use products) do not have to comply with the full DOT PG III requirements.
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V.  Nonrefillable Container Standards

A. Purpose (§ 165.20(a))

Final Regulations.  The purpose of the nonrefillable container standards is to establish design and

construction requirements for nonrefillable containers used for the distribution or sale of some pesticide

products.

Changes.  This is nearly the same as the proposed purpose (in § 165.100).  One minor change

was to acknowledge the reduced number of products that are subject to the final regulations by stating

that the rule applies only to the distribution or sale of some pesticide products.  The proposed regulations

would have applied to all products.  Another modification was to delete the term “standards” from the

phrase “establish standards and requirements” because it is redundant.

Comments - specific kinds of containers.  A container manufacturer group urged EPA to specify

that nonrefillable containers can be reconditioned for reuse and to establish a DOT-compatible marking

system for reconditioned containers that hold non-DOT pesticides.   A paper bag manufacturer group

characterized the proposal as dealing overwhelmingly with dilutable pesticides and refillables and urged

more focus on how nonrefillable containers can be used effectively.   A registrant group commented that

one of its members suggested that the nonrefillable container requirements should apply to muriatic and

sulfuric acid 1-gallon jugs and all tablet and granular products.  A few registrants requested exemptions

for certain container types, including: aerosols, traps, trays, and bait stations and  water-soluble

packaging.  A State regulatory agency and an antim icrobial registrant group urged EPA to avoid

regulations that could discourage water-soluble packaging, which offers benefits by reducing applicator

exposure.  In addition, a commenter pointed out the benefits of water-soluble film (eliminates exposure,

reduces pesticide-containing waste and allows accurate dosing) but stated that the rule does not

adequately address standards for such packaging.  A registrant requested EPA to clarify whether or not

water-soluble packages are considered to be containers.  A registrant group also encouraged EPA to

consider the benefits of proportioning (dispensing) systems that reduce exposure and provide for precise

measuring as well as how the regulations would impact such systems.

EPA Response - specific kinds of containers.  EPA adjusted the final rule in several ways to clarify

that nonfillable containers can be reconditioned.  (See Units IV.B, IX.B, IX.C, IX.L and X.B.15 for more

details.)  The proposed rule and final rule generally apply to all kinds of pesticide containers - including

paper bags and other nonrefillable containers - and not only containers for dilutable pesticides and

refillables.  As explained in Unit III regarding the scope, EPA believes that it is better to exempt pesticides

and containers by the relative risk they pose, rather than by the type of container or the type of pesticide. 

For the nonrefillable container regulations, pesticides that are not restricted use products and are in

Toxicity Category III or IV are subject to only a few basic DOT packaging standards rather than all of the

DOT requirements and the pesticide-specific requirements.  W ater-soluble packages are considered to be

containers.  Unit V.H.8 explains that water-soluble packaging is not considered rigid containers because

the part of the packaging that is in direct contact with the pesticide is the water-soluble film, which is

flexible.  The regulations should not discourage the use of water-soluble packaging because only the

DOT-related regulations would apply because liquid products are not currently sold or distributed in water-

soluble packaging.  Dispensing systems are not subject to the container regulations, unless they are also

used to sell or distribute a pesticide.  In addition, most antimicrobial pesticides are exempt from the final

rule.

Comments - exempt gases.  A registrant group, referring specifically to methyl bromide, said that

while the preamble expressed EPA's intention not to cover gaseous pesticides, the language of the rule

does not clearly exempt these products.  This commenter said that methyl bromide containers are already

subject to strict DOT regulations and suggested adding language that would exempt "...containers that

hold pesticides that are gaseous under temperature and pressure values specified for application or use."
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EPA Response - exempt gases.  The proposed rule discussed exempting gaseous pesticides

from the refillable container requirements (59 FR 6717) and the containment requirements (59 FR 6756),

but not the nonrefillable container requirements.  In the final rule, EPA is not specifically exempting

gaseous pesticides from the nonrefillable container requirements but believes that only the DOT-related

requirements would apply to the containers of gaseous pesticides.  This should not impact the methyl

bromide containers significantly if they already comply with the DOT requirements.

Comments - exempt other materials/products.  Some commenters (registrants, registrant groups,

and a dealer group) suggested types of materials and pesticides that should be exempted from the

requirements of the rule.  The requested exemptions included: surfactants and fertilizers; custom blends

and dilutions; and dormant products.  Two commenters said that the container requirements should not

apply to seed that has been treated with pesticide.  A registrant suggested exempting ready-to-use

products from disposal procedures, rinse studies, and inapplicable label statements.  A registrant group

requested that the requirements apply only to nonrefillable containers used for transportation and disposal

of pesticides that have been suspended or canceled.  This commenter believes that Congress did not

intend for this rule to regulate currently registered pesticides.

EPA Response - exempt other materials/products.  The nonrefillable container regulations apply

to nonrefillable containers used for the distribution or sale of some pesticide products.  Therefore, they do

not apply to surfactants, fertilizers, custom blends, dilutions, products that are not sold or distributed, or

treated seed.  Surfactants and fertilizers are not pesticides and are not regulated under FIFRA.  Custom

blends and use dilutions have pesticides as ingredients, but the custom blends and use dilutions are not

pesticides in the form they are sold or distributed.  Similarly, treated seed has pesticide as a component,

but treated seed itself is not a pesticide.  The residue removal standard and label rinsing instructions do

not apply to ready-to-use products.  The residue removal standard in § 165.25(f)(1) only applies if the

pesticide product’s labeling allows or requires the pesticide product to be mixed with a liquid diluent prior

to application, that is, if the pesticide is dilutable.  Similarly, the residue removal instructions for

nonrefillable containers in § 156.146 only apply to dilutable pesticides.  The preamble to the proposed rule

stated that EPA was holding sections of the regulations in reserve for residue removal instructions for

formulation/container combinations other than dilutable products in rigid containers, including but not

limited to dilutable products in non-rigid containers (such as wettable powders in flexible bags), ready-to-

use products in rigid containers and aerosol containers.  W hile EPA may add residue removal instructions

for other kinds of nonrefillable containers in the future, EPA did not receive information during the

comment period to warrant establishing cleaning procedures for other kinds of containers.  Therefore, the

final rule establishes residue removal instructions only for dilutable products in rigid nonrefillable

containers.  On the other hand, the label statements that do not address rinsing, i.e., the statements

associated with identifying the container as nonrefillable or refillable, apply to ready-to-use products.  It is

appropriate for all nonrefillable containers to have statements identifying the container as nonrefillable and

providing information about recycling, reconditioning or the few specific situations where that container

could be used to hold a pesticide-related material.   EPA disagrees with the commenter’s interpretation of

FIFRA because it would not make sense for EPA to establish regulations for containers of suspended or

canceled pesticides that are being disposed. 

Comments - other.  One non-agricultural registrant group commented that the proposed rule

provides extensive new requirements for nonrefillables.  A container manufacturer said that EPA should

adopt the DOT requirement that all bottles should be made of virgin nonrecycled resin until more research

is done on resin integrity.

EPA Response - other.  EPA does not believe that the final rule include extensive requirements

for nonrefillables considering all the modifications to the scope and the actual requirements.  As discussed

in Unit IV, the final rule does adopt DOT requirements.

B. Who Must Comply (§ 165.20(b))
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Final Regulations.  You must comply with the nonrefillable container regulations if you are a

registrant who distributes or sells a pesticide product in nonrefillable containers.  If your product is subject

to the nonrefillable container regulations as described in Unit V.D., the product must be distributed or sold

in nonrefillable containers that comply with these regulations.  This statement applies to each and every

nonrefillable container used to sell or distribute the product. 

Changes. This is the same approach that we proposed in § 165.100.  As described in Unit V.D,

the final rule exempts some products from the final rule and subjects some products to only the basic

DOT general packaging standards.  However, the approach of registrants being responsible for complying

with the nonrefillable container standards is unchanged.

C.  Compliance Date (§ 165.20©)

Final Regulations.  The final regulations provide a three-year period after the date of publication of

the final rule in the Federal Register before compliance with the nonrefillable container standards is

required.  Specifically, within three years from today’s date, registrants must distribute or sell all subject

pesticide products in nonrefillable containers in compliance with these regulations.

Changes.  EPA made several significant changes to the compliance date for nonrefillable

containers in the final rule.  First, the final regulations provide a three-year period after today’s date before

compliance is required, compared to the two-year period in the proposed rule.  Second, the proposed rule

specified (in § 165.117(b)) that five years after the date of publication of the final rule, all products

distributed or sold in nonrefillable containers by persons other than the registrant would have had to

comply with these standards.  This “channels of trade” date affecting persons other than the registrant is

not being finalized in today’s final regulations.  Third, the compliance date for registrants to submit

certifications is not being finalized because the certification requirement from the proposal is not being

finalized, as described in Unit V.M.

Comments - length of compliance period.  About 15 commenters, including registrants, registrant

groups, a dealer group, and a State regulatory agency, stated that two years would not be enough time to

comply with the proposed standards, especially the nonrefillable container residue removal standard. 

Many of the respondents commented that two years is not long enough to test containers initially and, for

containers that fail the residue removal standard, to redesign containers, reformulate the product, or

obtain EPA approval for a waiver.  Also, many commenters expressed concerns about delays caused by

EPA in providing necessary implementation information, processing waiver requests, and reviewing

reformulated products.  

A registrant group and a registrant stated that some pesticides are produced during brief,

infrequent campaigns, which could make compliance within two years difficult.  These respondents also

pointed out that the implementation time lines are highly dependent on the proposed requirements, i.e., a

residue removal standard of four 9's may be achievable in two years, whereas six 9's wouldn't be

achievable because more containers would fail.  Another registrant group stated that there is no

demonstrable risk faced by the public and the environment, so an unreasonably short phase-in period is

not justified.

Several commenters recommended three years as a reasonable compliance period because: the

mold design, construction, and testing alone can take up to 1 ½ years (a packaging manufacturer); it

would allow time for distributing essential guidance documents, the submitting and review of waiver

requests, education programs, certification and packing out of product (a registrant group and a

registrant); and it would allow time for lab and field trials if changes in bag design were required

(packaging manufacturer group). 

A registrant recommended a compliance period of four years, especially if the residue removal

standard was more stringent than four 9's, because reformulation would be necessary.  A few industrial
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pesticide registrants recommended a compliance period of five years to allow time to conduct the testing,

develop analytical methods if needed, and modify the containers and/or labels.  Several commenters (two

registrant groups and two registrants) suggested a tiered approach, where the initial testing would be

conducted in the first two or three years, but a full five years would be allowed for noncomplying

containers/formulations to come into compliance.  A registrant/distributor recommended extending the

compliance date for subregistrants because limited laboratory capacity would go to large companies first,

the timing of manufacturer’s data submissions could delay subregistrants and EPA/State response time

could delay compliance.  Two registrants found the proposed compliance period of two years to be

acceptable.

EPA Response - length of compliance period.  EPA agrees with some of the commenters that a

longer compliance period will make it easier for registrants to comply with the nonrefillable container

standards.  To facilitate compliance while trying to minimize the impact on companies, EPA lengthened

the compliance period for the nonrefillable container requirements to three years.  EPA believes a three-

year period is sufficient for all companies that sell or distribute pesticides based on the results of the

economic analysis and because some of the changes made to the regulations facilitate compliance. 

These changes include: (1) some products are completely exempt from the nonrefillable container

requirements; (2) many products must comply only with basic DOT requirements, not the full set of

nonrefillable container requirements; and (3) changes in the residue removal requirement, discussed in

Unit V.H, which reduce the burden of that requirement.

Comments - channels of trade.  Some commenters -- registrant groups and registrants -- urged

EPA to delete the channels of trade provision, generally stating that current products/containers don't pose

a large enough hazard to justify the costs of a recall.  A few State regulatory agencies and a container

manufacturer requested clarification of this requirement, i.e., who would be included and who would be

responsible for compliance and/or disposition of "expired" products.

EPA Response - channels of trade.  EPA is not finalizing the five-year channels of trade provision

in the final rule to minimize the disruption and burden of implementing the rule.  EPA does not believe that

current products and containers pose a large enough hazard (compared to the containers that would be

used to comply with the requirements) to justify the costs of recalling them from retailers and distributors

to either repackage or dispose of them.  EPA believes that setting a date for when products distributed or

sold by registrants must comply is sufficient.  Products that are distributed and sold before this date can

adequately work their way through the distribution system. 

Comments - sell and distribute.  A registrant group and a registrant requested EPA to clarify "sell

and distribute" and to be consistent with previous policies.  Another registrant also requested clarification

and suggested defining the stream of commerce to begin at the point at which finished products are

released for shipment into channels of trade.  A registrant group suggested changing the compliance date

to: "as of three years after date of publication..., all pesticide products manufactured... (vs. "distributed or

sold.")  A registrant/distributor described several reasons EPA should extend the compliance date for

subregistrants, including limited laboratory capacity (which would go to large companies first), the timing of

the manufacturers' data submissions; and EPA/State response time.  The commenter seemed to favor a

compliance date of three years for registrants and five years (two additional years) for subregistrants.

EPA Response - sell and distribute.  EPA disagrees with the commenter that we should tie

compliance with the regulations to the manufacturing of the pesticides.  EPA believes that the container

and repackaging requirements should begin to apply when the pesticide products are distributed or sold,

to be consistent with the language in FIFRA and its regulations.  The definition and interpretation of sell

and distribute for these regulations is consistent with the definition in FIFRA and other FIFRA-based

regulations.

In particular, FIFRA section 2(gg) defines the term ''to distribute or sell'' as to distribute, sell, offer

for sale, hold for distribution, hold for sale, hold for shipment, ship, deliver for shipment, release for
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shipment, or receive and (having so received) deliver or offer to deliver. FIFRA section 2(gg) also says

that the term does not include the holding or application of registered pesticides or use dilutions by any

applicator who provides a pest control service without delivering any unapplied pesticide to anyone who

receives that service.  W hat this means is that pest control operators who carry pesticides to a customer’s

site and who apply pesticides for a customer will not be considered to be distributing or selling the

pesticides unless they deliver unapplied pesticides to the customer.

The registration regulation in 40 CFR Part 152 includes a similar definition:  Distribute or sell and

other grammatical variations of the term such as "distributed or sold" and "distribution or sale," means the

acts of distributing, selling, offering for sale, holding for sale, shipping, holding for shipment, delivering for

shipment, or receiving and (having so received) delivering or offering to deliver, or releasing for shipment

to any person in any State.

In addition, an EPA policy provides details on our interpretation of “released for shipment.”  In

particular, a pesticide product is released for shipment by a producing establishment when it is the intent

of the producer to introduce the product into commerce.  Intent is considered to exist in any of the

following situations:

(1) a producer asserts that what is being sampled is representative of what is actually sold;

(2) a product is stored in an area where finished products are held for shipment in the ordinary course of

business (warehouses, loading docks, etc.);

(3) previous experience with the pesticide industry in general or with a particular producer indicates that

similarly situated products are intended for release.

The term released for shipment is relevant only at the producing establishment level, i.e., products at the

distributor and retail level have previously been released for shipment by the producing establishment.

EPA disagrees with the commenter who requested a different compliance date for subregistrants. 

EPA believes that having a longer time for subregistrants to comply is unnecessary and could actually

violate the regulations for supplemental distribution in 40 CFR 152.132.  In particular, § 152.132 allows a

registrant to distribute or sell his registered product under another person's name and address instead of

(or in addition to) his own under certain conditions.  Such distribution and sale is termed "supplemental

distribution" and the product is referred to as a "distributor product."  The conditions specified in § 152.132

include but are not limited to:

• The distributor product is not repackaged (remains in the producer's unopened container).

• The label of the distributor product is the same as that of the registered product, except for

changes that are allowed in the product name and the distributor’s information and modifications

required in the registration number and establishment number.)

Because the container and, with a few limited exceptions, the label of the distributor product must

be the same as the registrant’s container and label, EPA believes that it is necessary for distributor

products to have the same compliance date as the registrants’ original products.  Otherwise, the

distributor products would be in violation of the 40 CFR 152.132 requirements.

Comments - unregistered pesticides. The preamble of the proposed rule stated “The

requirements in subpart F would apply to registrants, which means that containers for unregistered

pesticides would not be subject to these requirements.  EPA requested comment on whether unregistered

pesticides should be subject to these requirements and, if so, whether the requirements should extend to

all unregistered pesticides.

One State regulatory agency favored subjecting unregistered pesticides to the container and
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containment requirements, saying the need for environmental protection doesn't begin with the act of

registration.  However, about 18 commenters, including registrants, registrant groups, several State

regulatory agencies, a dealer group, and a container manufacturer group, favored exempting unregistered

products.  Commenters suggested exempting several types of pesticides (which may or may not be

unregistered) from the rule, including but not limited to: experimental use pesticides; samples being

shipped for research purposes; products for export; and manufacturing use products.  Several of the State

regulatory agencies said that regulating unregistered pesticides would lead to confusion about what

products would be included and that, at least, a better definition would be needed.  A registrant group and

a registrant said that EPA does not have the authority under FIFRA to regulate products that make no

pesticidal claims.

Experimental use products:  A State regulatory agency favored including experimental use

products in the container design standards, stating that many individuals could be impacted by containers

for these products.  Some individual registrants and two registrant groups proposed exempting these

products.  These respondents said that experimental use products are distributed and used on a limited

basis under strict control; final packaging decisions have not been made; the containers pose no

significant threat to the environment; compliance with rinsing tests and other requirements would be

costly; and use is generally confined to the research community, where compliance with safety procedures

and proper rinsing practices is high.

Research samples: Several registrants and a registrant group favored exclusion of research

samples from the provisions of the rule.  Some of the commenters pointed out that users are well-trained

researchers and that the testing samples are usually shipped in small, noncommercial containers.

Pesticides for export: Many commenters favored exempting pesticides intended for export.  A

State regulatory agency, some registrants, and two registrant groups provided several reasons for such an

exemption: the products must conform to the specifications of the receiving country; U.S. registrants could

be put at a competitive disadvantage; a conflict with local regulations could create a trade barrier; and the

products are covered by international regulations in addition to those of the importing country.

EPA Response - unregistered pesticides.  As stated in the preamble to the proposed rule, these

requirements apply to registrants, who are defined in FIFRA as persons who have registered any pesticide

pursuant to the provisions of the statute.  Therefore, products that are not registered pesticide products,

such as those that make no pesticidal claims, are not subject to the pesticide container regulations.

In addition, EPA generally agrees with most of the commenters that some of these other types of

pesticides should be excluded from the pesticide container regulations.  In particular, EPA agrees that

experimental use products should not be subject to the pesticide container regulations because they are

distributed and used on a limited basis and no final packaging decisions have been made yet with these

products.  Similarly, EPA agrees that research samples should be excluded from the pesticide container

regulations because they are shipped in small, noncommercial containers and are shipped on a limited

basis.  Finally, EPA agrees that pesticides products for export only should be exempted from the pesticide

container regulations because they are covered by international transportation regulations as well as those

of the importing country.

D.  Pesticide Products Included (§ 165.23)

Final Regulations.  As described in detail in Unit III, only certain products have to comply with the

nonrefillable container standards.  MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants, and certain antimicrobial

products are completely exempt from the nonrefillable container requirements.  All other pesticide

products are subject to the nonrefillable container regulations.

There are different tiers of regulation for products that are subject to the nonrefillable container

regulations.  A product is subject to all of the nonrefillable container requirements if it satisfies at least one
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of the following criteria:

• It meets the criteria of Toxicity Category I.

• It meets the criteria of Toxicity Category II.

• It is classified for restricted use as set out in 40 CFR 152.160 - 152.175.

If a product does not satisfy any of these criteria (and it is not an MUP, plant-incorporated

protectant or an exempt antimicrobial), it must be packaged in accordance with 49 CFR 173.24.  These

products do not have to comply with any other nonrefillable container requirements.  However, if any of

these products are DOT hazardous materials, they are separately obligated under DOT regulations to

comply with all applicable DOT requirements.  In other words, nothing in EPA’s regulations changes the

requirements in the DOT HMR for products that meet DOT’s criteria for hazardous materials. 

Changes.  In the proposal, only MUPs would have been exempt from the nonrefillable container

regulations (in § 165.100).  All other products would have been subject to the standards.  The 1999

supplemental notice discussed regulatory options for exempting some products (antimicrobials and non-

antimicrobials) from the full set of refillable container regulations and for exempting certain antimicrobial

products from specific requirements.

The criteria in the final rule for exempting antimicrobials are somewhat different from those we

indicated as our preferred approach in the supplemental notice.  The final rule exempts plant-incorporated

protectants.  Also, the final rule uses toxicity category and restricted use product status to determine the

level of regulation – subject to all nonrefillable container requirements compared to the basic DOT

packaging requirements – rather than to determine whether the product is subject to or exempt from the

nonrefillable container regulations.

Table V-1 describes the provisions for determining which pesticide products are subject to which

nonrefillable container regulations and a brief explanation of how (or if) this provision changed from the

proposal and/or the supplemental notice.

Table V-1.  Changes to the Scope of the Nonrefillable Container Regulations

Regulatory Provision in the Final Rule Changes

Manufacturing use products are exempt. No change from proposed rule or supplemental

notice.

Plant-incorporated protectants are exempt. Plant-incorporated protectants would have been

subject to the proposed rule.  The regulations for

plant-incorporated protectants were finalized in

2001.  W e are exempting them from the final rule

because of their unique nature.

Certain antimicrobial products are exempt. Antimicrobial products would have been subject to

the proposed rule.  The final rule implements an

approach similar to option 1 in the supplemental

notice, although some of the details are different.

All other products are subject to the regulations as follows:1

Products in Toxicity Category I or II are subject to

all of the nonrefillable container requirements.

No change from the supplemental notice

approach.
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Restricted use products are subject to all of the

nonrefillable container requirements.

This is different from the other two criteria

discussed most thoroughly in the supplemental

notice, which were: (1) container capacity equal to

or larger than 5 liters or 5 kilograms and (2)

having a specified environmental hazard

statement on the label of an outdoor use product.

All other products (those in Toxicity Category III or

IV and that are not restricted use products) must

comply only with the basic DOT packaging

requirements in 49 CFR 173.24.

This category of lowest regulation is different from

the supplemental notice in two ways.  First, these

products are subject to the basic DOT

requirements rather than being completely exempt

from the nonrefillable container regulations. 

Second, more products are in this category of

lowest regulation because there are fewer Toxicity

Category III or IV products subject to all of the

nonrefillable container requirements in the final

rule (restricted use products) than under the

supplemental notice (products in small containers

and outdoor use products with a specified

environmental hazard statement on the label).

Notes: (1) The rest of the changes focus on changes from the supplemental notice.  All of these products

would have been subject to the proposed rule because the proposed rule would have applied to all

products except for manufacturing use products.

Comments.  EPA received many comments on the scope issues presented in both the proposed

rule and the supplemental notice.  These comments and EPA’s responses to them are provided in Unit III.

E.  DOT Standards (§§ 165.25(a) - ©)

Final Regulations.  As discussed in detail in Unit IV, nonrefillable containers must comply with the

DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations that are referred to and adopted into EPA’s regulations.  These

incorporated regulations establish requirements for container design, construction and marking.

Changes. This is a significant change from the proposed regulation, although the approach of

referring to and adopting a subset of the DOT standards was discussed in detail in the 1999 supplemental

notice.  See Unit IV for a detailed discussion.  As discussed in Unit V.M, three of the proposed

requirements for nonrefillable containers (container integrity, marking the material of construction and

ensuring that the container recloses securely) are not being finalized in the final rule because they were

replaced by equivalent DOT requirements.

Comments.  Comments related to the DOT standards and EPA’s responses to them are provided

in Unit IV.

F.  Closures (§ 165.25(d))

Final Regulations.  A nonrefillable container must have at least one of the four closures listed

below if it meets all of the following criteria:

• The container is used to distribute or sell a liquid, agricultural pesticide;

• The container is rigid;

• The capacity of the container is equal to or greater than 3.0 liters (0.79 gal); and

• The container is not an aerosol container or a pressurized container.

The four closures specified in the regulations are:
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• Bung, 2 inch pipe size (2.375 inches in diameter), external threading, 11.5 threads per inch,

National Pipe Straight (NPS) standard.

• Bung, 2 inch pipe size (2.375 inches in diameter), external threading, 5 threads per inch, buttress

threads.

• Screw cap, 63 millimeters, at least one thread revolution at 6 threads per inch.

• Screw cap, 38 millimeters, at least one thread revolution at 6 threads per inch.  The cap may fit on

a separate rigid spout or on a flexible pull-out plastic spout.

Changes.  The scope of the requirement for standardized closures is unchanged from the

proposal; it applies to liquid agricultural pesticides in rigid containers with capacities equal to or greater

than 3.0 liters.  The closure standard does not apply to aerosol or pressurized containers.  The final

regulation made several changes in the dimensions and other specifications of the closures based on

comments and additional research to accurately reflect the closures that are most commonly used in the

agricultural pesticide industry.  Also, the proposed provision that would allow the use of non-standard

closures was moved to a separate section of the final rule (§ 165.25(g)) along with the other waiver and

modification provisions, as described in Unit V.I.

Comments - general approach.  Twelve commenters on the proposed rule (a grower group, an

agricultural retailer association, a registrant group, 4 registrants, 4 State regulatory agencies and a

container manufacturer) specifically supported EPA’s proposal of standardized closures.  The registrant

group, several registrants and a State regulatory agency supported the proposed closures, observing that

they are nearly identical to the voluntary standards adopted by the agricultural pesticide industry in 1984. 

A grower group stated that the 4 closure sizes proposed would simplify the educational process and

improve handling and mixing.  A dealer association stated that the 4 sizes EPA proposed are already

predominantly in use, and another dealer association and a registrant indicated that standardized closures

would encourage adoption of closed transfer systems.  A registrant and a State agency noted that the

standardized closures would reduce end user exposure.  The container manufacturer supported the 63

mm and 38 mm neck finishes for containers that are 3 liters or larger (as proposed) and recommended

specifying 28 mm and 33 mm neck finishes for household use containers.

Two commenters supported specifying closures in the regulations but recommended specifying

only two connection sizes.  A university suggested having one opening for drums (30-gallons and larger)

and one for 1- to 15-gallon containers.  An equipment manufacturer supported limiting the requirement to

two closure sizes; a 63 mm closure for containers with capacities of 1 to 10 liters (claiming that NACA

(now CropLife America) and the European equivalent have agreed to do this) and 50 mm bungs on

returnable and refillable containers in conjunction with coupling systems.  This commenter recommended

prohibiting 38 mm screw caps, stating that they contribute to increased operator and environmental

contamination.  

In response to the 2004 reopening of the comment period, a State regulatory agency submitted

new information about the proposed standard closure requirement and closed systems.  In 2001-2002, the

California Department of Pesticide Regulation conducted a comprehensive review of closed system users

in California and collected valuable data on the in-field use of closed systems, including problems

associated with non-standardized container openings. The closed systems were surveyed as to their

compliance with the State’s criteria and the system users were queried as to problems encountered with

operating these devices. Most of the systems surveyed were very capable of moving pesticides through

their various hoses, pumps, couplings and manifolds, delivering properly mixed materials to the

application equipment. However, there was a general set of problems identified and all closed system had

at least one of them: non-standardized container interfaces, problems with container rinsing, measuring

difficulties, and system complexities.  The non-standardized container interfaces and container rinsing

problems are interrelated, since in both cases removal of either the concentrate or the rinsate is

accomplished by the same means.  A standard opening interface requirement may resolve many of the

problems associated with multiple connection requirements and fine measurement. 
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Ten commenters (registrants, registrant groups, and a container manufacturer group) opposed

EPA establishing standard closures.  Several respondents opposed the standard closure requirement

because it would limit innovation by setting a design specification rather than a performance standard.  

One registrant commented that EPA should consider toxicity and limit this requirement to pesticides that

are Toxicity Category I, like the California closed system standards. A container manufacturer group

commented that the screw cap should be 70 mm.

EPA Response - general approach.  EPA is maintaining the same basic approach for specifying a

four closures that can be used on certain rigid containers holding agricultural pesticide products because

we continue to believe this will facilitate the use of closed transfer systems in the agricultural sector.  W e

agree with the commenters that limiting the allowable number of closures should  encourage equipment

manufacturers to develop workable closed transfer systems and should facilitate the development and

adoption of closed transfer systems.  Increasing the adoption of closed transfer systems will help reduce

exposure to pesticide handlers and should simplify farmer education while improving handling and mixing. 

Attempting to improve the ease of use of closed transfer systems is even more important as a growing

number of products that have gone through EPA’s re-registration process are subject to worker risk

mitigation measures, including the use of closed transfer systems.  EPA analyzed the Reregistration

Eligibility Decisions (REDs) and Interim Reregistration Eligibility Decisions (IREDs) that were posted on

our web site as of May 13, 2003.  Of the 265 active ingredients covered by the REDs and IREDs, 51

active ingredients specified label language that would require the use of closed systems for at least one

kind of application, such as aerial application. (Ref. 79)

EPA agrees with commenters that performance standards are generally preferable to design

standards.  In fact, this is the only design standard in the nonrefillable and refillable container regulations. 

In this case, EPA believes it is necessary to specify design standards.  One of the reasons that closed

transfer systems are not more widely used is because they are difficult to use with a variety of products

and containers because different adapters are needed depending on the size and design of the container

and its closure.  Limiting the number of closures that can be used will lim it the number of adapters

required, which should facilitate the design and usefulness of closed transfer systems.  EPA agrees with

the commenters that limiting the number of closures to two would be even more likely to facilitate the

development and use of closed systems.  However, we don’t have precise data on the number of

containers for liquid agricultural products that use each kind of closure, which would be necessary to

justify a more stringent approach than we proposed (and to estimate the related economic impact).  As we

mentioned in the preamble of the proposed rule and a few commenters reiterated, the closure sizes are

based on voluntary industry standards that were adopted nearly 20 years ago, so we believe there is a

high degree of compliance already.

EPA disagrees with the commenter who said that the screw cap required by the regulations

should be 70 mm.  In the agricultural pesticide industry in the United States, 2.5-gallon jugs are the most

commonly used container that would have a screw cap.  EPA believes that nearly all, if not all, 2.5-gallon

jugs have 63 mm screw caps.  In addition, many 1-gallon jugs also use 63 mm screw caps.  EPA

acknowledges that 70 mm screw caps are commonly used on 5-gallon plastic pails.  However, a minimal

number of 5-gallon plastic pails are used to sell or distribute agricultural pesticides, so we believe it is

inappropriate to add another screw cap or to replace the two proposed caps with a 70 mm screw cap. 

Registrants have the option of applying for a waiver or modification if they want to use an alternative

closure, such as a 70 mm screw cap.

The change in scope of the regulations partially addresses the toxicity-related comment from one

registrant.  The final rule does not specify that only products in Toxicity Category I must comply, as

suggested by the commenter.  However, the changes to the regulatory scheme for the nonrefillable

container requirements limit the liquid agricultural products (in the specified containers) that must comply

with the closure requirement to those that are in Toxicity Category I or II or that are restricted use

products.
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Comments - scope.  Several commenters (including a few registrant groups and a few registrants)

agreed with limiting the standard closure requirement to the agricultural sector.  A registrant group agreed

with the scope and commented that standard closures are not necessary for industrial biocides.  Another

registrant group and a registrant said that standard closures would discourage the use of closed systems

for industrial and institutional pesticides.  A different registrant group and registrant supported the

objectives of the standard, but requested flexibility because of the introductory nature of non-agricultural

closed systems and the smaller application volumes used.  Two swimming pool chemical commenters

stated that this requirement (presumably if it was expanded to non-agricultural uses) would give one

company a monopoly on complying closures, which could make Child Resistant Packaging less effective

(because children could become familiar with the single closure).

On the other hand, several respondents (including a registrant group, a few registrants and a

State regulatory agency) commented that the standard closure requirement should also apply to industrial

and/or institutional pesticides, because they are packaged in the same general container types.  Another

State regulatory agency recommended including structural pest control pesticides, which can be fairly

toxic, if the goal is to protect the health and safety of workers.  A few commenters did not oppose

expanding the requirement to non-agricultural products, but requested flexibility because of the

introductory nature of non-agricultural closed systems and the smaller application volumes used.

Several respondents, including registrants and registrant groups, supported the exemption for

aerosols and pressurized containers.  A registrant commented that aerosol containers are exempt based

on the other criteria, so it is unnecessary to specifically exempt them.  One commenter supported

exempting aerosols, but recommended requiring standard closures for pressurized containers to afford a

greater level of applicator safety.

EPA Response - scope.  EPA is maintaining the scope of the nonrefillable container closure

requirement as it was in the proposed rule.  W e did not receive enough information about the closures or

the closed transfer systems used in markets other than the agricultural sector to justify requiring standard

closures in these sectors.  Similarly, aerosols and pressurized containers are still exempt from complying

with the closure standard because EPA continues to believe that the specified closures are not

appropriate for the typical design of aerosol or pressurized containers.  The language exempting aerosol

containers is maintained in the final regulations to be clear that aerosol and pressure containers do not

need to comply with the standard closure requirement.

Comments - technical details.  Many commenters (registrants, container manufacturer groups, a

registrant group, a container manufacturer, a State regulatory agency and an equipment manufacturer)

provided corrections to the proposed closure specifications.  These comments focused on changes to the

bung specifications, problems with providing the closure dimensions in metric, and modifying the size of

the crimp-on spout.  A registrant said it is essential to harmonize with international regulations.  Some of

the specific comments include:

• A container manufacturer described the differences between National Pipe Tapered (NPT) and

NPS standards.  NPT is a pipe thread that is tapered in order to achieve a seal when properly

assembled.  For pipe threads that are straight (not tapered) and are sealed by means of a gasket,

the terminology is National Pipe Straight (NPS).  2-inch NPS is the thread of choice for 55 gallon

drum bungs and for IBC bungs.  A few other commenters also supported including the NPS

standard in the final rule instead of the NPT standard or in addition to it.

• This container manufacturer also explained that "bung, 50.0 millimeters (2.0 inches)" is incorrect. 

The 2 inches being referenced is a 2-inch pipe size rather than 2 inches on a ruler.  In fact, a 2-

inch pipe (and bung) has a diameter of 2 3/8 inches.

• A container manufacturer group and a container manufacturer stated that the standard size is 2

inches and that there is no metric equivalent.  The company commented that even most metric

drums use a 2-inch NPS bung as their primary opening.  Several other commenters noted that the

conversions between metric and English units are approximations.
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• A container manufacturer group and a closure manufacturer group commented that the flexible

spout with the 38 mm screw cap crimps on to an orifice that is about 2.3 inches (approximately

58.5 mm) rather than 63 mm, as stated in the proposed rule.

EPA Response - technical details.  EPA researched closure specifications and agrees with many

of the comments about the standards and sizes proposed for the bungs.  In particular, we believe that the

2-inch NPT bung should be changed to a 2-inch NPS standard bung.  Also, the 2-inch size refers to the

pipe size, not the diameter of the opening.  Finally, it is true that these standards have no metric

equivalent.  The bung specifications in the final rule were adjusted according.

EPA considered adding a third bung specification to the list of closures in the rule to include a 2-

inch pipe size bung, with external threading of the NPT standard.  However, we decided that it would not

be necessary to include a third bung because the NPS standard is the one used in most commonly on

pesticide containers.  Again, the waiver/modification mechanism is available to account for situations

where the manufacturer must use NPT standard rather than NPS standard threading.

No substantial changes were made to the specification for the 63 mm screw cap.  The equivalent

dimensions (in either metric or English units) were deleted to be consistent throughout this section.  A

similar change was made to the specification for the 38 mm screw cap.  The 38 mm screw cap

requirement was also changed to delete the size of the orifice to which a flexible spout would attach

because the size of that orifice is irrelevant.  The important part is that the spout accommodates a 38 mm

screw cap.

Comments - other.  Some commenters addressed the use of closed systems in the agricultural

sector.  A registrant argued that because the design of closed systems in the agricultural sector is in its

infancy, it is too early for standardization.  A registrant group commented that the lack of closed systems

that are compatible with common container sizes (1 or 2.5 gallons) or that operate efficiently is the reason

for limited closed system use, not because a wide range of closures is used.  A registrant described some

of the closed systems being used in the agricultural sector and stated that economics will be a major

factor in the adoption of closed systems. The extension representative suggested that EPA develop a

standardized closed transfer system for containers larger than 2.5 gallons to further reduce potential

exposure to mixer/loaders.  Another commenter pointed out that a benefit to a standard closure would be

to accommodate a lid remover/foil cutter, which could lead to cleaner containers.  This commenter also

said that a closed system lid required on a Toxicity Category 1 insecticide is causing increased handler

exposure because the lid is not being supported in the field with the tank adaptor accessories.

A registrant encouraged EPA to avoid standardizing closures for refillable containers.  A

registrant/distributor requested EPA to also standardize the area of the hose connection to the application

equipment.  A registrant urged EPA to clearly define closed systems and said that water soluble film

should be considered a closed system.  A container manufacturer group urged EPA to adopt a provision

similar to DOT's that would require container manufacturers to provide information about the closures

(bungs) recommended for their container, thus allowing the container to continue to be used after the

original closures are changed.

EPA Response - other.  Some of these suggestions, such as defining closed systems,

standardizing closed systems, standardizing the area of the hose connection to application equipment, are

beyond the scope of these regulations.  EPA is not attempting to mandate the use of closed systems with

these regulations, although we have required the use of closed systems for certain pesticides as a

condition of registration.  W e realize that the general use of closed systems in the field will depend on a

number of factors, including economics and ease of use.

G. Dispensing Capability - Glugging and Dripping (§ 165.25(e))

Final Regulations.  A nonrefillable container with a capacity of 5 gallons (18.9 liters) or less, that is
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not an aerosol or pressurized container or a spray bottle, and that holds a liquid pesticide must do both of

the following:

• Allow the contents of the nonrefillable container to pour in a continuous, coherent stream.

• Allow the contents of the nonrefillable container to be poured with a minimum amount of dripping

down the outside of the container.

Changes.  The final rule includes several substantial changes from the proposal.  First, the

dispensing requirements in the proposed rule would have applied to all nonrefillable containers for liquid

pesticides, regardless of the size of the container.  The final rule only applies the dispensing requirements

to containers that are less than 5 gallons (18.9 liters) in size.  Second, the final rule clarifies that, like the

nonrefillable container closure requirement, the glugging and dripping standards do not apply to aerosol

containers or pressurized containers.  Third, the requirement in the final rule was modified to also exclude

spray bottles.  Fourth, the requirement regarding dripping in the final rule specifies that the contents of a

container must be poured with a minimum amount of dripping, rather than no dripping as proposed.  Fifth,

the dripping standard was clarified to specify “dripping down the outside of the container” to distinguish

this from when the pesticide drips out of the container into its target when the material is poured from the

container.  Lastly, the proposed standard for reclosing securely is not being finalized in the final rule,

because there is an equivalent DOT standard that is being adopted, as explained in Unit V.M.

Comments - exemptions.  Many commenters -- registrant groups, registrants, and a container

manufacturer group -- either requested exemptions from the container dispensing requirements or

described reasons the standards aren't applicable to containers in specific segments of the pesticide

industry.  These reasons include:

• Pesticides are generally pumped out of the containers or are dispensed from a spigot;

• The container is too large to allow the pesticide to be poured;

• The pesticides in the commenter’s market segment have lower toxicity and/or smaller containers

and are used in smaller doses; and

• It's not clear how certain container designs, e.g., Tip-N-Measure containers, could comply.

• The anti-glug standard is not applicable to consumer/household use products because

consumers typically use a few tablespoons or ounces of concentrates or apply ready-to-use

products directly from the container.

Exemptions were requested (or implied) for: industrial pesticides; industrial biocide containers

over 5 gallons; pressurized containers of gaseous pesticides; lawn and garden homeowner pesticides;

nonagricultural pesticides; industrial and institutional disinfectants and sanitizers; containers designed to

be used with closed systems and containers larger than 5 gallons from which contents are pumped [for

glugging standard only]; 30- and 55-gallon drums; aerosols; and Tip-N-Measure containers.  A registrant

suggested including a provision to exempt certain container types on a case-by-case basis.

EPA Response - exemptions.  EPA does not believe it is appropriate to limit the applicability of the

dispensing standards by pesticide market segment.  W e believe that pesticide users in all markets should

be protected from exposure caused by glugging or dripping along the container exterior.  Based on the

final scope of the nonrefillable container standards, the dispensing standards apply only to non-exempt

products that are in Toxicity Category I or II or that are restricted use products.  Excluding most products

in Toxicity Categories III and IV (those that are not restricted use products) and certain antimicrobial

products from complying with the container dispensing requirement may address some of these

comments.  Also, many household, industrial and institutional antim icrobial products are completely

exempt from the final nonrefillable container regulations, as discussed in Units III.C - III.G.

EPA agrees with the commenters who stated that large containers should not be subject to the

dispensing standards.  Because these standards are intended to minimize exposure to pesticides when

they are poured from containers, the requirements should not apply to containers that are too large to
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allow their contents to be poured from them.  The dispensing requirements in the final rule apply only to

containers with capacities of 5 gallons (18.93 liters) or less, which we believe are the containers that can

be picked up and the contents poured out.

The proposed dispensing requirements would have applied only to liquid pesticides, and the final

rule maintains this approach.  EPA did not intend that these requirements would apply to aerosol or

pressurized containers.  The proposed closure regulation specifically excluded aerosols and pressurized

containers, so the lack of similar language in the dispensing requirements led some commenters to

believe that aerosol and pressurized containers are subject to the dripping and glugging standards.  To

clarify our intent, EPA modified the final rule to clearly state that the dispensing standards do not apply to

aerosol containers and pressurized containers.  As mentioned above, the dispensing standard is intended

to minimize exposure to pesticides when they are poured from containers, which is not how pesticides are

dispensed from aerosol or pressurized containers.  

Also, during a review of products that would be subject to the final regulation, EPA realized that

spray bottles should also be exempt from the dispensing requirements because the container contents are

sprayed out by a trigger mechanism, rather than poured.  EPA modified the scope of the dispensing

requirements in the final rule to exempt spray bottles.

Comments - compromise other standards.  Many commenters, including registrants, registrant

groups, container manufacturers, and a State regulatory agency, said that compliance with the dispensing

standards could compromise the ability of a container to comply with other standards, especially the

residue removal standard.  Respondents mentioned the following container design features that minimize

dripping or glugging, but could increase residue retention: drip-reducing bottle finishes, drain-back spouts,

air channels, and funneling devices.  A container manufacturer requested design flexibility to optimize both

drip reduction and residue removal.  A container manufacturer group specifically pointed to the closures

as a potential solution to removing pesticide from the container, instead of the container design.

EPA Response - compromise other standards.  EPA agrees with many of the comments about

certain container design features negatively affecting performance in other areas.  In particular, EPA

acknowledges that container manufacturers and registrants need design flexibility to optimize dispensing

capability and residue removal ability.  The final rule provides more flexibility than the proposal because

both the dripping standard (changed from “eliminate” to “minimize”) and the residue removal requirement

(changed from 99.9999 percent removal to 99.99 percent removal) were reduced in stringency.  This

provides a greater range of potential designs that meet both requirements.

Comments - glugging.  Some commenters (container manufacturers, registrants, State regulatory

agencies, a registrant group, and a grower group) supported the glugging standard.  The grower group

commented that it is important for pesticides to be transferred without spilling or splashing to minimize

farmer exposure.  A container manufacturer supported this standard and pointed out that user experience

and education are a significant part of non-glug operation.  Another container manufacturer commented

that all containers can be made to glug and not to glug.  This respondent recommended an approach of:

(1) requiring pouring instructions on the label; (2) using specifications that encourage container designs

that minimize glug tendencies; and (3) requiring a non-glug performance demonstration.  A registrant

recommended moving to larger openings for anti-glug capabilities.

Several nonagricultural commenters (registrants and a registrant group) opposed the glugging

standard.  One respondent stated that the small amount of active ingredient that may spill due to glugging

is not significant compared to the cost of complying.  The others commented that all containers can be

made to glug and that containers that won't glug are more likely to retain residues.  One of these

commenters pointed out that sometimes pesticide is dispensed by pickup tubes, probes, or closed

dispensing systems rather than by pouring.  In addition, an agricultural registrant commented that evolving

industry standardization on the 63 mm opening has greatly reduced glugging.  Another commenter stated

that container manufacturers are moving to the larger opening.  This respondent added that field surveys
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have shown that much external container contamination comes from foil seals that have not been fully

removed.

EPA Response - glugging.  The preamble of the proposed rule stated that EPA’s Pesticide

Containers: A Report to Congress (May 1992) concluded that certain container design features can result

in spilling, splashing, glugging, dripping, and leaking during normal use activities – all of which potentially

expose the pesticide handler to concentrated product.  The final rule maintains the requirement for

nonrefillable containers to allow the container contents to pour in a continuous, coherent stream (in other

words, without glugging) because EPA believes it is important to protect pesticide users from exposure

caused by glugging.  EPA conducts detailed and complex analyses of the risks to pesticide container

handlers (pesticide mixers and loaders) based on a number of factors including the kinds of exposure

(dermal and/or inhalation), the extent of exposure (based on the amount of the pesticide used, how

frequently it is used, and the risk mitigation methods, such as personal protective equipment and closed

transfer systems, that are required) and the toxicity of the pesticides.  W hile the detail included in these

analyses is beyond the scope of this document, it is clear from these analyses and other information that

less glugging will lead to lower worker exposure to concentrated pesticides (generally through direct

dermal exposure), which then leads to a lower risk to the workers.  

As discussed above, EPA believes there is a wide range of containers that can meet the glugging,

dripping and residue removal requirements in the final rule.  The final rule was modified to exempt large

containers, aerosol and pressurized containers and spray bottles from this requirement.  Additionally, the

final rule provides the option of obtaining a waiver from the dispensing provisions.

EPA agrees with commenters that there is a need to address user education/outreach to ensure

that containers are handled properly.  EPA agrees that, despite the design of the container, any container

can be made to glug depending on how it is handled, such as by turning it completely upside-down so air

cannot enter the container except in bursts (“glugs”).  Registrants can include pouring instructions

(including pictures on the label) or EPA and industry can work together to develop pouring guidance that

can be distributed as part of the rinsing outreach/education efforts.

Comments - dripping.  A State regulatory agency supported the dripping standard as proposed

and believes requiring that containers do not leak, glug, or drip would be a significant improvement for end

users by reducing exposure.  Many commenters (registrants, registrant groups, a grower group, a

container manufacturer, and a State regulatory agency) supported modifying this standard from

"eliminating" dripping to "minimizing" dripping.  Most of these respondents commented that completely

eliminating dripping is impractical or impossible and that the amount of pesticide on the outside of the

container is largely a function of user care.  A registrant group commented that drip-proof containers will

add cost but not greatly reduce exposure, particularly for consumer products.  Several commenters,

including another registrant group, a few registrants and a State regulatory agency, expressed concern

about the container manufacturing and inventory problems that could occur if different pour spouts were

required on otherwise interchangeable jugs because of varying pesticide characteristics.  Several of the

commenters suggested changing the standard so that it would read: 

"Each nonrefillable container design type for liquid pesticide shall minimize (or reduce) dripping so

that no pesticide is visible on the outside of the nonrefillable container..."  

Others suggested changing the wording to be similar to the glugging standard, i.e., 

"Each nonrefillable container design type for liquid pesticide shall allow the contents to be poured

out with a minimum of dripping."

Several commenters opposed the dripping standard altogether.  One registrant stated that the

small amount of active ingredient that may spill due to dripping is not significant compared to the cost of

complying.  Another registrant described the containers typically used with their wood preservatives --
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paint-type cans -- and commented that they probably couldn't meet the dripping standard.  A registrant

group opposed the dripping standard, stating that it is technically infeasible to design containers that won't

drip and that containers that minimize dripping are harder to rinse to acceptable levels.  Another registrant

expressed some concerns about the proposed dripping standard, such as the impact of the user's

handling techniques, other relevant factors like viscosity and surface tension, the lack of clear test

requirements, and the cost of a drip control lip.

A registrant group commented that the no-drip standard seems to be inconsistent with the

proposed triple rinse procedure, which states the product should be allowed to drip for 30 seconds after

the initial emptying and each rinse.  A container manufacturer described the pros and cons of several

options available for minimizing dripping, including minor alterations upon a container neck finish to create

a “pour lip,” injection-molded pour spouts that fit upon neck finishes (e.g., laundry detergent bottles), and

“Snap-in” plastic pour spouts.  A grower stated that containers with capacities of 2.5 gallons and less

should pour drip-free unless the amounts poured are 1 tablespoon or less.

EPA Response - dripping.  EPA agrees with a number of the commenters that the proposed

standard of eliminating dripping is not practical, particularly without a specific testing procedure and

considering the significant role of user handling practices in whether the containers drip.  Therefore, EPA

is modifying the dripping standard to minimize rather than eliminate dripping.  The structure of the

standard was revised to be similar to the glugging standard so it would be clear that the dripping standard

applies when the contents are poured from the container.  Finally, the requirement refers to minimizing the

amount of “dripping down the outside of the container.”  EPA believes this phrase clarifies that the dripping

that should be minimized is the trickle or drops of liquid on the container exterior; not the last few drops of

material or rinsate that leave the container when the contents are poured.

EPA believes it is important to protect pesticide users from exposure caused by material that drips

down the outside of the container because it is a potential source of exposure to concentrated pesticide

products.  As with the glugging standard, it is clear from our analyses and other information that less

dripping will lead to lower worker exposure to concentrated pesticides (generally through direct dermal

exposure), which then leads to a lower risk to the workers.  EPA believes there is a wide range of

containers that can meet the glugging, dripping and residue removal requirements in the final rule. 

However, there are currently some containers that cannot comply with the dripping standard.  In this case,

the registrant has the option of changing container designs or attempting to obtain a waiver from or

modification to the dispensing provisions.

Comments - implementation.  Many commenters (registrants, registrant groups, State regulatory

agencies, and a container manufacturer) addressed the issue of the container dispensing standards being

qualitative.  One State regulatory agency commented that these standards are unenforceable since EPA

is recommending capabilities and not specifying numeric standards or test methods.  On the other hand, a

registrant group favored the approach of not including specific numeric standards or test methods.  This

commenter and a container manufacturer supported allowing photographic evidence demonstrating

compliance.  Several commenters (registrants, registrant groups, and a State regulatory agency) said that

the lack of a generally accepted test method for measuring dripping makes it difficult to determine a

standard of performance for eliminating dripping.  The commenters seemed less concerned about the

lack of a generally accepted test method if the standard was changed to minimizing dripping.  A registrant

recommended that EPA adopt the DOT performance tests and that EPA reevaluate the feasibility and

measurement criteria for implementation.  A container manufacturer recommended the following multi-

pronged approach for implementing the glugging standard: (1) requiring pouring instructions on the label;

(2) using specifications that encourage container designs that minimize glug tendencies; and (3) requiring

a non-glug performance demonstration.  A container manufacturer suggested definitions for drip, glug,

leak, spill and splash.

Many respondents -- registrants, registrant groups, container manufacturers, State regulatory

agencies, and a grower group -- addressed the significant role of user handling practices in whether
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containers drip or glug.  These commenters stated that almost all containers can drip and/or glug,

depending on how they are used.  Some of them specifically stated that users need to be trained in how to

properly use and handle containers.

EPA Response - implementation.  The preamble for the proposed rule stated:  “EPA is not

proposing specific numerical standards or test methods to verify these design standards. The Report to

Congress (Ref. 65) contains a method to demonstrate glugging based on a variation in internal pressure

of the container and this method could be adapted for use by registrants.  The registrant could use the

data from this method or use photographic evidence to demonstrate dispensing capability, as well as for

other aspects of the design standards.”  EPA intends to implement the container dispensing requirements

in the final rule in this manner.

EPA acknowledges that there will be some ambiguity associated with the container dispensing

requirements because we do not have specific numeric standards or test methods.  However, EPA

believes that it is reasonable for registrants to use container designs that permit the pesticide to be poured

from the container in a practical and controlled manner, which they can determine, and to document that

the design allows pouring in a continuous, coherent stream and with a minimum amount of dripping down

the outside of the container.  Registrants have a variety of ways to document the pouring characteristics of

a container, including but not limited to videotape, film pictures, digital pictures, a written description of the

procedure and results.  Also, registrants have flexibility in determining which containers and pesticides are

used to document compliance.  The recordkeeping requirements in § 165.27(b) allow data or

documentation with the container and pesticide product itself, or with a different container and even a

different pesticide product.  In the latter case, the records must also include a written explanation of why

the documentation for the other container and/or product demonstrates that the container meets the

container dispensing standards.

W hile some degree of interpretation will be required to determine compliance with the container

dispensing standards, EPA can offer some guidance on what is definitely unacceptable.  First, Figure V-1

from the Pesticide Containers: A Report to Congress (May 1992) is a picture that shows a continuous,

coherent stream (on the right) and a flow of material that is not a continuous, coherent stream (that is, a

“glug”).  This should help demonstrate what is intended by the standard of “continuous, coherent stream.” 

Second, EPA intends “a minimum amount of dripping” to cover a range of absolutely no pesticide on the

outside of the container to a small amount that adheres to the outer lip of the container’s opening.  If

enough material is involved in the drip so it reaches halfway (or more) down the container, EPA considers

this to no longer meet a standard of “a minimum amount of dripping.”  Lastly, registrants have the option

of determining the practical and controlled manner in which the material is poured from the container. 

However, EPA believes that the controlled manner must be something that a user could achieve in the

field and must be reasonably similar to what users could be expected to conduct.  For example, if the

pesticide product was poured very slowly from the container, there would not be any glugging.  However,

taking five minutes to pour pesticide product from a 2.5 gallon is not practical.  Also, EPA believes that

pouring product this slowly from a container could make it more difficult to comply with the dripping

standard.
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Figure V.1.  Pictures of a Glug and a Continuous, Coherent Stream

In any case, EPA will not use observations of dripping or glugging with a container in the field as

an automatic violation of the container dispensing standards.  For example, a jug with pesticide dripped

down its side may comply with the container design standard, even if the user did not properly pour the

material from the container, thereby causing dripping.  If EPA receives multiple reports of problems with

glugging or dripping from the field, we would approach the registrant of the product and ask to see the

records documenting compliance with the container dispensing standards, as laid out in § 165.27(b).

EPA agrees with many of the comments about the significant role of user handling practices in

determining whether containers drip or glug.  This must be considered in determining compliance with the

glugging and dripping standards.  The intent of the requirements is not to prohibit all glugging and all

dripping in all circumstances.  EPA agrees with commenters that nearly all containers can be made to

glug, for example, by turning them completely upside down.  Therefore, EPA believes that providing users

with information, diagrams, and descriptions of how to properly pour material from containers is an

important part of minimizing exposure to pesticide users.  However, this is a topic that has not received

much attention to date.  A search of State regulatory agency and State University Extension Service web

sites identified much guidance on how to store pesticides, how to properly rinse containers, how to recycle

plastic agricultural pesticide containers, how to dispose of pesticides, how to use closed systems and

many other topics.  However, little specific guidance was found about how to safely remove pesticides

from containers, such as by pouring.  The documents we have identified instruct users to keep a container

at or below eye level when pouring pesticide from it.  EPA is developing guidance which will be available

as part of the implementation materials for this rule.  In addition, registrants can put pouring instructions

on their labels/labeling or may develop separate pouring guidance.  Since EPA believes that those who

use containers know what glugging is, EPA is not defining glugging in the regulations, but will illustrate

ways to avoid it in the guidance documents.  Similarly, EPA believes that registrants can accurately

characterize a drip down the outside of the container and can easily document that dripping.  It is not

necessary to define leak, spill or splash because these terms are not used in the container dispensing

requirements.  Additional details, descriptions and definitions will be developed as needed and included in

the guidance documents.

 

H. Residue Removal (§ 165.25(f))

1.  Overview

Final Rule.  Rigid containers with capacities less than or equal to 5 gallons for liquid formulations

or 50 pounds for solid formulations holding dilutable formulations must be capable of attaining at least
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99.99 percent removal for each active ingredient when tested using the EPA testing methodology. 

Percent removal represents the percent of the original concentration of an active ingredient in the

pesticide product formulation when compared to the concentration of that active ingredient in an extra

rinse following administration of the triple rinse procedure specified in the testing methodology, i.e., in the

fourth rinse.  All dilutable products in these smaller rigid containers must be capable of meeting the 99.99

percent removal standard, although the testing must be done only if products are flowable concentrate

formulations or if EPA requests the test data on a case-by-case basis. 

Changes.  EPA made many substantive changes to the nonrefillable container residue removal

standard in the final rule based on public comments and a re-evaluation of currently available data.  The

significant changes are listed briefly in this subsection and are described in more detail below in the

response to comment summaries.  The major changes in the residue removal standard are:

• The performance standard was changed from 99.9999 percent removal (“six 9’s”) in the proposal

to 99.99 percent removal (“four 9’s”) in the final rule.

• The wording was changed from “The registrant shall demonstrate for each container/formulation

combination that the standard is achieved” in the proposal to “Each container/formulation

combination must be capable of attaining the standard.”  The language in the final rule provides

more flexibility in showing compliance with the standard, while still placing the responsibility of

meeting the standard on the registrant.

• Testing (and the corresponding recordkeeping in § 165.27(b)(5)) is only required for flowable

concentrate formulations or if EPA specifically requests the records on a case by case basis.

• The test procedure will be established as an OPP test procedure titled “Rinsing Procedures for

Dilutable Pesticide Products in Rigid Containers,” which is incorporated into the regulations.  (Ref.

20)  The proposed regulatory language provided some details of the test procedure, which EPA

intended to supplement with guidance.  The final rule does not include the specific testing

requirements because we believe it is more appropriate to provide these detailed procedures in a

test protocol rather than in the regulations.

• The residue removal standard only applies to containers that are small enough to be shaken

because the final test procedure and the supporting data involved shaking the containers during

triple rinsing.  As stated in Unit IX.I, EPA generally believes that the largest containers that users

can shake during a triple rinse are those with capacities of five gallons for liquids and 50 pounds

for solids.

In addition, the final residue removal test procedures, incorporated in “Rinsing Procedures for

Dilutable Pesticide Products in Rigid Containers,”  (Ref. 20) contain several key changes.

• In the final test procedure, the test must be conducted on three containers, rather than the

proposed approach of a minimum of 19 containers.

• Rather than the proposed statistical standard (at least 95 percent confidence that at least 85

percent of containers tested will meet the standard), the final test procedure specifies that all three

containers tested must meet the four 9’s standard in the final rule.  The final rule approach is

similar to the standards for complying with DOT’s drop tests and other performance tests.

• The final rule does not specify that the testing must be conducted in compliance with the full set of

Good Laboratory Practice Standards in 40 CFR Part 160.  W hile registrants may comply with the

GLP standards, it is not required.  However, some key GLP requirements are specified in the final

test procedure to accomplish the goals of ensuring adequate quality of the testing and the

resulting data.

Comments - overview.  Several State regulatory agencies and a container manufacturer group

supported EPA’s proposal to require a laboratory standard for removing residue from nonrefillable

containers.  These commenters stated that such a standard would enhance safe use and recycling,

facilitate management of empty containers and provide flexibility to registrants.  
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A registrant and a registrant group supported consideration of a residue removal performance

standard but opposed the stringency of EPA’s proposal.  Additionally, a few registrants commented that

encouraging the use of containers and formulations that facilitate residue removal is reasonable, but did

not support the proposed standard. 

 

Many respondents (from nearly all commenter categories, but mostly the pesticide registrant

industry) opposed the establishment of any numeric standard for residue removal for the following

reasons (which are described in more depth below):

• EPA doesn’t demonstrate a problem;

• Much of the information cited by EPA isn’t relevant/applicable;

• The problem is that users don’t rinse containers; not the container designs; and

• The solution is educating users and enforcing rinsing standards.

Many commenters specifically opposed the six 9’s standard as too stringent.  These comments

(that are also described in more depth below) claimed that the six 9’s standard is overly ambitious and that

the standard would be too costly for the benefit obtained.  In many cases, commenters said the standard

would be impossible to achieve.  W hile some respondents acknowledged that the six 9’s standard is

technologically feasible, they said it would not be practical in application.   

Comments - opposed to any numeric standard.  Several commenters, including registrants, a

grower group and a container manufacturer group, opposed establishing a numeric residue removal

standard because EPA has no risk assessment data showing that triple rinsing is inadequate or that a

numeric standard would lower risks.

Many respondents (some registrants, a few registrant groups and a grower group) said that

current containers and procedures are adequate to achieve a safe level of residue removal.  The major

problem, they said, is the failure of pesticide users to rinse containers properly.  The registrants said that

initial problems with poorly rinsed containers in container collection programs have been corrected over

time through education and enforcement.  The registrants also stated that the problems were caused by

users not rinsing, not products that could not be removed.  

A grower group said that the information does not reflect their recent efforts on rinsing

procedures.  A nonagricultural registrant group and registrant noted that plastic household pesticide

containers, primarily from antimicrobial products, are being recycled and that EPA’s references seem to

cite only agricultural products.

Many commenters (all registrants or registrant groups) supported the idea of focusing efforts and

money on user education and enforcing rinsing procedures rather than the proposed residue removal

standard.  The respondents argued that: (1) a lab standard would not guarantee that containers are

properly rinsed in the field; and (2) data show that users can readily achieve the standards established by

the States, regardless of the product, if they understand how to rinse properly.

One registrant urged EPA to focus on educating users and to work with Congress to harmonize

State regulations directed at rinsing.  Several other commenters cited successful, on-going voluntary

programs within the industry to address the issue of container rinsing. 

 EPA Response - opposed to any numeric standard.   EPA believes that ensuring adequate

residue removal at the user level to achieve the goal of containers that can be safely managed for

disposal or recycling involves the following steps:

(1) The use of container designs and formulations that facilitate effective residue removal;

(2) Defining proper cleaning procedures;

(3) Educating users about proper cleaning procedures; 
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(4) Motivating users to properly clean containers; and 

(5) Enforcing proper cleaning in the field.

Problems and breakdowns can occur with any of these steps.  If problems do occur, containers

will not be adequately clean when they are offered for disposal or recycling.  EPA acknowledges the

commenters’ point that much of the problem with inadequately cleaned containers lies with the fact that

the users don’t rinse them properly, implying a breakdown in items 2, 3, and/or 4.  EPA believes that the

label standards associated with these regulations establish proper and clear cleaning procedures, as

described in Units IX.F - IX.K.  EPA agrees that it is important and appropriate to dedicate adequate

resources to user education and motivation and to enforcing the rinsing standards.  Additional efforts on

these points will be discussed in Unit V.H.5.

However, EPA still believes that the first step in adequate container cleaning - and a responsibility

of the registrant - is making sure that the containers can come clean.  Therefore, EPA is retaining a

residue removal performance standard in the final regulations for rigid nonrefillable containers with

dilutable formulations.  

More than 20 studies have investigated the amount of pesticide residue retained in containers

after various emptying and cleaning procedures have been conducted.  These studies are included in the

docket and are discussed in a supporting analysis (Ref. 80).  In addition, the more recent studies that

focused on currently used containers and formulations are discussed in greater detail in Unit V.H.3.  The

results of all the studies indicate that quite a few variables affect the level of residue removal, including the

shape and size of the container, the location of the opening or pour spout on the container, certain

container features such as hollow handles, the shape and design of the opening, the viscosity of the

formulation, the solubility of the active ingredients, the material used as rinse liquid (water vs. an organic

solvent), the quantity of rinse liquid, and the actual cleaning procedure used.

Because of all these variables, EPA believes establishing a performance standard for the

“cleanability” of a container/formulation combination is better than options such as prohibiting problematic

container design features or formulation characteristics or requiring certain container designs that have

been proven to exhibit acceptable cleaning efficiencies.  The benefits of a performance standard include:

• All variables of residue removal would be addressed with a performance standard, which is not

true for the other options;

• Technology advances rapidly, rendering some design features obsolete and introducing others.  A

performance standard maximizes the flexibility of the regulated community to respond to changes.

• EPA does not have sufficient data supporting benefits or advantages/disadvantages of one design

feature over another to require or prohibit certain features; and

• Some container and formulation features offer benefits in some areas but adversely affect residue

removal.  For example, while hollow handles on plastic jugs tend to retain pesticide, they also

facilitate pouring without glugging.  A performance standard allows the registrant to find the right

combination of features needed to attain potentially contradictory goals.

In addition, EPA believes that the mandate for container design and residue removal regulations

in Section 19 of FIFRA supports the establishment of a performance standard to ensure that containers

can be adequately cleaned.  The following two excerpts from FIFRA specifically address this topic:

• Section 19(e)(1)(B)(I): The [container design] regulations shall ensure, to the fullest extent

practicable, that the containers accommodate procedures used for the removal of pesticides from

the containers and the rinsing of the containers.

• Section 19(f)(1)(B)(I): The [pesticide residue removal] regulations may specify, for each major

type of pesticide container, procedures and standards providing for, at a minimum, triple rinsing or

the equivalent degree of pesticide removal.
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As stated in the preamble of the proposed rule, EPA believes it is the intent of Congress to ensure

that pesticide containers are capable of being cleaned at least to a level that is equivalent to triple rinsing. 

However, EPA made some significant changes in the residue removal standard in the final rule to ensure

that it is equivalent to triple rinsing and to bring it into proportion with its role as one of several important

steps in the proper cleaning of pesticide containers.

2. Numeric Residue Removal Standard

EPA decided to change the performance standard from 99.9999 percent removal (“six 9’s”) in the

proposal to 99.99 percent removal (“four 9’s”) in the final rule.

Comments.  Several State regulatory agencies and an environmental group specifically expressed

support for the "six 9's" standard.  One State regulatory agency said their data show that 99.9999 percent

removal is achievable under field conditions.  Another said that the standard is achievable for most

containers, but not for flat-topped metal cans -- a container type it feels is not suited for use with

pesticides.

On the other hand, many commenters opposed the proposed six 9's standard, stating that it was

overly ambitious and too burdensome.  Specific comments are summarized below.

Technologically practicable assessment.  Almost 20 commenters, mostly registrants and

registrant groups, objected to EPA's interpretation of the residue removal data and particularly opposed

EPA's assessment that a level of six 9's was technologically practicable.  Expressing doubt that the

proposal would achieve the intended health and environmental goals, they termed the 99.9999 percent

standard arbitrary and said that EPA did not present adequate data, scientific and technical evidence, or

cost-benefit analysis to support its plan.  A few respondents commented that the selection of the six 9's

standard seems to be based more on having a certain number of container/formulation combinations fail

rather than specific risk management objectives.  Many of the commenters admitted that six 9's was

achievable for some containers/products, but strongly disagreed that it was appropriate or necessary for

all containers/products.  A registrant group and a registrant commented that there is a significant

difference between being equivalent to triple rinsing and setting a rinsing standard of six 9's.

Some registrants suggested that a standard less stringent than six 9's, including current rinsing

practices, would result in negligible residues that would be of insignificant health and environmental

concern.

Consider risk/toxicity.  About 20 commenters (mostly registrants and registrant groups) urged

EPA to base the standard on the risks involved.  Many of these respondents commented that there is no

risk analysis showing that residues in existing containers pose a theoretical or real threat or that reaching

a six 9's standard would substantially reduce this risk.

One registrant commented that the standard should be based on toxicological significance to

avoid having vastly different standards for the same active ingredient if there is a large difference in

original active ingredient concentration (e.g., nearly 100 percent vs. 0.01 percent).  One registrant group

said that the 99.9999 standard is probably too stringent even for very toxic materials and is unsuitable for

low-toxicity products.

Economic impact. Many commenters, including registrants, registrant groups, State regulatory

agencies, a dealer and a dealer group, questioned the cost-effectiveness of the six 9's standard.  The

comments included in this section are fairly representative of the more comprehensive section of

comments on the economic impact and regulatory impact analysis.

The commenters strongly believe that EPA underestimated the costs associated with the

proposed residue standard, including the costs for testing, developing new packaging, reformulating
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products, and otherwise bringing formulations/containers into compliance.  Many commenters provided

their own estimates of these costs.  For example, several registrant groups and registrants estimated that

the testing costs would be over $100 million and a few other respondents estimated larger testing costs. 

One of the registrants estimated additional costs of $130 million to 640 million to reformulate or develop

new packaging, assuming 5 percent of products require reformulation and 10 percent require major

package changes.  In addition, several respondents commented that the rule could have a significant

adverse impact on minor-use products.  Registrants could choose to withdraw these products, limiting

choices for the end-user and forcing changes in crop production.

Specific problems mentioned by other commenters were that the proposed residue removal

standard would: 

• Discourage the use of small nonrefillables; 

• Offer only complex, costly alternatives for containers not meeting the six 9's standard; 

• Require costly lab testing for questionable risk reduction; 

• Include a large cost for paperwork; 

• Present a large economic burden to bring into compliance the 30 percent of products that might

initially fail the standard (which the commenter claimed that EPA did not include in the economic

analysis); and

• Increase costs for managing empty containers due to burdensome waiver requests or rinsing with

a diluent other than water.

Four 9's standard. Some registrants who opposed the "six 9's" standard favored adopting a less

stringent "four 9's" requirement.  They termed it more practical, in line with industry expectations, and the

only achievable level of removal.  The commenters pointed out that this is the standard endorsed in

Europe and that it would bring costs into closer alignment with expected benefit.  A registrant group and a

registrant suggested the following program to implement a four 9's standard using an industry task force

to conduct studies on acceptable container/formulation combinations:

• Use original rinsing protocols (three containers);

• Tests would be conducted under GLPs; 

• Lab standard should be 99.99 percent; 

• Industry task force would be created to conduct studies to determine the physical properties of

formulations and containers that successfully meet four 9's standard;

• Studies from the industry task force would be used to group formulations and containers.  A

portion of the money saved from not conducting all studies would go to triple rinse user education

effort, that would be a cooperative effort of industry and EPA in manner analogous to the W orker

Protection Standard effort;

• If the standard in the final rule is four 9's, even more money would be available for the education

effort.

2004 update on recycling.  One registrant group provided comprehensive comments during the

2004 reopening of the comment period based on the Ag Container Recycling Council’s (ACRC’s)

experience over the past 10 years.  This commenter described ACRC’s efforts to assess and control the

risk from using the recycled plastic and noted that, since ACRC’s inception in 1992, there have been no

reports of incidents where public health or safety has been compromised as a result of exposure to the

minimal residues found in recycled plastic pesticide containers.  Further, ACRC’s study indicated that the

risk to human health and the environment from recycling emptied pesticide containers that remove 99.99

percent of residue from containers is within acceptable levels for recycling.

This registrant group also stated that ACRC’s experience with recycling clean, rinsed one way

pesticide containers for more than a decade leads them to believe that residue removal is an issue of

instructing applicators to triple or pressure rinse containers immediately after use.  A registrant expanded

on this idea by stating that recent experience with pesticide container collection programs has shown
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substantial improvement in the cleanliness of incoming containers and that it has become obvious that

problems with dirty containers are not caused by product that is not able to be rinsed, but by users who do

not rinse, or do not rinse in a timely manner.  The registrant contrasted this experience with EPA’s focus in

the proposed rule on ensuring that products will rinse easily from their containers, which seems to have

been based the reports of poorly rinsed containers from early container collection programs. The

registrant said that great strides have been made in the growth of State container return/recycle programs

and in grower, applicator, and user education since that period.

Two registrant groups (including the one cited above) and three registrants repeated their

comments that the proposed residue removal standard is unnecessarily restrictive, onerous and/or

excessive.  Most of these commenters pointed out that ACRC’s experience recycling containers over the

past 10 years has demonstrated, through education of users, research and the successful collection and

recycling of over 6.5 million pounds annually of plastic containers, that triple or pressure rinsing of

containers immediately after emptying will remove product residue to levels that are safe for recycling and

that additional testing is unnecessary.  One of the registrant groups believes that most pesticide

containers meet a 99.99 percent standard and that EPA could address any container that does not meet

this proposed standard of residue removal on a case-by-case basis.

EPA Response.  After considering the comments, re-evaluating the residue removal data and

factoring in the experiences of pesticide container collection and recycling programs over the past decade,

EPA believes the residue removal standard should be revised from 99.9999 percent to 99.99 percent

removal. 

Of the many rinsing studies, four sets of data were developed using a standard testing procedure

(similar to the final test procedure) to test currently used formulations and container designs.  Two sets of

data focused on containers and formulations typical of the agricultural pesticide market and the other two

were intended to represent containers and formulations in the household, institutional and industrial

market.  Table V-2 summarizes the results of these studies in terms of the standard that the

container/formulation would meet based on the concentration of active ingredient in the rinsate from the

fourth rinse.

Table V-2.  Analysis of Residue Removal Data

Study Name Total Cntr/Form

Combinations

Tested

Number of Container/Formulations That Meet:*

Four 9's Five 9's Six 9's

Formulogics (agricultural) 19 19 17 15

NACA (triple rinse) 24 24 20 14

 Subtotal: agricultural market 43 43 (100

percent)

37 (86

percent)

29 (67

percent)

Formulogics (nonagricultural) 29 29 25 16

CSMA 7 6 4 1

 Subtotal: nonagricultural market 36 35 (97

percent)

29 (81

percent)

17 (47

percent)

Total 79 78 (99

percent)

66 (84

percent)

46 (58

percent)

* Note: Some container/formulation combinations were tested on one container; others on two or three

(identical) containers for that formulation.  Formulations tested on more than one container were classified
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in the highest standard that all of the containers met.  For example, a container/formulation would be

classified as four 9's if the results for the formulation in three containers were 99.9988, 99.9996 and

99.9995.  For reference, the structure of the studies were: (1) Formulogics (ag): all 19 tests on 1

container; (2) NACA (triple rinse): 9 tests on 1 container, 15 tests on 3 containers; (3) Formulogics

(nonag): 3 tests on 2 containers, 6 tests on 3 containers but the rinsates had to be composited to provide

adequate volume, and 21 tests on 3 containers; and (4) CSMA: all 7 tests on 1 container.

W hile a more thorough discussion of these data and the comments regarding them is included in

the next section, EPA believes that the data show that a standard of four 9's adequately represents the

results from a careful laboratory triple rinse.  Of the 79 container/formulations tested, only one did not

meet a 99.99 percent removal standard.  The Consumer Specialties Manufacturers Association (CSMA,

now the Consumer Products Manufacturers Association) provided information indicating that the

container/formulation that failed was an agricultural pesticide product in a household pesticide container. 

Therefore, EPA does not believe that this data point represents a formulation/container that is actually

distributed in the marketplace.  After reconsidering the available data, EPA believes that the proposed

standard of six 9's would be a “technology-forcing standard”, whereas the final standard of four 9's

accomplishes the goal stated in the preamble of the proposed rule and mandated in FIFRA section

19(f)(1)(B) to establish a standard that is equivalent to triple rinsing.

EPA also considered the experiences and results of pesticide container and recycling programs

over the past decade.  W hen the regulations were proposed, the experiences and observations of some

of the earliest container collection and recycling programs were available.  This information led to the

statement in the preamble of the proposed rule that “Pesticide container recycling programs and municipal

waste facilities report the frequent rejection of certain pesticide formulation and container combinations

because of unacceptable pesticide residues.”  The data from some of the earliest container collections are

shown in Table V-3.

Table V-3.  Results from Early Pesticide Container Collection Programs (Ref. 43)

State Year Number of Containers Rejection

Rate (

percent)

Reference

Accepted Rejected Brought In

Florida (South FL) 1991 1,594 231 1,825 12.7 Dwinell, 1991

Ref. 4

Florida (Jackson

County)

1991 991 113 1,104 10.2 Dwinell, 1992

Ref. 3

Illinois 1993 57,086 3,451 60,537 5.7 Beaver, 1994

Ref. 2

Iowa 1990 64,000 ND ND 50 Frieberg, 1990

Ref. 9

Michigan 1992 18,959 2,990 21,949 13.6 MI DOA, 1993

Ref. 12

Minnesota 1990 9,192 2,136 11,328 18.9 Palmer, 1990

Ref. 17

Minnesota 1991 56,928 4,646 61,574 7.5 Palmer, 1990

Ref. 17

However, more recent information provided by several States shows that the container rejection
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rate decreases over time.  This is generally attributed to pesticide users becoming more aware of proper

rinsing procedures and the container cleanliness standards because of outreach, training and education

efforts.  One example is the decrease in the rejection rate experienced in Minnesota from 1990 (18.9

percent) to 1991 (7.5 percent) despite a large increase in the number of containers collected, as shown in

Table V-3.  Out of the five Minnesota counties that had programs both years and for which data are

available (Ref. 17), the rejection rate in four of them decreased substantially in 1991 while one stayed

constant:

• Isanti County: The rejection rate decreased from 20.9 percent in 1990 to 12.9 percent in 1991;

• Polk, Pennington and Red Lake Counties: 9.5 percent in 1990 to 2.3 percent in 1991;

• Pope County: 13.8 percent in 1990 to 14.1 percent in 1991;

• Stevens County: 25.0 percent in 1990 to 0.2 percent in 1991; and

• Swift County: 14.6 percent in 1990 to 2.7 percent in 1991. (Palmer & Hansen, 1991)

A 1996 report from the Minnesota Department of Agriculture (Ref. 13) confirms that this trend

continued over time.  From 1990 through 1995, the container rejection rate in Minnesota ranged from 10

percent to 20 percent, with a high of 35 percent.  The report stated that “Pesticide users had a difficult

time rinsing containers to acceptable standards.  Timing of the rinse, poor equipment for rinsing and

inadequate rinsing techniques resulted in many containers not being accepted.”  The rejection rate for

1996 ranged from 0 percent to 2 percent.

Before 1995, a county in North Carolina collected about 2,500 containers per year and had a

container rejection rate around 28 percent.  After receiving a grant in 1995 which allowed the county to

expand the program to 12 convenient sites and to provide additional training on proper rinsing, the county

collected about 21,000 containers and the rejection rate dropped to 3 percent (Ref. 10).  (Hudak, 2000)

Nebraska and South Carolina report current rejection rates of 2 percent on their web sites (Refs).  Virginia

reported a rejection rate of 0.5 percent in 2002, which was higher than the 2000 rate but still deemed to be

acceptable. (Ref. 43)

EPA believes this information shows that the main reason containers are rejected from pesticide

container collection programs is because they were not rinsed properly.  EPA agrees with the States that

the container rejection rates decreased substantially over time as pesticide users improved their rinsing

techniques, rinsed the containers before residue dried, and gained understanding of the cleanliness

criteria used by the Ag Container Recycling Council (ACRC) recycling contractors.  The ACRC contractors

have a strong incentive to carefully inspect containers to ensure they are clean because contamination

increases the risk to the contractor’s workers and reduces the value of the collected plastic.  Therefore,

we think it is accurate to conclude that the lower rejection rates in recent years are not a reflection of

relaxed or reduced inspection standards.  

EPA also believes that the container rejection rates from the container collection and recycling

programs shows that containers do not have to meet a standard of six 9's to be adequately cleaned. 

Table V-2 show that almost 60 percent of the agricultural formulations and containers tested met a

standard of six 9's.  Assuming that the tested formulations/containers are representative of the agricultural

market, we would expect to find a rejection rate of over 40 percent if a six 9's standard was necessary for

adequate cleaning.  Data from several States show that currently a maximum of 2 percent of containers

are rejected, which is much lower than 40 percent.  EPA interprets this to indicate that meeting a standard

of six 9's is not necessary to ensure that a container is clean enough to be recycled safely.

EPA disagrees with commenters who stated that the residue removal standard should be based

solely on toxicological significance, because establishing and proving compliance with such a standard

would be very complex.  In addition, any amount of residue in a container could cause a disruption to its

proper disposal or recycling because of the perception of risk – the concentration of active ingredient may

not be relevant in such a situation.  However, toxicity and relative risk are indirectly taken into account for

the nonrefillable residue removal standard in the final rule because of the changes in the scope of the



The four 9's standard is also consistent with the standard established in the Dutch “Covenant
1

Concerning Surplus Products and Used Packs of Crop Protection Chemicals.”  This covenant, established

in 1988 between the Netherlands government and several industry associations, defines a standard for a

clean container.  In particular, a container is considered clean when the amount of pesticide still present in

the packaging material is not more than 0.01 percent of the initial weight of the contents.  The covenant

also requires agricultural pesticide users to clean containers if the container provides cleaning instructions. 

A container that meets the 99.99 percent Dutch standard after rinsing (if specified) can be managed as

domestic waste.  The Dutch Institute of Agricultural and Environmental Engineering (IMAG) developed a

rinse nozzle capable of rinsing empty pesticide containers to the 99.99 percent standard.  (A. Lavers, “An

Investigation into the Efficiency of Two Methods of Rinsing Empty Crop Protection Chemical Containers”,

International Symposium on Pesticides Application, 1993; and Gardiner, G.R., personal communication

with Tom Gilding, January 10, 1992).
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container regulations.  The less toxic/risky pesticide products (those in Toxicity Categories III and IV and

that are not restricted use pesticides) are subject only to the basic DOT standards, and are exempt from

some of the container requirements, including this one.  Only products that are in Toxicity Category I and II

and others that are restricted use products are subject to the residue removal standard in the final rule.

Setting the residue removal standard at four 9's in the final rule will reduce the costs of

implementing the regulations because a higher percentage of existing container/formulations will comply

with the standard.  Therefore, fewer container design changes, re-formulations, and modification or waiver

requests will be needed.  Reducing the stringency of the residue removal standard does not reduce the

testing costs.  However, the testing costs attributed to the final rule are reduced from those in the proposal

because fewer containers/formulations are subject to the standard (due to the changes in the scope).  In

addition, changes in the final test procedure (see Unit V.H.4) and the final implementation approach

(discussed in Unit V.H.5) of only requiring testing for flowable concentrate formulations and if requested

on a case-by-case basis will greatly reduce testing costs.

EPA believes that a 99.99 percent removal standard is consistent with the results from triple

rinsing current containers/formulations, which we generally believe can be adequately cleaned if they are

properly rinsed.  1

In summary, EPA believes that most containers/formulations can meet a four 9's standard. 

However, we do believe that a standard is necessary and appropriate for several reasons.  First, the initial

step in ensuring clean containers is to use container designs and formulations that facilitate residue

removal.  This is a responsibility of the registrant and a standard ensures that the registrants appropriately

facilitate safe and proper residue removal.  Second, the rinsing data show that there is a difference in how

easily residues can be removed from containers, based on the formulation and container characteristics,

meaning that there is the potential for problems in removing residues.  Third, observations from State

pesticide container collection programs have noted a problem over time (i.e., not just when collections

were initiated) with certain pesticide formulations as discussed in more detail in Unit V.H.5.  Lastly, a four

9's standard maintains the current level of “rinsability” and prevents the use of formulations or containers

that retain more residue or are harder to rinse than currently used containers and formulations.

Comments - alternative standards.  Several commenters from the pesticide registrant and

container manufacturer industries pointed out that setting such a numerical standard would place more

stringent requirements on containers of low-toxicity pesticides than RCRA places on containers that held

acutely hazardous wastes.  These commenters recommended continued use of the RCRA cleaning

standard for acutely hazardous waste -- triple rinsing.  One commenter suggested that if a product fails

the six 9's test and alternative packaging is not possible, the registrant should be permitted to submit risk

assessment data in support of a reduced requirement.  A few registrant groups said that products

containing sodium hypochlorite or other chlorine compounds need a different standard, since the

chlorinated tap water likely to be used in rinsing would contain more chlorine than allowed by the
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99.9999% standard.  Other respondents commented that the standard should be based on: (1) a single

rinse for sodium hypochlorite and pine-oil based products; (2) a level that registrants can meet and

laboratories can accurately measure; (3) a level than can be easily obtained in the field; and (4) a level

that allows a significant number of formulations to pass, which six 9's doesn't.

EPA Response - alternative standards.  As discussed in Unit V.H.1, EPA believes that the first

step in adequate container cleaning - and a responsibility of the registrant - is making sure that the

containers can come clean, so relying solely on a cleaning standard for the user (such as the RCRA

standards or triple rinsing in general) would not be sufficient.  EPA believes that the changes to the final

rule address most of the other suggestions.  In particular, the standard in the final rule is 99.99% removal

rather than six 9's and many antimicrobial pesticides are exempt.

3.  Rinsing Data

Comments - rinsing data.  Some commenters specifically addressed the triple rinsing data

discussed in the preamble of the proposed rule.  A registrant group and a registrant questioned the

relevancy of some of the container cleaning data cited by EPA.  These respondents pointed out that some

of the data were six to 10 years old, and cited a widespread move to plastic jugs, making data on metal

pails obsolete. 

Several commenters expressed the following specific concerns about the residue removal data

that EPA cited to support the proposed six 9's standard:

• A registrant group and a registrant commented that several transcription errors were made in

constructing Table 1 (triple rinsing data for agricultural containers/formulations) in the preamble of

the proposed rule.  One of the respondents added that these errors undermine the credibility of

the data and the arguments developed that use the data as their basis.

• A registrant questioned whether the research data were generated under GLPs.

• Two registrants questioned whether the data are truly representative of containers/formulations

that are subject to the regulations.

• A registrant commented that data other than EPA’s (Formulogics’), NACA’s and CSMA’s are not

relevant because they are not generated from the same test procedures.

A registrant group and a registrant commented that the NACA data are the most extensive of the

four data sets produced with EPA’s standard protocol.  In comparison, EPA focused on three formulations

and CSMA provided detailed data for seven container/formulation combinations and broad results

(whether or not six 9's was attained) for five others.  The registrant also stated that, unlike the CSMA data,

the NACA data can be compared to the results of container collection programs.  These comments were

offered to support the fact that the NACA data is comprehensive and supports the position that four 9's is

the residue removal level that best represents a level that is equivalent to triple rinsing.

A registrant group and a few registrants expressed concerns that the EPA data for non-

agricultural pesticide markets (in Table 2 of the preamble of the proposal) are not representative of the

household, industrial and institutional markets.  All of these commenters pointed out that the EPA data do

not include tests on dilutable antimicrobial products or similar formulations.  In addition, the registrant

group stated that EPA (Formulogics) did not test formulations containing active ingredient concentrations

lower than 38 percent by weight.  This respondent also added that the data provided by CSMA cover a

small but representative number of nonagricultural container/formulation combinations and that most of

them (10 out of 12) would not meet the six 9's standard.

An agricultural registrant and a university extension office doubted that household and institutional

products consistently have different characteristics than agricultural products.

EPA Response - rinsing data.  EPA has re-analyzed the residue removal data cited in the
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proposed rule and data obtained since that time.  As stated in the preamble of the proposed rule, some of

the oldest studies used a variety of protocols and rinsing procedures, making it difficult to compare their

results.  EPA agrees with the commenters that some of the containers studied in these papers, such as 5-

gallon metal cans, are no longer widely used.  The preamble to the proposal stated that these rinsing

documents were included in the docket as background information; they were not used as justification of

the proposed six 9's standard.  EPA continues to believe that these studies cannot be used to support the

regulatory standard.  However, EPA continues to believe that they may be useful for other reasons – and

therefore are included in the docket – because of observations, results or trends that provide insight into

the effectiveness of triple rinsing procedures for different container designs and formulations.  (See Ref.

80 for a list of the documents, some of their key findings, and the documents themselves.)

W e agree that residue removal data produced using a rinsing procedure other than the one

identified in the EPA standard methodology are not relevant to supporting or changing a regulatory

standard.  As stated in Unit V.H.2, four sets of data were developed using a standard testing procedure

(that is very similar to the final test procedure) to test currently used formulations and container designs. 

Two sets of data focused on containers and formulations typical in the agricultural pesticide market and

the other two were intended to represent containers and formulations in the household, institutional and

industrial market.  Even though the testing to develop these four sets of data was done in the early 1990's,

EPA believes that the formulations and containers tested are still commonly used.

Table V-2 presents the results of these studies in terms of the standard that the

container/formulation would meet based on the concentration of active ingredient in the rinsate from the

fourth rinse.  The following table presents the information in a somewhat different format.  In Table V-4,

each container/formulation combination is included only once per row – in the column for the most

stringent standard it would meet.  For example, if the percent removal for a container/formulation

combination was 99.9992 percent, it would be listed only in the five 9's column (even though it also meets

a standard of four 9's).

Table V-4.  Analysis of Residue Removal Data

Study Name Total

Cntr/Form

Combinations

Tested

Number of Container/Formulation Combinations That: 1

Don’t meet

Four 9's

Meet Four 9's Meet Five 9's Meet Six 9's

Formulogics (agricultural) 19 0 (0

percent)

2 (11 percent) 2 (11

percent)

15 (79

percent)

NACA (triple rinse) 24 0 (0

percent)

4 (17 percent) 6 (25

percent)

14 (58

percent)

Formulogics (nonagricultural) 29 0 (0

percent)

4 (14 percent) 9 ((31

percent)

16 (55

percent)

CSMA 7 1 (14

percent)

2 (29 percent) 3 (43

percent)

1 (14

percent)

Total 79 1 (1

percent)

12 (15

percent)

20 (25

percent)

46 (58

percent)

(1) Same note as Table V-2.

Looking at the presentation of the results of the four studies in Tables V-2 and V-4, it can be seen

that a higher percentage of the container/formulations tested by Formulogics for EPA meet a standard of

six 9's than the containers/formulations tested by the industry associations.  This is especially true for the
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tests of nonagricultural products.  However, there is no difference or minimal difference in the results

between EPA’s data and industry’s data in terms of whether the containers/formulations meet a standard

of four 9's.  As described earlier, only one container-formulation combination (which isn’t actually

distributed in the marketplace) did not meet a four 9's standard.

EPA acknowledges that there were discrepancies between the data in the Report to Congress

and the data in Table 1 in the proposed rule’s preamble.  These discrepancies were due to corrections

made to the NACA data reported to EPA; the earlier (and incorrect) data were presented in the Report to

Congress and the more recent, correct data (which should have been cited) were included in the preamble

for the proposal.  Reference 42 explains these discrepancies in more detail.  Tables V-2 and V-4 present

the correct data.

EPA acknowledges that the sample size of 79 container/formulation combinations is relatively

small, but we believe that the formulation types and container designs tested to produce the data in

Tables V-2 and V-4 are representative of the formulations and containers that are currently used.  Some

formulations (such as dilutable sanitizers and disinfectants) may be under-represented numerically, since

only the CSMA testing included these kinds of formulations.  However, the CSMA tests done on the

dilutable sanitizers and disinfectants show that these kinds of products can attain a standard of four 9's. 

Also, only a limited number of antimicrobial products will be subject to the container regulations (and

therefore the residue removal standard) based on the revised scope of the final rule.  Therefore, the

proportion of antimicrobial product formulation types that were tested may be similar to the proportion that

are subject to the residue removal standard in the final regulation.

The supporting data were not generated according to GLPs.  Additionally, the supporting studies

were conducted on one, two or three containers per formulation; not 19 containers.  As described in Unit

V.H.4, the methodology in the final rule was changed to be consistent with the supporting data.

Comments - triple rinse analysis.  A nonagricultural pesticide registrant trade group noted that the

NACA study includes many instances where successive rinses caused no further decrease in active

ingredient, suggesting errors in the triple rinse methodology.  The same respondent commented in detail

about chemical and physical properties (such as solubility and foaming tendency) that make EPA's

residue data for I&I and household products inappropriate for nonagricultural pesticides.

EPA Response - triple rinse analysis.  EPA believes that the commenter’s own analysis of the

rinsing characteristics of the three formulations tested by EPA explain why a successive rinse may not

decrease the active ingredient concentration.  Triple rinsing is not a simple dilution process; the amount of

pesticide formulation and active ingredient that is removed in each rinse is a function of the chemical and

physical properties of the pesticide (such as solubility of the active ingredient), the formulation (such as

the tendency to foam or adhere to the container walls), the container (such as surface area and whether

there are any “pockets” that are difficult to reach) and the process (such as how long the container is

drained, how much water is added and how vigorously the container is shaken.)  Even if triple rinsing

doesn’t follow a linear residue reduction rate, the procedure of triple rinsing effectively removes residue

through dilution and agitation.  The amount of residue in the container after the third rinse (as represented

by the concentration of active ingredient in the fourth rinse) is less that the amount of residue after the

container is emptied (as represented by the concentration of active ingredient in the first rinse).  Much of

the residue may be removed in one of the rinses - or similar amounts of residue may be removed in each

rinse.  Regardless, for most containers and formulations, triple rinsing is effective in removing 99.99% of

the residue.  EPA disagrees that the residue data are inappropriate for nonagricultural pesticides.  W e do

not believe that the chemical and physical properties of nonagricultural pesticides are so different from

agricultural products that the dilution and agitation mechanisms of triple rinsing would be ineffective for

nonagricultural pesticides.  In addition, the data supplied by the nonagricultural pesticide industry (the

CSMA data in Table V-2) show that triple rinsing does effectively remove residue for nonagricultural

pesticides and containers, since most of those containers met a level of four 9's removal.
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4.  Final Test Protocol  (Ref. 20)

Many respondents commented on the proposed testing methodology and particularly its

relationship to the protocol developed for EPA by Formulogics prior to proposing the rule.  Most of these

comments are addressed in the response to comment document, although the comments regarding GLP

standards and the number of containers tested are summarized below.

Comments - GLP standards.  Many commenters (registrants, registrant groups, and a consultant)

objected to the GLP testing requirement as unnecessarily burdensome, substantially increasing the cost of

testing without increasing the validity of the data.  However, one respondent (a consultant) commented

that all studies should be done under GLPs in some form to ensure data quality.  A registrant group and a

registrant suggested that it would be sufficient to require a company official to certify the data.  Several

registrants commented that GLP testing would force them to have outside labs conduct the testing and

claimed that this would dramatically increase the costs.  One registrant said that many container testing

labs are not familiar with EPA’s GLP regulations.  Another stated that because labs cannot dispose of

rinsate properly, they will send it back to the registrants, increasing costs and waste generation.  A

registrant group and a registrant pointed out that the data used to develop EPA's proposal were not

generated under GLP and asked that the GLP requirement be dropped from the final rule.

EPA Response - GLP standards.  EPA changed the test protocol for the final rule in several ways

to address some of the problems described by commenters.  First, the final rule does not specify that the

testing must be conducted in compliance with the full set of GLP standards in 40 CFR Part 160.  W hile

registrants may comply with the GLP standards, it is not required.  EPA believes that the container residue

removal testing can adequately be accomplished by registrants at their facilities; the intent was not to have

this testing contracted to outside labs, although a registrant may choose that option.

W hile EPA does not believe that compliance with the full GLP standards in 40 CFR Part 160 is

necessary, we think that it is necessary to incorporate some of the key GLP requirements to ensure that

the data are of sufficient quality.  EPA reviewed the Part 160 regulations and particularly the subset of

requirements specified in 40 CFR 160.135 for certain studies to determine physical and chemical

characteristics of pesticides.  Of the subset of requirements identified in § 160.135, we identified some

requirements that residue removal testing must meet.  These GLP requirements are identified in the final

test protocol and include:

• § 160.29(a): Personnel qualifications;

• § 160.33(a) through (e): Study director responsibilities;

• § 160.35(a) [first sentence only]: Quality assurance unit;

• § 160.41 [first sentence only]: Facility;

• § 160.61: Equipment design;

• § 160.63: Maintenance and calibration of equipment;

• § 160.81(a): Standard operating procedures;

• § 160.120(a) [first sentence only]: Protocol;

• § 160.130: Conduct of a study; and

• § 160.185(a)(1) through (4), (9) and (11): Reporting of study results.

Comments - specific comments on GLP standards.  One commenter submitted detailed

comments on the problems associated with applying the GLPs to residue testing.  This commenter also

stated that the GLPs will need to be changed because, to date, testing not required to be submitted to

EPA has not been required to be conducted under GLPs.  A registrant asked whether containers and

rinsate can be disposed of or if samples must be archived.  An agricultural registrant objected to the

requirement to keep test substance containers until completion of the study; a large storage facility would

be needed for testing 19 container samples for each of the many (more than 100) formulation/container

combinations.  This commenter also asked what constitutes the test substance -- the container, the

formulation, or both?  Another registrant suggested requiring compliance only with the recordkeeping
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portion of the GLPs, which would eliminate problems associated with full GLP compliance, such as

additional bureaucracy and paper burden, auditing by a Quality Assurance Unit and rigid schedules.  One

registrant said that compliance with the GLP recordkeeping standards should not be required.  Several

other commenters stated that if a GLP certification is required, it should be kept with the residue removal

records.  One of these commenters recommended allowing registrants to provide authorized photocopies

of documents if EPA requested them.

EPA Response - specific comments on GLP standards.  As stated above, EPA does not believe

that compliance with the full GLP standards in 40 CFR Part 160 is necessary, although we incorporated

some of the key GLP requirements to ensure that the data are of sufficient quality.  Adopting only the

subset of GLP requirements that are listed above addresses the commenters’ concerns because most of

the requirements questioned by commenters are not incorporated. 

Comments - number of containers.  All of the many (nearly 20) commenters (registrants,

registrant groups and a container manufacturer group) who addressed this issue were opposed to testing

19 containers per formulation/container combination.

Many registrants and a registrant group urged EPA to require testing of only three replicates of

each container/formulation combination, rather than the proposed 19.  A registrant group and a few

registrants suggested starting with three and testing more if necessary to achieve a predetermined level of

statistical significance.  Commenters said testing of 19 containers is not statistically justified, not cost

effective, and not necessary for achieving the data requirements.  Some of these commenters pointed out

that EPA used only three containers to generate the preamble data and asked why the same standard is

not sufficient for registrants.

One agricultural registrant suggested using a maximum of four containers.  A registrant group and

a registrant from the industrial pesticide market said that five containers should be sufficient; they pointed

out that product chemistry testing requires five production batches and said the same should be adequate

for evaluating container design.  One agricultural registrant questioned the source of the sample size of 19

and said that a sample of ten containers would give a confidence level of 95 percent.

Many commenters -- registrants and registrant groups -- said the burden of testing so many

containers is excessive and not justified.  Several registrants estimated costs of about $5,000 per

product/container test, total testing costs of $800,000 for one company, and total compliance costs

(including developing new formulations and registering them) of $15 million for another company.  One

registrant said implementation within two years would be impossible because resources are not available

to carry out the testing. 

Several registrants and registrant groups expressed concern about the large amounts of waste

that would be generated by performing 19 replications for each container/formulation combination,

especially when testing large containers.  Examples cited included: 19 gallons of rinsate for a 1-gallon

container with one formulation; 48 gallons of rinsate for a 2.5 gallon container; and 1,045 gallons of rinsate

for a 55-gallon drum.  An industrial registrant said that use of rinsate in an application system is not a

feasible method of disposal in industrial applications, so the wastes would have to be disposed of in some

other way.  A container manufacturer group commented that manufacturers should be allowed to use an

established liquid standard to conduct the test.

One registrant said the stringency of EPA's proposed methodology is excessive and the cost-

benefit ratio too high.  Their studies show relative variability of +41 percent/-29 percent, meaning that

containers would have to be rinsable to nearly seven 9's to have more than a 90 percent probability of

passing the test.  Therefore, the commenter said, many adequate systems would fail the evaluation. 

Another registrant experimented with EPA's proposed methodology and obtained a relative standard

deviation of 20 percent.  A registrant group and a registrant discussed the 85-percent pass rate/95-

percent confidence level requirement and requested clarification.  Another registrant group suggested a
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different statistical approach (using distribution-dependent rather than distribution-free intervals) that

would permit the use of smaller samples while still providing valid results.  A registrant compared its

testing with EPA's proposed method and concluded that, for many of its products, its tests are currently

stricter than the proposed EPA test.  This commenter suggested an approach where testing would start

with three containers; more would be tested only when required.

EPA Response - number of containers.  EPA changed the test protocol for the final rule to specify

that the test must be conducted on a minimum of three containers, rather than the proposed approach of

a minimum of 19 containers.  The main reason for changing the number of containers that must be tested

is that the testing conducted to produce the data supporting the residue removal standard was conducted 

on three containers.  The supporting data was not conducted on 19 containers, so it is unclear whether the

available data could support a standard based on testing 19 containers.  Upon re-evaluation, EPA agrees

that the test procedure used to produce the supporting data and the test procedure for the regulatory

standard should be very similar if not identical.

In addition, EPA believes that testing three containers offers cost reduction benefits – including

less time to actually conduct the testing with one-sixth the number of containers to be rinsed, one-sixth the

number of analyses that need to be conducted, and one-sixth the amount of rinsate that needs to be

managed or disposed.  The final rule approach of testing three containers is similar to the standards for

complying with DOT’s drop tests and other performance tests.

Comments - rinsate ratio.  Several commenters questioned EPA's proposal to base the residue

removal standard on concentration of active ingredient, saying that it should instead be based on mass

of active ingredient.  They said that the standard should be based on grams of active ingredient in the

fourth rinsate vs. grams of active ingredient in the original formulation, which would take volume

differences into account and make it easier to reach six 9's.  One registrant suggested that the rinsate

ratio is an unnecessary intermediate number and should not be a recording requirement; the commenter

suggested recording the percent removal (99.9999%) instead.

EPA Response - rinsate ratio.  EPA disagrees that the rinsate ratio and residue removal standard

should be based on the mass of active ingredient rather than the concentration of the active ingredient. 

EPA decided to use the rinsate ratio and percent removal to have a “dimensionless” means of comparing

data.  EPA chose to define percent removal in terms of the concentration of active ingredient in a given

rinsate compared to the original concentration of active ingredient in the formulation for several reasons:

• The results from containers of different sizes and formulations with varying active ingredient

concentrations can be compared;

• The concentration of active ingredient in a give rinsate represents the concentration that could

potentially reach the environment;

• The concentration in the rinsate is actually what is measured during the studies; and

• Triple and pressure rinsing results can be compared easily.

EPA agrees that the rinsate ratio is an intermediate result and should not be a recording requirement.  The

results that need to be recorded in the test procedure are the active ingredient concentration and the

percent removal.

Comments - timing of tests.   A few respondents opposed requiring retesting with time, saying that

this would increase the financial burden and raise questions about the applicability of EPA's supporting

data (which was based on new product).  A Canadian government agency suggested addressing the

potential problems of stored products (such as caking); they have proposed tests on the new product and

on the product after it has been stored for at least 6 months.  A State regulatory agency said production

testing should be required to ensure compliance.

EPA Response - timing of tests.  EPA does not believe that production testing, i.e., testing at
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regular intervals, is necessary for the residue removal standard.  Production testing is required in the DOT

package testing requirements to ensure that new containers are constructed properly and that new

containers continue to meet the same integrity and stress tests as the containers that met the initial tests. 

This is necessary to ensure that there are no changes to the quality of the containers over time due to

changes in machinery, processes, or other factors.  This kind of testing is not required for the residue

removal test because the pesticide formulations must meet the same product integrity standards over

time, as defined on the product’s Confidential Statement of Formula. 

Comments - volume.  One registrant pointed out that § 165.106 gives no guidance on how

volumes are to be measured and how accurate the measurements must be.  This commenter cited

weighing as the preferred and more accurate method of measurement and suggested a tolerance of at

least 2 percent.

EPA Response - volume.  The final procedure specifies that the rinse water and rinsate volumes

may be determined by either volumetric or gravimetric procedures and should be accurate to ± 0.1

percent.  The tolerance of ± 0.1 percent was included in the 1990 Formulogics rinsing procedure. 

Because this tolerance was achievable, EPA sees no reason to change it as suggested by the

commenter.

Comments - temperature.  The same registrant deemed it unnecessary to specify the temperature

of the fourth rinsate, but commented that if the requirement is retained, the range should be broader than

the one proposed.  The more limited range, they said, is not easily achieved without special apparatus,

and use of water at a wider range of temperatures would not diminish the validity of the test.

EPA Response - temperature.  The final procedure specifies that the temperature of the samples

and rinse water should be 23 degrees Centigrade ± 3 degrees C.  This temperature range was included

for both the samples and the rinse water in the 1990 Formulogics rinsing procedure.  Because this

temperature range was achievable, EPA sees no reason to change it as suggested by the commenter.

Comments - distilled water.  Two registrants objected to the cost and inconvenience of using

distilled water in the residue removal tests.  They said tap water (or synthetic water) would be effective,

would better reflect field conditions, and could be routinely analyzed for possible interferences.

EPA Response - distilled water.  The final procedure does not restrict the course of the rinse

water, so the water course could be tap, city, well or any other commonly-used water.

Comments - shaking.  A few commenters raised concerns about EPA's requirement for vigorously

shaking the container: shaking is not appropriate for large containers and those used with closed systems;

the technique may need to vary depending on container design; and foaming may be a problem for many

indoor-use pesticide formulation/container combinations.  Two commenters asked for clarification on how

containers should be shaken, saying that EPA protocol should include specifications on this.

EPA Response - shaking.  EPA modified the final rule so the residue removal standard only

applies to containers that are small enough to shake, which we identify as containers with capacities that

are equal to or less than  5 gallons for liquids or 50 pounds for solid formulations.  As discussed above in

Unit V.H.3, EPA does not believe that the chemical and physical properties of nonagricultural pesticides -

including the tendency to foam -  are so different from agricultural products that the dilution and agitation

mechanisms of triple rinsing would be ineffective for nonagricultural pesticides.  In fact, data supplied by

the nonagricultural pesticide industry (the CSMA data in Table V-2) show that triple rinsing does effectively

remove residue for nonagricultural pesticides and containers, since most of those containers met a level

of four 9's removal.  In addition, many indoor-use pesticides will not be subject to the residue removal

standard because they are household, institutional or industrial antimicrobial pesticides that are exempt

from the rule or because they only have to comply with the basic DOT packaging requirements (if they are

non-antimicrobial pesticides that are in Toxicity Category III or IV and are not restricted use products.)  
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EPA believes that vigorous shaking is understood to be part of triple rinsing.  Registrants have the option

of applying for a waiver from the residue removal requirement if they do not think it is applicable to their

products and containers.  The final procedure provides instructions for how the containers should be

shaken, which are taken from the 1990 Formulogics protocol. 

Comments - caps/threads.  One registrant questioned the rinsing procedures with respect to

container caps and mouth threads.  This commenter asked whether:  (1) caps must be rinsed and

included in residue testing; (2) caps can be replaced with fresh ones; and (3) threads can be wiped after

each rinse.

EPA Response - caps/threads.  The final procedure does not require the caps to be rinsed.  The

final procedure allows the threads on the neck of the container to be wiped clean after each rinse.  In

addition, the final procedure allows the cap to be wiped clean or replaced with a new cap after each rinse.  

Comments - other comments on testing methodology.  Several commenters expressed concern

about the lack of relevant Pesticide Assessment Guidelines (PAGs) and standard evaluation procedures. 

These respondents said that compliance should not be required before issuance of the referenced PAGs. 

A few of these commenters also pointed out that the proposed methodology differs from the method

described in the Report to Congress; some registrants will need to redo testing carried out on the basis of

the earlier protocol.  Two industrial/institutional registrants commented on the burdens that would be

caused by the proposed methodology.  One called it a tremendous man-hour and financial burden; the

other cited hazards to laboratory personnel, need for new ventilation systems and equipment, and costs of

storage facilities.  Some commenters suggested some other methodology-related factors that EPA should

consider, including revisions to accommodate bag-in-box containers, which cannot be resealed and

shaken; requiring (as Canada does) data on stability of the formulation during storage and on special

handling procedures that facilitate rinsing; and recognition that the EPA procedure may increase exposure

for users of the many industrial biocides that are mechanically removed from containers.  A registrant

group requested clear guidance on how EPA defines triple rinsing or pressure rinsing in terms of meeting

the residue removal standard.  A state regulatory agency asked if the use of the “rigid/dilutable residue

removal methodology” is the only way to demonstrate compliance with the proposed standard.

EPA Response - other comments on testing methodology.  EPA has revised the testing procedure

to make it consistent with the Formulogics protocol, which is the procedure in the Report to Congress that

was cited by the commenter.  The testing procedure will be adopted as an official Office of Pesticide

Program testing guideline during the implementation period of the rule.  Because of the many changes to

the testing procedure discussed in this section, EPA does not believe that the final testing procedure will

be a large man-hour or financial burden, as asserted by the commenters.  It is not necessary to revise the

testing procedure to address bag-in-a-box containers because these containers are not considered to be

rigid containers, as stated in Unit V.H.8.   EPA has testing requirements for product stability, which are

specified in 40 CFR Part 158.  EPA disagrees that the residue removal standard will increase exposure for

users of industrial biocides because this standard is a laboratory test that is conducted by registrants or

persons operating under contract to registrants; this test will not be conducted by end users.  The final

procedure clearly describes the triple rinsing procedure that will be used to meet the residue removal

standard.  Pressure rinsing is not required to meet the residue removal standard, although the final test

procedure also includes clear instructions for pressure rinse testing.  In § 165.25(e)(1), the regulations

establish the standard of 99.99 percent removal when tested using the test procedure “Rinsing

Procedures for Dilutable Pesticide Products in Rigid Containers.”

5. Implementation

Comments.  In the preamble of the proposed rule, EPA requested comments on the

circumstances under which submission of residue removal data from pesticide products with substantially

similar container/formulation characteristics would be sufficient in lieu of data generation for every

pesticide product.  EPA also requested comments on the factors to be considered in determining when
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container and formulation characteristics should be considered "substantially similar" for the purposes of

this requirement.  The following comments address these issues.

Too many tests required.  Some respondents, including registrants, registrant groups, and a

container manufacturer group, expressed concern that the proposed residue removal standard and the

interpretation of design type as expressed in the proposed rule would necessitate testing for virtually every

container/formulation combination in every size and variation.  They said the costs to registrants would be

crippling and asked EPA to consider alternatives.  A container manufacturer group suggested using the

DOT tests based on container design type and the specific gravity of the pesticide.  One respondent

commented that formulators/subregistrants should be allowed to cite the basic manufacturer's data. 

Some registrants and a State regulatory agency provided comments on how to define “substantially

similar.”

Design type clarification.  Several commenters asked for clarification of EPA's criteria for

determining whether containers are the same or different.  They urged a broad definition of design type to

reduce the testing burden.  For example, commenters questioned whether EPA would require separate

testing for: similar 1-gallon jugs with slightly different neck finishes; similar containers purchased from two

or more suppliers; and containers that are the same except for size.  A Canadian government agency said

that considering tests valid for similar containers in a range of sizes would be more compatible with how

Canada currently regulates pesticide containers.  One State regulatory agency commented that all design

types used for each pesticide product should have to meet the residue removal standard. 

Formulation similarities.  Several commenters suggested ways to eliminate duplicative testing on

the basis of formulation, including: grant waivers to products that meet certain physical property criteria (a

registrant); grant waivers to formulations similar to ones that have already passed (a registrant); set

standards based on chemical families or groups of formulations (a State regulatory agency); or allow

manufacturers to use an established liquid standard to conduct the test (a container manufacturer

association).  An agricultural registrant asked whether a container type must be tested with every

formulation packaged in it, or if a successful test with the most concentrated or viscous formulation would

be sufficient.  A Canadian government agency suggested clarifying whether a minor formulation change,

such as replacing a low-percentage inert, would require submission of new data.

Industry task force.  Some agricultural registrants and a registrant group voiced support for a plan

to establish an industry task force that would conduct studies to determine the physical properties of

formulations and containers that meet the four 9's standard.  Combinations matching those criteria would

be exempted from testing; necessary testing would be limited to broad categories of product/container

combinations developed by the studies.

EPA Response.  Many of the changes in the residue removal standard discussed in the previous

sections reduce the cost of complying with this standard, including:

• Changing the scope of the nonrefillable container regulations so only dilutable products in Toxicity

Category I or II or  that are restricted use products have to comply with the residue removal

standard; 

• Reducing the standard from 99.9999 percent to 99.99 percent removal; and

• Changing the testing protocol.

Despite these changes, the estimated costs of complying with the residue removal standard were

still a fairly large percentage of the overall annual costs and costs per facility.  Rather than trying to

minimize the burden to registrants by trying to identify and define “substantially similar” containers and

formulations, EPA believes it is better to require testing only for formulations and containers that have

shown to be difficult to clean.  As stated earlier, EPA believes the data show that most

containers/formulations can meet a four 9's standard although practical experience with container

recycling programs shows that there are problems with certain formulations.  Because a universal

approach (testing all products subject to the regulations) to identify the exceptions (the problematic
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formulations) is inefficient, EPA believes there is a more efficient – yet effective –  way to implement the

residue removal standard in the final regulations. 

In particular, the final rule takes the following approach:

• All dilutable liquid products in rigid containers must be capable of meeting the 99.99 percent

removal standard.  This sets a minimum standard for all products.

• On the basis of the Formulogics and NACA data, EPA is making the assumption that nearly all

products meet a standard of 99.99 percent removal, and therefore is requiring testing only in

limited circumstances.  In particular, registrants only have to conduct the residue removal testing if

the products are flowable concentrate formulations or if EPA requests the test data on a case-by-

case basis. 

• Accordingly, the recordkeeping standards in § 165.27(b)(5) were changed so recordkeeping of

test results is only required for flowable concentrate formulations or if EPA specifically requests

the records on a case by case basis.

EPA chose to require testing of flowable concentrate formulations for several reasons.  First, the

results of the four studies in Table V-2 show that there is a difference in rinsing efficiency between the

formulation types that were tested, specifically flowable concentrates, emulsifiable concentrates, aqueous

solutions, and encapsulated formulations.  Tables V-5, V-6, and V-7 show the data from the studies in

Table V-2 with the residue removal performance broken down by formulation type.  The results -

particularly for the studies with the most testing - show that flowable concentrate formulations had the

biggest difference between meeting four 9's and five 9's, which suggests that these kinds products may

generally be a little more difficult to remove from containers due to characteristics of the formulation type

in general.  The emulsifiable concentrates tested generally reached a five 9's level of residue removal but

showed a similar difficulty as flowable concentrates in reach the six 9's level of residue removal in the

Formulogics study of agricultural formulations and containers.  W hile not completely conclusive, EPA

believes these data support the observation that flowable concentrates may generally be more difficult to

remove from containers than other kinds of formulations.

Table V-5 Analysis of Residue Removal Data by Formulation Type - Agricultural Formulations and

Containers (Formulogics & NACA)

Formulation Total Cntr/Form

Combinations

Tested

Number of Containers/Formulations That Meet:

Four 9's Five 9's Six 9's

Flowable concentrate 15 15 11 10

Emulsifiable concentrate 20 20 19 15

Encapsulated 4 4 3 2

Aqueous Solution 3 3 3 1

Dry Flowable 1 1 1 1

Total 43 43 37 29

Table V-6 Analysis of Residue Removal Data by Formulation Type - Household, Industrial and

Institutional Containers (Formulogics)
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Formulation Total Cntr/Form

Combinations

Tested

Number of Containers/Formulations That Meet:

Four 9's Five 9's Six 9's

Flowable concentrate 10 10 6 1

Emulsifiable concentrate 9 9 9 8

Encapsulated 10 10 10 7

Total 29 29 25 16

Table V-7 Analysis of Residue Removal Data by Formulation Type - Household Containers (CSMA)

Formulation Total Cntr/Form

Combinations

Tested

Number of Containers/Formulations That Meet:

Four 9's Five 9's Six 9's

Flowable concentrate 1 1 1 01

Emulsifiable concentrate 2 1 0 01,2

Aqueous solution 4 4 3 11

Total 7 6 4 1

Notes: (1) Based on the description of the formulations, we assumed that the CSMA data included one

flowable concentrate, two emulsifiable concentrates and four aqueous solutions.  (2) The

container/formulation that did not meet four 9's was an agricultural emulsifiable concentrate in a small (16

ounce) container.  

Second, the Minnesota Department of Agriculture (DOA) developed a report that summarized the

observations of inspectors and the experiences of pesticide users regarding rinsing containers that held

pesticide products formulated as flowable concentrates. (Ref. 18)  These containers tended to be rejected

at a higher rate than other types of formulations.  The Minnesota DOA observed that about 60 percent of

the containers of one specific flowable concentrate formulation contained pesticide residue, even when

the overall container rejection rate at the collection site was less than 1 percent.  To make the containers

holding the studied formulation come clean, users had to take extra measures beyond triple rinsing, such

as power rinsing for a long time, using hot water, cutting the containers open to allow access to hard-to-

reach areas, soaking the containers, using soap or another material and conducting extra rinses.  W hile

we do not have laboratory triple rinsing data on this product to confirm whether or not it meets a 99.99

percent standard, the description in Minnesota’s report clearly documents a problem with cleaning the

containers used for this product, which was a flowable concentrate.  The Minnesota DOA report

mentioned several other products that it also categorizes as “more difficult to rinse.” 

Third, recent conversations with people active in pesticide container recycling confirmed

commenters’ assertions that the main reasons for unclean containers at recycling programs are lack of

effort by the end users when rinsing containers and because of pesticide product drying along the inside of

the container if the material in the container is not used all at once. (Ref. 26) Neither of these problems

would be addressed by the residue removal standard.  Based on their observations, these people believe

that any container with any formulation type can be adequately cleaned if the container is emptied

completely at one time (all contents are used initially), if the end user rinses the container promptly after

emptying it and if the end user rinses it properly (either pressure or triple rinsing).  On the other hand,

these people also commented that specific products may need a little extra effort into rinsing (more time in

a pressure rinse or an extra rinse after the triple rinse procedure) to completely clean the container.  
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Based on this information, EPA believes the final regulations should be implemented in a way that

minimizes the required testing because the laboratory data and field observations do not support a

widespread problem with residue removal that could be solved by the residue removal standard. 

Therefore, EPA decided to only require residue removal testing for flowable concentrates, which showed

the most difficulty in being removed in the laboratory testing.  EPA believes that the field observations

indicated that specific products - in any formulation type - may be more difficult to remove by rinsing than

other products.  Therefore, the final regulations also provide EPA the option to require residue removal

testing (and keeping records of it) on a case-by-case basis.  EPA anticipates using this option if we

receive credible information about a wide-spread problem with a specific container/formulation

combination being difficult to clean.

Comments - field enforcement standard.  In the 1994 proposed rule, EPA discussed several

options for establishing a numeric field residue removal enforcement standard to measure user

compliance with the residue removal label instructions.  One agricultural registrant supported addressing

residue removal in two ways:  (1) an aggressive educational program and (2) development and use of field

enforcement methods for analysis of container residues at the end user level.  On the other hand, many

commenters (including State regulatory agencies, registrants, registrant groups, grower groups and a

dealer) opposed establishing a numerical residue standard for end users.  They cited enforcement

problems, variability of field conditions, insufficient information, difficulty or impossibility of meeting six 9's

in the field, lab costs, and lack of registrant control over user conformance as reasons for not establishing

such a standard.  A registrant group urged the Agency to concentrate its resources on facilitating recycling

and stated that a field enforcement standard isn't necessary for nonagricultural pesticides.

One State regulatory agency advised EPA to keep in mind the expense of lab analysis; another

commented that measuring the total mass of active ingredient remaining in the rinsed containers is

preferable to measuring the concentration, since the latter depends on the amount of diluent added to the

container; a third said that field standards should not go beyond those that can be easily obtained in field

conditions.  A container manufacturer group commented that the lack of a field standard negates the need

for a laboratory standard.

Some commenters (registrants, registrant groups and State regulatory agencies) supported a field

standard if it was a visible-residue standard, like that used by many States in their agricultural container

collection programs.  One commenter suggested a  label statement such as "Rinse container free of all

visible pesticide residue."  Several agricultural registrants (in this and the above section) specifically

mentioned the importance of end-user education as a primary way to increase compliance.

EPA Response - field enforcement standard.  EPA decided not to establish a field enforcement

standard in the final rule.  Over the past decade, the Ag Container Recycling Council, states, extension,

retailers and pesticide user groups have developed a lot of experience collecting, inspecting and recycling

plastic pesticide containers.  Based on this knowledge and experience, a careful, visual inspection of a

container has proven to be sufficient to determine if the container was rinsed properly.  Container

inspectors reject containers if they have visible and dislodgeable residue, which is a sign that the

containers were not properly rinsed.  EPA believes this approach will continue to work and that a numeric

field standard is not necessary.

6. Difficulty of Larger Containers Meeting the Standard

Comments.  Many commenters (registrants, a registrant group, container manufacturer groups,

and a container manufacturer) said that the residue standard and testing as proposed are not suitable for

large containers.  A few commenters expressed concern that the proposed residue removal methods are

impractical for large containers.  Citing the weight and unwieldiness of 30- and 55-gallon drums, they said

the methods do not represent a realistic field situation and would also be a safety hazard to lab workers. 

Two registrants cited difficulties in finding testing laboratories willing to perform the required tests on large

drums.  They said the 19 containers would create over 1,045 gallons of rinsate for disposal, the drums are
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difficult to shake, and exposure risk for lab personnel would be greater than with smaller containers.  One

of these commenters requested an exemption for industrial biocides or, alternatively, for containers larger

than 5 gallons.  Several container manufacturer groups and a container manufacturer urged more studies

to develop an appropriate standard for large containers, citing inadequate residue removal data for

containers larger than 5 gallons.  One suggested that EPA determine if the proposal would increase waste

by encouraging use of smaller containers.

EPA Response.  EPA acknowledges that some containers are too large to shake during the triple

rinse process.  In Unit IX.I, EPA explains that the final rule includes a triple rinsing procedure for

containers that are too large to shake and that we generally believe that the largest containers that users

can shake during a triple rinse are those with capacities of five gallons for liquids and 50 pounds for solids. 

EPA believes that it is appropriate in the final rule to apply the residue removal standard only to containers

that can be shaken, since the rinsing procedure for the standard and the supporting data involved shaking

the container.  In the final rule, the residue removal standard only applies to rigid containers with

capacities of 5 gallons or less for liquids and 50 pounds or less for solids.

7. Technical Concerns

Comments.  A nonagricultural registrant said that producers who market products in small

packages would be disproportionately burdened by the 99.9999 requirement of the proposed rule. 

Although such products are less expensive and minimize packaging, this commenter stated that some

smaller-sized packaging would have to be discontinued.  One agricultural registrant, however, supported

discontinuing containers with design problems that hinder emptying with consideration of exempting

designs with other benefits such as built-in measuring devices.  Another said their experience shows

nearly equal rinsing effectiveness in containers of 8 ounces to 5 gallons and added that smaller containers

are less desirable because they require more container material per unit of formulation.  A State regulatory

agency singled out flat-topped metal cans with a bung offset from the edge as particularly difficult to rinse

and expressed the hope that the rule would mark the end of this type of pesticide container.  Several

commenters suggested that some container designs intended to facilitate residue removal may not

promote safe or easy use of the product. W ide-mouth containers were cited as an example. 

A registrant expressed concern that EPA may be inadvertently limiting the development of new

and novel container designs, such as those that have a measuring reservoir molded into the container,

based solely on the “rinsability” of those designs. Another commenter provided the following

recommendations for container design to improve residue removal: hollow handles on jugs should be

prohibited because most of the rejected pesticide containers in the container recycling program come

from material trapped in the handles; containers should be funnel shaped or of a design that fully drains

the liquid rinsate water when inverted to facilitate containers being clean and dry, which is good for

recycling.

Some commenters raised concerns about the indirect effects the proposed residue removal

standard could have on pesticide formulations.  These commenters pointed out that formulation

characteristics intended to facilitate residue removal may be contrary to those that facilitate safe, effective

use of products, such as: (1) high viscosity; (2) surfactants or water-insoluble abrasives that provide

cleaning performance; (3) agents that cause the product to adhere to surfaces; and (4) aqueous-based

formulations which may pose less health and environmental risk and penetrate through plastic and

concrete less rapidly than petroleum-based formulations.  A registrant commented that the proposed

residue removal standard may result in formulations that require a higher a.i. concentration to achieve the

same performance.  A state agency, who supports container recycling and the proper cleaning of

containers, expressed concern about forcing changes in pesticide formulations to facilitate residue

removal because it may compromise the pesticides’ efficacy.

EPA Response.  As discussed in Unit V.H.1, the results of more than 20 studies indicate that quite

a few variables affect the level of residue removal, including many of the container and formulation
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attributes that commenters described above.  Because of all these variables, EPA believes establishing a

performance standard for the “cleanability” of a container/formulation combination is better than options

such as prohibiting problematic container design features or formulation characteristics or requiring certain

container designs that have been proven to exhibit acceptable cleaning efficiencies.  The benefits of a

performance standard include:

• All variables of residue removal would be addressed with a performance standard, which is not

true for the other options;

• Technology advances rapidly, rendering some design features obsolete and introducing others.  A

performance standard maximizes the flexibility of the regulated community to respond to changes.

• EPA does not have sufficient data supporting benefits or advantages/disadvantages of one design

feature over another to require or prohibit certain features; and

• Some container and formulation features offer benefits in some areas but adversely affect residue

removal.  For example, while hollow handles on plastic jugs tend to retain pesticide, they also

facilitate pouring without glugging.  A performance standard allows the registrant to find the right

combination of features needed to attain potentially contradictory goals. 

8. Rigid/Dilutable Classification

Comments - definition of dilutable.  Several commenters asked the Agency to clarify the term

"dilutable" and a few requested EPA to include a definition in the regulation.  A few agricultural

commenters asked EPA to define the point in the product's life when the ability or inability to dilute defines

its status.  One of these commenters asked whether "dilutable" refers to being diluted in a mixing tank.  A

State regulatory agency said products should be considered undilutable if they are in ready-to-use, sealed

containers that are not meant to be opened by the end user.  Several registrants were concerned about

products, such as industrial biocides, that are pumped or metered into large water systems.  They asked

EPA to determine that this is the application of the product and is not considered dilution for the purposes

of the residue removal standard.  Several industrial/institutional/household commenters urged EPA to limit

the residue removal requirements to agricultural pesticides only, or to include only products that must be

diluted before application for the intended pesticidal effect.  Otherwise, they suggested, the requirement

would capture many "dual-use" products that have both full-strength disinfecting directions and dilute

cleaning instructions.  If these dual-use products were used as a pesticide (i.e., at full strength), there

would not be any pesticidal use for the rinsate.

EPA Response - definition of dilutable.  In the final rule, EPA is maintaining the same definition of

dilutable as we proposed, where a pesticide product is dilutable if the product’s labeling allows or requires

the pesticide product to be mixed with a liquid diluent prior to application.  In addition, the final rule

maintains the approach in the proposal to include this information in the regulatory text for the residue

removal standard rather than establish a separate definition, because it is more straightforward and

because the term dilutable is not used in other parts of the container-related regulations.  EPA believes

this definition is clear.  If the label allows or requires the product to be mixed with a diluent prior to

application, it is considered dilutable.  The point in the product’s life when the ability or inability to dilute is

irrelevant.  The definition is not limited to products that are diluted in a mix tank prior to application

because there are other ways to add a diluent.  Products that are pumped into large water systems are not

considered dilutable for the purposes of this regulation if they are not mixed with a diluent before entering

the large water system.  In other words, being pumped into the water system is the application of the

product, and therefore mixing with the water system would not be considered mixing with a diluent prior to

application.  EPA disagrees that only products that must be diluted before application should be included;

products that can be mixed with a diluent can be rinsed and the diluent can be used.  However, EPA

points out that many of the products in this “dual use” category are likely to be exempt because of the

antimicrobial exemption or they may be “lower-risk” pesticides that are subject only to the basic DOT

packaging requirements and not the pesticide-specific requirements like the residue removal standard.

Comments - definition of rigid.  Several agricultural and industrial registrants and a registrant
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group urged EPA to fully define "rigid container" in the regulation, clearly explaining which products are

and are not subject to the residue removal standard.  One commenter however, called the term self-

explanatory.  Several registrants suggested broadening the designation of "molded polyethylene" to

include other types of plastic polymers.  One commenter proposed a more technical definition: "...a plastic

that has a modulus of elasticity either in flexure or in tension greater than 7000 kg. per sq. dm. (100,000

psi) at 23  C and 50% R.H."o

A few registrants and a container manufacturer raised questions concerning primary and

secondary containers.  One respondent proposed excluding all secondary containers and another

suggested adding provisions for cleaning secondary containers that have become contaminated by a

leaking primary container.  One registrant expressed confusion about how their products (foil pouches in

cardboard boxes) would be categorized.  Another registrant pointed out EPA's inconsistent interpretation

of primary vs. secondary packages between bag vs. box and plastic jug vs. corrugated paper box.

Many commenters addressed the issue of bag-in-box containers and most requested that they be

exempt from the residue removal standard.  A few commenters noted that "bag-in-box" is a recognized

commercial trademark, and suggested describing this packaging as "an inner bag contained within a

press-fiberboard box".  A State regulatory agency  proposed a definition of rigid container intended to

eliminate the confusion associated with bag-in-box containers.  One registrant, citing the relatively lower

risk posed by bag-in-box containers, objected to their inclusion in the residue removal standard.  Several

registrants and a registrant group based their objections on the difficulty or impossibility of triple rinsing

and achieving the six 9's standard with bag-in-box containers.  Some respondents (registrants and

registrant groups) argued that bag-in-box containers cannot properly be considered rigid.  They said the

flexible inner bag, which is the primary container, is the portion that must be considered in the definition. 
A few commenters urged exclusion of water-soluble packaging from the residue removal standard.  Citing

the preamble's statement that such packaging is not a rigid container and therefore need not be rinsed,

one of them suggested a separate category specific to totally disposable systems. 

EPA Response - definition of rigid.  EPA does not believe it is necessary to define rigid in the

regulations.  W e are maintaining the description in the proposed rule with a small modification in response

to the commenters who pointed out that there are rigid plastics other than molded polyethylene.  By rigid

containers, EPA means containers that have definite retained shape and form and that are self-

supporting.  For the purposes of this regulation, rigid containers would include containers constructed of

metal, some plastics, glass and paperboard (cardboard).

On the other hand, EPA revisited its interpretation of whether an “inner bag contained within a

press-fiberboard box” (called bag-in-box containers by most commenters) is a rigid container.  Similar to

the discussion in Unit IX.F regarding label rinsing instructions, EPA has determined that containers that

are designed with a flexible bag (such as flexible plastic) within a fiberboard box do not fit into the category

of rigid containers.  The part of the container that is in direct contact with the pesticide product is the bag,

which is flexible.  EPA acknowledges that the outer box, which provides structural support, is an integral

part of the container.  However, the design allows for alternative container management options, such as

removing the bag for disposal (a smaller volume of packaging that has contacted the pesticide) and

recycling the fiberboard box, which has not been in contact with the pesticide.  This option may or may not

be preferable to rinsing the flexible bag within the fiberboard box; EPA has not yet made this assessment. 

This is the kind of analysis and consideration that EPA will undertake before establishing residue removal

procedures for other formulation/container types.

Similarly, EPA has determined that water-soluble packaging does not fit in the category of rigid

containers.  The part of this kind of packaging that is in direct contact with the pesticide is the water-

soluble film, which is flexible.  These water-soluble packets are then generally placed in rigid outer boxes

or canisters, which are integral parts of the containers.  However, the outer (secondary) part of the

package does not come into contact with the pesticide, so it should not need to be rinsed.
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Comments - other exemptions.  A registrant group and a registrant commented that fiberboard

(cardboard) containers should be exempt, stating that the containers would disintegrate.  Another

registrant supported exempting aerosol containers.  A registrant group agreed with EPA’s approach that

canisters of methyl bromide are not dilutable products and would not be subject to the residue removal

standard. 

EPA Response - other exemptions.  EPA disagrees with the commenters who expressed concern

about rinsing fiber canisters and fiberboard cartons.  EPA believes that these kinds of rigid containers

have sufficient structural strength to withstand contact with water for as long as it takes to rinse them.  In

addition, many fiber and fiberboard containers are coated to provide moisture resistance.  Aerosol

containers would not be subject to the residue removal standard.  If methyl bromide - or any pesticide -

does not meet the definition of dilutable, the containers of that product is not subject to the residue

removal standard.

9. Exemption Requests for Nonagricultural Pesticides

Comments.  A registrant group requested that the residue removal standard apply only to

agricultural products.  If non-agricultural products are not exempted, this commenter proposed several

alternative criteria, any one of which would be equivalent to meeting the 99.9999 standard: use of

simplified rinsing instructions; classification in Toxicity Category III or IV; exemption from RCRA hazardous

waste definition; compliance with a risk-based standard using an appropriately revised protocol; a de

minimis level of active ingredient in the fourth rinse.  A registrant commented that the residue removal

standard should apply only to agricultural outdoor use products.

A registrant group said that industrial biocides should not be subject to residue removal

requirements, particularly when the container is to be reconditioned or is subject to RCRA disposal

regulations.  A registrant commented that the six 9's level would be analytically impossible to determine in

many cases because many biocides have a low percentage of active ingredient.  Another registrant

opposed excluding household products and not industrial products because some active ingredients are

used in both sectors.  Several registrants of other antimicrobial products and a registrant group stated 

said that these pesticides should be exempt from any residue removal standard.  Alternatively, a few of

them suggested a lower standard, such as 99.999% removal or requiring only a single rinse for products

such as sodium hypochlorite and pine oil disinfectants.  A registrant quoted EPA's proposed effluent

guidelines rule from 1994 which said that the large quantities of disinfectants and sanitizers known to be

normally discharged to sinks and drains are apparently not causing problems to POTW s.  This

commenter also pointed out that some products are approved for use on food contact surfaces in

quantities greater than what would be allowed in the proposed residue removal standard.  Another

commenter requested an exemption for antifouling paint because it is not water-reducible and rinsing it

with a solvent would create hazardous waste.

Many commenters, mainly registrants and registrant groups, favored exempting household

products from the residue removal standards of this rule.    Reasons cited included: difficulty of disposing

of household rinsates appropriately; small quantities involved; small quantity of containers at each site; low

concentrations; low toxicity; and difficulty of enforcement.  One registrant group proposed exempting

plastic containers in sizes up to and including 1 gallon for home, lawn, and garden products, which would

be consistent with DOT's classification for consumer products.  A registrant suggested excluding all

aerosols, traps, trays, bait stations, and household/institutional pesticides.  One registrant suggested label

improvement, packaging innovation, and user education as alternatives to regulation. One registrant group

suggested exempting all containers of 12 ounces or less.  Alternatively, the rule should require recycling

facilities to accept all containers that meet the residue removal requirements.  Two registrants questioned

how exclusion of household products could be considered without also granting exclusions to industrial

and institutional antimicrobials that contain the same active ingredients and pose equally low residue

removal concerns.  A registrant group and two registrants commented that the proposed triple rinse

residue removal requirement and associated label language should not apply to homeowner/consumer
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use products.

Some commenters, mostly State regulatory agencies, favored including household products in

residue removal standards.  These respondents stated that many household products are similar to

agricultural products in many respects and pose the same types of risks.  Subjecting them to the rule

would make landfills and water supplies safer and would protect trash collectors, recycling workers, and

other people.  One State regulatory agency suggested incorporating marketplace inspections into

enforcement programs.   A dealer strongly supported treating household pesticides the same as

agricultural pesticides.

EPA Response.  The final rule does not include any exemptions or exclusions from the residue

removal standard because EPA believes that ensuring adequate residue removal to achieve the goal of

containers that can be safely managed for disposal or recycling applies to all pesticides in all markets. 

However, changes to the scope of the nonrefillable container regulations address many of the exemption

requests above.  In particular, most household, institutional and industrial antimicrobials are exempt from

the nonrefillable container regulations.  In addition, non-antimicrobial products in Toxicity Category III and

IV (and that are not restricted use products) do not have to comply with the residue removal standard

because only the basic DOT packaging standards apply to those products.

10. Other Exemption Requests

Comments. Several registrants of biological products supported exemptions for low-risk pesticides

such as b.t. and other naturally occurring organisms that have not been genetically altered.  They said the

use of these "safer pesticides" would be discouraged by their inclusion in the rule.  A few other registrants

urged the use of risk/safety criteria to determine whether a product should be exempted from the residue

removal requirements.  One commented that chemicals with low stability should be exempted. 

Some commenters (registrants and registrant groups) suggested several types of containers that

should be considered for exemptions.  Several mentioned smaller containers with built-in measuring

devices; the difficulty of rinsing these may be outweighed by the safety they provide for users.  Other

designs proposed for exclusion included hose-end containers, aerosol containers, and containers of 1

quart or less that have child-resistant closures (which make containers difficult to open and rinse.) 

EPA Response.  The final rule does not include any exemptions or exclusions from the residue

removal standard because EPA believes that ensuring adequate residue removal to achieve the goal of

containers that can be safely managed for disposal or recycling applies to all pesticides in all markets. 

However, changes to the scope of the nonrefillable container regulations address the comments regarding

low-risk pesticides because non-antimicrobial products in Toxicity Category III and IV (and that are not

restricted use products) do not have to comply with the residue removal standard because only the basic

DOT packaging standards apply to those products.  EPA does not believe it is appropriate or necessary to

exempt any specific rigid containers with dilutable pesticides from the residue removal standard. 

Registrants have the option of apply for a waiver or modification to the requirement under §§ 165.25(g)

and (h).

11. Low Active Ingredient Concentrations

Comments.  Many commenters, including registrants and registrant groups, objected to the

requirement to measure extremely low levels of residue to verify six 9's removal.  They said it would be

difficult, expensive, and of little or no practical value to attempt to detect such small amounts.  In many

cases, they said, the measurements would require testing below the level of sensitivity of existing methods

and typical laboratory equipment.  Many commenters (mostly registrants with a few registrant groups and

a few State regulatory agencies) generally favored exemptions for products with low active ingredient 

concentrations.  Reasons for exemption included:  difficulty of calculating concentrations below the

detection limit; difficulty of reaching 99.9999 level when initial concentration is very low; and insignificant
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risk.  Several commenters suggested exempting products with low a.i. concentrations only if there are no

toxicity concerns with the residue.  One State regulatory agency and an agricultural registrant cautioned

against exemptions based solely on concentration, because other factors such as chemical properties

may affect residue removal.  A State university encouraged alternative standards for low a.i. products,

because exemptions should be limited to toxicologically safe a.i.s.

Some commenters (State regulatory agencies, registrants and a registrant group) supported a

standard that would accept products which showed no detectable active ingredient in the last rinse as

being in compliance.  A registrant group commented that EPA should accept method validation data that

is sufficient to verify six 9's removal instead of method development to actually measure the

concentrations in the rinsates.  On the other hand, a registrant commented that the residue standard

should only apply if the final residues are detectable and of environmental or toxicological concern

because the detection limits will decrease over time.  Several commenters supported an alternative of

using a de minimis level of a.i. for low-concentration products.  Suggested levels included 10 ppb, 0.0010

mg/ml, 100 ppm (, and less than 5 percent of the original concentration.  Several commenters

recommended a less stringent residue standard for more dilute products because they generally present

lower risks.  Some commenters discussed problems with the sensitivities of existing analytical methods. 

One used the recommended methodology and obtained a standard deviation of 20 percent.  A registrant

group noted that EPA had to pool rinsates from small containers in one of its studies to be able to quantify

residues, despite testing products with relatively high a.i. concentrations.  A State university supported

using fast and inexpensive assays and a registrant pointed out that a validated water-based method may

be impractical or impossible for a.i.s that are insoluble in water.

EPA Response.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA discussed the possibility of establishing different

criteria for pesticide products where the detection of a.i. concentration in the fourth rinse would exceed

currently available detection limits.  EPA does not believe it is necessary to establish different criteria in

the final rule for products with low a.i. concentrations because of the changes to the final rule.  Specifically,

the residue removal standard in the final rule is four 9's rather than six 9's, so the required detection limit

is two orders of magnitude higher in the final rule.  In addition, the scope of the rule changed so most

antimicrobials are exempt from the container regulations and other products in Toxicity Category III or IV

(that are not restricted use products) do not have to comply with the residue removal standard.  If

detection limits are an issue for a product complying with the residue removal standard, a registrant could

apply for a modification to or a waiver from the standard under §§ 165.25(g) and (h).

12. Other Options Considered in 1994 Proposal

Comments. In the 1994 proposal, EPA discussed several options we considered for addressing

pesticide residue removal before electing to propose a laboratory performance standard.  Those options

included: (1) Prohibiting certain container design features or formulation characteristics that have been

proven to exhibit unacceptable cleaning efficiencies; (2) requiring certain container designs that have been

proven to exhibit acceptable cleaning efficiencies; and (3) developing residue removal standards

according to EPA’s pesticide toxicity categories.

Many commenters (mostly State regulatory agencies with a few registrants and a registrant group)

objected to using toxicity as a criterion for residue removal, preferring technology-based standards. 

Commenters said products may have more than one toxicity type, the data needed would be costly to

provide, and that uniform standards are easier to implement and enforce and are more conducive to

recycling.  One State agency opposed toxicity-based standards because compliance will be based on

analytical detection data and not toxicity.  Many respondents, including registrants, registrant groups, and

a container manufacturer, deemed a toxicity-based standard more desirable than a single laboratory

standard.  Various commenters said that residue removal should not be required if: the product has low

toxicity to humans and the environment (many commenters); the product is a non-genetically engineered

microbial; the containers are RCRA-empty and in Toxicity Category III or IV; containers are in Category I
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or II, but "general use" and labeled to ensure virtually all will be disposed of or recycled as RCRA-empty;

residues before rinsing pose no concerns; or the product is not a hazard above 1 ppm.  One registrant

group said the requirements should consider a formulation's acute toxicity, persistence, biodegradability,

and bioaccumulation potential and that the six 9's standard should be used only when these

measurements show that the residue poses threats to human health or the environment.  Another

commenter suggested that the standard should be tied to the product's signal word.

One State university termed the other two options involving container design to be proper and

workable, but stated they should be combined with the proposed standards.  Some commenters

(registrants, registrant groups, and a State regulatory agency) opposed the design-specification option as

far less desirable than EPA's proposed performance standard plan.  They noted that: (1) residue removal

depends on the combination of container and formulation; (2) EPA doesn't have sufficient information to

judge containers' acceptability; and (3) design control would reduce companies' flexibility and could

hamper development of new and better containers.  Many commenters, including registrants, registrant

groups, a container manufacturer, a grower, a dealer, and an equipment manufacturer, offered several

additional suggestions, including: (1) manufacture all containers of natural resin so cleanliness can be

observed; (2) treat all containers with fluorine to minimize migration of pesticides into container walls; (3)

establish a de minimis ppm level applicable to all active ingredients, formulations, and containers; (4)

consider residues on outside of containers; (5) do research on using recycled containers for fuel; (6)

require only triple rinsing, leaving any further residues to be removed in industrially controlled recycling or

incineration process; (7) link requirements to SARA Title III; (8) indicate on label how many rinses are

necessary to achieve desired residue removal; (9) require all containers to be collected and incinerated or

recycled; (10) find new uses for recycled plastic containers; (11) construct all nonrefillables with handles

separate from the container sections to facilitate rinsing; and (12) consider European-type integrated

pressure-rinsing devices.  A registrant group proposed several alternative criteria, any one of which would

be equivalent to meeting the 99.9999 standard: use of simplified rinsing instructions; classification in

Toxicity Category III or IV; exemption from RCRA hazardous waste definition; compliance with a risk-

based standard using an appropriately revised protocol; or a de minimis level of active ingredient in the

fourth rinse.

EPA Response.  As discussed in Unit V.H.1 of this document, EPA believes that establishing a

performance standard for the cleanability of a container/formulation combination is better than options

such as prohibiting problematic container design features or formulation characteristics or requiring certain

container designs that have been proven to exhibit acceptable cleaning efficiencies.  However, the final

rule incorporates some of the ideas and principals in the other options.  For products other than

antimicrobials, only products in Toxicity Category I and II and restricted use products must comply with the

residue removal standard in the final rule.  In addition, EPA is focusing the testing on flowable

concentrates, a formulation that has shown that it can be difficult to remove from containers.  EPA

believes that many of the suggested alternatives are beyond the scope of the container regulations.

13. Future Inclusion of Other Categories

Comments.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA stated that we ultimately intend to set performance

standards for container/formulation categories other than rigid containers with dilutable pesticides.  Many

comments addressed this topic.

A few respondents suggested that EPA base standards for other container/formulation

combinations on what is practicable and what residue removal procedure is appropriate.  A registrant

recommended that EPA first address the container types that pose the greatest risk.  A State regulatory

agency said that all containers, whether they hold diluted or concentrated pesticides, should be held to the

same cleanliness standard.  A few State regulatory agencies favored establishing residue removal

standards for bags.  One of these respondents expressed concern about current disposal instructions on

bag labels and the limited disposal alternatives for these containers, referring specifically to aldicarb bags. 

A container manufacturer group recommended adopting the test protocol specified in the EPA/Paper
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Shipping Sack Manufacturers Association study cited in the preamble to the rule, using inert carrier as a

test material.  This commenter recommended a standard of 99.99% or 99.9%, depending on the bag type.

Commenters proposed exclusions for water-soluble products and ready-to-use products.  A few

respondents stressed the importance of developing practical residue removal procedures if a standard is

developed for ready-to-use products to prevent a new waste disposal problem.  A registrant group

requested an exemption for methyl bromide and provided information showing 99.9999% removal by

aerating the containers for 12 hours.

EPA Response.  EPA has no current plans to establish residue removal standards for other

container/formulation categories, although we may revisit this area in the future.  If we develop additional

residue removal standards, the standards would be based on what is practicable of the specific type of

container and what residue removal procedure is appropriate, as discussed in the 1994 proposal.

I. Waiver and Modification Criteria (§ 165.25(g))

Final Regulations.  Section 165.25(g) of the final rule explains that registrants may request

waivers from or modifications to the nonrefillable container standards.  This section sets out the criteria

that must be met for EPA to approve a waiver/modification request.  The criteria are different for each of

the nonrefillable container requirements, as described below. 

• § 165.25(a): DOT standards for pesticide products that are not DOT hazardous materials.  EPA

may waive or modify the requirements of § 165.25(a) if EPA determines that an alternative (partial

or modified) set of standards or pre-existing requirements achieves a level of safety that is at least

equal to that specified in the requirements of § 165.25(a).

• § 165.25(b): DOT standards for pesticide products that are DOT hazardous materials.  EPA may

waive or modify the requirements of § 165.25(b) if EPA determines that an alternative (partial or

modified) set of standards or pre-existing requirements achieves a level of safety that is at least

equal to that specified in the requirements of § 165.25(b).  EPA will modify or waive the

requirements of § 165.25(b) only after consulting with DOT to ensure consistency with DOT

regulations and exemptions.

• § 165.25(d): Container closures.  EPA may approve a non-standard closure (that is, a closure not

listed in § 165.25(d)) if EPA determines that both of the following conditions are satisfied:

(1)  The non-standard closure is necessary for the proper mixing, loading, or application

of the pesticide product.

(2)  The non-standard closure offers exposure protection to handlers during mixing and

loading that is the same or greater than that provided by the standard closures.

• § 165.25(e): Container dispensing capability.  EPA may waive or modify the standards in §

165.25(e) if EPA determines that at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(1)  The product is typically removed from the container by a method other than pouring.

(2)  Compliance with the container dispensing capability standards would increase

exposure to the pesticide container handler.

• § 165.25(f): Residue removal standard.  EPA may waive or modify the requirements of § 165.25(f)

if EPA determines that both of the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) The residue remaining in the container would not cause an unreasonable adverse effect on

the environment; and

(2) The product offers significant benefits and cannot be economically reformulated or

repackaged.

Changes.  The final rule is significantly different than the proposal.  Additional waiver/modification

provisions were added and all of the criteria were consolidated into one section.  The proposed rule

included waiver/modification provisions only for the standard closure and residue removal requirements. 

The waiver/modification criteria for the standard closure requirement in the final rule are similar to the

proposed regulations, although a few minor editorial changes were made.  Also, the final rule clarifies that

both criteria must be met before EPA will approve the use of an alternative closure, which was the intent
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of the proposed rule.  The waiver/modification provision for the residue removal requirement was modified

to add specific criteria that must be met.  This change was made partly because the proposed criterion for

waiving or modifying the residue removal standard was very broad and partly because a more specific and

limited waiver/modification standard is appropriate with the less stringent residue removal standard in the

final rule.  The final rule incorporates a DOT waiver provision similar to the one set out in the potential

alternative regulatory text in the 1999 supplemental notice.  The final rule also adds waiver/modification

provisions for the container dispensing standards.

Comments - DOT regulations.  Some commenters (registrant groups and registrants) supported

the DOT waiver provision set out in the potential alternative regulatory text in the 1999 supplemental

notice, stating they believed it was sufficient.  A few registrant groups opposed the suggested DOT waiver

provision in the supplemental notice.  In particular, these commenters opposed EPA modifying DOT’s

standards for pesticides subject to DOT standards, because these pesticides could be rendered out of

compliance with DOT standards and could not be transported legally.  One of these commenters also

expressed concern about EPA’s ability to make waiver decisions, questioning EPA’s resources, lack of

expertise similar to DOT’s, and the kinds of relationships that DOT has with transportation-related

international and other standard setting organizations.

EPA Response - DOT regulations.  EPA understands some of the concerns expressed by

commenters regarding pesticides that are DOT hazardous materials.  It is possible that EPA modifications

to the adopted DOT requirements for a pesticide that is a DOT hazardous material could create a set of

requirements that conflict with DOT’s regulations.  In this case, it would not be possible to package a

pesticide such that it could meet both EPA’s and DOT’s standards.  To prevent this kind of situation, EPA

modified the final regulation in several ways.  First, a separate waiver/modification provision is included for

pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials and for pesticides that are DOT hazardous materials. 

Second, the waiver/modification provision for pesticides that are DOT hazardous materials specifies that

EPA will modify or waive the requirements in § 165.25(b) only after consulting with DOT to ensure

consistency with DOT regulations and exemptions.  A similar provision is not necessary for pesticides that

are not DOT hazardous materials, because these pesticides aren’t subject to DOT’s requirements, so

there will not be a conflict.

EPA plans to coordinate with DOT as much as possible and hopes to benefit from their great

experience in regulating packaging and relationships with other organizations.  EPA is very familiar with

regulating pesticides.  Through our authority in FIFRA to regulate pesticide products (which includes the

pesticides, the labeling and the containers), we have directly or indirectly set packaging standards for a

number of pesticide products.  W e also have established relationships with pesticide manufacturers and

have developed expertise with pesticide handling and use practices.  It is possible that at some point,

compliance with one of the adopted DOT standards may conflict with safe use and handling practices for

pesticides.  For pesticides that are not DOT hazardous materials, EPA believes we should have the ability

to modify or waive the adopted DOT standards if we determine (based on information provided) that an

alternative set of standards achieves a level of safety that is at least equal to that specified in the adopted

DOT standards.

Comments - nonrefillable container closures.  Several commenters – registrants, a registrant

group, and a State regulatory agency – addressed the issue of waivers from the standard closure

requirement.  A registrant group and a registrant supported the waiver provision.  One of them said that

waivers are important to provide flexibility in the industrial and institutional (I&I) market, where the use of

closed systems is just beginning.  A registrant/distributor opposed the use of non-standardized closures

and recommended that they be approved only after a thorough cost analysis.  A State regulatory agency

pointed out that EPA will have to coordinate with inspectors in the State so the inspectors know if a waiver

has been approved.

EPA Response - nonrefillable container closures.  EPA believes that many of the points raised by

commenters with respect to waivers from the nonrefillable container closure requirement – that is,
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obtaining approval of a non-standard closure – are more broad and could reasonably apply to any of the

waiver/modification criteria.  Therefore, this response is written in general terms.  The waiver/modification

provisions are included to address situations where the nonrefillable container requirements might

compromise the success, safety and effectiveness of currently used containers or those developed in the

future.  W hile EPA has attempted to focus each nonrefillable container requirement on containers and

pesticides for which it is appropriate, we are not familiar with every container used for every product.  It is

likely that there are some problematic situations where existing containers that are specifically designed

for a certain use or adaptation may have difficulty complying with the final regulations.  W e may not be

aware of these situations and they may not have been mentioned by commenters.  In general, waivers or

modifications are intended to provide relief for a limited number of situations, and we wanted to provide a

mechanism to account for these situations without having to amend the regulations.  W aivers and

modifications are appropriate in a limited number of situations, such as the use of non-standard closures,

since the point of the requirement is to limit the number of closures (and therefore adapters) to encourage

the use of closed transfer systems.  EPA also wants to clarify that the nonrefillable closure requirement

applies only to agricultural pesticides, so the closure waiver is not included to account for industrial and

institutional pesticides.

As the regulations are being phased in, EPA will work with State regulatory agencies to ensure

that State inspectors can obtain information about waivers for specific products in a timely manner.  This

is especially necessary for the standard closure requirement, because compliance can be determined by

looking at the container in the field.  For the container dispensing and residue removal requirements,

observations in the field may provide an indication of non-compliance, but the registrant’s records for that

product would need to be inspected to determine compliance or non-compliance. 

Comments - container dispensing.  A registrant asked how the container dispensing capability

standards would affect Tip-N-Measure containers and recommended adding a provision to exempt certain

types of containers on a case-by-case basis.  

EPA Response - container dispensing.  EPA agrees with the commenter that it is logical to

provide registrants an opportunity to apply for a waiver from the container dispensing provisions.  As

described above, there may be situations where complying with any of the requirements, including the

container dispensing standards, creates problems for certain containers.  Therefore, the final rule was

modified so EPA may waive or modify the container dispensing capability standards if EPA determines

that at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:

• The product is typically removed from the container by a method other than pouring.

• Compliance with the container dispensing capability standards would increase exposure to the

pesticide container handler.

If the product is typically removed from the container by a method other than pouring, the dispensing

standards would not be applicable or appropriate.

EPA believes that the container dispensing standards would apply as written to Tip-N-Measure

containers, which have a built-in measuring device.  The container is tipped or squeezed to fill the

measuring cavity to the appropriate level and then the pesticide is poured from the measuring cavity.  In

this case, the container dispensing standards (pour in a continuous, coherent stream and with a minimum

amount of dripping) would apply when the measured quantity is poured from the container.

Comments - residue removal standard.  Several commenters (including registrants, a registrant

group, and a dealer) urged that exemptions and/or general waivers be used instead of, or in addition to,

waivers.  Exemptions would be automatic, while waivers would be costly in terms of paperwork, time, and

other resources for both applicants and EPA.

Several registrants suggested examples of products or criteria for products that should be
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considered for waivers.  They included products that: (1) pose no unreasonable risk; (2) fail the rinse test

and offer significant benefits, but cannot be economically reformulated or repackaged; (3) meet certain

physical property criteria; and (4) are exempt from tolerances.  One registrant suggested that EPA should

accept environmental fate and toxicity data on a product-by-product basis to grant waivers, requiring

manufacturers to describe formulation, product size, and the potential for and outcomes from both human

exposure and direct environmental exposure.  One registrant said that, given a valid container design, the

exemptions or reductions in stringency should be based on formulation and dilution factors.  Another

registrant supported waivers for circumstances where container rinsing is irrelevant or if not rinsing can be

shown to be preferable to rinsing.

Several commenters (mostly registrants but also a State university and a State regulatory agency)

concurred with EPA's statement that a waiver based on "no unreasonable risk to humans or the

environment" would be appropriate.  Most of these respondents approved of the list of potential waiver 

circumstances in the preamble, describing the four examples listed as appropriate and reasonable.  One

State regulatory agency said that EPA's examples would not be adequate to ensure that no unreasonable

risk would result from the exemption from residue removal requirements.

One of the examples mentioned in the preamble of the proposed rule was “The registrant can use

validated modeling techniques based on the concentration of active ingredients to show that residue levels

after triple rinsing would result in very low or undetectable residue levels.”  Several registrants and a

registrant group proposed an industry/government project to reduce the need for individual

container/formulation testing.  According to these respondents, waivers based on studies by an industry

task force of the physical properties of formulations and containers that meet the standard and a four 9's

standard would save money that could be spent on user education.  One registrant agreed that a waiver

model should be possible; a few other commenters had various questions about this example, asking for

clarification and more details.  Another registrant said this example was too rigid and should be modified

to allow waivers for formulations similar to ones that have already passed.  A State regulatory agency

suggested that this example may unintentionally allow every product that conformed to the 99.9999

percent standard to be eligible for a waiver. 

The other examples mentioned in the 1994 proposal were: (1) The registrant can show that even

before triple rinsing the active ingredient in question is low in toxicity and is present in low concentrations;

(2) The registrant performs the required triple rinse tests and the resulting residues are undetectable with

the use of approved analytical techniques; and (3) The registrant has established a returnable container

program that collects from users all empty containers of the noncomplying product.  A State regulatory

agency opposed the low toxicity/low concentration example, saying it implies that container rinsing is not

necessary.  A registrant objected to the use of toxicity as a criterion, but commented that low a.i.

concentration may be appropriate in certain situations.  Another registrant asked what kinds of information

the Agency would seek in evaluating the risks of low-toxicity, low-concentration pesticides.  One registrant

said the term "undetectable residues" in the second example presents a logical inconsistency; a State

regulatory agency suggested that this concept was covered by the "no detection after triple rinsing" in the

modeling example.  A registrant supported the returnable container program as a good option and

suggested adding a requirement for decontamination and cleaning.  This commenter, however, has found

no increase in rinse effectiveness with smaller containers.  A State regulatory agency said this would not

be a very workable option since it would create an additional burden for end users.

EPA Response - residue removal standard.  EPA decided to modify the waiver/modification

provision for the residue removal requirement in the final rule to add specific criteria that must be met. 

This change was made partly because the proposed waiver/modification criterion was very broad and

partly because we believe a more specific and limited waiver/modification standard is appropriate with the

less stringent residue removal standard in the final rule.  The changes to the scope of the regulations and

the change in the residue removal standard from six 9's to four 9's should greatly reduce the number of

waiver requests.  
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The proposed waiver provision for the residue removal requirement was intended to be a general

standard to accommodate a variety of circumstances under which EPA would grant a waiver.  As

explained in the preamble of the proposed rule, EPA considered several criteria on which to base the

evaluation of a waiver request, such as whether a registrant can show that a waiver is necessary for

reasons of practicality or feasibility or if a registrant can show that the pesticide residues in the container

would not present an unreasonable risk to humans or the environment.  EPA requested comments on

criteria that would be appropriate to use in evaluating waiver requests.  The preamble of the proposed rule

also stated that we believed a waiver based on no unreasonable risk to humans or the environment would

be appropriate because the intent of the residue removal standard is to reduce human and environmental

risk from pesticide residues and to facilitate the reuse and disposal of pesticide containers.

The two waiver criteria in the final rule are similar to the two options mentioned in the preamble of

the proposed rule.  First, EPA believes that it is important to have a standard based on protecting human

health and the environment because the residue removal standard is less stringent than in the proposal. 

Therefore, the FIFRA 2(bb) standard of no unreasonable adverse effect on the environment was added to

the final rule.  Second, the standard suggested by a commenter of “the product offers benefits and cannot

be economically reformulated or repackaged” accounts for practicality or feasibility.  However, both criteria

must be met before a waiver or modification is granted, so the waivers and modifications will be protective

of human health and the environment.

EPA believes that the four circumstances in the preamble of the proposed rule are no longer valid

examples of circumstances in which a waiver might be granted because the four situations do not meet

the waiver/modification criteria in the final rule.  As stated above, EPA anticipates a smaller number of

requests for waivers from or modifications to the residue removal standard because the final rule

establishes a less stringent standard of 99.99 percent removal and because of the reduced number of

products that would be subject to the nonrefillable residue removal standard.

J. Procedure for Applying for a Waiver or Modification (§ 165.25(h))

Final Regulations.  Section 165.25(h) describes the procedure for registrants to follow if they want

to obtain a waiver from or a modification to any of the nonrefillable container standards.  The regulations

specify that a registrant cannot distribute or sell a pesticide product in a nonrefillable container that does

not comply with all of the nonrefillable container standards unless and until EPA approves the request for

the waiver or modification in writing. 

To obtain a waiver or modification, a registrant must submit a written request for a waiver or a

modification to the EPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs at the address provided in the regulations. Two

copies of the following information (which may be part of an application for registration or amended

registration) must be included with the request:

• The name and address of the registrant; the date; and the name, title, signature, and phone

number of the company official making the request.

• The name and EPA registration number of the relevant pesticide product.

• A statement specifying the requirement(s) from which the waiver or a modification is requested.

• A description of the relevant nonrefillable container(s).

• Documentation or justification to demonstrate that the applicable waiver or modification criteria in

§ 165.25(g) are satisfied.

Changes.  The procedure for obtaining all waivers and modifications is essentially the same as

the procedure proposed (in § 165.119) for obtaining a waiver of the standard closure requirement.  No

specific procedure was identified for the residue removal waiver in the proposed rule or for the waiver from

DOT requirements in the 1999 supplemental notice.  Consolidating all of the waiver criteria in § 165.25(g)

and using the same procedure for all waivers requests should facilitate the process for registrants and

EPA.  Therefore, the significant change to the waiver procedure requirements in the final rule is that they
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clearly apply to all waiver requests.  Several additional minor modifications were made to the final rule,

including updating the address, clarifying the statement requiring EPA approval before a pesticide product

can be sold or distributed in containers with waived or modified requirements, broadening several of the

information items to accommodate the additional waiver provisions, and clarifying that a waiver request

could apply to more than one nonrefillable container design for the identified pesticide product.  Because

the waiver and modification requests are part of an application for registration or amended registration,

each waiver request must apply to only one product.

Comments.   In commenting on the proposed procedure for obtaining a waiver from the standard

closure requirement, a registrant requested clarification of the waiver process.  The respondent wanted to

know who determines when a non-standard closure is acceptable.

EPA Response.  The waiver procedure involves a registrant applying, specific to one individual

product, for a waiver or modification to a certain nonrefillable container requirement or several

requirements and providing documentation or justification to demonstrate that the applicable criteria are

met.  EPA will determine if the applicable criteria are met based on the waiver application and possibly

during follow up correspondence or discussions.

K. Reporting (§ 165.27(a))

Final Regulations.  This section clarifies that the pesticide container regulations do not require

registrants to report to EPA with information about their nonrefillable containers.  It refers registrants to the

reporting standards in 40 CFR Part 159 to determine if information on container failures or other incidents

involving pesticide containers must be reported to EPA under FIFRA section 6(a)(2).

Changes.  The intent and substance of this standard is the same as in the proposal.  However,

the wording was changed to clarify that this is simply a reference to the existing 6(a)(2) standards and that

it does not add any new requirements.

Comments - reporting options.  More than 20 commenters, including many registrants, several

registrant groups, and several State regulatory agencies, said that a combination of market forces and

FIFRA section 6(a)(2) should be sufficient to bring container problems to EPA's attention.  They said that

the reporting options considered by EPA in the preamble of the proposed rule – requiring container

failures to be reported either to registrants or to EPA by dealers and refillers – would be unnecessary. 

Commenters cited the additional enforcement and recordkeeping burden that such a requirement would

place on both dealers and users and on EPA with little or no gain in the quality or quantity of the data. 

They also cited the economic incentives for registrants to use high quality containers and for end users to

report container problems to registrants, i.e., replacement of defective products and assistance in

disposing of waste.  A registrant group and a registrant described the "hotline" feedback systems already

in place in the industry.  These commenters also stated that dealers and refillers who are required to

report to EPA may consider their reporting responsibility fulfilled and may fail to report the problem to the

registrant.  A State regulatory agency said they require bulk storage facilities to notify them of large spills

(more than 25 gallons liquid or 500 pounds dry product), which the agency then investigates.  Another

State regulatory agency suggested that dealers and refillers may fear enforcement repercussions from

reporting such problems to EPA.

Several commenters urged EPA to institute further requirements for reporting container failures,

rather than relying on existing mechanisms.  A State regulatory agency deemed it inadvisable to rely solely

on registrants, and said dealers should be required to keep records of failures and report to registrants,

who should keep records.  An environmental group also urged EPA to implement a mechanism requiring

dealers/refillers to report to registrants because relying on the market is inadequate.  Another State

regulatory agency said that deleting §165.2(g), as EPA proposed to do, would cause inadequate reporting

of release incidents and accidents.  Another commenter stated that registrants should be required to

report container failure incidents to EPA.
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A State regulatory agency asked EPA to test the adequacy of market-based incentives before

finalizing the regulation, and a registrant group asked for a study of currently available information to

determine whether container failures actually constitute a significant environmental problem.  Several

commenters discussed the small number and general character of the container failures they had found.

Several commenters expressed concern over how EPA would use information on container failures.  A

few respondents believe that container failure information could be used as an indicator or tool, but one

encouraged EPA to set criteria for the quality of field reports.  Another suggested looking to the container

manufacturer or registrant in the case of a container failure for information showing compliance with the

standards.  One registrant opposed EPA using field reports as the basis for data call-ins.

EPA Response - reporting options.  Since the container and containment regulations were

proposed in 1994, several relevant changes have been made in other EPA pesticide regulations.  First,

final regulations that implement FIFRA section 6(a)(2) were promulgated in 1997 and many follow up

policies and Federal Register notices have been published since then.  EPA believes it is appropriate and

necessary to rely on the regulations in 40 CFR Part 159 that implement the FIFRA section 6(a)(2)

reporting obligation as a potential source of information about container incidents because of the

extensive process, discussions and effort involved with implementing those reporting regulations.  It would

be duplicative and wasteful to try to re-create a reporting requirement in these regulations, which establish

technical standards for nonrefillable containers; not policy and procedure regulations on reporting.  The

second change in EPA regulations is that all of the regulations and recommendations in 40 CFR Part 165,

including the reporting provision mentioned by the commenter, were deleted from the CFR in a 1995 final

rule.

Comments - scope of 6(a)(2) reporting.  About 15 commenters (registrants and registrant groups)

said that the language placing container-related reporting under FIFRA 6(a)(2) is too broad.  Citing several

years of discussion between EPA and interested parties, a registrant group suggested that the proposal

exceeds congressional intent on this issue.  Commenters said the collected data would go beyond the

container design problems that the agency wishes to address and would burden EPA with large volumes

of irrelevant information on such things as vehicular accidents, mishandling, and improper use and

storage.  Some of the commenters suggested incorporating criteria that would recognize "normal wear

and tear" on containers and said that containers cannot be expected to withstand extraordinary conditions. 

Others proposed limiting the requirement to releases that create "unreasonable" or "significant" adverse

effects on health or the environment.  A household product registrant asked that EPA clarify its concerns

and develop a clear, meaningful, risk-based reporting obligation that registrants can understand and

comply with.

Some commenters offered specific suggestions for modifying the regulatory reference to the

reporting requirements.  A registrant group and a registrant urged EPA to delete § 165.102(a)(2) and let

the 6(a)(2) provisions (e.g., Part 159) speak for themselves.  A State regulatory agency commented that 

this rule should state that container failures and other container-related incidents should be (as opposed to 

“may be”) reportable under FIFRA 6(a)(2).  A registrant requested EPA to include changes to reporting

container failures in Part 159, because, in many companies, different individuals are responsible for

complying with the reporting and container standards.  A registrant said the rule should specify what

compounds and what volumes would be reportable.   Another registrant requested EPA to exempt

household and I&I pesticides.

EPA Response - scope of 6(a)(2) reporting.  As stated above, EPA believes it is appropriate and

necessary to rely on the regulations in 40 CFR Part 159 that implement the FIFRA section 6(a)(2)

reporting obligation as a potential source of information about container incidents because of the

extensive process, discussions and effort involved with implementing those reporting regulations.  It would

be duplicative and wasteful to try to re-create a reporting requirement in these regulations, which establish

technical standards for nonrefillable containers, not policy and procedural regulations on reporting.  To try

to eliminate much of the confusion caused by the proposed language regarding FIFRA 6(a)(2) reporting

requirements, the reference in the final rule was revised, as shown below.
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• Proposed rule: “Information on container failures or other incidents involving pesticide containers

that may result in releases of pesticide may be reportable under section 6(a)(2) of the Act.”

• Final rule: “You are not required to report to EPA with information about your nonrefillable

containers under the regulations in this subpart.  You should refer to the reporting standards in 40

CFR Part 159 to determine if information on container failures or other incidents involving

pesticide containers must be reported to EPA under FIFRA section 6(a)(2).”

L. Recordkeeping (§ 165.27(b))

Final Regulations.  For each product that is subject to the full set of nonrefillable container

regulations and is distributed and sold in nonrefillable containers, registrants must keep the following

records for as long as a nonrefillable container is used for the product and for three years thereafter: 

• The name and EPA registration number of the product.

• A description of the container(s) used to distribute or sell the product.

• Documentation of compliance with the closure requirement, if applicable.

• Documentation of compliance with the dispensing requirement, if applicable.

• Documentation of compliance with the residue removal requirement, if applicable.

The registrant must make these records available for inspection or copying upon request by an

employee of EPA or any entity designated by EPA, such as a State, another political subdivision or a

Tribe.

Changes.  The requirements are substantially the same as proposed.  Several minor

modifications were made in the final rule to improve the clarity of the recordkeeping requirements,

including:

• Deleting “design type” in several places to clarify that the requirements apply to the containers

used to distribute or sell the product.  However, the specific records for the dispensing and

residue removal recordkeeping allow information for different containers and products to be used

to document compliance, under the specified conditions.

• The first sentence in the recordkeeping requirement in the final rule was revised to clarify that the

recordkeeping applies to pesticide products distributed or sold in nonrefillable containers and that

are subject to the full set of nonrefillable container regulations in §§ 165.25 - 165.27.  In other

words, products that are completely exempt and products that must comply only with the

standards in 49 CFR 173.24 do not have any recordkeeping requirements.  This change was

necessary because of the changes in the scope of products that are subject to the nonrefillable

container standards.

• Because the requirement for registrants to submit a certification is not being finalized, the need to

keep a record of the certification is no longer necessary.  

• For the closure-related records, several minor changes were made to further describe the kinds of

documentation that would be acceptable.

Comments.  A registrant group and a registrant commented that the recordkeeping requirements

would be burdensome to the pesticide industry.  In comments on the 2004 Federal Register notice, a

registrant identified the recordkeeping for nonrefillable containers as excessive because of the lack of

complaints about container integrity, use and residue removal over the last ten years of experience with

nonrefillable containers.  A state regulatory agency commented that inspection time will increase because

of the increased amount of documentation states must obtain while conducting producer establishment

inspections. A registrant requested EPA to clarify "nonrefillable container design type."  A different

registrant group and a registrant asked EPA to clarify that the recordkeeping requirement for standard

closures only applies to the containers that need to comply with that criterion.  Another registrant group

and a container manufacturer supported the use of photographic evidence for the container dispensing

standards.  This registrant group urged EPA to allow the use of a "substantially similar" pesticide/container
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for this standard in addition to the residue removal standard.  A state regulatory agency commented that

inspection time will increase because of the increased amount of documentation states must obtain while

conducting producer establishment inspections. 

EPA Response.  Many of changes made in the final rule address these comments.  First, the final

rule deletes references to “design type” to clarify that the requirements apply to the containers used to

distribute or sell the product.  Second, the recordkeeping language for the standard closure, container

dispensing and residue removal requirements was changed to clarify that the records must be kept only if

the requirement applies to the container and pesticide product.  For example, the closure standards apply

only to liquid, agricultural pesticide products in rigid containers with capacities equal to or greater than 3.0

liters that are not aerosol or pressurized containers.  Third, EPA believes that photographic evidence is an

acceptable form of “test data or documentation” demonstrating compliance with the container dispensing

requirements.  Lastly, the recordkeeping for the container dispensing and residue removal standards (in

both the proposed and final rule) allows the use of a “substantially similar” pesticide/container to

demonstrate compliance.

M.  Proposed Standards That Are Not Being Finalized

Final Regulation/Changes.  The following requirements relating to container design from the

proposed regulation are not being finalized in the final rule:

• §165.102(b): Container integrity and compatibility;

• §165.102(c)(1): Permanently marking the EPA registration number;

• §165.102(c)(2): Permanently marking the container’s material of construction;

• §165.102(d)(3): Requiring the container to reclose securely; and

• §165.106: Residue removal methodology for dilutable products in rigid containers

• § 165.111: Certification.

Three of these proposed requirements for nonrefillable containers are not being finalized because

they were replaced by equivalent DOT requirements.  The comments on these three proposed

requirements are included at the end of this section.  The following table lists the non-finalized

requirements from the proposed rule and the DOT equivalent regulations:

Table V-8.  Proposed Nonrefillable Container Standards That Were Not Finalized 

and Their DOT Equivalents

Proposed Pesticide Container Requirement Proposed 40 CFR Cite Equivalent 49 CFR Cite

Container integrity and compatibility 165.102(b) 173.24(b), 173.24(e)

Permanently marking the material of construction 165.102(c)(2) 178.3(a), 178.503(a)

Requiring the container to reclose securely 165.102(d)(3) 173.24(f)

As discussed in Units V.H.1 and V.H.4, the residue removal testing methodology that was

proposed in § 165.106 is not being finalized in the regulatory language and will be incorporated into EPA’s

testing guidelines.  The test procedure is established as an OPP test procedure titled “Rinsing Procedures

for Dilutable Pesticide Products in Rigid Containers.” (Ref. 20) The proposed regulatory language provided

some details of the test procedure, which EPA intended to supplement with guidance.  The final rule does

not include the specific testing requirements because we believe it is more appropriate to provide these

details in a test protocol than in the regulations.

EPA decided not to finalize the proposed requirement in § 165.102(c)(1) that each nonrefillable

container be permanently marked with the EPA registration number of the pesticide in the final rule.  Also,
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EPA is not finalizing the proposed requirement in § 165.111 for registrants to certify that their nonrefillable

containers meet the standards and to submit the certifications to EPA.

Comments - EPA registration number.  Several State regulatory agencies supported requiring the

EPA registration number, saying it would help in the identification and disposal of unwanted and/or

abandoned pesticides.  One acknowledged that the container might not hold its original contents, but that

the benefits outweigh the disadvantages.  One commenter suggested imbedding identification stripes in

bags to identify the contents and another recommended requiring the year the pesticide was

manufactured in addition to the EPA registration number.

Almost 30 commenters, including almost 20 registrants, some registrant groups, a few container

manufacturer groups, and a State regulatory agency, opposed requiring the EPA registration number to be

permanently marked on the container because the container may not hold its original contents, the

number is already on the pesticide label, it would be too expensive, and it would create inventory and

container ordering problems.

Can't guarantee original contents.  Many commenters (registrants and registrant groups) opposed

this requirement as unjustified because there is no way to be certain that the container holds its original

contents.  In fact, several respondents – a registrant group and a few registrants – argued that if a

container loses its label (either as a result of poor handling and/or on purpose), it is unlikely that the

substance in the container would actually be the product identified by the EPA registration number.  Even

if the label accidentally falls off the container, the material in the container would have to be tested to

confirm that it is the product identified by an EPA registration number marked on the container.

Registration number is already on the label.  Several commenters (registrants, registrant groups,

and a State regulatory agency) commented that this requirement is unnecessary because the EPA

registration number is already required to be on the pesticide label.

Inventory problems.  Many commenters (registrants, registrant groups, and container

manufacturer groups) opposed permanently marking containers with the EPA registration number

because they claimed it would cause significant container inventory problems.  Many commenters

interpreted this standard to require containers to be embossed with the EPA registration number.  Under

this scenario, companies could not use a container design type for more than one product, as they

commonly do now.  Custom containers would have to be obtained for each product which would cause

problems with predicting and ordering the correct number of containers per product, storing the empty

containers, and ensuring the proper containers are filled.  In addition, several commenters pointed out that

the cost of individual containers may increase if smaller batches of containers are ordered.  As an

example, an institutional registrant commented that they would need to maintain an inventory of 78

different containers because they use six container types for several sanitizers and some subregistered

products.

Cost of molds.  Several respondents specifically commented on the cost of molds necessary to

produce containers with EPA registration numbers embossed in them.  One registrant estimated that it

would cost up to $1 million to account for all the different molds necessary for their lines of ant and roach

bait stations.  A container manufacturer group commented that each embossing plate costs $75 to $200,

which doesn't include the costs of shutting down the molding machine and changing the plate.  Also, a

registrant stated that the minimum cost-effective run is 10,000 containers.

Other costs.  Many respondents (registrants, registrant groups, and a container manufacturer

group) commented on other aspects of the cost of this requirement.  A registrant group and several

registrants questioned the cost/benefit balance of this standard, and several of them specifically

mentioned nonagricultural pesticides.  This registrant group added that many household registrants mark

the batch code on the closure and that the production line would have to be changed to mark information

on the containers.  A registrant stated that municipal recycling facilities can identify household/institutional
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cleaning products and do not reject them as described in the preamble.  A nonagricultural registrant stated

they would have to switch from paper labels to lithographed containers, which they estimated to cost about

$60,000.  One registrant commented that jet printing is a realistic alternative, but would cost at least

$12,000 and another estimated the costs to alter a filling line to comply to be at least $10,000.  A registrant

group responded that the initial investment would be high, especially for small formulators.  A container

manufacturer group expressed concern about the availability of technology to comply with this standard.

EPA Response - EPA Registration Number.  This requirement was intended to help the managers

of State pesticide collection and disposal programs (often called Clean Sweep programs) identify unknown

pesticides when they receive containers without labels.  However, based on the comments, we no longer

believe that the benefits of this standard would outweigh the costs.  EPA believes that many commenters

misunderstood the intent of the proposed interpretation of “permanent marking” because the comments

implied that the EPA registration number would have to be embossed in the container.  This was not the

intent of the proposal, which would have allowed ink jetting, so the comments regarding inventory

problems and some of the costs are not relevant.  However, even the estimates for ink jet printing and the

costs to alter a filling line are substantial when extrapolated to all of the formulators, particularly when the 

actual benefits are unclear.  EPA doesn’t question the benefit of helping State pesticide disposal programs

identify pesticides to facilitate and minimize the cost of disposing of unwanted pesticides.  However, there

are many legitimate questions about how often this might happen and how much confidence a pesticide

disposal program manager would have that the container holds its original contents.  (See the discussion

of good stewardship for “service containers” in Unit VII.L .)  Also, the EPA registration number is required

on the pesticide’s label.  Therefore, EPA is not finalizing this requirement in today’s final nonrefillable

container regulations.  EPA continues to believe that durably marking a product’s EPA registration number

on its nonrefillable containers is a good practice and we encourage registrants to do this (or continue

doing it), although it is not required.

Comments - certification.  A registrant group commented that registrants would be able to certify

compliance if appropriate standards are established.  Another registrant group commented that current

registration guidelines make the certification redundant and claimed that the requirement to certify was not

in compliance with the Paperwork Reduction Act.  A registrant group and a registrant urged EPA to

develop guidance to define what registrants should certify, because it is unclear what must be certified

and when.  A registrant group and a registrant/distributor said that formulators and subregistrants should

be allowed to meet this requirement by a data certification process.  Several commenters urged EPA to

require certification for products that are registered and sold or distributed, which would exclude inactive

product registrations.

EPA Response - certification.  EPA considered modifying the certification requirement to clarify

the intent.  However, EPA decided not to finalize the certification requirement because, in this case, we

believe that the benefits of having registrants certify compliance are outweighed by the paperwork burden

on industry and EPA.  EPA believes that having a high level official certify compliance with the regulations

generally facilitates compliance by having companies focus on the regulations up-front and by creating an

incentive for that official to ensure compliance because of the responsibility of signing such a statement. 

However, the registrants will already be sending in a submission with an official’s signature because of the

changes to the pesticide storage and disposal label statements.  Therefore, we believe that some of the

benefits of the label submissions will carry over onto the container standards.  Also, this approach should

eliminate potential confusion about submitting label changes and certifications if a product must comply

with the label changes in this rule but not the nonrefillable container standards (because of different

scopes).  Lastly, the container regulations, promulgated under the authority of FIFRA section 19, are

directly enforceable by section 12(a)(2)(S) of FIFRA, which states that it is unlawful to violate any

regulation issued under section 3(a) or 19.  In other words, the certifications are not necessary to enforce

these regulations.  For all of these reasons, EPA decided not to finalize the certification requirement in

today’s final rule.

Comments - container integrity and compatibility.  A few State regulatory agencies agreed with
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EPA's description of compatibility but supported including it in the regulations instead of the preamble.  A

registrant group commented that registrants should be required to put an expiration date on the label if

they are aware of incompatibilities that would limit the container service life.  A commenter  supports

further definition of "compatible" in the final rule.  A registrant believes the compatibility clause in

§165.102(b) is unnecessary because of the product integrity standard in the regulations (i.e., the

formulation cannot differ from composition as described on CSF.)  One commenter suggested adding

"barring any unforeseen or intervening cause or use" to differentiate between normal and unforeseen

situations.  A registrant commented that the integrity standard was reasonable and in line with current

industry practice.  A State regulatory agency supported setting container integrity standards to ensure that

containers can withstand handling, the formulation, and aging.

In 2003, Environment and Human Health, Inc. (EHHI) published a research report on The Risks of

Lawn-care Pesticides where a chapter was devoted to what the group identified as inadequate packaging

and labeling of lawn-care pesticide products.  This report and additional documents were submitted as

comments on the rule.  In July 2002, EHHI surveyed large Connecticut retail stores that sell pesticides to

determine the presence of any torn or broken pesticide packages. Torn and broken bags of lawn-care

products were found spilling their contents on the shelves and floors of a variety of home and hardware

stores.  Some of these stores also sell grocery items.  Many of the torn packages contain pesticides. The

report stated that there was a general belief among employees interviewed by EHHI that pesticide

packages are currently not strong enough to withstand customer and employee handling and shipping.  In

several states, stores selling open and leaking pesticide containers have been sued and examples from

California and Minnesota were cited.  EHHI wrote to all the manufacturers of the lawn-care pesticide

products and asked them to put their toxic products in better containers. One reply letter said that the

lawn-care pesticide products are in packaging that is porous by design.  EHHI is very concerned about this

and commented that the out-gassing and breakage of the lawn care pesticide packaging puts people who

work in the stores at risk. This commenter believes that the containers of lawn-care pesticides must be

made sturdier and non-porous and urged EPA to rewrite the container regulations to require lawn-care

pesticide products to be packaged in containers that will better protect the public.

Many (over 20) respondents (registrants, registrant groups, container manufacturer groups, a

container manufacturer and a State regulatory agency) commented that it isn't necessary for EPA to set a

compatibility and/or integrity standard.  Commenters cited the DOT regulations, liability and market place

forces and EPA's product chemistry (storage stability) registration data requirements as reasons an

integrity standard isn't necessary.

All but one of these commenters addressed the DOT regulations.  Some commenters

(registrants, registrant groups, a container manufacturer group, and a State regulatory agency) specifically

recommended that EPA adopt the DOT packing group III compatibility standard as a minimum

requirement, which would provide a familiar performance test.  A few respondents requested EPA to

accept compliance with the DOT standards as fulfilling the EPA requirement (similar to several DOT

references in the refillable subpart.)  A container manufacturer  supported the DOT standards as they are,

because they would allow for package optimization (i.e., stricter standards for more hazardous

substances.)  A registrant group  pointed out that some companies use DOT-tested packaging for all of

their products.  Some other respondents commented that integrity and compatibility concerns are

adequately covered by DOT, although it wasn't clear if these commenters are required to comply with the

DOT HMR, if they voluntarily comply, or if they believe EPA should reference the DOT standards.

Many commenters (registrant groups, registrants, and a container manufacturer) supplied other

reasons why a compatibility/integrity standard isn't necessary.  Some respondents commented that

compatibility is already addressed by the storage stability test required as part of the product chemistry

pesticide registration data requirements.  Also, some commenters said that market forces and liability are

sufficient incentive for registrants to use containers that are compatible with the pesticide contents and

that won't leak.  A few commenters  stated that the discussion of compatibility in the preamble was

consistent with EPA's definition in the Child Resistant Packaging regulations.  A container manufacturing
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group  commented that the concept of product compatibility is well-understood in the packaging industry

and doesn't need further definition.

Several container manufacturers and a few container manufacturer groups offered alternative

suggestions for a container integrity standard.  A few container manufacturers suggested that EPA set

standards for minimum wall thickness and container weights.  Another packaging manufacturer

commented that the standard doesn't definitively apply to water-soluble packaging and recommended

establishing an industry task force to develop appropriate standards.  One container manufacturer group 

said that problems with compatibility are not solved by container design, but by conducting compatibility

tests.  Another urged EPA to set a performance test because the current definition of compatible is too

ambiguous and suggested either the DOT test in 49 CFR Part 173 or, preferably, a test utilizing standard

liquids.

Many commenters (registrants, registrant groups, container manufacturer groups, and a State

regulatory agency) opposed the development of a container failure frequency standard by EPA.  Reasons

cited for a failure frequency standard being unnecessary include: U.N./DOT standards (through integrity

requirements, recordkeeping, and reporting) already cover these concerns; creating a technically sound

standard would involve a significant effort (data collection and analysis) by EPA; such a standard is

unlikely to substantially improve container quality; the costs far outweigh the benefits; if there is a problem,

a registrant will switch to a different container manufacturer; potential liability and clean up costs are

sufficient incentives for using sound containers; and most failures occur due to conditions outside the

range of normal handling (although commenters believed this type of failure should not be included in

such a standard.)

EPA Response - container integrity and compatibility.  EPA is not finalizing the container integrity

and compatibility standard because it was replaced by equivalent DOT requirements. 

Comments - reclose securely.  Some commenters supported the requirement for containers to

reclose securely.  A container manufacturer group commented that this standard is similar to a criterion in

the DOT standards (49 CFR 178.509) for plastic drums.

EPA Response- reclose securely.  EPA is not finalizing the requirement for containers to reclose

securely because it was replaced by an equivalent DOT requirement. 

Comments - material of construction marking.  A few commenters did not believe the material of

construction marking requirement would be problematic.  Another reinforced the importance of marking a

container with the identity of its construction material.  Many respondents (registrants, registrant groups,

and a State regulatory agency) opposed the requirement to mark containers with the material of

construction.  Several commenters deemed this requirement unnecessary because container

manufacturers already identify materials or because DOT already requires the material to be identified. 

Several respondents opposed requiring the material of construction to be identified until a coding system

is developed to cover all materials.  One registrant said that this standard would not increase the safe

handling of pesticide and another stated this standard shouldn't apply to containers that are not intended

to be recycled.  A State regulatory agency offered the following as alternative language: "Contained

pesticide - please dispose of properly."

Many commenters -- some registrants, several registrant groups, and a container manufacturer

group -- addressed the codes that would be used to identify the container materials.  An industrial

registrant trade group recommended that EPA accept compliance with either the DOT specifications or

the SPI codes.  Several registrants and registrant groups commented that a coding system that covers all

materials is needed.  Several of these commenters identified the SPI codes as generally accepted, but

limited because they only apply to plastics.  A few other commenters expressed concern about the fact

that the SPI codes are currently being revised.   Several commenters specifically supported the SPI code. 

Others requested clarification about the codes, suggesting that EPA develop a standard marking system
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or provide examples of proper container markings.

EPA Response - material of construction marking.  EPA is not finalizing the requirement for

containers to be permanently marked with the material of construction because it was replaced by an

equivalent DOT requirement. 

Comments - other permanent marking topics.  Several commenters requested exemptions from

the permanent marking requirements, including exemptions for: (1) containers of 12 ounces or less; (2)

industrial biocides; (3) liquid bleach bottles that already have "Clorox" embossed on them; and (4) all

nonagricultural pesticides.

Some commenters pointed out problems that the permanent marking requirements could cause

for specific container types.  One respondent pointed out that permanent marking is impossible for water

soluble film and urged EPA to clarify the requirements for water soluble packaging.  A registrant said that

it could cost over $1 million for all the different molds necessary for their ant and roach bait stations.  A

registrant group commented that the preamble discussion of container misuse doesn't include consumer

product containers and pointed out that aerosols cannot be refilled improperly.  One registrant questioned

the need for permanent marking for their packages -- specially designed, air-tight foil pouches with

adhesive labels.  Another registrant requested clarification on how the permanent marking requirement

would apply to multi-wall paper bags, flexible IBCs, and the outer packaging of composite and

combination packagings.  Several commenters asked EPA to consider the problem of identifying materials

for multi-component containers, such as bags.

Some commenters -- registrants, registrant groups, and a container manufacturer group --

pointed out specific problems the permanent marking requirements would cause for drums.  Nearly all of

these respondents commented that the permanent marking requirement could disrupt the current practice

of reconditioning drums, leading to a larger volume of containers to be disposed.  Additionally, some of

them commented that the EPA registration number standard would require drums to be dedicated to

specific products, which would eliminate the practice of using the same container type for different

products and would cause inventory difficulties.  

A registrant group opposed the permanent marking requirements.  A registrant commented that

the markings won't prevent improper disposal, but will provide a way to identify the company responsible

and urged EPA to reconsider the costs and benefits of permanent marking.  A State regulatory agency

recommended that EPA include a statement that the container is nonrefillable.  

Some commenters suggested alternative markings, including: (1) using only the base EPA

number for subregistered products; (2) "This container was used to contain a pesticide."; (3) "Contained

pesticide - please dispose of properly." and "nonrefillable" or "not reusable."; (4) the active ingredient code

instead of product code; (5) "Pesticide"; and (6) the company name or logo. A farmer and a state

regulatory agency urged EPA to also require the pesticide product name to be permanently marked on the

container so users can identify the contents if the label comes off. 

EPA Response - other permanent marking topics.  Neither of the proposed permanent marking

requirements is being finalized, as described above.
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VI.  Refillable Containers

A. Key Terms

1. Overview. The following terms, defined in section 165.3 of subpart A, are key to understanding

the refillable container standards in subpart C.

(1) Dry pesticide

(2) One-way valve

(3) Portable pesticide container

(4) Refillable container

(5) Stationary pesticide container

(6) Tamper-evident device

(7) Transport vehicle.

Three of these definitions – dry pesticide, tamper-evident device, and transport vehicle – are

identical to the proposed definitions.  The definition of refillable container was slightly modified to clarify

that refillable containers are used “for sale or distribution.”  As discussed below, a definition of portable

pesticide container has been added to the final rule and the other two definitions were changed

substantively.

The following proposed definitions that were relevant to the proposed refillable container

standards are not being finalized: dry bulk container; dry minibulk container; liquid bulk container; and

liquid minibulk container.  These are discussed below in conjunction with stationary pesticide container.

2. One-Way Valve.  Final Regulation.  One-way valve means a valve that is designed and

constructed to allow virtually unrestricted flow in one direction and no flow in the opposition direction, thus

allowing the withdrawal of material from, but not the introduction of material into a container.

Changes.  EPA incorporated the following phrase, as suggested by a registrant: “to allow virtually

unrestricted flow in one direction and no flow in the opposition direction.”  EPA believes this improves the

definition by clarifying what we mean by “one-way”.

Comments.  Two State regulatory agencies considered the proposed definition adequate to

provide protection while allowing the flexibility necessary to accommodate technological advances.  An

equipment manufacturer encouraged EPA to keep the definition as unencumbered as possible to help

promote the use of effective and economic valves.  This commenter stated that tamper-evident devices

and one-way valves must meet three criteria to be widely accepted and used: (1) standard (i.e., they fit

currently available containers); (2) simple to use; and (3) economical.

Many registrants, a few registrant groups, an equipment manufacturer and an environmental

group suggested different ways to word the definition of "one-way valve."  These changes included adding

phrases such as "non-return valve," "located in a refillable system," "flow of a liquid or solid material,"

"used to inhibit ... inadvertent contamination."  Many of these commenters also suggested changing the

term from “one-way valve” to “check valve.” A State regulatory agency asked for language that

acknowledges it is possible to introduce material through air-flow vents.

An equipment manufacturer, several agricultural registrants and a registrant group clearly

supported allowing the valve to be placed either in the container or in a coupler. 

EPA Response.  EPA believes that the minor change made to the definition keeps it

unencumbered and clarifies what “one-way” means.  Therefore, some of the other suggestions such as a

“non-return valve” are not necessary.  EPA agrees with allowing flexibility in the location of one-way

valves, but decided to clearly provide this flexibility in the refillable container standards rather than the

definition section.  EPA believes “one-way valve” is a more descriptive term than “check valve” so we are
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using the proposed term in the final rule.

3. Stationary Pesticide Container.  Final Regulation.  Stationary pesticide container means a

refillable container that is fixed at a single facility or establishment or, if not fixed, remains at the facility or

establishment for at least 30 consecutive days, and that holds pesticide during the entire time.

Changes.  The proposed definition for “stationary bulk container” was revised in several ways, as

discussed in detail in Unit VIII.E, which describes the containers that are subject to the containment

requirements.  The final rule changes the term from “stationary bulk container” to “stationary pesticide

container” because the changes to the final containment regulations eliminated the need for the proposed

definitions of minibulk and bulk containers.  

The proposed containment regulations would have required each stationary bulk container to be

protected by a secondary containment unit.  The proposed rule defined stationary bulk container to be “a

liquid bulk container or a dry bulk container that is fixed at a single facility or establishment...”  The

proposed rule also defined liquid bulk and dry bulk containers by size.  For example, liquid bulk container

was defined as “a refillable container designed and constructed to hold liquid pesticide formulations with

the capacity to hold undivided quantities of greater than 3,000 liters (793 gallons).”

The final containment regulations take a different approach of delineating the containers that must

be within secondary containment units.  Section 165.81(b) states that “Stationary pesticide containers

designed to hold undivided quantities of agricultural pesticides greater than 500 gallons (1,890 liters) of

liquid pesticide or greater than 4,000 pounds (1,818 kilograms) of dry pesticide are subject to the

regulations in this subpart and must have a secondary containment unit that complies with the provisions

of this subpart ...”  Because the container sizes are a regulatory criterion in § 165.81(b), the definitions of

liquid bulk container and dry bulk container are no longer necessary and are not being finalized.  The

definition of dry minibulk container was not used in the proposed or final regulations and is also not being

finalized.

4. Portable Pesticide Container.  Final Regulation.  Portable pesticide container means a refillable

container that is not a stationary pesticide container.

Changes.  The proposed regulations did not define portable pesticide container.  However, this

definition is necessary in the final rule to replace the term liquid minibulk container in the refillable

container regulations.  As described above, EPA is not finalizing the definitions for liquid bulk, dry bulk and

dry minibulk containers because they are not necessary.  Similarly, EPA believes that it is logical to not

finalize the definition for liquid minibulk container.  In the proposal, the only time the term liquid minibulk

container was used in the regulatory language was to define the kinds of refillable containers that had to

comply with the one-way valve/tamper-evident device requirement.  In the final rule, EPA partially

describes the containers that must comply with the one-way valve/tamper-evident requirement in §

165.45(e) as “a refillable container that is a portable pesticide container that is designed to hold liquid

pesticide formulations...” 

B. Purpose (§ 165.40(a))

Final Regulations.  The purpose of the refillable container standards is to establish design and

construction requirements for refillable containers used for the distribution or sale of some pesticide

products.

Changes.  This is nearly the same as the proposed purpose (in §165.120(a)).  One minor change

was to acknowledge the reduced number of products that are subject to the final regulations by stating

that the rule applies only to the distribution or sale of some pesticide products.  The proposed regulations

would have applied to all products.  Another insignificant modification was to delete the term “standards”

from the phrase “establish standards and requirements” because it is redundant.
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Comments.  A State regulatory agency supported the refillable design standards; several grower

groups questioned the need for regulation, citing the absence of problems with existing containers.  Some

registrants and a container manufacturer group said that DOT's existing packaging standards should be

sufficient to meet EPA's needs and argued against adding a layer of new requirements. Two grower

groups expressed concern that the proposal promotes use of larger refillables and described the need for

continued use of nonrefillables and small refillables.  A dealer argued that one-way plastic containers are

safer and meet needs that large refillables do not satisfy.  Several commenters suggested that, instead of

encouraging use of refillables, the proposed rule may have the opposite effect, causing the industry to use

nonrefillables to avoid the burden and expense of the new requirements.  The potential for cross-

contamination and releases as products are transferred into several containers, the cleanliness standard,

the hydraulic conductivity standard, testing and recordkeeping, container tracking and a higher cost per

container were cited as reasons.  Two industrial registrants said that the industry trend is toward use of

refillables to minimize waste and disposal costs.  An equipment manufacturer presented an example of an

advanced-technology refillable system they provide.  One registrant said that some standardization should

be beneficial for companies that have large volume products where the refillable option is attractive.

A State regulatory agency asked EPA to consider including a requirement to contain emissions

from dry pesticide repackaging operations and to require the washing of pesticide equipment and tanks to

be done on a containment structure.  A registrant group supports performance requirements over design

standards. Another registrant group commented that redesigning new tanks would create additional costs

that would be hard to recover.  A commenter urged EPA and the industry to extend recycling to refillable

containers, which currently are not included in the ACRC program.  This respondent stated that all

material used in the construction of refillables needs to be recyclable and that refillable containers once

thought to be the solution to single trip containers are becoming the new disposal problem.  A registrant

group representing the swimming pool and spa market commented that all 2.5-gallon jerry jugs for sodium

hypochorite should be yellow and used only for that material.

EPA Response.  EPA believes that it is necessary to establish requirements for refillable

containers in the final rule.  However, the final rule does not prohibit or discourage the use of nonrefillable

containers as suggested by several commenters.  As discussed in Unit IV, the final rule adopts DOT

regulations rather than the proposed EPA integrity and drop test requirements for minibulk containers.  In

the final rule, EPA has changed many of the requirements mentioned by commenters as being

burdensome, such as reducing the recordkeeping and tracking requirements, adopting the current cross-

contamination policy as the cleanliness standard and not finalizing the hydraulic conductivity standard. 

Many of the additional standards mentioned by commenters, such as containing emissions from dry

pesticide repackaging operations, requiring all material in refillable containers to be recyclable and

requiring 2.5-gallon containers for sodium hypochlorite to be yellow and dedicated to that pesticide, were

not proposed and therefore are outside the scope of the final rule.

C. Who Must Comply (§ 165.40(b))

Final Regulations.  You must comply with all of the refillable container regulations if you are a

registrant who distributes or sells a pesticide product in refillable containers.  If your product is subject to

the refillable container regulations as described in Unit VI.E, the product must be distributed or sold in

refillable containers that comply with these regulations.  This is true regardless of whether you repackage

the product into the container yourself or whether you sell or distribute the product to an independent

refiller, who repackages your product into refillable containers.

In addition, you must comply with the regulations in § 165.45(f) for stationary pesticide containers

if you are a refiller of a pesticide product and you are not the registrant of the pesticide product.

Changes.  For registrants, this is the same approach that we proposed in §§165.122(a)(1)(I) and

165.122(a)(2)(I).  However, the wording is more straightforward because the regulations for refillable

containers were separated from the repackaging regulations in the final rule.  This subpart includes only
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the refillable container standards, which apply to all registrants that use refillable containers to distribute or

sell their products.  The standards for repackaging were placed in a separate subpart, because those

regulations must distinguish between registrants who repackage product directly into the containers and

registrants who allow independent refillers to repackage their product into refillable containers.

The final rule clarifies that refillers must comply with the requirements for stationary pesticide

containers in § 165.45(f).  EPA believes it is reasonable to hold both the registrants and refillers

responsible for meeting the stationary pesticide container standards in § 165.45(f) because they are both

selling and distributing the pesticide that is held in those containers.

Comments.  W e received many comments in response to the description in the preamble for the

proposed rule regarding three different options for assigning responsibility for complying with the container

design standards.  Unit VI.N summarizes the options discussed in the proposal and the comments we

received on them.

D.  Compliance Dates (§ 165.40 ©)

Final Regulations.  The final regulations provide a five-year period after the date of publication of

the final rule in the Federal Register before compliance with the refillable container standards is required. 

Specifically, within five years from today’s date, registrants must distribute or sell all pesticide products in

refillable containers in compliance with these regulations.

Changes.  Based on the comments, EPA decided to extend the compliance period from the two-

year time frame that was proposed in § 165.139.  Also, the compliance date for registrants to submit

certifications is not being finalized because the certification requirement from the proposal is not being

finalized, as described in Unit VI.M.

Comments.  A few commenters (registrant groups, a registrant and a State) on the proposed rule

supported a two-year compliance period if EPA adopts a grandfather clause or references the DOT

regulations rather than the proposed regulations.  However, many commenters (mostly registrants, but

also a dealer group and a few States) argued for a longer compliance period to allow the continued use of

sound containers and to minimize the burden of retrofitting containers or replacing the containers in

inventory.  Because refillable containers can be used for many years (the average life span is five years

for plastic minibulks and 15 years for steel minibulks), a two-year phase-in period would require

companies to dispose of good containers or to retrofit them.  Several of the commenters mentioned that it

would take longer than two years to come into compliance.

In addition, many commenters (registrants and registrant groups) on the supplemental notice

stressed the need for an adequate transition period regarding the option of adopting the DOT Packing

Group III standards in the final rule.  The main points made by the commenters included: 

• An adequate transition period is required to design and obtain new packaging, finish using existing

supplies of previously authorized packaging, allow existing nonrefillable packaging to work its way

through the distribution system and let refillable packaging complete its useful life.

• An inadequate transition period would significantly increase the cost of compliance with this rule.

Major costs would be avoided as long as it is not necessary to dispose of packaging which has

not yet reached the end of its useful life or to recall packaging which is still in the distribution

channels and has not yet reached its final destination.  The suggested transition periods would

minimize the cost impact of the EPA container regulation.

• Pesticide products change hands several times as they move down the distribution chain from the

basic producer to the end user (basic producers, formulators, distributors, retail dealers, brokers,

custom applicators and end users).  In many cases, the movement of materials is reversed when

products are not consumed.

• The distribution process normally is completed in a given sales year.  However, when materials
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are not consumed, inventories build at all levels of the distribution chain.  Quite often materials

may be held in inventory for multiple years before re-entering the distribution network.  During

periods when materials are being held in inventory, the pesticide formulators and others are

negatively impacted when regulatory changes are imposed on products in the distribution chain

(rather than on products that will be sold or distributed at some future date), which involves

substantial expenses to producers with, in most cases, no justifiable gain in safety.

W hile the exact transition times requested by the commenters on the supplemental notice varied,

the suggestions generally fit into the following pattern.  The commenters recommended that the final rule

provide:

• Two years with regard to the manufacture, marking, and filling of nonrefillable packaging which

was authorized prior to the effective date of the final rule;

• One or two years with regard to the manufacture, marking, and first-time filling of refillable

packaging which was authorized prior to the effective date of the final rule;

• Two or three additional years (a total of 4 or 5 years after the effective date of the final rule) with

regard to continued shipment of nonrefillable packages which were filled up to one year after the

effective date of the final rule;

• Five additional years (a total of 6 or 7 years after the effective date of the final rule) with regard to

continued use of plastic refillable packaging, which was authorized, and in use prior to the

effective date of the final rule;

• An unlimited period with regard to continued use of metal refillable packaging, which was

authorized, and in use prior to the effective date of the final rule.

Some additional comments made by one or two commenters each include:

• In the 1994 proposed rule, § 165.134(f) would permit a six-year limit for plastic liquid minibulk

containers in order for them to have a year to get into the pesticide distribution chain and a five-

year lifetime.  A registrant stated that the phase-in period for new reusable containers should be at

least an equivalent length of time in order for existing containers to complete their useful life.

• A commenter said that the pesticide industry should not be penalized for converting to refillable

containers beginning in the 1980*s.  This change was supported by the EPA with the

understanding that plastic refillable containers have an expected useful life of approximately five

years.  The respondent commented that new container standards should phase out the use of

these containers, which are not presenting an imminent hazard, without requiring them to be

recalled prior to the completion of their normal usable life.

• A few commenters stated that another advantage to the transition period is that distributing costs

over time should improve regulatory compliance. 

• Another comment was that the proposed transition period to implement the container standards is

too short to bear EPA*s assertion that this regulation will have a low economic impact. Also, EPA

should work with DOT to allow a longer period for package recertifications for products in low

toxicity categories.

EPA Response.  As described above, EPA is extending the compliance period for refillable

containers to five years to provide for a smoother and less burdensome transition for companies. 

Companies that have already made significant investments in refillable containers will be able to use their

existing containers for five years, which covers the average expected lifetime of a plastic minibulk

container.  Also, the changes to the refillable container standards will allow existing refillable containers

that meet the DOT Packing Group III standards to be retrofitted relatively easily (by durably marking each

container with a serial number and having a one-way valve and/or tamper-evident device on each opening

of liquid minibulk containers) so they can continue being used.  EPA believes that the longer compliance

period in the final regulations is reasonable and should apply equally to all products and all refillable

containers.
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E.  Pesticide Products Included (§§ 165.43(a) - (g))

Final Regulations.  As described in detail in Unit III, only certain products have to comply with the

refillable container standards.  MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants, and certain antimicrobial products

are completely exempt from the refillable container requirements.  All other pesticide products are subject

to the refillable container regulations.

Some of the antimicrobial pesticides that are subject to the refillable container regulations are

subject to a reduced set of regulations.  In particular, antimicrobial pesticides that are used in swimming

pools and closely related sites (such as hot tubs, spas and whirlpools) are exempt from the requirements

for marking the serial number and having a one-way valve and/or tamper-evident device on each opening.

Changes.  In the proposed rule, only MUPs were exempt from the refillable container regulations

(in §165.122(b)(1)).  All other products would have been subject to the standards.  The 1999 supplemental

notice discussed regulatory options for exempting some products (antimicrobials and non-antimicrobials)

from the full set of refillable container regulations and for exempting certain antimicrobial products from

specific requirements.

The criteria in the final rule for exempting antimicrobials are different than those discussed in the

supplemental notice and the final rule exempts plant-incorporated protectants.  The final refillable

container regulations do not incorporate the toxicity category, container size or environmental hazard

criteria from the supplemental notice.  Also, the final rule changes some aspects of the supplemental

notice approach of subjecting antimicrobial swimming pool products to a reduced set of requirements.

Table VI-1 describes the provisions for determining which pesticide products are subject to which

refillable container regulations and a brief explanation of how (or if) this provision changed from the

proposal and/or the supplemental notice.

Table VI-1.  Changes to the Scope of the Refillable Container Regulations

Regulatory Provision Changes

Manufacturing use products are exempt. No change from proposed rule or supplemental

notice.

Plant-incorporated protectants are exempt. Plant-incorporated protectants would have been

subject to the proposed rule.  The regulations for

plant-incorporated protectants were finalized in

2001.  W e are exempting them from the final rule

because of their unique nature.

Certain antimicrobial products are exempt. Antimicrobial products would have been subject to

the proposed rule.  The final rule implements an

approach similar to option 1 in the supplemental

notice, although some of the details are different.

All other products are subject to the refillable

container requirements, except for certain

antimicrobial swimming pool products.

All products other than manufacturing products

would have been subject to the proposed rule.

The final rule is different than the approach

discussed in the supplemental notice, which

would have exempted products in Toxicity

Category III or IV in small containers and outdoor

use  products without the specified environmental

hazard statements on their label.
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Antim icrobial products used in swimming pools

and closely related sites are subject to a reduced

set of refillable container requirements.

Antim icrobial products used in swimming pools

would have been subject to the proposed rule.

The final rule is the result that was intended in the

supplemental notice, although the specifics of how

it is implemented in the final rule are different than

in the supplemental notice.

Comments.  EPA received many comments on the scope issues presented in both the proposed

rule and the supplemental notice.  These comments and EPA’s responses to them are summarized in

Unit III.  In addition, comments relating to the problems that serial numbers and tamper-evident devices

and one-way valves would cause for refillable containers used for swimming pool antimicrobials are

discussed in Units VI.H and VI.I.

F.  Other Exemptions (§ 165.43(h))

Final Regulations and Changes.  The refillable container regulations do not apply to transport

vehicles that contain pesticide in pesticide-holding tanks that are an integral part of the transport vehicle

and that are the primary containment for the pesticide.  This is identical to the exemption proposed in

§165.122(b)(2).  In addition, the final rule includes a specific exemption for gaseous pesticides, which is

necessary to implement our intent from the proposal because the final rule does not use the proposed

terms liquid minibulk, dry minibulk, liquid bulk and dry bulk containers, which would have excluded

gaseous pesticides.

Comments - transport vehicles.  About nine commenters on the proposed rule, including registrant

groups, registrants, a dealer group and a State regulatory agency supported the exemption for transport

vehicles, because they are already regulated by DOT.  These commenters agreed with EPA’s intent to not

regulate tank cars and tank trucks. 

EPA Response - transport vehicles.  EPA agrees with the commenters and maintains our position

that the refillable container standards were not intended to apply to tank trucks and tank cars.

Comments - gaseous pesticides.  An agricultural registrant asked for language in the refillable

container regulations that reiterates the agency's intent to exclude containers of gaseous pesticides,

saying that subpart G is not clear on this point.  This commenter stated that cylinders of methyl bromide

are subject to strict DOT regulations and that transfers of methyl bromide from bulk containers to smaller

vessels are carried out in completely closed systems because of its high volatility.

EPA Response - gaseous pesticides.  In the discussion of definitions of different kinds of refillable

containers in the 1994 proposal, EPA said that we did not intend to regulate refillable containers for

gaseous pesticides at this time because EPA is not aware of problems with this type of container.  EPA

believes that refillable containers of gaseous pesticides are regulated by DOT - under very detailed

regulations for cylinders - and that gaseous pesticides are repackaged by registrants because specific

transfer systems and equipment are necessary.  Therefore, EPA believes it is appropriate to exempt

gaseous pesticides from the refillable container standards in the final rule - as we intended in the proposal. 

However, the final rule includes a specific exemption for gaseous pesticides, which is necessary because

the final rule does not use the proposed terms liquid minibulk, dry minibulk, liquid bulk and dry bulk

containers, which would have excluded gaseous pesticides.

Comments - other situations.  In the preamble of the proposed regulations, EPA expressed

concern that there may be situations where the distinction between a container and a transport vehicle

may not be clear.  For example, if product is sold or distributed in a minibulk container on a small trailer,

EPA would consider the vessel to be a container and therefore subject to the refillable container

standards.  Four commenters (registrants and a registrant group) agreed with our assessment of this
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example and stated that minibulks mounted on trailers should be subject to the regulations.  One

registrant group opposed our assessment and said that the definition of transport vehicles should include

pull behind tanks/trailers.

A State regulatory agency asked for clarification about whether injection system equipment, where

pesticide and diluent are mixed on-the-go, would be classified as transport vehicles.  This commenter also

said that lawn care vehicles may be included.  A registrant/distributor, a few State agencies and a few

dealer groups suggested that containers that are permanently affixed to vehicles, such as service or

application vehicles, are service containers and should be exempt from regulation as refillable containers. 

A registrant asked EPA to address tank cars and trucks that deliver pesticides directly to irrigation

systems.

EPA Response - other situations.  EPA maintains, as stated in the proposed rule, that a portable

refillable container on a small trailer is a container and therefore subject to the container standards. 

Containers that are permanently attached to service and application vehicles are considered service

containers and, therefore, not regulated as refillable containers.  Similarly, pesticide-holding vessels on

injection systems are considered service containers and are not regulated as refillable containers, unless

those vessels are also used to sell or distribute the pesticides.

Comments - other exemption requests.  One registrant group proposed also exempting small-

package household refillables, since they serve to reduce waste and enforcement isn't practical.

EPA Response - other exemption requests.  The final rule defines refillable containers as

containers that are intended to be filled with pesticide more than once for sale or distribution.  EPA

continues to believe that all containers that meet this definition, regardless of the pesticide market, must

comply with this subpart.  As described in more detail in Unit IX.C.2 of this document, EPA is modifying

the label statements to allow the use of containers of ready-to-use (and often household) products that are

refilled with a different product (that is a similar, but concentrated formulation) and diluted by the end user

to continue.  However, Unit IX.C.2 also explains that the containers of the ready-to-use products are

intended to be sold or distributed only once so they meet the definition of nonrefillable container.

G.  DOT Standards (§§ 165.45(a) - ©)

Final Regulations.  As discussed in detail in Unit IV, refillable containers must comply with the

DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations that are referred to and adopted into EPA’s regulations.  These

incorporated regulations establish requirements for container design, construction and marking.

Changes. This is a change from the proposed regulation, although the approach of referring to

and adopting a subset of the DOT standards was discussed in detail in the 1999 supplemental notice. 

See Unit IV for a detailed discussion.  As discussed in Unit VI.M, some of the proposed requirements for

refillable containers are not being finalized in the final rule because they were replaced by equivalent DOT

requirements.

H.  Serial Number Marking (§ 165.45(d))

Final Regulations.  Each refillable container must be marked in a durable and clearly visible

manner with a serial number or other identifying code that will distinguish the individual container from all

other containers.  Durable marking includes, but is not limited to etching, embossing, ink jetting, stamping,

heat stamping, mechanically attaching a plate, molding, and marking with durable ink.  The serial number

or other identifying code must be located on the outside part of the container except on a closure. 

Placement on the label or labeling is not sufficient unless the label is an integral, permanent part of or

permanently stamped on the container.  Antim icrobial products used in swimming pools and closely

related sites (that are subject to the regulations) are exempt from this requirement.
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Changes.  The marking requirement was changed significantly from the proposal to the final rule. 

First, the proposed rule included seven pieces of information that would have been marked on the

containers and the final rule only includes one piece of data, the serial number (or other identifying code). 

Some of the proposed items – the container manufacturer, date of manufacture, rated capacity, and

material of construction – were deleted because this information is required in the DOT standards.  The

other pieces of information – the model number and the phrase “Meets EPA standards for refillable

containers” – were deleted from the regulations because they are no longer necessary for implementing

the refillable container and repackaging requirements due to the change to refer to and adopt the DOT

regulations and because commenters raised some legitimate problems with them.

Second, the regulatory text was changed to clarify that the serial number (or identifying code)

must be durably marked on the container, rather than permanently marked as stated in the proposed

regulations.  EPA’s intent for “permanent marking” in the proposal was described in the preamble as

“Permanent marking includes, but is not limited to, etching, embossing, ink jetting, stamping, heat

stamping, mechanically attaching a plate, molding, or marking with durable ink.”  EPA believes that

durable marking is a more accurate term to describe our intent.  The text in the final regulation – “must be

marked in a durable and clearly visible manner” is based on the DOT marking standards for intermediate

bulk containers in 49 CFR 178.703(a)(1).

Third, the proposal included a provision that allowed compliance with a similar DOT marking

requirement to satisfy the corresponding EPA pesticide container standard.  This provision is no longer

necessary because the final regulation refers to and adopts some of the DOT standards.

Comments - permanent marking.  The proposal for the container marking drew a large number of

comments.  About 20 commenters, consisting mainly of registrants, registrant groups, and container

manufacturer groups, addressed EPA's interpretation of permanent marking.  These comments focused

on the proposed permanent marking requirements for nonrefillable containers, but are applicable to the

refillable container and label regulations as well.  These comments are included in the refillable container

section because the marking requirements for nonrefillable containers are not being finalized.

One registrant supported the list of different techniques that would qualify for permanent marking. 

Some respondents (registrants and registrant groups) specifically supported including ink jetting as a

means of permanent marking and one suggested adding rubber-stamping to the list.  A few registrants

commented that many inks can be removed with solvent-based products.

Some commenters (registrants and registrant groups) urged EPA to move the list of acceptable

forms of permanent marking from the preamble to the regulations if permanent marking is required. 

Respondents said this would prevent confusion and misunderstanding during enforcement.

One container manufacturer group discussed the difference between the UN/DOT terms

"permanent" and "durable" and suggested that EPA's purposes would be met by requiring durable

marking.  A registrant provided similar comments and supported marks that are "long-lasting and

persistent through the life of the pesticide."  This registrant also commented that permanent marking is

best performed by container manufacturers, although registrants can add durable marking, such as ink

jetting and stenciling with paint.  A container manufacturer group supported providing options because

different types of markings are suitable for different container types, but opposed mechanically attaching a

plate to plastic containers and expressed concern about some of the other alternatives.

Some respondents (registrants and registrant groups) urged EPA to allow the use of pressure-

sensitive labels and/or labels attached with permanent adhesive as alternative ways to comply with the

permanent marking requirement.  A container manufacturer group recommended requiring the containers

to be marked in a manner "that at least some of the material from which the container is made must be

destroyed to remove the marking."  A pesticide user commented that the marking should be legible after

the third water rinse and dry cycles.
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EPA Response - permanent marking.  EPA modified the approach toward permanent marking

several ways in the final rule to eliminate confusion about the intent and to facilitate compliance.  First,

EPA changed the description of marking from “permanent” to “durable” marking.  EPA believes that

durable marking is a more accurate term to describe our intent because the description of “permanent”

marking in the preamble of the proposal included marking methods, such as ink jetting, stamping and

marking with durable ink, that are durable but not permanent.  Second, the final rule clarifies that ink

jetting and stamping are allowable methods of marking the required information on the containers.  Third,

the allowable methods of marking are listed in the regulations, rather than only in the preamble or

guidance material, to enhance the understanding of the intent.

Comments - serial numbers.  Serial numbers were uniformly opposed by several registrants,

several registrant groups, and a container manufacturer because these commenters claimed requiring

serial numbers would greatly increase the cost of compliance.  Several commenters focused on the

potential impact on plastic and steel drums and flexible intermediate bulk containers, and said it would be

very burdensome to permanently mark a serial number on each container.  Three respondents specifically

addressed swimming pool chemicals.  These commenters stated that the requirement for serial numbers

and the associated recordkeeping requirements would be completely unworkable for refillable pool

chemicals because millions of refillable containers (from 1 to 55 gallons) are used each year and a single

shipment can contain 4,000 to 5,000 bottles.  This increased cost would make refillable containers

uneconomical for swimming pool chemicals, which would lead to the registrants switching to nonrefillable

plastic jugs.

EPA Response - serial numbers.  EPA disagrees with commenters that the cost of complying with

the serial number requirement (for products other than swimming pool chemicals) would be overly

burdensome.  First, the final regulation clarifies that the serial number must only be durably marked, not

permanently marked.  Therefore, it would not have to be done by an automatic marking device capable of

changing each time a new container is made.  Second, this standard only applies to containers that are

refilled.  It does not apply to containers that are being reconditioned, remanufactured or repaired

according to the DOT standards in 49 CFR 173.28 or 180.352.  In other words, it does not apply to drums

that are used once and reconditioned according to DOT standards and then filled with pesticide or another

substance.  See the discussion in Unit IV.B that states that the reference to 49 CFR 173.28 is included in

the final regulations to allow drums to be reconditioned and then reused under the pesticide container

regulations.

EPA agrees with the commenters that applying serial numbers (and some other requirements) to

refillable containers used for swimming pool pesticides would disrupt the current refillable container

system for swimming pool chemicals and would quite likely cause the refillables to be replaced by millions

of single-use, nonrefillable containers.  Therefore, the final rule exempts antim icrobial products used in

swimming pools and closely related sites (and that are subject to the regulations) from the serial number

requirement.

Comments - DOT.  Several registrants, a few registrant groups, and several container

manufacturer groups addressed the redundancy with UN/DOT requirements. These comments generally

stated that the UN/DOT marking was sufficient.  Commenters explained that the UN/DOT marking

covered many of the proposed items to be marked, in particular the container manufacturer, date of

manufacture, rated capacity, and material of construction.

Also, several registrants and a registrant group commented that a model number wouldn’t be

necessary if EPA adopted the DOT standards, because the UN/DOT marking could be utilized to identify

appropriate containers.

EPA Response - DOT.  EPA agrees with the commenters on the DOT standards.  Several of the

proposed markings – the container manufacturer, date of manufacture, rated capacity, and material of

construction – are not being finalized because this information is required in the adopted DOT standards.  
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In addition, the model number is not finalized in the durable marking required by the final

regulations.  EPA agrees with the commenters that the model number is no longer necessary because of

the change to refer to and adopt the DOT regulations.  The model number was included in the proposed

rule to give registrants a way to identify containers that met the refillable container standards and,

therefore, could be refilled with their product.  Under the proposal, registrants would have been required to

ensure that minibulk containers met the integrity standard and to keep records of the container

successfully passing the drop test.

Because the final rule refers to and adopts the DOT standards, registrants can rely on a

container’s marking to ensure that the container complies with the adopted DOT standards.  Several of

the DOT provisions that allow this are:

• Among other things, the DOT marking indicates what level of testing that the container complies

with, e.g., the packing group.  

• Section 178.2(b) (in 49 CFR) states that when Part 178 requires that a packaging be marked with

a DOT specification or UN standard marking, marking the packaging certifies that (1) all

requirements of the DOT specification or UN standard, including performance tests, are met; and

(2) all functions performed by (or on behalf of) the person whose name/symbol appears conform

to the requirements in Part 178.

• Section 171.2© (in 49 CFR) states that no person may represent, mark, certify, sell, or offer a

packaging or container as meeting the requirements of the HMR unless the container is

manufactured, fabricated, marked, maintained, reconditioned, repaired and retested (as

appropriate) in accordance with the HMR, even if the container is not used or intended to be used

for transporting a DOT hazardous material.

Therefore, registrants can identify acceptable containers to refillers by specifying the DOT or UN marking

on the containers that indicates compliance with the appropriate standards, e.g., the marking that

indicates compliance with the Packing Group III standards.  Registrants no longer need to identify

acceptable containers by model number.

Comments - meets EPA standards.  Many registrants and registrant groups (about 11

commenters total) uniformly opposed the "Meets EPA standards for refillable pesticide containers"

statement.  Most of these respondents said the statement is unnecessary because the DOT marking and

requirements provide an existing system to verify compliance.  Additionally, several commenters said that

this statement could lead to confusion or problems for materials that are sold as pesticides and non-

pesticides and for companies that may rent large-volume containers such as seatainers.  In particular,

people may infer that the container must contain pesticides, which could limit or at least complicate the

materials for which the container is used.  

EPA Response - meets EPA standards.  EPA agrees with the commenters that the “Meets EPA

standards” statement is unnecessary and is not finalizing this statement in the required marking in the final

rule because of the change to refer to and adopt the DOT regulations.  This phrase was included in the

proposal to provide a quick way for registrants, refillers and inspectors to identify a container as one that

meets the refillable container standards that could not be determined by a visual inspection.  In the

proposed standards, an inspector would not have been able to determine compliance with the specified

drop test by visually inspecting the container, while compliance with the permanent marking and one-way

valve/tamper-evident device could have been determined visually.  Therefore, the “Meets EPA standards”

statement was intended to represent compliance with the specified drop test.  As described above,

compliance with the DOT standards provides enough information for registrants, refillers and inspectors to

identify acceptable containers in terms of compliance with the adopted DOT standards.  As with the

proposed standards, compliance with the permanent marking and one-way valve/tamper-evident device

standards can be determined by a visual inspection.  In addition, this change will eliminate any confusion

about whether the refillable containers can be used to sell or distribute materials other than pesticides or

materials such as commodity chemicals, that can be pesticides and non-pesticides.
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I.  Openings - One-Way Valves or Tamper-Evident Devices (§ 165.45(e))

Final Regulations.  Like the proposed rule, this standard applies only to portable pesticide

(refillable) containers designed to hold liquids – not portable pesticide containers for dry pesticides or

stationary pesticide containers.  Also, this standard does not apply to cylinders that comply with the DOT

HMR.  Each opening of a portable pesticide container for liquid materials (except for DOT cylinders) other

than a vent must have a one-way valve, a tamper-evident device or both.  A one-way valve may be

located in a device or system separate from the container if the device or system is the only reasonably

foreseeable way to withdraw pesticide from the container.  A vent must be designed to minimize the

amount of material that could be introduced into the container through it.

Changes.  EPA made several modifications to this requirement.  First, the description of the

containers that must comply was changed to portable pesticide containers that are designed to hold liquid

formulations because the definition of liquid minibulk container is not being finalized.  Second, we changed

the word “aperture” in the proposal to “opening” in the final rule because it is a more common term that

should facilitate understanding and therefore compliance with the regulations.  Third, the standard was

changed so vents do not need to have tamper-evident devices or one-way valves.  Instead, a sentence

was added to ensure that vents are designed to minimize the amount of material that could be introduced

into containers through them.  Fourth, the requirement was amended to clarify that a one-way valve may

be located in a separate device or system, such as a coupler, if that device or system is the only

reasonably foreseeable way to withdraw pesticide from the container.  This was the intent of the proposed

standard, as described in the 1994 preamble, but we are adding it to the regulations for clarity.  Fifth, the

final rule was amended to state that this requirement does not apply to cylinders that comply with DOT’s

Hazardous Materials Regulations.  Sixth, antim icrobial products used in swimming pools and closely

related sites (that are subject to the regulations) are exempt from this requirement.

Comments - vents.  A container manufacturer group pointed out that vents are needed to provide

air flow and that a person could introduce a material through a vent if they tried hard enough.  This

commenter recommended requiring vents to be designed to minimize the introduction of material through

them.  Similarly, a State regulatory agency urged EPA to modify the requirement to acknowledge that

vents are required on refillables and are not one-way.  

EPA Response - vents.  EPA agrees with the commenters that vents are needed to provide air

flow when unloading material from a container and that vents do not meet the definitions of either one-way

valves or tamper-evident devices.  Therefore, EPA modified the regulations to clarify that vents do not

need one-way valves or tamper-evident devices, but that they must be designed to minimize the

introduction of material through them

Comments - chloropicrin.  A group of chloropicrin manufacturers and users cited several reasons

why that product should be exempt from the opening requirement.  This commenter provided the following

information:

• Chloropicrin is a highly volatile liquid that is shipped and handled essentially like a gas.

• End-use formulations containing chloropicrin are shipped in refillable steel containers

manufactured under the same DOT specifications as propane cylinders.

• Chloropicrin containers typically have only one specialized valve for filling and emptying the

cylinder and specialized connections are required to fill them.

• Chloropicrin cylinders contain screw-on valve protections known as bonnets.  The commenter

stated that adding external one-way valves is not possible due to space limitations and increasing

the size of the bonnets would reduce the ability of the bonnet to protect the valve.

In addition, the commenter claimed that:
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• The specialized valve and refilling connections minimize the chance of contamination or

unauthorized filling.

• No valves were available in 1994 that were compatible with chloropicrin and that allow filling and

emptying the container through a one-way valve.

• Installing one-way valves on thousands of existing cylinders could cause unnecessary worker

exposure.

EPA Response - chloropicrin.  EPA agrees that the one-way valve/tamper-evident device

requirement could be problematic for cylinders, such as those used to distribute chloropicrin end-use

products and propane.  The one-way valve/tamper-evident device requirement applies to portable

pesticide containers for liquid materials, which we envisioned as DOT portable tanks, IBCs and the non-

bulk refillable containers designed to hold liquids.  As explained by the commenter, chloropicrin is unusual

in the sense that it is a liquid, but it is shipped and handled essentially like a gas.  DOT classifies

chloropicrin as hazard division 6.1 (poisonous material).  EPA believes that the DOT specifications for

cylinders are extremely detailed and extensive and we do not want to add requirements to them that would

compromise the safety and protection provided by the DOT cylinder requirements.  Note that cylinders

holding gases would not be subject to the one-way valve/tamper-evident device requirement because

such containers are not portable pesticide containers designed to hold liquids, as described in the final

pesticide container regulations.

EPA believes that the chloropicrin cylinders described by the commenter should not have to

comply with the one-way valve/tamper-evident device requirement.  However, rather than specifically

exempt containers holding chloropicrin, the final regulations take a more general approach and exclude

cylinders that comply with the DOT HMR.  The more general approach was taken because there may be

other highly volatile liquid pesticides that are distributed in DOT cylinders that would face the same

difficulties in complying with this requirement.

Comments - sodium hypochlorite.  In comments on the proposed rule, a registrant group stated

that the one-way valves identified in their research cost several times more than the refillable containers

used to distribute sodium hypochlorite.  According to this commenter, the one-way valve costs (in 1994)

ranged from $10 for a 1-gallon container to $45 for a 55-gallon container.  Another registrant group

identified one-way valves as one aspect of the proposed regulations that would make refillable containers

economically unfeasible for sodium hypochlorite in the swimming pool industry.  A trade group

representing all aspects of the swimming pool industry explained that sodium hypochlorite is a relatively

low value product that sold for as little as $1.00 per gallon in 1994.  At the time, purchasers would pay a

deposit of $0.50 to $1.00 per refillable container.  This commenter believes that the proposed regulations

would make the refillable jugs used to distribute sodium hypochlorite for swimming pool use prohibitively

expensive.  All of these commenters favored exempting sodium hypochlorite from the pesticide container

rule.

The comments on the supplemental notice were similar.  The trade group representing all aspects

of the swimming pool industry stated that the proposal to exempt eligible Toxicity Category I antimicrobial

products used in swimming pools from most of the refillable container standards is laudable, but that it

does not go far enough.  A pool supply company commented that using one-way valves and serial

numbers on its returnable bottles would increase the cost to the point where it could no longer compete in

the marketplace.  A sodium hypochlorite manufacturer stated that the relatively low value of the product

makes the use of one-way valves unaffordable.  This commenter stated that one-way valves for drums

cost about $75 container, not including the connectors/adaptors that the applicators would need.  This

manufacturer identified a one-way valve device that could be added to the refillable jugs for about $3 per

container, which is more reasonable, but noted that these devices could not be produced in large enough

quantities to account for all refillable jugs currently in use.

EPA Response - sodium hypochlorite.  EPA modified the regulation to exempt antimicrobial

products (that are subject to the regulations) used in swimming pools and closely related sites from this
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requirement for one-way valves or tamper-evident devices.  As stated in the supplemental notice, EPA

acknowledges that applying some of the refillable container standards, including this one, to sodium

hypochlorite used in swimming pools would disrupt the current refillable container system for these

products.  This disruption would probably cause the refillables to be replaced by millions of single-use,

nonrefillable containers, which is inconsistent with the goals of pollution prevention and of facilitating the

safe refill and reuse of containers (FIFRA section 19(e)).  Therefore, the 1999 supplemental notice

described a regulatory option intended to exempt swimming pool chemicals from some of the refillable

container requirements.  Based on comments and further analysis, EPA realized that the products for

which relief was intended (sodium hypochlorite) may be hazardous wastes when disposed and, therefore,

would not be eligible for exemption as described in the supplemental notice.  Therefore, the final rule was

revised to clarify that swimming pool products are exempt from the problematic requirements.  Currently,

EPA is aware of sodium hypochlorite products that fit the exemption criteria and that are distributed and

sold in refillable containers, although the partial exemption was drafted to be general so it would apply to

any products that fit the criteria.  See Unit III.D for a more detailed discussion.

Comments - position of one-way valve.  In the preamble to the proposed rule, EPA stated our

position that a one-way valve may be located in a device or system that is separate from the container in

certain circumstances and we requested comments on this position.  Many commenters, including

registrants, registrant groups, an equipment manufacturer, a dealer group, and a State regulatory agency,

supported the option of allowing the valve to be located separate from the container, such as in a coupling

mechanism.  Only one commenter, a registrant, opposed this flexibility, stating that the valve should be

part of the container for added protection.

EPA Response - position of one-way valve.  In the final rule, EPA is maintaining its position

regarding the location of a one-way valve.  The final regulations were changed to clarify that a one-way

valve may be located in a device or system separate from the container if the device or system is the only

reasonably foreseeable way to withdraw pesticide from the container.  EPA believes that allowing a one-

way valve in the coupler or other device under the specified condition would accomplish the goals of

limiting access to the container’s interior and would allow closed, automated filling of the containers.  For

small liquid minibulks (often called small volume returnables), much of the industry has adopted a design

with the one-way valve in a coupler.

Comments - opposed to requirement.  A registrant group stated that having one-way valves on

refillables for industrial biocides is unnecessary because the containers are used only in industrial

situations and that a one-way valve won’t be sufficient to prevent a determined person putting an

unwarranted material in the container.  A registrant group and a registrant from the institutional/household

market commented that most current intermediate bulk containers in that sector have the ability to apply a

seal to the top fill opening and that their experience shows this is adequate insurance against the

introduction of foreign material.  A State regulatory agency opposed one-way valves because they prevent

users from rinsing containers.  This commenter believes that it is beneficial for users to clean the

containers because they can add the rinsate to the application mixture.

EPA Response - opposed to requirement.  EPA disagrees with the commenters and believes that

regardless of the market sector, openings other than vents should be protected with a tamper-evident

device, a one-way valve or both.  EPA agrees that it is possible for people to break tamper-evident

devices and one-way valves, which would allow them to introduce material into the container.  However,

the point of this requirement is to: (1) make it difficult for someone other than the authorized refiller to

introduce material into the container and (2) highlight tampering and/or improper handling to the refiller, so

he can properly inspect, clean and handle the container before refilling it.  EPA disagrees with the State

regulatory agency; we do not want end users to have access to the interior of liquid portable pesticide

containers.  W hile rinsing the containers doesn’t pose a risk, giving end users access to the interior of

liquid portable pesticide containers greatly increases the potential for cross-contamination of the next

product distributed in the container.  If end users can add water to the container to rinse it, they could

easily add other materials to the container.
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Comments - dry minibulks.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA requested comments on whether a

requirement for tamper-evident devices and one-way valves should apply to dry minibulk containers.  

Some commenters (State regulatory agencies, a container manufacturing group, registrants, a registrant

group, and a dealer group) opposed applying some or all of the aperture requirement to dry minibulks. 

Most of the respondents stated that one-way valves would not be appropriate for dry materials; some said

they are not aware of any available technology and suggested that such devices might be technically

infeasible.  Also, several opposed requiring tamper-evident devices on dry minibulks.  Several State

regulatory agencies favored having the same aperture requirement for liquid and dry minibulks to prevent

future contamination problems.  Several other commenters (registrants and a dealer group) said that dry

minibulks should have a tamper-evident device.

EPA Response - dry minibulks.  EPA maintains our position from the 1994 proposed rule.  W e

encourage the incorporation of tamper-evident devices and one-way valves into the design of minibulk

containers for solid pesticides, although we do not believe it is appropriate to require them at this time.  

Comments - other.  Several commenters from a variety of commenter categories expressed

general support for the requirement for one-way valves and/or tamper-evident devices.  A registrant and

an equipment manufacturer said that one-way check valves need to be tamper-evident to prevent

someone from removing the valve and introducing an unauthorized material into the container.  A

registrant and a registrant group said the proposed language caused confusion about whether the

requirement is for both a tamper-evident device and a one-way valve.  Two registrants expressed concern

that the proposed requirements would not allow for the recirculation necessary for flowables and EC's,

possibly requiring redesign.  They asked for a 5-year phase-out period unless provisions for recirculation

are added.  One equipment manufacturer urged greater design freedom, i.e., allowing apparatuses other

than tamper-resistant devices and one-way valves, such as its specialized keyed coupling device. 

Another equipment manufacturer requested flexibility in the definition of one-way valve; there are no

known case of cross contamination in four years of use of its product. 

A registrant encouraged EPA to avoid standardizing closures on refillable containers so

registrants can match proper equipment with technical considerations and relative risk.  A dealer group

commented that standardization would benefit them, but it should not be done in a rule to allow flexibility. 

A formulator/distributor recommended requiring standardized closures on all refillable containers and hose

connections to improve the safety and efficiency of transferring product.  An extension representative

supported a standardized refillable device that would allow for true closed system transfers.  A closed

system manufacturer suggested requiring 50 mm bungs on refillable containers.

EPA Response - other.  As discussed above, EPA believes that the definition of one-way valve

and allowing the one-way valve to be in a device or system separate from the container provides flexibility

and design freedom.  EPA believes that many one-way valves are tamper-evident, but the final rule does

not require them to be.  One of the points of this requirement is to highlight tampering and/or improper

handling to the refiller, so he can properly inspect, clean and handle the container before refilling it.  W e

believe that current designs of one-way valves will allow the refiller to recognize if the valve has been

removed.

Neither the proposed rule nor the final rule include a requirement to standardize closures for

refillable containers.  The main reason for this is that most, if not all, refillable containers require a

mechanical system (e.g., pumps and hoses) to remove pesticides from the container.  This allows the end

user to pump the pesticide directly into the application equipment.  This process may not be completely

closed.  However, it accomplishes much of the same reduction in exposure that is gained by using closed

systems to remove pesticides from jugs compared to pouring the pesticides out of jugs by hand.  In

addition, part of the reason for not standardizing closures for refillable containers is because of the many

different sizes and designs of refillable containers.  As described in the proposed rule discussion of the

tamper-evident device/one-way valve requirement, many liquid refillable containers have several

openings, including a vent, an opening used for filling and/or cleaning the container and an opening used
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for withdrawing products.  On the other hand, some of the smaller refillable containers for liquids have a

single opening that serves as a filling and withdrawal port and may also provide a venting mechanism. 

Because of the range of container sizes and designs for refillable containers, it would be difficult to define

a standard closure or even a few closures that would be appropriate for both types of containers. 

J.  Stationary Pesticide Container Standards (§ 165.45(f))

Final Regulation.  Stationary pesticide containers that are designed to hold undivided quantities of

pesticides greater than 500 gallons (1,890 liters) of liquid pesticide or greater than 4,000 pounds (1,818

kilograms) of dry pesticide and are located at the refilling establishment of a refiller operating under written

contract to a registrant must meet certain standards.  As discussed in Unit VI.C, both registrants and

refillers are responsible for ensuring that these requirements for stationary pesticide containers are met. 

First, all of these stationary pesticide containers (for liquid and dry pesticides) must be:

• Resistant to extreme changes in temperature, 

• Constructed of materials that are adequately thick and that are resistant to corrosion, puncture, or

cracking, and

• Capable of withstanding all operating stresses.

As proposed, these requirements do not apply during a civil emergency or any unanticipated grave natural

disaster or other natural phenomenon of an exceptional, inevitable and irresistible character, the effects of

which could not have been prevented or avoided by the exercise of due care or foresight.

Second, several other standards apply only to liquid bulk containers.  Specifically, 

• They must be equipped with a vent or other device designed to relieve excess pressure, prevent

losses by evaporation, and exclude precipitation.

• External sight gauges are prohibited.

• Each container connection below the normal liquid level must be equipped with a shutoff valve,

which is capable of being locked closed.

• Shutoff valves must be located within a secondary containment unit (if secondary containment is

required).

Changes.  There were several changes in this section from the proposed rule.  First, the

description of containers that must comply with these requirements was changed to be consistent with the 

quantities for secondary containment structures because the definitions of liquid and dry bulk containers

are not being finalized.  Second, the requirement for shutoff valves on liquid bulk containers was amended

to specify that a shutoff valve: (1) is only required for container connections that are below the normal

liquid level; and (2) must be located within a secondary containment unit, if secondary containment is

required by Subpart E.  Third, the text for the shutoff valve requirement was adjusted to make it clear that

the valves must be capable of being locked closed.  Fourth, the proposed phrase “act of God” is not

included in the final rule.  The language in § 165.45(f) – any unanticipated grave natural disaster or other

natural phenomenon of an exceptional, inevitable and irresistible character, the effects of which could not

have been prevented or avoided by the exercise of due care or foresight – sufficiently describes the kinds

of events that would be considered “acts of God,” so that phrase is not necessary.

Comments - shutoff valve.  Some commenters addressed the need for requiring shutoff valves

and there were few common themes among the respondents.  A few registrants and a registrant group

supported having all connections on stationary liquid pesticide containers (except for vents) equipped with

a lockable valve.  A container manufacturer group asked to change the language to: "Each liquid bulk

container connection below the normal liquid level...", stating that requiring valves above that level serves

no purpose on bulk tanks.  One registrant said liability concerns eliminate the need for regulation in this

area.  A registrant group urged EPA to delete the requirement, because it is duplicative of the minibulk

opening requirement.  A State regulatory agency commented that the locations of shutoff valves should be
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boldly indicated.

EPA Response - shutoff valve.  EPA agrees with the container manufacturer group and will

amend the final rule so the shutoff valve requirement applies to liquid pesticide container connections

below the normal liquid level.  Vents and other openings on the top of the container are above the normal

liquid level, so the phrase “except for vents” is no longer necessary and is not in the final regulation.

EPA disagrees that liability concerns eliminate the need for regulation in this area.  W hile EPA

does believe that many liquid stationary pesticide container connections do have shutoff valves, we

believe that requiring them is still a reasonable course to follow.  The potential benefits of shutoff valves

are large - to decrease the potential of a large spill and to prevent unauthorized access to the contents of

the stationary pesticide containers - and EPA believes this standard should remain in the regulations. 

EPA disagrees that this requirement is duplicative of the one-way valve and tamper-evident device

requirement for portable pesticide containers, because the containers that must comply with these two

standards are specifically designed to be mutually exclusive.  In other words, the one-way valve and

tamper-evident device standard applies to portable pesticide containers and not stationary liquid pesticide

containers; the shutoff valve standard applies to stationary liquid pesticide containers and not portable

pesticide containers.

Comments - location of shutoff valve.  EPA requested comments on whether it is necessary to

regulate the location of shutoff valves, and if so, what the location should be.  Some commenters

(registrants, registrant groups, dealer groups, and a State regulatory agency) supported a general

guideline that would allow placement of the valve anywhere within the secondary containment.  These

commenters believed that fine-tuning the valve location wouldn't increase overall release protection as

long as the valve was in secondary containment.  Only one commenter, a State regulatory agency, stated

a preference for locating the valve close to the storage vessel, saying that field experience has

demonstrated that valves are subject to incidental spillage due to factors such as "pipe chatter."

EPA Response - location of shutoff valve.  EPA agrees with the majority of the commenters that

shutoff valves should be located within a secondary containment unit.  Therefore, this part of the standard

will be amended to specify that the shutoff valve be located within a secondary containment unit, if

secondary containment is required by Subpart E.  EPA believes that nearly all, if not all, stationary

pesticide containers that are subject to § 165.45(f) will be required to be within a secondary containment

unit by Subpart E.  However, Subpart E applies only to agricultural pesticides, so it is possible that a

container holding a nonagricultural pesticide could be subject to the stationary pesticide container

standards, but not the containment standards.  

Comments - which tanks should be included.  In the preamble to the proposed regulation, EPA

requested comments on whether the bulk container standards should be expanded to include bulk tanks

at other kinds of businesses, such as registrants, custom applicators, custom blenders, and farms. 

Opinions were divided about including tanks at businesses other than refilling establishments working

under contract from a registrant.  

Some commenters (registrant groups, registrants, and State regulatory agencies) opposed

regulating registrants' tanks.  These respondents stated that it would be unnecessary for reasons

including economic incentives, trained workers, existing work place safety procedures, and adequacy of

existing regulations.  Several State regulatory agencies and a dealer group, citing the inherent risks of

large containers and the need to regulate all containers equally, favored inclusion of such tanks.  

One State regulatory agency opposed inclusion of custom applicators and blenders, stating that

these are usually small operations and they may be put out of business.  One registrant supported limiting

the scope to the proposed regulatory language.  Many other commenters (registrants, State regulatory

agencies, and a dealer group) saw no reason to exempt custom applicators and blenders, stating that the

requirements should apply equally to all types of establishments.
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Some registrants and a dealer group favored including a wide range of bulk containers including

those at farms.

EPA Response - which tanks should be included.  EPA decided to limit the stationary pesticide

container standards to the tanks at refilling establishments working under contract from a registrant, as

proposed.  EPA believes these standards should apply to containers used only to sell or distribute

pesticides to eliminate confusion about whether service containers are subject to these standards.  The

stationary tanks at custom applicators, custom blenders and farms are used to store pesticide for use, not

for distribution or sale, so these standards will not apply to them.  EPA decided not to apply these

standards to the stationary containers used at registrant facilities for the reasons mentioned in the

preamble of the proposed rule:

• Tanks at registrants can be used for many purposes, including storing raw materials, formulating

a product, storing a product before it is packaged into nonrefillable containers, and storing a

product that will be transferred into tank trucks.

• W e did not receive any information documenting problems with bulk containers at registrant

facilities.

• Many of the registrants’ bulk tanks are located indoors, so they are not subject to the deteriorating

effects of weather.

• Tanks at registrant facilities are handled by workers who are used to and trained to handle

chemicals on a regular basis.

Comments - vents.  One State regulatory agency, citing a lack of problems, said vents should not

be required.  Several other registrants and a registrant group recommended that the requirement be for

"conservation" vents to provide protection during both filling and emptying.  A registrant urged adherence

to the DOT vent requirements, saying that these standards should suffice to prevent the types and

quantities of spillage anticipated by EPA.

EPA Response - vents.  EPA believes that stationary liquid pesticide tanks should have a vent for

the sake of safety in case high pressure builds up in the container.  EPA believes that conservation vents,

as suggested by several commenters, would satisfy this requirement.  However, we did not change the

regulatory text to require conservation vents.  The proposed language has been successfully implemented

in Minnesota for over 10 years and we believe it is sufficient.  EPA does not believe this requirement will

conflict with DOT vent requirements for DOT portable tanks, because our vent standard applies to

stationary liquid pesticide containers, which have a capacity greater than 500 gallons (1,890 liters).  Based

on the available information about containers of this size and the regulatory scope, these containers are

stationary storage tanks, not tanks used to transport pesticides.

Comments - external sight gauges.  One State regulatory agency supported prohibiting the use of

sight gauges on all bulk tanks; such a prohibition already exists in that State.  However, many other

commenters opposed or requested revisions to the external sight gauge prohibition.  Several registrants

and a registrant group favored retaining sight gauges for bulk containers.  They cited the lack of good

alternatives to external sight gauges, pointing out that some, such as float gauges and dipsticks, increase

potential for human exposure and require disposal of contaminated material.  One commenter predicted

that prohibiting sight gauges may lead to more spills caused by overfilling.  Several registrants, a registrant

group, and a container manufacturer group made a distinction between stationary and portable tanks, and

said that sight gauges should be prohibited only on the latter.  One suggested new language that would

prohibit the gauges unless the container "is a fixed installation and the gauge is reasonably protected from

damage by impact."  Several registrants and a few registrant groups suggested that external sight gauges

would be acceptable if required to be equipped with automatic shutoff valves; they specifically

recommended spring-loaded check valves. 

EPA Response - external sight gauges.  The final rule maintains the prohibition of external sight

gauges on stationary liquid pesticide containers.  As stated in the preamble to the proposed rule, EPA
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continues to believe that external sight gauges are vulnerable to damage, which could cause the release

of pesticides.  EPA researched the State regulations on bulk pesticide storage and containment see how

these existing regulations regulate external sight gauges.  According to our analysis, 19 States have

promulgated containment regulations.  Of these 19 States, eight States prohibit sight gauges, three States

restrict them to varying degrees and eight States seem to allow external sight gauges.  This is an even

split, although the fact that nearly half of the States prohibit sight gauges shows that it is technically and

operationally feasible to monitor the contents of the tanks without sight gauges.  In addition, technology

has introduced new methods of monitoring the volume of material in stationary tanks.  These devices also

provide for electronic monitoring of the inventory in the containers by sending the volume data to the

registrant, who makes it available on a secure web site to the facility with the tank.  The use of these

devices is increasing.  One registrant has such a remote inventory system in place with a majority of the

company’s stationary pesticide tanks in the field and plans to expand it to the rest soon.  Another

registrant conducted a remote inventory system pilot project in 2001, with plans to expand it.

Several of the commenters who urged EPA to continue to allow the use of external sight gauges

are registrants in the institutional and industrial pesticide sectors.  EPA reminds these commenters that

the stationary pesticide container requirements apply only to the tanks at refilling establishments working

under contract to a registrant.  According to other comments from the nonagricultural pesticide industry,

this situation (refilling under contract with a registrant) is not common in nonagricultural pesticide sectors. 

Also, the stationary pesticide container requirements do not apply to containers at registrants’ facilities. 

For these reasons, EPA does not believe this prohibition should be burdensome for the institutional and

industrial pesticide markets.

Comments - other.  One registrant cited the strength and durability of plastic bulk containers and

suggested that the standard restrict container materials to plastics.  Another registrant believes that

registrants should not be responsible for the design of bulk tanks at refillers' sites.  A registrant group

urged EPA to coordinate these regulations with the Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasures

(SPCC) rule (Ref. 47) and specifically said that pesticides covered by the pesticide containment

regulations should be exempt from the SPCC rule.  This respondent stated that the containment

standards would eliminate the need for the structural integrity tests in the SPCC rule.  In response to the

2004 Federal register notice, three state regulatory agencies commented on the issue of security for bulk

tank facilities.  Two of them encouraged EPA to allow alternatives to lockable valves on each bulk

container, such as for the tanks to be located inside a locked building.  The other state agency asked EPA

to consider specific security requirements for bulk storage sites to protect the tanks from malicious intent.

EPA Response - other.  EPA disagrees with the suggestion of requiring bulk tanks to be

constructed from plastic because it is too limiting.  There are other materials, such as stainless steel,

which are also appropriate tank materials.  EPA believes it is reasonable to hold both the registrants and

refillers responsible for meeting the stationary pesticide standards because they are both selling and

distributing the pesticide that is held in those containers.  Compliance with the pesticide container

requirements does not exempt companies from the SPCC rule because the SPCC rule includes

requirements in addition to containment that are intended to prevent oil spills into navigable waters.  EPA

appreciates the increased interest in facility security in recent years.  It is a good idea for a building itself to

be locked, although the final rule maintains the rule that each bulk tank must be capable of being locked.  

K.  Waivers and Modifications (§§ 165.45(g) - (h))

Final Regulation. Section 165.45(g) of the final rule explains that registrants may request waivers

from or modifications to some of the refillable container regulations and sets out the criteria that must be

met for EPA to approve a waiver/modification request.  Section 165.45(g) regulations are identical to the

corresponding portion of the waiver/modification provisions regarding the DOT provisions for nonrefillable

containers in § 165.25(g).

Section 165.45(h) describes the procedure for registrants to follow if they want to obtain a waiver
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from or modification to the specified refillable container regulations.  The procedure in § 165.45(h) is

identical to the procedure for obtaining waivers from or modifications to the nonrefillable container

regulations in § 165.25(h).

Changes, Comments and EPA Responses.  The proposed rule did not include any waiver or

modification provisions for the refillable container regulations.  The supplemental notice discussed an

approach for incorporating a waiver from or modification to the referenced and adopted DOT

requirements.  EPA made several changes to the supplemental approach before incorporating the

waiver/modification provisions into the final regulations.  See Unit V.I (on nonrefillable containers) for

changes, comments and EPA responses regarding the waivers from and modifications to the pesticide

container regulations that refer to and adopt the DOT requirements, which apply to both nonrefillable and

refillable containers.  Unit V.J provides more details on the process for applying for waivers and

modifications, which is the same for nonrefillable and refillable containers.

Comments - one-way valve.  Because of the technical difficulties involved, one registrant

proposed that the one-way valve requirement be waived when a one-way valve must be located upstream

of the coupler.

EPA response - one-way valve.  EPA does not believe a provision that allows a waiver from the

one-way valve requirement is necessary because the final rule’s definition of one-way valve and allowing

the one-way valve to be in a device or system separate from the container provides flexibility and design

freedom.  

L.  Reporting (§ 165.47)

Final Regulation.  This section clarifies that the pesticide container regulations do not require

registrants to report to EPA with information about their refillable containers.  However, it refers registrants

to the reporting standards in 40 CFR Part 159 to determine if information on container failures or other

incidents involving pesticide containers must be reported to EPA under FIFRA section 6(a)(2).

Changes.  The intent and substance of this standard is the same as in the proposal.  However,

the wording was changed to clarify that this is simply a reference to the existing 6(a)(2) standards and that

it does not add any new requirements.  

Comments.  A few commenters addressed reporting for refillables and referred to their comments

on the nonrefillable container subpart.  Most of these respondents felt that market forces and existing

6(a)(2) provisions are sufficient and that further reporting requirements in this rule are not necessary.  See

Unit V.K for a more detailed summary of the comments that addressed reporting container incidents and

our response to those comments.

M.  Proposed Standards That Are Not Being Finalized

Final Regulation/Changes.  The following requirements relating to refillable container design from

the proposed regulation are not being finalized in today’s final rule:

• §165.124(b)(1)(i) - (v) and (vii): Permanent marking other than serial numbers

• §165.124(b)(2): Compliance with DOT’s marking satisfies the corresponding EPA permanent

marking requirement

• §165.124©: General minibulk integrity standard

• §165.124(d): Drop test for minibulk containers (requirement)

• §165.125: Minibulk container drop test methodology (test procedure)

• §165.128(a) & (b): Keep records of container descriptions, minibulk drop test results and the GLP

statement specified for the drop test.

• §165.126: Certification
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• §165.128©: Keep records of the certification.

The first six proposed standards are not being finalized in the refillable container regulations

because the approach of referring to and adopting a subset of the DOT standards makes them

unnecessary.  In particular:

• Some of the items for permanent marking in proposed §165.124(b)(1) – the container

manufacturer, date of manufacture, rated capacity, and material of construction – are not being

finalized because this information is required in the DOT standards that specify marking.  Two

other proposed pieces of information – the model number and the phrase “Meets EPA standards

for refillable containers” – are not being finalized because they are no longer necessary due to the

change to refer to and adopt the DOT regulations.  See Unit VI.H for more detail about the

proposed marking requirements.

• The statement proposed in §165.124(b)(2) is not being finalized because the final rule specifically

refers to the DOT marking, so it is no longer necessary to include a provision stating that

compliance with DOT’s marking satisfies the corresponding EPA marking requirement.

• The proposed general minibulk integrity standard in §165.124© is not being finalized because the

DOT regulations address container integrity in 49 CFR 173.24.

• The proposed drop test requirement for minibulks in §165.124(d) and the proposed minibulk

container drop test in §165.125 are not being finalized because the DOT regulations include a

drop test requirement.  The drop test procedure for nonbulk packagings is defined in 49 CFR

178.603 and the drop test procedure for intermediate bulk containers is defined in 49 CFR

178.810.

• The proposed recordkeeping requirements in §165.128(a) and (b) for container descriptions, drop

test results and a GLP statement for the drop test are not being finalized because they are no

longer necessary because compliance with the DOT requirements can be ensured by the

structure and certification standards in the DOT HMR.  Because we can rely on the DOT or UN

marking to ensure compliance with the applicable DOT requirements, EPA no longer needs to see

records of the testing to confirm compliance with the drop test (and in the final rule) and other test

requirements.

The final two proposed items listed above – having registrants certify compliance with the

regulations and the associated recordkeeping – are not being finalized for the same reasons that the

nonrefillable container certification and recordkeeping are not being finalized, as described in Unit V.M.

Comments - permanent marking other than serial numbers.  A State regulatory agency and a

container manufacturer group discussed the need to make allowances for expansion and contraction of

the contents.  Another State regulatory agency requested specifying the minimum capacity of the

container.  Some commenters (registrants, a registrant group, and a dealer group) opposed requiring

model numbers; some because existing DOT/UN requirements are sufficient and one because bulk

containers are often custom fabricated.  One commenter stated that model numbers are currently kept on

file.  If model numbers are required, several commenters including registrants and a State regulatory

agency felt the number should denote only one design type.  Other commenters addressed the ambiguity

of what a model number would include.  One commenter stated that most refillables are currently marked

with the date of manufacture.  Two commenters pointed out that DOT specification containers already are

marked with the material of construction.  General objections to the proposal for permanent marking

included unwillingness of reconditioners to accept marked containers, high cost, having to maintain a

larger inventory of containers, difficulty in marking containers, and not being appropriate for bulk tanks and

small and/or household containers.  Several commenters would prefer to place the information on a label. 

For economic reasons, a few dealer groups, and a registrant requested that the marking should apply only

to new containers as they are put into service.  Several government agencies and a registrant suggested

additional requirements, such as requiring a notice of penalties for illegal use, the EPA registration

number, the date of a stress test, maximum and minimum design capacity, the date of manufacture, date

of expiration to remove from service, and the submission of test results.
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EPA Response - permanent marking other than serial numbers.  Some of the items for permanent

marking in proposed §165.124(b)(1) – the container manufacturer, date of manufacture, rated capacity,

and material of construction – are not being finalized because this information is required in the DOT

standards that specify marking.  Two other proposed pieces of information – the model number and the

phrase “Meets EPA standards for refillable containers” – are not being finalized because they are no

longer necessary due to the change to refer to and adopt the DOT regulations.

Comments - minibulk integrity standard.  One State agency supported the integrity standard for

minibulks.  Several commenters suggested a more limited scope for these requirements, e.g., including

only: (1) agricultural pesticides; (2) suspended and canceled pesticides; and (3) containers that are

transported.  One registrant/distributor group pointed out the industry's huge existing investment in

refillable containers and cautioned against costly redesign requirements.  One registrant pointed out that

additional requirements are not needed because EPA already requires demonstration of compatibility (12-

month room temperature storage data) and DOT/UN standards also contain compatibility requirements.  

There was general support for ensuring that minibulk containers meet integrity standards, but

many commenters, including registrants, dealers and container manufacturers argued for a system that

would use DOT/UN standards and/or existing MACA specifications for all pesticide products.  In addition

to general concerns about cost and unnecessary duplication of regulations, they pointed out some specific

problems, including: the size range of minibulks, as defined, is too wide; containers of all sizes and hazard

classes are driven to one design criteria; and smaller transportation containers (less than 119 gallons)

merit different design standards.  A registrant suggested postponing EPA action until DOT completes its

ruling on minibulks.  Most of the commenters on the DOT/integrity issues, including several registrant

groups, several registrants, and several container manufacturers, favored the use of DOT's Packing

Group III criteria as the minimum standard for testing pesticide products not regulated by DOT as

hazardous materials.  Two container manufacturing groups said that the PG III standard would be more

acceptable for container manufacturers, many of whom are already performing the DOT tests.  Two

commenters suggested that substances that are not DOT hazardous materials are unlikely to cause a

great degree of environmental or biologic harm.

EPA Response - minibulk integrity standard.  The proposed general minibulk integrity standard in

§165.124© is not being finalized because the DOT regulations address container integrity in 49 CFR

173.24.  EPA disagrees with the commenters who argued for a more limited scope for the minibulk

integrity standard.  The proposed standard was very basic and stated that each minibulk container design

type shall prevent leakage under conditions of normal storage, distribution, sale and use.  EPA believes

this is a basic requirement and is equivalent to the basic DOT packaging requirements in 49 CFR 173.24. 

All refillable containers (used to distribute pesticides that are subject to the refillable container regulations)

are required to comply with the DOT Packing Group III standards, including the basic packaging

requirements in 49 CFR 173.24.

Comments - drop test for minibulks.  One registrant supported the drop tests as written. A State

regulatory agency questioned why the drop test applies only to minibulks, although many other

commenters had various general or specific objections and concerns.  Many registrants and container

manufacturers argued for adopting DOT drop tests, pointing out that the industry is already familiar with

the system and that DOT testing is more stringent than EPA's proposed tests.  Some said that another

layer of regulation would be redundant and confusing and may conflict with existing requirements.  A

dealer group suggested adopting DOT/UN and MACA standards.  Several commenters suggested that

the agency should not rely entirely on drop tests as a measure of continued reliability of refillable

containers, but should also consider leak resistance and ability to withstand such things as vibration,

pressure buildup, and other stresses.  A government agency urged consideration of the long-term effect of

the pesticide on the container.  Some commenters viewed the reliance on drop tests alone as a step

backwards from DOT requirements and said that EPA's approach would not result in better packaging. 

Regarding § 165.124(d)(4), several commenters (a registrant group, registrant, and container

manufacturer group) asked for exemption from EPA requirements for all containers that have passed a
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DOT drop test.  The commenters pointed out that limiting the exemption to containers that are required to

meet UN/DOT standards is too narrow; should also include those that have voluntarily complied with DOT

testing guidelines.  Also, a registrant group requested that EPA clarify that compliance with DOT's drop

test eliminates the need to comply with GLP's.  Many respondents (registrants, registrant groups, and

container manufacturers) commented that the GLP requirement is unnecessary and burdensome,

particularly for smaller companies.  Several stated that existing DOT test requirements, which do not

mandate GLP, have proven to be sufficient.

EPA Response - drop test for minibulks.  The proposed drop test requirement for minibulks in

§165.124(d) is not being finalized because the DOT regulations include a drop test requirement.  The drop

test procedure for nonbulk packagings is defined in 49 CFR 178.603 and the drop test procedure for

intermediate bulk containers is defined in 49 CFR 178.810.  The DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations in

49 CFR Part 178 set performance standards and related tests that packaging must meet, including drop,

leakproofness, hydrostatic pressure, stacking and vibration tests.  By referring to and adopting the DOT

regulations including 49 CFR Part 178, the final rule does not focus on only the drop test and considers

the ability to withstand other stresses and situations as suggested by commenters. 

Comments - drop test methodology.  One registrant asked for clarification that exempts

containers permanently affixed to vehicles, such as service or application equipment.  A registrant group

proposed to require a drop in the most vulnerable position (rather than a base drop) for containers under

60 gallons.  Two registrants and a dealer group agreed that they are unaware of liquid pesticides being

sold in flexible refillables.  One said there would be no reason for different drop test standards for such

containers; another said DOT standards would cover such containers.

The requirement for drop-testing with appurtenances attached was deemed by some commenters

(registrants and equipment and container manufacturers) to be unworkable for several reasons: this

equipment often is not attached until the container reaches the dealer; the requirement is inconsistent with

DOT; the test is destructive so it would be very expensive to test all possible equipment options with each

container.  One industrial registrant said this requirement focuses on agricultural containers and is

inconsistent with industrial biocide use patterns because industrial "minibulks" aren't moved.  Other

commenters, primarily in the industrial and institutional markets, also argued that their containers

generally are not transported with such equipment attached. They requested that containers be tested with

appurtenances attached only if they would be shipped that way.  One equipment manufacturer suggested

that the words "storage, or use" be deleted from §165.125(a)(2); a container manufacturer requested

deletion of the entire sentence.  In lieu of the "as prepared for transport" criteria, several registrant

commenters suggested requiring that "any attachment be protected by a depression/extended lip or

removed during transportation and any connection designed to have discharge equipment attached have

a ...shutoff valve..."  A container manufacturer group suggested language that would allow testing with

representative equipment and that would exempt containers that aren't moved.

Some commenters, including registrants, container manufacturers, and a dealer group, suggested

that adopting DOT/UN PG III requirements would eliminate the need to address issues of relative density

and viscosity.  A State regulatory agency asked that the terms be defined and also requested a

determination of whether water is similar enough to ensure valid testing.  A few commenters said that

adopting existing DOT standards would eliminate the issue of how many containers need to be tested.

One State regulatory agency said that the number of containers tested should be part of the EPA

requirement.  Several commenters, however, cautioned that limiting the number of each design type that

can be tested would inhibit continuous improvement and fine-tuning during the testing process. 

Commenters requested clarification of what changes would constitute a new design type.

One State regulatory agency advocated dropping all minibulks (liquid and dry) from 1.2 meters;

several registrants and a few registrant groups urged adoption of the PG III drop height, stating that EPA

has no performance data to indicate that this standard is not adequate.  One registrant predicted

compliance problems stemming from conflicting EPA/DOT drop test rules that would place too-stringent
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requirements on non-DOT hazardous materials.  One registrant group and one registrant estimated that

use of PG II as a minimum would require at least 30 percent more plastic resin, causing cost increases of

at least 25 percent per tank.

EPA Response - drop test methodology.  The proposed minibulk container drop test methodology

in §165.125 is not being finalized because the DOT regulations include a drop test requirement.  The drop

test procedure for nonbulk packagings is defined in 49 CFR 178.603 and the drop test procedure for

intermediate bulk containers is defined in 49 CFR 178.810.

Comments - recordkeeping not being finalized.  Several registrant groups and a registrant urged

reliance on DOT procedures, which would make further recordkeeping requirements unnecessary.  One

registrant group urged that any recordkeeping requirements apply only to new containers; they would not

be able to compile a list of the thousands of existing containers located throughout the country.  Another

registrant group and a registrant agreed that registrants could be responsible for keeping records of

package performance tests and compatibility data.   Several registrant groups, a registrant and a

container manufacturer group saw no value in the use of GLP's, stating that this requirement would be an

unnecessary burden on registrants and would force companies to contract out the testing.  One container

manufacturer group requested that the rule require registrants to maintain a record of the container

manufacturer's certification of compliance with DOT standards.  This commenter said that applying the

GLP standards to container manufacturers is too vague.  Two State regulatory agencies and a dealer

group agreed that the GLP compliance statement should be kept with drop test records.

EPA Response - recordkeeping not being finalized.  The proposed recordkeeping requirements in

§165.128(a) and (b) for container descriptions, drop test results and a GLP statement for the drop test are

not being finalized because they are no longer necessary because compliance with the DOT requirements

can be ensured by the structure and certification standards in the DOT HMR.  Because we can rely on the

DOT or UN marking to ensure compliance with the applicable DOT requirements, EPA no longer needs to

see records of the testing to confirm compliance with the drop test (and in the final rule) and other test

requirements.

Comments - certification.  Several registrants, several registrant groups, and a container

manufacturer group who commented on certification opposed the idea of EPA certification and said

adoption of DOT procedures would ensure proper designs.  They said that use of UN-marked/DOT-rated

containers would make additional certification requirements unnecessary and create more incentive to

move to refillables.  The container manufacturer group said it is difficult to evaluate how responsibility is

delimited between container manufacturer, registrant, and user and suggested the DOT system of shared

responsibility.  A registrant commented that registrants should be responsible for doing compatibility tests

and providing refillers with information on required materials of construction.  Some other registrants said

that the registrant's responsibility should be to specify DOT minimum packing group requirements and

appropriate container materials for each product.  One registrant stated that certification of bulk tanks at

refillers' locations should not be required from registrants.  A few registrants and a registrant group

suggested limiting the scope of the certification.  Another registrant group referred to their comments on

nonrefillable container certification.

EPA Response - certification.  The requirement to have registrants certify compliance with the

regulations (and the associated recordkeeping) is not being finalized for the same reasons that the

nonrefillable container certification requirement is not being finalized, as described in Unit V.M.

N.  Options for Implementing the Rule

Final Regulations.  In the preamble to the proposed rule, EPA discussed three options for

implementing the refillable container and repackaging standards, which were all in one subpart in the

proposed rule.  These options covered different approaches for determining who would be held

responsible for ensuring that the refillable containers meet the refillable container standards.  EPA
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considered several options because the pesticide products distributed or sold in refillable containers and

the containers themselves often enter the pesticide distribution chain separately, so identifying

responsibility for compliance is not as straightforward as it is for nonrefillables, which the registrants fill at

their establishments.

In evaluating the options for container design responsibility, EPA considered the differences

among the options in terms of seeking the least burdensome approach that is also effective, practicable,

and easily enforceable.  In the proposal, we identified Option 1 as our preferred option (as indicated in the

proposed regulatory text) because we thought it was more effective, more practicable, and significantly

more easily enforceable than the other two options.  The three options are described below.

• Option 1. Registrants would be responsible for containers meeting the design standards.  The 

containers would be marked "Meets EPA standards for refillable pesticide containers" and

registrants would maintain records for their containers.  The registrants would develop a list of

acceptable containers for each product, identified by manufacturer and model number, and

provide the list to refillers.  Refillers could repackage pesticide only in containers identified on the

registrant’s list.

• Option 2.  Anyone could produce containers, certify to EPA that the containers meet EPA design

standards, and receive permission to mark containers with EPA certification seal.  This could be

container manufacturers, but it could also be registrants, refillers, or even end users.  EPA would

compile a list of certified container models.  Registrants and refillers could repackage products

only into certified containers.  Registrants would develop a list of acceptable container

construction materials for each product and provide the list to refillers, who could refill only into

certified containers made from materials identified as acceptable by the registrant.

• Option 3.  Container manufacturers would be responsible for containers meeting EPA's design

standards and would mark containers with a certification seal.  Container manufacturers would

keep records for containers.  Registrants would develop a list of acceptable container materials

for each product and provide the list to refillers.  Registrants and refillers would repackage only

into containers marked with the seal and made of materials identified as acceptable by the

registrant.

As discussed in the 1999 supplemental notice, EPA is implementing a combination of Option 1

and Option 3 in the final rule.

Changes.  The key change from the proposed rule is that the final regulations adopt and refer to

the DOT standards for container design, construction and marking, as discussed in Unit IV.  Therefore,

registrants only have to ensure that they use containers that meet the cross-referenced DOT standards for

container integrity, construction and testing, rather than being responsible for the testing themselves. 

Registrants must also ensure compliance with the permanent marking (serial number) and opening (one-

way valve/tamper-evident device) requirements.  Because containers will be identifiable by the UN/DOT

marking, some of the repackaging standards can be adjusted to be more flexible.  Specifically, rather than

requiring the registrants to identify acceptable containers by the model numbers and container

manufacturers, they will be able to identify acceptable containers by the appropriate level of DOT testing

(Packing Group I, II or III) and the container materials that are compatible with the product.  The general

structure of the repackaging standards, though, remains as proposed: (1) registrants are responsible for

developing certain information and providing it to the refillers; (2) refillers have certain responsibilities for

inspecting, cleaning, and labeling the container since they are the ones actually handling the containers;

and (3) both registrants and independent refillers have certain responsibilities if an independent refiller

repackages a registrant’s product.  The changes to the repackaging regulations are discussed in more

detail in Unit VII.

Comments.  The vast majority of respondents who addressed the three options for implementing
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the refillable container standards strongly preferred Option 3 (or a variation of it) and specifically urged

EPA to use the DOT standards.  Some commenters expressed moderate support for Option 1, although

some others opposed it.  Several commenters identified Option 2 as acceptable, but several others stated

it would be unworkable.

Option 3.  Many commenters strongly favored this approach or some variation of it.  Commenters

on Option 3 included some registrants, several registrant groups, a few State regulatory agencies, a few

container manufacturer groups, a few dealer groups and a grower group.

Many commenters reiterated the strong desire to use DOT standards (at the Packing Group III

level), suggesting that some variation of Option 3 that embraced those standards would simplify the

program and lower the cost and administrative burden.  A registrant group and registrant provided the

following list of advantages to Option 3:

• Uniform performance-oriented packaging integrity standard that eliminates duplication with

existing DOT regulations;

• Field compliance that is readily apparent by checking UN/DOT markings on containers; 

• DOT enforcement of the UN/DOT markings by regular inspections of manufacturers and control

of third party container testers; 

• Federal and State DOT enforced container markings and other DOT requirements at local level;

• Elimination of testing inconsistencies between EPA and DOT;

• No GLP testing protocols required and associated cost savings; 

• No need for EPA or repackagers to maintain lists of approved containers; 

• Elimination of need for registrants and refillers to maintain records to verify compliance with EPA's

container standards; 

• Reduced chances for disruption in container availability since the pesticide industry purchases

only small percentage of total output; and

• Facilitate international trade by not creating any trade barrier.

Many of these points were made by other commenters as well.  For example, a registrant, a State

regulatory agency, and a dealer group said that this option would be an efficient division of responsibility

between DOT and EPA, letting each focus on what they know best.  DOT could continue to enforce its

design performance requirements with container manufacturers.

Some commenters voiced general support.  A State regulatory agency said that EPA's bulk

container experience should permit easy implementation of this option.  One dealer group supported an

approach where the container manufacturer was responsible for the container design and the registrant

supplied a list of containers for each product.  A grower group and a State regulatory agency praised this

option's flexibility for the end user, particularly the fact that it would allow a container design to be used for

a range of chemicals.  One dealer group and two registrants said that Option 3 is similar to the voluntary

efforts by the Midwest Agricultural Chemicals Association in the early 1990's.  On the basis of their

experience with that program, these commenters believe this option is the best approach.

Option 1.  A few State regulatory agencies approved of Option 1, although they pointed out that

communication between registrant, EPA, and refiller could be a problem; one suggested that time lines for

information exchange may be necessary in the regulations.  One of these agencies agreed that registrants

should be responsible for structural integrity of containers, but that refillers should have some

responsibility because of periodic contact with containers.  A dealer group who concurred (with

reservation) with this option stated that having registrants approve containers is not that different from

current practices.  This and another dealer group thought the list of approved containers approach could

work.

However, several registrants and several registrant groups opposed Option 1.  Most of the

registrants and registrant groups said that Option 1 is burdensome and costly in terms of duplicating
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existing regulations, purchasing containers, increased civil lawsuits, and recordkeeping.  Another

registrant and a registrant group opposed Option 1 because they claimed it would incorrectly put

registrants in the role of container designers/manufacturers.  Additionally, these respondents commented

that Option 1 would reverse the already established relationship between container manufacturers and

container users.  The registrant group acknowledged that the registrant should retain responsibility for

product compatibility.  A few dealer groups felt this option could lead to dedicated containers or extreme

selectivity of registrants in approving refillers, thus reducing repackaging.  A container manufacturer group

pointed out that the rule would effectively regulate their operations, since they would have to produce

containers in conformance with the design standards.  A State regulatory agency said that repackaging

agreements must clarify responsibilities between the registrant and refiller.  A grower group said that

farmers should be encouraged to own their own containers, although ownership is not a primary concern.  

Option 2.  The registrant, registrant group, and State regulatory agency who did not object to this

option deemed it workable, more flexible, and less costly than Option 1, and said it should result in fewer

design types than Option 1.  On the other hand, a grower and two dealer groups were opposed to Option

2, citing administrative costs, enforcement problems, end-user burden, and unmanageable recordkeeping. 

A registrant suggested having several options for responsibility, depending on the circumstances and the

ownership of the container.  A State regulatory agency commented that farmer-owned minibulks should

meet the standards for all minibulks.  A few registrant groups and a registrant pointed out that

responsibility issues differ in the industrial and institutional sector, where drums are not controlled by any

one party and may be reconditioned and reused with a variety of other chemical products.  They said that

the proposal ignores these problems, and asked for an exclusion for household and I&I products.

Costs.  A few registrants commented that 2.5 gallon jugs are less expensive than minibulks on a

per gallon basis, contrary to EPA's assumption in the economic analysis.  One of these registrants stated

that the economics, EPA's position on cross-contamination, and the duplication with DOT may discourage

refillables.  A registrant group and a registrant suggested that Option 1 would add to the cost of

containers, because registrants do not have in-house capability to design and test containers.  Another

registrant agreed that the cost of containers would increase under Option 1.  A dealer group saw little

difference in relative risk between the options.  A State regulatory agency stated that encouraging the use

of refillables will depend on the "hassle" involved with the selected option.  Similarly, a dealer group said

that under any of EPA's options, dealers will make refilling decisions based on economics, burden, and

probability for cross-contamination.

Supplemental notice.  None of the comments on the supplemental notice specifically addressed

the question of who should be responsible for complying with the container standards or on any of the

three implementation options described in the preamble of the proposed rule.  As discussed in Unit IV and

throughout this document, EPA received many comments on the approach of referring to and adopting

some DOT standards, but they did not specifically address this issue.

EPA Response.  As discussed in the 1999 supplemental notice, EPA is implementing a

combination of Option 1 and Option 3 in the final rule.  As recommended by many commenters, EPA is

referring to and adopting the DOT standards for container design, construction, and marking for Packing

Group III (the least stringent level of testing).  Therefore, we are taking advantage of the existing

regulatory structure and the expertise of DOT and container manufacturers.  

However, EPA believes that FIFRA clearly establishes that registrants are responsible for

ensuring that the containers used to distribute or sell their products are adequate.  As described in the

preamble to the proposed rule, a registrant must submit, among other things, formulation information, data

and labeling to EPA to obtain a registration for a pesticide product.  A “pesticide product” as defined at 40

CFR 152.3 includes the composition, packaging, and labeling of the pesticide in the form in which the

pesticide is, or is intended to be, distributed or sold.  As discussed in Unit VII.G, EPA’s Bulk Pesticides

Enforcement Policy clearly states that the registrant is responsible for the integrity, labeling, and

packaging of products that are repackaged (under the conditions of the policy) by companies other than
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the registrant.

In addition, EPA believes there are a few standards, in addition to the adopted DOT requirements,

that are needed for the safe use and safe refill of pesticide containers -- specifically serial numbers

durably marked on refillable containers and one-way valves and/or tamper-evident devices on the

openings of liquid minibulks.  EPA believes these features can easily be incorporated into existing

containers that meet the DOT standards.  In addition, EPA believes it is necessary to establish some

standards (addressing container integrity, vents, and lockable shutoff valves and prohibiting external sight

gauges) for stationary pesticide containers at the facilities of refillers that are not part of the registrant’s

company.  Based on the structure of FIFRA, EPA believes it is appropriate to make the registrants

responsible for complying with these standards, as well as ensuring that their containers meet the DOT

standards.  However, the registrants are not responsible for doing any container drop testing, which they

strongly opposed in comments on the proposed rule.
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VII.  Repackaging Standards

A. Format Changes

Final Regulation & Changes.  In the proposed regulation, the refillable container design standards

and the repackaging requirements were included in the same subpart of the regulations.  In the final rule,

EPA moved the repackaging requirements into a separate subpart because we think separating the two

kinds of requirements will make the regulations easier to understand.  The container design requirements

are mostly technical and apply mostly to registrants.  The repackaging requirements are mostly procedural

and apply to registrants and to anyone who repackages pesticide products into refillable containers, which

could be registrants, distributors, retailers, or other kinds of companies.

In addition, the repackaging requirements were reorganized so all of the requirements that apply

to a certain kind of business are listed together.  Specifically, the requirements are listed for: (1)

registrants who distribute or sell pesticide products directly in refillable containers; (2) registrants who

distribute or sell pesticide products to independent refillers for repackaging; and (3) independent refillers. 

The term “independent refiller” is used to identify a refiller that is not part of the registrant’s company.  The

differences between these categories are described in more detail below in Unit VII.C.  This format

requires some standards to be repeated.  For example, the container inspection requirement applies to

registrants who distribute or sell pesticide products directly in refillable containers and to independent

refillers, so the inspection requirement is repeated.  Despite the repetition, EPA believes this regulatory

structure is more clear and easier to understand.

B. Purpose (§ 165.60(a))

Final Regulations.  The purpose of the repackaging standards is to establish requirements for

repackaging some pesticide products into refillable containers for distribution or sale.

Changes.  This is nearly the same as the proposed purpose (in §165.120(b)).  One minor change

was to acknowledge the reduced number of products that are subject to the final regulations by stating

that the rule applies only to repackaging some pesticide products.  The proposed regulations would have

applied to all products.  Another insignificant modification was to delete the term “standards” from the

phrase “establish standards and requirements” because it is redundant.  

C.  Who Must Comply (§§ 165.60(b), 165.65(a), 165.67(a), and 165.70(a))

Final Regulation. You must comply with the repackaging regulations if you are a:

• Registrant who distributes or sells a pesticide product in refillable containers.  This means that you

conduct all of the repackaging for a pesticide product and that you do not distribute or sell your

pesticide product to a refiller that is not part of your company for repackaging into refillable

containers.

• Registrant who distributes or sells pesticide products to a refiller that is not part of your company

for repackaging into refillable containers.

• Refiller of a pesticide product and you are not the registrant of the pesticide product.

As explained in Units VII.J and VII.K, a registrant may repackage a product directly into refillable

containers for sale or distribution and distribute or sell that same product to an independent refiller for

repackaging.  In this case, the registrant must comply with both sets of requirements.

Changes.  The same kinds of businesses that were included in the proposed rule (in

§165.122(a)(1), (2) and (3)) are subject to the final rule.  One minor modification was to clarify that
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“refillers” in the last two categories are refillers that are not part of the registrant’s company.  Registrants

can also be refillers, which is the situation described in the first category; the registrant conducts all of the

packaging and repackaging.  Therefore, the changes are intended to clarify that the second and third

category refer to “independent” refillers, i.e., refillers that are not part of the registrant’s company.

D.  Compliance Dates (§ 165.60©)

Final Regulations.  The final regulations provide a five-year period after the date of publication of

the final rule in the Federal Register before compliance with the repackaging standards is required. 

Specifically, within five years from today’s date, all products sold in refillable containers must be distributed

or sold in compliance with these regulations.

Changes.  Based on the comments relating to refillable container design as described in Unit

VI.D, EPA decided to extend the compliance period for the refillable container regulations from the two-

year time frame that was proposed in § 165.139.  The longer time frame is provided to provide for a

smoother and less burdensome transition for companies.  Because the repackaging regulations require

pesticide product to be repackaged only into containers that meet the refillable container standards, the

compliance date for these regulations needed to be changed for consistency.

E.  Pesticide Products Included (§§ 165.63(a) - (g))

Final Regulations.  As described in detail in Unit III, only certain products have to comply with the

repackaging standards.  MUPs, plant-incorporated protectants, and certain antimicrobial products are

completely exempt from the repackaging requirements.  All other pesticide products are subject to the

repackaging regulations.  This is identical to the scope of the refillable container regulations.

Some of the antimicrobial pesticides that are subject to the repackaging regulations are subject to

a reduced set of regulations.  In particular, antimicrobial pesticides that are used in swimming pools and

closely related sites (such as hot tubs, spas and whirlpools) are exempt from certain recordkeeping

requirements, as well as the parts of the standards for inspecting and cleaning containers that relate to

serial numbers, one-way valves, and tamper-evident devices.

Changes.  In the proposed rule, only MUPs were exempt from the repackaging requirements,

which were included in the refillable container regulations (see §165.122(b)(1)).  All other products would

have been subject to the standards.  The 1999 supplemental notice discussed regulatory options for

exempting some products (antimicrobials and non-antimicrobials) from the full set of refillable container

regulations – including the repackaging requirements – and for exempting certain antimicrobial products

from specific requirements.

The criteria in the final rule for exempting antimicrobials are different than those discussed in the

supplemental notice and the final rule exempts plant-incorporated protectants.  The final repackaging

regulations do not incorporate the toxicity category, container size or environmental hazard criteria from

the supplemental notice.  Also, the final rule changes some aspects of the supplemental notice approach

of subjecting antimicrobial swimming pool products to a reduced set of requirements.

The following table describes the provisions for determining which pesticide products are subject

to the repackaging regulations and a brief explanation of how (or if) this provision changed from the

proposal and/or the supplemental notice.

Table VII.1.  Changes to the Scope of the Repackaging Regulations

Regulatory Provision Changes
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Manufacturing use products are exempt. No change from proposed rule or supplemental

notice.

Plant-incorporated protectants are exempt. Plant-incorporated protectants would have been

subject to the proposed rule.  The regulations for

plant-incorporated protectants were finalized in

2001.  W e are exempting them from the final rule

because of their unique nature.

Certain antimicrobial products are exempt. Antimicrobial products would have been subject to

the proposed rule.  The final rule implements an

approach similar to option 1 in the supplemental

notice, although some of the details are different.

All other products are subject to all of the

repackaging requirements, except for certain

antimicrobial swimming pool products.

All products other than manufacturing use

products would have been subject to the

proposed rule.  The final rule is different than the

approach discussed in the supplemental notice,

which would have exempted products in Toxicity

Category III or IV in small containers and outdoor

use products without the specified environmental

hazard statements on their label.

Antim icrobial products used in swimming pools

and closely related sites are subject to a reduced

set of repackaging requirements.

Antim icrobial products used in swimming pools

would have been subject to the proposed rule.

The final rule is the result that was intended in the

supplemental notice, although the specifics of how

it is implemented in the final rule are different than

in the supplemental notice.

Comments.  EPA received many comments on the scope issues presented in both the proposed

rule and the supplemental notice.  These comments and EPA’s responses to them are summarized in

Unit III.  In addition, comments relating to the problems that recordkeeping would cause for refillable

containers used for swimming pool antimicrobials are discussed in Unit VII.S.

F.  Other Exemptions (§ 165.63(h))

Final Regulations.  The repackaging regulations do not apply to transport vehicles that contain

pesticide in pesticide-holding tanks that are an integral part of the transport vehicle and that are the

primary containment for the pesticide or to containers that hold gaseous pesticides.   In addition, the final

rule includes a statement that clearly exempts custom blending from the repackaging requirements. 

Changes.  The exemption for transport vehicles is identical to the exemption proposed in

§165.122(b)(2) and the exemption included in the final refillable container regulations.  The exemption for

custom blending was not included in the proposed regulatory text.  It is discussed in Unit VII.L.  In addition,

the final rule includes a specific exemption for gaseous pesticides, which is necessary to implement our

intent from the proposal because the final rule does not use the proposed terms liquid minibulk, dry

minibulk, liquid bulk and dry bulk containers, which would have excluded gaseous pesticides.

Comments.  Many commenters addressed the exemption for transport vehicles.  The comments

and EPA responses are discussed in Unit VI.F in the refillable container section.  The comment about

exempting gaseous pesticides from the refillable container regulations applies to the repackaging

regulations because the container and repackaging standards were in the same subpart in the proposed

rule.  This comment and EPA’s response are discussed in Unit VI.F.  As discussed in Unit VII.L, many
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commenters urged EPA to exempt custom blending from the repackaging regulations. 

G.  Legal Basis for Repackaging Pesticide Products for Distribution or Sale

Before continuing with a section-by-section analysis of the regulations, EPA believes it is

necessary to address three broad issues regarding repackaging pesticide products into refillable

containers: (1) the legal basis for repackaging pesticide products (and the related Bulk Pesticides

Enforcement Policy) (Ref. 75); (2) the integrity and purity of products sold or distributed in refillable

containers; and (3) whether pesticides can be repackaged at locations other than registered

establishments.

Background.  FIFRA section 3(a) provides in pertinent part that “no person in any State may

distribute or sell to any person any pesticide which is not registered under this Act."  Registration is the

principal means of ensuring that a product is brought under the FIFRA regulatory scheme.  The registrant

must demonstrate to EPA's satisfaction that the product meets the statutory criteria for registration with

respect to composition, labeling, and the lack of unreasonable adverse effects.  The registrant must take

responsibility for quality control of the product's composition and for adequate labeling describing the

product, its hazards, and its uses.  Repackaging a pesticide produces a new pesticide product that must

be registered before it can be distributed or sold.

Before a pesticide product that is not included within the terms of an existing registration enters

the channels of trade, a separate registration must be obtained.  Changes in the formulation of a

registered product, changes in accepted labeling, as well as any repackaging of a pesticide into another

container activate the registration requirement, unless the purposes of product registration would be fully

met by carrying forward the Federal registration of the constituent product. 

In 1977, EPA issued an enforcement policy for bulk shipments of pesticides.  The policy describes

certain conditions in which EPA allows the transfer and repackaging of bulk pesticides to occur without

requiring registration of the repackaged pesticides.  The 1977 Bulk Pesticides Enforcement Policy (the

Policy) defined "bulk" for the purposes of the Policy as "any volume of pesticide greater than 55 gallons or

100 pounds held in an individual container."  EPA developed the Policy to accommodate business

practices of manufacturers and distributors who handle pesticides in large undivided quantities rather than

in small individual containers because of the environmental and logistical benefits associated with

refillable containers. 

In the Policy, EPA determined that repackaging of bulk pesticides could occur without a separate

registration if certain conditions were met that would assure that the purposes of registration would be

satisfied.  The conditions are that repackaging of the registered bulk pesticides could involve nothing more

than changing the product container; i.e., no change in: (1) the pesticide formulation, (2) the pesticide's

labeling except to add an appropriate statement of net contents and a registered establishment number,

and (3) the identity of the party accountable for the product's integrity.

The Policy elaborated on the accountability requirement and set out that the pesticide had to be: 

(1) transferred at an establishment owned by the registrant; or (2) transferred at a registered

establishment operated by a person under contract with the registrant; or (3) transferred at a registered

establishment owned by a party not under contract to the product registrant, but who had been furnished

written authorization for use of the product label by the registrant.  The requirement for written

authorization assures that the registrant remains responsible for quality control of the product's

composition and adequate labeling describing the product, its hazards, and its uses.

The 1977 Policy only addressed the transfer of a volume of pesticide greater than 55 gallons or

100 pounds held in an individual container.  In March 1991, the Policy was amended (Ref. 71 to allow

repackaging of any quantity of pesticides into refillable containers, provided that all three conditions below

are met:
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(1) The container is designed and constructed to accommodate the return and refill of greater

than 55 gallons of liquid or 100 pounds of dry material. 

(2) Either: (a) the containers are dedicated to and refilled with one specific active ingredient in a

compatible formulation; or (b) the container is thoroughly cleaned according to written instructions

provided by the registrant to the dealer prior to introducing another chemical into the container, in order to

avoid cross-contamination.

(3) All other conditions of the July 11, 1977 Policy are met.

As discussed in the preamble of the proposed rule, EPA is replacing the Bulk Pesticides

Enforcement Policy with these regulations, specifically § 165.67(b) - © and 165.70(b) - ©.  These

regulations provide that a registrant may allow an independent refiller to repackage the registrant’s

pesticide product into any size refillable container and to distribute or sell such repackaged product under

the registrant’s registration (i.e., the product’s EPA registration number stays the same), provided all

conditions set out in the rule are met.

These regulations do not change the existing law; the Bulk Pesticides Enforcement Policy would

be replaced by a regulation.  The registrant remains responsible for the integrity, labeling, and packaging

of the repackaged product.  Both the registrant and independent refiller may be held liable for violations

pertaining to the repackaged product.  The repackaging regulations set out the requirements for both

registrants and independent refillers, because they have different roles and responsibilities in distributing

pesticide products in refillable containers.

The conditions set out in §§ 165.67(b) - © and 165.70(b) - © do not apply to registrants

repackaging their own pesticide products solely at their own establishments.  As described in Pesticide

Registration (PR) Notice 98-10 “Notifications, Non-notifications and Minor Formulation Amendments”, the

registrant generally can modify the package size and label net contents statement without notifying EPA.

(Ref. 56).  This would be an amendment to the registration not requiring EPA notification or approval.

Final Regulations.  The regulations implementing the legal basis for repackaging are similar to the

provisions in the proposed rule with two significant changes, described in the next section, and some

minor formatting modifications.  Specifically, §§ 165.67(b) and 165.70(b) specify that a registrant may

allow a refiller to repackage a pesticide product into refillable containers and to distribute or sell such

repackaged product under the existing registration if all of the following conditions are satisfied:

• The repackaging results in no change to the pesticide formulation.

• One of the following conditions regarding a registered refilling establishment is satisfied:

(1) The pesticide product is repackaged at a refilling establishment registered with EPA as

required by § 167.20 of this chapter.

(2) The pesticide product is repackaged at the site of a user who intends to use or apply the

product by a refilling establishment registered with EPA as required by § 167.20.

• The registrant has entered into a written contract with the refiller to repackage the pesticide

product and to use the label of the pesticide product.

• The pesticide product is repackaged only into refillable containers that meet the standards of

Subpart C.

• The pesticide product is labeled with the product's label with no changes except the addition of an

appropriate net contents statement and the refiller’s EPA establishment number.

In addition, the regulations (§§ 165.67© and 165.70©) state that repackaging a pesticide product

for distribution or sale without either obtaining a registration or meeting all of the conditions listed above is

a violation of section 12 of FIFRA.  Both the registrant of the product and the refiller that is repackaging

the pesticide product under contract to the registrant may be liable for violations pertaining to the

repackaged product.

Changes.  One significant change to these conditions for repackaging pesticide products for
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distribution or sale is to add the specification that the pesticide product can be repackaged by a registered

refilling establishment at the site of a user who intends to use or apply the product as an acceptable

alternative to the condition that the product must be repackaged at a registered refilling establishment. 

This change is discussed in detail in Unit VII.I below.  Another change is that the final rule specifies that

the registrant must enter into a written contract with the refiller.  The proposed option for the registrant to

enter into a “written authorization” with the refiller is not being finalized for several reasons.  First, EPA

believes it is not necessary to have two different mechanisms.  It is more straightforward to specify one

method, which should facilitate compliance and minimize confusion.  Second, EPA believes that “a written

contract” is more familiar to the regulated community and more defined in law than a “written

authorization,” which is why we chose to specify contracts as the mechanism for establishing a

repackaging relationship between the registrant and refiller in the final rule.  Third, in the years since the

Bulk Pesticides Enforcement Policy was issued, the “written authorizations” have become virtually

indistinguishable from “written contracts” in format, length and level of detail.  Therefore, EPA anticipates

that specifying a contract (and not an authorization) in the final rule should not cause a substantial impact

to the way repackaging is currently being conducted, particularly considering the five-year implementation

period for the refillable container and repackaging regulations.  The other modifications were minor

formatting changes that were needed to accommodate: (1) the revision to plain language; (2) needing to

include the conditions in the requirements for registrants who distribute or sell to independent refillers and

in the requirements for independent refillers; and (3) clarifying that the EPA establishment number added

to the label is the refiller’s EPA establishment number.

Comments - implementation.  One registrant urged EPA not to eliminate the ability of

manufacturers and distributors that are not registrants of an MUP to repackage that product for

distribution and sale.

 

EPA Response - implementation.  In the preamble to the proposed regulations, EPA stated that

the Bulk Pesticides Enforcement Policy would remain in effect until the date specified for compliance with

the refillable container and repackaging regulations, at which point it would be rescinded.  EPA will

implement this as discussed in the preamble to the proposal.  The refillable container and repackaging

regulations will supersede the Bulk Policy for products that are subject to these regulations.  Pesticide

products that are exempt from the refillable container and repackaging regulations – MUPs, plant-

incorporated protectants, and some antimicrobials – can only be repackaged under the limitations

established by FIFRA, the registration requirements in 40 CFR Part 152, and the applicable OPP policies. 

A key limitation is that the products that are exempt from the refillable container and repackaging

regulations must be repackaged by the registrant or a person under written contract to the registrant.  EPA

believes this constraint will not be a problem for MUPs and exempt antimicrobials because we have

received information that these products are repackaged by the registrants if they are sold or distributed in

refillable containers.  In addition, refillable containers are not appropriate for distributing plant-incorporated

protectants, so these products will also not be adversely affected.

One issue that has been raised is whether registrants and independent refillers can comply with

the regulations (and specifically the conditions for repackaging pesticide products for distribution or sale)

before the compliance date.  This is appealing to registrants and independent refillers because the

regulations allow pesticides to be repackaged under written contracts into refillable containers of any size

(compared to the 55 gallon container size limit established in the Bulk Policy and maintained in the 1991

amendment).  EPA believes that it is acceptable for registrants and independent refillers to repackage

pesticide products under the regulations before the five year compliance date as long as they are in full

compliance with the refillable container and repackaging regulations.  In other words, registrants can enter

into contracts with independent refillers to refill containers only if: (1) the containers comply with the

refillable container regulations, i.e., they meet the specified DOT standards, have a durable serial number

or other identifying code, and have one-way valves and/or tamper-evident devices; (2) the registrant

meets the repackaging conditions and develops and provides the necessary information, including a

description of acceptable containers and a cleaning procedure; (3) the refillers meet the repackaging

conditions and comply with the operational procedures, including inspecting, cleaning (if necessary), and
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labeling the containers; and (4) all other requirements specified in the refillable container and repackaging

regulations are followed.

Comments - general support.  Two registrant groups and a State regulatory agency supported

replacing the Bulk Policy with the regulations, commenting that the expansion of allowable sizes of

refillable containers should encourage their use.  Some other commenters (several registrants, a few

State regulatory agencies, and a registrant group) addressed this issue by responding to EPA’s request

for comment about the alternative of not allowing the practice of bulk repackaging to continue because of

information that indicates there may be a significant contamination problem with repackaged products.  All

of these commenters supported the continuation of bulk repackaging.  The respondents commented that

eliminating bulk repackaging would cause significant problems, such as: increasing worker exposure; solid

waste disposal; environmental contamination problems from using nonrefillables for the same amount of

product; and eliminating an integral part of the pesticide business for small companies without packaging

facilities.  In addition, several respondents commented that the number of instances of cross-

contamination is insignificant, is decreasing with education, and should continue to decrease because of

regulatory standards such as tamper-evident devices.  A State regulatory agency commented that the

conditions in proposed §165.129 were too complex and that the key is to ensure no change in formulation,

which can be accomplished by dedicating the containers to a specific active ingredient or properly

cleaning them.  

EPA Response - general support.  EPA agrees with the commenters that support replacing the

bulk policy with the regulations.  EPA disagrees with the State regulatory agency that the proposed

conditions in §165.129 were too complex; these are the conditions that are currently being followed by

registrants and independent refillers under the Bulk Policy.  W e agree that there are

operational/procedural requirements that must be followed in terms of cleaning the container if necessary. 

These safeguards are included in other sections of the repackaging regulations.

Comments - other.  A registrant responded that § 165.129(a)(5) would prevent a registrant from

modifying the storage and disposal label statements.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA stated we were

considering requiring registrants to submit an acknowledgment that they have entered into a repackaging

agreement and that they are responsible for the integrity of the repackaged product.  Two registrant

groups and a registrant opposed such a notification, stating that it would be unnecessary.  These

respondents commented that other provisions (e.g., the regulations or use of the registrant's label) would

indicate that the refiller and registrant are jointly responsible.

Two registrant groups, two registrants and a dealer group commented on the 2004 Federal

Register notice and urged EPA to change the conditions for repackaging to require that transfers of bulk

pesticide product be conducted within an impermeable secondary containment structure or on a

containment pad that meets current EPA specifications regardless of location. These respondents stated

that transfers integral to the field use process and spray application would be excluded from this

requirement.  Most of these commenters also urged EPA to incorporate the 1995 amendment to its Bulk

Pesticides Enforcement Policy (that permits the refilling of bulk containers at a farm even if the farm is not

registered as a pesticide producing establishment) into the final rule.  The same five commenters

recommended that EPA prohibit the transfer of bulk pesticide products from cargo tank motor vehicles

designed and equipped only for rapid unloading (tank trucks) into minibulk containers (less than or equal

to 330 gallons), regardless of location.  One of these commenters stated that engine driven pumps or

pressurizing of the tank truck produces a flow rate of about 100 gallons per minute, which works fine for

large stationary tanks with fixed connections but can easily cause spills when filling minibulks or refillable

drums.  In 2004, another registrant commented that custom blending and custom repackaging have

evolved significantly since the 1994 rule was proposed and urged EPA to ensure that the repackaging

standards address the issues of custom blending and custom repackaging in addition to traditional bulk

and minibulk repackaging.

EPA Response - other.  EPA disagrees that these requirements would prevent a registrant from
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modifying the storage and disposal label statements.  The condition that there are no changes to the label

except the addition of an appropriate net contents statement and the refiller’s EPA establishment number

applies to the situation where the refiller is repackaging that product.  The registrant could come to EPA at

any time to request a change in the product’s label.  EPA decided not to require notification by registrants

because it is unnecessary.

The final rule does not require containment for any transfer of bulk pesticide other than transfers

integral to use and application.  As discussed in Units VII.I and VIII.F, the final rule focuses on commercial

agrichemical facilities because these have the clearest pattern of soil and groundwater contamination by

pesticides.  The final rule does incorporate the 1995 amendment to the bulk policy that allows the refilling

of bulk containers at a farm as discussed in Unit VII.I.  EPA did not propose to prohibit transferring

pesticide products into minibulk container from cargo tank motor vehicles designed and equipment for

rapid unloading, so that suggestion is outside the scope of the final rule.

H.  Product Integrity

Background.  The Bulk Pesticides Enforcement Policy and both the proposed and final rules hold

the registrant and the refiller (if different than the registrant) responsible for product integrity of the

pesticide product repackaged by the refiller.  Product integrity means that the pesticide product is not

adulterated or different from the composition described in its confidential statement of formula that is

required under FIFRA section 3.  This requirement reflects current law.  Under FIFRA section 12(a)(1), it

is unlawful for any person to distribute or sell to any person a pesticide which is adulterated or whose

composition differs from the composition described in its confidential statement of formula.

FIFRA Section 12(a)(1) applies to pesticide distributed or sold in nonrefillable containers and in

refillable containers.  For pesticides distributed or sold in nonrefillable containers, it is clear that the

registrants are responsible for product integrity because there are no other parties involved (except for

supplemental registrants, as regulated by 40 CFR 152.132, and parties acting as agents under contract to

the registrant).  Similarly, when a registrant repackages a product directly into a refillable container for

distribution or sale, it is also clear that the registrant is responsible for product integrity.

The situation is less clear when a registrant distributes or sells a product to an independent refiller

for repackaging into refillable containers.  Both the registrants and the independent refillers are selling or

distributing the product, so both parties are responsible for product integrity.  The registrant is responsible

because the registrant has authorized the independent refiller to repackage the registrant's pesticide

product and to use the registrant's label according to the terms of the written contract (or authorization

under the Bulk Policy).  The registrant remains accountable for its repackaged product which is distributed

or sold in the refillable container.  EPA believes it is appropriate for registrants to be held responsible for

acts by independent refillers because the repackaging is being done under the registrant's registration and

the independent refillers are agents of the registrants for purposes of carrying out the written contract. 

The independent refiller is responsible for product integrity because the refiller is the person who

physically places the product into the container for sale or distribution.

In 1996, EPA established a policy on “Toxicologically Significant Levels of Pesticide Active

Ingredients” in PR Notice 96-8. (Ref. 58) This document describes EPA’s interpretation of the term

“toxicologically significant” as it applies to contaminants in pesticide products that are also active

ingredients.  The policy provides risk-based concentration levels of such contaminants that are generally

considered to be toxicologically significant (and therefore must be reported and accepted as part of

product registration according to 40 CFR 158.167).  The concentrations are defined according to the type

of pesticide that is contaminated (insecticide, herbicide, low dose herbicide, etc.) and the pesticide

category of the contaminant.  W hile PR Notice 96-8 applies to all pesticide products in nonrefillable and

refillable containers, a driving force in developing the policy was the cross-contamination found in refillable

containers in the early 1990's.
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Final Regulations.  The repackaging regulations clearly hold all parties subject to the repackaging

standards to be responsible for product integrity.  This includes: 

(1) Registrants who distribute or sell a pesticide product in refillable containers (in § 165.65(b));

(2) Registrants who distribute or sell pesticide products to independent refillers for repackaging

into refillable containers (in § 165.67(e)); and

(3) Refillers of a pesticide product that are not the registrants of the pesticide product (in

§165.70(d)).

 

Specifically, all of these businesses are responsible for the pesticide product that they distribute or sell not

being adulterated or different from the composition described in the product’s confidential statement of

formula that is required under FIFRA section 3.

Changes.  The language in the final regulation is nearly identical to the text in the proposed

regulation.  One slight modification is that the phrase “described in its confidential statement of formula

that is required under FIFRA section 3" is used in the final regulations because it is more straightforward

than the proposed phrase “described in the statement required in connection with registration under

section 3 of the Act.”  EPA considers these two phrases to mean exactly the same thing.

However, one thing that has changed since the proposed rule is EPA’s policy on toxicologically

significant levels of pesticide active ingredients.  PR Notice 96-8 defines risk-based concentration levels of

contaminants that are generally considered to be toxicologically significant.  Active ingredient

contaminants that are present at lower concentrations do not have to be reported by registrants and

accepted by EPA as part of product registration.  For example, if an herbicide active ingredient is detected

at less than 1,000 ppm in any pesticide where the contaminant is accepted for use on all sites for which

the product is labeled, the herbicide active ingredient is not considered to be toxicologically significant.  As

described in PR Notice 96-8, the purpose of this policy is to:  (1) recognize that cross-contamination is a

reality, and that not all cross-contamination is problematic; (2) set a clear standard that can be readily

applied by EPA, States and the regulated industry; (3) ensure that allowable cross-contamination does not

pose unreasonable adverse effects; (4) minimize the paperwork burden for EPA and registrants; (5)

maintain accountability for the product from the registrant to the end user; and (6) not preclude

marketplace or private solutions to correct problems that do arise.

Comments - who’s responsible.  Many respondents (registrants, registrant groups, a dealer group

and a State regulatory agency) commented that both the registrant and the refiller should be accountable

for the integrity of the product.  Several of them suggested revising the section that holds registrants

responsible for product integrity to include both the registrant and the refiller.  In addition, a State

regulatory agency commented that both registrants and refillers must be held to a higher standard for

product integrity than they have in the past.  Several of the registrant-related commenters and a

government agency suggested the following situations where registrants should not be liable for the

actions of others (i.e., the refillers):  (1) in cases of gross negligence; (2) for refiller violations; or (3) if the

registrant has shown responsibility in training and inspecting and provides adequate written instructions. 

Also, several of these respondents and a State regulatory agency commented that holding registrants

responsible for something they have little control over is unreasonable and may discourage the use of

refillable containers.  A few State regulatory agencies described situations where they believe refillers

should not be held accountable for product integrity.  One stated that the refiller should be responsible for

product integrity unless the refiller is repackaging into an end user's refillable container.  Another

commented that refillers should be exempt from responsibility if they act in good faith (i.e., clean

containers according to registrant's instructions and visually inspect containers.)

EPA Response - who’s responsible.  EPA strongly agrees with the commenters who stated that

both the registrant and refiller should be accountable for the integrity of the product.  This is the approach

taken in both the proposed and final regulations.  However, the sections establishing this requirement are

located in different places for the registrants and the independent refillers, because the relevant standard
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is included with all the other requirements that apply to either type of business.  In the final rule, the

product integrity requirement for registrants are in §§ 165.65(b) and 165.67(e) and the product integrity

standard for independent refillers is in § 165.70(d).  EPA believes that the legal basis for allowing an

independent refiller to repackage a product is very clear in holding both the registrant and the refiller

responsible for the integrity of that product.  The registrant must take the decision to allow another

company to repackage its product very seriously; if the registrant isn’t confident in the refiller’s ability and

willingness to comply with these regulations and the conditions of the written contract, then the registrant

should not enter into such an agreement with the refiller.  Similarly, holding the refiller responsible keeps a

strong incentive to follow all of the proper inspection and cleaning procedures.  Questions about who

should be liable or bears greater liability in a particular situation, such as in the gross negligence of either

the registrant or independent refiller, will be addressed on a case-by-case basis by pertinent enforcement

authorities.

Comments - investigations.  One EPA commenter (Region 7) expressed serious concerns about

potential cross-contamination in refillable containers based on 1992 bulk product sampling results, where

70 percent of the samples were contaminated, the highest concentration was 12,000 ppm, and some

samples contained three contaminants.  This respondent pointed out that preliminary results from 1993

and 1994 indicated a lower contamination rate, which could be due to a larger sample size and/or

improved packaging procedures by refillers and registrants.  Region 7 further commented that more work

and better or additional information/guidance regarding sufficient cleaning procedures are necessary

before widespread use of refillable containers can be supported.  A dealer group commented that some of

these contamination situations were excessive and likely a result of a dealer's carelessness, but

suggested that EPA overreacted to the 1992 information.  This respondent commented that prior to 1992,

dealers used their understanding of which pesticide residues would cause problems in the subsequent

product to determine the necessity of cleaning containers.  This commenter also said that educational

efforts resulting from the 1992 sampling results significantly decreased the existence and levels of

contamination.

One State regulatory agency commented that their experience shows that cross-contamination

does occur, while another responded that monitoring for cross-contamination is not a priority for them.  A

few State regulatory agencies expressed the need for EPA to provide clear guidance or validated

analytical methodologies for analyzing potentially contaminated products.  

EPA Response - investigations.  EPA believes that the 1992 sampling and enforcement actions

sparked the industry into improving its handling of refillable containers.  As Region 7 mentioned, the 1993

and 1994 sampling resulted in lower contamination rates.  W e are unaware of current, widespread

problems with contamination found in refillable containers, like that found in the early 1990's.  Region 7

continued looking for cross-contamination in refillable containers through 2001 and did not find any cases,

which they attribute to improved practices and awareness by both registrants and independent refillers.

W hile EPA believes that cross-contamination is not a wide-spread problem, incidents of cross-

contamination do still occur.  During the 2002 growing season the Minnesota Department of Agriculture

(MDA) received complaints of significant crop injury from several growers after applying pesticide product

packaged in minibulk containers.  MDA investigated these complaints and concluded that contaminated

pesticide product from minibulk containers caused the crop injury.

Several guidance documents were developed as a result of the 1992 sampling and enforcement

actions, which satisfies Region 7's recommendation for additional information about sufficient cleaning

procedures.  First, the American Crop Protection Association (now CropLife America) established

“Guidelines and Procedures for Cleaning, Refilling and Rededicating Pesticide Containers” in June 1993,

which was updated in April 1995.  Some registrants incorporated these guidelines into their repackaging

contracts and authorizations, so EPA believes that many refillers are bound by contract to follow them.  In

January 1996, a cooperative effort of national, regional, and State crop protection associations (including

registrants, distributors and retailers) developed a document titled  “Liquid Pesticides Bulk Storage and
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Refilling Facilities: A Self Evaluation Resource Guide.”  This document provides recommendations and

information on 11 topics, including tank structure, containment, bulk system components, operational

procedures, and loading/unloading.  W hile neither of these documents establish requirements, they both

provide good, practical information for refillers who want to establish good management practices.

Comments - suggested alternative standards. One State regulatory agency supported requiring

dedicated refillable containers to prevent contamination and adulteration that could lead to crop damage

and/or illegal or violative residues.  An environmental group expressed concern that the proposed

standard would not be adequate to prevent contamination and adulteration because it is too vague and,

they claim, is based upon past ineffective practices.  This commenter was also concerned about the lack

of plans for oversight of refilling and rinsing procedures, enforcement and sampling.

Many commenters (registrants, State regulatory agencies, a registrant group, a dealer and a

dealer group) commented that the proposed cross-contamination standard – essentially a zero tolerance

level – will discourage the use of refillable containers.  Industry could comply with such a standard by

using dedicated refillables, which may cause the following potential problems identified by commenters:

(1) increasing costs due to the increased number of containers and storage of idle containers (a registrant

group and a registrant); (2) possibly causing refillers to increase containment capacity to add more bulk

containers (two State regulatory agencies); or (3) limiting the products offered, which would run counter to

IPM goals of selecting the best product (the same State regulatory agencies).  Alternatively, respondents

commented that refillers would have to use significantly larger volumes of water to rinse containers, which

runs counter to the water reduction measures in the proposed effluent guidelines rule (Ref. 64) (as

mentioned by a registrant group) and could cause waste water generation to exceed the amount that

could be reused (pointed out by a retailer).  A dealer group commented that some dealers currently

minimize their refilling because of concerns about exceeding allowable levels.  Region 7 commented that

registrants have provided information that no cleaning procedures can remove 100 percent of the residue.

Several commenters suggested setting allowable limits or action levels for contaminants at levels

that are: (1) toxicologically significant (a registrant group); (2) significant for regulatory purposes (a State

regulatory agency); or (3) attainable by the end user when the container is cleaned according to the

manufacturer's instructions (a retailer).  One State regulatory agency suggested that registrants should

specify products that could be used in the same refillable, e.g., by chemical class.  A retailer suggested

changing the standard so pesticides used on the same crop wouldn’t constitute a contaminated product if

the prior product was noted on the refillable container.  An equipment manufacturer supported keyed

couplings designed for a particular pesticide as a viable alternative to prevent cross-contamination.  A few

dealer groups suggested a standard of 99.99 percent for liquid minibulks to be refilled with a pesticide

labeled for a different crop class or 99.9 percent for liquid minibulks to be refilled with a pesticide labeled

for the same crop class.  One of these commenters (retailer) questioned whether small amounts of cross-

contamination are problematic, because end users aren't complaining about the quality of products they

receive.  In comments on the 1999 Supplemental Notice, a registrant group mentioned that EPA’s 1998

PR Notice on toxicologically significant levels of pesticide active ingredients is now in place and a

registrant stated that this policy eliminates or greatly reduces the need for tamper-evident devices and

one-way valves.

EPA Response - suggested alternative standards.  As described above, EPA does not have

flexibility to change the product integrity standard because it reflects current law.  Under FIFRA section

12(a)(1), it is unlawful for any person to distribute or sell a pesticide which is adulterated or whose

composition differs from the composition described in the confidential statement of formula that is required

in connection with registration.  W hile the regulatory standard is identical to the proposed rule, EPA

believes that many of the non-regulatory activities and documents described above – including the

industry guidelines on cleaning/refilling containers and managing a refilling facility and EPA’s PR Notice

98-6 (the policy on “Toxicologically Significant Levels of Pesticide Active Ingredients”) address some of

the commenters concerns, including a need for more work and better guidance on sufficient cleaning

procedures and setting allowable limits for toxicologically significant levels of pesticide active ingredients. 
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EPA disagrees with the comment that this policy eliminates the need for the tamper-evident device/one-

way valve requirement.  W e believe that these precautions are necessary to reduce the opportunities for

putting materials other than the labeled pesticide into a refillable container and for allowing the refiller to

recognize when this may have happened.  W hile registrants have the option of dedicating containers to a

specific product or active ingredient (which seems to be the direction the industry has moved over the past

several years), EPA does not believe it is necessary to require dedicated containers as a standard

practice.  

EPA believes that the outreach efforts to communicate the requirements of the pesticide container

regulations will further increase awareness of proper container management, which may include

recommendations from registrants, EPA and/or the States that go beyond what the regulations require. 

EPA anticipates a substantial compliance assistance effort as the regulations are phased in, followed by

enforcement and sampling activities when the regulations become effective.  All of these activities should

lead to an improvement in container management practices.

Comments - common plumbing systems.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA discussed the use of

common piping, pumps, meters and discharge hoses to distribute pesticides from bulk tanks as a possible

source of contamination.  W e requested comments on the potential contribution of common plumbing

systems to contamination and whether EPA should address plumbing systems in the final rule.   Several

commenters (a few State regulatory agencies, a dealer group, and a registrant group) urged EPA not to

regulate common plumbing systems, although most of them acknowledged such systems as potential

sources of contamination.  Alternative suggestions included: proper piping system design, operational

techniques (cleaning between products) and management practices by the refiller; a review of

management practices and available technology; and letting registrants address common plumbing

systems in their refilling agreements.  A registrant acknowledged common plumbing systems as potential

contamination sources and recommended that EPA regulate and enforce standards based on

toxicologically significant levels of contamination.  A State regulatory agency said that common plumbing

systems should be permitted only to connect tanks holding the same pesticide.  An environmental group

asked EPA to develop standards for common plumbing systems and to propose them for public comment. 

Several respondents (registrants and State regulatory agencies) recommended that EPA should prohibit

common plumbing systems to decrease the potential for cross contamination.  One of these respondents

stated that common plumbing systems are prohibited in their State.

In addition, several other commenters pointed out other potential sources of contamination.  A

dealer group commented that EPA should investigate the use of common piping in the bulk pesticide

distribution and transportation systems upstream of the refillers before requiring refillers to have dedicated

piping.  Another commenter suggested the following as potential contamination sources: the

manufacturing process, transportation between the registrant and refiller, reuse of bulk containers which

had previously contained a different product, shared hoses, pumps and other equipment used to transfer

pesticide from bulk tanks to minibulks, and accidental introduction of a pesticide into the incorrect bulk

tank.  A State regulatory agency expressed concern about the potential for cross contamination from the

transport vehicles that deliver product to refillers and from common piping at the refillers.

EPA Response - common plumbing systems.  EPA does not believe that it is necessary to prohibit

common plumbing systems in the final rule.  As mentioned above, we believe that the 1992 sampling and

enforcement actions sparked the industry into improving its handling of refillable containers, which led to

lower contamination rates in 1993 and 1994 sampling.  W e are unaware of current, widespread problems

with contamination found in refillable containers, like that found in the early 1990's.  Therefore, we do not

believe that common plumbing systems automatically cause contamination.  W hile common plumbing

systems are a potential source of contamination, we believe that industry has found ways to properly clean

and manage these systems or has chosen to dedicate pipes, pumps and other equipment to specific

pesticides.

I.  Delivery and Repackaging at End User Locations
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Background.  The 1977 Bulk Policy (Ref. 75) provided the following two examples of acceptable

practices for shipping “bulk” pesticides to end users:

• A registrant ships a bulk pesticide directly to an end user (custom applicator, farmer, etc.).  The

label accompanies the shipment and is placed on the user’s tank.  No new establishment or

product registration is needed for the bulk container since the labeled product is fully registered

and has been sold intact to the user.

• A tank car of pesticide from which commercial applicators meter off into their own tanks, without

being put into a dealer’s holding tank, would be exempt from new producer establishment

registration.  It is considered that the original container has not been changed in delivery to the

applicator and the tank car label (placard) will bear the producer’s establishment number.

In the preamble to the 1994 proposed rule, EPA stated that repackaging by the registrant must be

done at a registered establishment, as required by 40 CFR part 167.  In addition, EPA stated that we saw

no reason to continue the exemption from the registered establishment requirement described in the

second bullet above.  W e requested comments on the effect of discontinuing this exception.  

On February 3, 1994, EPA released the “Bulk Pesticide Repackaging Question & Answer

Document” (Ref. 63) which included the following question and answer that address the issue of making a

bulk delivery directly to an end user.

“18.  May a registrant deliver pesticides in bulk directly to a farm, even if the farm is not registered

as a producing establishment?  May someone other than the registrant do this?

Under the bulk pesticide repackaging policy, a registrant may deliver pesticides directly to

a farm, even if the farm is not registered as a pesticide producing establishment.  Someone other

than the registrant could not deliver pesticides in bulk to a farm unless the farm was registered as

a pesticide producing establishment and that person has received written authorization from the

registrant to deliver the pesticide to the specific farm.  The registrant of the establishment (i.e., the

farmer) would also be required to submit annual production reports.  Please note that some

States and most registrants require containment structures for the storage of bulk pesticides. 

Most farmers do not have these containment structures and delivery to these farms may not be

allowed under State law.”

After discussion and debate on this question among the regulated community and regulatory

agencies, EPA reconsidered and revised our position in a memo titled “Bulk Pesticide Transfers” dated

March 22, 1995.  (Ref. 59) The new question 18 supersedes the question in the 1994 Bulk Policy

Question & Answer document and is:

“18(a).  May a registrant deliver pesticides in bulk directly to a farm, even if the farm is not

registered as a producing establishment?  May someone other than the registrant do this?

A registrant, dealer, or other authorized person pursuant to the Enforcement Policy

Applicable to Bulk Shipments of Pesticides (July 11, 1977) may transfer pesticides in bulk at a

farm, even if the farm is not registered as a pesticide producing establishment.

18(b).  May a registrant deliver pesticides in bulk directly to end use sites other than a farm, even

if such site is not registered as a producing establishment?  May someone other than the

registrant do this?

Yes.  See answer to question 18(a) above.  However, the Agency will continue to pursue

enforcement actions against all end users that use any registered pesticide in a manner

inconsistent with its labeling pursuant to FIFRA § 12(a)(2)(G).”
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The March 22, 1995 memo explained that this revision was made because end users are not the

persons repackaging shipments of bulk pesticides at the farm and other end use sites.  The memo further

stated that the terms and conditions of the 1977 Bulk Policy and 1991 amendment are unchanged.  Since

the pesticide that is transferred at the farm or other end use site is not being transferred and held for

further sale, final accountability for meeting the terms of the Bulk Policy remains with the registrant and the

last establishment making a transfer associated with a pesticide sale, the dealer.  Registrant and dealer

establishments are responsible for reporting repackaging as production pursuant to 40 CFR 167.85.  In

the memo, EPA recommended (but did not require) that pesticides be transferred into stationary bulk

containers protected by a secondary containment structure at end user sites.

Final Regulation.  One of the requirements specified in §§ 165.67(b) and 165.70(b) for when a

registrant may allow a refiller to repackage its pesticide product into refillable containers and to distribute

or sell such repackaged product under the existing registration is:

One of the following conditions regarding a registered refilling establishment is satisfied:

(1) The pesticide product is repackaged at a refilling establishment registered with EPA as

required by § 167.20.

(2) The pesticide product is repackaged at the site of a user who intends to use or apply the

product by a refilling establishment registered with EPA as required by § 167.20.

Changes.  The first condition listed above (the product is repackaged at a registered refilling

establishment) is the same as the proposed regulation.  The second condition – the product is repackaged

at the site of a user who intends to use or apply the product by a registered refilling establishment – was

added to the final rule to be consistent with EPA’s revised policy as described in the March 22, 1995 “Bulk

Pesticide Transfers” memo.  The final regulation is consistent with EPA’s 1995 position that final

accountability for meeting the terms of the Bulk Policy remains with the registrant and the last

establishment making a transfer associated with a pesticide sale (an independent refiller in this case),

because the pesticide that is transferred at the farm or other end use site is not being transferred and held

for further sale.

Comments. Nearly all of the many commenters who addressed this issue supported allowing the

practice of bulk delivery to end users (including commercial applicators), as described in the Bulk Policy. 

In particular, a registrant group – the Metam-Sodium Task Force – strongly opposed rescinding the

commercial applicator exemption.  In extensive comments on this issue, this respondent made the

following points: (1) FIFRA doesn't provide EPA with authority to regulate transfers for purposes of

application -- only for sale and distribution; (2) EPA has long excluded farms from environmental

regulation and should continue this tradition; (3) product safety and integrity and EPA's goal of

encouraging bulk transfers could be compromised if farms must register as establishments (e.g., it is

better for dealers to transport pesticide than farmers); (4) requiring farms to register and report as

establishments would waste private and government resources; (5) if the exemption is rescinded, EPA

must comply with applicable regulatory assessment requirements, especially those concerning small

businesses; and (6) EPA Regions have interpreted the exemption to allow delivery to applicators by

dealers, distributors, and registrants.

Many other commenters, including registrants, registrant groups, State regulatory agencies, and

dealer groups, also opposed rescinding the commercial applicator exemption.  These respondents

described the following benefits of maintaining the commercial applicator exemption: (1) it minimizes the

amount of paperwork required; (2) it reduces the use of nonrefillable containers; (3) it eliminates emptying

containers at the application site; (4) it increases the use of mechanical transfer systems with less worker

exposure; (5) spill prevention is adequately handled through means other than establishment reporting; (6)

this practice has worked well over the years and without reports of problems or incidents; (7) farmers may

not have the proper equipment to load and unload minibulks (which can weigh up to 3,500 pounds); (8)

others (registrants, dealers) are more qualified to transport pesticide over increasingly longer distances

than farmers; and (9) it eliminates two transfers of product -- one into and one out of the dealer's holding
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tank -- which is the most likely time for an incident.  Several of these respondents (a State regulatory

agency and two registrants) recommended that pesticide product transfers at end user sites should take

place over containment structures.

Many of these commenters recommended not only keeping the commercial applicator exemption,

but expanding it to allow others, such as the registrant's contract bulk packager (dealer/refiller) to deliver

bulk product to end users.  A few dealer groups and a State regulatory agency commented that this

practice is occurring now without problems.  A registrant group stated that pesticides delivered to the

many refillable containers at end user sites should be exempted from the establishment registration

requirement because the pesticides are intended for use/application, not sale or distribution.

One commenter, a registrant, supported allowing farmers to fill their application equipment at a

dealer's bulk site.  However, this commenter opposed allowing "milk runs," i.e., when a dealer's nurse tank

goes to a farm site to fill application equipment or a minibulk tank, because this transfer probably wouldn't

occur over a mix/load pad.

Two registrant groups, two registrants and a dealer group commented on the 2004 Federal

Register notice and urged EPA to change the conditions for repackaging to require that transfers of bulk

pesticide product be conducted within an impermeable secondary containment structure or on a

containment pad that meets current EPA specifications regardless of location. These respondents stated

that transfers integral to the field use process and spray application would be excluded from this

requirement.  Most of these commenters also urged EPA to incorporate the 1995 amendment to its Bulk

Pesticides Enforcement Policy (that permits the refilling of bulk containers at a farm even if the farm is not

registered as a pesticide producing establishment) into the final rule.  

EPA Response.  As described above, EPA changed the final regulations to allow pesticide

products to be repackaged at an end user’s site as long as the other requirements of the repackaging

regulations are followed, including the container inspection, cleaning, labeling and recordkeeping

requirements.

EPA has received anecdotal evidence that the practice of refilling containers (bulk containers,

minibulks, application tanks, nurse tanks, etc.) at end user sites has increased over the past few years

and may continue to increase in the future.  Therefore, EPA is concerned about the potential for spills,

leaks and other releases during transfers at end user sites to cause soil and water contamination.  As

described in the preamble to the proposed rule, EPA decided to require containment structures at dealers,

commercial applicators and custom blenders with bulk storage tanks, largely because these were the

kinds of sites where contamination had been documented.  EPA did not and still does not have

documentation of end user site contamination due to repackaging pesticide product.  Therefore, the final

pesticide container and containment regulations do not require repackaging at end user sites to be done

within a containment structure.  However, EPA strongly recommends that repackaging at end user sites

be conducted over some kind of containment – whether it is a permanent concrete containment pad or a

portable containment structure.  In the future, EPA may revise the repackaging regulations to require all

repackaging (including at end user sites) to occur over a containment structure if we become aware of a

pattern of end user site contamination being caused by repackaging.

J. Registrants Who Distribute or Sell Pesticide Products in Refillable Containers - Overview (§

165.65)

Final Regulation.   The regulations in § 165.65 apply to registrants who distribute or sell pesticide

products in refillable containers.  This means that the registrant conducts all of the repackaging for the

product and does not distribute or sell the product to a refiller that is not part of its company for refilling.  

Of course, a registrant may repackage a product directly into refillable containers for sale or

distribution and distribute or sell that same product to an independent refiller for repackaging.  In this case,
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the registrant must comply with both sets of requirements: the standards in § 165.65 for those quantities

the registrant distributes or sells directly in refillable containers and the requirements in § 165.67 for those

quantities that the registrant distributes or sells to independent refillers for repackaging.

A registrant who distributes or sells a pesticide product directly in refillable containers:

• Is responsible for the integrity of the product, as discussed in Unit VII.H;

• Must develop a refilling residue removal procedure, as discussed in Unit VII.M;

• Must develop a description of acceptable containers, as discussed in Unit VII.N;

• Must comply with the requirements for refillers (including having certain information and

inspecting, cleaning, and labeling the refillable containers), as discussed in Unit VII.O through

VII.R;

• Must keep records, including copies of the refilling residue removal procedure and the description

of acceptable containers and certain information about each instance of repackaging.  The

recordkeeping requirements are discussed in Unit VII.S.

Changes.  All of these requirements for registrants who distribute or sell pesticide products

directly in refillable containers were included in the proposed regulation.  Some of the requirements were

modified based on comments and the change to refer to and adopt some of the DOT standards.  The

specific changes to these requirements are discussed in other sections of Unit VII.

Comments.  A registrant and registrant group commented that the standards in this section should

not apply to industrial biocides since the preamble only discusses the refilling of agricultural pesticides.

EPA Response.  EPA disagrees with this comment and believes that all pesticide products that

are subject to the container and repackaging regulations should comply with the requirements for

registrants who repackage pesticide products directly into refillable containers.  EPA believes that these

are common-sense, good management practices that industrial biocide registrants probably comply with

to some degree already.  For example, we believe it is likely that industrial biocide registrants have

company policies on when and how containers need to be cleaned, on which containers can be refilled

with their products, and on inspecting containers before refilling to ensure their integrity.  In addition, many

of the requirements regarding repackaging are required by other pesticide-related regulations (including

40 CFR parts 156, 167 and 169) but are included here as references to facilitate compliance.  Finally, this

comment may be less of a concern because many antimicrobial products are exempt from the final

regulations, as described in Unit III.

K. Registrants Who Distribute or Sell Pesticide Products to Refillers for Repackaging - Overview (§

165.67)

Final Regulation. The regulations in § 165.67 apply to registrants who distribute or sell pesticide

products to refillers that are not part of their companies for repackaging into refillable containers.  This is

the more common form of repackaging, where the registrant ships in bulk to a refiller (normally a retailer)

who repackages the product into portable pesticide containers.  

As mentioned above, a registrant may repackage a product directly into refillable containers for

sale or distribution and distribute or sell that same product to an independent refiller for repackaging.  In

this case, the registrant must comply with both sets of requirements: the standards in § 165.65 for those

quantities the registrant distributes or sells directly in refillable containers and the requirements in § 165.67

for those quantities that the registrant distributes or sells to independent refillers for repackaging.

A registrant who distributes or sells a pesticide product to an independent refiller for repackaging:

• Must comply with the conditions for allowing a refiller to repackage his product, as discussed in

Unit VII.G;
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• Must provide the refiller with the written contract to repackage before distributing or selling the

product to the refiller;

• Is responsible for the integrity of the product, as discussed in Unit VII.H;

• Must develop a refilling residue removal procedure, as discussed in Unit VII.M;

• Must develop a description of acceptable containers, as discussed in Unit VII.N;

• Must provide the refilling residue removal procedure, description of acceptable containers, and the

product’s label and labeling to the refiller before or at the time of distribution or sale to the refiller;

• Must keep records of the contracts, the refilling residue removal procedure, and the description of

acceptable containers.  The recordkeeping requirements are discussed in Unit VII.S.

The requirements that are specific to registrants who distribute or sell pesticide products to

independent refillers for repackaging are the two that establish standards for the timing of when the

registrant provides documents to the refiller.  Under § 165.67(d), the registrant must provide the written

contract to repackage the product before selling or distributing the product to the refiller.  Section

165.67(g) specifies that the other information (cleaning procedure, description of acceptable containers,

and label/labeling) can be provided earlier but must be provided to the refiller at the time of sale or

distribution at the latest.  These two provisions are identical to the proposed regulations.

Changes.  All of these requirements for registrants who distribute or sell pesticide products to

refillers for repackaging were included in the proposed regulation.  Some of the requirements were

modified based on comments, modifications to some EPA policies, and the change to refer to and adopt

some of the DOT standards.  The specific changes to these requirements are discussed in other sections

of Unit VII.

Comments.  A registrant concurred with EPA's assignment of responsibilities: registrants are

responsible for providing information to refillers; registrants and refillers share responsibility for product

integrity; and refillers are responsible for the integrity of individual containers.  Another registrant

commented that registrants should be able to provide the written contract the same time of distribution or

sale instead of before distribution or sale as proposed.  A registrant and registrant group commented that

the standards in this section should not apply to industrial biocides since the preamble only discusses the

refilling of agricultural pesticides.  A registrant group and two registrants suggested that registrants should

also provide refillers with a "leak-proofness test which allows the refiller to ascertain the integrity of the

container."

EPA Response.  EPA agrees with the commenter who addressed the assignment of

responsibilities.  The final rule provides this same distribution of responsibilities.  EPA continues to believe

that the written contract must be in place before the time of distribution or sale to ensure that the pesticide

is handled and repackaged legally.  EPA disagrees with the respondents who stated that this part of the

regulations should not apply to industrial biocides.  As discussed in Unit VII.J, EPA believes that all

pesticide products that are subject to the container and repackaging regulations should comply with the

requirements for registrants who repackage pesticide products directly into refillable containers.  As

explained in detail in Unit VII.G, the conditions for allowing a refiller to repackage a registrant’s product (in

§§ 165.67(b) and 165.70(b)) are established by existing law, so EPA doesn’t have the flexibility to modify

these requirements.  If the registrants of industrial biocides don’t use independent refillers to distribute or

sell their products, this whole part of the regulations ((§ 165.67)) doesn’t apply to them and they would

have to comply with § 165.65 if they sell or distribute pesticides in refillable containers.  Finally, EPA

decided not to require registrants to provide a leakproofness test to the refillers because we believe that a

thorough visual inspection is easier to implement on a national scale.  However, registrants can provide

refillers with information and guidance that goes beyond the few requirements in the regulations.  In fact,

EPA is aware that this is currently the case and that many registrants provide refillers with booklets or

notebooks of information on handling and repackaging their bulk products.  A registrant may provide

instructions for a leakproofness test to an independent refiller if he believes it is necessary.

L. Refillers Who Are Not Registrants - Overview (§ 165.70)
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Final Regulation.  The regulations in § 165.70 apply to refillers who are not registrants of the

products that they repackage for sale or distribution.  

A refiller who repackages a product for distribution or sale and is not the registrant of the product: 

• Must comply with the conditions for allowing him to repackage the registrant’s product, as

discussed in Unit VII.G;

• Is responsible for the integrity of the product, as discussed in Unit VII.H;

• Must comply with the requirements for refillers (including having certain information and

inspecting, cleaning, and labeling the refillable containers), as discussed in Unit VII.O through

VII.R;

• Must keep records, including copies of the contract from the registrant, refilling residue removal

procedure, and description of acceptable containers, and certain information about each instance

of repackaging.  The recordkeeping requirements are discussed in Unit VII.S.

Changes.    All of these requirements for independent refillers were included in the proposed

regulation.  Some of the requirements were modified based on comments, modifications to some EPA

policies, and the change to refer to and adopt some of the DOT standards.  The specific changes to these

requirements are discussed in other sections of Unit VII.

Comments - whether or not to include custom blending in this rule.  In the preamble to the

proposed rule, EPA discussed whether or not the requirements for independent refillers should apply to

custom blenders, who provide the service of mixing pesticides with fertilizer, feed, or another pesticide to a

customer’s specification.  The preamble provided two options for the final rule: (1) Issue a regulation on

refilling practices that is tailored specifically to custom blenders that distribute pesticide mixtures, or (2)

exempt custom blenders from the repackaging requirements.  EPA requested comments on these

options.

A few commenters showed lukewarm support for applying the repackaging regulations to custom

blenders.  A registrant was unaware of pressing reasons to exclude custom blenders and pointed out that

custom blenders are usually custom applicators.  A State regulatory agency stated that custom blenders

should be required to meet the refilling requirements if the criteria apply to them.  This commenter also

pointed out that custom blends are generally placed into a spreader, not a container.

A registrant group stated that custom blenders provide valuable service in reducing pesticide

container use and applicator exposure.  This respondent recommended developing standards that are

specific to custom blenders and that address items such as container integrity and cleaning procedures. 

A registrant distinguished between custom blending and selling a pesticide product in a refillable

container with a registrant's label on it as two different activities.  A few dealer groups strongly urged EPA

to exclude custom applicators from the refiller requirements.  The retailer-related commenters believe it is

inappropriate to address custom blenders in a section that focuses on maintaining the original integrity of

repackaged pesticides.  They also described current custom blending practices in the Midwest, including

the following points:

• Midwest dealers with bulk pesticides are mostly all custom blenders and custom applicators and

have become repackagers recently.

• It is common for the volume of bulk pesticides that goes into custom blends to exceed the volume

that is repackaged into refillable containers.

• Custom blends may be loaded into custom application and nurse vehicles of that dealer, another

for-hire custom applicator, or a customer.

• On the other hand, registered bulk pesticides are: (1) repackaged into minibulk containers; (2)

moved in portable service containers from the bulk container to supply the dealer's custom

application operation in the field; and (3) loaded into tanks that are an integral part of application
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or nurse vehicles for field nursing or to supply injection systems.

EPA Response - whether or not to include custom blending in this rule.  In the final rule, EPA

decided to exempt custom blending from having to comply with the repackaging requirements.  As stated

by several of the commenters, EPA determined that there is an inherent difference between custom

blending and repackaging pesticide products for sale or distribution.  W hen a product is repackaged for

sale or distribution, it must maintain the characteristics of the product and meet the ingredient contents

identified on the label and in the product’s registration.  On the other hand, a custom blend intentionally

mixes a pesticide with another substance.  W hile the product’s labeling must be consistent with the

custom blend (i.e., the labeling directions do not prohibit the use of the product in such a blend) and the

product’s label must be delivered to the end-user, the material in the custom blend is no longer just the

pesticide product identified on the label.  In fact, the custom blender must deliver a statement specifying

the composition of the mixture.  

The exemption for custom blending was added to § 165.63(h) of the final regulation, which asks

“Are there any other exceptions?”  Paragraph (h) in § 165.63 was added to state that custom blending is

exempt from the regulations in this subpart.  In addition, § 165.3 of the regulations define “custom

blending” as “Custom blending means the service of mixing pesticides to a customer’s specifications,

usually a pesticide(s)-fertilizer(s), pesticide-pesticide, or a pesticide-animal feed mixture, when: 

(1) The blend is prepared to the order of the customer and is not held in inventory by the blender;

(2) The blend is to be used on the customer’s property (including leased or rented property);

(3) The pesticide(s) used in the blend bears end-use labeling directions which do not prohibit use

of the product in such a blend;

(4) The blend is prepared from registered pesticides; and

(5) The blend is delivered to the end-user along with a copy of the end-use labeling of each

pesticide used in the blend and a statement specifying the composition of the mixture.”

This description is based on the definition of “custom blender” in 40 CFR 167.3, but was modified

to reflect the practice of custom blending rather than the establishment at which it takes place.  The §

167.3 definition focuses on the establishment, because the Part 167 regulations then exempt custom

blenders from the requirements to register their establishments (in § 167.20(a)(1)) and to report

production (in § 167.85(a)).  The § 167.3 definition of custom blender includes a sixth condition – that no

other pesticide production activity is performed at the establishment – because these other activities would

subject a custom blender to the establishment registration and production reporting requirements. 

However, this sixth condition is not relevant to the pesticide product repackaging requirements in 40 CFR

Part 165 Subpart D because the Subpart D regulations are tied to the process or action of repackaging. 

As reported by several commenters, a facility may conduct several different activities, including

repackaging pesticide products into refillable containers and custom blending.  In this case, the

repackaging must be conducted in accordance with the regulations in this subpart, while the custom

blending is exempt from the regulations in this subpart. 

It is worth noting that the containment regulations in subpart E apply to some custom blenders,

specifically “custom blenders of agricultural pesticides.”

Comments - mixing diluent with pesticides.  Several commenters (dealer groups and a dealer)

urged EPA to allow water as a blend component.  One retailer described the awkwardness of the situation

when such mixing is not permitted -- a dealer can put pesticide in a farmer's application equipment at its

facility (with a containment pad), but the farmer has to return to his own location to add water and finish

preparing the application mixture.  The two dealer groups suggested or stated that using water as a

custom blend component is currently practiced in the Midwest.  The two dealer groups also recommended

deleting condition #6 in the § 167.3 definition of custom blender which specifies that "no other pesticide

production activity is performed at the establishment."
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Response - mixing diluent with pesticides.  EPA disagrees with the comment to delete condition

#6 in the § 167.3 definition of custom blender that specifies “no other pesticide production activity is

performed at the establishment.”  As described above, this condition is intended to distinguish between

custom blenders - who are exempt from the Part 167 establishment registration requirements - and

producing establishments, who are required to register their establishments.  Condition #6 does not

prevent a facility from conducting custom blending and repackaging (producing).  These facilities must

register as establishments because they are producing establishments.  Instead, condition #6 is intended

to describe the facilities that are exempt from the establishment registration requirements, i.e., facilities

that custom blend and do not repackage or other wise produce pesticides.

However, EPA considered the request from commenters to allow custom blends to be diluted with

water.  Various offices and Regions within EPA, as well as the States, have not had a consistent policy

about whether custom blends can be diluted with water or another diluent.  After reviewing this issue, it is

appropriate to clarify our position on diluting custom blends.  EPA believes that the definition of custom

blender in § 167.3 provides flexibility.  Custom blenders are defined as “any establishment which provides

the service of mixing pesticides to a customer’s specifications, usually a pesticide(s)-fertilizer(s), pesticide-

pesticide, or a pesticide-animal feed mixture, when” the six conditions described above are met.  In

particular, the word “usually” in this definition provides flexibility and allows water (or other diluents when

specified by the labeling of the pesticide[s] in the blend) to be added to custom blends. 

EPA believes that the language of § 167.3 allows custom blends to be diluted with water or a

diluent specified on the labels of all pesticides in the blend.  In many ways, it is more efficient and possibly

more accurate for the facility that is measuring and blending pesticides, fertilizers and/or animal feed to

also measure and blend the diluent into the custom blend.  In addition, custom blends (with diluents) that

are delivered to an end user as a use-dilution (usually in refillable containers) offer worker exposure and

environmental protection benefits including eliminating the need for end users to mix, handle and

potentially spill the pesticide in the field; eliminating the need for the end user to rinse containers in the

field; allowing the use of closed systems; and reducing the number of nonrefillable containers that must be

disposed or recycled.  However, EPA wants to clarify that custom blends with a diluent added still must

comply with all five conditions in the definition of custom blend in § 165.3: “Custom blending means the

service of mixing pesticides to a customer’s specifications, usually a pesticide(s)-fertilizer(s), pesticide-

pesticide, or a pesticide-animal feed mixture, when: 

(1) The blend is prepared to the order of the customer and is not held in inventory by the blender;

(2) The blend is to be used on the customer’s property (including leased or rented property);

(3) The pesticide(s) used in the blend bears end-use labeling directions which do not prohibit use

of the product in such a blend;

(4) The blend is prepared from registered pesticides; and

(5) The blend is delivered to the end-user along with a copy of the end-use labeling of each

pesticide used in the blend and a statement specifying the composition of the mixture.”

EPA will monitor the practices and procedures that develop and proliferate in the field with this

interpretation.  If problems develop, EPA will consider options, including revising its interpretation, adding

protective conditions if diluents are added to custom blends, and subjecting custom blending to the

repackaging requirements in Part 165. 

In addition, EPA does not view a difference between custom blending and custom mixing from a

regulatory point of view.  A custom mixer is a facility that stores materials previously purchased by end-

users and that custom mixes the products just prior to application.  A custom mixer does not own, sell or

apply the product, although the conditions in the § 165.3 definition of custom blending are met.  Over the

years, there have been different interpretations of whether or not there is a difference between custom

blending and custom mixing.  At least a few businesses have been established as custom mixers under

the determination that they are not custom blenders.  This final rule does not distinguish between custom

blenders and custom mixers.  Similarly, the policy of allowing diluents to be added to custom blends
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applies to both custom blenders and custom mixers.  As discussed above, custom blending is excluded

from the subpart D repackaging requirements.  However, custom blenders (including custom mixers)

would be subject to the subpart E containment standards if they blend (mix) agricultural pesticides.

Comments - service containers:  A few dealer groups noted that the proposed rule does not

address service containers, which are used to move pesticides from bulk storage to end-use applications

in the field, e.g., the tanks that are an integral part of application or nurse vehicles.  These commenters

pointed out some advantages of service containers including: reducing the number of nonrefillable

containers used, keeping pesticides separate from water or fertilizers during transportation,

accommodating on-board injection systems and allowing the applicator to adjust pesticides in the field. 

These commenters urged EPA and industry to consider providing for the expanded use of service

containers, with some exclusions from the refillable container requirements, to increase the use of bulk

pesticides.  A State regulatory agency supported keeping the Bulk Policy because they don't want to

register each facility where bulk pesticides are metered, such as where pest control operators place

pesticides into service containers.

EPA Response - service containers.  The pesticide container and repackaging regulations do not

regulate service containers, because the container and repackaging regulations only apply to containers

that are used to sell or distribute pesticide products and to the repackaging of products for sale or

distribution.  For the purposes of this discussion, a service container is defined as “any container used to

hold, store, or transport a pesticide concentrate or a pesticide use-dilution mixture, other than the original

labeled container in which the product was distributed or sold, the measuring device, or the application

device.”

EPA does not currently regulate service containers.  In 1976, EPA issued a Pesticide

Enforcement Policy Statement (PEPS) on “Structural Pest Control: Use and Labeling of Service

Containers for the Transportation or Temporary Storage of Pesticides,” which defined minimal labeling

requirements and several other limitations for the acceptable use of service containers by structural pest

control operators. (Ref. 76) However, this PEPS was later rescinded.  EPA continues to believe that it is a

good management practice to ensure that the contents of service containers are identified and that the

label of a pesticide product that is in a service container is available to the person handling and/or applying

the pesticide.  EPA may consider developing a separate policy on service containers while the pesticide

container and containment regulations are being phased in.

Comments - general.  A registrant group commented that the industrial biocide industry doesn't

use the type of refilling system described in the preamble for agricultural pesticides and requested EPA to

clarify that refilling establishments and the requirements of this section are limited to the agricultural

market.  One State regulatory agency commented that the refiller responsibilities to ensure product and

container integrity appear to be adequate.  Another asked EPA to clarify the difference between persons

who refill for resale/custom applicators and general retailers.

EPA Response - general.  As discussed in the previous sections, EPA believes that all pesticide

products that are subject to the regulations should be repackaged according to the provisions in the

repackaging regulations.  If the industrial biocide industry doesn’t use this type of refilling system, then

these requirements for independent refillers don’t apply to that industry.  In terms of clarifying the

differences between the different parties mentioned above, the refillable container and repackaging

requirements apply to retailers only if they repackage pesticide products for sale or distribution.  If retailers

only sell products in nonrefillable containers and minibulks that arrive full and are sold as is, then the

refillable container and repackaging regulations do not apply.  The differences between retailers who refill

for resale and custom applicators is discussed along with custom blending and service containers below.

Comments - 2004 Federal Register notice.  A registrant submitted detailed comments urging EPA

to reevaluate the ideas of traditional bulk repackaging and custom blending, stating that this is necessary

because of the growing adoption of customized bulk delivery.  Specifically, the commenter recommended
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the following changes to the repackaging regulations:

1) The rule should eliminate the distinction between custom blending and refilling because

currently the only distinction seems to be the amount of time the blended or refilled product is held

before it is applied. 

2) The rule should allow dilution of an end user’s product with the appropriate diluent, and the

addition of any adjuvants the customer desires because allowing a trained operator to dilute a

user’s product will reduce the opportunity for wellhead contamination and farm site spills. 

3) The rule should allow customized blends of two or more pesticide components for individual

crop and site situations. The respondent said this would allow a grower to purchase only the

amount of materials he or she needed, reducing the likelihood of ending up with unused material. 

Also, it would reduce the empty container burden and eliminates the need for rinsing several

containers.

In addition, this registrant commented that EPA should change its policy that creates “an artificial

barrier between custom refillers and custom blenders by allowing custom blending only at facilities that are

not registered establishments.”  The commenter urged EPA to remove the distinction between custom

blenders and custom refillers, and to remove “the prohibition against custom blending at registered

establishments.”

A custom mixing company submitted comments describing custom mixing and explaining its

benefits and urged EPA to use a common sense approach to the benefit of everyone in the final rule. 

Custom mixing is very common in the industrial vegetation management market and follows the following

process:  All custom mixing requests are initiated from the end user and go to the distributor, who in turn

places the mix request with the custom mixer.  The custom mix (including pesticides and sometimes a

diluent) is placed in a returnable/refillable container and shipped to the end user.  The benefits of this

practice for the end user include no container disposal, no mixing in the field (reducing worker exposure,

and the chance of spills and mixing errors) and the corresponding savings in time and therefore money.

EPA Response - 2004 Federal Register notice.  EPA disagrees with the registrant’s first point.  As

described above, EPA determined that there is an inherent difference between custom blending and

repackaging pesticide products for sale or distribution so the final rule exempts custom blending from

having to comply with the repackaging requirements.  As explained in detail above, EPA agrees that

custom blends may be diluted with water or a diluent specified on the labels of all pesticides in the blend

and we are allowing water or other diluents specified on the labels of all pesticides in the blend to be

added to custom blends.  EPA does not understand the registrant’s third point because this seems to be

an acceptable practice under the custom blend policy.  EPA does not believe that there is an artificial

barrier between refillers and custom blenders, as alleged by the registrant.  EPA assumes that the

registrant is referring to the definition of custom blender in 40 CFR 167.3, which is: “Custom blender

means any establishment which provides the service of mixing pesticides to a customer’s specifications,

usually a pesticide(s)-fertilizer(s), pesticide-pesticide, or a pesticide-animal feed mixture, when: (1) The

blend is prepared to the order of the customer and is not held in inventory by the blender; (2) The blend is

to be used on the customer’s property (including leased or rented property); (3) The pesticide(s) used in

the blend bears end-use labeling directions which do not prohibit use of the product in such a blend;

(4) The blend is prepared from registered pesticides; (5) The blend is delivered to the end-user along with

a copy of the end-use labeling of each pesticide used in the blend and a statement specifying the

composition of the mixture; and (6) no other pesticide production activity is performed at the

establishment.”  The sixth condition in this definition is intended to distinguish between custom blenders -

who are exempt from the Part 167 establishment registration requirements - and producing

establishments, who are required to register their establishments.  Condition #6 does not prevent a facility

from conducting custom blending and repackaging (producing).  These facilities must register as

establishments because they are producing establishments.  Instead, condition #6 is intended to describe

the facilities that are exempt from the establishment registration requirements, i.e., facilities that custom

blend and do not repackage or other wise produce pesticides.  EPA believes that the registrant
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misunderstood the intent of the sixth criterion in the definition of custom blender.  The previous responses

also address custom mixing.  

M. Registrant Refilling Residue Removal Procedure (§§ 165.65(c)(1) and 165.67(f)(1))

Final Regulation.  Registrants who sell or distribute pesticide products directly in refillable

containers and registrants who sell or distribute products to independent refillers for repackaging must

develop a refilling residue removal procedure that describes how to remove pesticide residue from a

refillable container (portable or stationary pesticide container) before it is refilled. Registrants must specify

a cleaning procedure for each product sold or distributed in refillable containers, although the same

procedure can be used for multiple products.  The refilling residue removal procedure must provide

instructions for removing residues from all refillable containers.  The same procedure can apply to

portable and stationary pesticide containers, or the registrant can describe different procedures if it is

appropriate and necessary.  Finally, the refilling residue removal procedure describes how to remove

residue from a refillable container.  W hile this generally involves rinsing the container with water, the

regulations do not specifically require rinsing with water.  If a different procedure is appropriate for a given

formulation, it can be used as long as it meets the following performance standard.  

The refilling residue removal procedure must meet the performance standard of being adequate

to ensure that the composition of the pesticide product does not differ at the time of its distribution or sale

from the composition described in its confidential statement of formula.  This standard ensures that the

products distributed and sold in refillable containers meet the existing product integrity requirements, as

described in Unit VII.H.

The refilling residue removal procedure must describe how to manage any rinsate resulting from

the procedure in accordance with applicable Federal and State regulations if: (1) the procedure requires

the use of a solvent other than the diluent used for applying the pesticide, or (2) there is no diluent used

for application.  This information is necessary to help refillers manage rinsate that cannot easily be used

as make-up water in future applications.  

Changes.  This requirement is the same as it was in the proposed rule.  Several minor editing

change have been made to improve the clarity and the different refillable containers are described as

portable and stationary pesticide containers because the definitions of minibulk and bulk are not being

finalized.  These modifications have not changed the requirement or intent of the requirement.

Comments - procedure.  Some commenters (registrants and registrant groups) recommended

that the procedures in the "NACA Guidelines and Procedures for Cleaning, Refilling and Rededicating

Pesticide Containers" be adopted instead of having each registrant provide procedures.  Several of these

respondents stated that specifying a procedure is preferable to a numeric standard.  A registrant

recommended adding a requirement that containers be refilled only by the owner or with the owner's

written consent to further protect product integrity (based on a DOT requirement in 49 CFR 173.301). 

Another registrant commented that the requirement for registrants to develop and provide residue removal

procedures should not be automatic; it should only be required if cleaning the containers is authorized in

the contract/agreement.

A few State regulatory agencies addressed the issue of managing the residues and rinsates from

cleaning containers.  One of them pointed out that dedicating containers would minimize the need to

handle residues and rinsates.  Another agreed with EPA's proposal to require instructions to use and/or

dispose of unconventional rinsates like solvents.  This respondent also commented that cleaning

procedures equivalent to triple rinsing are appropriate, especially for bulk tanks. 

EPA Response - procedure.  Registrants must specify a cleaning procedure for each product sold

or distributed in refillable containers, although the same procedure can be used for multiple products.  For
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example, registrants may incorporate – by reference or by providing the text – the cleaning procedures in

the “NACA (industry) Guidelines and Procedures for Cleaning, Refilling, and Rededicating Pesticide

Containers” into their refilling residue removal procedures for all of their products sold or distributed in

refillable containers if the industry guidelines and procedures meet the performance standard of product

integrity.  It is possible that a registrant may choose to refer to the industry guidelines and procedures for

most of his products, but may want to specify a more stringent procedure for a certain product because of

potential compatibility concerns or any other reason.  The registrant has the flexibility to make these kinds

of decisions.  In addition, the registrant has the ability to include other requirements or prohibitions in its

contract with the refiller.  For example, the registrant could prohibit the refiller from cleaning the container. 

In this case, the refilling residue removal procedure could very clearly state that cleaning is the registrant’s

responsibility.

EPA agrees with commenters that having one procedure that works in nearly all situations

(different products, different registrants, different containers) would be easier on the refillers and therefore

would facilitate compliance.  Rather than having to follow a different procedure for each registrant or each

product, the refillers could generally follow one procedure for most products and follow a different

procedure for hopefully a few potential exceptions.  However, EPA decided not require registrants to

incorporate the industry guidelines and procedures in case a registrant decides that a more stringent or

thorough procedure is necessary.  

EPA does not think it is necessary to add a requirement that containers be refilled only by the

owner or with the owner’s written consent.  The preamble of the proposed regulations discussed the issue

of ownership and three options for addressing it.  These options and EPA’s resulting approach in the final

rule of referring to and adopting some of the DOT standards are discussed in Unit VI.N.  EPA agrees that

dedicated containers would minimize the need to handle residues and rinsates.  Registrants and refillers

may choose to dedicate containers to a particular product or several very similar products for this reason. 

However, EPA doesn’t believe it is appropriate to mandate dedicating containers, because they may place

more of a logistical, storage, and management burden on refillers.  Even with dedicated containers,

though, a refilling residue removal procedure is needed to clean the containers at the end of the use

season.

Comments - numerical standard.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA discussed the possibility of

developing a laboratory residue removal standard for refillable containers to encourage designs that

facilitate draining and efficient cleaning.  EPA requested comments on the possibility of setting a

numerical residue removal standard for refillable containers and suggestions for developing such a

standard.

A few State regulatory agencies supported a numerical residue removal standard for refillable

containers prior to disposal because they believe all containers should meet the same cleanliness

standards when disposed.  An environmental group commented that the proposed approach is

inadequate and that EPA is ignoring the issue by not setting a numerical standard.  Several registrants

opposed establishing a numerical performance standard for residue removal from refillable containers and

stated that the NACA guidelines are adequate for thoroughly cleaning containers.  One of these

commenters disliked EPA's suggested disposal cleaning procedure because it is not practical and would

generate too much rinsate.  Several commenters (registrants, a registrant group, and a dealer group)

opposed a numerical residue removal standard and concurred with EPA's assessment of management

options for minibulks.  A few commenters opposed setting a numerical performance standard and

commented that the label language provisions in § 156.144(e)(2) are appropriate.  A registrant group

opposed a numerical standard and said that a visual inspection was more likely to occur in the field and

would provide adequate residue removal without the economic burden of a six 9's standard.

One registrant agreed that containers should be designed to facilitate draining, but opposed

interpreting "draining" to require the presence of bottom drain valves which could compromise tank

performance.  A registrant group also expressed concern that tank features that facilitate draining also
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could facilitate the improper and illegal draining of tanks.  This commenter recommended that proper

draining and residue removal be addressed through the disposal procedures.  A dealer group suggested

considering numerical standards, but not establishing them until allowable levels of cross contamination

are established.  This commenter suggested using the same standards they offered for cleaning prior to

refilling or, alternatively, establishing a standard rinse procedure and requiring the level of performance

(e.g., a relative rating index number) to be furnished with each container.  Another commenter urged EPA

to consider situations where it may be more environmentally responsible to not rinse the container, i.e., if

the rinsate cannot be used or disposed.  A State regulatory agency opposed the label disposal statement

because users might think they have to rinse refillables before returning for refilling and recommended

that EPA require that refillers conduct the final cleaning.

EPA Response - numerical standard.  The final rule does not include a numerical residue removal

standard for refillable containers because EPA does not believe such a standard is necessary because of

the other provisions of the regulations, including but not limited to one-way valves and tamper-evident

devices on liquid minibulks and the refilling residue removal procedure, the 1998 PR Notice on

toxicologically significant levels of pesticide active ingredients, industry guidance on bulk handling, and

increased awareness of contamination and ways to prevent it.

EPA believes that adequate draining is a feature of good refillable containers because it is easier

to remove the contents of the container and having less residue makes the containers easier to clean. 

EPA also acknowledges that there are ways to facilitate draining other than having bottom drain valves. 

However, EPA also believes that it is better to allow registrants and container manufacturers flexibility in

designing refillable containers, where the goal of facilitating drainage is one aspect of container design,

along with other goals such as ensuring container integrity, ensuring compatibility with the pesticide,

facilitating the  ease of using the container, among others.  The final rule requires registrants to describe

how to remove residues from refillable containers before they are refilled, which allows the registrants

more flexibility - and takes advantage of the companies’ knowledge of their products - than establishing

one standard rinse procedure.  In §§ 165.65(f) and 165.70(g) specify certain situations where the

containers do not have to be rinsed, such as if the container is being refilled with the same product. 

Beyond these situations, however, the integrity of the pesticides sold or distributed in refillable containers

is the driving factor in requiring the containers to be rinsed prior to refilling.  Because the refillers are the

ones cleaning the containers, it is possible that the rinsate cannot be used unless the refiller is also a

custom applicator.  It is always possible for the rinsate to be treated and/or disposed.  EPA agrees that

users might think they have to rinse refillable before returning for returning for refilling, and has attempted

to clarify the responsibilities by the statement specified in § 156.156(a) that says “Cleaning [or pressure

rinsing] the container before final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of the container. 

Cleaning before refilling is the responsibility of the refiller.” 

N. Registrant Description of Acceptable Containers (§§ 165.65(c)(2) and 165.67(f)(2))

Final Regulation.  Registrants who sell or distribute pesticide products directly in refillable

containers and registrants who sell or distribute products to independent refillers for repackaging must

develop a description of acceptable refillable containers (portable and stationary pesticide containers) that

can be used for distributing or selling that pesticide product.  An acceptable container is one which the

registrant has determined meets the refillable container standards in Subpart C and is compatible with the

pesticide formulation intended to be distributed and sold using the refillable container.  The registrant must

identify the containers by specifying: (1) the container materials of construction that are compatible with

the pesticide formulation; and (2) information necessary to confirm compliance with the refillable container

requirements in subpart C.  The refillable container requirements include the adopted DOT standards,

being marked with a serial number or other identifying code, having a one-way valve or tamper-evident

device on each opening (other than a vent) of a portable pesticide container designed for liquids, and the

stationary pesticide container requirements.

Similar to the refilling residue removal procedure, registrants must specify a description of
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acceptable containers for each product sold or distributed in refillable containers, although the same

description can be used for multiple products if it meets the standards.

Changes.  This requirement was changed significantly from the proposed rule.  The proposal

would have required registrants to develop lists (not descriptions) of acceptable containers, which would

have been identified by specifying the container manufacturer and model number of the container.  This

was proposed because registrants are responsible for ensuring that the refillable containers used to sell

and distribute their products meet the requirements in the container regulations.  W hen EPA proposed the

rule, specifying the container manufacturer and model number seemed like a relatively easy way for

registrants to identify acceptable containers for their refillers.  

However, the final rule’s approach of referring to and adopting some DOT requirements provides

an even easier way for registrants to identify acceptable containers to the refillers.  Rather than citing

specific model numbers, the registrants can provide refillers with a much less prescriptive approach by

identifying characteristics, such as the material of construction, how to determine if the container meets

the applicable DOT standards, how to comply with the serial number requirement, how to obtain and apply

one-way valves and/or tamper-evident devices to the openings of portable pesticide containers for liquids

and information for complying with the stationary pesticide container standards.

Comments - general.  Several commenters (registrants and a registrant group) recommended

that instead of a list of acceptable containers, the registrants should identify acceptable containers by

providing the compatible materials of construction and the necessary information to apply the DOT

standards.  The registrant group and a distributor commented that this requirement will be helpful to

ensure that formulators and subregistrants know and obtain information about the proper packaging.  A

State regulatory agency stated that the agreement between a registrant and formulator/repackager must

contain language that clarifies who is responsible for container design or must specify containers for each

formulation because both parties share responsibility.  Another State regulatory agency encouraged

registrants and tank manufacturers to work together to prevent the sale of tanks that registrants won't

accept.

EPA Response - general.  In the final rule, EPA changed the requirement for identifying

acceptable containers so registrants can describe acceptable containers by specifying compatible

materials of construction and the information necessary to comply with the refillable container

requirements.  This includes information for complying with the adopted DOT standards, but also the other

requirements in Subpart C.  EPA believes that the approach in the final rule clarifies who is responsible for

container design.  W hile some responsibility is shared, the registrants have the responsibility under FIFRA

for their products to be distributed and sold in refillable containers that comply with Subpart C.  (See Unit

VI.N for more details.)  This requirement ensures that registrants provide information to refillers so the

refillers can identify acceptable containers.  Other sections of the regulations (§§ 165.65(d)(3) and

165.70(e)(3)) require refillers to repackage a pesticide product into a container identified on the

registrant’s list of acceptable containers for that product.  Therefore, each party’s responsibility is clearly

laid out.

Comments - refilling into application tanks.  In the preamble of the proposed rule, EPA discussed

the reported practice where independent refillers repackage pesticide product directly into farmers’ spray

applicator tanks.  Under the proposed regulations, this practice could take place only if a farmer’s spray

applicator tank was included on a registrant’s list of acceptable containers.  In the preamble, EPA

expressed concern about the safety of this practice and requested comments on whether the regulations

should be revised to prohibit registrants from including spray applicator tanks on their list of acceptable

containers.

Allow refilling into application tanks.  Several registrants considered the direct refill of spray

applicator tanks to be a beneficial practice because it eliminates one transfer step, allows the transfer to

take place on a containment pad, and it offers container reduction, reduced exposure and labor savings
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advantages.  One of these commenters added that all containers should meet the DOT standards and

only exemptions to this need to be listed in repackaging agreements.  A user group commented that

regulations should not prohibit registrants from including spray applicator tanks on their list of acceptable

containers if the tanks are designed for this purpose.

Don't allow refilling into application tanks.  A State regulatory agency commented that spray

applicator tanks should not be included on lists of acceptable containers because it would be difficult to

test the many spray tanks for compatibility and residue removal and because the tanks may not be

adequate for transportation.  Several commenters (dealer groups and a registrant) opposed considering

spray applicator tanks to be containers.  The dealer groups recommended excluding application

equipment, nurse units and associated integral tanks similar to transportation vehicles.  These

commenters pointed out that custom blends are almost always loaded into tanks on application or nurse

vehicles at the custom blender's facility.  The registrant stated it would be impossible to prevent cross-

contamination in application equipment.  A few State agencies responded that filling farmer spray tanks

with bulk pesticides is uncommon in their States.

EPA Response - refilling into application tanks.  After re-evaluating the regulation and reviewing

the comments, EPA changed its position on refillers transferring product directly into spray applicator

tanks.  EPA’s position in the final rule is that the transfer of product directly into a spray applicator tank is

beyond the scope of the pesticide refillable container and repackaging regulations.  As with custom

blending as described in Unit VII.L, EPA determined that there is an inherent difference between refilling

into application tanks and repackaging pesticide products for sale or distribution.  W hen a product is

repackaged for sale or distribution, it must maintain the characteristics of the product, meet the ingredient

contents identified on the label and in the product’s registration, and the label, net contents and

establishment number must be on the container.  If a refiller transfers a pesticide product directly into a

customer’s application tank, the refiller would have little control over the previous contents of the

application tank – and it would not be realistic for the refiller to clean that out.  Similarly, it does not make

sense for the refiller to place the product’s label, the net contents and the refiller’s establishment number

on an application tank.

EPA is modifying the definition of container, so that application tanks are excluded from being a

“container” for the purposes of this rule.  The first sentence in the proposed and final definition

accomplishes this.  In the final rule, the second sentence was modified so it accomplishes the intent –

which was to clarify the status of containers that are used to sell or distribute a product and that also have

a function in applying the product, such as spray bottles, aerosol cans, and containers that become part of

a direct injection system.  The phrase “application tank” used in the final rule does not accurately describe

these kinds of containers, so the definition in the final rule was modified to:

Container means any package, can, bottle, bag, barrel, drum, tank, or other containing-device

(excluding any application tank) used to enclose a pesticide.  Containers that are used to sell or

distribute a pesticide product and that also function in applying the product (e.g., spray bottles,

aerosol cans, and containers that become part of a direct injection system) are considered to be

containers for the purposes of this part.

O. Requirements for All Refillers (§§ 165.65(d) and 165.70(e))

Final Regulation.  All refillers, including those at registrant’s facilities and those who are not part of

a registrant’s company must comply with the following provisions regarding repackaging a pesticide

product into refillable containers:

* (1) The establishment must be registered with EPA as a producing establishment as required by §

167.20 of this chapter.

* (2) The refiller must not change the pesticide formulation unless he has a registration for the new

formulation.
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(3) The refiller must repackage a pesticide product only into a refillable container that is identified

on the description of acceptable containers for that pesticide product.

(4) The refiller may repackage any quantity of a pesticide product into a refillable container up to

the rated capacity of the container.  In addition, there are no general limits on the size of the

refillable containers that can be used.

(5) The refiller must have all of the following items at the establishment before repackaging a

pesticide product into any refillable container for distribution or sale:

* (A) The written contract from the pesticide product’s registrant. [Subparagraph A applies

only to independent refillers.]

* (B)  The pesticide product's label and labeling.

©  The written refilling residue removal procedure for the pesticide product.  

(D)  The written description of acceptable containers for the pesticide product.

(6)  Before repackaging a pesticide product into any refillable container for distribution or sale, the

refiller must identify the pesticide product previously contained in the refillable container to

determine whether a residue removal procedure must be conducted in accordance with the

cleaning requirements described in Unit VII.Q.  The refiller may identify the previous pesticide

product by referring to the label or labeling.

(7) The refiller must inspect each refillable container as discussed in Unit VII.P.

(8) The refiller must clean each refillable container, if required, as discussed in Unit VII.Q.

* (9) The refiller must ensure that each refillable container is properly labeled as discussed in Unit

VII.R.

(10) The refiller’s establishment must maintain records, as discussed in Unit VII.S.

* (11) The refiller’s establishment must maintain records as required by 40 CFR Part 169.

* (12) The refiller’s establishment must report as required by 40 CFR Part 167.

(13) Stationary pesticide containers (that meet the specified size criteria) at the establishments of

independent refillers must meet the standards in § 165.45(f). [Paragraph 13 is only included in the

regulations in § 165.70(e) for independent refillers.  The refillable container regulations state that

both the registrant and independent refillers are responsible for complying with the stationary

pesticide container requirements.]

(14) Refillers may be required to comply with the containment standards in Subpart E.  [Paragraph

14 applies only to independent refillers.]

These requirements, except for items 5(A), 13 and 14 which apply only to independent refillers,

apply to any refiller that repackages a product subject to the regulations regardless of the main business

of the refiller (registrant, retailer, etc.)  Some of these conditions (indicated by an asterisk) simply refer to

or reinforce key requirements in existing regulations, including 40 CFR parts 156, 167 and 169 or

incorporate existing standards of the Bulk Policy (having a copy of the registrant’s contract).  These

provisions are included here for the sake of completeness and as a reference for refillers. 

In other words, the new provisions for refillers are that each refiller:

C Must repackage a product only into a container identified on the registrant’s description of

acceptable containers;

C May repackage any quantity of a product into a refillable container (up to its rated capacity) and

there are no general limits on the size of the refillable containers;

C Must have certain documents before repackaging;

C Must identify the product previously in the container by its label;

C Must inspect and, if necessary, clean the container; and

C Must maintain certain records.

EPA believes that these provisions are good management practices that are intended to ensure product

and container integrity.  The second provision actually removes a condition on container size from the bulk

policy.  In other words, it provides more flexibility to registrants and refillers than currently exists.
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Changes.  Regarding the list of requirements for refillers, the final regulations are very similar to

the proposed rule.  However, the structure and order of the final rule was revised to list these

requirements in one section.  EPA believes this makes the regulations more clear, which should facilitate

compliance.  The items that refer to existing requirements in 40 CFR Parts 167 and 169 were added to the

list to provide a more complete reference for refillers.  However, these statements simply refer to existing

requirements; they don’t add new ones.  

Adjustments were made to a few of the provisions.  Specifically, the requirements in the proposed

rule that referred to the registrant’s list of acceptable containers were changed to refer to the registrant’s

description of acceptable containers (see items 3 and 5 above), to accommodate the changes described

in Unit VII.N.  Also, the proposed regulatory text did not explicitly allow any size refillable container to be

used, although the preamble discussed removing the size limit in the Bulk Policy in some detail. 

Therefore, a sentence clarifying that there are no general limits for the size of refillable containers was

added to the statement allowing any quantity of pesticide (up to the container’s rated capacity) to be

repackaged.  (See item 4.)

Specific modifications made to the inspecting, cleaning, labeling and recordkeeping requirements

and comments on these standards are discussed in detail in Units VII.P - VII.S.

The refillable container regulations were modified to clarify that both registrants and refillers are

responsible for complying with the stationary pesticide container requirements in § 165.45(f).  The final

repackaging rule includes this provision in the list of requirements as a reminder for independent refillers.

Comments - items in possession.  The proposed and final regulations require a refiller to possess

certain items from a registrant before repackaging the registrant's pesticide product into refillable

containers.  Several respondents (registrants and a registrant group) commented that this requirement

would have to be changed to accommodate their comments on information the registrant had to develop

and provide, e.g., replace the list of acceptable containers with information necessary to comply with DOT

standards.  Another registrant recommended adding another item: "W ritten consent to refill the container

from the owner of the container, if refiller is different from the owner."

EPA Response - items in possession.  As described in Unit VII.N, the requirements in the

proposed rule that referred to the registrant’s list of acceptable containers were changed to refer to the

registrant’s description of acceptable containers.  The “items in possession” requirement in the final rule

was adjusted to accommodate this change.  It also accomplishes the goals of the first comment.  EPA

does not believe it is necessary to obtain consent from the owner to refill the container.  W e believe the

requirements placed on the registrants and refillers are sufficient to ensure proper care, handling and

refilling of the containers.

Comments - repackage only into container on list.  The proposed regulations specified that a

refiller can only repackage a product into a container identified on the registrant’s list of acceptable

containers.  A registrant group and a registrant noted that this requirement would have to be changed to

accommodate their comments on a previous section (information the registrant would develop and

provide) regarding the list of acceptable containers.

EPA Response - repackage only into container on list.  As described in Unit VII.N, the

requirements in the proposed rule that referred to the registrant’s list of acceptable containers were

changed to refer to the registrant’s description of acceptable containers.  The requirement in the final rule

to repackage only into containers identified by the registrant was adjusted to accommodate this change.  It

also accomplishes the goals of the commenters.

Comments - identify previous product.  The proposed and final regulations would require a refiller

to identify the pesticide product previously contained in the refillable container.  One State regulatory

agency noted that the labels on farmer-owned minibulk containers may not accurately identify the
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previously held product.  If the containers aren't owned by the refiller, this commenter believes the refiller's

liability should be limited when they act prudently.

EPA Response - identify previous product.  EPA disagrees with this commenter.  Regardless of

who owns a portable pesticide container, the refiller is responsible for making sure that it is properly

labeled when he repackages a product into it for distribution or sale.  It is possible that a farmer could

remove the label or add a different material to the tank.  However, the cleaning conditions in the

regulations prevent an unlabeled container from being refilled without being cleaned (because the refiller

couldn’t tell if it was the same product or a product with the same active ingredient in a compatible

formulation.)  Additionally, if a liquid portable pesticide container comes back to a refiller with a broken

tamper-evident device or one-way valve, or if these protections aren’t on the container, then it must be

cleaned before being refilled and may need a more stringent cleaning procedure.  In this situation, the

container would also fail the inspection and could not be refilled until it had an intact and functioning one-

way valve or tamper-evident device, as specified in §§ 165.65(e) and 165.70(f).

Comments - no minimum quantity.  The final regulations would allow a refiller to repackage any

quantity of a product into a refillable container (up to its rated capacity) and would not establish general

size limits for refillable containers.  In the preamble to the proposal, EPA stated our belief that this

provision should lead to increased use of refillable containers, thereby decreasing the number of

nonrefillable containers requiring disposal.

Many commenters – including State regulatory agencies, registrants, registrant groups, and an

equipment manufacturer – supported this provision, which would eliminate the Bulk Policy’s minimum size

limit (55 gallons) for containers repackaged under the registrant's written authorization.  Commenters

identified the following potential benefits of this provision: increasing the use of refillable containers;

decreasing the use of nonrefillables; reducing the amount of waste pesticides generated; and opening up

potential uses for refillables (smaller farms, crops grown on less acreage, low application rate products,

etc.).

A dealer group stated its belief that this provision should increase the use of smaller refillable

containers but may not have much impact on the total volume repackaged.  This commenter pointed out

that economics will be a significant force in determining the prevalence of smaller refillables and predicted

that small container refilling will be done as a repackaging business and not as a service by Midwest

dealers.  An equipment manufacturer commented that the refillable container market must shift to

refillable containers with ways of removing the product that are less expensive than pumps and meters if

the use of smaller refillables is to become economical.  A registrant recommended establishing limits of

one gallon for liquids and five pounds for dry products as the minimum sizes for refillable containers. 

Another registrant claimed that DOT regulations do not allow shipping partially filled containers.  A State

regulatory agency commented that refillers need to allow room for expansion of the product.

EPA Response - no minimum quantity.  First, EPA added a sentence to the final regulations

clarifying that there are no general limits for the size of refillable containers.  The preamble of the

proposed rule discussed this as our intent, although the proposed regulatory text did not explicitly state

this.  To prevent confusion, EPA believes it is important to clearly state, in the final regulations, that there

are no general limits on the size of refillable containers.

EPA agrees that economics will be a factor in how widespread the use of relatively small (less

than 55 gallons) refillable containers will be, how these containers are designed and who refills them. 

However, EPA continues to believe that this provision will increase the number of refillable containers

used and the volume of pesticide products distributed and sold in them.  EPA does not believe that it is

prudent or necessary to establish minimum size limits.  Size limits that seem reasonable now may be an

unnecessary obstacle at some point in the future.  The provision to allow a container to be filled to its rated

capacity accounts for expansion room, because a container’s rated capacity is less than its actual capacity

to account for expansion of the product.  EPA disagrees with the registrant’s comment about DOT
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regulations prohibiting the shipment of partially filled containers.  The standards in 49 CFR 173.24,

173.24a and 173.24b establish limits on the maximum amount of material that can be placed in a

container and identify other conditions, such as the effectiveness of the package will not be substantially

reduced and there will be no mixture of gases that could spontaneously increase heat or pressure enough

to reduce the container’s effectiveness.  However, the DOT regulations do not specifically prohibit

shipping a partially full container.

P. Inspecting Refillable Containers (§§ 165.65(e) and 165.70(f))

Final Regulation.  Before repackaging pesticide products into refillable containers, refillers must

visually inspect the exterior and (if possible) the interior of the container and the exterior of appurtenances. 

The purpose of the inspection is to determine whether the container meets the necessary criteria with

respect to continued container integrity, required markings and openings (tamper-evident devices or one-

way valves).  As with the proposed regulations, inspecting the containers is the responsibility of the

refillers, since they are the ones who are actually handling and refilling the containers.  If any of the failure

conditions in this section are observed during the inspection, the container cannot be refilled unless the

problems are rectified and the associated acceptability criterion (either reconditioning according to DOT’s

requirements or coming into compliance with the refillable container standards in subpart C) is satisfied.

The container fails the inspection and must not be refilled (unless the applicable DOT standards

for reconditioning are met) if the integrity of the container is compromised in any of the following ways:

C The container shows signs of rupture or other damage which reduces its structural integrity.

[Based on the criterion in 49 CFR 173.28(a)]

C The container has visible pitting, significant reduction in material thickness, metal fatigue,

damaged threads or closures, or other significant defects. [Based on the criterion in 49 CFR

173.28(c)(1)(iii)]

C The container has cracks, warpage, corrosion or any other damage which might render it unsafe

for transportation. [Based on the criterion in 49 CFR 180.352(b)(2)(iii)]

C There is damage to the fittings, valves, tamper-evident devices or other appurtenances that may

cause failure of the container. [Similar to the criterion in 49 CFR 180.352(b)(2)(ii) for service

equipment.]

If either of the following conditions exists (or both), the container fails the inspection and must not

be refilled until the container meets the refillable standards specified in subpart C.  The conditions are:

C The container does not bear the markings required by subpart C or such markings are not legible.

C The container does not have an intact and functioning one-way valve or tamper-evident device on

each opening other than a vent, if required.

Note that these two conditions are written so refillers of antim icrobial products used in swimming pools

and related sites would not have to inspect for a serial number (because it’s not a marking required by

subpart C for these products) or for an intact and functioning one-way valve or tamper-evident device on

each opening, because neither is required for these products.

Changes.  The general obligation to inspect refillable containers before repackaging pesticide

products into them is the same as the proposed rule.  However, EPA made several changes to the details

of the inspection.  First, we based the conditions for failing the inspection on conditions specified in the

DOT regulations in 49 CFR 173.28 and 180.352(b)(2).  A commenter suggested this change and EPA

believes it is an appropriate modification and is consistent with other changes in the regulation to refer to

and adopt the DOT standards for container design, construction and marking.  W hile we don’t think the

criteria in the final rule are necessarily more stringent than those in the proposed rule, we believe that

consistency with DOT is beneficial.  Second, the inspection requirement was modified to clarify that if

problems found during the inspection are fixed and certain criteria are met, the container can be refilled. 
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Under the proposed standard, it was not clear that a container could be reconditioned or brought into

compliance with the refillable container standards and then refilled.  Several other minor modifications

were made to account for changes in the regulations, including: (1) removing the reference to a standard

for the age of the container and (2) clarifying that vents do not need to have one-way valves or tamper-

evident devices.  Because the refillable container regulations in Subpart C exempt antimicrobial products

used in swimming pools and related sites from the serial number requirement and the standard requiring a

one-way valve or tamper-evident device, the final rule was written so that refillers of these products are not

subject to the failure criteria that address serial numbers, one-way valves, or tamper-evident devices. 

Comments.  Several commenters suggested replacing the proposed container inspection

standard with other procedures, such as the MACA 75 Specification inspection guidance (a dealer group),

the NACA Guidelines (a registrant group and two registrants) and DOT visual inspections in 49 CFR

173.28 (a registrant’s representative).  In terms of the criteria for defining when a container fails the

inspection, a registrant acknowledged that the criteria are somewhat subjective, but that they are the best

approach because quantitative tests aren't available.  This respondent expressed great confidence in the

judgement of refillers and noted that DOT has similar provisions for intermediate bulk containers.  A few

State regulatory agencies stated that these subjective criteria would be difficult to enforce.  Another State

regulatory agency suggested adding descriptions to provide more details on the type and extent of

damage which could cause a container to fail the inspection.  A dealer group commented that the

proposed criteria are subjective and not useful and should be deleted.  This commenter added that

inspection criteria must be container specific.  A registrant requested clarification about several of the

criteria.  A registrant group commented that inspection of container markings should only apply to

containers manufactured two years after the final rule.  A State regulatory agency suggested deleting

criteria (a)(3) because appurtenances shouldn't be required.

EPA Response.  As discussed above, EPA changed the conditions for passing/failing a container

inspection to be consistent with the DOT inspection requirements mentioned by the commenters (49 CFR

173.28 and 180.352).  EPA believes that registrants can continue to use the industry (formerly NACA)

guidelines, which provide more detail about specific kinds of damage to look for during the inspection, as

long as the guidelines also incorporate the criteria in these regulations.  EPA believes that guidelines or

guidance documents are better locations for a high level of detail than the regulatory language itself. 

W hile EPA acknowledges that some grey areas may arise during enforcement, we also believe that it is

impossible to adequately define or describe all conditions where a container is compromised and shouldn’t

be refilled.  The industry guidelines include the following statement:

“Visual observation will go a long way in determining if a tank has the integrity to be refilled.  Close

scrutiny and common sense needs to apply to each inspection.  If, in your opinion, the container

does not meet the checklist requirements or could have cause to leak or expose its contents to

the end user or environment, it should not go back into service.” 

EPA agrees with this statement and believes it is good advice for refillers to follow when making decisions

about whether or not a container should be refilled.  Additionally, EPA will work with DOT to provide as

much guidance and clarification as possible on the criteria for failure.  Changes to adopt the DOT PG III

requirements and eliminating most of the pesticide-specific marking should address the registrant’s

concern about inspection of container marking.  EPA disagrees with the State regulatory agency because

we believe that one-way valves or tamper-evident devices are necessary.

Q. Cleaning Refillable Containers (§§ 165.65(f) - (g) and 165.70(g) - (h))

Final Regulation.  Refillers must clean refillable containers by conducting the pesticide product's

refilling residue removal procedure before repackaging the product into the refillable container, unless 

condition #1 and either condition #2 or #3 are satisfied:

(1)  Each tamper-evident device and one-way valve is intact (if required).
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(2)  The refillable container is being refilled with the same pesticide product.

(3)  Both of the following conditions are satisfied.

(A)  The container previously held a pesticide product with a single active ingredient and is being

used to repackage a pesticide product with the same single active ingredient.

(B)  There is no change that would cause the composition of the product being repackaged to

differ from the composition described in its confidential statement of formula that is required under

FIFRA section 3.  Examples of unallowable changes include the active ingredient concentration

increasing or decreasing beyond the limits established by the confidential statement of formula or

a reaction or interaction between the pesticide product being repackaged and the residue

remaining in the container.

If a tamper-evident device or one-way valve is not intact, the refiller must clean the container according to

the product’s refilling residue removal procedure.  In addition, the final regulations state in § 165.65(g)  for

registrants who refill and in § 165.70(h) for independent refillers that other procedures may be necessary

in this case to assure that product integrity is maintained.

The first condition is written so it would not apply to refillers of antimicrobial products used in swimming

pools because neither a one-way valve or tamper-evident device is required.

Changes.  The biggest change from the proposed regulations is adding the condition where the

container is being refilled with the same pesticide product as a case for not needing to clean the container. 

Some commenters pointed out that the conditions in the proposed regulation and the 1991 amendment to

the Bulk Pesticides Enforcement Policy (Ref. 71) would require a refillable container holding a product with

multiple active ingredients to be cleaned even when it was refilled with that product.  This is true because

the proposed rule, based on the 1991 amendment to the Bulk Policy, specified a product with a single

active ingredient in a compatible formulation as an acceptable condition for refilling without cleaning.  EPA

corrected this oversight in the final rule, because refilling with the same product (regardless of how many

active ingredients there are) is certainly the most clear way to ensure product integrity and should be

allowed (assuming any tamper-evident devices and one-way valves are intact).

Several other minor changes include: 

(1) Changing the first condition so it includes one-way valves and not just tamper-evident devices

like in the proposal; 

(2) adding “if required” to the first condition, since one-way valves or tamper-evident devices are

only required on portable pesticide containers for liquids and are not required on the containers of

antimicrobial products used in swimming pools; 

(3) using the phrase “described in its confidential statement of formula that is required under

FIFRA section 3" because it is more straightforward than the proposed phrase as described in

Unit VII.H;

(4) the condition in criterion 3(B) was modified to be more general to account for situations other

than reactions or interactions between the two products – such as very different active ingredient

concentrations – that could cause the repackaged product to differ from the confidential statement

of formula; and

(5) splitting the situation of a broken tamper-evident device or one-way valve into a separate

paragraph for clarity.

Comments - cleaning situations.  Many commenters – mostly registrants and registrant groups

plus a few State regulatory agencies – addressed this section of the regulations.  Many of them offered

specific suggestions on situations where rinsing is not necessary in addition to a container being refilled

with a product with the same single active ingredient (a.i.) in a compatible formulation.  Some respondents

(registrants, State regulatory agencies, and a registrant group) commented that refilling without cleaning

should also be allowed when the first lading is a single a.i. product and the next one is a multiple a.i.

formulation with one a.i. being identical to the first a.i.  Some commenters (registrants and registrant
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groups) urged EPA to modify the exemption for rinsing refillable containers from refilling "with the same

active ingredient" to refilling "with the same product."  As written, the proposed rule would require

containers that are refilled with multiple a.i. products to be rinsed even if they are dedicated to one

product.  Commenters pointed out that this practice would be inconsistent with the effluent guidelines

proposal and general goals of pollution prevention and waste minimization.  A few commenters (a

registrant group and two registrants) suggested an even broader treatment of multiple a.i. products and

urged EPA to allow the refill of containers that held a product containing multiple a.i.s with a different

product with the same combination of a.i.s.

EPA Response - cleaning situations.  As discussed in the preamble to the proposal, EPA wants to

minimize the amount of rinsate produced which is consistent with the goals of waste minimization and

pollution prevention.  However, the desire to minimize container cleaning is secondary to maintaining the

integrity of the products.  EPA completely agrees with the commenters who said that containers should be

able to be refilled with the same product (with one or more a.i.’s) without being cleaned and we revised the

final regulations to specify this.  Additionally, EPA is maintaining the situation in the proposed rule, where

the new product contains the same single a.i. as the previous product and the formulations are

compatible.  Beyond these two situations, though, EPA is less confident in maintaining product integrity

without cleaning the container before repackaging the new product into it.  Therefore, EPA is not changing

the final regulation to allow the other scenarios described by commenters without rinsing.

Comments - broken tamper-evident devices.  A few commenters acknowledged the need for good

judgement in determining how to manage containers with broken tamper-evident devices, but opposed

mandating additional cleaning procedures in the regulations.  One of these commenters (a State

regulatory agency) suggested having the refiller contact the registrant for further instructions and the other

(a dealer group) pointed out that liability for product integrity and the refiller-user relationship will control

how the container is managed.  A registrant group opposed requiring cleaning beyond the standard

residue removal procedure for containers with broken tamper-evident devices.  A few State regulatory

agencies suggested putting the burden on the most recent end user by requiring the user to: (1) be

responsible for having the container cleaned or (2) sign a statement about why the tamper-evident device

is broken and whether anything else was put in the container.

EPA Response - broken tamper-evident devices.  EPA is not changing the approach to regulating

in the case of a broken tamper-evident devices.  In this situation, the final regulations require a refiller to

conduct the product’s refilling residue removal procedure and the rule states that other procedures may be

necessary to assure that product integrity is maintained.  However, EPA doesn’t believe it is appropriate to

require additional procedures, because of the variety of situations that a refiller may face in terms of why

the tamper-evident device was broken, whether it looks like a different material was introduced into the

container, and what that material might be.  In some cases, the refiller may want to contact the registrant

for guidance.  EPA believes it is appropriate for us to recommend this, but not to require it.  Similarly,

refillers may want to establish policies or procedures like those recommended by the State regulatory

agency commenters for holding end users accountable for broken tamper-evident devices, but we don’t

believe it is necessary to mandate such procedures.

Comments - stationary containers.  Several commenters (a registrant group, a registrant and a

State regulatory agency) generally supported applying the rinsing procedures to stationary tanks as well as

portable pesticide containers.  A few registrants pointed out that the result of the proposed standard --

requiring a container holding a product with multiple a.i.s to be cleaned even if it refilled with the same

product -- would be even more burdensome with bulk tanks.  A State regulatory agency requested EPA to

clarify which standards apply to farmers' bulk containers and whether they must be cleaned.  Another

commented that procedures equivalent to triple rinsing are appropriate for bulk tanks.  A dealer group

pointed out a number of differences in the conditions and criteria for refilling minibulk and bulk containers,

e.g., registrants (not independent refillers) refill liquid bulk tanks at the independent refiller establishments;

registrants put their establishment numbers on these tanks; registrants will be responsible for ensuring the

bulk container is properly cleaned but the independent refiller is likely to be the one who actually cleans
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the bulk tank; the use of tamper-evident devices on bulk tanks is not appropriate; and different procedures

may be necessary for minibulk and bulk containers.  A registrant stated that the NACA Guidelines

adequately address cleaning procedures for portable and stationary pesticide containers.

EPA Response - stationary containers.  EPA wants to clarify that the repackaging and cleaning

conditions in these regulations apply to all refillable containers, including portable and stationary pesticide

containers.  The one difference is that tamper-evident devices and one-way valves are required only on

portable pesticide containers for liquids, so the condition of this equipment being intact does not apply to

portable pesticide containers for dry products or to stationary pesticide containers.  In the case of

stationary tanks, a refiller must clean the tank by conducting the product’s refilling residue removal

procedure unless the tank is being refilled with the same product or a product with the same single a.i. as

the previous one and the two formulations are compatible.  This requirement applies regardless of

whether the refiller is a registrant repackaging a product into a stationary tank at a custom applicator’s or

independent refiller’s facility or if the refiller is an independent refiller repackaging a product into a farmer’s

stationary tank.  EPA believes the registrants have adequate knowledge of their products and are capable

of developing procedures (as discussed in Unit VII.M) to adequately clean out portable and stationary

pesticide containers.  The procedure can be the same, or the registrant can specify different procedures

for different kinds of containers.

Comments - overlap with refilling residue removal procedure comments.  The following comments

overlap with the comments on the refilling residue removal procedure requirement discussed in Unit VII.M

but are repeated here for completeness.  Several commenters (a few dealer groups and a registrant)

supported referencing or requiring the cleaning procedure in the NACA Guidelines.  One of the dealer

groups commented that a standardized cleaning procedure would result in better container cleaning

because it would be easier to implement and train workers with only a single procedure.  An equipment

manufacturer stated that the proposed standard would generate excessive amounts of rinsates and

suggested that EPA require the contents of a container to be within one percent of its old label.  An

environmental group suggested requiring refillables to be marked with a sticker indicating the previous

contents of the container.  A few State regulatory agencies expressed general support for EPA's

approach.  One registrant commented that containers should be dedicated to a single label and should be

cleaned even if the second product has the same a.i. but a different label.  Another registrant responded

that this condition contradicts the zero tolerance standard for cross-contamination because it appears to

allow some residue from the previous product.  An extension representative stressed the importance of

ensuring that refillable containers holding low dose pesticides are refilled with similar products or are

adequately cleaned before refilling.

EPA Response - overlap with refilling residue removal procedure comments.  Registrants may

incorporate (by reference or by providing the text) the cleaning procedures in the NACA (industry)

Guidelines into their refilling residue removal procedures for all of their products sold or distributed in

refillable containers if the industry guidelines and procedures meet the performance standard for product

integrity.  EPA agrees with commenters that having one procedure that works in nearly all situations

(different products, different registrants, different containers) would be easier on the refillers and therefore

would facilitate compliance.  However, EPA decided not require registrants to adopt the industry

procedures in case a registrant decides that a more stringent or thorough procedure is necessary.  FIFRA

standards on adulteration and composition preclude the suggestion for the product to be within 1 percent

of its old label.  EPA doesn’t believe it is necessary to sticker the refillable containers with the previous

product, because the registrant-supplied procedure must be sufficient to ensure that the repackaged

product meets the FIFRA section 3 composition requirements.  

EPA does not think it is necessary to add a requirement that containers be refilled only by the

owner or with the owner’s written consent.  The preamble of the proposed regulations discussed the issue

of ownership and three options for addressing it.  These options and EPA’s resulting approach in the final

rule of referring to and adopting some of the DOT standards are discussed in Unit VI.N.  EPA agrees that

dedicated containers would minimize the need to handle residues and rinsates.  Registrants and refillers
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may choose to dedicate containers to a particular product or several very similar products for this reason. 

However, EPA doesn’t believe it is appropriate to mandate dedicating containers, because they may place

more of a logistical, storage, and management burden on refillers.  Even with dedicated containers,

though, a refilling residue removal procedure is needed to clean the containers at the end of the use

season.

Comments - other.  One registrant group requested that chloropicrin containers be exempted from

the residue removal provisions because chloropicrin is not a dilutable pesticide and the containers

shouldn't be rinsed.  A registrant representative commented that rinsing containers is inappropriate for

many commodity chemicals such as ethylene dibromide, methyl bromide, ethylene, hydrogen peroxide,

and bromine, and that containers of these chemicals can be refilled safely without rinsing.  This

respondent stated that EPA should specify compatibility between the new and previous product as the

only condition necessary for the exemption from rinsing to minimize the generation of rinsate.  A pool

supply company stated that cleaning the residue in containers would be burdensome for retail swimming

pool stores because it would introduce many new activities, e.g., obtaining equipment and permits to

handle wastes.  One State regulatory agency commented that container rinsate should not be discharged

onto a containment pad, but should be pumped into another vessel.  This commenter also urged EPA to

provide guidance about how to manage the rinsate.  Another State regulatory agency stated that refillers

need to have a plan in place for managing rinsates.

EPA Response - other.  EPA does not believe it is necessary or appropriate to specifically exempt

chloropicrin from the cleaning requirement.  Chloropicrin cylinders do not have to be cleaned before being

refilled if the containers are refilled with the same product or a different product with only chloropicrin as

an active ingredient in a compatible formulation to the previous chloropicrin-only product.  Additionally, the

registrant’s refilling residue removal procedure does not necessarily have to include rinsing; other

procedures can be specified if they are appropriate, such as flushing the container with liquid nitrogen or a

different gas.  These same principles apply to the commodity chemical comments.  EPA does not believe

the rinsing requirement would be burdensome for pool supply companies that repackage sodium

hypochlorite into refillable containers for distribution or sale.  These containers wouldn’t have to be

cleaned on a regular basis because they are refilled with the same product consistently and these

containers are exempt from the requirement for one-way valves or tamper-evident devices.

Comments - different concentrations.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA discussed the situation of a

container previously holding a product with a high concentration of one active ingredient being refilled

(without cleaning) with a product having a significantly lower concentration of the same active ingredient

and requested comments on potential problems with this situation.  Several respondents commented that

it is unlikely problems will occur from refilling products with significantly different concentrations, mostly

because it is unlikely the same container would be used to hold nearly pure active ingredient followed by a

very dilute formulation.  One registrant suggested that EPA provide flexibility in certified limits to

accommodate the benefit of generating less rinsate.  Another registrant expressed concern about

potential problems, depending on the amount left in the container.  A State regulatory agency addressed

this issue by suggesting EPA not require cleaning if a container is refilled with the same a.i. at the same or

lesser concentration. 

EPA Response - different concentrations.  The final rule does not address this situation separately

because it is adequately covered by the condition that there is no change that would cause the

composition of the product being repackaged to differ from the composition described in its confidential

statement of formula that is required under FIFRA section 3.

R. Labeling Refillable Containers (§§ 165.65(h) and 165.70(I))

Final Regulation.  Before distributing or selling a pesticide product in refillable containers, refillers

must ensure that the label of the product is securely attached to the refillable containers such that the

label can reasonably be expected to remain affixed during the foreseeable conditions and period of use. 
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The label and labeling must comply in all respects with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 156.  In

particular, refillers must ensure that the net contents statement and EPA establishment number appear on

the label.  This part of the regulations simply re-states requirements from 40 CFR Part 156 and FIFRA for

clarity. 

Changes.  The major change to the labeling requirement was to change it from an “active”

standard (i.e., the refiller must securely attach the label) to a “passive” standard (i.e., the refiller must

ensure that the label is securely attached).  Also, the regulatory text was modified to state that the net

contents and EPA establishment number appear on the label (rather than the “new label” as proposed).  

Both of these changes account for situations where the label is embossed on the container or the

container already has an intact label that meets all the requirements.  

Comments.  A registrant group commented that hand writing the net contents and establishment

number on the label would be cost prohibitive for the swimming pool industry.  One-gallon refillable

containers for this market are embossed with label information because they are refilled automatically at a

rate of 100-120 bottles per minute.  An extension representative stressed that every refillable container

must bear the correct EPA label and that EPA, registrants and state lead agencies should work together to

clarify who is responsible and liable for relabeling refillable containers.

EPA Response.  Neither the proposed or final regulations require the net contents and

establishment number to be hand written on the label.  However, the final regulations were modified to

clarify that the net contents and establishment number must appear on the label.  This can be

accomplished by embossing this information on the container as part of the label, having this information

pre-printed on the label, or hand writing this information on the label.  EPA agrees with the extension

representative that it is important that every refillable container bears the correct EPA label.  The

regulations clearly require the registrants to provide a product’s label and labeling to a refiller.  The

regulations also clearly require the refiller to obtain the product’s label and labeling and to ensure that

each refillable container is properly labeled before distributing or selling a pesticide in that container.

S. Recordkeeping (§§ 165.65(i), 165.67(h), 165.70(j))

Final Regulation.  All of the companies subject to the repackaging standards must keep certain

records, although the specific records vary according to who the company is and what it does.  These

records must be furnished and made available for inspection and copying upon request of EPA or our

designee, such as a State or Tribe.  Informational records (listed in the first few rows of Table VII-2) must

be maintained for the current operating year and for three years after that.  The repackaging records

(listed in the last three rows of Table VII-2) must be generated each time a product is repackaged into a

refillable container for distribution or sale and must be maintained for at least three years after the date of

repackaging.  All of the records are product-specific.  In other words, this information must be kept for

each product distributed or sold in refillable containers.  The same cleaning procedure or description of

containers can be used for different products, but there must be a record documenting a procedure and a

description for each product distributed or sold in refillables.

Table VII-2.  Recordkeeping Requirements in the Repackaging Regulations

Product-Specific Record Registrants who d/s

directly in refillables 1
Registrants who

d/s to refillers for

repackaging into

refillables 1

Refillers who aren’t

registrants

Swim pool

products 2
All other

products

All products Swim pool

products 2
All other

products

Informational Records
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Contract to repackage No No Yes Yes Yes

Refilling residue removal

procedure

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Description of acceptable

containers

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Repackaging Records

EPA registration number

distributed or sold in the

container

No Yes No No Yes

Date of the repackaging No Yes No No Yes

Serial number of the

container

No Yes No No Yes

Notes: (1) “d/s” = distributed or sold.  (2) Swim pool products = antimicrobial products used in swimming

pools and closely related sites, that are subject to the pesticide container-related regulations.

EPA reminds registrants and refillers that the records identified in §§ 165.65(I), 165.6(h) and

165.70(j) of the repackaging regulations do not change other recordkeeping requirements that currently

apply to them, such as restricted use product records or applicable records required in 40 CFR Parts 167

and 169. 

Changes.  EPA made the following significant changes in the recordkeeping requirements in the

final regulations:

C The informational records must be kept for the current operating year and for three years after

that rather than the proposed time period of as long as the pesticide product is distributed or sold

in refillable containers and for three years thereafter.  The specific informational records kept by

each of the three categories of businesses is the same in the final rule as in the proposal,

although the “list of acceptable containers” was changed to the “description of acceptable

containers.”

C The repackaging records in the final rule are a subset of what was included in the proposed rule. 

The final regulations do not include the name or quantity of the product, the name and address of

the consignee, a record that the refiller has inspected the container (and the results), and a record

of whether a refilling residue removal procedure was conducted (and, if not, why not). 

Additionally, the date of the distribution or sale (in the proposal) was changed to the date of the

repackaging in the final rule. 

C Refillers that repackage antimicrobial products used only in swimming pools or closely related

sites would not have to comply with the repackaging recordkeeping.  However, these refillers

would have to comply with the informational recordkeeping.

C The proposed regulations would have required refillers to maintain certain records of containers

that were received by them to be refilled, including the name and address of the person providing

the container, its serial number, the date it was received and the name and EPA registration

number of the product that was last distributed or sold in the refillable container.  These records

are not being finalized in today’s final regulations.

Comments - refiller records.  Many commenters (registrants, registrant groups, State regulatory

agencies, a dealer, a dealer group, and an equipment manufacturer) opposed the recordkeeping

requirements for refillers.  Most of these respondents commented that the proposed recordkeeping

requirements were too burdensome and several stated that these standards will discourage the use of

refillable containers.  A registrant group recommended requiring refillers to maintain records of the serial
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number, the amount of product placed in the container and the date the refilling took place.  This

commenter also pointed out that the proposed container inspection recordkeeping overlaps with DOT

requirements.  A dealer acknowledged that record retention is an important part of refilling containers but

commented that three years was too long for a retention period.  A State regulatory agency noted that the

increasing amount of recordkeeping required by EPA and USDA is causing confusion.  A registrant group

requested that EPA exempt industrial biocides from this section because the preamble discussion of

refilling only addresses agricultural pesticides.  A registrant stated that tracking serial numbers for

refillables alone could cost between $10,000 and $15,000.

A few commenters questioned the accuracy of the records specified in this section because of

long (12 or more digits) serial numbers or the many demands on a refiller during the busy season. 

Several commenters (registrants and a registrant group) suggested changing the amount of time the

informational records (repackaging agreement, residue removal procedure, etc.) are kept from "as long as

the refiller distributes or sells a pesticide product in refillable containers and for three years thereafter" to

"for three years from the date of refilling a pesticide product in refillable containers."  Several other

commenters addressed the records regarding the return of containers and the repackaging information.  

An equipment manufacturer pointed out that several individuals (truck drivers, warehouses, end users,

etc.) could have containers at any given time, so information about who receives and returns containers

will be of little use.  One State regulatory agency encouraged EPA to make this recordkeeping as simple

as possible and another suggested requiring refillers to keep a record of containers returned to

registrants.   A dealer commented that these records shouldn't have to be kept for three years and that it

would be difficult to maintain them during the use season.

EPA Response - refiller records.  EPA modified the refiller recordkeeping requirements to

minimize the paperwork burden of maintaining these records.  However, EPA believes that some records

are necessary to ensure safe repackaging and compliance with these requirements.  First, the refiller

must have the informational records, including the registrant’s contract (if applicable), the refilling residue

removal procedure and the description of acceptable containers.  These records are necessary so the

refiller has the information needed to properly repackage a product into refillable containers and to ensure

that an independent refiller has the proper approval from a registrant to repackage the product.  

Second, certain information about when a product is repackaged into a refillable container is

needed in case there is a problem with a product sold in refillable containers, i.e., it is adulterated or

contaminated or it causes damage to the site after application.  However, EPA pared the repackaging

records down to the minimum amount of information that would allow the refiller and investigators to

identify the product, the container, and the date of the repackaging.  All of this information is readily

available at the time the pesticide product is repackaged into the refillable container, unlike in the

proposed rule where the information also included the name and address of the person receiving the

container.  EPA deleted the requirement to record the results of the inspection and whether the container

was cleaned because these records would probably not be useful in enforcement cases.  W e will be able

to determine that a container was not inspected if a container in poor condition (that did not just sustain

recent damage) is found and, similarly, we’ll be able to tell if a container was not properly cleaned if we

find high levels of contamination in the product in that refillable container.

Comments - sodium hypochlorite.  Several respondents from the sodium hypochlorite industry

commented on the proposed rule and stated that the refiller recordkeeping requirements would be

especially burdensome for this market.  One registrant group described a typical sodium hypochlorite

delivery, where a truck holding up to 4,000 one-gallon refillable containers stops at several locations,

delivers various volumes of product, and picks up empty containers.  This commenter estimated all the

recordkeeping standards could triple the time for deliveries and increase the cost of the product by 100

percent.  An association representing many businesses involved with swimming pools commented that

the requirement for individual serial numbers and the recordkeeping requirements attendant to the serial

number marking would be completely unworkable for refillable pool chemical containers.  These

respondents and a swimming pool supply company stated that the recordkeeping would discourage the
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use of refillables in the pool chemical industry.

W hen commenting on the supplemental notice, the registrant group representing the sodium

hypochlorite industry reiterated its estimate of the increase in time and costs that could be attributed to the

proposed recordkeeping.  In addition, a sodium hypochlorite manufacturer requested EPA to exempt all

refillable plastic containers of sodium hypochlorite from the requirements for serial numbers, one-way

valves, tamper-evident devices and “burdensome recordkeeping” that would negatively impact the

currently used refillable container system.

EPA Response - sodium hypochlorite.  EPA was persuaded by the arguments from the

companies who repackage sodium hypochlorite into refillable containers for use in swimming pools. 

Because of the huge number of small (1- and 2.5-gallon) refillable containers used in this market

segment, EPA acknowledges that compliance with this recordkeeping would be burdensome.  Therefore,

the final rule exempts refillers of antimicrobials used in swimming pools and similar sites from the

repackaging recordkeeping, although they must comply with the informational recordkeeping.

Comments  - registrant records.  Several commenters (registrants and a registrant group)

recommended changing the length of time registrants need to keep the informational records from "as

long as the registrant distributes or sells the pesticide product to a refiller and for three years thereafter" to

"The records should be maintained for three years previous plus the current operating year."  Several of

these commenters stated that the types of records need to be updated to incorporate their previous

comments, i.e., add a copy of the leak-proofness test and replace the list of acceptable containers with

information about compatible materials and how to comply with the DOT standards.  A registrant group

urged EPA to exempt industrial biocides from this section because the preamble discussion of refilling

only addresses agricultural pesticides.

EPA Response - registrant records.  EPA agrees with some of the commenters who addressed

the registrant recordkeeping requirements.  The final rule was changed so the registrant’s informational

records must be kept for the current operating year and for three years after that, as suggested by

commenter.  EPA believes this is a reasonable length of time and is less burdensome than the proposed

time period of as long as the pesticide product is distributed or sold in refillable containers and for three

years thereafter.  In addition the final rule was modified to change the “list of acceptable containers” to the

“description of acceptable containers”.  As discussed in more detail in Unit VII.J of this document, EPA

disagrees with the comment about industrial biocides and believes that registrants of all pesticide products

that are subject to the container and repackaging regulations should comply with the registrant

recordkeeping requirements.  However, EPA is exempting refillers of antimicrobial swimming pool

products from some recordkeeping as described above.

Comments - 2004 Federal Register notice.  Six commenters addressed the proposed

recordkeeping requirements for refillers.  An extension representative supported the proposal, stating that

good recordkeeping is critical to the process and will assist states and registrants in dealing with possible

contamination issues.  A registrant group and two registrants commented that the use of DOT Packing

Group III performance standards eliminates the need to record serial numbers.  Another registrant

commented that the recordkeeping requirements seem excessive since refillers have been operating for

more than ten years with few problems and repeated their comment that serial numbering is not

appropriate for containers capable of holding less than 100 pounds of material.  A state regulatory agency

commented that inspection time will increase because of the increased amount of documentation states

must obtain while conducting producer establishment inspections.  This commenter strongly encouraged

EPA to provide adequate funding to states for programs that increase state output and said that reduction

in the number of inspections to accommodate short funding cycles and increased workload is not an

adequate answer.

EPA Response - 2004 Federal Register notice.  EPA disagrees that the use of DOT Packing

Group III standards eliminates the need to record serial numbers.  The serial numbers are intended to
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identify which pesticides were put into which containers for identifying potential sources of contamination. 

The final rule establishes fewer recordkeeping requirements than the proposed rule included.  EPA

acknowledges that these requirements will increase the amount of documentation that must be reviewed

or obtained during producer establishment inspections.

T. Proposed Standards That Are Not Being Finalized

Final Regulation/Changes.  The following proposed requirements relating to repackaging are not

being finalized in today’s final rule:

C § 165.134(f): Age of plastic liquid minibulk containers; and

C § 165.136(b): Records on the return of refillable containers to refillers.

The proposed rule would have prohibited a refiller from repackaging a product into a plastic liquid

minibulk container more than six years after the container’s date of manufacture.  EPA decided not to

finalize this provision to be consistent with the DOT regulations, which do not establish a life limit for

plastic nonbulk containers (which may be portable pesticide containers under our regulations) or for plastic

intermediate bulk containers (which also may be portable pesticide containers under our regulations).  

As discussed in Unit VII.S, EPA is not finalizing the requirement for refillers to keep records on the

return of refillable containers to minimize the burden on refillers.  Also, this information would have been of

limited use because it would not have been sufficient to conclusively identify where a container had been

and who had had possession of it.

Comments - age of plastic minibulk containers.  Some commenters -- registrants, registrant

groups and container manufacturer groups -- pointed out that the proposed six-year container lifetime is

inconsistent with DOT standards.  Specifically, DOT does not have an expiration date for nonbulk plastic

packaging and proposed a 5-year limit for plastic IBCs.   Most of these commenters urged EPA to be

consistent with DOT to minimize confusion.  One commenter recommended a 5-year life span for plastic

pesticide containers and commented that EPA might want to evaluate applying this limit to unpigmented

containers subject to outdoor storage.  Another pointed out that the U.N. standards include a 5-year

expiration date for nonbulk and bulk plastic packaging and stated that MACA proposed a six-year life for

plastic minibulks to allow the container to get into the pesticide distribution chain.  In comments on the

2004 Federal Register notice, two registrant groups, two registrants and another respondent commented

that a mandated 6-year lifetime restriction is not necessary.  Most of these commenters said that improved

quality of minibulks (those meeting the DOT packing group III standards) over the past years has lead to

an extended useful life for these containers.  One registrant, who previously recommended a maximum

useful life of six years unless the containers are leakproofness tested and marked accordingly, stated that

their experience with the current higher quality containers changes their recommendation to eight years,

unless tested and marked.  Two of the commenters recommended inspection and periodic testing as the

best method for ensuring container integrity.  One registrant suggested starting the clock on a container's

lifetime when it is first used by a refiller, rather than when it is manufactured to allow a "real-life" use in the

field of six years.  Several commenters (registrants and a registrant group) supported adding the following

language: "Any container which has been removed from service under this section and subjected to the

residue removal procedures of this rule is deemed acceptable for any disposal option including qualified

recycle."

Several commenters -- State regulatory agencies, a registrant and a dealer group -- addressed

the issue of extending the life of a minibulk design type and they all supported including a waiver for

minibulk container design types to account for improvements in technology and container designs. 

Several of these commenters suggested that the waiver be contingent on the documentation of a longer

lifetime, but none of them commented on specific criteria to evaluate this documentation.

Many commenters, including State regulatory agencies, registrants, registrant groups, a container
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manufacturer group and an equipment manufacturer, addressed this issue and all but one supported

adding a provision that would extend the life of individual plastic minibulk containers.  This State regulatory

agency commented that the containers should be retired after 5 years as a precautionary measure if it has

been determined they reach a "questionable state" at this point.  The suggestions for a waiver provided by

the other commenters are summarized below.  Several commenters suggested allowing one-year

extensions for containers that pass the standard.  An equipment manufacturer recommended a visual

inspection and pressure test to extend the life one year at a time with a maximum life span of 10 years.  A

State regulatory agency suggested having the registrant or tank owner visually inspect and pressure test

the container for a one-year extension and place a sticker on the container if it passes.  A registrant

commented that a refiller should be able to test and recertify a container for a year if authorized by the

registrant in the repackaging agreement.  Several commenters suggested allowing extensions for more

than one year.  A registrant commented that tank owners should be able to visually inspect and pressure

test containers for a two-year extension and should permanently mark the containers that pass.  A State

regulatory agency recommended that registrants conduct the tests to extend container use for two years

and that the containers should be marked with the "new" extension date.  A registrant group supported

using the HM-181E retest provision (for IBCs) to extend the life 2.5 years and marking the container with

the test date and tester identification.

A registrant group suggested language that would allow a registrant to authorize continued use for

a specified period of time based on a container evaluation.  A State regulatory agency commented that the

date of the latest certification test and the tester's name be placed on the container to help State

inspectors.  Another State regulatory agency also commented that the States need to know what the

recertification procedures are and suggested a maximum life span of 10 years.  A container manufacturer

group was not opposed to extending a container's life, but stated that data are necessary to determine an

appropriate extension length.  This commenter also suggested allowing the marketplace to decide who

conducts the test and including a "Use expiration date" after the date of manufacture for any extended life

period.  A registrant recommended holding the container owner responsible for conducting a DOT-like

retest procedure and permanently stamping the date of the last tests and the inspector's official mark on

the container.  Although opposed to adopting a waiver, a State regulatory agency made the following

points if a retesting waiver was adopted: (1) testing by refillers (vs. registrants) offers cost advantages, but

may not be as accurate and (2) the new date should be marked as the "new extended date."  A registrant

suggested ASTM method D756-93 as a good guide for evaluating refillable containers and their life span.

EPA Response - age of plastic minibulk containers.  The proposed rule would have prohibited a

refiller from repackaging a product into a plastic liquid minibulk container more than six years after the

container’s date of manufacture.  EPA decided not to finalize this provision to be consistent with the DOT

regulations, which do not establish a life limit for plastic nonbulk containers (which may be portable

pesticide containers under our regulations) or for plastic intermediate bulk containers (which also may be

portable pesticide containers under our regulations).  In addition, EPA agrees with the commenters on the

2004 notice that a six year lifetime restriction is not necessary because of changes over the past decade. 

First, the quality of minibulks has improved because many companies have voluntary begun to use

refillable containers that meet the DOT Packing Group III standards.  The final rule will ensure that all

refillable containers meet these DOT requirements.  Second, the 1992 sampling of minibulk containers

and associated enforcement actions (discussed in Unit VII.H) led to several changes that have improved

refillable container handling practices.  In general, the registrants now have a closer relationship with the

refillers and provide more oversight.  In addition, several guidance documents were developed in the mid-

1990's that provide useful information for refillers about how to properly clean, handle and inspect the

containers. Proper handling allows the containers to maintain their good condition for a longer period of

time.  Also, EPA does not want to limit future use of refillable containers by selecting an arbitrary age after

which containers can no longer be used.

Comments - records on the return of containers.  Regarding the records on the return of

containers, an equipment manufacturer pointed out that several individuals (truck drivers, warehouses,

end users, etc.) could have containers at any given time, so information about who receives and returns
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containers will be of little use.  One State regulatory agency encouraged EPA to make this recordkeeping

as simple as possible and another suggested requiring refillers to keep a record of containers returned to

registrants.  A dealer commented that maintaining these records for three years would be cumbersome. 

A dealer commented that these records shouldn't have to be kept for three years and that it would be

difficult to maintain them during the use season.

EPA Response - records on the return of containers.  As discussed in Unit VII.S, EPA is not

finalizing the requirement for refillers to keep records on the return of refillable containers to minimize the

burden on refillers.  Also, this information would have been of limited use because it would not have been

sufficient to conclusively identify where a container had been and who had had possession of it.
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VIII. Containment

A.  Introduction

1.  Regulatory Background

In 1994, EPA proposed standards in Subpart H of 40 CFR Part 165 for containment of large

pesticide containers and procedures for container refilling operations.  Standards for pesticide containers,

including large storage containers, are covered in Units III through VII of this notice, and apply to all

pesticides unless specifically exempted.  The requirements for a secondary containment unit (either a

containment structure around a stationary container, or a containment pad under a container refilling

operation) only apply to agricultural pesticides.  The requirements are intended to protect human health

and the environment from contamination by spills and leaks which may occur during container filling or

when a stationary container fails.  Affected facilities are required to have structures which intercept and

contain spills and leaks of agricultural pesticides in areas where stationary containers are stored and

agricultural containers are refilled or cleaned.

Secondary containment means a structure, such as rigid diking, berms or walls, designed to

intercept and contain leaks and spills from the enclosed containers.  Some States define “bulk quantities”

as a pesticide container with a volume exceeding 55 gallons; others use 210, 300, or 500 gallon criteria. 

EPA’s proposed definition of bulk quantities was 3,000 liters (793 gallons) for liquid pesticides and 2,000

kilograms (4,409 pounds) for dry pesticides.  The final rule establishes quantities of 500 gallons (1,890

liters) for liquids and 4,000 pounds (1,818 kilograms) as the threshold for requiring secondary

containment.  Thus, EPA’s regulations cover only relatively large containers which pose the greatest risk

of catastrophic contamination in case of failure. 

EPA believes the Federal containment standards, together with requirements for container design

and residue removal, are essential for ensuring the safe use, reuse and refill of containers as required by

FIFRA section 19.  The regulations promulgated today will be located in 40 CFR Part 165 E in  sections

165.80 - 165.97.  

2.  Summary of Proposed and Final Containment Standards

The proposed and final standards include criteria for design, maintenance and operation of

containment structures (units and pads) at certain facilities.  The design criteria include standards for

material of construction, capacity, and protection from stormwater and precipitation.  The facilities subject

to the requirements are agricultural pesticide refilling establishments and custom blenders (as defined in

§167.3), and facilities of businesses that apply agricultural pesticides for compensation (also referred to as

for-hire applicators in this document).  In the preamble to the proposal, the Agency explained its rationale

for choosing these facilities.  Although spills can occur throughout the chain of pesticide commerce (from

manufacturer to user), the accumulated evidence points to agrichemical dealerships, custom blenders,

and for-hire applicators as facilities where pesticide contamination of soil and water is most frequently

documented.   (See 59 FR 6750 (Ref. 66) and Unit VIII.C for a detailed discussion.)  The agricultural

chemical distribution system has the most potential for spills and a requirement for reporting spills, and is

uniquely characterized by the use of large tanks and container refilling operations, often outdoors, while

other sectors generally use smaller containers, pre-packaged indoors by a manufacturer.

Standards which are considered critical are required for all existing and new containment units

and pads, and some additional criteria are imposed for new containment structures.  For this final rule, the

criteria identified as critical reflect the comments received and new information, and are not necessarily

the same criteria used in the proposed rule.  For example, hydraulic conductivity criteria were considered

critical in the proposed rule, but, as a result of comments we received on hydraulic conductivity, are not

being finalized in the final rule (see discussion in VIII.H). 
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Many respondents provided comments on specific provisions of the containment regulations. 

EPA has made certain revisions to the proposed regulations based on these comments.  The following

units discuss in detail the comments received on each of the major issues raised in the proposed rule, any

differences between the proposal and the final rule, and the Agency’s reasons for making the changes.

Costs and benefits of the rule have been revised from those projected at the time of the proposed

rule.  Total costs are predicted to be less than estimated in the proposal, due to the changes made as a

result of comments and new information.

3.  State Secondary Containment Regulations

At least 19 States have already promulgated and begun implementing their own secondary

containment regulations for bulk storage of pesticides.  The 1992 State of the States Report (Pesticide

Storage, Disposal & Transportation, (Ref. 70) EPA 734-R-92-012, September 1992) cited in the proposed

rule showed the wide variety of containment regulations among States.  There are variations in the

facilities affected, the container volume triggering the requirement for secondary containment, etc.  The

economic assessment for the proposed rule estimated the number of facilities with bulk pesticide storage

in each State based on commercial, State and government business census data.  EPA estimated that a

total of 5,214 agrichemical dealers in all States and the District of Columbia have containers of a size

defined in the proposed rule as “bulk” (greater than 3,000 liters liquid or 2,000 kilograms dry). (Ref. 21) 

EPA has reviewed the secondary containment regulations in all 19 States and has found that they are

generally comparable to or more stringent than the requirements in today’s final rule.  These 19 States

contain 81 percent (4,220) of the agrichemical facilities regulated by this final rule. 

EPA received many comments on the negative impact of the proposed regulations on facilities in

States with preexisting regulations.  Today’s containment standards are intended to introduce basic

safeguards in States that currently lack containment regulations and to harmonize with containment

requirements in States where adequate containment safety programs already exist.  W hile EPA believes a

national standard must provide baseline environmental protection, a mechanism is being provided to

accommodate States that are already successfully implementing pesticide containment programs.  

4.  Key Terms for Understanding the Requirements of Subpart E

The following terms, defined in section 165.3 of subpart A, are key to understanding the

containment standards in subpart E:

(1) Agricultural pesticide.

(2) Appurtenances.

(3) Container.

(4) Containment pad.

(5) Containment structure.

(6) Dry pesticide.

(7) Establishment.

(8) Facility.

(9) Owner.

(10) Operator.

(11) Pesticide compatible.

(12) Pesticide dispensing area.

(13) Refillable container.

(14) Refilling establishment.

(15) Rinsate.

(16 ) Secondary containment unit.

(17) Stationary pesticide container.

(18) Transport vehicle.

(19) W ashwater.
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Changes.  Based on commenters’ suggestions and additional research, the definitions of the

following terms were added to the final rule to clarify the requirements: facility, pesticide compatible, and

rinsate.

Comments.  A regulatory agency in a State with many bulk containment facilities commented that

the definition of a stationary bulk container uses the words “facility” and “establishment,” but only defines

the latter.  The State agency advised that those trying to avoid the costly container and containment

requirements might choose to view this as a legal loophole, and that the term “facility” should also be

defined.

Several State agencies requested that EPA clarify the phrase “resistant to pesticide,” because its

meaning could be either compatible or unreactive and could be difficult or burdensome to enforce. 

Alternatives were proposed, including "chemically compatible," defined as the ability of the containment

structure materials to withstand anticipated exposure to stored or transferred materials without losing the

ability to provide the required secondary containment of the same or other materials within the

containment area.

Several State regulatory agencies commented that their regulations require containment of

rinsate, and recommend containment for wash waters, because hazardous waste violations at pesticide

facilities are often linked to problems with rinsate/wash waters.  One State agency asked if a 300-gallon

spill mixed with 600 gallons of cleanup water can be considered rinsate.  Another State agency has an

expanded definition of rinsate to include recovered sedimentation, washwater, contaminated precipitation,

or other contaminated debris. 

EPA Response.  The word “facility” has been added to the list of definitions.  The Agency agrees

that the phrase “pesticide compatible” is clearer than “pesticide resistant” and has changed the regulation

accordingly.  For the purpose of this regulation, rinsate is being defined as the liquid (usually water) used

to rinse the interior of any equipment or container that has come in direct contact with any pesticide.  The

Agency agrees that it is a good management practice to place rinsate tanks within containment and is

recommending that practice, but does not have information on the risks of storage of such dilute

pesticides.

B.  Purpose (§ 165.80(a))

Final Regulations.  The purpose of the containment standards is to protect people and the

environment from exposure to agricultural pesticides from spills and leaks, and to reduce wastes

produced during pesticide storage, handling or refilling of pesticide containers.

Changes.  This is the same as the proposed purpose in §165.140.

C.  Who Must Comply (§ 165.80(b))

Final Regulations.  You must comply with these regulations if you are the owner or operator of a

facility that stores pesticides in a stationary pesticide container or conducts any of the regulated pesticide

transferring activities and if you are a retailer, for-hire applicator, or custom blender (as defined in 40 CFR

167.3) of agricultural pesticides. 

Changes.  This is the same approach and scope that we proposed in §165.141.  The proposed

regulations included only retailers, for-hire applicators, and custom blenders because they are the three

categories for which EPA has accumulated the most substantial evidence of soil and groundwater

contamination by pesticides.  The final rule maintains the same scope.  These facilities represent only a

subset of the realm of operations where containment requirements might be appropriate.  The Agency

may consider further containment rulemaking for other elements of the pesticide industry if further

information indicates that such requirements are needed.  In addition, the final rule revises the regulatory
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language to clarify that the containment regulations only apply to agricultural pesticides.  (See Unit VII.L

for a discussion of custom blending and custom mixing.)  Also, a description of “principal business is retail

sale” - more than 50% of total annual revenue comes from retail operations - was added to the final

regulation for clarity.

Comments - overall scope.  Many commenters (dealer groups, dealers, State regulatory agencies,

and a distributor/registrant) responding to both the 1994 proposal and the 2004 reopening of the comment

period argued for a “level playing field” and urged EPA to expand the scope of the containment standards

to include manufacturing plants, distributors, farms, and non-agricultural facilities.  Commenters argued

that there are similar potential risks of environmental contamination at any facility that meets the volume,

time or activity criteria, regardless of the location of the facility or the type of pesticide,  Many commenters

(State regulatory agencies, a dealer, a dealer group, an aerial applicator and an aerial applicator group)

stated that there are some farms which store and handle more pesticides than some small retailers, and

that the regulations should focus on the activity and/or the quantity stored, not the individual storing it.

Commenters to the 2004 Federal Register Notice reopening the comment period stated that

there have been changes in pesticide use patterns in the 11 years since the regulations were proposed.

They stated that equipment technology developments in the handling and application of bulk agricultural

chemicals have advanced dramatically, and that these new technologies coupled with the increase in the

number of farms with large acreage have led to end users becoming a dramatic growth sector of

purchasers of commercial application equipment. A dealer association stated it had surveyed chemical

equipment dealers in Kansas and that 20 to 25 percent of all new large commercial application rigs and 80

percent of all used application equipment is currently purchased by end users, most of whom are farmers. 

The commenter said that using such equipment requires large quantities of chemicals on site and

concluded that on-farm bulk storage is growing.  

Another dealer association commented in 2004 that by the end of 2006, 70 percent of all crop

protection products, mainly herbicides, will be off-patent, creating a marketing opportunity for non-

traditional suppliers and chemical brokers.  They noted that end users could become direct crop protection

customers without appropriate facilities, resulting in increased environmental incidents.  The association

also stated that at least 58 percent of U.S. farmland is not farmed by the landowner, countering the belief

that farmers are better stewards because they have a vested interest in protecting their farmland from

contamination. They commented that retailers are professionals trained in handling hazardous materials

compared to end users, who tend to have less knowledge and training in safety, containment, and cleanup

procedures.  A dealer stated that some farmers have become “tool shed dealers” who store bulk without

containment and repackage for neighboring farmers.  This point was reinforced by retailers during a

meeting in 2004 following the reopening of the comment period (Ref. 31), where the dealer associations

and individual dealers reiterated their submitted written comments and cited a growing problem of “cash

and carry” dealers who repackage product on farms illegally without a license.

Several commenters opposed expanding the scope to include farmers.  In 2004, the Farm Bureau

and associated grower groups opposed any change in the proposed scope.  A registrant group

recommended that EPA work jointly with State pesticide regulatory officials and industry to devise a

method for obtaining reliable data on the number of farmers storing bulk nationwide.  The Association of

American Pest Control Officials recommended that EPA not expand the scope to farmers without first

researching the number, volumes and other pertinent data regarding on-farm bulk practices, an

assessment of the risks of on-farm operations, and an analysis of the costs and benefits of on-farm bulk

containment.

Two user groups opposed including farmers because the costs would be significant to farmers

and could not be passed on, the costs of monitoring the large number of farm sites would be burdensome,

and farm sites generally handle less material, which should result in fewer spills.   

EPA Response - overall scope.  Due to the large number of commenters in 1994 and 2004 from
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all sectors who supported requiring farms to have containment for stationary container pesticide storage,

the Agency considered the option of expanding the scope of the rule to include farms and other entities. 

Although the Agency had solicited data on bulk pesticide storage on farms and at non-agricultural facilities

in both the 1994 proposed rule and the 1999 supplemental notice, only anecdotal information was

received alleging an increase of stationary container pesticide storage on farms. (Ref. 27)

The Agency therefore researched the issue of whether pesticide storage on farms is a significant

problem.  The Agency contacted several commenters to the rule for clarification and was unable to

confirm that the use of larger spray equipment relates to increased bulk pesticide storage or only to

fertilizer storage and application.  In cases where bulk storage of pesticide most likely occurs on large

farms, such as with metam-sodium, it is not clear that pesticide remains in the tank for 30 days or more.  

The Agency asked the USDA to contact its sources in the extension network, and Agency staff contacted

regulatory representatives and dealers in several States, particularly those with large areas under field

crops.  In general, the persons contacted knew of few, if any, farms with bulk pesticide storage, with the

definition of bulk as 500 gallon containers or greater. 

USDA contacted Colorado, where less than 1 percent of farmers potentially store pesticides in

bulk, and where minibulks up to 660 gallons are exempt from the requirement for containment if they are

approved by DOT or MACA.  USDA also contacted Illinois, Kansas and Nebraska.  Illinois has

implemented new regulations which require farmers to have secondary containment if they meet the

volume criteria, so any farmers with large tanks are taking them out of service.  They learned that Kansas

has three to six farms with bulk pesticides, and most farmers are using 250 gallon minibulks.  Nebraska

representatives could not estimate how many farms have bulk pesticide, but the most commonly used

containers are 85 to 250 gallon minibulks.  The only State with hard data was Indiana, which has 65

farmers with bulk storage (defined as larger than 55 gallons), of which 31 reportedly had tanks larger than

500 gallons.

EPA has no data on the existence of bulk storage in non-agricultural facilities.  EPA assumes that

at such facilities, pesticides are often stored indoors, where the building itself affords some measure of

containment.  EPA is aware of some isolated mosquito-control facilities which may store pesticides in

large stationary tanks during the  treatment period, but does not have any way to estimate the existence of

such facilities nationwide.  

In short, EPA has not received sufficient evidence of contamination at manufacturing plants,

distributors, farms and non-agricultural sites to justify regulating them.  In the proposed rule, we outlined

the data available to the Agency documenting contamination at agricultural retailers, refilling

establishments and commercial applicator sites.  At least 30 of the references to the proposed rule were

State monitoring studies showing contamination at such sites.  Data documenting widespread

contamination at other facilities were not submitted, and have not been identified. 

The consensus, even from commenters who support expansion of the scope to include farmers,

is that on-farm bulk storage is still rare.  The Agency does not wish to regulate in anticipation of a potential

problem, particularly since it is questionable that such a regulation could be enforced on an equitable

basis.  W e recognize the staff and resource restrictions of State agencies, and do not wish to add to their

burden in anticipation of a problem which may or may not occur in the future. 

The Agency recognizes that all large, stationary tanks have the potential to leak or burst, and  

considered requiring all stationary tanks, regardless of location, to conform to the containment standards. 

However, the Agency also believes that the volume through-put of tanks used for retail sale or commercial

application of pesticides is higher than that expected for individual farms, resulting in a higher potential risk

associated with their usage.  The Agency further believes that an end-user who is not significantly involved

in resale of product has less opportunity and motivation to finance the purchase of large tanks and the

construction of secondary containment. 
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EPA added a description of the phrase “principal business is retail sale” to the final rule so

§165.180(b)(1) states that refilling establishments who repackage agricultural pesticides and whose

principal business is retail sale (i.e., more than 50% of total annual revenue comes from retail operations)

must comply with the containment regulations.  EPA’s intent of including the phrase “principal business” in

the 1994 proposed rule was to distinguish between refilling establishments whose principal business is

retail sale and refilling establishments whose primary function is formulation or manufacturing of

pesticides.  The description of principal business was added to the final rule to provide clarification on how

to make this distinction.  In addition, the information we received during the 2004 comment period about

some farmers reportedly repackaging pesticides for sale further supported the need to clarify the meaning

of “principal business is retail sale.”  For the reasons discussed in this section, EPA decided not to apply

the final containment regulations to farmers.  W e believe that adding the clarification of “principal

business” to the final rule will help identify the retail facilities that we intend to regulate with §165.180(b)(1). 

However, EPA wants to clarify that anyone – including a farmer - who is repackaging pesticides for sale or

distribution must comply with the existing requirements in 40 CFR Part 167 to register their establishments

and report their production (repackaging) to EPA and must also keep records of pesticide production

according to 40 CFR Part 169.  In addition, such facilities would be regulated as refillers under this final

rule and would have to comply with the refiller requirements in Subpart D, Standards for Repackaging

Pesticide Products into Refillable Containers.  These facilities would have to comply with the containment

requirements in Subpart E if they repackage agricultural pesticides and if more than 50% of their total

annual revenue comes from retail operations.

The Agency is willing to amend the regulation to include such sites if a pervasive pattern of

contamination or other handling problems appear at other sites in the future.  It is recommended that State

and local agencies regulate such facilities at the local level as needed.

Comments - nonagricultural pesticides.  Several commenters specifically supported requiring

nonagricultural pesticides stored in bulk to be subject to the rule.  They state that bulk pesticide storage

presents potential hazards regardless of use or activity, and that risk may be even higher due to greater

population density compared to rural agricultural settings. 

Many commenters -- including almost 15 state regulatory agencies, another government agency,

a dealer group, and an equipment manufacturer -- supported including any facilities that handle pesticides

in the scope of the containment regulations if they meet the threshold criteria.  These commenters argued

that the risks of storing and transferring large quantities of pesticides are the same, regardless of where

the pesticides are and the uses of the pesticides.  Several registrant groups supported excluding

nonagricultural pesticides from the scope of the containment regulations, commenting that refillable

containers in the industrial biocide industry are handled differently, i.e., returned to the original

manufacturer or formulator for refilling and there is no evidence of spills and leaks as described in the

preamble for agricultural retail sites.

EPA response - nonagricultural pesticides.  The Agency is maintaining the scope of the regulation

as proposed, excluding nonagricultural pesticides.  EPA has not found or received sufficient evidence of

contamination at non-agricultural sites to justify regulating them.  In addition, EPA assumes that at such

facilities, pesticides are often stored indoors, where the building itself affords some measure of

containment.  EPA is aware of some isolated mosquito-control facilities which may store pesticides in

large stationary tanks during the treatment period, but does not have enough data to characterize the

existence of such facilities nationwide.

Comments - custom applicators.  A state regulatory agency commented that custom applicators

are generally smaller than retail facilities and may not be able to comply with the same standards.  Forcing

custom applicators, who tend to be more aware of new requirements and safety features, out of business

would probably result in diminished environmental protection.  A user group urged EPA to insulate

adversely affected custom applicators to the maximum extent possible.
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EPA response - custom applicators.  EPA disagrees that custom applicators may not be able to

comply with the standards.  Many custom applicators are also dealers.  Many States already have

regulations requiring secondary containment and a containment pad for custom applicators and these

have proven to be affordable and effective.  In addition, any custom applicator who applies enough

pesticide for it to be economically possible to purchase and store large quantities should have secondary

containment.

Comments - manufacturers.  Several state regulatory agencies commented that the scope of the

containment regulations should be expanded to include registrants (manufacturers and formulators) and

distributors, generally arguing that risks are similar and the goal of interception, retention, and recovery is

the same regardless of what activities take place.  One of them commented that they have not noticed a

higher level of management at manufacturers and distributors than at retailers, citing two contaminated

manufacturer or wholesale distributor sites.  This respondent asked EPA to clarify whether storage space

at retailers that is leased by manufacturers would be included or excluded.

EPA response - manufacturers.  EPA does not intend to include manufacturers in the scope of the

rule.  The preponderance of data show that contamination of soil and ground water occurs around

agrichemical dealerships where refillable containers are refilled from bulk tanks for retail sale.  Storage

space at a retailer establishment leased by manufacturers or any other entity would be included in the

requirement for secondary containment if the containers are of the size specified in the rule and/or refilling

is done for retail sale. 

Comments - other.  A State regulatory agency commented that the proposed scope was

appropriate for federal regulation and that regulation of private applicators and farmers should be left to

the state.  A registrant group suggested modifying the definition of refilling establishment to clarify that

containment should only apply if pesticide is transferred for the purposes of sale or distribution, i.e., not for

the purposes of application or use.  Several state regulatory agencies and a dealer group commented that

the owner and operator should be jointly liable.  A few registrants and a registrant group said that the

primary responsibility for compliance with any regulations should be with the operator, but that determining

liability must ultimately be based on each individual situation.  A few commenters requested clarification of

terms such as "minor component," "for-hire," and "occasional."

EPA Response - other.  The Agency agrees that the regulation of farmers should be left to the

state, but may reexamine the need for federal regulation of farmers if it becomes apparent that farm

pesticide storage is resulting in significant contamination.  The Agency has clarified that containment is

required for transferring for sale or distribution, not for application or use.  Both the owner and operator are

subject to the containment regulations and enforcement actions will be taken against both parties in the

event of a containment failure (see § 165.90 “As the owner or operator of a new or existing pesticide

containment structure, you must:......”).  EPA can provide clarification of all necessary terms as needed in

guidance and compliance manuals issued with the rule. 

D.  Compliance Dates (§ 165.80©)

Final Regulations.  All containment structures subject to today’s rule must comply with all

applicable containment regulations for new and existing structures within 3 years of today’s date.

Changes.  The proposed rule required new structures to comply with the containment standards

beginning two years after publication of the final rule.  Existing structures would have been required to

comply with interim standards for a period of eight years, beginning two years after publication of the final

rule, and then existing structures would have to comply with the same standards as new structures.  The

interim standards were defined as critical to safe containment, and considered readily implemented within

two years.  The interim period was intended to allow existing structures which have design or structural

features not amenable to upgrading without major modification to phase in those modifications over time. 

The final rule has no provision for an interim period; the final rule applies only one set of requirements to
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existing structures over their life spans.  Both new and existing structures must comply with applicable

standards beginning three years after publication of the final rule.

Comments.  Many commenters had objections or changes to propose on the interim period. 

Several respondents commented specifically on the length of the interim period.  A registrant thought it

should be longer and a State regulatory agency said it should be shortened to five years and be based on

the structure’s age and performance.  A State regulatory agency said that the nine critical standards were

sufficient and that the only distinction between new and existing facilities should be the compliance date. 

A dealer opposed the interim period because States already have containment standards and would have

to learn two new sets of standards above and beyond existing State rule.  Several respondents

commented on the different possibilities for an interim period discussed in the preamble.  A State

regulatory agency supported an age-based approach of setting the compliance date on a formula using 20

years minus the existing containment facility’s age.  Many commenters (dealers, a dealer group and a

State regulatory agency group) opposed setting any standards that are more stringent than existing State

standards.  A principal reason for opposition was that interim requirements would comprise an extra,

unnecessary set of requirements to be learned by regulators and regulated parties, particularly in States

with containment programs in place.  It would also be costly for existing structures to have to retrofit,

particularly in States where facilities had already been constructed to conform with State requirements. 

Several commenters (State regulatory agencies, a dealer, and a grower group) recommended that EPA

grandfather existing containment facilities that are already in compliance with State standards.  A State

regulatory agency group requested EPA to seriously consider accepting small discrepancies in some

standards due to differences in existing State rules and legislation.  This commenter said that national

uniformity in regulation is desirable, although progress toward this goal should not be at the expense of

States that have already enacted rules and statutes that vary slightly from the proposed federal

regulations.  A dealer group suggested that EPA set the federal standards as a baseline, which would

allow the proactive work of some States to stand.  Many dealers recommended that EPA adopt the Iowa

standards in lieu of those in the proposal.  A dealer said that making States enforce standards different

from their own would cause difficulties for enforcing agencies, distributors, retailers and end users, and a

State regulatory agency elaborated, stating that States with containment requirements would have to

reinitiate their compliance efforts and would lose credibility and trust of the regulated community.  A few

State regulatory agencies suggested adding a provision that would use the time during the interim period

to collect data about the adequacy of State regulations.  If the collected information indicated a State's

requirements weren't adequate, EPA could justify compliance with the federal standards.

EPA Response.  The interim period was intended to allow substandard facilities sufficient time to

retrofit and come into full compliance with the regulations and for owners to recoup the benefits from the

depreciation of their capital investment and financially prepare to upgrade their structure.  EPA has

maintained a dialogue and information exchange with States and the regulated community (facilities and

their associations) since the rule was published in 1994.  EPA has decided not to finalize the most

onerous and contentious standards from the requirements for existing facilities, such as a hydraulic

conductivity standard, thereby significantly reducing the effort and expense needed to comply.  EPA

believes that 33 months between the reference date for new structures (3 months after publication) and

the compliance date (36 months after publication) would provide a reasonable period of time for new

structures to be planned and built in compliance with the full requirements of subpart E.  If an existing

structure does not already comply with the standards for existing structures, EPA believes that the

remaining modifications can be readily implemented at existing structures within three years.  The

proposed period of two years before compliance may not have provided ample time for facilities to meet

the requirements, particularly facilities in locales with significant seasonal constraints on construction.  In

addition, allowing three years as a compliance date for both new and existing structures will allow one year

for States with their own containment regulations to apply for an equivalency determination, and still avoid

confusion by retaining the same compliance date for all facilities.  EPA believes that allowing one more

year before implementation will not have a significant adverse impact on the environment, particularly

given the many State regulations that are already in effect.  This is a shorter time frame than the five-year

phase-in period allowed for the refillable container and repackaging regulations, but given that most States
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with dealerships have already implemented containment regulations, the Agency considers three years

sufficient time for facilities to comply.  The Agency is allowing five years for compliance with the refillable

container standards because registrants need to phase out existing containers without recalling them prior

to the completion of their normal usable life.  The transition period helps distribute costs over time and

improve regulatory compliance. 

The critical standards cited in the preamble of the proposed rule (p. 6765) for implementation

during the interim period have been modified based on comments, additional research, and evaluation of

existing State regulations.  The modified standards for existing structures are considered crucial to safe

containment and comprise the basic standards demonstrated to be effective for existing structures in

States with containment regulations.  The following table compares standards in the proposed rule to

today’s final standards for existing structures.  New structures are subject to these standards plus

additional standards representing further protectiveness.

Table VIII-1: Comparison of Standards for Proposed and Final Rule 

Standard in Proposed Rule for

Existing Structures

Standard in Final Rule for 

Existing Structures

Additional

Standard in Final

Rule for New

Structures

Construction with rigid materials. Same.

Use of pesticide-resistant

materials.

Use of pesticide-compatible materials.

Hydraulic conductivity no greater

than 1 x 10  cm/sec during-6

interim, 1 x 10  cm/sec after 10-7

years.

None.  Liquid-tight.

W ithstand full hydrostatic head. Same.

Stormwater run-on protection for

a 25-year, 24-hour storm.

Sufficient freeboard to contain precipitation

and prevent water and other liquids from

seeping into or flowing onto it. 

Protection of appurtenances and

containers.

Same. Appurtenances

configured so leaks

can be observed.

Seal joints and cracks and

repair any visible damage.

Same.

Inventory reconciliation of liquid

remaining in tank during interim

only.

None.

Pad capacity 1000 gallons. Pad capacity 750 gallons. Sloped to liquid-

tight sump.

Liquid stationary containers -

unit capacity 100 percent/110

percent indoor/outdoor minimum

during interim, 110 percent/125

percent indoor/outdoor after 10

years.

Liquid stationary containers - unit capacity

100 percent indoor/outdoor minimum.

Liquid stationary -

outdoor capacity

110 percent

minimum.
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Anchoring liquid stationary

containers.

Anchoring or elevating liquid stationary

containers.

Prevent pesticide-containing

material from escaping from

containment.

Seal appurtenances, discharge outlets and

gravity drains through base or wall of

containment unit, including sump. 

Containment pads may drain to a watertight

sump with method of removing accumulated

liquids, such as a pump, which transfers

contents to aboveground container.

Appurtenances

must be configured

in such a way that

spills or leaks are

easy to see.

Dry product stationary container

- no capacity requirement during

interim, 100% after 10 years.

Dry product stationary container protected

from wind/rain with 6-inch berm at least 2 feet

from container.

Attended transfers; locked

valves; cleanup by the end of

day of spill; monthly inspection.

Same.

E.  Stationary Containers Included (§ 165.81)

Final Regulations.  Stationary pesticide containers designed to hold undivided quantities of

agricultural pesticides greater than 500 gallons (1,890 liters) of liquid pesticide or greater than 4,000

pounds (1,818 kilograms) of dry pesticide are subject to the containment regulations.  Containers of less

than these volume/weight capacities are not required to be protected with a secondary containment unit.

The definition of stationary pesticide container includes transport vehicles that are fixed or remain at a

facility for at least 30 consecutive days. 

A stationary pesticide container is subject to the containment regulations and must have a

secondary containment unit unless it satisfies any one of the following conditions:

C The container is empty, which means that it has been cleared of all pesticide that can be removed

by customary methods such as draining, pumping, or aspirating (whether or not residues have

been removed by washing or rinsing). 

C The container holds pesticide rinsates or wash waters and is so labeled.  

C The container holds only pesticides which would be gaseous when released at atmospheric

temperature and pressure.

C The container is dedicated and labeled for non-pesticide use.   

Changes.  This is not the same subset of stationary containers proposed in §165.142(a) as

subject to, or exempt from, the standards.  The three differences are that the 1) liquid container size

subject to the rule is 500 gallons rather than 793 gallons; 2) dry container size subject to the rule is 4,000

pounds rather than 4,409 pounds; and 3) the period of time that a container can remain fixed or at a single

facility in order to be considered “stationary” is 30 days, rather than the 14-day period in the proposed rule.

Comments - holding capacity.  Many commenters (State regulatory agencies, dealer groups, and

another government agency) urged EPA to reduce the capacity threshold for containers for which

secondary containment is required.  Specific alternative suggestions included: 1) 300 gallons for liquids or

100 pounds for dry products; 2) 300 gallons for liquids or 500 pounds for dry products; 3) 500 gallons for

liquids or 2,000 pounds for dry products.  A registrant group commented in 2004 that packaging experts

believe plastic containers larger than 330 gallons would not meet DOT Packing Group III standards, which

they cite as further evidence that containers that size and larger need secondary containment.  A State

agency stated that they are already seeing a shift in container size (below the regulatory cut-off) in order to

be exempt from the State’s containment regulations.  Another State agency suggested that States have
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geographical differences and that perhaps EPA should allow individual States to mandate storage limits

based on their individual situation.  A dealer group and a registrant group jointly commented that

containers with a liquid capacity of greater than 330 gallons should be protected by containment.  There

were no commenters who thought the container size of 793 gallons was appropriate or that it should be

larger. 

EPA Response - holding capacity - liquids.  The Agency recognized that the liquid capacity

proposed was substantially greater than volume criteria adopted by many States with containment

regulations.  These States use lower limit "bulk" criteria ranging from 55 to 500 gallons to trigger

secondary containment requirements for liquid pesticides.  The reasoning for the proposed definition (793

gallons) of liquid bulk container was to be consistent with the DOT definitions in distinguishing between

intermediate bulk containers and bulk containers.  Since the final containment regulations do not use

definitions of bulk or intermediate bulk, the DOT definitions are irrelevant here.  As discussed in Unit VI.A,

EPA is not finalizing the definitions of minibulk and bulk containers in the final rule. The Agency’s intent for

the secondary containment requirement is to prevent the most catastrophic spills, and the larger the

container, the greater the risk of contamination.  The Agency believes contamination from failure of a 500-

gallon container would be significant, and agrees with commenters that a 330-gallon container is generally

considered the largest size container that can be moved by a fork lift and can be considered “mobile.” 

The next most common size used in the field is 500 gallons.  The Agency agrees with States that those

500 gallon tanks should be required to have secondary containment, and is lowering the size cut off to

capture those tanks and harmonize with existing regulations.  The Agency has confirmed by personal

communication with some State regulators and extension staff (Ref. 28) that there are few, if any,

containers between the sizes of 500 and 793 gallons, (the next most common size after 500 gallons is

1,000 gallons) and expects that today’s rule will discourage demand for container sizes in that range in an

attempt to be exempt from the containment regulations.  The Agency confirmed that 500-gallon tanks are

common in the field, and recognizes that the regulations may prompt some demand for tanks slightly

smaller (e.g., 450 gallons) in order to be exempt from the federal requirement.  There may always be

facilities which try to skirt the law in such ways, but the Agency intended the containment regulations to

prevent the environmental consequences from the most catastrophic spills.  The smaller the tank size, the

less contamination will result from leaks or spills.   The Agency also reviewed containment regulations in

the 19 States which have them, and determined that the size cut-off which triggers the requirement for

secondary containment varies from 55 to 550 gallons, with many states selecting 300- or 330-gallon tanks

as the cut-off size.  The Agency believes that selecting a volume cut off between 55 and 500 gallons

would conflict with some State regulations at a cost to both States and facilities, with no measurable

benefit to the environment (Ref. 25) and has therefore selected 500 gallons as a realistic, practical and

protective size which triggers the need for secondary containment.

EPA Response - holding capacity - dry pesticides.  As with liquid pesticides, the Agency’s goal in 

proposing larger weight criteria for dry pesticides, was to target containers that pose the greatest risk of

catastrophic consequences in the event of failure.  The proposed size criterion for dry pesticide containers

was 4,409 pounds (2,000 kilograms).  There were many comments on the size criterion for dry pesticide

containers in 1994.  Those comments objected specifically to the proposed standard for 100 percent

containment capacity for such containers based on the physical nature of a dry spill.  The Agency has

confirmed with the packaging industry (Ref. 29) that dry pesticides are not packaged in containers

between the sizes of 4,000 and 4,409 pounds.  Therefore, EPA is lowering the size of the container for

which containment is required to 4,000 pounds (1,818 kilograms) for simplicity and clarity, since 4,000 is

an easier number to remember for compliance and enforcement purposes, and there is no functional

difference between 4,000 and 4,409 pounds for refillable dry bulk containers, since neither size exists.  In

addition, EPA has replaced the requirement for 100 percent containment capacity for dry pesticides with a

requirement for a 6-inch berm in the final rule.

Comments - 14-day residence.  Several commenters suggested increasing the time criterion to 30

days to account for factors beyond the control of the facility.  One commenter questioned the associated

recordkeeping as burdensome and unclear as to what was required.  A registrant requested that EPA
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exempt packaged product in nonrefillable containers from the 14-day time trigger because it would burden

small facilities.  

EPA Response - 14-day residence.  Although most large containers used at commercial

agrichemical facilities are stationary, some containers are actually vehicles (such as tank trucks) used for

prolonged storage or repeated on-site dispensing of pesticide at one location.  In this case, the primary

function of the vessels shifts from pesticide transport to pesticide storage or handling, and therefore

containment is required.  Since monthly inspection is required at such facilities, EPA believes that it would

be reasonable to allow a 30-day maximum residence time without containment requirements, since any

transport vehicles temporarily stored would have to be inspected by the owner or operator within that

period.  The recordkeeping required for stationary containers which do not have secondary containment

could simply be a signature of the driver and/or facility owner/operator on a paper listing the driver’s arrival

date.  The regulation is not intended to impose burdensome recordkeeping.  The regulations will not affect

packaged pesticide in small quantities used by small entities, since the quantities required that would

trigger containment requirements are 500 gallons liquid or 4,000 pounds dry pesticide.

Comments - exemptions.  A few State regulatory agencies supported exempting rinsate tanks

from the containment regulations.  However, many commenters (State regulatory agencies, registrants, a

registrant group, and a dealer group) urged EPA to require tanks holding rinsate or wash waters to be

contained, arguing that even though the contents are dilute, an accidental discharge would still constitute

an environmental hazard.  A State regulatory agency suggested that liquid pesticides that would be gases

at atmospheric temperature and pressure may still require containment, based on a spill of ethylene

dibromide that contaminated a well.  Several commenters (registrants and registrant groups) supported

the exemption for bulk containers holding gases.  One registrant opposed the exemption.  A container

manufacturer group opposed the requirement to label “non-pesticide” containers, arguing that it is

impractical and burdensome, particularly in non-agricultural settings.

EPA Response - exemptions.  EPA is not requiring secondary containment for rinsate tanks in

either existing or new facilities because the Agency does not possess sufficient information on the risks of

storage of such dilute pesticides.  Furthermore, it is expected that facilities typically maintain low rinsate

inventories for use as diluent, and only during the operational period of the facility.  Many existing

structures were not constructed to accommodate rinsate tanks.  EPA is not aware of problems resulting

from the storage of such dilute mixtures of pesticides.  However, in new facility construction, EPA is

strongly recommending that rinsate tanks be included within the containment structure, because it

constitutes good management practice and should not entail much additional cost to account for the

added volume of the rinsate tank.  Facilities storing rinsate are encouraged to follow good management

practice guidance developed in cooperation with States and industry.  If the Agency becomes aware of

problems associated with rinsate storage in the future, we will consider adding a requirement that rinsate

storage tanks be within secondary containment.

EPA disagrees with commenters who oppose the exemption for gaseous products, because

secondary containment units would not prevent or control a release of a gaseous pesticide such as methyl

bromide.  The pesticide EDB has been cancelled, but if another case arises of a pesticide which is not

clearly gaseous at atmospheric pressure, it will be handled on a case-by-case basis. 

EPA disagrees with commenters that it would be impractical or burdensome to label non-pesticide

containers.  If such a container held rinsate, it would suffice to label it “Rinsate” once, just as tanks

containing water and fuel are labeled.

F.  Pesticide Dispensing Areas Included (§ 165.82)

Final Regulations.  Dispensing areas are subject to the requirements for a containment pad if one

of the following activities is conducted in the dispensing area:
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C Emptying, cleaning, and rinsing of refillable containers that hold agricultural pesticides. 

C Dispensing of an agricultural pesticide from a stationary pesticide container of a size holding 500

gallons or more of liquid or 4,000 pounds or more for any purpose.

C Dispensing of an agricultural pesticide from a transport vehicle to fill a refillable container. 

C Dispensing of an agricultural pesticide from any other container for the purpose of refilling a

refillable container for sale or distribution. 

A dispensing area is exempt from subpart E requirements for a containment pad if it satisfies any

of the following conditions:

(1) The only pesticides handled in the pesticide dispensing area are pesticides which would be

gaseous if released at atmospheric temperature and pressure.

(2) The only pesticide containers refilled within the pesticide dispensing area are stationary pesticide

containers protected by a secondary containment unit that complies with the requirements of this

subpart. 

(3) The pesticide dispensing area is used solely for dispensing pesticide from a rail car that is not a

stationary pesticide container.  However, if a rail car is used as a stationary pesticide container,

secondary containment is required.

Changes.  This is the same approach and scope that was proposed in §165.142(b) for including

and exempting pesticide dispensing areas from the requirement for a containment pad.  The language in

§ 165.182(a)(2) has been slightly revised to reflect the lower container sizes, and all of the conditions have

been slightly revised to be clearer.

Comments - overall scope.  As with the scope of facilities subject to the containment requirements

above, many commenters responding to both the 1994 proposal and the 2004 Notice (State regulatory

agencies, a few dealer groups and a registrant) urged EPA to expand the scope to all permanent areas

where the transfer of pesticides from any container occurs, regardless of container size or pesticide type. 

In particular, they argued for requiring containment pads for mixer/loader activities by farmers or for-hire

applicators, citing significant soil and groundwater contamination in agricultural States, and equivalent risk

whenever large quantities of pesticides are handled.  They noted the possibility that farmers are less well-

trained in pesticide management than commercial dealers.  State agencies supported including farmer

mixer/loader pads in order to strengthen their own regulations.  

Arguments by State regulatory agencies, user groups, a registrant, and a registrant group against

including farmers in the scope cited the difficulty of monitoring numerous individual farms and lower

quantities of pesticides used.  Two user groups opposed including farmers because the costs would be

significant to farmers and could not be passed on; the costs of monitoring the large number of farm sites

would be burdensome; and farm sites generally handle less material, which should result in fewer spills.

EPA Response - overall scope.  As discussed above in Unit VIII.C W ho Must Comply, EPA

focused on commercial agrichemical facilities because these have the clearest pattern of soil and ground

water contamination by pesticides.  EPA did not include farms because farms conduct operations on an

occasional basis and would not have the same environmental impacts as refilling establishments. 

Containment on a farm would also be expensive and require year-round maintenance but only be needed

on a seasonal basis.  EPA does not have a good estimate of the number of farms with stationary bulk

storage, nor evidence that significant contamination is occurring at farm sites.  Although it follows logically

that any area where pesticides are transferred between containers and application equipment may

become contaminated, the quantities transferred at dealer and commercial sites for sale to multiple

customers are expected to far exceed quantities transferred at individual farms. 

EPA noted that the language in § 165.82(a)(4) did not fit the plain-English standard for simplicity

and revised it to clarify that the activity of refilling refillable containers for sale or distribution, even if the

source container is smaller than the size requiring secondary containment, requires a secondary
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containment pad.  For example, refilling a 15-gallon minibulk from a 400-gallon stationary tank would still

require a containment pad if the product was intended to be sold or distributed.

Comments - other suggestions.  A container manufacturer requested EPA to relax the pad

standards for containers smaller than bulk that require a containment pad and urged EPA to accept

portable rigid secondary containment units that encompass the refill zone.  An aerial applicator group

opposed the scope because it would allow ground applicators to transfer pesticide from transport

equipment to application equipment at the application site, but aerial applicators would require

containment because they have to return to an airstrip for reloading.  A few state regulatory agencies

agreed with the proposed scope that does not require all pesticide storage, dispensing, and associated

cleaning (including nonbulk transfers) to be done on a pad.  These commenters said that spills and leaks

associated with nonbulk transfers can be managed without a pad.  One estimated that the cost of

containment pads for nonbulk transfers for about 2000 dealers and 18,000-20,000 end users in

Mississippi alone would be about $220 million.

Many commenters -- including about 10 state regulatory agencies, a few dealer groups, and a

registrant -- urged EPA to require mixing/loading sites (i.e., stationary sites where the primary practice is

dispensing pesticides from small containers) to be equipped with a containment pad.  Respondents stated

that a pad is necessary in such cases because: (1) there is a greater chance of a spill from emptying,

rinsing, and disposing of many small containers; (2) there is evidence of widespread contamination at

mixing/loading sites at farm-sized operations at research and extension centers and preliminary results

from a study of farm sites; (3) based on their observations, containment is most needed when handling,

mixing, and loading packaged materials at a dealer's facility; (4) they have seen many contaminated

mix/load sites; and (5) nonbulk mixing/loading is arguably much larger in cumulative magnitude than bulk

transfers.  A dealer group commented that the limited scope for requiring containment pads sends the

wrong message to States without containment rules and implies that States that have developed broader

containment rules have gone too far.  Several state regulatory agencies suggested basing the need for

containment on the total amount of pesticide handled at a given site over the course of a given time period

and described the criteria in place or proposed in their states, including: (1) mix/load sites in wellhead

protection areas where more than 100 lb. of active ingredient are handled in any 30-day period; (2) an

applicator's principal operation area where more than 1500 lb. of pesticide are handled during the

calendar year or pesticides are cleaned, washed, or rinsed from containers for over 30 days during the

calendar year; and (3) permanent mix/load sites where more than 300 gal. liquid product, 3000 lb. of dry

product, or 1500 lb. of active ingredient are mixed, repackaged, or transferred during  the calendar year.   

Several commenters, including state regulatory agencies and a containment facility supplier, commented

that the scope should be expanded to require equipment washing to be conducted on containment pads to

prevent environmental contamination.

EPA Response - other suggestions.  EPA maintains that, when refilling of pesticide containers is

done for retail sale, the volume of product transferred will be considerable and the risk high, regardless of

the size of the source container.  EPA disagrees that portable rigid secondary containment units would

adequately ensure the permanent and continuous liquid-tight containment.  The commenter who felt that

aerial applicators would have to build containment but ground applicators would not was mistaken, since

transfer to application equipment is not a covered activity, but both the ground and aerial applicator would

be required to have a pad if he or she was a commercial applicator.

The Agency’s goal is to address the most well-documented and catastrophic spills and

contamination.  Evidence currently available shows that dealers, commercial applicators and custom

blenders are the facilities most often implicated in such spills, and that transferring to other containers for

the purpose of retail sale is an activity that entails a high through-put of pesticide product and higher risk

of spill.  EPA does not intend to include all mixing - loading sites in the requirement for secondary

containment, as many such sites are only active for short periods of time during the growing season,

unless a problem with such sites arises in the future.  Although contamination of soil and ground water has

been associated with improper management and disposal of pesticide rinsates and wash water, the extent
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to which such contamination is problematic is not clear.

G.  Definition of New and Existing Structures (§165.83)

Final Regulations.  A new containment structure is one whose installation begins more than three

months after the final rule is published.  Installation is considered to have begun if:

(1) You, as the owner or operator, have obtained all federal, State, and local approvals or permits

necessary to begin physical construction of the containment structure; AND

(2) You have either begun a continuous on-site physical construction or installation program OR

you have entered into contractual obligations for physical construction of the containment structure.  The

contract must be such that it cannot be canceled or modified without substantial loss, and must be for the

physical construction or installation of the containment structure within a specific and reasonable time

frame.

An existing containment structure is one whose installation began on or before the date three months after

the final rule is published.

Changes.  This is identical to the definitions of new and existing containment structures proposed

in §165.144.  However, the general structure of the final rule is different from the proposal, as explained in

more detail in Unit VIII.D.  The proposed rule would have required existing structures to comply with

interim standards for a period of eight years, beginning two years after publication of the final rule, and

then existing structures would have had to comply with the same standards as new structures.  Instead,

the final rule establishes critical design standards for both new and existing structures, and several

additional standards for new structures.  In other words, certain standards in the final rule apply to all

existing structures for their lifetimes.  Similar but slightly different standards apply to all new containment

structures.  As noted earlier, these standards would not apply in States that show that their regulations

afford environmental protection at least equivalent to that provided by EPA’s regulations.

Also, EPA reorganized the regulatory text so all the design and capacity standards for new

structures are grouped together in § 165.85.  (See Unit VIII.H.)  All the design and capacity standards for

existing structures are grouped together in § 165.87.  (See Unit VIII.I.)  The regulations that follow these

two groupings of standards, including but not limited to operational, inspection, maintenance and

recordkeeping requirements, apply to both new and existing structures.  EPA believes this format is

clearer and should facilitate compliance compared to the structure of the proposed rule, which

intermingled requirements for the interim period and for new structures.

H.  Design and Capacity Requirements for All New Structures (§ 165.85)

1.  Construction Materials for New Containment Structures (§ 165.85(a))

Final Regulations.  New containment structures must be made of steel, reinforced concrete or

other rigid material which will withstand the full hydrostatic head, load and impact of any pesticides,

precipitation, other substances, equipment and appurtenances placed within the structure.   The

construction material must not be natural earthen material, unfired clay, or asphalt, and must be

compatible with the stored pesticide. 

Changes.  The proposed rule stated that the construction material had to be “resistant” to

pesticide.  The final rule states that the material must be “compatible” with the pesticide.  The proposed

rule also had the following additional requirement for new structures, which is not being finalized in the

final rule:

Each new containment structure must have a hydraulic conductivity less than or equal to 1 x 10-7

centimeters per second.  During the interim period, each existing structure must have a hydraulic
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conductivity standard less than or equal to 1 x 10  centimeters per second.-6

Comments  - rigid structures.  A few State regulatory agencies supported requiring rigid

structures.  One recommended allowing flexible synthetic liners in the base.  A university and a registrant

supported the use of steel structures.  A few State regulatory agencies and a containment materials

supplier supported portable rigid or non-rigid structures.

EPA Response - rigid structures.  EPA does not believe that flexible, portable, or non-rigid

structures can adequately ensure the permanent and continuous liquid-tight containment of large

quantities of agricultural pesticides or of areas where pesticides are transferred and handled regularly. 

Years of State experience with secondary containment has shown that structures of concrete, steel or

other rigid material are effective in containing spills and leaks.  Furthermore, as stated in the proposed

rule, key technical guidance documents recommend that rigid materials, especially reinforced concrete, be

used for structural support in pesticide containment facilities.  Industry guidance (Midwest Plan) (Ref. 11) 

indicates that water-tight concrete can be achieved with nonporous aggregate, high-quality cement paste,

proper curing, etc., and that maintenance plays an important role in keeping the structure impermeable to

liquids.  Although flexible, portable containment structures may be appropriate in certain other situations,

EPA believes that durable, rigid materials should be required for stationary pesticide containment at

facilities covered in today’s final rule.

Comments  - hydraulic conductivity.  Several State regulatory agencies supported the hydraulic

conductivity standard as proposed.  Many commenters (including State regulatory agencies, another

agency, registrants, a registrant group, dealer groups, and a dealer) commented that a hydraulic

conductivity standard would be difficult to implement, generally citing a lack of methods to verify

compliance with such a standard.  Some respondents (dealers, State regulatory agencies, registrants and

a registrant group) commented that there are no on-site, non-destructive tests to verify hydraulic

conductivity.   Respondents from a variety of commenter categories opposed the standard as too

restrictive, unnecessary, unachievable, and too costly.  Some commenters (registrants, a registrant group,

and State regulatory agencies) pointed out that RCRA-mandated wood preservative drip pads serve as

primary containment, whereas the proposed regulations apply to secondary containment, arguing that the

same standard should not apply in both cases.  A few State regulatory agencies expressed concern that

construction modifications of existing structures to comply with the capacity and hydraulic conductivity

standards may not be technically feasible and could penalize proactive States.  A few State regulatory

agencies and a dealer group commented that there is no evidence of pesticide moving through concrete

slabs or unsatisfactory performance by existing concrete structures, and one commenter observed that

most releases from secondary containment are through unsealed cracks and installed drains. 

Respondents commented on the methods needed to achieve a hydraulic conductivity standard,

such as use of coatings, sealants, and liners.  A State regulatory agency supported the use of sealants

and coatings and a few dealer groups acknowledged that coatings on concrete would extend the useful

life of the structure and make it less permeable.  Many commenters expressed concerns about the use of

coatings and sealants on containment structures, for reasons such as: coatings can cover cracks and

problems that would not be visible (dealer, dealer association and a State regulatory agency); abrasion

from traffic (State regulatory agency) and deterioration of sealants due to ultraviolet light (registrant group

and several registrants) could prevent a structure from maintaining compliance; and high cost of

maintenance and replacement.  Some commenters (dealer groups, State regulatory agencies) suggested

qualitative alternative ways to implement an “impermeability” standard: liquid-tight with cracks, seams and

joints sealed; spill retention; leakproof, coupled with permit and other requirements; leakproof and

constructed with materials resistant to pesticides.  A State regulatory agency observed that most releases

from secondary containment are through unsealed cracks or installed drains. 

Several commenters suggested qualitative alternatives to the hydraulic conductivity standard. 

Specific suggestions for replacing the hydraulic conductivity standard included: (1) liquid-tight with cracks,

seams, and joints sealed; (2) spill retention; (3) leakproof, coupled with permit and other requirements;
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and (4) leakproof and constructed of materials that are resistant to the pesticide.

Comments - hydrostatic head.  A few State regulatory agencies argued that a requirement for

construction to withstand full hydrostatic head would require dike walls to be unreasonably thick in order to

withstand a very rare but not impossible “tidal wave” impact of a large tank rupture.  A dealer group urged

EPA to replace the standard with the following language from the Association of American Pest Control

Officials (AAPCO) model rule: "Secondary containment shall be constructed of sufficient thickness,

density, and composition so as to contain any discharged material..."

EPA Response - hydraulic conductivity and hydrostatic head.  Based on the comments and

additional research, EPA agrees that the proposed hydraulic conductivity requirements would be

unnecessarily burdensome, and that rigid walls of chemically compatible material have been proven

effective in controlling accidental spills.  The 1 x 10  cm/sec standard was based on the hydraulic-7

conductivity requirement found in current RCRA requirements for wood preservative drip pads in Subpart

W  of 40 CFR Parts 264 and 265.  EPA agrees that secondary containment structures are intended to

catch and briefly retain spills and releases, not store them indefinitely, and recognizes the difficulty in

verifying hydraulic conductivity.  The Agency has therefore decided not to finalize the standards for

hydraulic conductivity.  The Agency disagrees that the requirement to withstand full hydrostatic head is

unreasonable.  It is a requirement in many State containment regulations.  The final rule was modified

slightly to delete the phrase “(dynamic or static)” because that phrase adds more confusion than clarity. 

However, EPA believes that the standard of being “capable of withstanding the full hydrostatic head, load

and impact of any pesticides, precipitation...” requires the secondary containment unit to be able to contain

a catastrophic spill.  EPA believes that using industry construction guidance on concrete quality and

reinforcement bars will ensure that containment structure’s integrity in the case of a catastrophic spill of a

large tank.  

Comments  - specific materials.  A State regulatory agency supported the prohibition on asphalt,

citing a report that it is incompatible with many pesticides.  A few State agencies recommended allowing

asphalt under certain conditions, such as if coated with chemical-resistant sealant.  A few State regulatory 

agencies supported the ban on earthen berms, and one State agency and one registrant argued that

synthetic liners over earthen berms should be allowed.

EPA Response - specific materials.  Materials such as earthen materials, unfired clay or asphalt

are not recommended in technical guidance documents for pesticide containment systems.  Such

materials have been used for fertilizer storage of quantities of 100,000 gallons or more, but a number of

significant failures of such containment structures have been documented.  Relatively smaller volumes are

involved in the overwhelming majority of containment systems affected by today’s rule, and EPA has no

evidence that the limitation to rigid materials would create undue hardship.

Comments - resistance to pesticides.  Several State regulatory agencies indicated that a more

acceptable term would be “pesticide-compatible.”  They argued that “resistant” would be difficult to define,

and that even concrete can fail over time when exposed to the wearing effects of water alone.  A few State

regulatory agencies suggested defining the standard of “chemically compatible” as a material’s ability to

withstand anticipated exposure to stored or transferred materials without losing the capacity to provide the

required containment.

EPA Response - resistance to pesticides.  The Agency agrees that the use of “pesticide-

compatible” is a more acceptable and accurate term than “pesticide-resistant” and has changed the rule

language to “pesticide-compatible.”

Comments - other.  A registrant group urged EPA to eliminate the containment standards or to

revise them to exempt facilities where one of the model fire codes have been adopted.  This commenter

also stated that containment should be restricted to Class I and II products.  A distributor/registrant

recommended exemptions or less restrictive requirements for lower-risk pesticides to encourage their
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use. A state regulatory agency encouraged EPA or engineering societies to publish a list of resources to

help facilities design or upgrade their structures.

EPA Response - other.  EPA disagrees with the suggestions for exemptions and has included all

agricultural products within the scope of the rule because those are the products with the most clearly

documented problems.  EPA has also targeted large storage tanks holding these chemicals as a way to

prevent the most catastrophic spills, and believes that a large spill of even a low-toxicity chemical would

cause significant contamination and environmental damage.  EPA has identified a number of resources

which will help facilities to design or upgrade their structures.  These include: Designing Facilities for

Pesticide and Fertilizer Containment, MidW est Plan Service, Revised First Edition 1995; Containment

System Design, F. Haskett, 1995; and Liquid Pesticides Bulk Storage and Refilling Facilities: A Self-

Evaluation Guide, A Crop Protection Industry Cooperative Effort, 1996.  In addition, many States have

drafted guidance documents on facility design, and links to their W eb sites are listed at

http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/regulating/storage_resources.htm 

2.  General Design Requirements for All New Containment Structures (§ 165.85(b))

Final Regulations.  These are the general design requirements for new containment structures:

(1) You must protect appurtenances and pesticide containers against damage from operating personnel

and moving equipment.  Means of protection include, but are not limited to, supports to prevent sagging,

flexible connections, the use of guard rails, barriers, and protective cages.

(2) Appurtenances, discharge outlets, or gravity drains must not be configured through the base or wall of

the containment structure, except for direct interconnections between adjacent containment structures

which meet the requirements of this subpart.  Appurtenances must be configured in such a way that spills

or leaks are easy to see.

(3) The containment structure must be constructed with sufficient freeboard to contain precipitation and

prevent water and other liquids from seeping into or flowing onto it from adjacent land or structures.

(4) Multiple stationary pesticide containers may be protected within a single secondary containment unit. 

The volume of the largest container determines the capacity requirement of the unit.   

Changes.  Requirements in §§ 165.85(b)(1) and (2) are identical to those proposed in

§165.146(b).  Paragraph (4) is added to clarify a statement in the proposed rule under §165.152.  The

requirement in § 165.85(b)(3) has been changed.  In the proposed rule, the requirement was to prevent

storm water run-on from seeping into or flowing onto it from adjacent land or structures during a 25-year,

24-hour rainfall event.

Comments - storm protection.  Several respondents (a registrant and two State regulatory

agencies) supported the stormwater control provision.  Several others (a dealer group and two State

regulatory agencies) suggested alternative language, such as ”diverts water,” “no discharge,” or

“constructed to prevent any surface water from moving onto or across the structure.”  Several

commenters (a dealer group, a registrant group and two State regulatory agencies) noted that it would be

difficult to comply because (1) a watershed runoff study would be needed; (2) the 25-year, 24-hour

criterion would be difficult to determine at different sites; (3) rainfall varies substantially from year to year. 

A few State regulatory agencies commented that the stormwater control standard doesn't adequately

address precipitation and stated that the containment capacity requirements must be based on rainfall

volume, such as a 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event.  A few dealers recommended the example of the Illinois

pesticide containment rule, which requires that stormwater be diverted from containment structures. 

EPA Response - storm protection.  A 25-year, 24-hour storm is commonly used as a benchmark

for the capacity of secondary containment structures, and is recommended in the National Pollution

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Best Management Practices Guidance Document  (Ref. 74)  

(EPA-600/9-79-045, December 1979).  EPA believes that, just as a 25-year, 24-hour storm is a

reasonable criterion for stormwater retention (prevention of run-off), it would also serve as “sufficient

freeboard” and a reasonable standard for prevention of stormwater seepage and run-on from adjacent
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lands or structures.  Such a standard allows flexibility for varying climatic conditions. It is also the standard

required for certain tank systems storing or treating hazardous waste. See, for example, 40 CFR

265.1(e)(1)(ii) and (e)(2)(ii).  However, the Agency has decided not to require a 25-year, 24-hour storm

criterion here in order to be consistent with the final EPA rule on Oil Pollution Prevention and Response:

Non-Transportation-Related Onshore and Offshore Facilities (67 FR 47042, Ref. 47, July 17, 2002).  The

Oil Prevention Rule states that while a 25-year, 24-hour storm event standard is appropriate for most

facilities and protective of the environment, it may be difficult and expensive for some facilities to secure

recent information concerning such storm events at this time.  Recent data do not exist for all areas of the

United States, or may be costly for small operators to secure. Should recent and inexpensive information

concerning a 25-year, 24-hour storm event become easily accessible for every part of the United States,

we will reconsider proposing such a standard.  Instead, at this time, we are requiring, as a few

commenters suggested, that the containment structure have sufficient freeboard to contain precipitation

and prevent water and other liquids from seeping into or flowing onto it from adjacent land or structures. 

Most States with containment regulations do not use a  25-year, 24-hour storm criterion, and have

indicated that, in their experience, requiring a numerical capacity (110 percent) or sufficient freeboard to

accommodate local precipitation conditions provides adequate protection.

Comments - appurtenance protection.  A State regulatory agency supported the protection of

appurtenances, and another requested clarification or examples of what would be “protective.”  Several

State regulatory agencies recommended that additional requirements be made for containment around

piping which is outside of containment structures and made specific suggestions, such as concentric

piping, pneumatic purge procedures, and frequent inspection.

EPA Response  - appurtenance protection.  Since the rule prohibits appurtenances through the

walls or base of the containment structure, there should be no piping or appurtenance outside the

structure connected to the container within it, unless it passes over the top of the containment wall.  The

Agency is requiring protection for all appurtenances linked to the stationary container, whether inside or

outside the containment walls. 

Comments - configuration of drains and appurtenances.  A few State regulatory agencies

supported the prohibition of appurtenances, discharge outlets, and gravity drains through the base or walls

of containment structures.  One of them predicted that managing accumulated precipitation would be

problematic, but stated that most releases from secondary containment are through unsealed cracks and

drains.  Several other State regulatory agencies opposed the prohibition.  A few of them requested

rewording so that pads with built-in pipe connected to rinsate storage tanks would be allowed as “direct

interconnections between containment structures.”  A few others commented that their State regulations

allow piping through containment walls if it is properly installed and maintained and one said that pumping

material over high walls would be difficult.

Several State regulatory agencies argued for more flexibility, stating that special permits should be

allowed in certain cases, such as if there is double-piping or a leak-detection system.  A few State

regulatory agencies commented that their State regulations allow pipes through the containment wall if

caulked to prevent leaks and if properly installed and maintained.  A few commenters (a university

extension agency, a registrant, and a State regulatory agency) argued for allowing buried piping under

certain circumstances, such as when double-walled pipes, cathodic protection, monitoring wells, or other

safeguards are being used.  One State agency argued for allowing pipes to be built into pads because

they are protected from traffic, and trenches in pads can be a source of structural weakness. 

EPA Response - configuration of drains and appurtenances.  As noted in the proposed rule, State

data indicate appurtenance failure as one of the major causes of spill incidences.  Therefore the

requirement prohibiting pipes, drains and appurtenances through containment base or walls of new

containment structures is being retained.  EPA believes that the problem of undetected leakage is

common to buried appurtenances, and is requiring that appurtenances be configured on new structures in

such a way that if leaks and spills occur, they can be readily observed.  EPA agrees, however, that there
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may be situations where flexibility is called for, and where States could allow special permits, for example

if a leak detection system is installed, particularly for States with preexisting secondary containment

regulations that are permitted to enforce their programs in lieu of the federal program.  EPA has learned

that in one State, a test done to determine leakage in sumps built in the 1980s and 1990s showed that

nearly half of them leaked, either from poor design, poor maintenance or aging.  EPA believes that a pipe

connecting a water-tight sump to an above-ground storage tank must be visible and on new structures. 

Technological innovations such as leak detection systems and double-walled pipes may be demonstrated

to provide equivalent or superior environmental protection to the requirements of today’s final rule, and

EPA is keeping an open mind to the solutions States have applied to the problem of potential

contamination.

Comments - site preparation.  A few State regulatory agencies supported conducting site

assessments prior to construction and urged EPA to strongly encourage, but not require this practice. 

These respondents pointed out that W ashington containment regulations don't require site assessment

prior to construction, but that such concerns are addressed under other jurisdictions.

EPA response - site preparation.  EPA agrees and strongly encourages, but is not requiring that

any person planning to construct a containment structure conduct an environmental assessment of the

site.  EPA also recognizes that building construction concerns are often addressed under other

jurisdictions.

3.  Capacity Requirements for New Stationary Liquid Pesticide Containment Units and New Containment

Pads in Pesticide Dispensing Areas (§ 165.85©)

a.  Capacity for New Stationary Liquid Pesticide Containment Units

Final Regulations.  These are the capacity requirements:

• New secondary containment units for stationary liquid containers, if protected from precipitation,

must have a capacity of at least 100 percent of the volume of the largest stationary container plus

the volume displaced by other containers and appurtenances within the unit.

• New secondary containment units for stationary liquid containers, if exposed to or unprotected

from precipitation, must have a capacity of at least 110 percent of the volume of the largest

stationary container plus the volume displaced by other containers and appurtenances within the

unit.

Changes.  The proposed rule required higher capacity of 110 percent for units protected from

precipitation and 125 percent for units exposed to precipitation.

Comments - overall approach.  Several State regulatory agencies supported the proposed

standards, stating that adjusting the standard to reflect variable rainfall would add confusion.  Many

commenters (dealers, dealer groups and a State regulatory agency) supported instead the standard that

EPA had proposed for the interim period for existing structures, namely 100 percent/110 percent capacity

(indoor/outdoor).  Reasons cited included: (1) many dikes that meet this standard have been in place for

years with no overflows; (2) EPA provides little or no justification that capacity in excess of 100 percent of

the volume of the largest container is necessary; (3) modifying a dike to add additional capacity would be

expensive; and (4) many Midwestern States have adopted the 100 percent/110 percent standard from the

AAPCO model rule. 

EPA Response - overall approach.  EPA agrees with comments based on practical field

experience and has reduced the volumes needed to 100 percent and 110 percent, respectively for indoor

and outdoor units.  The 110 percent criterion for storage areas without roofing adds an extra margin of

safety for retention of precipitation.  An extra 10% is not needed indoors as long as the displaced volume

or other containers is added.  However, the Agency recognizes that, for enforcement purposes, it may be
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difficult to reconcile capacity with climatic conditions.  For example, in the case of a two-inch rain, capacity

at a new outdoor liquid pesticide facility could be temporarily reduced to less than 110 percent of the

largest tank if that tank were full, and the facility would no longer be in compliance.  To avoid disputed

calculations of capacity, the Agency recommends that facilities make allowances for additional capacity

beyond the 110 percent required, such as 125 percent, to build in a margin of error.

Comments - alternative.  Several other commenters (State regulatory agencies and a dealer

group) supported a different precipitation-based standard -- a capacity large enough to hold the volume of

the largest container plus a 6-inch rainfall. 

EPA response - alternative.  EPA has decided to allow flexibility in requiring a performance-based

standard for rainfall capacity, such that the containment structure must have sufficient freeboard to contain

precipitation as well as 110% of the capacity of the largest (liquid) pesticide tank within it.

Comments - roofing.  A State regulatory agency supported requiring all secondary containment

structures to be roofed in order to protect bulk containers from precipitation and direct sum exposure.  On

the other hand, some commenters -- State regulatory agencies, a dealer group, and a distributor/registrant

opposed such a requirement.  Many of these respondents recommended having roofs over secondary

containment because of the potential benefits in managing less stormwater, but said that the decision to

roof a structure should be left to the facility operator.  Other reasons for not requiring roofs over

containment structures include: (1) it may not be practical for large facilities; (2) roofing is not necessary in

arid areas and would not be cost-effective; (3) roofing may be prohibited by local building or zoning codes

in some areas; and (4) fire codes may define a "roof covered area" as a structure and require automatic

fire detection and suppression systems, which can be expensive.

EPA response - roofing.  EPA agrees that roofing provides protection for containers and

containment structures, but is not requiring roofing in order to allow States to regulate according to local

climatic conditions and building, fire and zoning codes.  

Comments - inventory reconciliation.  A few State regulatory agencies supported monthly

inventory reconciliation.  One commented that the monthly inventory reconciliation should be required for

all stationary bulk containers all the time (not just for non-elevated containers during the interim period). 

Another supported requiring monthly inventory reconciliation but not tank elevation, which is the approach

taken in its State regulations.  Several commenters (registrants, State regulatory agencies, and a

registrant group) opposed the requirement for monthly inventory reconciliation.  Several registrants and a

registrant group said that inventory reconciliation can't identify leaks because the devices used to measure

flow into and out of a container are not accurate enough.  These respondents requested that the inventory

reconciliation standard be deleted.  Similarly,  a State regulatory agency said that the contents of bulk

containers can't be measured accurately enough to determine if a container is leaking and commented

that leak detection should be an alternative option.  Another State regulatory agency questioned why

inventory reconciliation would be necessary if an unelevated tank was within a secondary containment

structure.  Another respondent commented that regular inspection for containers and containment should

be mandated and linked to a requirement to maintain facilities consistent with the regulations and the

requirements of equipment manufacturers.

EPA response - inventory reconciliation.  EPA had proposed an interim period for existing

structures to come into compliance with all the containment standards.  During the interim period, any

containers which were not elevated would be required to have monthly inventory reconciliation in order to

determine whether the container was leaking from the bottom by comparing the quantity of material in the

container with the quantity expected after subtracting what had been withdrawn from the container during

the previous month.  EPA is not finalizing the requirement for inventory reconciliation because there is no

interim period and all containers must be on a containment structure, so leaks would be visually detected

during monthly inspections rather than soaking into the earth beneath the container.
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Comments - rinsate/rainwater management.  A State regulatory agency predicted that managing

accumulated precipitation would be problematic if drains are prohibited.  Another State regulatory agency

commented that pesticide equipment and tanks should be washed on containment to prevent releases to

the environment and pointed out that some facilities may also be subject to effluent limitations that require

zero discharge of process water.

EPA response - rinsate/rainwater management.  EPA recognizes that managing accumulated

precipitation might be problematic.  However, the data show that the most commonly encountered cause

of leaks and spills is appurtenance failure, including such drains.  Facilities are required to have some

means of removing accumulated liquid, such as a pump.  If the precipitation contains pesticide, it can be

stored with rinsate, otherwise it can be released.  Facility owners have the flexibility of sheltering the

containment or otherwise diverting precipitation from the structure in order to comply with effluent

limitations.

Comments - other.    A registrant group suggested that EPA set only the capacity of containment

pads and delete the rest of the proposed requirements in § 165.148 and § 165.152, arguing that

specification requirements are unnecessary, these standards aren't needed to protect human health and

the environment, and these standards duplicate other regulations.  An aerial applicator group approved of

the absence of specific load pad design specifications in the proposal and encouraged EPA to give States

the flexibility to develop standards that are appropriate for their geographic location.  A State regulatory

agency commented that provisions for spill and washwater control other than traditional containment pads

should be allowed near dirt runways and dusty areas where filters and pumps often clog and cause

overflows.  Another registrant group said that the proposed standards for capacity, concrete construction,

and coatings would require significant investment and change without meaningful environmental benefit. 

This respondent supported a requirement for immediate cleanup in lieu of the standard for impervious

material.

EPA response - other.  EPA disagrees that specification requirements are unnecessary and

maintains that these standards are needed to protect human health and the environment and to ensure

the safe storage of pesticides.  EPA has provided as much flexibility as practicable to States in order to

harmonize with existing regulations and to allow States to regulate based on local conditions.  EPA

believes the standards provide a baseline for protecting soil and ground water from pesticide

contamination around the affected facilities.  The Agency believes the standards provide significant

environmental benefit, and that States and facilities have had a 12-year lead time to prepare to install

secondary containment structures.  EPA disagrees that immediate cleanup would be a replacement for

the protection provided by impervious material.

b.  Capacity for New Containment Pads in Pesticide Dispensing Areas

Final Regulations.  These are the capacity requirements:

• New containment pads in pesticide dispensing areas subject to the regulations in this subpart

which have a pesticide container or pesticide-holding equipment with a volume of 750 gallons or

greater must have a holding capacity of at least 750 gallons.

• New containment pads in pesticide dispensing areas subject to the regulations in this subpart

which do NOT have a pesticide container or pesticide-holding equipment  with a volume of at least

750 gallons must have a holding capacity of at least 100 percent of the volume of the largest

pesticide container or pesticide-holding equipment used on the pad.

Changes.  The proposal required that pads have a minimum holding capacity of 1,000 gallons, or,

if no equipment used on the pad exceeded 1,000 gallons, at least 100% of the capacity of the largest

container or equipment used on the pad. Today’s rule reduces the minimum pad holding capacity to 750

gallons in the most likely scenario where large (greater than 750 gallon) containers or pesticide-holding

equipment will be on the pad.  Additionally, the capacity requirement refers to “gravity capacity,” as defined
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in oral comments by W isconsin state regulatory officials (Ref 46) in 2003.  The gravity capacity of a sump

or containment structure is the capacity before any method of removing or transferring the contained liquid

by pump or other means is employed.  For example, a facility is prohibited from claiming a capacity of 750

gallons if the sump or containment structure has an actual capacity of less than 750 gallons but is

serviced by a pump which transfers accumulated liquid into holding tanks such that the effective capacity

would be 750 gallons.  Since achieving 750-gallon storage capacity under those circumstances relies on

the proper and dependable functioning of a pump as well as a continual supply of fuel or electrical current

to run the pump, this is not an acceptable way of achieving the required capacity because if these

conditions are not met, a spill is more likely.

Comments.  Indiana state regulators argued that the state had spent three difficult years and had

invested considerable resources in implementing its regulations, which require a pad capacity of 750

gallons. They stated that to get the cooperation and voluntary compliance of the impacted industries, they

had to suggest to those making the investment that there would be no significant changes in

requirements.  To reverse themselves now, they stated, would jeopardize their credibility.  Illinois, a state

with over 1,000 bulk facilities, suggested that the pad capacity requirement should take into account the

additional volume of a six-inch rainfall (the volume expected from a 24-year, 25-hour storm).  A few State

regulatory agencies did not object to EPA's proposed pad capacity requirements, although their State

regulations are slightly more stringent.  A State regulatory agency noted that the difference between 750

gallon and 1000 gallon capacity would do little to accommodate a spill from a 3,000 gallon delivery truck.

EPA Response.  The Agency did not have a technical basis for choosing the 1,000 gallon capacity

in the proposed rule, but based it on a review of proposed and actual State containment regulations. 

Based on comments and subsequent research, we determined that the criteria of  750 gallons used in

some States has proven adequate.  W e believe that in most actual situations of spillage on a pad, 750

gallons would be adequate, especially since product transfers must be attended under the requirements of

this subpart.  In a catastrophic event, neither 750 gallons nor 1,000 gallons would be sufficient to contain a

large spill, and the added cost of increasing capacity to 1,000 from 750 would exceed any marginal

environmental benefit.  The Agency also agrees with W isconsin State regulators that a 750-gallon pad

may be as small as 12 feet square, and that a top-loaded tank may risk splashing during the refilling

process.  Consequently, while we are lowering the gallon capacity to 750 gallons of gravity capacity, we

are recommending that the pad have a minimum size of 15 feet by 15 feet (or 225 square feet). 

Additionally, for new operational pads unprotected from precipitation, we recommend constructing a pad

with a gravity capacity of 1,000 gallons.

4.  Specific Requirements for New Stationary Liquid Pesticide Containment Units (§ 165.85(d))

Final Regulations.  In addition to meeting the requirements of §§ 165.85(a), (b) and © , each new

stationary liquid container protected by a secondary containment unit must either be anchored or elevated

to prevent flotation in the event that the secondary containment unit fills with liquid.

Changes.  The proposed rule required that the containment unit had to allow for observation of

leakage from the base of any enclosed stationary pesticide container.  Thus, a flat-bottomed container

would have had to be elevated so that leakage would be visible.  In addition, the proposed rule required

that flotation of the container, in the event the containment filled with liquid, be prevented by either

elevating or anchoring the container.  The final rule requires either elevation or anchoring.

Comments.  A State regulatory agency, several registrants, and a registrant group concurred with

the anchoring standard.  Some commenters (registrants, a registrant group, a dealer group, and a State

regulatory agency) opposed the requirement for container elevation, stating it would be expensive and

unnecessary.  A State regulatory agency questioned why a stainless steel tank would have to be elevated

if it was contained.  Several registrants and a registrant group requested that EPA allow on-ground

containers if the secondary containment extends fully underneath the container.  A registrant noted that

devices used to elevate containers are often inadequate to support very large containers and that routine
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inspections would be adequate for detecting leaks.  A State regulatory agency cited several situations

where tanks deformed and failed because they were placed on inadequate supports, e.g., several railroad

ties under plastic flat-bottom tanks.

EPA Response.  EPA recognizes that the experience of State agencies that already regulate

pesticide containment is valuable, and agrees with commenters that leaks can be readily observed on the

containment floor during inspections.  EPA believes that provisions of today’s rule would lessen the need

for container elevation or rigorous leak detection requirements.  The prohibitions on drains and buried

appurtenances and a requirement for monthly inspection and daily spill cleanup would reduce the

possibility that containment leaks would escape notice.  The Agency is also aware that a tank must be

sufficiently anchored to resist the flotation forces encountered when a tank is forced upward by liquid

spilled in the secondary containment.  Fastening anchor plates to the concrete floor or pad has the

potential to compromise the floor or pad and result in a crack or hole through which liquid escapes. 

Facility owner/operators are encouraged to use state-of-the-art solutions such as anchoring the cables to

rebar anchors embedded in concrete floors or extending cables to soil anchors outside the containment

walls.

5.  Specific Requirements for New Containment Pads in Pesticide Dispensing Areas (§ 165.85(e))

Final Regulations.  In addition to meeting the requirements for §§ 165.85(a), (b) and © , each new

containment pad in a pesticide dispensing area must:

• Be designed and constructed to intercept leaks and spills of pesticides which may occur in the

pesticide dispensing area.  

• Have enough surface area to extend completely beneath any container on it, with the exception of

transport vehicles dispensing pesticide for sale or distribution to a stationary container.  For such

vehicles, the surface area of the containment pad must accommodate at least the portion of the

vehicle where the delivery hose or device couples to the vehicle.  This exception does not apply to

transport vehicles that are used for prolonged storage or repeated on-site dispensing of

pesticides.

• Allow, in conjunction with its sump, for removal and recovery of spilled, leaked, or discharged

material and rainfall, such as by a manually activated pump.  Automatically activated pumps which

lack automatic overflow cutoff switches for the receiving container are prohibited.

• Have its surface sloped toward a liquid-tight sump where liquids can be collected for removal.

Changes.  These requirements are identical to those in § 165.152(b) of the proposed rule.  The

proposed rule noted that tanker trucks are considerably larger than containers or equipment normally used

on the containment pad, but that such deliveries are not expected to be frequent, and did not propose that

the pad had to be large enough to accommodate the entire vehicle. This exception does not apply to

transport vehicles that are used for prolonged storage or repeated on-site dispensing of pesticides, since

the primary function of such a vehicle would be pesticide storage rather than transport.  EPA reasons that

the full containment requirements imposed on fixed containers would also apply to non-fixed containers

that remain at an applicable facility for at least 30 days.

Comments - design to intercept leaks under transport vehicles.  One State regulatory agency

argued that containment pads must be large enough to extend under the entire transport vehicle to ensure

that leakage onto the vehicle from the transfer operation is retained.  Another State agency commented

that this would be too restrictive and that the pad need only be of a sufficient size to protect the

appurtenances involved in transferring the product.

EPA Response - design to intercept leaks under transport vehicles.  EPA recognizes that tanker

trucks occasionally delivering pesticides for sale or distribution will be considerably larger than containers

or equipment normally used on the containment pad.  Because such deliveries are not expected to be

frequent, EPA is retaining the requirement that the pad be large enough to protect the area where the
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hose or device connects to the vehicle.  Also, EPA believes that the requirement that transfers be

attended by an operator makes it unlikely that an entire transport vehicle would empty onto the pad before

remedial action would be taken.

However, if a transport vehicle is essentially functioning as a stationary storage vessel because it

is stationary for more than 30 days, the transport vehicle is considered to be a stationary container under

the regulations in § 165.81(a).  In this case, the transport vehicle must have a secondary containment unit

that complies with these regulations.

Comments - sloped surface and sumps.  A State regulatory agency opposed the requirement for a

containment pad to be sloped, at least as that requirement applies to existing pads, and stated that

adequate cleaning can be done in the absence of sloping.  Some commenters (State regulatory agencies,

a dealer group, a dealer, and a registrant) responded that the general containment performance standards

and specifying "liquid-tight" are appropriate and sufficient for regulating sumps.  Some commenters (two

dealer groups, a university extension agency, two State regulatory agencies, and a containment material

supplier) supported establishing more stringent standards for sumps, such as inspecting sumps more

frequently than the rest of the structure, continuously monitoring the sump during use, or requiring

observation ports or a leak detection system. 

EPA Response - sloped surface and sumps.  The Agency continues to believe that a sloped

surface will lessen the time that pesticides remain on the pad and facilitate pesticide collection.  EPA

believes that for new containment pads, this requirement is not unduly burdensome and will improve the

inherent ability of operators to collect pesticides and clean the pads.  Existing pads are not required to be

sloped (see discussion in Unit VIII.I.5.)  The structural integrity of the sump is critical because it is the

portion of the pad with the greatest exposure to spilled pesticide and rinsates.  EPA agrees with

commenters that use of general containment performance standards, coupled with more diligent

management practices and continuous monitoring during use will reduce the likelihood of pesticide

escaping from the pad.

Comment - testing sump integrity.  In response to the 2004 Notice, a State regulatory agency

(W isconsin) gave specific recommendations for the design of secondary containment based on their field

study results.  They addressed sump performance in particular, because they conducted a sump test

(described in detail in their comments and included as Reference X) on mixing and loading pad sumps at

103 facilities throughout W isconsin and found that 35 facilities had sumps that leaked.  They noted that it

was not possible to visually inspect a sump/pad and make an accurate assessment as to whether a sump

would pass a sump test.  In fact, some sumps appeared to be well-maintained and yet failed the sump test

within a very short time frame (several minutes to a few hours).  W hen a sump fails, the soil and

groundwater beneath the sump will likely be contaminated.  They conducted soil and groundwater

investigations beneath several failed sumps and found unexpectedly high levels of pesticides and

fertilizers in the soil and groundwater.  The State is in the process of revising their secondary containment

regulations as a result of the field study.

Comment - define sump.  Another State regulatory agency (Colorado) commented to the 2004

Notice that the definition of a sump as a shallow reservoir that would temporarily collect liquids and may

require additional performance requirements, should be broadened.  They stated that a sump could also

be defined as a low spot in the containment area, such that sloping the containment areas toward one end

would allow for the collection of liquids at that end of the structure.

EPA Response - testing sump integrity and define sump.  EPA commends W isconsin’s efforts to

evaluate sump efficacy and agrees with Colorado’s expanded definition of a sump, particularly given that a

sloped, continuous-pour pad with a collection area could be as liquid-tight or more so, than a box-like

sump which is not an integral part of the pad.  The rule requires all appurtenances, discharge outlets, and

gravity drains through the base or wall of the containment structure, including the sump, to be sealed. 

This means that all new and existing facilities will have to seal underground pipes and appurtenances,
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including those connecting the sump to a pump and/or an aboveground storage system for rinsate and

wash water.  Facilities are advised to conduct regular testing to demonstrate that sumps remain leakproof. 

Since today’s final rule requires that spills and leaks must be collected and cleaned up no later

than the end of the day on which they occur, sumps would not be allowed to retain leaked pesticides or

wash water.  However, it is possible that even a regularly-cleaned sump may contaminate surrounding

areas if it is not liquid-tight.  The requirement to inspect the containment structure includes inspection of

the seams and joints of the sump below ground level.  Adherence to the standard could be demonstrated

in a number of ways that are best left to enforcement officials familiar with conditions in their area. 

Today’s rule does not require leak-detection systems, but the Agency will provide guidance during the

implementation phase of this final rule on good management practice, including use of sumps.

Comments - additional sump standards.  Several State regulatory agencies suggested the

following additional standards for sumps and sump management: (1) limit sump detention time to 72

hours or less to ensure timely removal of contaminated effluent and inspection of the structure; (2) prohibit

any drains or outlets from the sump to prevent operators from discharging sump contents to the

surrounding soil; and (3) set a maximum sump capacity of 100 or 300 gallons to prevent facilities from

simply storing collected rinsates in very large tanks.  A few commenters supported more stringent

standards for sumps, such as leak detection systems for the sump or use of corrosion-resistant steel.

EPA Response  - additional sump standards.  EPA is requiring that clean up of spills occur by the

end of the day, not the 72-hour detention time the commenter suggested.  As an integral part of the

containment structure, EPA agrees that drains and outlets be prohibited and that the sump be liquid tight. 

EPA believes that the requirement to demonstrate that a tank be liquid tight is a broad enough standard

that enforcement can be accomplished in several different ways.  W hile the final rule does not set a

maximum capacity, EPA believes that a sump capacity of 100 to 300 gallons would be a manageable size

and would prevent the accumulation of a large amount of rinsate and wash water that could become a

disposal problem.  As stated in the preamble to the proposed rule, the structural integrity of the sump is

critical because it is the portion of the pad with the greatest exposure to spilled pesticide and rinsate.  The

rule requires all appurtenances, discharge outlets and gravity drains through the base or wall of the

containment structure, including the sump, which is an integral part of the containment structure, to be

sealed.  This means that all existing facilities will have to seal underground pipes and appurtenances,

including those connecting the sump to a pump and/or an aboveground storage system for rinsate and

wash water.

6.  Specific Requirements for New Stationary Dry Pesticide Containment Units (§ 165.85(f)) 

Final Regulations.  In addition to the requirements in §§ 165.85(a) and (b), each new stationary

dry pesticide containment must meet the following requirements:

• The stationary dry pesticide containers within the containment unit must be protected from wind

and precipitation.

• Stationary dry pesticide containers must be placed on pallets or a raised concrete platform to

prevent the accumulation of water in or under the pesticide.  

• The stationary dry pesticide container storage area must be enclosed by a curb that is a minimum

of a six inches high and that extends at least two feet beyond the perimeter of the container.

Changes.  The proposal required that dry bulk secondary containment units have a capacity of

100 percent of the largest container plus the volume displaced by other containers and appurtenances

within the containment.  The Agency was concerned that dry pesticide could still mix with rainwater, fire

suppression water, etc., to reach and contaminate groundwater and soil.  The proposed rule did not have

any provisions for protection from wind and precipitation, nor for elevated storage to prevent water

accumulation under the pesticide, but did request comment on such options.  The final rule does not have

a numerical capacity requirement.
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Comments.  Several commenters (State regulatory agencies and a dealer group) opposed the

100 percent proposed capacity as excessive, since dry materials do not spread and disperse like liquid

materials.  Several State regulatory agencies suggested that dry bulk secondary containment should be

protected by roofing or similar cover from wind and precipitation, which would make 100 percent capacity

unnecessary.  One State noted that it already has dry bulk containment regulations which require that the

containers be raised off the floor, and several States require at least a six-inch curb around an area

extending at least two feet beyond the perimeter of the bulk tank.  A registrant stated that the typical

practice is to store dry pesticides under a roof.  Some commenters offered alternative strategies, generally

based on existing State regulations, including a curb six inches high at least two to three feet beyond the

perimeter.

EPA Response.  EPA has reviewed State bulk storage regulations and best management

practices for storing dry bulk pesticides and has noted that States require storage under a roof and, if

outdoors, on pallets or raised concrete platforms, and that the most common requirement for dry bulk is a

six-inch berm at least two to three feet from the container. (Ref. 34) Given that the States with the most

experience with dry bulk storage have the most practical experience with dry spill containment, EPA

agrees with the common sense arguments of commenters regarding protection from precipitation,

elevation, and the flow properties of dry material, and has changed the dry containment requirement

accordingly.  In regard to roofing, EPA believes that the advantages of keeping rainwater out of

containment will outweigh the cost of installing a roof.  However, in arid regions, a roof may not be cost-

effective, and if EPA provided roofing specifications, it is possible that they would conflict with local

construction requirements and building codes. Therefore, the final rule requires protection from wind and

precipitation rather than specifically requiring a roof to allow some flexibility.  The Agency agrees that 100

percent capacity, given that dry materials spread differently that liquids, would be excessive.  W e also

recognize that significant quantities of dust may be generated during the refilling process, where the dry

product is a dust, granules or flowable formulation.  W hile today’s rule makes no requirement for dust

minimization or collection, we recommend that every effort be made to contain the dust generated, both

for the respiratory protection of the persons attending the transfer and for the preservation of air and soil

quality in the vicinity of the facility.

I.  Design and Capacity Requirements for Existing Structures (§ 165.87)  

1.  Construction Materials for All Existing Containment Structures (§ 165.87(a))

Final Regulations.  Existing containment structures must be made of steel, reinforced concrete or

other rigid material which will withstand the full hydrostatic head, load and impact of any pesticides,

precipitation, other substances, equipment and appurtenances placed within the structure.   The

construction material must not be natural earthen material, unfired clay, or asphalt, and must be

compatible with the stored pesticide. 

Changes.  The requirements in § 165.87(a) for existing structures are identical to the

requirements for construction materials for new containment structures in § 165.85(a).  The proposed rule

stated that the construction material had to be “resistant” to pesticide, while the final rule requires the

material to be compatible with the stored pesticides.  In addition, the following proposed standard for

existing structures is not being finalized: 

During the interim period, each existing structure must have a hydraulic conductivity standard less

than or equal to 1 x 10  centimeters per second.  After the interim period, each new containment-6

structure must meet the hydraulic conductivity standard for new structures of less than or equal to

1 x 10  centimeters per second.-7

Comments.  General comments and EPA’s response on construction material are discussed in

Unit VIII.H.1.  EPA believes that existing structures should easily meet these requirements based on the

information we have gathered.  W e are not aware of secondary containment units being constructed of
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any of the prohibited materials.  W e are aware of the existence of some asphalt containment pads, but we

believe these are mostly used by aerial applicators that probably are not subject to these regulations

because they do not have large stationary pesticide containers.

2.  General Design Requirements for All Existing Containment Structures (§ 165.87(b))

Final Regulations.  These are the general design requirements for existing containment

structures:

(1)  Protect appurtenances and pesticide containers against damage from operating personnel and

moving equipment.  Means of protection include, but are not limited to, supports to prevent sagging,

flexible connections, the use of guard rails, barriers, and protective cages.  

(2) Seal (permanently close) all appurtenances, discharge outlets and gravity drains through the base or

wall of the containment structure, except for direct interconnections between adjacent containment

structures which meet the requirements of this subpart.

(3)  Construct the containment structure with sufficient freeboard to contain precipitation and prevent

water and other liquids from seeping into or flowing onto it from adjacent land or structures.

(4) Multiple stationary pesticide containers may be protected within a single secondary containment unit.

Changes.  Requirements are similar to those proposed in proposed §165.146, except that (4) is

added to clarify a statement in the proposed rule under §165.152.  The requirement in paragraph (2) was

proposed for existing structures 10 years after the publication date of the rule (at the expiration of an

“interim period” that was proposed for existing units.  See discussion on compliance dates in Section

VIII.D above.)  In addition, at the end of the interim period, existing structures had to meet the

requirements for new structures, including configuring appurtenances in such a way that leaks and spills

could be readily observed.  The final rule requires facilities with existing structures to seal appurtenances,

discharge outlets and gravity drains at the base and walls.  Requirements in paragraph (3) have also been

changed.  In the proposed rule, the requirement was to prevent storm water run-on from seeping into or

flowing onto it from adjacent land or structures during a 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event.  The requirement

has been changed to ensuring “sufficient freeboard” to prevent run-on.

Comments.  The comments on general design requirements are discussed in Unit VIII.H.2. 

Commenters unanimously supported the protection of appurtenances, although several stated that pipes

through walls are standard, especially at facilities where walls are so high that pumping over them would

be difficult.  A State regulatory agency commented that the regulations allow piping through outside walls if

well-maintained and allow discharge outlets by permit in special cases. 

A few State regulatory agencies expressed concern that modification of existing structures might

not be feasible and could penalize proactive States.  This was of particular concern because the proposed

rule would have allowed existing structures to comply with some of the standards after two years, and with

more stringent standards 10 years after publication of the final rule.  This issue is discussed in detail in the

section on compliance dates in Unit VIII.D.  Comments regarding phasing in requirements for hydraulic

conductivity, capacity and sloping of pads were especially contentious.

EPA Response.  EPA agrees with commenters that retrofitting existing structures so that leaks

and spills can be readily observed and pipes and appurtenances do not go through containment base or

walls may be difficult or impossible, and the cost to do so may be excessive.  However, EPA believes that

the required inspection and maintenance (discussed in Unit VIII.J) will be sufficient to detect leakage on

existing structures, since appurtenances, pipes and drains in the base or walls of both existing and new

structures must be sealed, and since the structure must be liquid-tight.  EPA agrees with commenters that

there may be situations where flexibility is called for, and where States could allow special permits, for

example if a leak detection system is installed.  In addition, we expect that the owner/operator of an aging

facility in need of considerable retrofitting in order to comply with the other requirements of today’s rule will

be encouraged or required by States to replace rather than retrofit the structure.  The changes in
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requirement (3) are discussed in Unit VIII.H.2.

Although the time period for existing structures to comply has been reduced from 10 years to

three years (see section on compliance dates above), the requirements have been modified and simplified

to reflect existing State laws.  The Agency has monitored developments in State containment regulations

since the rule was proposed in 1994.  Consequently,  the Agency believes that facilities with existing

structures which are not already in compliance will have sufficient time to achieve compliance in the three-

year time period.  Some studies cited in the proposed rule estimated that 30 percent of the reported

pesticide spill incidents resulted from appurtenance failure, and many releases were reported from

discharge outlets and gravity drains.  Consequently, we believe it is necessary to include this requirement

for existing structures.

3.  Capacity Requirements for Existing Stationary Liquid Pesticide Containment Units and Existing

Containment Pads in Pesticide Dispensing Areas (§ 165.87©)

a.  Capacity for Existing Stationary Liquid Pesticide Containment Units

Final Regulations.  Each existing stationary liquid pesticide containment unit must have a capacity

of at least 100 percent of the volume of the largest stationary pesticide container plus the volume

displaced by other containers and appurtenances within the unit.

Changes.  The proposed rule required a capacity of 100 percent for existing liquid bulk

containment units protected from precipitation and 110 percent for units exposed to precipitation for the

eight-year interim compliance period.  At the expiration of the interim period, the capacity requirements

would be the same as those proposed for new structures, that is, 110 percent for units protected from

precipitation and 125 percent for outdoor, unprotected units.  The approach of having an interim period is

not being finalized.  The final rule requires existing liquid pesticide containment units to have capacities of

100 percent whether protected from precipitation or not.

Comments.  The comments on capacity requirements for new and existing stationary liquid

pesticide containment units are discussed in the comment section under Unit VIII.H.3.a.  In addition, many

commenters noted that changes in capacity requirements for existing structures would require major

modification, re-certification by an engineer and significant costs.  A few State regulatory agencies noted

that little if any additional benefit will be afforded by requiring extra capacity, and that they had never

experienced a breach of containment structure based on existing laws.

EPA Response.  As discussed in Unit VIII.H.3, EPA agrees, based on field experience, that the

proposed capacity requirements were excessive and has reduced the capacity requirements in the final

rule.  In addition, the Agency is not requiring a numerical standard of 110 percent for existing unprotected

units (in contrast to the requirements for new unprotected units) in order to harmonize with existing State

containment regulations which have chosen to require unprotected units to have 100 percent capacity plus

either a six-inch freeboard or capacity to withstand a 25 year/24 hour storm.  The Agency understands that

some existing units would need to retrofit to meet a 110 percent capacity requirement, and that the burden

of adding the extra capacity appears to outweigh any benefit of the extra capacity.  The Agency

recognizes that States may have existing structures in low-precipitation areas, and is allowing them the

flexibility to define capacity requirements above 100 percent according to local conditions. 

b.  Capacity for Existing Containment Pads in Pesticide Dispensing Areas

Final Regulations.  Existing containment pads with pesticide-holding equipment with a volume of

750 gallons or greater must have a holding capacity of at least 750 gallons.  Pads which do not have a

pesticide container or pesticide-holding equipment  with a volume of at least 750 gallons must have a

holding capacity of at least 100 percent of the volume of the largest pesticide container or pesticide-

holding equipment used on the pad.
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Changes.  The proposal required that existing pads have a minimum holding capacity of 1,000

gallons or 100 percent of the capacity of the largest container or equipment used on the pad.  The final

rule reduces the minimum pad holding capacity to 750 gallons in the most likely scenario where large

(greater than 750 gallon) containers or pesticide-holding equipment will be on the pad.

Comments -  A few regulatory agencies in States with containment regulations strongly opposed

the criterion of 1,000 gallons because it conflicts with their requirement of 750 gallons.  For example,

about a third of the pads in Indiana have a capacity between 750 and 1,000 gallons and, therefore, would

have had to be retrofitted if EPA retained the requirement for a 1,000 gallon minimum capacity.  A State

agency pointed out that the difference between 750 gallons and 1,000 gallons is irrelevant, as neither

would contain a leak from a 3,000 gallon tanker, or a three-inch rainfall, which, on a 20 foot by 40 foot pad,

would generate 1,496 gallons of storm water.  The State agency expressed concern that modifications to

increase capacity may not be technologically feasible, and will penalize operators in proactive States. 

State agencies with regulations strongly objected to the potential costs to existing facilities, and the lost

credibility they would suffer in having to revise their regulations and implementation program.

EPA Response.  EPA agrees that it is not necessary to impose a design requirement on existing

structures which would inflict considerable burden on such facilities without yielding a gain in

environmental protection commensurate with the burden.  However, the other requirements for pad

integrity, namely the criteria for liquid-tightness and the sealing of drains, cracks, and joints, are intended

to ensure the pad’s efficacy. 

4.  Specific Design Requirements for Existing Stationary Liquid Pesticide Containment Units (§ 165.87(d))

Final Regulations.  In addition to the requirements in §§ 165.87(a), (b) and © , each existing

stationary liquid pesticide container protected by a secondary containment unit must be adequately

elevated or anchored to prevent flotation in the event that the secondary containment unit fills with liquid.

Changes.  This requirement is identical to that proposed in §165.148(b)(2).  In the proposed rule,

existing secondary containment units would have had to allow for the observation of leakage from the

base of all stationary bulk containers after the interim period expired.  As explained in Unit VIII.H.4, the

standard for observing leakage from the base of stationary bulk containers is not being finalized. 

Comments -  The comments and EPA responses on specific design requirements are discussed

in Unit VIII.H.4.

5.  Specific Design Requirements for Existing Containment Pads in Pesticide Dispensing Areas (§

165.87(e))

Final Regulations.  In addition to meeting the requirements for §§ 165.87(a), (b) and © , each

existing containment pad in a pesticide dispensing area must:

• Be designed and constructed to intercept leaks and spills of pesticides which may occur in the

pesticide dispensing area.  

• Have enough surface area to extend completely beneath any container on it, with the exception of

transport vehicles dispensing pesticide for sale or distribution to a stationary container.  For such

vehicles, the surface area of the containment pad must accommodate at least the portion of the

vehicle where the delivery hose or device couples to the vehicle.  This exception does not apply to

transport vehicles that are used for prolonged storage or repeated on-site dispensing of

pesticides.

• Allow, in conjunction with its sump, for removal and recovery of spilled, leaked, or discharged

material and rainfall, such as by a manually activated pump.  Automatically-activated pumps which

lack automatic overflow cutoff switches for the receiving container are prohibited.
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Changes.  The requirements in the final rule are identical to those in the proposal.  The proposed

rule noted that tanker trucks are considerably larger than containers or equipment normally used on the

containment pad, but that such deliveries are not expected to be frequent, and did not propose that the

pad had to be large enough to accommodate the entire vehicle. This exception does not apply to transport

vehicles that are used for prolonged storage or repeated on-site dispensing of pesticides, since the

primary function of such a vehicle would be pesticide storage rather than transport.  In addition, the

proposed rule required that, at the expiration of the interim period, each existing containment pad would

be sloped to a liquid-tight sump where liquids can be collected for removal.  The interim period has been

deleted, and the requirement for sloped pads is not being finalized for existing containment pads.  The

requirement for sloped pads applies only to new containment pads in the final rule.

Comments -  The comments on general design requirements for containment pads are discussed

in the comment section under Unit VIII.H.5.  In addition, one State regulatory agency opposed requiring

existing pads to be sloped, stating that adequate cleaning can be done in the absence of sloping.  This

commenter requested that existing flat containment pads be grandfathered (instead of having to meet the

slope standard at the end of the proposed interim period).  

EPA Response.  The Agency agrees that while sloping is an ideal method of facilitating rapid

clean up of spills, containment pads can be adequately cleaned in the absence of sloping.  The proposed

rule stated that the Agency believed a graded (sloped) surface would facilitate collection of spilled

pesticide.  However, the Agency recognizes the high cost and burden of digging up a flat concrete pad

and replacing it with a pad sloped to a sump, as well as the fact that liquid can also be collected from a flat

surface.  W ithout a slope, the flat surface may require more cleaning and wash water to force the spilled

pesticide into the pump collection system, but as long as the liquid is contained by a berm around the pad,

and the capacity standard is met, such a system is also acceptable to the Agency for existing structures.

As stated above, all new and existing facilities must seal underground pipes and appurtenances,

including those connecting the sump to a pump and/or an aboveground storage system for rinsate and

wash water.  Facilities are advised to conduct regular testing to demonstrate that sumps remain leakproof. 

6.  Specific Design Requirements for Existing Stationary Dry Pesticide Containment Units (§ 165.87(f))

Final Regulations.  In addition to the requirements in §§ 165.87(a) and (b), each existing dry

stationary pesticide containment must meet the following requirements:

• The containment must protect stationary dry pesticide containers within it from wind and

precipitation.

• Dry stationary pesticide containers must be stored on pallets or a raised concrete platform to

prevent the accumulation of water in or under the pesticide.  

• The container storage area must be enclosed by a minimum of a six-inch high curb that extends

at least two feet beyond the perimeter of the container.

Changes.  The proposal required that dry bulk secondary containment units have a capacity of

100 percent of the largest container plus the volume displaced by other containers and appurtenances

within the containment.  The proposed rule did not have any provisions for protection from wind and

precipitation, nor for elevated storage to prevent water accumulation under the pesticide.  The final rule

does not have a numerical capacity requirement.  All modifications must now be made within three years

instead of the 10 years in the proposed rule, but the requirements are modified and simplified such that

the Agency believes they are feasible within the three-year period.

Comments -  The comments on specific design requirements for stationary dry pesticide

containment units are discussed in the comment section under Unit VIII.H.6.  Most, if not all, existing dry

pesticide containment units are in States with regulations, so we do not anticipate that these facilities will

have a problem complying with this part of the regulations.
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J.  Operational, Inspection and Maintenance Requirements (§ 165.90)

1.  Operating Procedures for All New and Existing Pesticide Containment Structures  (§ 165.90(a))

Final Regulations.  An owner or operator of a new or existing pesticide containment structure

must:

• Manage the structure in a manner that prevents pesticides or materials containing pesticides from

escaping from the containment structure (including, but not limited to, pesticide residues washed

off the containment structure by rainfall or cleaning liquids used within the structure.)

• Ensure that pesticide spills and leaks on or in any containment structure are collected and

recovered in a manner that ensures protection of human health and the environment (including

surface water and ground water) and maximum practicable recovery of the pesticide spilled or

leaked. Cleanup must occur no later than the end of each day on which pesticides have been

spilled or leaked.

• Ensure that all materials resulting from spills and leaks and any materials containing pesticide

residue are managed according to label instructions and applicable federal, State and local laws

and regulations.

• Ensure that transfers of pesticides between containers, or between containers and transport

vehicles are attended at all times.

• Ensure that each lockable valve on a stationary pesticide container, if it is required by § 165.45(f),

is closed and locked whenever the facility is unattended.  

Changes.  These requirements are substantially the same as those proposed in §165.146©.  The

order of the standards and several minor wording modifications were made to improve the clarity of the

requirements.

Comments.  Comments were generally supportive of what were considered operational

procedures for good management practice.  Several commenters (State regulatory agencies and a

registrant) specifically supported requiring an attendant at all transfer operations.  A few State regulatory

agencies commented that persons attending transfers must be trained, but a dealer group stated that

OSHA, DOT and W orker Safety training already provided would cover the needed procedures.  A

registrant and a State regulatory agency supported the requirement for lockable valves on stationary bulk

containers, and another State agency requested clarification on whether valves on containers in secure

buildings must be locked.

Several State regulatory agencies specifically supported the proposed requirement for the timely

cleanup of spills.  Many other commenters from all commenter categories supported the intent of this

proposed standard but suggested alternative approaches, including: clean up within 24 hours; as soon as

it is discovered (to account for spills on holidays or non-business hours); immediately; as soon as

possible; before the sump is half full.  Several State regulatory agencies commented that their State

regulations require spill response plans and recommended that EPA require them also.

EPA Response.  EPA is not making spill control and recovery procedures training mandatory. 

However, because pesticide transfers to and from stationary containers must be attended, EPA expects

that facilities will provide such training as part of their general worker safety program.  Since States differ

in their training and certification program, the Agency is allowing flexibility, and believes facilities will be

motivated by the desire to avoid liability for spills.  The Agency believes valves must be lockable even in

secure buildings.  The Agency maintains that stormwater management will be facilitated by diverting

stormwater from containment units to the extent possible, and notes that effluent guidelines (Ref. 57) may

further limit discharges from entire sites.

EPA agrees that clean up should occur as soon as possible, and is retaining the proposed
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language “no later than the end of each day on which pesticides have been spilled or leaked” as a

reasonable compromise between “immediately,” which may not be practical during a busy spray period

and “within 24 hours.”  EPA also believes that cracks and gaps must be sealed, that noncompliance for a

weekend spill is unacceptable, and that owners and operators would find it to be in their best interest to

install some system of alarm, alert or inspection protocol to prevent a weekend or holiday spill going

undiscovered until the next business day.  EPA agrees that spill response plans are an important

component of facility management, but believes that individual States are best suited to tailor such plans

according to local conditions and ordinances.

2.  Inspection and Maintenance of All New and Existing Pesticide Containment Structures (§ 165.90(b))

Final Regulations.  The owner or operator of each pesticide containment structure must:

• Inspect each stationary pesticide container and its appurtenances at least monthly during periods

when pesticides are being stored or dispensed on the containment structure.  Your inspection

must look for visible signs of wetting, discoloration, blistering, bulging, corrosion, cracks or other

signs of damage or leakage.

• Immediately repair any areas showing visible signs of damage and seal any cracks and gaps in

the containment structure or appurtenances with material compatible with the pesticide being

stored or dispensed.

• Not store any pesticide on a containment structure if the structure fails to meet the requirements

of this subpart until suitable repairs have been made. Prompt removal of pesticides, including

emptying of stationary containers, in order to effect repairs or recovery of spilled material is

acceptable.

Changes.  These inspection and maintenance requirements are substantially the same as those

proposed in §165.146(d).   A few minor modifications were made to improve the clarity of the language.  In

addition, several changes were made to be consistent with other changes in the regulations.  In particular,

EPA decided not to finalize the hydraulic conductivity standard, so the corresponding inspection and

maintenance requirement is also not being finalized.  Also, the final rule specifies that the containment

structure be compatible with the pesticides, rather than resistant as proposed.  The corresponding

inspection and maintenance standard was changed accordingly. 

Comments - overall approach.   Several respondents (State regulatory agencies and a dealer

group) commented that monthly inspections during the busy season are reasonable.  Several other

commenters (two State regulatory agencies, a registrant and a dealer group) supported requiring weekly

inspections, and one stated that the frequency of inspections should be based on the activities at the

facility and the inherent risk of the material, possibly daily during the busy season.  Another State agency

supported requiring "rigorous, frequent, and documented" inspections.  EPA solicited comments as to

whether there should be additional inspection and maintenance requirements, such as annual inspection

by a professional engineer.  Several respondents (two dealer groups and a State regulatory agency)

opposed a potential requirement for inspection by professional engineers as unnecessary and/or

expensive.  A registrant commented that the owner/operator may be the best qualified to inspect the

facility.  Several other State regulatory agencies supported a requirement for inspection by a professional

engineer every five years.  

EPA Response - overall approach.  The Agency believes formal inspections should be required

monthly, and expects that the high level of activity and personnel in and around containment structures

during the busy seasons will ensure that serious leaks or spills will be observed and addressed.  The

monthly schedule correlates with inspection requirements of applicable State regulations.  Several

commenters supported weekly inspection, which is required for wood preservative drip pads.  EPA

believes that the function of wood preservative drip pads is more similar to primary than secondary

containment, since the treated wood is always expected to drip and the liquid collected only as often as

necessary to prevent waste from overflowing the curb.  Additionally, pesticide spillage is required to be

cleaned up sooner after it occurred on agricultural pesticide containment structures than it would for wood
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preservative pads, leading to defects being quickly noted and addressed. EPA believes that monthly

inspections by the facility’s owner or operator will be sufficient to identify leaks, spills and developing

equipment and structural problems.  Therefore, we decided not to require inspections by professional

engineers, although some States do require professional engineers to be involved.

Comments - seal cracks and gaps.  Some commenters supported a qualitative requirement to

"keep all seams and cracks sealed" as a necessary part of preventing pesticide seepage and releases.  A

State regulatory agency pointed out that, in their experience, most releases from secondary containment

are from unsealed cracks and installed drains.  A registrant group and several registrants commented that

repairing large cracks in the field is difficult because many caulking compounds with a reasonable life

span in harsh winters do not adhere well to some surface coatings.  A containment supplier recommended

that EPA require a specific procedure to reduce stress cracking or to repair any stress cracks.  Another

containment material supplier commented that EPA should require secondary containment to be

"constructed with chemically resistant waterstops in place at all joints" and should define "waterstop."

EPA response - seal cracks and gaps.  The final rule specifies that cracks and gaps in the

containment structure be immediately sealed with material compatible with the pesticide stored within the

structure.  EPA believes that technological advances make such repairs feasible and that it is necessary

to seal cracks immediately, otherwise the containment structure is not serving its intended purpose.  EPA

is not requiring a specific procedure to reduce stress cracking and repair stress cracks because such

guidance is already provided in the public literature.  The requirements are performance standards and

advances in engineering and concrete/cement technology are continually improving the performance of

the material.  As described in industry guidance, the key to a containment structure’s effectiveness is that

it be well-constructed and well-maintained.  The Agency changed the requirement for “chemically

resistant” material to “chemically compatible” because we agreed with commenters that the term

“chemically resistant” could be confusing and difficult to define.  The Agency sees no need to define

“waterstop” because the regulations do not use the term and already require that containment structures

be “liquid-tight with cracks, seams and joints appropriately sealed.” 

Comments - leak detection vs. inspection/maintenance.  Several commenters opposed requiring

leak detection systems and/or environmental monitoring because such requirements are not necessary

and would be too costly.  One of them said that there have been very few reports of leakage from current

containment systems.  Several other commenters opposed leak detection systems and environmental

monitoring in nearly all situations, but said that environmental monitoring may be needed on a case-by-

case basis, such as: (1) when bulk tanks aren't elevated, structures aren't sealed, appurtenances are

underground and/or below-ground liners are used; (2) an unplanned or suspected unplanned release; (3)

after a major spill or for major discrepancies in product inventories; and (4) only after significant soil

contamination is detected around secondary containment.

A respondent commented that leak detection should be required for primary containment (i.e.,

sumps) but not for secondary containment and said that groundwater monitoring is not necessary if there

are no underground storage or conveyance systems.  A State regulatory agency supported several leak

detection and environmental monitoring provisions, including: (1) leak detection systems and monitoring

wells under the sump and at one down-gradient location under unobservable containment structures; (2)

observation ports or leak detection systems must be included in the sump system, with construction

safeguards such as a double-walled stainless steel design being optional; and (3) a leak detection system

should be installed during the interim period, i.e., when the hydraulic conductivity standard for liners is less

stringent than 10  cm/sec.  A State regulatory agency commented that facilities should be given the option-7

of installing leak detection systems or applying an acceptable sealant.  This respondent said that leak

detection systems provide a viable option because the contents of a bulk tank can't be measured

accurately enough to determine if the container is leaking.

EPA response -  leak detection vs. inspection/maintenance.  EPA agrees that a leak detection

system is not necessary for a well-constructed and maintained secondary containment structure.  EPA

recognizes that the sump is probably the most susceptible part of the structure to sustain unseen leaks,
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and expects that States will find methods to confirm that the sumps are liquid tight. The sump test

developed by W isconsin (referenced in the preamble) is one method.  An option for new structures is to

have a single-pour pad in which the sump is replaced by a depression in the seamless concrete. 

K.  Combined Pads and Units (§ 165.92)

Final Regulation.  Facility owners and operators may combine containment pads and secondary

containment units as an integrated system provided the requirements set out in this subpart for pads and

units in § 165.85(a) and (b), § 165.87(a) and (b) and § 165.190, and as applicable, § 165.85(c)-(f) and §

165.87(c)-(f) are satisfied separately.

Changes.  This provision for allowing integrated containment systems is substantially the same as

that proposed in § 165.153.

Comments.  A few State regulatory agencies opposed integrated systems because reuse of

product that spills onto a pad or sump contaminated with another product may not be possible.  Another

State regulatory agency suggested that EPA prohibit integrated systems that may result in pesticide

mixtures that cannot be applied according to the label.  Some commenters (State regulatory agencies, a

dealer group, and a registrant) responded that segregating crop-incompatible pesticides would be

prohibitively expensive.  Several State regulatory agencies commented that the decision should be left to

the owner or operator.

EPA Response.  EPA agrees that integrated systems may result in pesticide mixtures that cannot

be applied according to label directions, but believes that the possible economic loss to the operator in

such a case should be the driving factor in the operator’s decision on whether to have integrated systems.  

L.  Recordkeeping (§ 165.95)

Final Regulations.  Facility owners and operators subject to the requirements of this rule must

maintain the following records, and must furnish these records for inspection and copying upon request by

any employee of EPA or any entity designated by EPA, such as a State, another political subdivision or a

Tribe:

• Records of inspection and maintenance for each containment structure and for each stationary

pesticide container and its appurtenances must be kept for three years and must include the

following information:

• name of the person conducting the inspection or maintenance;

• date the inspection or maintenance was conducted;

• conditions noted;

• specific maintenance performed.

• Records for any non-stationary container designed to hold undivided quantities of agricultural

pesticides greater than 500 gallons (1,890 liters) of liquid pesticide or greater than 4,000 pounds

(1,818 kilograms) of dry pesticide that holds pesticide but is not protected by a secondary

containment unit meeting today’s regulations must be kept for three years.  Records on these

non-stationary pesticide containers must include the time period that the container remains at the

same location.

• Records of the construction date of the containment structure must be kept for as long as the

pesticide containment structure is in use, and for three years afterwards.   

Changes.  The proposed rule required additional recordkeeping of inventory reconciliation for

existing bulk liquid containers that were not elevated during the interim period.  The proposed rule also

required owners and operators to maintain records of written confirmation of hydraulic conductivity and

statements of resistance to pesticide for as long as the structure was in use, and for three years

thereafter.  These requirements are not being finalized, so the corresponding recordkeeping requirements

are also not being finalized.  Since the standards differ depending on whether the facility was considered
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“existing” or “new” at the time of this final rule, a new recordkeeping requirement has been added: each

facility must maintain records of the construction date of the containment structure for as the pesticide

containment structure is in use, and for three years afterwards. 

Comments.  Some commenters -- State regulatory agencies, dealers, and another governmental

agency opposed the recordkeeping requirements, largely due to the provision regarding hydraulic

conductivity.  A State regulatory agency commented that this standard has little value and stated that

resources would be better spent on inspection, maintenance, and timely recovery of spills.  Another

government agency expressed concern because there is no accepted method for measuring the hydraulic

conductivity of concrete or installed coatings, and suggested a written confirmation that the structure is

free of cracks and defects as an alternative. 

EPA Response.  The Agency believes that recordkeeping of monthly containment inspections is a

necessary standard procedure.  EPA is not finalizing the requirement for a numerical hydraulic

conductivity standard and therefore no such recordkeeping would be necessary. Similarly, the interim

period and the inventory reconciliation provisions and related recordkeeping are not being finalized.  Since

these standards were the basis for most of the comments, we believe removing them has eliminated

many of the objections of commenters.

M.  States With Existing Containment Programs (§ 165.97)

Final Regulations.  States that have promulgated containment regulations effective prior to [insert

today’s date of publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER], and which also have primary enforcement

responsibility and/or certification programs, have the option of continuing to implement their own programs

in lieu of today’s federal regulations under certain conditions.

A State that wishes to continue implementing the State’s containment regulations must request

the authority to do so by [insert date one year from the publication date of this rule] in the following

manner:

 

• The State must submit a letter and any supporting documentation to EPA.  Supporting

documentation must demonstrate that the State’s program is providing environmental protection

equivalent to that expected to be provided by the federal regulations in 40 CFR Subpart E.  

• The State must identify any significant changes to State regulations which would be necessary in

order to provide environmental protection equivalent to the EPA regulations, and develop an

estimated timetable to effect these changes.  The letter must be signed by the designated State

Lead Agency (SLA).  

EPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP), in collaboration with the EPA Regions and other EPA

offices, will review the State’s correspondence and determine whether the State’s program is adequate to

provide environmental protection equivalent to or more protective than these federal regulations for new

and existing containment structures.  OPP will inform the State of its determination through a letter

authorizing or declining to authorize the State to continue implementing its containment regulations and

will detail any reasons for declining authorization.

Any State that has received authorization to continue implementing its State containment

regulations must inform EPA by letter signed by the designated State Lead Agency within six months of

any revision to the State containment regulations.  EPA will inform the State by letter if it determines that

the State’s containment regulations are no longer adequate based on the revisions.  The State

containment regulations will remain in effect, unless and until EPA sends the State a letter making this

determination. 

Changes.  The proposed rule made no provision for States to implement their own containment

regulations in lieu of EPA’s rule.
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Comments - overall approach.  Many commenters to the 1994 proposed rule (dealers, a dealer

group, a State regulatory agency group and individual State regulatory agencies) opposed setting any

federal standards that are more stringent than existing State requirements.  They requested that EPA

accept current State rules and statutes where the discrepancies are not significant from federal standards. 

The State regulatory agency group requested EPA to seriously consider accepting small discrepancies in

some standards due to differences in existing State legislation, and said that while national uniformity in

regulation is desirable, it should not be at the expense of States that have already enacted rules that vary

slightly from the federal rule.  A dealer group suggested that EPA set the federal standards as a baseline,

which would allow the proactive work of some States to stand and would preclude dealers from incurring

the same economic burdens twice (i.e., to build and then rebuild containment structures). 

Several commenters (State regulatory agencies, a dealer, and a grower group) recommended

that EPA grandfather existing containment facilities that are in compliance with State standards or that are

comparable in function, design, and construction.  Similarly, a grower group said that State rules for bulk

containment should take precedence over this proposal.  A State regulatory agency elaborated on these

difficulties, stating that States with containment requirements would have to reinitiate their compliance

efforts and would lose credibility and the trust of the regulated industry, with whom they worked closely to

develop and implement the State rules.

A dealer commented that forcing States to enforce different rules from their own would cause

difficulties for the enforcing agency, distributors, retailers and end users who will have to learn an “extra”

set of requirements.  A few State regulatory agencies commented that millions of dollars have been spent

by industry on compliance with State regulations, some of which have been in place since 1985, and that

containment structures have not had failures when built to State standards.  They recommended that the

final rule be crafted to harmonize with State or other environmental statutes, and that it should not

penalize States which have spent years building effective relationships with the regulated community for

safe pesticide handling.  

Similarly, many commenters to the 2004 Notice reiterated these arguments and said States have

taken a “pro-active” role and have enacted pesticide containment regulations which have proven to be

protective of the environment and which EPA should accept by a “grandfather” clause.  A few commenters

in 2004 pointed out that in some States it is not the State lead pesticide regulatory agency (usually,

department of agriculture) that has authority for regulating the storage of hazardous materials/pesticides,

but instead the State environmental protection or pollution control agency.  They argued that situations

where one State agency does the comprehensive pesticide regulatory work but another is charged with

the containment regulations begs questions about responsibilities for and resources necessary to

accomplish expected compliance monitoring and enforcement response.

EPA Response - overall approach.  The Agency agrees that federal regulations should reinforce,

rather than undermine or conflict with the efforts of proactive States.  W hile the Agency believes in the

need for national standards, EPA does not want to burden proactive States and facilities in those States

with additional expenditures to revise their regulatory implementation system if the differences between

their containment regulations and today’s rule are minimal, and especially where State standards are

more stringent than federal standards.  EPA has evaluated the pesticide containment regulations in those

States that have promulgated them, and believes that the regulations in those States have generally

brought facilities into compliance with today’s regulations, with some potential deficiencies in certain

States.  EPA recognizes that simply reading regulations without awareness of the field reality, State

enforcement discretion, and policy and guidance directives provided to inspectors may provide a less

accurate reading of the equivalency of regulations.  Consequently, EPA expects that States will be able to

readily document their equivalency by providing existing information or pre-existing documents.  EPA does

not anticipate a significant paperwork burden for States, and is offering this opportunity in response to

States’ requests in comments to be allowed to continue to implement their own regulations.  EPA believes

that in States where the lead pesticide agency is not responsible for enforcing containment regulations,

collaboration between the State’s agencies will be feasible.  State regulators are encouraged to consult

with EPA prior to preparing their submission.
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Comments - other.  Several commenters argued that a flexible approach is necessary because:

(1) a one-size-fits-all approach isn't appropriate because of differing agricultural practices and geographic

conditions across the country.  Many retailers from Iowa recommended that EPA adopt the Iowa

standards instead of the proposed requirements.  A dealer commented that the state rules in Iowa,

W isconsin, and Illinois provide good protection and are excellent examples of the regulated community

and regulators working together.  Several state regulators pointed out that their comments are based on

comparisons with their state standards and one described the cooperative efforts of the Illinois regulatory

agencies used to implement their state containment program.

EPA Response - other.  EPA believes this mechanism provides flexibility for states that already

have state containment regulations and that the final rule approach addresses these comments.
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IX.  LABELING REQUIREMENTS FOR PESTICIDES AND DEVICES

A.  Overview

Final Regulations.  Today’s final rule changes the requirements for labeling pesticides in 40 CFR

Part 156 in several ways.  First, these regulations add a new Subpart H, entitled “Container Labeling” to

Part 156.  The new container labeling regulations include the following requirements:

• A statement identifying the container as nonrefillable or refillable is required on all pesticide labels. 

In addition, nonrefillable container labels must include several statements providing basic

instructions for managing the container and a batch code for the product.  (See Units IX.B - IX.D

for more details.)

• Cleaning instructions for some nonrefillable containers, specifically for dilutable products that are

sold or distributed in rigid containers and that are not household/residential.  (See Units IX.E -

IX.K for more details.)

• Instructions for cleaning all refillable containers before disposal.  (See Units IX.E and IX.L for

more details.) 

In addition, today’s final rule modifies several existing requirements in 40 CFR 156.10 to allow for

blank spaces on the labels of some refillable containers for the net contents and EPA establishment

number.  In addition, the paragraph in 40 CFR 156.10 that requires storage and disposal statements is

being changed to be consistent with the label requirements added to 40 CFR part 156 in Subpart H and

the container regulations being added to 40 CFR part 165 in today’s rule.  (See Unit IX.M)

Container-related labeling instructions for plant-incorporated protectants will be determined on a

case-by-case basis until specific labeling guidance for plant-incorporated protectants are promulgated

under 40 CFR Part 174.

Existing EPA guidance on label statements for cleaning, recycling and disposing of pesticide

containers, includes:

• The Label Review Manual (Ref. 44);

• PR Notice 83-3, Label Improvement Program -- Storage and Disposal Label Statements (Ref. 73);

• PR Notice 84-1, Clarification of Label Improvement Program (Ref. 72);

• PR Notice 94-2, Recycling Empty Aerosol Pesticide Containers (Ref. 65); 

• PR Notice 98-10, Notifications, Non-Notifications and Minor Formulation Amendments (Ref. 56);

and

• PR Notice 2001-6, Disposal Instructions on Non-Antimicrobial Residential/Household Use

Pesticide Product Labels (Ref. 49). 

This guidance will be revised, if necessary, to be consistent with the requirements in today’s final

regulation.

 

Changes.  The final labeling regulations in today’s rule cover the same statements and topics that

were included in the proposed rule.  However, a number of changes have been made to the regulations,

including but not limited to modifying specific statements, adding alternative statements, restructuring the

regulations based on the plain language format, and exempting household/residential pesticide products

from the requirements for cleaning instructions on nonrefillable container labels.  The specific changes are

described in the section-by-section discussion below.

Comments - industrial biocides.  A few registrant groups requested EPA to limit the scope of the

labeling standards by excluding industrial biocides because these pesticides and their containers are

handled differently than agricultural pesticides, or by exempting household products because the

proposed wording is too complex and lengthy to include on the standard household product label.
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EPA Response - industrial biocides.  EPA disagrees with these commenters and generally

maintains the position described in the supplemental notice that it is appropriate for the labels of all

pesticide products to include instructions for properly handling the containers.  One exception to this (as

described in Unit IX.E) is that the final rule exempts household products that are dilutable and are sold or

distributed in rigid containers from the requirement to have cleaning instructions on their labels.  In

addition, container-related labeling instructions for plant-incorporated protectants will be determined by

EPA on a case-by-case basis until specific labeling guidance for plant-incorporated protectants are

promulgated under 40 CFR Part 174.

Comments - other.  A state regulatory agency requested an opportunity to comment if EPA

chooses to move forward with regulating plant-incorporated protectant seed or seed containers through

labeling.

EPA Response - other.  Container-related labeling instructions for plant-incorporated protectants

will be determined on a case-by-case basis until specific labeling guidance for plant-incorporated

protectants are promulgated under 40 CFR Part 174.  Labeling for seed containers is outside the scope of

this rule.

B.  Identification of Container Types (§ 156.140) 

Final Regulations.  This section applies to all pesticide products and requires statements that,

among other things, identify the container as nonrefillable or refillable.  These statements must be placed

on the label or container.  The regulations in 40 CFR 156.10(a)(4)(I) require the label to “appear on or be

securely attached to the immediate container of the pesticide product.”  Therefore, the statements

required by § 156.140 cannot be placed only on labeling that is not attached to the container, because it

may become separated.  The information may be located on any part of the container except the closure. 

If the statements are placed on the container, they must be durably marked on the container.  Durable

marking includes, but is not limited to etching, embossing, ink jetting, stamping, heat stamping,

mechanically attaching a plate, molding, or marking with durable ink.  

Changes.  In the final rule, EPA has changed the word “permanent” to “durable” to describe the

required container marking.  In addition, the language from the preamble of the proposed rule that lists

acceptable formats of the marking was added to the regulations to clearly establish our intent.  Finally, the

phrase “as applicable” was added to the first sentence to accommodate the fact that the statements in

paragraph (a) apply only to labels on nonrefillable containers and the statements in paragraph (b) apply

only to the labels on refillable containers.

Comments - permanent marking.  Several commenters addressed the issue of permanent

marking.  A registrant stated that ink-jetting and rubber-stamping should be considered acceptable means

of permanent marking.  A registrant group urged EPA to allow information to be placed on the label

instead of permanently marking containers as refillables or nonrefillables.  A container manufacturer group

suggested language to clarify the meaning of permanent marking ("...in such a manner that at least some

of the material from which the container is made must be destroyed to remove the marking.")  This

commenter also recommended that the batch code not be required to be permanent.

EPA Response - permanent marking.  EPA modified the introductory text of the container

identification requirement in several ways to clarify how registrants can comply.  First, EPA changed the

description of marking from “permanent” to “durable” marking.  EPA believes that durable marking is a

more accurate term to describe our intent because the description of “permanent” marking in the

preamble of the proposal included marking methods, such as ink jetting, stamping and marking with

durable ink, that are durable but not permanent.  Second, the final rule clarifies that ink jetting and

stamping are allowable methods of marking this information on the containers.  Third, the allowable

methods of marking are listed in the regulations, rather than only in the preamble or guidance material, to

enhance the understanding of the intent.  Fourth, the final rule clarifies that these statements may be

placed on the label or the container.  EPA did not incorporate the suggestion from the container
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manufacturer group because our intent was and is to require marking that is durable, not permanent.

Comments - reconditioning.  A few commenters objected that permanently marking the proposed

nonrefillable container statement on drums would prevent drums used for industrial biocides from being

reconditioned.  If a drum was permanently marked as “nonrefillable”, it could not be reconditioned.  This

would increase the amount of waste produced by the industrial biocide market, which uses a lot of drums.

EPA Response - reconditioning.  EPA believes that the clarifications described above – specifically

changing the regulatory requirement to durable marking and clarifying that the statements may be on the

label or the container – alleviates the concerns described in this paragraph.  The reconditioning process

removes durable marking (but not permanent marking) and labels, so the requirement in the final rule will

not preclude reconditioning as an option for managing drums.

C.  Statements Required for Nonrefillable Containers (§ 156.140(a))

Final Regulations.  The final rule requires all nonrefillable containers to have the following four

items on the label or the container:

• The phrase “Nonrefillable container;”

• A statement regarding reuse;

• A statement about recycling or reconditioning; and

• A batch code.

If the first three items are placed on the label, they must be put under an appropriate heading under the

heading “Storage and Disposal.”  If any of the first three items are placed on the container, an appropriate

referral statement, such as the statement in § 156.140(a), must be placed on the label under the heading

“Storage and Disposal.”

Changes.  These statements were reorganized by separating each phrase or statement into a

different regulatory paragraph to accommodate the addition of alternative statements.  The proposed rule

included all four items, but included the first three as one statement: “Nonrefillable container.  Do not reuse

or refill this container.  Offer for recycling if possible.”  Also, the final rule specifies that if the first three

statements are placed on the label (rather than on the container), they must be placed under the “Storage

and Disposal” heading on the label.  EPA added this language to reinforce the requirement in §

156.10(i)(2)(ix) for the instructions in Subpart H to appear under the “Storage and Disposal” heading. 

These three statements must be under an appropriate heading under the storage and disposal heading,

although they may be in any order.  EPA believes it is better to provide registrants flexibility in where to

place these statements.  Some registrants may choose to place them all together, while others may choose

to place the recycling statement after the cleaning (residue removal) instructions.

The final rule was revised to require a referral statement on the label if any of the statements

except the batch code are placed on the container.  Examples of appropriate referral statements are “See

container for handling and recycling statements.”; “Recycling information is located on the container.”; and  

“See the container for refill lim itations.”   The referral statement will provide information to allow users who

look for refill prohibitions or recycling statements in the storage and disposal section of the label to find the

information.

 Comments.  Some commenters requested EPA to limit the scope of this requirement or requested

that certain kinds of products or containers be exempted from it.  A registrant group suggested that the

nonrefillable container statements be limited to agricultural products. Several commenters requested that

aerosol containers be specifically exempted from the proposed label statement, stating it is inappropriate

and unnecessary because aerosol containers cannot be reused.  A registrant claimed that the labels of bait

stations are very small and may need to be redesigned to accommodate all the new information.  A state

regulatory agency asked if bags would be required to have marking.
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EPA Response.   EPA believes that it is appropriate for the labels of all pesticide products to

include instructions for properly handling the containers.  Therefore, the final rule specifies that the

nonrefillable container statements are required for all container types, that is, jugs, aerosol cans, bottles,

bags, drums, etc. in all markets (agricultural, industrial, institutional, residential, etc.)  These statements

can appear on the label or the container, which provides registrants flexibility in their designs.  EPA does

not believe that the relatively short and simple statements described in 40 CFR 156.140(a) are sufficient to

cause a major label redesign.  Bait stations have to comply with these general statements for nonrefillable

containers in § 156.140(a), but not the longer residue removal instructions in § 156.146 because they are

not dilutable products.  Therefore, EPA believes the amount of information that would have to be added to

the label or container of bait stations is minimal.   

1.  Statement Identifying a Nonrefillable Container  

Final Regulations and Changes.  The identifying phrase "Nonrefillable container” is identical to the

identifying phrase in the proposed regulations.

Comments.  A few State regulatory agencies expressed support for the nonrefillable container

statement.  One of them stated that the location of the statement should be specified so the sellers and

users can easily discern the container type.  A registrant group supported deleting the nonrefillable

container statement, stating it is unnecessary because the labels of most dilutable products already say

"Do not reuse empty container." and refillable containers will be marked.  A few commenters suggested

deleting "Nonrefillable container." to shorten the statement.

EPA Response.  EPA believes that it is useful to include the phrase “Nonrefillable container” to

make it easy for pesticide users, retailers, inspectors and others to easily and definitively determine

whether a container is nonrefillable or refillable.  This statement can be located on the label or on the

container, which provides registrants flexibility.  If it is on the label, the statement must be under the

heading “Storage and Disposal” in the directions for use.

2.  Reuse Statement

Final Regulations.  Registrants must choose to use one of the following reuse statements, as

appropriate.  Products with labels that allow household/residential use must use the statement in item (1) or

(3).  All other products must use one of the three statements.

(1) “Do not reuse or refill this container.”

(2) “Do not reuse this container to hold materials other than pesticides or dilute pesticides

(rinsates).  After emptying and cleaning, it may be allowable to temporarily hold rinsate or other

pesticide-related materials in the container.  Contact your state regulatory agency to determine

allowable practices in your state.”

(3) The following statement may be used if a product is “ready-to-use” and its directions for use

allow a different product (that is a similar, but concentrated formulation) to be poured into the

container and diluted by the end user:  "Do not reuse or refill this container unless the directions for

use allow a different (concentrated) product to be diluted in the container."

Changes.  The proposed rule required the first statement, “Do not reuse or refill this container.” 

The second statement was added to address a common practice where pesticide applicators use plastic

jugs to hold rinsate that contains the pesticide on the label, which could be interpreted as a violation of a

“Do not reuse” statement.  W hile EPA has some concerns about the widespread storage of rinsate or other

pesticide-containing materials in pesticide containers (without proper management practices such as

marking the contents and date on the container), we acknowledge the day-to-day reality of pesticide

operations that sometimes there are materials such as rinsates or leftover tank mix that must be dealt with. 

W hile temporarily storing these materials in pesticide containers can create disposal problems if the

material is not managed properly and promptly, temporary storage is better than most of the other low-cost,

practical alternatives such as dumping the rinsate or leftover material.  Therefore, the second statement
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was added to provide some flexibility while still prohibiting the reuse of nonrefillable containers for materials

other than pesticides, including but not limited to water, food, feed and oil.  However, EPA does not believe

that household/residential pesticide users are likely to be able to properly manage rinsate and other

pesticide-containing materials in this way, so this statement cannot be used on household/residential use

products. 

The third statement was added in response to comments describing ready-to-use products in

containers that are intended to be sold or distributed only once, but that can be refilled by the end user with

a concentrate (a different product) and then diluted.  The third statement gives registrants the option to

continue distributing products in this way, but still provides end users with the message that these

containers should generally not be reused or refilled.

Comments - refill with concentrate.  Several commenters noted that a prohibition on reuse or refill

would make a common practice illegal.  Specifically, some ready-to-use products are distributed or sold in

containers that are intended to be sold or distributed only once (and therefore meet the definition of

nonrefillable containers).  However, these containers can be refilled by the end user (generally a household

user) with a concentrate and then diluted.  A few respondents suggested not requiring the reuse statement

on ready-to-use product containers and several others offered an alternative statement for these products.

EPA Response - refill with concentrate.   EPA agrees that the use of containers of ready-to-use

products to be refilled with a different product (that is a similar, but concentrated formulation) and diluted by

the end user should be allowed to continue.  In a relatively quick search of product labels, EPA found a

number of household/residential use herbicides with label directions that allowed this practice.  This

environmentally beneficial practice reduces the amount of packaging used and packaging waste produced,

since a smaller container can be used to distribute the concentrate.  Therefore, the final regulation includes

an alternative statement that allows this practice to continue.  Currently, we believe this situation is most

commonly used for household products, although the final regulations were written to allow any products

(not just household/residential use products) to be able to use the appropriate refill/reuse statement on their

labels.

Comments - water disinfectants.  An industry group suggested exempting products that are

formulated for use as potable water disinfectants from the nonrefillable container identifying statements

(and particularly the reuse statement).  This commenter claimed that containers used for potable water

disinfectants (e.g., sodium hypochlorite) may be safely reused and are ideal containers for emergency

supplies of potable water.

EPA Response - water disinfectants.  EPA disagrees with the exemption suggested by this

commenter.  EPA’s position is that it is generally inappropriate to reuse a pesticide container for any

purpose, unless it is specifically intended to be refilled and reused – even if the material sold or distributed

in the container is a drinking water disinfectant.  EPA believes that the potential for unintended exposure to

concentrated disinfectants – from confusion about whether a container holds water or the concentrated

disinfectant product – is significant enough to require the statement preventing reuse on label or container

of potable water disinfectants.

3. Recycling or Reconditioning Statement  

Final Regulations. Registrants must use at least one of the following statements:

(1) “Offer for recycling if available.”

(2) “Once cleaned, some agricultural plastic pesticide containers can be taken to a container

collection site or picked up for recycling.  To find the nearest site, contact your chemical dealer or

manufacturer or contact [a pesticide container recycling organization] at [phone number] or [web

site].”  For example, this statement could be “Once cleaned, some agricultural plastic pesticide

containers can be taken to a container collection site or picked up for recycling.  To find the nearest

site, contact your chemical dealer or manufacturer or contact the Ag Container Recycling Council
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(ACRC) at 1-877-952-2272 (toll-free) or www.acrecycle.org.”

(3) A recycling statement approved by EPA and published in an EPA document, such as a

Pesticide Registration Notice.

(4) An alternative recycling statement that has been reviewed and approved by EPA.

(5) “Offer for reconditioning if appropriate.”

Changes.  The final rule includes options for container recycling statements to account for

differences in the process for recycling different kinds of containers (e.g., aerosol cans or plastic jugs) and

differences in recycling among markets (agricultural or household).  In addition, the proposed rule specified

the statement “Offer for recycling if possible.”  In the final rule, EPA changed the word “possible” to

“available.”  Finally, EPA added a statement “Offer for reconditioning if appropriate” as an alternative.

Comments - recycling.  Several commenters addressed the issue of recycling.  A user group

supported the continued development of container collection and recycling programs.  A registrant

endorsed recycling but commented that the language must comply with Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

guidance.  A registrant group requested that the terms of PR Notice 94-2 “Recycling Empty Aerosol

Pesticide Containers” as amended by letter on June 9, 1994, be codified into regulation.  A State regulatory

agency urged EPA to specifically direct users to agricultural pesticide container collection programs to

prevent agricultural pesticide containers being offered for household recycling collection.  Another State

regulatory agency suggested a label statement requiring small rinsed containers to be delivered to State-

authorized container collection programs.  This commenter stated that use of the word “possible” would be

problematic because while it is “possible” for farmers to travel more than 100 miles to a recycling center, it

would be unreasonable to expect that.  A group of people involved with pesticide container recycling in

W ashington State submitted suggestions for changing the storage and disposal statements on pesticide

containers.  These comments specifically supported the efforts of the Ag Container Recycling Council

(ACRC) and recommended a statement that refers to the ACRC and provides the ACRC web site.

In response to the 2004 notice, four State regulatory agencies and a registrant group urged the

Agency to do more to encourage recycling of pesticide containers and to remove label references to

burning or burying containers.  A few State agencies noted efforts by ACRC, Earth 911 and the National

Pesticide Stewardship Alliance to promote recycling and reform label language.  These respondents noted

that the Agency needs to go further than what was proposed in the rule in order to improve labeling such

that burning and burying of containers is no longer allowed.

EPA Response - recycling.  EPA agrees with intent of the commenter who suggested codifying PR

Notice 94-2.  The third option included in the final rule – a recycling statement approved by EPA and

published in an EPA document – is included to account for PR Notice 94-2, other PR Notices, the label

review manual, and other documents.  

EPA agrees with the State regulatory agencies and W ashington container recycling group that it

may be beneficial to provide more specific information about pesticide container collection and recycling

programs in this statement, particularly for agricultural pesticide products.  Therefore, the final regulations

allow the use of a new recycling statement that provides details about how to obtain more information on

agricultural pesticide container collection and recycling programs such as the ACRC.  The ACRC is a non-

profit organization that promotes and supports the collection and recycling of plastic pesticide containers in

the U.S.  The collection and recycling programs conducted by the ACRC grew significantly during the

1990's, so EPA is adding this statement to reflect currently available programs (that were in the

developmental stage when the proposed regulations were being written).  For example, in 1993 the ACRC

collected about 2.5 million pounds of plastic containers.  In 2001, ACRC collected over 7 million pounds of

plastic containers, which represents about 25 percent of the plastic containers distributed by the ACRC

member companies.  (ACRC newsletter, Ref. 1, Summer 2002)  EPA has been told by ACRC recyclers

and member companies and by ACRC’s State partners that participation could be increased if the label

specifically referred to the ACRC program.  EPA hopes to encourage the recycling of pesticide containers

by including this recycling statement as an option.  EPA also recognizes the need for flexibility in the label

instructions, as other, equally effective organizations may come into existence in the future, and that the
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organization Earth 911 (www.earth911.org), a clearinghouse of information on household hazardous waste

disposal and recycling, may eventually include information resources specifically for managing agricultural

chemicals and containers.  

EPA agrees that the word “possible” may not be clear, and has replaced it with the word

“available.”  ACRC programs are available – that is, accessible – for agricultural pesticide users across

much of the U.S., but not all areas have local collection programs.  EPA believes that a reasonable

interpretation of “available” is that pesticide containers are collected at a location that is the same distance

or closer than the distance the user traveled to purchase the pesticides.  It is worth noting that the

statement “Offer for recycling if available” and the other statements in § 156.140(a)(3) give pesticide users

an option for managing the containers.  These statements do not require the recycling or reconditioning of

containers.  EPA believes that recycling or reconditioning pesticide containers is a responsible, preferable

way of managing pesticide containers.  W e encourage these practices to save resources and minimize the

amount of material being disposed, although there are other legal ways of managing the containers.

The final rule also includes the option for a registrant to offer an alternative recycling statement. 

This is intended to allow for the possibility of changes in the extent to which and the manner in which

pesticide containers are recycled over time.  EPA must review and approve an alternative recycling

statement before it can be placed on a pesticide label.  One part of our review will involve considering

whether the alternative statement is consistent with the FTC guidelines on environmental statements in 16

CFR Part 260, “Guides for the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims.” (Ref. 5)

(http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/edcams/eande/index.html)

EPA agrees with commenters that label language regarding burning and burying containers needs

to be improved and is engaged in discussions with stakeholders to address this issue.  Container disposal

instructions were not addressed in the proposed container and containment regulations and therefore are

outside the scope of the final regulations.  In addition, EPA staff are actively working on improving the label

manual.

Comments - reconditioning.  Many commenters on the proposed regulations, including container

manufacturer and registrant groups, stated that the regulations do not account for the reconditioning of

containers and opposed many proposed provisions because they would be problematic for reconditioning.

These respondents also commented that some containers are commonly reconditioned, particularly plastic

and steel drums holding non-agricultural pesticides.

EPA Response - reconditioning.  EPA added a statement about reconditioning to the final rule as

an alternative for containers that are commonly reconditioned.  The statement says “Offer for

reconditioning if appropriate” because reconditioning is a logical, reasonable option only for certain

containers – specifically drums – and not others, such as plastic jugs and aerosol cans.  EPA believes this

flexibility should alleviate some of the commenters’ concerns about the apparent disregard for

reconditioning. 

Comments - disposal.  A registrant commented that EPA's statement would further discourage

disposal of containers at solid waste facilities and provided alternative language to address this.  Another

registrant asked EPA to clarify if the current disposal statement should be used if recycling isn't an option

and urged EPA to revise the existing disposal statements.  A few State regulatory agencies addressed the

need for specific rinsing and disposal language.  One of them surveyed pesticide labels and reported some

problems they identified with the disposal statements.  The comments submitted by the group of people

involved with pesticide container recycling included suggestions that addressed the disposal of containers

and of leftover pesticide product.  This group of respondents recommended prohibiting the open burning

and landfilling of pesticide containers and also urged EPA to change labels to refer to State pesticide

disposal programs for the disposal of partially full pesticide containers.

EPA Response - disposal.  EPA disagrees that the proposed container recycling statement, or any

of the statements in the final rule, would discourage the acceptability of containers at solid waste facilities. 

http://(http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/edcams/eande/index.html)
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The statements are intended to encourage recycling as an alternative to disposal, but this should not affect

the status of cleaned, empty pesticide containers at solid waste facilities.  Specific rinsing instructions for

dilutable pesticide products in rigid containers were proposed and are included in the final regulations. 

However, EPA did not propose container or pesticide disposal statements in the 1994 proposed rule and,

therefore, this final rule does not include container or pesticide disposal statements.  For current EPA policy

on pesticide and container disposal statements, please see the Label Review Manual

(http://www.epa.gov/oppfead1/labeling/lrm/) and the PR Notices listed in Unit IX.A.

4. Batch Code

Final Regulations.  A lot number, or other code used by the registrant or producer to identify the

batch of the pesticide product, is required for each nonrefillable container either on the label or the

container.

Changes.  The text specifying a lot number or other code in the final rule is identical to the text in

the proposal.  In the final rule, though, the introductory paragraph was modified to clarify that the lot

number/batch code could be placed anywhere on the label or durably (not permanently) marked on the

container.

Comments.  Several commenters noted that requiring the batch code to be permanently marked 

would make the container a custom unit and would cause complications to reconditioning drums.  A few of

the commenters supported requiring batch codes, but stated they should not have to be permanent.  A

registrant group opposed requiring a batch code, stating that it offers little or no benefit, and requested EPA

to allow industrial biocide registrants to place the batch code on the label if it is required.

EPA Response.  EPA believes that several modifications to the final rule address the concerns of

the commenters.  First, the proposed rule would have allowed the lot number/batch code to be on the label

or the container.  The final rule was modified to clarify this point, because several commenters, including

the biocide registrant cited above, seemed to misinterpret where the batch code could be located.  Second,

the final rule was changed to specify durable marking rather than permanent marking, and specifically lists

ink jetting and stamping as acceptable means of marking the containers.  This change eliminates the

concerns of commenters that EPA was requiring batch numbers to be placed on the container in a way that

would “dedicate” a container to that particular batch, thereby precluding the container from being

reconditioned.  EPA disagrees that batch codes offer little or no benefit.  W e maintain the position stated in

the preamble of the proposed rule that batch codes would facilitate the safe use of containers by allowing

EPA, other regulators and pesticide registrants to identify and trace pesticides that are determined to be

adulterated, unstable, off specification or otherwise defective.

D.  Statements Required for Refillable Containers (§ 156.140(b))

Final Regulations.  For refillable containers, one of the following statements is required on the label

or the container:

(1) "Refillable Container.  Refill this container with pesticide only.  Do not reuse this container for

any other purpose."

(2) "Refillable Container.  Refill this container with [common chemical name] only.  Do not reuse

this container for any other purpose."

If the statement is on the label, it must be placed under the “Storage and Disposal” heading.  If the

statement is put on the container, the label must include an appropriate referral statement under the

“Storage and Disposal” heading.

Changes.  The proposed rule specified only the first statement.  In response to comments, the

second statement was added to the final rule as an option to accommodate containers that may be filled

http://(http://www.epa.gov/oppfead1/labeling/lrm/)
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with a chemical that has both pesticidal and non-pesticidal uses.  Also, the phrase “Refillable container”

was added to both statements to allow pesticide users, registrants and government regulators to clearly

identify whether a container is nonrefillable or refillable.  The final rule specifies that if the statement is

placed on the label (rather than on the container), it must be placed under the “Storage and Disposal”

heading.  EPA added this language to reinforce the requirement in § 156.10(i)(2)(ix) for the instructions in

Subpart H to appear under the “Storage and Disposal” heading.  Lastly, the final rule was revised to require

a referral statement on the label if the statement is placed on the container.  An example of an appropriate

referral statement is “Refilling limitations are on the container.”  The referral statement will provide

information to allow users who look for refill prohibitions in the storage and disposal section of the label to

find the information.

Comments.  A few commenters stated that the proposed statement would be problematic for

pesticides other than agricultural pesticides sold and distributed in minibulk containers.  A representative of

a registrant described the impact the regulations would have on “commodity chemicals,” that is, chemicals

which have both pesticidal and non-pesticidal uses.  Such containers may be dedicated to the same

chemical, but the product may be sometimes used in non-pesticidal products.  Under the proposed

statement, once a refillable container was filled with a commodity chemical for pesticidal use, that container

could not be used for approved grades and formulations of the same commodity chemical for non-

pesticidal use.  This commenter recommended the following statement as an alternative: “This container

may be refilled with [chemical name] only.  Do not reuse this container for any other purpose.”  A registrant

recommended a similar statement (“Refill this container only with [name of product].”) for sanitizers and

disinfectants, claiming that such products are generally not considered pesticides and that their containers

are usually designed for one product.  Another registrant responded that the proposed statement may be

problematic for tanker trucks or seatainers which may be rented and, therefore, not necessarily dedicated

to pesticides.

EPA Response.  EPA’s intention in the proposed rule was to prohibit the reuse of containers in

ways that pose unacceptable risks, and not to prevent the legitimate reuse of sound containers. 

Consequently, we added a second option for the reuse statement that is similar to the one suggested by

the commenter representing the concerns about commodity chemicals.  This alternative statement would

provide registrants the flexibility to label containers for a certain chemical, identified by its common

chemical name, which could be used for both pesticide and non-pesticide formulations.  EPA believes this

statement should also address the commenter’s request for an alternative statement for sanitizers and

disinfectants.  Tanker trucks are not regulated as containers within the scope of this rule.  EPA reminds

registrants that the statement restricting reuse of refillable containers may be placed on the label under the

directions for “Storage and Disposal” or it may be durably marked on the container.  See PR Notice 97-5 for

EPA’s policy on the use of common names for pesticide active ingredients.

E.  Residue Removal Instructions - General (§ 156.144)

Final Regulations.  Unless exempt from these requirements, the label of each pesticide product

must have instructions on the removal of pesticide residue prior to disposal, as specified in §§ 156.146 and

156.156.  The regulations in §156.144 include the following specifications:

• Residue removal statements are required for both nonrefillable and refillable containers.

• Residue removal statements must be placed under the heading “Storage and Disposal”.

• Residential/household use pesticide products are exempt from the residue removal statement

requirements.

• EPA may modify or waive the residue removal requirements or permit or require alternative

labeling statements.

Changes.  The most significant change to this section is that the final rule exempts

residential/household use pesticide products from the residue removal statement requirements.  The

proposed rule would have applied to the labels of all products, regardless of the pesticide market in which

they are sold, distributed and used.  EPA also made a few minor changes in the final rule.  The proposed
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rule specified a subheading entitled “Container Cleaning” under the heading “Storage and Disposal.”  In the

final rule, EPA deleted this subheading because it is unnecessary.  Section 156.144(b) regarding

placement of the residue removal statements was shortened by deleting the reference to Directions for

Use, which isn’t necessary.  EPA believes requiring the statements to be placed under the heading

“Storage and Disposal” is sufficient because § 156.10(i)(2)(ix) requires this heading to be included in the

directions for use.  Finally, a few editorial changes were made to shorten the phrase “residue removal

statements and instructions” to “residue removal instructions” to be more precise and consistent.  The rest

of the requirements of  § 156.144 are identical to those in the proposed rule.

Comments - Container Cleaning Subheading.  One registrant asked EPA to clarify that the

“Storage and Disposal” heading isn’t required for household products and commented that the “Container

Cleaning” subheading isn’t necessary.

EPA Response - Container Cleaning Subheading.  EPA agrees with the commenter that the 

“Container Cleaning” subheading isn’t necessary.  The “Storage and Disposal” instructions are generally

short enough that pesticide users will easily be able to find the container cleaning instructions without

including the words “Container Cleaning.”  EPA’s policy for household products remains as stated in the

Label Review Manual: 

“All products, except products labeled for home and garden use by homeowners, must bear the

heading ‘STORAGE AND DISPOSAL.’ However, the heading is recommended for homeowner

products to assist in locating these instructions. The terms ‘household,’ ‘homeowner,’ and

‘domestic use’ are used interchangeably throughout this chapter [of the Label Review Manual] and

mean the same thing for purposes of this chapter.”

Comments - household products.  Many commenters, primarily State agencies, supported

requiring household products to have label instructions on cleaning before disposal.  These respondents

cited several; reasons for regulating household products, including: such regulation would reduce exposure

for waste handlers; the hazard is the same, regardless of who purchases the container; all sectors of the

pesticide market should be treated equally; and it would minimize exposure to children, pets, and others.  A

few State regulatory agencies suggested including only a subset of household pesticides, i.e., those for the

lawn and garden market (not disinfectants) and those which present the same level of risk as other

pesticides.

Many respondents (registrant groups, registrants, and a State regulatory agency) commented that

the proposed residue removal label language is inappropriate for household products and cited the

following reasons: 

• The proposed language is too wordy and too complex for household products and users;

• The residue removal procedures generally aren't appropriate for household pesticides; 

• Some of the terminology, e.g., “application equipment,” isn't applicable to some household uses; 

• The addition of language presents space and cost issues to the registrant; 

• Pressure rinsing small containers is inappropriate; and 

• Having household users store rinsate for later use is not a sound practice.

In addition to the specific concerns about the proposed residue removal instructions, some

commenters provided more general reasons for opposing the proposed approach, including the following

claims:

• Triple rinsing household products will vastly increase consumers’ water consumption, wasting a

precious resource;

• Triple rinsing should be reserved for more toxic, concentrated pesticides;

• Rinsing instructions would create “information overload,” making them likely to be ignored or

misunderstood by consumer;

• Many disinfectants and sanitizers are meant to go down the drain and are rapidly degradable,
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easily removed or neutralized;

• EPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs would be overloaded with waiver requests;

• Household, nonrefillable containers already have cramped labels; and

• Rinsing instructions should apply only to agricultural pesticides.

Most of these commenters requested EPA to exempt household products from the residue

removal label requirements or, if we do not exempt household products, to allow alternative residue

removal procedures.  Several of the respondents recommended alternative instructions, and did not

request exemptions.  The alternative residue removal instructions recommended by commenters included:

• "Rinse bottle thoroughly until rinse water is clear.  Place bottle in trash or recycle if facilities exist in

your area." (For antimicrobial products, from several registrants and a registrant group)

• "Immediately after using the last of the product, rinse bottle thoroughly until rinse water is clear. 

Use the rinse water to dilute the concentrate in the sprayer tank, or pour rinse water around the

treatment area.  Repeat this process two more times."  (For consumer use outdoor products, from

a registrant group)

•  "Immediately after using the last of the product, rinse container thoroughly with diluent until rinsate

is clear.  Use the rinsate to dilute the concentrate in application equipment.  Any excess rinsate

should be applied in the treatment area." (For non-agricultural products, from a registrant) 

• "After this container is empty, partially fill it with water, recap it and shake it vigorously.  Use the

rinse water in your sprayer or pour it onto area where product will be applied.  Place the empty

bottle in the trash or recycle it if possible in your area."  (For household use products, from a

registrant)

Two registrants and a registrant association commented on the 2004 notice that the proposed rule

conflicts with the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) rule for low viscosity hydrocarbons which

requires that certain household products have sprayer attachments permanently affixed to the container,

which would prevent triple rinsing. 

EPA Response - household products.  FIFRA section 19(f) mandates “regulations prescribing

procedures and standards for the removal of pesticides from containers prior to disposal” and says that

EPA “may, at the discretion of the Administrator, exempt products intended solely for household use” from

these requirements.  In the proposed rule, EPA chose not to exercise this discretion and proposed to

require cleaning instructions on the labels of household products because the preamble of the proposed

rule stated that, in many instances, the same pesticide product in the same container is sold for agricultural

or industrial use, as well as for use in the home, yard, or garden.  

The 1999 Supplemental Notice (Ref. 53) stated that the changes in scope would only apply to the

container standards and that:

“EPA believes that it is appropriate to have container cleaning and disposal instructions on the

labels of all pesticides because of safety and environmental protection considerations for recycling

operations.  It is necessary for pesticide containers to be properly emptied and cleaned prior to

being recycled to protect workers who handle the recyclable material and to prevent releases of

pesticides to the environment.  Because pesticide containers from all segments of the pesticide

industry are currently being recycled, container cleaning and disposal instructions are needed on

the labels of all pesticides. ...”

During the development of the final PR Notice 2001-6, “Disposal Instructions on Non-Antim icrobial,

Residential/Household Use Pesticide Product Labels,” however, EPA decided to change this position for

non-antimicrobial, residential/household use pesticide products.  (Ref. 49) As stated in PR Notice 2001-6: 

“Specific instructions to consumers to rinse their empty containers have been left out of these

revised instructions.  Experience has shown that many consumers are confused by rinsing

procedures and often incorrectly dispose of the rinse water down the drain or down sewers.  States
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have reported some detections of pesticides in drinking water that appear, in some cases, to be

linked to disposal or rinsing in residential waste water systems.  In addition, storage of rinsate is

highly discouraged because of the absence of adequate labeling or packaging.  There is also the

potential risk of adverse chemical reactions occurring when products are poured down drains,

singly, or in combination with other products.”

One potential solution that EPA considered but rejected when finalizing PR Notice 2001-6 was to

require rinsing of non-antimicrobial, residential/household use pesticide containers and to include

instructions on the label for how to manage the rinse water.  For example, the label statement in PR Notice

2001-6 could have instructed the user to add the rinse water to the pesticide mixture that will be applied, or

if that isn’t feasible, the rinse water could be applied to a site on the label in accordance with the other label

provisions.  EPA rejected this option because it could confuse consumers, it could lead to the storage of

rinse water in the absence of adequate labeling or packaging, and it would require several additional

sentences on an already crowded label.

Therefore, EPA has decided to omit rinsing instructions from the label directions specified for non-

antimicrobial, residential/household pesticide products in PR Notice 2001-6.  In markets where empty

containers of these pesticides are recyclable, it is assumed that the recycling programs will provide

consumers with instructions to rinse the containers if the recycling program believes it is necessary. 

Additionally, if a manufacturer wants to include a rinsing statement on the labels of these pesticides, EPA

would consider such a request.  However, if a manufacturer chooses to include a rinsing statement, it

should also include instructions about how to manage the rinse water.

In the final rule, EPA is continuing the policy to omit rinsing instructions from the label directions for

non-antimicrobial, residential/household pesticide products.  In addition, EPA decided to extend this policy

to antimicrobial, residential/household pesticide products in the final rule.  Antimicrobial products were not

included in the scope of PR Notice 2001-6 because of differences of opinions on the disposal statements in

the PR Notice, not because of problems with applying the no-rinsing policy to household/residential

antimicrobial products.  EPA believes that some of the same concerns about household/residential

pesticide users, including users being confused and trying to prevent the storage of rinsate, apply equally to

antimicrobial and non-antimicrobial products used by these household/residential pesticide users. 

Several commenters stated that a CPSC rule for low viscosity hydrocarbons would require certain

household products to have spray attachments permanently affixed to the container, which would prevent

triple rinsing.  The pesticide container labeling regulations should not conflict with the CPSC rule because

final rule exempts residential/household use pesticide products from the residue removal statement

requirements.  If pesticide products other than household products are subject to the CPSC rule, §

165.144(d) provides registrants the option to seek a modification to or waiver from this requirement if

rinsing is not appropriate. 

Comments - exempt other pesticide products.  Several commenters – registrant groups and

registrants – urged EPA to exempt industrial and institutional antimicrobial products in addition to

household products, claiming that the same concerns apply to industrial and institutional products.  In

addition, one of the registrants commented that many of its antimicrobial products are regulated as

sanitizers for food contact surfaces and, as such, each formulation is covered by a food additive petition.  In

addition, a registrant requested an exemption for industrial biocides, stating that the proposed language

isn’t appropriate because biocides are typically metered instead of poured and rinsate could not be handled

as proposed.

EPA Response - exempt other pesticide products.  EPA disagrees with the commenters’

recommendation that industrial and institutional antimicrobial products (that are dilutable and sold or

distributed in rigid containers) should be exempt from the residue removal instructions.  EPA generally

maintains our position stated in the supplemental notice that it is appropriate to have container cleaning

and disposal instructions on the labels of all pesticides because of safety and environmental protection

considerations for recycling operations.  As explained above, one exception to this position is that rinsing
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instructions are no longer required on the labels of household/residential use products, a position that is

specifically allowed by the statute in section 19(f)(1)©.  EPA does not believe that it is appropriate to

generally exempt all industrial and institutional products from the residue removal label statement

requirements, although § 156.144(d) provides registrants the option to seek a modification to or waiver

from this requirement if rinsing a specific product is not appropriate.

Comments - rinsate management for household pesticides.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA requested

comments on several potential issues with household users rinsing containers, including whether

household end users would be likely to add the rinsate to the use solution, the possibility of including

rinsate management options on the label, the effectiveness of an educational outreach program targeting

households, and the acceptability of other rinsate management options available to households, such as

disposing of rinsate in the trash or pouring it down the drain.

Several commenters (registrants and a registrant group) supported pouring rinsates down the drain

as an acceptable disposal method for some products.  For example, some antimicrobials are formulated

for the product to go down the drain, so the rinsate shouldn't pose an unreasonable risk.  A registrant

association expressed concern about increasing household user exposure during rinsing or pouring the

rinsate on the ground or down the drain.  Some commenters opposed allowing rinsates to be poured down

the drain.  A waste water treatment facility  commented that they already have a toxicity problem with

organophosphate pesticides in the treated water and expressed concern that instructing household users

to pour rinsate down the drain would increase the amount of pesticide in the waste water.  A few registrants

opposed pouring rinsate down the drain and suggested alternative management options.  Several State

regulatory agencies opposed disposing of rinsate down the drain and a few also opposed disposing of the

rinsate in the trash.  Some commenters (registrants, registrant groups, and a State regulatory agency)

opposed instructing household users to store rinsate for later use because it "is an invitation to accidental

exposure."  Many commenters suggested alternative methods for managing rinsate (other than pouring

down drain or disposing in trash.)  These alternatives included: (1) adding the rinsate to the spray mixture;

(2) pouring/spraying the rinsate on area of application; (3) dispose of unrinsed containers in the; (4)

dispose of unrinsed containers at household hazardous waste programs; (5) registrants should include

detailed label instructions about how to manage rinsate; and (6) package household products to minimize

the generation of rinsate, e.g., small gel packs.

Two State regulatory agencies and a registrant commented that the label should include detailed

instructions for managing the rinsate because a household user educational program would be too costly

and not practical.  Two other State regulatory agencies and a registrant group  supported an educational

program directed at household users.  A few other State regulatory agencies supported both including

detailed rinsate management instructions on the label and conducting an educational program.  One of

them suggested providing incentives, e.g., reduced registration fees, for registrants who develop programs.

EPA Response - rinsate management for household pesticides. These issues were considered and

debated during the development of PR Notice 2001-6, “Disposal Instructions on Non-Antim icrobial,

Residential/Household Use Pesticide Product Labels.”  As discussed above, EPA decided not to specify a

rinsing for household pesticides in PR Notice 2001-6, partly because of concerns about rinsate

management.

F. Residue Removal Instructions for Nonrefillable Containers - General  (§ 156.146)

Final Regulations.  Section 156.146 sets out the residue removal instructions for nonrefillable

containers.  The label of a product must comply with these instructions if all of the following criteria are met:

• The product must comply with the residue removal instructions based on § 156.144 (i.e., it is not a

residential/household product, EPA has not waived the requirement, or EPA has not established an

alternative requirement);

• The product is dilutable (it could be a liquid or a solid); and

• The product is distributed or sold in a nonrefillable container that is rigid.
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The preamble to the proposed rule stated that EPA was holding sections in reserve for residue

removal instructions for other formulation/container combinations, such as dilutable products in non-rigid

containers.  W hile EPA may address other kinds of nonrefillable containers in the future, the final rule

establishes residue removal instructions only for dilutable products in rigid nonrefillable containers.

The labels of dilutable products that are subject to this requirement and that are sold or distributed

in rigid, nonrefillable containers must comply with the following standards:

• A statement instructing the user to clean the container promptly after emptying is mandatory;

• Triple rinsing instructions are mandatory;

• Pressure rinsing instructions are optional; and

• A registrant must obtain EPA approval before including a rinsing procedure that specifies a diluent

other than water.

These requirements are discussed in more detail in Units IX.G through IX.K. below.

Changes.  The final regulation includes several changes from the proposal.  The most significant

changes are that the final rule requires registrants to place the triple rinse instructions on all labels and

provides registrants the option to also include the pressure-rinse instructions.  The proposed rule gave

registrants the option to include either triple rinsing or pressure rinsing or both.  Based on comments, EPA

changed the final rule because triple rinsing is always possible, whereas pressure rinsing requires specific

equipment.  Other substantial changes to the residue removal instructions include:

• Adding the phrase “or equivalent” as an option so labels allow equivalent means of rinsing

containers.  This was added to account for systems (such as closed system rinsing or home-made

pressure rinsing systems) that are designed to clean containers thoroughly but do not technically

triple rinse the containers.  This change was made to the statement identifying when containers

must be rinsed and is discussed in more detail in Unit IX.G.

• Both the triple rinse and pressure rinse procedures were modified so they would take less time. 

For example, the length of time for draining and shaking the containers were reduced.  These

changes are intended to make the procedures more practical and therefore more likely to be

followed by end users.  These changes are discussed in more detail in Unit IX.H.

Numerous other minor modifications, which are described in Units IX.G - IX.K, were made to the

residue removal instructions for nonrefillable containers.

Comments - rinsing directions on label.  Some respondents, including State regulatory agencies,

registrants, a registrant group and a grower group, supported the requirement for specific language for

proper rinsing on pesticide labels.  A few of these commenters stated that the detailed language should

provide the necessary guidance for pesticide users (a grower group) and should facilitate applicators

producing cleaner containers (a State regulatory agency).  A few commenters (a State regulatory agency

and a registrant) supported maintaining the current cleaning statement of "Triple rinse (or equivalent)" 

because it is sufficient if followed and it offers flexibility.  Some registrants and registrant groups opposed

the proposed rinsing language because it is too long and would be difficult to fit on existing labels without

significant and costly changes.  One registrant group requested an exemption for small containers (those

12 ounces and smaller) because of the difficulty of adding language to small labels and a registrant

suggested including proper rinsing procedures on an accompanying brochure rather than the label.

EPA Response - rinsing directions on label.  EPA is maintaining the intent expressed in the

preamble of the proposed rule: to establish detailed triple rinse and pressure rinse procedures to clearly

communicate the elements of the cleaning procedure that are critical to rinsing efficiency.  EPA believes it

is necessary to include the rinsing procedure on the label attached to the container rather than in a

separate brochure to ensure that it is available to the person using the pesticide.  EPA agrees with the

commenters that including the phase (or equivalent) that is on current labels is beneficial and the final rule
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adds this phrase as an option to the “rinse promptly” statement.  Lastly, EPA believes it is necessary and

advantageous to include a detailed description of the rinse procedure on the label, despite the fact that it is

longer than the current rinse guidance (“Triple rinse (or equivalent)”).  W e believe that it is important to

provide key details such as how much water to add and to explain what triple rinsing means, so that

information is available to all pesticide users – not just those who have an attached brochure or those who

have been trained.  The regulations in § 165.144(d) include a modification/waiver provision that would allow

EPA to deal with potential problem situations (e.g., extremely small labels) on a case-by-case basis, so a

blanket exception for small rigid containers with dilutable products isn’t necessary.

Comments - which procedure?  The proposed rule would have required the placement of either the

triple rinse or the pressure rinse procedure on the label, with the option of including both.  The preamble

requested comments on this approach.  The following comments addressed this question.

Both procedures:  Several State regulatory agencies and a registrant group supported including

both triple  and pressure rinsing instructions on labels.  A few of these commenters pointed out that

pressure rinsing alone is not available to all applicators.

Alternative approach:  A few dealer groups recommended using the statement "Pressure rinse or

triple rinse" so users and dealers will not have to worry about having both rinse systems available.

Either or both procedures:  A registrant group supported the approach of allowing the registrant to

put either or both of the statements on the label, because pressure rinsing would not be appropriate for

institutional products and including both would crowd the label.

Limit pressure rinsing:  Some commenters, including registrants, registrant groups, and a State

regulatory agency, expressed concern about household users pressure rinsing small containers.  Many of

these respondents suggested excluding pressure rinsing from household product labels.  A registrant

group also added institutional and industrial products to this suggested exclusion.  Similarly, another

registrant group commented that pressure rinsing is not common in the institutional sector.   Alternatively, a

few registrant groups and a registrant recommended that pressure rinsing instructions be permitted only on

containers with capacities larger than one gallon.

Decision making process:  Some registrants and registrant groups commented that EPA implies

that some sort of decision making process must be used to determine if triple rinsing, pressure rinsing, or

both should be included and requested EPA to clarify this.  For example, does a container have to meet a

six 9's standard by a laboratory pressure rinsing test for pressure rinsing instructions to be included on the

label?  If so, EPA has to specify the pressure rinsing test procedure.

Effectiveness of procedures:  Several commenters addressed the efficacy of pressure rinsing vs.

triple rinsing.  A registrant group and two registrants commented that pressure rinsing should be

recommended on labels only if it has been shown to be as effective as triple rinsing.  Another registrant

stated that their studies (in addition to the work of other companies) shows that pressure rinsing is not as

effective as triple rinsing.  A State regulatory agency commented that pressure rinsing is a more effective

method of cleaning containers.

Advantages of pressure rinsing:  A State regulatory agency and a registrant commented that

pressure rinsing is advantageous to the pesticide users because it is a faster procedure.

EPA Response - which procedure?  EPA agrees with several of the points made by commenters,

in particular, that pressure rinsing alone is not available to all applicators, that pressure rinsing isn’t

appropriate for certain containers based on the pesticide market and/or container size, and that pressure 

rinsing is attractive to pesticide users because it is a faster procedure.  Therefore, EPA changed the

approach so the final regulation requires labels to include the triple rinse procedure and gives registrants

the option to also include the pressure rinse procedure.  This approach provides a rinse procedure (triple 

rinsing) that all pesticide users can follow.  It also gives registrants the option to include pressure rinsing if
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they believe it is appropriate (with EPA concurrence during the review of labels), which is preferable to

establishing criteria for appropriate (or inappropriate) pressure rinsing situations in the regulations. 

 EPA believes that both triple rinsing and pressure rinsing are effective ways for users to clean

most containers (with possible exceptions for size and other situations) in the field.  This conclusion is

based on the rinsing studies described in Reference XX and on the field experience of people who have

inspected containers over the past decade of pesticide container recycling programs.  One registrant group

provided comprehensive comments during the 2004 reopening of the comment period based on the

ACRC’s experience over the past 10 years.  This commenter described ACRC’s efforts to assess and

control the risk from using the recycled plastic and noted that, since ACRC’s inception in 1992, there have

been no reports of incidents where public health or safety has been compromised as a result of exposure

to the minimal residues found in recycled plastic pesticide containers.  This registrant group also stated that

ACRC’s experience with recycling clean, rinsed one way pesticide containers for more than a decade leads

them to believe that residue removal is an issue of instructing applicators to triple or pressure rinse

containers immediately after use.

EPA’s goal is to establish a situation where all containers are adequately cleaned before they are

recycled, disposed, or otherwise managed.  As stated in Unit V.H.1, one regulatory contribution to

achieving this goal is ensuring that pesticide users have access to clear, detailed instructions for how to

clean the containers.  In the final rule, pesticide labels must include triple rinse instructions and may also

include pressure rinse instructions.  

Another regulatory contribution is to ensure the use of container designs and formulations that

facilitate effective residue removal, which is the intent of the residue removal standard for nonrefillable

containers in § 165.25(f).  The residue removal test procedure requires containers to be triple rinsed.  In

this case, triple rinsing is used as an indication of how easily the pesticide can be removed from the

container.  The residue removal test procedure does not require containers to be pressure rinsed nor is it

intended to evaluate whether triple rinsing or pressure rinsing is more effective for a certain container and

pesticide formulation.  Therefore, the decision of whether or not to include pressure rinsing instructions on

the pesticide label is not tied to the results of laboratory residue removal testing.  Instead, registrants have

the option to include pressure rinsing if they believe it is appropriate (with EPA concurrence during the

review of labels).

There are other integral parts to achieving the goal of having clean containers before they are

disposed or recycled, including educating pesticide users on the importance of rinsing and the proper

procedures, potential spot checks/inspections to ensure that the labels and regulations are being complied

with, and creating an incentive for pesticide users to comply (or a disincentive for non-compliance).  EPA

looks forward to working with all stakeholders, including State regulatory agencies, pesticide registrants,

distributors and dealers, pesticide users, pesticide educators, and trade associations in accomplishing this

goal.

Comments - concerns with rigid/dilutable category.  A registrant group and a registrant expressed

concern about rinsing some types of containers for dry dilutable pesticides, mainly fiber canisters and

fiberboard cartons, because they could disintegrate.  The registrant requested an exemption for such

containers.  Another registrant commented that bag-in-box containers cannot be rinsed according to the

proposed rinsing procedures and that attempting to do so would greatly increase worker exposure.

EPA Response - concerns with rigid/dilutable category.  EPA disagrees with the commenters who

expressed concern about rinsing fiber canisters and fiberboard cartons.  EPA believes that these kinds of

rigid containers have sufficient structural strength to withstand contact with water for about a minute.  In

addition, many fiber and fiberboard containers are coated to provide moisture resistance.  Dry dilutable

products that are distributed and sold in rigid fiber canisters or rigid fiberboard cartons must have the

residue removal instructions on their labels.

On the other hand, EPA has determined that containers that are designed with a flexible bag (such
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as flexible plastic) within a fiberboard box do not fit into the category of rigid containers.  The part of the

container that is in direct contact with the pesticide product is the bag, which is flexible.  EPA acknowledges

that the outer box, which provides structural support, is an integral part of the container.  However, the

design allows for alternative container management options, such as removing the bag for disposal (a

smaller volume of packaging that has contacted the pesticide) and recycling the fiberboard box, which has

not been in contact with the pesticide.  This option may or may not be preferable to rinsing the flexible bag

within the fiberboard box; EPA has not yet made this assessment.  This is the kind of analysis and

consideration that EPA will undertake before establishing residue removal procedures for other

formulation/container types.

Similarly, EPA has determined that water-soluble packaging does not fit in the category of rigid

containers.  The part of this kind of packaging that is in direct contact with the pesticide is the water-soluble

film, which is flexible.  These water-soluble packets are then generally placed in rigid outer boxes or

canisters, which are integral parts of the containers.  However, the outer (secondary) part of the package

does not come into contact with the pesticide, so it should not need to be rinsed.

Comments - other formulation/container types.  A registrant group and a registrant commented that

aerosol containers should be exempt because residue removal procedures are not appropriate for them.  A

few registrants commented that ready-to-use products shouldn't be required to have residue removal

instructions.  One of them asked EPA to clarify this or exempt ready-to-use pesticides.  Another registrant

requested an exemption for a nondilutable product because it has a very small label.  A State regulatory

agency suggested vacuuming as a residue removal procedure for fiber containers because the package

wouldn't be destroyed, would be solid waste, and would be less likely to be burned.

EPA Response - other formulation/container types.  The preamble to the proposed rule stated that

EPA was holding sections of the regulations in reserve for residue removal instructions for

formulation/container combinations other than dilutable products in rigid containers, including but not

limited to dilutable products in non-rigid containers (such as wettable powders in flexible bags), ready-to-

use products in rigid containers and aerosol containers.  W hile EPA may add residue removal instructions

for other kinds of nonrefillable containers in the future, EPA did not receive information during the comment

period to warrant establishing cleaning procedures for other kinds of containers.  Therefore, the final rule

establishes residue removal instructions only for dilutable products in rigid nonrefillable containers.

Comments - other.  A few grower groups pointed out that they encourage farmers to triple or

pressure rinse containers.  A registrant commented that labels are generally intimidating to consumers and

are difficult to understand.  A registrant group asked EPA to provide clear guidance of “triple rinse or

equivalent.”  A State regulatory agency suggested that the rinse requirements should be placed in a readily-

seen and recognizable area of the label.  A container manufacturer group recommended using graphic

illustrations and written instructions.  A registrant suggested using the European pressure rinsing apparatus

as an alternative procedure.

EPA Response - other.  EPA included the phrase “or equivalent” to the triple rinsing instructions to

account for systems (such as the European pressure rinsing apparatus) that are designed to clean

containers thoroughly but do not technically triple rinse the containers.  The rinsing instructions are required

to be in the “Directions for Use” section of the label, but other than that, the registrants have flexibility on

label design.  EPA agrees that combining graphic illustrations with written instructions may be useful but we

are not requiring it. 

G. Timing of the Residue Removal Procedure (§ 156.146(a))

Final Regulations. For products that are subject to the requirements for residue removal

instructions, the label of each nonrefillable container must include one of the following statements:

(1) “Clean container promptly after emptying.”

(2) “Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying.”



 An empty container is defined in § 261.7(b)(2) for a compressed gas and in § 261.7(b)(3) for an
2

acutely hazardous waste.
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(3) “Triple rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after emptying.”

The statement about timing must immediately precede the rinsing instructions and must be consistent with

the rinsing instructions (triple rinse or both triple  and pressure rinse) that are include on the label.

Changes.  This section of the final rule includes three changes from the proposed regulation.  First,

the proposed requirement to rinse “immediately” after emptying was replaced in the final rule by requiring

the container to be rinsed “promptly” after emptying it.  Second, the final rule adds the phrase “(or

equivalent)” to the two statements that identify a specific cleaning procedure, e.g., triple rinsing.  Third, the

proposed rule included four options for statements to include on the label.  EPA is not finalizing one of

these statements in the final rule – “Pressure rinse container immediately after emptying.” – because it is

no longer needed.  The final rule does not allow pressure rinsing to be the only procedure listed on the

label, so this statement is irrelevant. 

Comments - clean promptly.  Some State regulatory agencies supported the statement regarding

the timing of rinsing, stating that it should improve the management of the containers.  Two other State

regulatory agencies stated that, based on results from their container collection and recycling programs in

the early 1990's, it is obvious that not all containers are rinsed “immediately.”  A registrant group suggested

using the phrase “reasonably promptly” rather than “immediately” to account for industrial situations where

it’s not practical to rinse “immediately” such as when multiple oil wells are treated from the same drum of

an industrial biocide and rinsing equipment is not available.  An agricultural pesticide registrant supported

immediate rinsing in a farm context so that the rinsate could be added to the application mixture, but noted

that clean water may not be available at every loading site.

EPA Response - clean promptly.  EPA considers the timing of the residue removal procedure to be

a critical factor in effectiveness, and is maintaining the approach in the proposed rule that requires users to

rinse containers within a certain (short) time period after emptying them.  W hen rinsing is not performed

soon after emptying the container, the residue can dry and adhere to the inside and outside of the

container, and is then more difficult to remove.  Containers with dried residue are likely to be rejected by

pesticide container recycling and collection programs as well as at solid waste landfills.

EPA acknowledges that there is some ambiguity in the proposed terms “immediately” and “empty”

and the final terms “promptly” and “empty.”  The following discussion is intended to provide additional

clarification.

Some pesticide product remains adhered to the interior walls of a container even after the majority

of the material has been removed by pouring it from a plastic jug or pumping it from a drum – which is why

the containers need to be rinsed.  To prevent a pesticide user from arguing that the product adhered to the

interior walls means the container is not “empty,” we believe it is reasonable to use the description of empty

container as defined in 40 CFR 261.7(b)(1) for containers that have held hazardous waste other than a

compressed gas or an acutely hazardous waste.   The relevant regulatory language in 40 CFR 261.7(b)(1)2

is:

A container or an inner liner removed from a container that has held any hazardous waste, except

a waste that is a compressed gas or that is identified as an acute hazardous waste... is empty if:

(i) All wastes have been removed that can be removed using the practices commonly employed to

remove materials from that type of container, e.g., pouring, pumping, and aspirating, and 

(ii) No more than 2.5 centimeters (one inch) of residue remain on the bottom of the container or

inner liner, or
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(iii)(A) No more than 3 percent by weight of the total capacity of the container remains in the

container or inner liner if the container is less than or equal to 110 gallons in size, or

(B) No more than 0.3 percent by weight of the total capacity of the container remains in the

container or inner liner if the container is greater than 110 gallons in size.  

For example, a plastic 2.5-gallon jug is empty if the pesticide has been poured from it and the

condition in either paragraph (ii) or (iii)(A) is satisfied.  As another example, a 55-gallon drum is empty if the

pesticide has been pumped from it and the condition in either paragraph (ii) or (iii)(A) is satisfied.  Once the

container is empty, the label directions instruct the end user to clean, triple rinse, or pressure rinse the

container.

It is worth noting that if a pesticide container does not meet this definition of empty and if the

dilutable pesticide is regulated as a hazardous waste (other than an acutely hazardous waste), the

container is fully regulated as a hazardous waste, including but not limited to accumulation time limits, land

disposal restrictions, and specified disposal standards.

EPA believes that requiring pesticide users to rinse containers promptly after emptying them is the

best approach for the final rule.  Specifying that the containers are cleaned “promptly” accomplishes the

goal of rinsing them soon after they are emptied – and before the residue dries in the containers.  Also,

“prompt” rinsing provides a little more flexibility than “immediate” rinsing.  As an example, consider a

pesticide applicator who pours product from one container, sets it down to pour out another container, and

then rinses both containers.  Technically, this could be considered a violation if the label specified

“immediate” rinsing, because some time passed between the emptying and the rinsing of the first

container.  However, this example fits within EPA’s understanding of “prompt” action.

Requiring that containers be rinsed promptly gives pesticide users regulatory agencies and

inspectors some discretion in determining appropriate time spans.  It is beyond the scope of this document

to describe every situation that is or is not appropriate, so EPA is relying on the good judgement of

applicators, regulatory agencies and inspectors to assess the specific conditions of the situation.  However,

EPA believes that situations where the time between emptying and rinsing is days or weeks and  where the

residue has completely dried inside the container are definitely beyond the boundaries of prompt rinsing.  In

addition, EPA strongly recommends that pesticide users rinse containers when the application mixture is

being prepared so the rinsate can be added to the application mixture.  This provides many benefits,

including getting all of the value out of the product and avoiding the creation of a potential waste (which

could happen if the rinsate was collected separately).

Comments - equivalency.  In commenting on the proposed approach for residue removal

instructions, a few commenters (a State regulatory agency and a registrant) supported maintaining the

current cleaning statement of "Triple rinse (or equivalent)"  because it is sufficient if followed and it offers

flexibility.

EPA Response - equivalency.  EPA agrees with the commenters that including the phase “(or

equivalent)” that is on current labels is beneficial and the final rule adds this phrase as an option to the

“rinse immediately” statement.  This phrase was added to account for systems (such as closed system

rinsing or home-made pressure rinsing systems) that are designed to clean containers thoroughly but do

not technically triple rinse the containers.  The alternative rinsing system should be thorough and it is the

responsibility of the pesticide user to ensure that it is equivalent to triple rinsing.

H.  Duration of Triple and Pressure Rinse Procedures (§§ 156.146(b) & 156.146©)

Final Regulations.  As discussed in Unit IX.I for triple rinsing and Unit IX.J for pressure rinsing, the

rinsing procedures for containers that are small enough to shake that are defined in the final regulation take

less time to conduct than the proposed procedures.  The key time intervals identified in the procedures are:

• How long to drain liquid product from containers (both triple  and pressure rinsing);
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• How long to agitate/shake containers during triple rinsing;

• How long to drain rinsate from containers after each shaking interval during triple rinsing; and

• How long to pressure rinse the container during pressure rinsing.

Changes.  The procedures in the final rule specify the following times for each of these intervals for

containers that are small enough to shake:

• 10 seconds to drain liquid product from containers for both triple  and pressure rinsing (changed

from 30 seconds in the proposal);

• 10 seconds to agitate/shake containers during triple rinsing (changed from 30 seconds in the

proposal);

• 10 seconds to drain rinsate from containers after each shaking interval during triple rinsing 

(changed from 30 seconds in the proposal); and

• At least 30 seconds to pressure rinse the container during pressure rinsing.  (The proposed rule

specified 30 seconds; the phrase “at least” was added to compensate for variations in pressure 

rinsing equipment and in pressure.)

Comments.  A registrant group, a registrant and two State regulatory agencies commented that a

shorter rinse time would be better and would encourage user compliance, although the two State regulatory

agencies supported a shorter rinse time only if it was demonstrated that the containers are cleaned

adequately.  Another State regulatory agency stated that, in a 1991 survey, 43 percent of private

applicators and 11 percent of commercial applicators responded that they did not rinse containers because

it took too much time.  A registrant group opposed the initial drain time of 30 seconds as too long and

inappropriate for closed systems.  This commenter also responded that some states have requirements

different than a 30-second drain and urged EPA to consider these alternatives.  A registrant commented

that the times of the proposed rinsing procedures seemed reasonable and expressed doubts that the triple 

rinse procedure could be shortened much.  This commenter added that a 40-second pressure rinse is

inadequate to achieve 99.9999 percent removal.  

EPA Response.  In the preamble of the proposed rule, EPA estimated that the proposed triple 

rinsing instructions would take approximately five minutes to perform and the pressure rinsing procedure

would take approximately two minutes.  EPA also requested comments on the time burden of the proposed

rinsing procedures, and the voluntary submission of data on residue removal, including in particular the

cleaning efficiency of any suggested shorter triple rinse and pressure rinse procedures.

EPA agrees with the commenters that a shorter rinse time would be better and would encourage

user compliance with the requirement to rinse pesticide containers.  In particular, we believe it is relatively

unlikely that a pesticide user would spend about five minutes triple rinsing each container.  The 30-second

intervals for the initial container drain time, the shaking time and the rinsate-draining times were based on

the rinsing instructions of many States, which were incorporated into the laboratory triple rinse test

methodology for the proposed nonrefillable container residue removal standard.  

EPA contracted for two studies on the effectiveness of shorter triple rinse procedures.  In a study

conducted by Formulogics, a flowable concentrate product was tested in three containers: 1-gallon and 2.5-

gallon plastic jugs and a 5-gallon steel flathead can.  Nine different rinsing procedures were conducted for

each container size by varying the initial drain, shake and rinsate drain times between 5, 10 and 30

seconds. The shake and rinsate drain times were always the same.  For example, the three variations for

the initial drain time of 5 seconds were: 5 second shake and 5 second rinsate drain; 10 second shake and

10 second rinsate drain; and 30 second shake and 30 second rinsate drain.  These same three shake and

rinsate drain times were conduced for the initial drain times of 10 second and of 30 seconds. The pesticide

concentration in the second through fifth rinses was measured.  EPA concludes that all nine rinsing

procedures tested were effective in cleaning all three containers because the active ingredient

concentration in the fourth rinse showed at least 99.99% removal in all rinse time iterations. Two of the

rinse procedures for the 5-gallon container (5 sec. initial drain/5 sec. shake & rinsate drain and 30 sec.

initial drain/5 sec. shake & rinsate drain) resulted in 99.99 percent removal; all other rinse procedures for all
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containers met at least five 9's percent removal and most resulted in six 9's percent removal.

In a study conducted by the University of Florida, two formulations were tested in three containers,

1-gallon, 2.5-gallon and 5-gallon plastic jugs.  The flowable concentrate was tested in all three containers

and the emulsifiable concentrate was tested in the 2.5-gallon and 5-gallon containers.  Four different

rinsing procedures were conducted for each container size by varying the initial drain, shake and rinsate

drain times between 10 and 30 seconds where the shake and rinsate drain times were always the same. 

Again, EPA concludes that all four rinsing procedures tested were effective in cleaning both formulations

from all of the containers because the active ingredient concentration in the fourth rinse showed at least

99.99% removal in all rinse time iterations.

The triple rinse procedure for labels in the final rule includes 10 second initial drain, shake and

rinsate drain times.  EPA believes the data described above shows that this shorter triple rinsing procedure,

which should encourage end user compliance with the requirement to triple rinse, will adequately clean

containers prior to recycling or disposal.

In addition, EPA has lowered the residue removal requirement in the final nonrefillable container

regulations from six 9's (99.9999 percent) to four 9's (99.99 percent), as discussed in Unit V.H.  The

shorter rinse procedures reached at least 99.99 percent removal in all of the containers and formulations

tested.  As cited by one of the State regulatory agencies in its comments, the field reality is that many users

who do not rinse claim the time factor as the reason.  By reducing the time frames in the cleaning

instructions, EPA hopes to increase compliance within the pesticide user community.

I.  Triple Rinse Instructions (§ 156.146(b))  

Final Regulations. For products that are subject to the requirements for residue removal

instructions, the label of each nonrefillable container must include triple rinse instructions.  There are three

different sets of triple rinsing instructions:

• For containers that are small enough for users to shake them, holding dilutable liquid pesticides;

• For containers that are small enough for users to shake them, holding dilutable solid pesticides;

and

• For containers that are too large for users to shake.

In general, EPA believes that the largest containers that users can shake during a triple rinse are those

with capacities of five gallons for liquids and 50 pounds for solids.

The triple rinse instructions for liquid dilutable pesticide products in containers small enough for

users to shake are:

“Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank,

and drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip.  Fill the container 1/4 full with water and

recap.  Shake for 10 seconds.  Pour rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store

rinsate for later use or disposal.  Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip.  Repeat this

procedure two more times."

The final rule specifies slightly different instructions for solid dilutable pesticide products in “shake-

able” containers, because solid materials do not "drip" as liquids do.  The only difference for solid dilutable

pesticide products is that the first line is  “Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into

application equipment or a mix tank.  Fill the container 1/4 full...”  The rest of the procedure is identical to

the one for liquids.

For containers that are too large for users to shake (i.e., containers larger than five gallons for

liquids or 50 pounds for solids), the triple rinse instructions are:
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“Triple rinse as follows: Empty remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank.  Fill the

container 1/4 full with water.  Replace and tighten closures.  Tip container on its side and roll it

back and forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution, for 30 seconds.  Stand the container on

its end and tip it back and forth several times.  Turn the container over onto its other end and tip it

back and forth several times.  Empty the rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store

rinsate for later use or disposal.  Repeat this procedure two more times.”

Changes.  One significant change from the proposed rule is that the final regulation requires a

triple rinse procedure to be on the label, where the proposal gave registrants the option to include triple 

rinsing or pressure rinsing or both.  Another modification is that the final regulations provide a defined

procedure for containers that are too large for users to shake.  Also, the phrase “or a mix tank” was added

as an option for where the product or the rinsate can be placed.  In addition, the following clarifying

changes were made to both sets of instructions for triple rinsing smaller containers that can be shaken:

• The introductory text specifies that the instructions apply to “containers small enough to shake”;

• The instruction to “agitate” was changed to “shake;” and

• As discussed in Unit IX.H, the time intervals were changed from 30 seconds to 10 seconds – for

the initial draining of the container (for liquid products only), the time the container needs to be

shaken, and for the draining of the rinsate.

Comments - general.  A State regulatory agency pointed out that the directions prohibit preparing

the use dilution in a mix tank, which is a common practice.  A registrant commented that the degree of

agitation needs to be specified, e.g., shake vigorously for 30 seconds.

EPA Response - general.  EPA did not intend to prohibit users from pouring a product into a mix

tank or diluting a product in a mix tank, and we have amended the triple rinse procedures to address this

oversight.  The phrase “or a mix tank” was added to the instructions for emptying containers and to the

rinsate management instructions to allow the product and rinsate to be placed into application equipment or

a mix tank. 

EPA agrees with the registrant and believes that “shake” is a better description of the intended

activity than “agitate.”  W e decided not to include the qualifier “vigorously” to keep the statement as

succinct as possible.  This kind of information could be passed along to users during training and outreach.

Comments - large containers.  Several commenters described problems with cleaning drums

according to the proposed triple rinse statement.  A registrant group stated that it is impractical to fill a 55-

gallon drum one quarter full because more than 40 gallons of rinsate would be produced.  A different

registrant group and a registrant recommended directing the user to place the drum on its side and roll it,

because it is extremely difficult to shake a large container that is one-quarter full.  Another registrant

commented that an additional statement that describes rinsing by recirculation would be helpful, but

pointed out that many drum users don't use pumps to empty them.

A few respondents commented on applying the pressure rinse directions to larger containers.  One

State regulatory agency said that a large, heavy-duty pressure rinse nozzle should be sufficient for larger

containers.  Another State regulatory agency questioned whether pressure rinsing is adequate for drums

and suggested that the registrants investigate the adequacy of pressure rinsing during testing.  A registrant

claimed that pressure rinsing is inadequate for drums because the volume of water used (as a percentage

of total capacity) and the ability to spray every surface for sufficient time decreases with increasing volume.

EPA Response - large containers.  EPA stated in the preamble of the proposal that we considered

proposing an additional pressure rinse procedure that specified recirculation via a pump for larger

refillables, such as drums, and requested comment on the issue. 

EPA agrees with the suggestion by the commenters who recommended directing the user to place

a drum on its side and roll it.  EPA is hesitant to recommend a cleaning procedure for larger containers that
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requires equipment that a pesticide user may not have, such as a pump, or an appropriately sized, heavy-

duty pressure rinse nozzle.  Therefore, we decided to define a triple rinse procedure in the final regulation

for containers that are too large to be shaken.  This is consistent with the approach in the final rule to

require triple rinsing – because all pesticide users can comply with these instructions – and to allow

pressure rinsing as an optional, additional statement.

The instructions for triple rinsing large containers are similar to the proposed triple rinsing

instructions, with the following modifications:

• The initial statement is “Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank.”

since larger containers are unlikely to be inverted until the flow begins to drip.

• Larger containers are more likely to have bungs or other closures rather than caps, so it is

inappropriate to tell users to “recap” the container.  Instead, the final rule directs users to “Replace

and tighten closures.” 

• The agitation time is 30 seconds, as proposed, because EPA does not have information showing

that a 10 second agitation time will adequately clean the larger containers.  Therefore, it is not

appropriate to finalize a shorter time interval.

• The instructions to “Agitate for 30 seconds” are expanded to “Tip container on its side and roll it

back and forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution, for 30 seconds.  Stand the container on

its end and tip it back and forth several times.  Turn the container over onto its other end and tip it

back and forth several times.”  These agitation directions are based on the drum triple rinsing

procedure recommended by the Ag Container Recycling Council.  EPA believes that this language

is reasonable, easily achievable by pesticide users, and readily available in existing ACRC and

registrant guidance material.  In addition, the ACRC recommends this procedure because it cleans

drums well enough to be accepted by their contractors for recycling.

• Lastly, the rinsate management instructions are the same as the instructions for the smaller

containers in the final rule, except the phrase “Empty rinsate into...” is used rather than “Pour

rinsate into...” which allows the user to pump, pour or otherwise transfer the rinsate from the

container.

If registrants do not believe this procedure is appropriate, they have the option to request an

exemption or to specify a different rinsing procedure, as specified in 40 CFR 156.144(d).

Comments - rinsate management.  A registrant group and a registrant from the industrial sector

described the problems the rinsing instructions would cause their industry.  The commenters said that large

amounts of rinsate would have to be disposed, because it couldn't be added: (1) along with the product in

uses such as preservatives for paints, coatings, or plastic; (2) to systems such as cooling towers because it

would disrupt the proportions; and (3) in large quantities into the industrial application systems.  Two

registrant groups and a registrant described potential conflicts with the RCRA hazardous waste regulations,

e.g., the rinsate could be considered a hazardous waste by application of the RCRA "mixture rule."  One of

these respondents discussed a few other problems, i.e., that applying the rinsate to a site would require the

product to be under applied and it would be difficult to add the rinsate to the application equipment for

metam-sodium products which are normally metered or pumped.

EPA Response - rinsate management.  EPA disagrees that the rinsing statements on the label

conflict with RCRA hazardous waste regulations.  The rinsing instructions on labels are consistent with the

description of empty container as defined in 40 CFR 261.7(b).  If a registrant does not believe rinsing

instructions are appropriate for certain products, they can approach EPA about modifying the procedure

according to the provisions in § 156.144(d).

J.  Pressure Rinse Instructions (§ 156.146©)

Final Regulations. For products that are subject to the requirements for residue removal

instructions, the label of each nonrefillable container may include pressure rinse instructions.  The decision

regarding whether to include pressure rinsing instructions as an option is at the discretion of the registrant,
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based on the registrant’s assessment of the procedure’s effectiveness and appropriateness for the

formulation/container combination.  However, if the statement “Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or

equivalent) immediately after emptying” is used on the label as the statement about timing, pressure rinse

instructions must be placed on the label.  If a registrant chooses to include pressure rinsing instructions on

the label as an option for cleaning a liquid dilutable pesticide product, the statement must immediately

follow the triple rinse instructions.

The pressure rinse instructions for liquid dilutable pesticide products are:

“Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank

and continue to drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip.  Hold container upside down over

application equipment or mix tank or collect rinsate for later use or disposal.  Insert pressure

rinsing nozzle in the side of the container, and rinse at about 40 PSI for at least 30 seconds.  Drain

for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip."

Slightly different instructions are required for pressure rinsing dilutable liquid and dilutable solid

pesticide formulations, because dry materials do not "drip" like liquids do.  The pressure rinsing procedure

specified in the final regulations for dilutable solid pesticides is identical to the one for liquids, except it does

not include the initial 10-second draining prior to rinsing.

Changes.  One significant change is that pressure rinsing instructions are optional in the final rule,

which requires a triple rinse procedure to be included on the labels of products that must comply.  The

proposal gave registrants the option to include triple rinsing or pressure rinsing or both.  In addition, the

following changes were made to both sets of instructions for pressure rinsing:

• The phrase “or a mix tank” was added as an option for where the product or the rinsate can be

placed.

• As discussed in Unit IX.H, several of the time intervals were changed from 30 seconds to 10

seconds – for the initial draining of the container (for liquid products only) and for the draining of the

rinsate after the pressure rinse.  The length of the pressure rinse interval was changed from “30

seconds” to “at least 30 seconds.”

• Several details about the orientation of the container were added, including that the user must hold

the container upside down and insert the rinsing nozzle in the side of the container.

• The pressure requirement was changed from exactly 40 PSI to “about 40 PSI.”

Comments - container orientation.  A few commenters noted that the instructions are not clear in

stating that the container must be inverted and that the rinse nozzle must be inserted on the side (or

bottom) of the container.  A registrant group suggested inserting the nozzle "on the side of the container

opposite the closure and in a direction towards the bottom of the container."  A registrant recommended

instructing the user to “Force pressure rinsing nozzle through what was the bottom of the container or

through the side of the container and...” and also recommended that the instructions specify holding the

container upside-down during the rinse process. 

EPA Response - container orientation.  EPA agrees with these commenters that more details

about how to hold the container and where the nozzle should be inserted should be included.  Therefore,

the procedure was modified to instruct the user to hold the container “upside down” and to insert the rinsing

nozzle “in the side” of the container.

Comments - mix tank.  A State regulatory agency pointed out that the directions prohibit preparing

the use dilution in a mix tank, which is a common practice.

EPA Response - mix tank.  EPA did not intend to prohibit users from pouring a product into a mix

tank or diluting a product in a mix tank, and we have amended the pressure rinse procedures to address

this oversight, as we did for the triple rinse procedure.  The phrase “or a mix tank” was added to the

instructions for emptying containers and to the rinsate management instructions to allow the product and
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rinsate to be placed into application equipment or a mix tank.

Comments - pressure.  A registrant group and a few registrants questioned the feasibility of

requiring a pressure of exactly 40 PSI in the field and suggested that a range of pressures be allowed. 

EPA Response - pressure.  EPA agrees that requiring a range of pressure rather than exactly 40

PSI is acceptable and appropriate for field conditions.  The final regulations were changed to specify “about

40 PSI.”

Comments - large containers.  A few respondents commented on applying the pressure rinse

directions to larger containers.  One State regulatory agency said that a large, heavy-duty pressure rinse

nozzle should be sufficient for larger containers.  Another State regulatory agency questioned whether

pressure rinsing is adequate for drums and suggested that registrants investigate the adequacy of pressure

rinsing during testing.  A registrant claimed that pressure rinsing is inadequate for drums because the

volume of water used (as a percentage of total capacity) and the ability to spray every surface for sufficient

time decreases with increasing volume.

EPA Response - large containers.  EPA considered including a separate pressure rinse procedure

for larger containers in the final rule like we did for triple rinsing.  However, EPA decided against this

approach because of the lack of a commonly accepted pressure rinsing procedure for larger containers

and because of the uncertainty about the equipment that would be needed to adequately pressure rinse

larger containers.  If a registrant does not believe that the pressure rinse procedures established in §

156.146© are appropriate for large containers, the registrant can suggest an alternative pressure rinse

procedure to EPA under § 156.144(d).

Comments - other.  A grower group commented that EPA should allow some flexibility to

accommodate different systems, e.g., can the rinse time be reduced if a higher pressure is used?  A State

regulatory agency suggested language to clarify how to collect the rinsate.

EPA Response - other.  EPA does not have enough information about the relationship between the

pressure and rinse time to incorporate the comment’s suggestion into the regulations.  In addition, the

effectiveness of pressure rinsing depends on other factors as well, such as the design of the rinse nozzle. 

EPA believes the change in the pressure rinse instructions to hold the container upside down accomplishes

the goal of the State regulatory agency to clarify how the rinsate should be collected.

K.  Non-Water Diluents (§ 156.146(d))  

Final Regulations.  A registrant who wishes to require users to clean a container with a diluent

other than water (e.g. solvents) must submit a written request to EPA to modify the residue removal

instructions of this section.  EPA may grant the request if certain conditions are met.  The registrant must

indicate why a non-water diluent is necessary and must propose appropriate residue removal instructions

and disposal instructions that identify the diluent.  If the non-water diluent is permitted by the label to be

used in application, the instructions may allow the rinsate to be added to application equipment or mix tank. 

If use of the diluent in application is not permitted, the rinsate must be collected and stored for eventual

disposal.  EPA must approve, in writing, the modification of the residue removal instructions before the

pesticide product can be distributed or sold.

Changes.  The final regulations are almost identical to the proposed regulations regarding non-

water diluents.  The final rule adds the requirement for the registrant to propose disposal instructions to

ensure that end users have information about how appropriately dispose of rinsate from a diluent other

than water.  One minor modification was to add “or mix tank” as an option for where rinsate may be added

if the label allows the non-water diluent to be part of the application mixture.  This change was made to be

consistent with the changes in the triple rinse and pressure rinse instructions.  In addition, several minor

editorial changes were made to make this section more clear.
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Comments.  A few dealer groups opposed non-water diluents, stating they could be more

environmentally harmful than leaving the residue in the container.  A State regulatory agency expressed

concern about using non-water diluents because of disposal problems and the potential additional risk to

the person cleaning the containers.  A registrant group and a few registrants expressed concern and/or

were opposed to having to obtain EPA's approval before including a non-water diluent on the label. 

Another registrant was concerned that the use of residue removal aids such as sodium hypochlorite or

soap could convert water to "non-water." 

EPA Response.  EPA agrees with commenters that managing the rinsate from rinsing with a non-

water diluent may be problematic.  This is exactly why this provision is included in the regulations; to ensure

that non-water diluents are specified only when absolutely necessary and so the end user has as much

information about managing the rinsate as possible.  If a rinsing procedure specifies the addition of

materials such as sodium hypochlorite or soap, the label should specify how the rinsate can be handled,

since it may not be possible to add it to the application mixture.  EPA believes that the market place, rather

than a regulation, should determine whether dealers agree to store and sell such products.

L.  Residue Removal Instructions for Refillable Containers (§ 156.156)

1.  General (Introductory Text for § 156.156)

Final Regulations.  The label of each pesticide product packaged in a refillable container must

include the residue removal instructions specified in § 156.156.  The residue removal instructions must be

given for all pesticide products that are distributed or sold in refillable containers, including those that do not

require dilution prior to application.

Changes.  This requirement is substantively the same as it was in the proposed regulation. Some

minor editorial and format changes were made to improve the clarity of the regulatory text.  In addition, the

second sentence, which reinforces that the instructions apply to all products that are distributed or sold in

refillable containers, including those that do not require dilution prior to disposal, was moved from the

subsection on instructions for residue removal to the introductory text.  EPA made this change because the

explanatory language applies to the whole section (including instructions on the timing of the procedures).

Comments.  A registrant asked EPA to clarify why all refillable containers (including those holding

ready-to-use products) must have residue removal instructions on their labels when the corresponding

requirement for nonrefillables only applies to dilutable products.  Several commenters from nonagricultural

pesticide markets requested exemptions for certain situations, including (1) industrial biocides in general;

(2) industrial biocides if containers are reconditioned or disposed in accordance with RCRA; (3) all

nonagricultural pesticides; and (4) household and similar institutional and industrial pesticides and

pesticides in refillable containers that are returned to the registrant or packager for refilling. 

EPA Response.  EPA believes that some of the commenters misunderstood EPA’s intention for the

refillable container residue removal requirements.  The refillable container residue removal label

instructions apply only to the very last time the container is cleaned, i.e., only prior to final disposal of the

container.  In other words, the refillable container residue removal label instructions do not apply to

cleaning (if necessary) before the containers are refilled – this situation is adequately regulated in the

repackaging regulations in Subpart D of 40 CFR Part 165.  In addition, containers that are reconditioned

are regulated, in this final rule, as nonrefillable containers (as explained in Unit V.A), so the refillable

container residue removal instructions would not apply.

However, EPA believes it is necessary to include cleaning instructions prior to final disposal of the

refillable container on the label of the container so the instructions are available when the container is

disposed.  The person who disposes of the container could be an end user, who would not have the same

information available as the refillers and registrants.  Because refillable containers tend to be fairly large,

EPA believes it is important for containers to be empty and properly cleaned before they are disposed.
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The requirement for residue removal instructions for refillable containers is subject to the general

provisions in § 156.144, including the exemption for residential/household use pesticides.  Therefore,

residential/household use pesticide products (in both nonrefillable and refillable containers) are not required

to have residue removal statements on their labels.

2.  Timing of Residue Removal Procedures (§ 156.156(a))

Final Regulations.  The label of a pesticide product packaged in a refillable container (and that is

subject to this requirement) must have one of the following sets of instructions on the timing of container

cleaning:

• "Cleaning the container before final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of the

container. Cleaning before refilling is the responsibility of the refiller."

• "Pressure rinsing the container before final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of

the container. Cleaning before refilling is the responsibility of the refiller."

The statement must immediately precede the residue removal instructions and must be consistent with

those instructions.

Changes.  These statements were expanded in the final regulation to distinguish between cleaning

before disposal and cleaning before refilling in response to comments.  The proposed statements simply

said “Clean [or pressure rinse] container before disposal.”  The changes in the final rule include adding

“final” to the description of disposal, adding that the person disposing of the container is responsible for

cleaning it, and including the additional statement of “Cleaning before refilling is the responsibility of the

refiller.”

Comments.  A registrant group and a registrant suggested replacing “Clean container before

disposal” with “Return container to point of purchase for refill” to prevent users from tampering with or

disposing of a dedicated minibulk.  A registrant group requested EPA to exempt pesticides in refillable

containers that are returned to the registrant or packager for refilling from the refillable container residue

removal instructions.

EPA Response.  EPA agrees with the intent of these comments, which is that pesticide users

should not rinse refillable containers before they are refilled with pesticides.  EPA chose not to incorporate

the suggested language from the registrant group and registrant, though, because there are a variety of

ways and places that a container may be refilled (i.e., in places other than the point of purchase).  Instead,

EPA added the sentence “Cleaning before refilling is the responsibility of the refiller.” to clearly indicate that

the refiller should be cleaning refillable containers before refilling the containers.

EPA also believes it is necessary to include cleaning instructions prior to final disposal on the

labels of the refillable containers so the instructions are available when the container is disposed.  The

decision to dispose of a refillable container could be made by anyone in the pesticide distribution chain – an

end user, a refiller (which could be a retailer, distributor or registrant), or a registrant who doesn’t actually

conduct the refilling.  End users may not have the same information available as the refillers and

registrants.  Therefore, the final rule also specifies that cleaning (or pressure rinsing) the container before

final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of the container.  W e added the word “final” to

clarify that this broad instruction to clean (as opposed to the refillers’ responsibility to clean before refilling)

only applies once, which is before the container is disposed.

EPA also considered the following points when we developed the final label statements about

when refillable containers must be cleaned.  First, the statements are written to provide information and

instructions for pesticide users, who, we believe, are the main target of label instructions.  The statements

are intended to inform the pesticide user that cleaning before refilling is the responsibility of the refiller (in

other words, it is not the user’s responsibility).  The statements also say that cleaning (or pressure rinsing)

the container before final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of the container.  Even
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though the primary target of this statement is the pesticide user, it is reasonable to expect other parties who

dispose of refillable containers to also follow these instructions.  Second, the repackaging regulations in

this final rule establish detailed requirements for cleaning containers before refilling that apply to refillers, as

set out in §§ 165.65(g) - (h) and 165.70(g) - (h), including when refillable containers need to be cleaned and

how they need to be cleaned.  Therefore, it is not appropriate or necessary to repeat these refiller

requirements on the pesticide labels. 

3.  Residue Removal Instructions Prior to Container Disposal (§ 156.156(b))

Final Regulations.  For pesticide products sold or distributed in refillable containers, the label must

include instructions for cleaning the container prior to disposal.  The instructions must be appropriate for

the characteristics of the product and adequate to protect human health and the environment.  The

instructions could include any one of the following, as long as the instructions meet the standards

described in the previous sentence:

• The refilling residue removal procedure developed by the registrant for the pesticide product.

• Standard industry practices for cleaning refillable containers.

• For pesticides that require dilution prior to application, the following statement:

"To clean container before final disposal, empty the remaining contents from this container into

application equipment or a mix tank.  Fill the container about 10% full with water.  Agitate

vigorously or recirculate water with the pump for 2 minutes.  Pour or pump rinsate into application

equipment or rinsate collection system.  Repeat this rinsing procedure two more times."

• Any other statement the registrant considers appropriate.

Changes.  The final regulations are almost identical to those in the proposed rule, except for a few

editorial and format changes.  The phrase “To clean container before final disposal” was added to the

specified procedure to emphasize that users should only clean the container before disposal and not before

having the container refilled.  The phrase “into application equipment or a mix tank” was added to be

consistent with the emptying instructions for nonrefillable containers.  One sentence that helps clarify the

scope of the requirement for residue removal instructions on refillable containers was moved from this

section to the introductory text since it applies to the whole section.

Comments - procedure.  A registrant group and a few registrants suggested deleting EPA's

proposed cleaning procedure because they claimed it would generate excessive volumes of wash water. 

In addition, the registrant group recommended the NACA Guidelines as standard industry practices and

one of the registrants suggested referring to the NACA Guidelines in the regulations instead of "standard

industry practices."  Another registrant opposed the EPA-defined cleaning procedure, partly because

removing tamper-evident devices and other appurtenances would require the refiller to initiate extensive

cleaning procedures.  

EPA Response - procedure.  The final regulation retains the EPA-defined procedure as an option. 

If a registrant doesn’t like the procedure, the registrant can select one of the other options to include on the

label.  EPA chose not to specifically refer to the “NACA Guidelines” in the regulations.  However, these

guidelines are the type of document that EPA intended to cover as standard industry guidelines.  EPA

believes that the commenter who opposed the cleaning procedure misunderstood the proposal.  The EPA-

defined procedure would apply only to cleaning the container before final disposal, so it would not have any

impact on refillers who are cleaning containers (if necessary according to the repackaging regulations)

before refilling the containers.

EPA decided not to change the term “agitate” to “shake” in the specified procedure like we did for

the statement for triple rinsing smaller nonrefillable containers.  Refillable containers tend to be larger than

five gallons, so it is unlikely that it would be possible for users to shake them.

Comments - tamper-evident device statement.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA requested comments on

the need for a label statement warning users not to damage or remove tamper-evident devices.  Several
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State regulatory agencies supported including a statement concerning tamper-evident devices.  One

identified EPA's suggested statement as adequate.  The other two recommended that the statement be

more of a warning to users than an informational statement for refillers.

EPA Response - tamper-evident device statement.  The final rule does not include a statement

warning end users not to damage or remove tamper-evident devices because EPA does not believe that a

statement like this is necessary.  Refillers have the option of informing their customers of the

consequences of removing or damaging a tamper-evident device - the container could not be refilled until it

was cleaned and there may be an additional charge but we do not believe this is an appropriate statement

for labels.

M.  Amendments to Existing § 156.10 

Final Regulations.  The final rule modifies the existing regulations in 40 CFR 156.10 in the following

three ways:

• A new paragraph 156.10(d)(7) is added that allows the labels for refillable containers to have a

blank space to allow the net weight or contents to be marked in by a refiller according to 40 CFR

165.65(h) or 165.70(i);

• The existing paragraph 156.10(f) was modified to allow labels for refillable containers to have a

blank space to allow the EPA establishment number to be marked in by a refiller according to 40

CFR 165.65(h) or 165.70(i); and

• The existing paragraph 156.10(i)(2)(ix) regarding storage and disposal instructions was modified to

refer to the applicable requirements in the rest of today’s final rule.

Changes.  The most significant change to the approach taken in the proposed regulation is that

“shall” was changed to “may” in the two paragraphs establishing blank spaces, thus changing them from

requirements to options for pesticide registrants.  EPA decided to make several minor revisions to the

paragraphs allowing blank spaces to link the 40 CFR Part 156 regulations to the 40 CFR Part 165

repackaging regulations and to clarify that the blank space does not change the requirement for having the

net contents or EPA establishment number on the label.  First, the regulatory text allowing blank spaces

was modified to refer to the 40 CFR Part 165 regulations that require refillers to ensure that the net

contents and EPA establishment number appear on the label.  Second, the new paragraph in §

156.10(d)(7) was amended to clarify that § 156.10(a)(1)(iii) requires the net contents to be shown clearly

and prominently on the label.

The paragraph on storage and disposal instructions was modified to account for changes in the

structure of the container-related labeling, so it refers to subpart H of Part 156 rather than specific sections. 

Finally, a requirement about the type size of the storage and disposal heading was added to §

156.10(i)(2)(ix) after the container regulations were proposed in 1994.  Today’s final rule maintains this

requirement and corrects the reference to the child hazard warnings, which are located in § 156.60(b).

Comments - overall approach.  Several commenters described existing labeling practices in the

nonagricultural pesticide industry that seem to be inconsistent and in conflict with the proposed blank space

requirements.  The comments include: 

• A registrant group commented that the vast majority of industrial biocides containers are returned

to the original pesticide producer for refilling, so registrants should have the option to have the EPA

establishment number (which stays constant) printed as part of the label, rather than being marked

on each individual container by hand.  

• A registrant commented that the blank space requirement should be limited to pesticide products

packaged “for refill at a refilling establishment" because it is inappropriate for household

antimicrobials distributed in refillable containers.

• A registrant group recommended several changes to the proposed requirements to account for

situations where the containers are always filled to the same level (and therefore should have the

option of having the net weight or measure to be a permanent part of the label) and for situations
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where the containers are always filled at the same establishment, as described in the first bullet.

Another registrant commented that the proposed language is unnecessarily limiting.

EPA Response - overall approach.  A pesticide product is misbranded if its label does not bear the

establishment number, product registration number and net weight or measure of contents.  Section

156.10(a)(1) clearly requires that “The contents of a label must show clearly and prominently the following:

... (iii) The net contents as prescribed in paragraph (d) of this section;... (v) The producing establishment

number as prescribed in paragraph (f) of this section.  In other words, the requirement to have the net

contents and producer’s establishment number is clearly established in FIFRA and the existing regulations.

EPA decided to change the proposed blank space regulations into optional statements to allow

registrants flexibility in meeting the requirement established by § 156.10(a).  The blank space language in

the proposed regulations was designed to accommodate a common situation in the agricultural industry,

where a registrant ships bulk product to an independent refiller and the refiller repackages the product into

minibulk containers.  In this situation, a registrant may ship bulk products to many different independent

refillers (so the refiller’s establishment number would not be printed as part of the label) and currently any

quantity of pesticide products can be repackaged into a container that is larger than 55 gallons for liquids or

100 pounds for solids.  However, the commenters pointed out refillable container situations where the EPA

establishment number or net contents or both could be printed on the label (or otherwise part of the label),

which is more efficient than writing the information by hand.  Therefore, EPA chose to provide flexibility in

meeting the label requirements for net contents and producer establishment number.  However, EPA

believes it is useful to revise existing 40 CFR part 156 to mention the option for creating blank spaces on

labels so registrants are aware that this label design may be appropriate.

Comments - other.  A few State regulatory agencies addressed these provisions.  One suggested

clarifying that the net contents is a statutory requirement and another commented that the date the

container is refilled should also be included on the label.  In addition, an extension representative stressed

that every refillable container must bear the correct EPA label and that EPA, registrants and state lead

agencies should work together to clarify who is responsible and liable for relabeling refillable containers.

EPA Response - other.  EPA agrees that the net contents is a statutory requirement but does not

believe it is necessary to revise § 156.10(d)(7) to state this.  EPA disagrees with the commenter who

suggested including the date the container is refilled on the label.  The date of refilling is not required by

FIFRA and is not necessary information for the user so he can properly use the pesticide.  Refillers are

required to keep certain records every time a container is refilled, including the EPA registration number of

the product, the date of refilling and the serial number of the container.  If it is necessary to identify the date

of refilling, this can be done by going to the person who refilled the container (identified by the EPA

establishment number on the label) and the serial number of the container.  EPA agrees with the extension

representative that it is important that every refillable container bears the correct EPA label.  The process

established in today’s rule to accomplish this goal is described in Unit VII.R of this document.

N.  Compliance Date (§ 156.159)

Final Regulations.  The final regulations provide a three-year compliance period.  Specifically,

within three years from today’s date, all pesticide products distributed or sold by a registrant must have

labels that comply with the 40 CFR Part 156 requirements established in the final rule.  This gives

registrants a phase in period of three years to comply with the labeling requirements in  §§156.10(d)(7),

156.10(f), 156.10(i)(2)(ix), 156.140, 156.144, 156.146, and 156.156.

Changes.  The most significant change is that the phase-in period was extended from two years to

three years from the publication of the final rule.  In addition, the regulatory language was revised to make it

more clear.
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Comments - length of time.  Some commenters supported a longer phase-in time, varying from five

years to three years for basic registrants with an additional time period (one or two years) for

subregistrants.  Several commenters mentioned the costs of printing labels and the cost of labels in stock

that can’t be used because of the changes. 

EPA Response - length of time.  EPA agrees with some of the commenters that a longer

compliance period will make it easier and less burdensome to comply with the label standards.  To facilitate

compliance while trying to minimize the impact on companies, EPA lengthened the compliance period for

the label standards to three years.  EPA believes that a three-year period is sufficient based on the results

of the economic analysis.  In addition, three years is consistent with the phase-in period for the nonrefillable

container regulations.

Comments - process.  Some commenters – registrant groups and registrants – recommended that

EPA incorporate these changes by notification rather than formal label amendment and requested

clarification of the process in either case. A registrant expressed concern about the lack of coordination

within EPA, citing three label changes since 1988 as a result of reregistration.  A few respondents

commented that EPA must commit to quickly review label changes that require review. A registrant group

expressed concern about EPA finalizing changes to pesticide labels before the implementation of the

Globally Harmonized System, stating it could cause products to be relabeled, cost small businesses

thousands of dollars, result in improper disposal by users and create confusion over product labeling.  A

registrant said that compliance should be required in accordance with PR Notice 97-7, Existing Stocks for

Labeling Changes in PR Notices.

The 1994 proposal discussed several options for a compliance schedule.  A few State regulatory

agencies supported requiring compliance the next time a label amendment is requested by the registrant or

required by EPA, but no longer than one year after compliance date of the container requirements.  Another

State regulatory agency supported a similar option, but with the latest date being the compliance date of

the container requirements.  A registrant recommended one deadline for all products to prevent the

creation of a disincentive for registrants who want to make market-driven changes.  Other suggestions

included requiring the changes: the next time a label amendment is requested by the registrant or required

by EPA; the next time a label amendment is requested by the registrant or required by EPA or at the next

printing; or one year past compliance with part 165.

EPA Response - process.  The final rule requires that all pesticide products distributed or sold by a

registrant must have labels that comply with the 40 CFR Part 156 requirements within three years.  The

actual process that EPA uses to implement the label changes - notification or formal label amendment - will

be consistent with our current policies and will be described in more detail in guidance documents.

X. Other Comments

A. Modifications to Existing Part 165

Comments.  EPA proposed to renumber and slightly revise the standards in 40 CFR Part 165 that

existed in 1994, which included recommendations for the storage and disposal of pesticides.  Two State

regulatory agencies supported modifying the existing Part 165 as a step toward regulating the management

of pesticide wastes under FIFRA instead of RCRA.  Another State regulatory agency urged EPA not to

delete existing §165.2(g) which specifies reporting storage and disposal incidents to the EPA Regional

Administrator because the trigger for the reporting mechanism replacing §165.2(g) -- 6(a)(2) reporting --

isn't detailed enough.  One registrant commented that the packaging of pesticides covered by experimental

use permits is not finalized and could not be certified.  A registrant group suggested limiting the scope of

§165.1(a)(3) to agricultural pesticides.  Two State regulatory agencies commented on the connection (or

lack thereof) between the storage recommendations in §165.1(a)(3) and the proposed containment

standards.   
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Several respondents noted that §165.1(a)(4) exempts home and garden pesticides unlike the rest

of the rule and requested clarification on the applicability of the rule to household pesticides.  A State

regulatory agency requested that the standards apply to anyone who meets the regulatory qualifiers. 

Another State regulatory agency recommended limiting the home and garden exemption to general use

products that have been properly rinsed.  A few commenters suggested expanding the exemptions in this

section to aerosol containers or institutional and industrial pesticides.  Several State regulatory agencies

commented on the recommendations in §165.1(a)(4) and all of them opposed the language allowing open-

field burial of containers.  Their opposition was based on the following reasons: (1) open-field burial is not a

legal option in many places and it poses a contamination risk to soil and surface and subsurface waters; (2)

the language is unenforceable; (3) containers should be properly disposed of at solid waste facilities; and

(4) recycling should be encouraged.  A few commenters stated that this section should also address

managing excess household pesticide at household hazardous waste programs; disposal of empty bags;

and cleaning household pesticide containers prior to disposal.  A registrant group and a registrant

specifically supported the guidance in §165.1(b) and a State regulatory agency stated that farmers should

be required to follow these procedures.  Another State regulatory agency commented that this section is

useless.

EPA Response. On June 19, 1995, as part of the federal government’s initiative to streamline

regulations, Part 165 was deleted as unnecessary (60 FR 32094) because it contained recommendations

rather than requirements.  Subpart A of Part 165 covered the scope and definitions in the

recommendations.  Subpart B dealt with EPA’s disposal of suspended and canceled pesticides, and EPA

has completed disposal of all pesticides for which it was responsible under those regulations.  Subparts C

and D contained recommended procedures for storage and disposal of pesticide containers.  Subparts A,

B, C, and D were superseded by the passage of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act in 1976. 

FIFRA section 19, as revised in 1988 and 1996, contains authority for EPA in the area of pesticide storage

and disposal, and the container and containment regulations promulgated today are being inserted into a

newly established Part 165.

B. Definitions

1. General

Comments.  A registrant recommended moving all definitions from the preamble to the regulations

to prevent future enforcement questions.  Many commenters, mainly registrants and container

manufacturers and their associated trade groups, addressed the issue of whether definitions in this rule

should parallel those of DOT.  DOT-related comments that are specific to individual terms are summarized

with the other comments on those terms.  Consistent with the several commenters who addressed the

DOT definitions in general, respondents favored adopting DOT's terminology and definitions, with the

exception of a few comments on the definition of design type.

EPA Response.  The final rule includes necessary definitions in § 165.3 or incorporates necessary

explanation into the regulatory text itself if the term is only used once.  For the most part, the final rule

defers to DOT definitions and terms by referring to and adopting some of the DOT Hazardous Materials

Regulations.  However, it is necessary to define some terms such as container, nonrefillable container and

refillable container in these regulations for clarity and to implement the pesticide-specific requirements.

2. Aerosol Container

Comments.  A registrant proposed adding the following definition: "Aerosol and pressurized

containers are defined as product containers designed as a pressurized spray system that dispenses

product by means of a propellant or a mechanically induced force, but do not include pump sprays."

EPA Response. It is not necessary to define aerosol container in the final rule because of the
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common understanding of what an aerosol container is.

3. Agricultural Pesticide

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "agricultural pesticide" as "any pesticide product

labeled for use in a nursery or greenhouse or for use in the production of any agricultural commodity,

including any plant, plant part, animal, or animal product produced by persons (including farmers, ranchers,

vineyardists, plant propagators, Christmas tree growers, aquaculturalists, horticulturists, orchardists,

foresters, or other comparable persons) primarily for sale, consumption, propagation or other use by man

or animals."  Several commenters (a registrant group, a few registrants and a State regulatory agency)

recommended deleting this definition, since they claimed it is used only to define the scope of standardized

closures.  These commenters said EPA should define household use instead because it would be more

meaningful to distinguish between ag/industrial and household/consumer use.  A few of these commenters

requested that EPA define nonagricultural pesticides and suggested a definition.  One registrant supported

this definition, but said household products should be exempted from the regulations.  Another registrant

pointed out that including forest uses in the definition would subject seatainers utilized in forestry

applications to the containment requirements because they may be stationary for more than 14 days. 

Another registrant suggested using the definition in the W orker Protection Standard.  A State regulatory

agency proposed using the FIFRA definition for "terrestrial use" because industrial uses such as rights-of-

way treatment should be regulated.  One registrant group suggested changing the wording to "...nursery or

commercial greenhouse or for commercial use..." and another requested EPA to clarify that the term does

not include products intended for pets or other companion animals.  

EPA Response.  It is necessary to define agricultural pesticide in the final rule because it is used to

define the scope of standardized closures and the scope of the containment requirements.  As discussed in

Unit IX.E, EPA is using the term household/residential pesticide, which is used in PR Notice 2001-6.  It is

not necessary to define nonagricultural pesticide because that term is not used anywhere in the

regulations.  The definition of agricultural pesticide in the final rule is the same as the proposed definition

and includes pesticides that are labeled for use sites described in the definition of “agricultural commodity”

in § 171.2(a)(5) in the Certification of Pesticide Applicators regulations.

4. Antimicrobial Pesticide Product 

Comments.  One registrant of household products, suggesting that the proposal is oriented too

heavily towards agricultural products, supported the preceding CSMA language and supplied definitions for

"antimicrobial pesticide" and "antimicrobial product."

EPA Response.  The 1996 Food Quality Protection Act added a definition of antimicrobial pesticide

to FIFRA section 2(mm).  The regulations refer to this definition, which is discussed in detail in Unit III.C.1.

5. Appurtenance

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "appurtenances" as equipment or devices which are

used for the purpose of transferring pesticides from a bulk container or to any refillable container, including

but not limited to, hoses, fittings, plumbing, valves, gauges, pumps and metering devices."  A container

manufacturer proposed substituting the term "service equipment," to distinguish between the

responsibilities of container manufacturers and users: "Service equipment means filling, discharge, venting,

and safety devices, including but not limited to, hoses, fittings, plumbing, valves, gauges, pumps, and

metering devices."

EPA Response.  The definition of appurtenance in the final rule is essentially the same as it was in

the proposal.  It is not necessary to make the distinction recommended by the commenter because the

proposed requirement for appurtenances to be attached to minibulk containers during the drop test is not

being finalized.  The proposed rule would have required any pump, valve, meter, hose or other
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appurtenance that would be attached to the container during transportation, storage or use to be attached

during the drop test.  In this case, the commenter’s point about distinguishing between the responsibilities

of container manufacturers and users is relevant because what was attached during transportation may be

different that the equipment that may be attached during storage or use.  This commenter also supported

adopting the DOT regulations, which would test containers as shipped for transport - i.e., with equipment

that was the responsibility of the container manufacturer.

6. Container

Comments - definition.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "container" as "any package, can, bottle,

bag, barrel, drum, tank, or other containing-device (excluding spray applicator tanks) used to enclose a

pesticide or pesticide-related waste.  Containers that are used to sell or distribute a pesticide product and

that are also spray applicator tanks are considered to be containers for the purposes of this part."  Many

respondents dealt with the general definition of container.  One State regulatory agency found the proposed

definition acceptable; other commenters had various objections and suggestions.   A few registrants and a

container manufacturer group objected to the confusion between this definition and those used in DOT

regulations, generally preferring DOT's concept of "packaging."  They stated that a "container" is a portable

unit, not a fixed facility (which is a "storage tank"), and that DOT uses this term only as part of a phrase

(e.g., freight container, intermediate bulk container).  The registrants recommended that EPA define bulk

cargo tanks or nurse tanks or delete the definition of container and use DOT's definition of packaging. 

Another objection raised by a registrant group, several agricultural registrants and a State regulatory

agency was the failure of the definition to distinguish between primary and secondary packaging.  They

suggested language that would make the requirements applicable only to containers in direct contact with

the pesticide and that would specifically exclude water soluble packaging.

Several respondents, including grower, dealer and registrant groups and a State regulatory agency,

commented on EPA's proposal to include "containers that are used to sell or distribute a pesticide product

and that are also spray applicator tanks."  All these commenters opposed the inclusion of spray applicator

tanks as "containers."  These commenters objected to the potential increase in the cost of spray applicator

tanks and possible interference with the activities of custom blenders.  The commenters were clearly

opposed to this proposal; a few, however, may have mistakenly believed that EPA intended to include all

spray applicator tanks, not just those in which pesticides are also distributed and sold.  A registrant group

commented that containers such as hose-end sprayers, pump sprayers and compressed air sprayers

should also be excluded.  A few registrant groups suggested language to also exclude "railroad tank cars,

tank trucks, and cargo tanks" and "application supply tanks or other service tanks..."    Two respondents

commented that "container" should not include any vessels used to hold user-diluted products.  A State

regulatory agency requested EPA to clarify whether or not service tanks are being regulated.

EPA Response - definition.  In the final rule, the definition of container is “any package, can, bottle,

bag, barrel, drum, tank, or other containing-device (excluding any application tanks) used to enclose a

pesticide.  Containers that are used to sell or distribute a pesticide product and that also function in

applying the product (such as spray bottles, aerosol cans and containers that become part of a direct

injection system) are considered to be containers for the purposes of this part.”  EPA made several

changes to the definition to clarify what would and would not be included in the definition.  First, the

definition in the final rule excludes any application tank (rather than spray applicator tanks) because it is

more broad and not limited only to liquids.  Second, the container regulations apply to pesticides that are

distributed and sold, so the phrase “pesticide-related waste” is not in the final regulations.  Lastly, the

second sentence in the final rule was modified to clarify that we did not intend to include all spray applicator

tanks in the definition.  Instead, vessels that function in applying the product, such as spray bottles and

aerosol cans, are considered to be containers if they also are used to sell or distribute the pesticide.  For

the most part, the final rule defers to DOT definitions and terms by referring to and adopting some of the

DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations.  However, it is necessary to define some terms such as container,

nonrefillable container and refillable container in these regulations for clarity and to implement the

pesticide-specific requirements.  The distinction between primary and secondary packaging is discussed in

Units V.H.8 and IX.F.  
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Comments - secondary containment.  EPA requested comment on whether the definition of

"container" for purposes of FIFRA section 19 should be broadened to accommodate the containment

provisions included in this proposal in light of the new, broader authority granted by Congress in the

revisions to section 19.  In particular, should the definition of container be expanded to include the

secondary containment structure?  The many respondents to this question, who were primarily agricultural

registrants and State regulatory agencies, unanimously opposed expansion of the definition of container to

include secondary containment, citing primarily the widely differing functions of the two and the difficulties

of making one set of requirements apply to both.  Commenters generally supported the ideas that: (1)

secondary containment is a backup, emergency system to intercept spills and releases; (2) containers are

vessels used to sell or distribute the pesticides; and (3) the construction, maintenance and management of

these differ by a large margin.

EPA Response - secondary containment.  The final rule does not include secondary containment

within the definition of container.  The container requirements apply to pesticides that are sold or

distributed, which is different that the intent of secondary containment.

7. Definitions for Bulk and Minibulk

Comments.  In comments urging adherence to DOT terminology and definitions, many

respondents objected in general to EPA's introduction of new categories of packaging into the regulatory

scheme (bulk/minibulk, refillable/nonrefillable, dry/liquid).  Commenters favored adhering to the already

established DOT size definitions (e.g., nonbulk, intermediate bulk containers and bulk), urging EPA not to

establish a separate classification scheme or to cause confusion by a proliferation of terms.  These

commenters included container manufacturer groups, a container manufacturer and registrants.  Specific

comments are summarized below for each type.  A registrant group supported the proposal's size

definitions; another pointed out that small refillable containers for institutional uses are not discussed and

asked that they be excluded pending further analysis.  A container manufacturer group and a container

manufacturer pointed out that minibulks are used for shipping and transportation, which is not addressed

by the rule.  One of these suggested modifying the definitions for bulk and minibulk because: (1) they imply

the containers are designed to hold only pesticides and (2) they should be based on whether the container

is designed to be transported when full, not a size.

Some commenters responded specifically to the definitions of dry minibulk and dry bulk containers. 

One container manufacturer suggested revised definitions: "Dry bulk container means a refillable container

designed and constructed to hold only dry formulations and is intended to be moved or transported only

when empty," and "Dry IBC means a refillable portable container designed and constructed to hold only dry

formulations and having an undivided volumetric capacity of 3,000 liters or less."  A container manufacturer

group redefined dry bulk container as: "...a refillable container designed and constructed to hold only dry

formulations and having an undivided volumetric capacity of greater than 3,000 liters."  Sizes other than

3000 liters suggested by commenters for dry minibulk include: 101 to 500 pounds; 500 to 4,400 pounds

(227 to 2,000 kilograms) to exclude drums and smaller packages; and one ton or less.  One registrant

deemed it unnecessary to increase the dry minibulk quantity limit, saying that an end user would need

special equipment to handle any container over 3,000 pounds; another registrant supported a definition that

will not limit future development of packaging.  A State regulatory agency  urged basing the quantity

criterion on capacities of existing containers.

Many commenters responded specifically to the definitions of liquid minibulk and bulk containers. 

These commenters included individual companies and trade groups from both the pesticide registrant and

container manufacturer industry sectors and several State and federal agencies.  A container manufacturer

group raised several objections, including the fact that EPA's definition of minibulk corresponds to usage

patterns rather than size, contrary to intentions.  A container manufacturer suggested revised definitions:

"Liquid bulk container means a refillable container designed and constructed to hold only liquid formulations

and is intended to be moved or transported only when empty," and "Liquid IBC means a refillable portable

container designed and constructed to hold only liquid formulations and having an undivided volumetric

capacity of 3,000 liters or less."  A container manufacturer group redefined liquid bulk container as: "...a
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refillable portable container designed and constructed to hold liquid formulations having a capacity to hold

undivided quantities of greater than 3,000 liters..."  Sizes suggested by commenters for liquid minibulk

containers other than 3000 liters include: less than or equal to 250 gallons (or 300 gallons); 56 to 300

gallons; 450 to 3000 liters (119 to 793 gallons); 60 to 793 gallons (227 to 3000 liters).  Additionally, several

commenters objected to the proposed sizes, but did not offer specific alternatives.  Several respondents

commented that a lower limit should be included to prevent regulating small containers (quart and gallon)

the same way as larger containers, which they claim pose much higher risks.  Several commenters

recommended decreasing the upper limit to 250 or 300 gallons, because: (1) end users can't handle and

move containers larger than that and (2) people could avoid the containment requirements by using 500- or

700-gallon fixed tanks.

In response to the 2004 Federal Register notice, ten commenters directly or indirectly addressed

the size of liquid minibulk/bulk containers through their comments on the size threshold for requiring

secondary containment.  All of the commenters recommended a lower limit to the definition of minibulk

container.  The respondents included two registrant groups, two registrants, three dealer groups and three

state regulatory agencies.  The registrant groups, registrants and a dealer group urged EPA to change the

upper limit of minibulk containers from 3,000 liters (793 gallons) to 330 gallons.  These commenters said

that containers larger than 330 gallons are essentially stationary because they would exceed the load

capacity of a standard pick up and are beyond the lifting capacity of most forklifts used by ag retailers. 

Some of the respondents stated that plastic containers larger than 330 gallons are not designed to be

portable tanks and would not pass the tests required for UN certification.  Two dealer groups warned EPA

that these regulations may affect the size of containers used to sell and distribute pesticides.  In their

states, they have seen a shift of container size and storage location based on the state containment

regulations.  A State regulatory agency supported their definition of bulk liquid pesticide as 56 gallons or

more and defines minibulk pesticides as an amount of liquid pesticide greater than 56 gallons but not

greater than 499 gallons that is held in a single container designed for ready handling and transport.  Two

other State regulatory agencies generally supported a lower criterion than EPA proposed.

EPA Response.  As discussed in Unit VI.A.3, the definitions of liquid bulk container and dry bulk

container are no longer necessary and are not being finalized. The primary purpose of these definitions in

the proposed rule was to identify the size of containers that must be within secondary containment units.  In

the final rule, the container sizes that must be within secondary containment are a regulatory criterion in  §

165.81(b) of the containment regulations, so it is unnecessary to define liquid bulk and dry bulk containers

in the final rule.  The definition of dry minibulk container was not used in the proposed or final regulations

and is also not being finalized.  As discussed in Unit VI.A.4, the only time the term liquid minibulk container

was used in the regulatory language was to define the kinds of refillable containers that had to comply with

the one-way valve/tamper-evident device requirement.  In the final rule, we define portable pesticide

container to delineate the containers that must comply with the one-way valve/tamper-evident device

requirement.  Therefore, the definition of liquid minibulk container is not necessary and is not being

finalized.  Because the definitions of liquid bulk/minibulk and dry bulk/minibulk containers are not being

finalized, containers will be identified and regulated according to the DOT regulations, which should

eliminate some confusion expressed by commenters.  The comments suggesting a lower size for liquid

minibulk containers were considered when determining the lower size threshold for secondary containment,

as discussed in Unit VIII.E.

8. Design Type

Comments.  Many respondents commented that the proposed definition of design type needs to be

improved.  The commenters included container manufacturer groups, registrant groups, individual

registrants, a dealer group and State regulatory agencies.  Several commenters (container manufacturer

groups and registrants) advocated using DOT's definitions, although one of these pointed out that DOT's

definition has caused significant confusion in the past.  One container manufacturer group provided more

specific comments about problems with the DOT definition and urged EPA to work with container

manufacturers to resolve the issue.  Many commenters were concerned about what modifications would be

allowed on a design type and citing the need for more clarification.  Commenters discouraged a very
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specific interpretation of design type, because it would: (1) interfere with the "fine tuning" of designs and (2)

cause many container designs to be tested (both drop and residue removal test), which would be

expensive.  One container manufacturer group suggested replacing the term "structural design" with "body

design," which would not include service equipment (appurtenances) because only the container user, not

the manufacturer, can ensure service equipment integrity over time.  A registrant group suggested a

wording change to accommodate the fact that pump fittings are not appropriate for many I&I/household

containers.  

EPA Response.  The term design type is not used in the final rule because of changes such as not

finalizing the proposed minibulk drop test and modifications to the residue removal standard.  Therefore,

the definition of design type is not being finalized.

9. Dilutable Pesticide

The comments regarding the term dilutable pesticide and EPA’s response are in Unit V.H.8.

10. Dry Pesticide

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposes to define "dry pesticide" as "any pesticide that is in solid form

and that has not been combined with liquids; this includes formulations such as dusts, wettable powders,

dry flowable powders, granules, and dry baits."  Several container manufacturer groups objected to the use

of the term "dry" rather than "solid" as defined by the UN and DOT.

EPA Response.  The definition of dry pesticide in the final rule is the same as in the proposal.  EPA

disagrees with commenters and believes that it is appropriate to refer to dry pesticides rather than solid

pesticides.  EPA also believes that the approach of referring to and adopting the DOT regulations may

address the objection of these commenters.

11. Establishment

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposes to define "establishment" as "any site where a pesticidal

product, active ingredient, or device is produced, regardless of whether such site is independently owned or

operated, and regardless of whether such site is domestic and producing a pesticidal product for export

only, or whether the site is foreign and producing any pesticidal product for import into the United States." 

A registrant group urged a language change to parallel FIFRA section 2(dd): "...any site where a pesticidal

product, active ingredient, or device is produced for purposes of further sale or distribution..." 

EPA Response.  The definition of establishment in the final rule is unchanged from the proposal. 

This definition is in 40 CFR Part 167 and is not being modified because it means the same thing as in

those regulations.  However, the commenter’s suggestion was addressed by adding the phrase “for sale or

distribution” to the definition of repackage.

12. Facility

The comments regarding the term facility and EPA’s response are in Unit VIII.A.4.

13. Gel

Comments.  A registrant requested a definition of "gel," stating that temperature changes

sometimes cause liquids to change viscosity.  A registrant group urged that gels be considered liquids

when placed in refillable containers.

EPA Response.  It is not necessary to define gel because the final rule does not use the terms

liquid minibulk/bulk or dry minibulk/bulk containers.
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14. Household Products

Comments.  EPA's request for comments in connection with residue removal for nonrefillable

containers generated suggestions for definitions of "household products."  These comments overlap to

some extent those dealing with the definition of "agricultural pesticides," above.  Several commenters

addressed this issue separately.  One registrant stated that household pesticides should be defined instead

of agricultural pesticides, while another recommended exclusion of household use products.  Another said

that household products should be defined by the channels of trade in which they are available.  A

registrant group and a registrant defined household products as: "...general use pesticide products

intended solely for application by nonprofessional individuals in a home and garden environment."  Another

registrant group suggested the following definition: "Household use means application of a Pesticide

directly to humans or pets or application of a pesticide in, on or around all structures vehicles, or areas

associated with the household, home life, or non-commercial areas where children spend time. These

areas include but are not limited to: (1) Gardens, non-commercial greenhouses, yards (including lawns and

landscape plants), patios, houses, pleasure marine craft, mobile homes, campers and recreational

vehicles, noncommercial camp sites, home swimming pools, kennels and stables.  (2) Articles, objects,

devices or surfaces handled or contacted by humans or pets in all structures, vehicles or areas listed

above."  Another registrant group recommended the following definition: "Household use product refers to

any product intended to be used in the home, including but not limited to, use on pets, but does not include

products intended to be used on lawns, gardens, and plants."  If the distinction between pet/household and

lawn/garden pesticides is not made, pesticides with pet uses should be excluded from the rule.

EPA Response.  The final rule does not include a definition of household pesticide.  Instead, EPA

is using the term residential/household pesticide from PR Notice 2001-6.  Unit IX.E discusses the change

in the final rule to exempt residential/household pesticides from the requirement to include triple rinsing

instructions on the label.  This change was based on EPA’s policy in PR Notice 2001-6 to not have

consumers rinse pesticide containers.

15. Nonrefillable Container

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "nonrefillable container" as "a container that is not a

refillable container and that is designed and constructed for one time containment of a pesticide."  A State

regulatory agency commented that the explanation of this definition in the preamble is ambiguous.  Several

commenters requested exemptions, e.g., products such as livestock collars where the container is also the

applicator, PVC flea and tick collars, aerosol cans and water-soluble films should have a separate category

or should be exempted.  A few registrants and container manufacturers objected to the fact that the

definition is drawn in terms of intended use and does not define specific parameters or translate into design

types.  One said the definitions of refillable and nonrefillable "breach the separation of regulatory control

between DOT and EPA," and urged the Agency to evaluate only the factors that relate to application,

spilling, and storage.  Several registrant groups and some registrants were concerned about the final

phrase of the proposed definition, "...and that is designed and constructed for one-time containment of a

pesticide."  Some respondents opted for a shorter definition omitting this phrase.  Another registrant group

said that the phrase would prevent reconditioned/remanufactured containers from being considered

nonrefillables.  A registrant group stated that it would inappropriately include containers intended to be

refilled by the end user for application or dilution only, but not intended for further distribution or sale. 

Several registrants and a few registrant groups proposed some wording for the definition of nonrefillable

container, including: "...not intended to be refilled with pesticide," and "...not a refillable container."  One

registrant wanted to specify that "reconditioned/remanufactured containers are considered to be

nonrefillable containers."

EPA Response. In the final rule, EPA is modifying this definition slightly by adding the following

second sentence: “Reconditioned containers are considered to be nonrefillable containers.”  EPA agrees

with commenters that it was unclear how reconditioned containers would have been regulated under the

proposed rule.  In addition, EPA adjusted the final rule in several other ways to clarify that nonfillable
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containers can be reconditioned.  (See Units V.A,  IV.B, IX.B, IX.C and IX.L for more details.)  W hile the

definition could include containers used for application or dilution only, the nonrefillable container

regulations clearly state in § 165.20(a) that the regulations establish requirements for nonrefillable

containers used for the distribution or sale of some pesticides.

16. One-Way Valve

These comments are addressed in the refillable container unit.

17. Owner

These comments are addressed in the containment unit.

18. Pesticide

Comments.  One container manufacturer asked EPA to include a definition of "pesticide" and

examples of regulated substances to clarify that nonagricultural products are covered.

EPA Response.  It is unnecessary to define pesticide in the regulations because FIFRA defines

pesticide in section 2(u).

19. Pesticide Dispensing Area

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "pesticide dispensing area" as "an area in which

pesticide is transferred out of or into a container."  A registrant group asked EPA to clarify the exclusion of

application sites by modifying the definition to read: "...out of or into a container for purposes of further sale

or distribution and does not include transfers of pesticide products into in-field application supply or service

tanks for purposes of application."

EPA Response.  The definition of pesticide dispensing area in the final rule is unchanged from the

definition in the proposal.  EPA believes that it appropriate and straightforward to keep the definition of

pesticide dispensing area general.  The regulations in § 165.82 provide a lot more detail about which 

pesticide dispensing areas - at the facilities identified in § 165.80(b) - must comply with the containment

regulations.

20. Pressure Rinse

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "pressure rinse" as "the flushing of the container to

remove pesticide residue by using a pressure method."  A registrant group, several registrants and a State

regulatory agency commented that this definition should refer to use of a "properly designed rinsing tool" so

the use of a garden hose is not adequate.

EPA Response.  In the final rule, EPA is modifying the definition of pressure rinse to be "the

flushing of the container to remove pesticide residue by using a pressure method with a pressure of at least

40 PSI."  EPA agrees with commenters that using a garden hose by itself would not be considered

pressure rinsing.  However, we believe that specifying a pressure provides more flexibility than requiring

the use of a “properly designed rinsing tool.”

21. Reconditionable Packaging

Comments.  A few container manufacturer groups argued that limiting containers to the two

categories (refillable and nonrefillable) as defined fails to recognize the role of DOT-regulated

reconditioning.  It was suggested that reconditionable packaging be defined as "packaging authorized for

reuse after reconditioning in accordance with 49 CFR 173.28," to ensure that these containers remain
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available as an option.  A registrant of institutional and household products commented that the regulations

need to accommodate that sector's current practice of reuse and reconditioning of large containers for

various (including nonpesticide) ladings.

EPA Response.  The final rule does not include a definition of reconditionable packaging, although

the definition of nonrefillable container was modified to clarify that reconditioned containers are considered

to be nonrefillable containers.   In addition, EPA adjusted the final rule in several other ways to clarify that

nonfillable containers can be reconditioned.  (See Units V.A,  IV.B, IX.B, IX.C and IX.L for more details.) 

22. Refillable Container

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "refillable container" as "a container that is intended

to be filled with pesticide more than once."  Comments on the definition of "refillable" mirrored those on

"nonrefillable."  Some commenters (several registrant groups, several registrants and a State regulatory

agency) pointed out the need to exclude from this definition those household/institutional and industrial

products that are designed to be refilled by the consumer with concentration that is diluted by the

consumer.  Most suggested achieving this by including in the definition the words "for sale and distribution"

and "intended to be refilled with pesticide at a refilling establishment more than once."  A registrant group

requested exclusions for transport vehicles, MUP containers, and spray tanks.  Commenting on EPA's

intent to exclude containers of gaseous pesticides, a registrant assumed that pressurized containers, such

as chlorine cylinders, would be exempt.  Another commenter suggested that sodium hypochlorite should

also be exempt, since it has "no known problems."

EPA Response.  The definition of refillable container in the final rule was modified slight by adding

the phrase “for sale and distribution” so a refillable container is "a container that is intended to be filled with

pesticide more than once for sale or distribution."  This change was made to clarify that

household/institutional and industrial pesticide containers that are designed to be refilled by the consumer

with concentrate that is diluted by the consumer are not refillable containers for the purposes of the

regulations.  They are considered to be nonrefillable containers because the containers with ready-to-use

products are intended to be sold or distributed only once, but then are refilled by the end user with a

concentrate (a different product) and then diluted for use.  These kinds of containers are discussed in more

detail in Units VI.F and IX.C.2.    EPA does not believe that is appropriate to include exemptions in the

definition of refillable container.  However, many of the containers mentioned by the commenters are

exempted in the regulatory text.

23. Refiller/Refilling Establishment

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "refiller" as "a person who engages in the activity of

repackaging pesticide product into refillable containers. This could include a registrant, a person

operating under contract to a registrant, or a person operating under written authorization from a

registrant," and "refilling establishment" as "an establishment where the activity of repackaging pesticide

product into refillable containers occurs."  A few registrant groups said that these definitions need to clearly

exclude users' refilling of end-use containers in homes and at and farms and other sites where the

pesticides are transferred for purposes of application or use.  Another registrant group proposed adding the

phrase "repackaging...for purposes of further sale or distribution."

EPA Response.  In the final rule, the definition of refilling establishment is identical to the proposed

definition and the definition of refiller was modified slightly by deleting “a person operating under written

authorization from a registrant” to be consistent with the changes in the repackaging regulations, as

described in Unit VII.G.  EPA added the phrase “for sale or distribution” to the definitions of refillable

container and repackage, which should address the commenters’ concerns.

24. Repackage
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Comments.  Section 165.3 proposes to define "repackage" as "to transfer a pesticide formulation

from one container to another without a change in the composition of the formulation or the labeling

content, for sale or distribution."  A registrant group stated that repackagers may in fact change labeling

and wants that restriction removed from the definition.  For clarity, another registrant group suggested

"...for further sale or distribution."

EPA Response.  In the final rule, EPA slightly modified the definition by adding “for sale or

distribution” to clarify that transferring a pesticide from one container to another for use would not be

regulated as repackaging under these regulations.  EPA disagrees with the commenter’s suggestion to

delete “no change in labeling” from the definition.  As described in Unit VII.G, repackaging of pesticides

under EPA’s Bulk Policy and under these regulations can occur without a separate registration if certain

conditions are met that would assure that the purposes of registration would be satisfied.  The conditions

are that repackaging of the registered bulk pesticides can involve nothing more than changing the product

container; i.e., no change in: (1) the pesticide formulation, (2) the pesticide's labeling except to add an

appropriate statement of net contents and a registered establishment number, and (3) the identity of the

party accountable for the product's integrity. 

25. Rigid Container

Comments.  The residue removal standard for nonrefillable containers in § 165.104 would apply to

dilutable products in rigid containers.  A registrant requested adding a definition of "rigid container" that

exempts paperboard, cardboard, and fiberboard.  A registrant group suggested the following language:

"...any rigid plastic or metal container used for distribution and sale of a pesticide formula and which comes

in direct contact with the pesticide formula.  Aerosol containers and bag-in-box containers are not

considered rigid containers for purposes of this rule."

EPA Response.  EPA does not believe it is necessary to define rigid in the regulations.  W e are

maintaining the description in the proposed rule with a small modification in response to the commenters

who pointed out that there are rigid plastics other than molded polyethylene.  By rigid containers, EPA

means containers that have definite retained shape and form and that are self-supporting.  For the

purposes of this regulation, rigid containers would include containers constructed of metal, some plastics,

glass and paperboard (cardboard).  See Unit V.H.8 for a more detailed discussion.

26. Secondary Containment Unit

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "secondary containment unit" as "any structure,

including rigid diking, that is designed and constructed to intercept and contain pesticide spills and leaks

and prevent runoff or leaching from stationary bulk containers."  A registrant proposed using the term "spill

or leak containment" to avoid conflict with different concept of "secondary containment" in DOT's HM-181E. 

A container manufacturer group suggested the following wording change: "...any structure, portable,

movable, or fixed, including rigid diking..." to allow companies who fill small containers to continue using

portable structures.

EPA Response.  The definition of secondary containment unit in the final rule is very similar to the

proposed definition where the two modifications were a minor editorial adjustment and changing “stationary

bulk containers” to “stationary pesticide containers” to be consistent with the terminology in the final rule. 

EPA disagrees with the registrant that this definition of secondary containment (which specifically refers to

stationary pesticide containers) would conflict with the DOT regulations.  EPA also disagrees that portable

rigid secondary containment units would adequately ensure permanent and continuous liquid-tight

containment at the kinds of facilities that must comply with the containment regulations because of the

large volume of product stored and transferred at these facilities.   

27. Stationary Bulk Container
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Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "stationary bulk container" as "a liquid bulk container

or a dry bulk container that is fixed at a single facility or establishment or, if not fixed, remains at the facility

or establishment for at least 14 consecutive days, during all of which time the container holds pesticide." 

Several respondents commented on this definition and described potential problems including the burden

on small entities and the need for a longer window for using products or disposing of emptied containers. 

However, a dealer group cautioned against use of any volumetric/time guidelines that would allow anyone

to handle substantial volumes of product without taking proper handling/storage steps.  A container

manufacturer objected to the minimum size limits on these containers, citing the existence of many in the

500- to 600-gallon range that should be allowed to stay in service.  Suggestions on the definition from

several commenters (registrant groups, a registrant and a dealer group) included: excepting packages

emptied of all but residues; reconsidering the time period so inventoried packages awaiting use would be

excepted; using the AAPCO guidelines (more than 300 gallons/stored longer than 30 days); excluding

transport vehicles (regulated by DOT); and excluding application supply or service tanks.

EPA Response.  In the final rule, stationary pesticide container means a refillable container that is

fixed at a single facility or establishment or, if not fixed, remains at the facility or establishment for at least

30 consecutive days, and that holds pesticide during the entire time.  The proposed definition for “stationary

bulk container” was revised in several ways, as discussed in Units VI.A.3 and VIII.E of this preamble.  The

final rule changes the term from “stationary bulk container” to “stationary pesticide container” because the

changes to the final containment regulations eliminated the need for the proposed definitions of minibulk

and bulk containers.  In addition, the period of time that a container can remain fixed or at a single facility in

order to be considered “stationary” is 30 days in the final rule rather than 14 days in the proposal.  

28. Transport

Comments.  A container manufacturer asked for definition of this term, suggesting: "...the act of

moving any container holding a pesticide over a public highway, railroad or navigable waterway by any

private or commercial conveyance, vehicle or vessel, which pesticide is used in the furtherance of a

commercial business of the owner or of the use of the pesticide."

EPA Response.  EPA disagrees that it is necessary to define transport in the pesticide container

regulations because the regulations do not use the term “transport” except for “transport vehicle,” which is

defined separately.

29. Transport Vehicle

Comments.  Section 165.3 proposed to define "transport vehicle" as "a cargo-carrying vehicle such

as an automobile, van, tractor, truck, semitrailer, tank car or rail car used for the transportation of cargo by

any mode."  A registrant group and a registrant asked for clarification of "tractor," suggesting that EPA

means "truck tractors" rather than farm tractors.  They suggested adding "full trailer" and "cargo tank" to

the definition.  Another registrant group stated that "pull-behind tank/trailers" should be included in the

definition.

EPA Response.  The definition of transport vehicle in the final rule is identical to the proposed

definition.  Because this definition is taken from the DOT definition of transport vehicle, it would be most

straightforward to keep it the same for the sake of consistency.  The DOT definition of transport vehicle

includes a second sentence “Each cargo-carrying body (trailer, rail car, etc.) is a separate transport

vehicle.” which is not necessary for the purposes of our regulations.  However, the definition in the pesticide

container regulations is identical to the first sentence in the DOT definition. 

C. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

1. Comments on the Regulatory Impact Analysis of the 1994 Proposed Rule
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Comments - general.  Over 20 respondents submitted general comments on the Regulatory Impact

Analysis (RIA) of the proposed rule.  These commenters were mostly registrants and registrant groups (a

total of 14), but also included State regulatory agencies and groups from the container manufacturing,

dealer and farmer industries.  Nearly all of the commenters want EPA to reevaluate the economic

assessment of these regulations.  Common responses were: (1) the costs far outweigh the benefits; (2) the

costs were underestimated; (3) the benefits were overestimated; (4) commenters believe this is a major

rule, contrary to EPA's assessment; (5) the rule will have a "significant" economic impact on medium and

large formulators in addition to small facilities; (6) the rule will have a large general impact on various

industry segments, e.g., (container manufacturers, dealers, industrial biocides, the agricultural sector); and

(7) the rule doesn't comply with the standards in Executive Order 12866.  Several commenters pointed out

specific costs and impacts EPA didn't include and questioned specific assumptions in the RIA, which are

included in the summary of comments by topic.  One commenter is a small company and claimed not to

have the resources to implement the regulations.  A registrant requested EPA to justify the costs and

benefits of the proposed requirements over a joint EPA and industry user education program.  One State

regulatory agency commented that the costs and environmental benefits were well-thought out and another

suggested using tax credits and other incentives instead of penalties to facilitate compliance.  A registrant

predicted the regulations would greatly increase their workload and could impair the ability to quickly

change container sizes and designs.

EPA Response - general.  EPA disagrees with many of the general assertions of the commenters. 

W e made many changes to the final rule based on comments and additional research.  These changes are

discussed throughout the first nine units of this document and some are repeated below.  EPA conducted a

thorough economic analysis of the costs and benefits for both the proposed and final rules and these

analyses comply with the standards in Executive Order 12866.  Based on the analysis of the final rule, the

benefits of the rule outweigh the costs, this is not a major rule by the standards in Executive Order 12866

and the rule will not have a significant economic impact on facilities of any size.

Comments - benefits.  Several registrants and a few registrant groups strongly disagreed with

EPA's conclusion that refillable containers are less expensive than nonrefillables and that shifting to

refillables would represent an indirect benefit of the regulations.  Specific comments on the indirect benefit

analysis include: (1) industry provided estimates of the cost per gallon of various packaging options,

ranging from $1.30/gal. for two 2.5-gal. nonrefillable jugs in a carton [including disposal costs] to $3.10/gal.

for a 110-gal. refillable tank with a pump and meter; (2) the number of nonrefillables currently on the market

and the market prices of various nonrefillables are overestimated; (3) the initial cost of refillables is

underestimated because the cost of pumps, meters and other equipment is neglected; (4) the number of

times each container may be turned in a given season is overestimated.  A registrant group commented

that waste and disposal costs incurred because permanent marking would eliminate drum reconditioning

were not included in the indirect benefit analysis.  A registrant questioned the validity of the estimate of

acute illnesses avoided in the benefits analysis and asked EPA to reassess the number of cases assuming

all containers had been properly rinsed.

EPA Response - benefits.  The benefits analysis in the economic analysis of the final rule was

revised to address the comments on the assumption in the proposed rule economic analysis that refillable

containers are less expensive than nonrefillables.  This assumption led to the calculation of indirect, non-

health benefits associated with the movement from nonrefillables to refillables in the proposed rule. 

Although EPA still maintains that there could be a shift from nonrefillables to refillable containers as a result

of the final pesticide container standards, EPA acknowledges that there is more uncertainty in the

assumptions made in the analysis of indirect benefits and the magnitude of these benefits than is made

evident in the proposed rule economic analysis.  As a result, the economic analysis for the final pesticide

container standards does not attempt to quantify these indirect benefits.  The rule will not eliminate drum

reconditioning so there was no need to account for the waste and disposal costs mentioned by the

registrant group in the estimate of indirect benefits or the costs of the rule.  The assessment of the health-

related benefits and the estimate of acute illnesses avoided in the final rule is different and more detailed

than the estimate in the proposed rule, as described in chapter 5 of the container economic analysis.  
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Comments - nonrefillable residue removal standard.  Many commenters (several registrant groups,

several registrants and a farm group) addressed the estimated costs of the nonrefillable residue removal

standard, including the costs for testing and coming into compliance.  All of the commenters believe that

EPA underestimated the costs associated with this standard.

These commenters mainly disagreed with EPA's assumption that formulation/container

combinations that did not initially meet the ix 9 standard could be brought into compliance by switching to

an off-the-shelf container at no cost.  A few respondents specifically stated that this assumption was wrong

and several others estimated that switching to another container would cost $5,000 - $25,000 per product

to change labels, cartons, packaging lines, etc.  Several commenters estimated the costs for redesigning

containers, another potential way to come into compliance, to be $25,000 - $100,000.  Additionally,

commenters stated that at least some products would have to be reformulated to comply with a six 9's

standard, which would involve redoing the safety and efficacy testing.  A registrant group estimated that

two-thirds of the household and institutional and industrial products subject to the residue standard would

have to be reformulated because of the predicted high rate of initial noncompliance and limited packaging

options at a median reformulation cost of $275,000 per product.  Other estimates for the cost of

reformulating a product were: at least $500,000 per product, $500,000 - $2.5 million and up to $2 million. 

The following were estimates for the total cost of bringing noncomplying containers into compliance: about

$200 million, $230 million to over $1 billion, $500 million to $1 billion, $500 million or more, at least $200

million and $130 million to $640 million.

Several respondents commented that EPA underestimated the cost of the residue testing itself. 

One commenter estimated that each GLP residue test would cost about $50,000 rather than EPA's

estimate of $5,000.  Another registrant group questioned EPA's assumption of 70% compliance for existing

nonagricultural containers, arguing that it is more difficult for products with low active ingredient

concentrations (like many nonagricultural products) to meet the six 9's standard.  A registrant pointed out

that testing would cost their company alone $15 million.  Several commenters estimated that testing would

cost industry at least $100 million.  A few respondents stated that the estimated cost would be higher if: (1)

multiple containers of each product were required to be tested; (2) containers were tested as a function of

time; (3) both triple rinsing and pressure rinsing data were required; or (4) EPA required field residue

testing.

Two registrant groups pointed out the absence of RIA costs for analytical methods development. 

These commenters said that the methods don't exist to verify removal at the six 9's level for products with

low active ingredient concentrations.  These respondents also commented that it would be very

burdensome to develop methodologies to measure low concentrations of active ingredient in a small

volume of rinsate, adapt these methodologies to different formulation matrices and validate them.  A farm

group predicted that the costs of the residue removal standard would be borne by farmers with no increase

in safety.  A commenter questioned the assumptions and conclusions regarding the residue removal

standard in EPA's Report to Congress and reiterated the many differences between agricultural and

nonagricultural pesticides.  This respondent also commented that user education and the development of

simplified rinsing instructions would be a better use of resources than the residue testing because these

steps would directly tackle the potential problem:  users not rinsing containers.  Another registrant group

recommended that EPA consider provisions for reducing the costs associated with this standard.

EPA Response - nonrefillable residue removal standard.  EPA made a number of changes in the

residue removal standard in the final rule that should alleviate many of the concerns expressed by

commenters on this standard.  First, after considering the comments, re-evaluating the residue removal

data and factoring in the experiences of pesticide container collection and recycling programs over the past

decade, EPA changed the residue removal standard should be revised from six 9's to four 9's in the final

rule.  EPA believes that most containers/formulations can meet a four 9's standard.  This will reduce the

number of containers that fail and should minimize the need to develop analytical methods to detect low

active ingredient concentrations.  Second, EPA changed the test protocol for the final rule to specify that

the test must be conducted on a minimum of three containers, rather than the proposed approach of a

minimum of 19 containers.  The main reason for this change is that the data supporting the residue
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removal standard was conducted on three containers.  Testing three containers offers cost reduction

benefits – including less time to actually conduct the testing with one-sixth the number of containers to be

rinsed, one-sixth the number of analyses that need to be conducted, and one-sixth the amount of rinsate

that needs to be managed or disposed.  Third, the test protocol incorporates some of the key Good

Laboratory Practice requirements rather than requiring compliance with the full set of GLP standards.

 Fourth, the final rule requires registrants to conduct the residue removal testing only if the products are

flowable concentrate formulations or if EPA requests the test data on a case-by-case basis.  The final rule

does not include any exemptions or exclusions from the residue removal standard for nonagricultural

pesticides because EPA believes that ensuring adequate residue removal to achieve the goal of containers

that can be safely managed for disposal or recycling applies to all pesticides in all markets.  However,

changes to the scope of the nonrefillable container regulations address many of the exemption requests

above.  In particular, most household, institutional and industrial antimicrobials are exempt from the

nonrefillable container regulations.  In addition, non-antimicrobial products in Toxicity Category III and IV

(and that are not restricted use products) do not have to comply with the residue removal standard because

only the basic DOT packaging standards apply to those products.

Comments - refillables.  A few nonagricultural commenters questioned EPA's analysis of the

effects of the rule on refillable containers.  According to a registrant group, it would cost one company over

$1.5 million to drop test and retrofit its fleet of refillables with placards and one-way valves.  This

commenter also pointed out that "minibulks" used in the biocides industry are generally more expensive

(often $2,500 or more) than EPA estimated ($50 - $300).  Another industry group commented that any

benefit of a shift to refillables in the agricultural industry would be more than offset by the near elimination

of refillables in the pool industry. 

EPA Response - refillables.  Some of the changes to the final rule will decrease the cost estimate

described by commenters.  First, most household, institutional and industrial antimicrobial pesticides are

exempt from the final rule.  Second, the final regulations refer to and adopt a subset of the DOT Hazardous

Materials Regulations, so EPA is not finalizing many of the proposed standards for refillable containers,

including the proposed drop test and most of the permanent marking.  EPA believes that the commenter

substantially overestimated the cost of one-way valves in developing its cost estimate.  As discussed in

Unit III.D, EPA revised the final rule to facilitate the continued use of refillable containers in the swimming

pool industry.  Also see Unit X.C.2 below for more details about the swimming pool industry.

Comments - States.  A State regulatory agency predicted that the rule could: (1) increase the

workload of the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) and others by 20%; (2) make DPR's jurisdiction

overlap with those of other State agencies; (3) increase the Registration Branch's workload with label

additions and data requirements; and (4) extend enforcement activities to household users.  Another State

regulatory agency described how enforcement of the proposal could be accomplished under the current

cooperative agreement with EPA and existing State pesticide laws.  Another hoped EPA would increase

State funding because more inspections would be necessary.

EPA Response - States.  EPA agrees with the State regulatory agency that said the labeling

requirements could be addressed during producer establishment and marketplace inspections and that

compliance with other provisions can be monitored during pesticide use inspections and investigations. 

However, EPA also acknowledges that these regulations will put additional responsibility (and thus more

work) on the States to enforce these regulations.  EPA will work through the existing cooperative

agreement system to provide funding for States.

Comments - other.  A registrant who produces wood preservatives for the household market

provided a detailed analysis of the substantial economic impact on their packaging, which would include

switching to a more expensive type of packaging, changing the label, obtaining new packaging equipment,

and using more expensive containers and shipping cases.  Several respondents commented on the cost of

changing labels and discussed some of the up-front art work steps and costs.  Some commenters

expressed concern that the regulations could cause registrants to quit selling some minor use products

because the testing and compliance costs are independent of market volume.
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EPA Response - other.  The exemption for certain antimicrobial pesticides and the definition of

antimicrobial pesticide are discussed in Unit III.C.1.  The FIFRA section 2(mm) definition of antimicrobial

pesticides excludes wood preservatives with claims for pest other than micro-organisms.  However, wood

preservatives that claim to control only micro-organisms are considered to be antimicrobial pesticides

according to FIFRA section 2(mm) and therefore may be exempt from the regulations.  If not, the registrant

has the option of applying for a waiver or modification of the regulations and can attempt to show that the

product meets the criteria set out in the regulations.  The cost of changing labels was estimated in the

economic analysis of the final rule.  In addition, the compliance date for the labeling requirements was

extended from two years in the proposal to three years in the final rule.  EPA does not believe the testing

and compliance costs are large enough to cause registrants to stop selling some minor use products,

especially considering many of the changes in the final rule, such as the revised scope, referring to and

adopting the DOT regulations, and the revisions to the nonrefillable container residue removal standard.

2. Comments on the Economic Impact - 1999 Supplemental Notice

Some commenters – including two registrant groups and a registrant from the swimming pool

chemical industry and a registrant group representing industrial antimicrobial manufacturers -- commented

on the economic impact and economic analysis of the supplemental notice.

Comments - swimming pool industry.  One registrant group commented that the economic

analyses of the proposed rule and supplemental notice significantly underestimated the cost of the rule to

swimming pool manufacturers, packagers and distributors and did not account for any costs to end users

of swimming pool products to pay for new containers and their handling.  As an example, this commenter

said that the proposed requirement for permanent markings on nonrefillable containers would cost more

than $5 million for pool pesticides to comply.  Another registrant group commented that the original cost

estimates for the rule underestimated the costs by a factor of 4 to 5 and claimed that EPA’s estimate of a

few hundred formulators was a considerable underestimate.  This commenter also stated that EPA failed to

identify the universe of entities that will be affected because the NAICS codes do not identify manufactures,

formulators, packagers or distributors of most antimicrobial products, including sodium hypochlorite

solutions and that the regulations do not account for the impact on swimming pool service firms. The

swimming pool chemical manufacturer stated that it could not afford the costs of serial number marking

and the one-way valve/tamper-evident device requirement.

EPA Response - swimming pool industry.  Based on these comments, the economic analysis of

the final rule included an estimate of the impact of the rule on swimming pool service companies to account

for the refillable container and repackaging requirements that apply to these companies.  As stated in the

supplemental notice, EPA acknowledges that applying some of the refillable container standards

(specifically the serial number marking; one-way valves or tamper-evident devices; and certain

recordkeeping) to sodium hypochlorite used in swimming pools would disrupt the current refillable container

system for these products and would probably cause the refillables to be replaced by millions of single-use,

nonrefillable containers.  EPA believes that adding millions of pounds of these nonrefillable containers to

the waste stream is inconsistent with the goals of section 19(e) of FIFRA, particularly that the regulations

facilitate the safe refill and reuse of containers.  Therefore, in the supplemental notice, we discussed a

reduction in requirements for the refillable containers for these products.  However, based on comments

and an analysis that identified some antimicrobial pesticides that are potentially hazardous waste when

they are disposed, EPA revised the final rule to accomplish our intended goal.  In particular, the exemption

criteria in the supplemental notice would not have exempted sodium hypochorite used in swimming pools

from some of the refillable container and repackaging requirements, although that was our intent.  The

exemption criteria in the final rule were adjusted to ensure that sodium hypochlorite used in swimming

pools was exempted from some of the refillable container and repackaging standards.  These changes are

discussed in detail in Units III.D, VI.H, VI.I and VII.S.   
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Comments - industrial biocides.  An industrial biocide registrant group said that it was impossible to

evaluate the economic impact of the 1999 Supplemental Notice because the economic analysis of the

supplemental notice considers only agricultural products.

EPA Response - industrial biocides.  EPA disagrees with this comment.  The economic analysis of

the supplemental notice considered the changes in scope of both antimicrobial and non-antimicrobial

pesticides.

3. Comments on the Economic Impact - 2004 Federal Register Notice

Comments.  In their comments on the 2004 Federal Register Notice, a registrant, a state agency

and a dealer group provided comments about the estimated cost of the rule.  The registrant disagrees with

EPA’s assessment that the rule would have an estimated annual effect on the economy of less that $100

million, stating that the residue removal testing itself would cost them about $15 million.  This commenter

also estimated that it would cost about $5 million to remove non-complying products from the channels of

trade and stated that EPA did not include this in its economic analysis.  The registrant also disagreed with

several assumptions in the economic analysis about the availability of containers that meet the glugging,

dripping and closure requirements and opposed EPA’s assessment of economic benefits by switching from

nonrefillables to refillables, asserting that refillables cost more on a per-pound-packaged basis.  The state

agency opposed additional requirements for containment facilities that comply with state regs because the

additional costs will not provide major improvements to the existing safeguards.  The respondent also

expressed concern about the businesses being penalized for implementing protective measures at the

state level before the federal requirements were promulgated.  The dealer group believes that expanding

the containment regulations to include farmers will have minimal financial impact to farmers because on-

farm bulk storage is not yet widespread, only the largest corporate farms are expected to have bulk.

EPA Response.  EPA disagrees with the comments on the cost of the rule.  W e conducted a

thorough economic analysis of the costs and benefits for both the proposed and final rules and the

estimated annual cost is about $11.3 million - substantially less than $100 million.  EPA is not finalizing the

channels of trade compliance date, which would have required all products distributed or sold in

nonrefillable containers by a person other than the registrant to comply with the standards within five years. 

EPA believes that there are containers available that meet all of the regulatory standards.   W hile EPA still

maintains that there could be a shift from nonrefillables to refillable containers as a result of the final

pesticide container standards, the economic analysis for the final pesticide container standards does not

attempt to quantify the indirect benefits of making this switch.  The final rule includes a provision that would

allow States to continue to implement their State containment regulations - and for facilities to continue to

comply with those State regulations - if the State regulations are at least as protective as the containment

requirements in this final rule.  The final rule does not require farms to comply with the containment

standards, so we did not estimate the financial impact on farms.

D.  OTHER COMMENTS ON THE 1994 PROPOSED RULE

1. Process

Comments.  Because of the extensive preamble, a registrant group and a registrant asked EPA to

release a revised draft of the rule for additional review before it is finalized.  Another registrant pointed out

that the Federal Register designation should have been 59 instead of 26 and stated that comment

preparation would have been easier if lines, paragraphs or columns had been numbered.

EPA Response.  EPA complied with the Administrative Procedure Act in developing the container

and containment rule.  W e were not required to release a revised draft for review before the rule was

finalized, although we did re-open the comment period twice after the original proposal.  EPA agrees that
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the Federal Register designation should have been 59 rather than 26.  A correction notice confirming this

was published on March 3, 1994 (59 FR 10228).

2. FIFRA Provisions

Comments.  A registrant group suggested that EPA misread Congressional intent and that the

FIFRA section 19 container provisions only apply to suspended and canceled formulations.  FIFRA Section

19(f) provides that EPA, in its discretion, may exempt products intended solely for household use.  Two

registrant groups and a registrant commented that "household use" products should be exempted because

they pose minimal risk.  A few registrants and a registrant group discussed FIFRA section 25(a)(1), which

requires EPA to take into account the differences between agricultural and nonagricultural pesticides in

environmental risk and appropriate data for evaluating such risk.  These commenters believe EPA failed to

adequately account for such differences and to develop necessary expertise with nonagricultural pesticides

and containers. 

EPA Response. EPA disagrees with the registrant group’s interpretation of FIFRA.  Nothing in

subsections (e) and (f) of section 19 limits these subsections to suspended and canceled formulations.  On

the contrary, those subsections refer to pesticides broadly.  Additionally, it would not make sense for EPA

to establish regulations for containers of suspended and canceled pesticides that are being disposed.  As

discussed in Unit IX.F, the final rule exempts residential/household pesticide products from the residue

removal, which is consistent with FIFRA section 19(f)(1)©, which says that EPA, in its discretion, may

exempt products intended solely for household use.  EPA disagrees with the comment about FIFRA

section 25(a) (1), which states that “such regulations shall take into account the difference in concept and

usage between various classes of pesticides, including public health pesticides, and differences in

environmental risk and the appropriate data for evaluating such risk between agricultural, nonagricultural,

and public health pesticides.”  Research done by EPA before and after the proposed rule and many

detailed comments about the containers used for nonagricultural pesticides allowed us to consider the

differences (and similarities) between containers used for pesticides in different market segments.  As

discussed in the 1999 supplemental notice and in Unit III.H, EPA is exempting some pesticides and

containers from the final container rule.  However, rather than exempting products based on the pesticide

market sector or the type of pesticide, EPA believes it is more appropriate to exempt pesticides based on

the relative risk they pose.

3. Reference Part 165 on Label

Comments.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA requested comments on whether some or all of the

proposed requirements should be referenced by label, including the option of referencing the regulation on

the labeling as was done with the W orker Protection Standards.  Several respondents (including

registrants, State regulatory agencies and a registrant group) commented that a reference to the

regulations and/or the regulations themselves would be of limited value to the end users and should not be

put on the label.  A State regulatory agency urged EPA to consider such a reference if regulations targeting

end users such as mixing/loading or storage standards were promulgated.  Several registrants commented

that a reference to the regulations was acceptable and was definitely preferable over lengthy label text. 

Another registrant stated that a partial or complete reference to the regulation should be allowed but not

mandated.  Several respondents (a registrant and a few State regulatory agencies) commented that labels

should include residue removal instructions and provided several specific suggestion about location and

content.  A registrant stated that refusal of landfills to accept clean containers rather than additional label

instructions will induce users to properly rinse and dispose of containers.  A dealer group commented that

label instructions are preferable to a regulatory reference and added that special (waiver) language on

labels should be highlighted for recognition by dealers and end users.  A State regulatory agency

suggested placing residue removal statements on the label and a regulatory reference on the labeling as

the best solution.  A registrant stated that environmental management should be considered in registration

rather than mandated on the label.
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EPA Response.  EPA agrees with the commenters who said that labels should include residue

removal instructions, which is required in the final rule.  EPA also agrees with the respondents who

commented that a reference to the regulations and/or the regulations themselves would be of limited value

to the end users and should not be put on the label.  In addition, regulations promulgated under the

authority of FIFRA Section 19 are directly enforceable according to FIFRA Section 12(a)(2)(S).  Therefore,

the final rule does not require pesticide labels to reference theses regulations because such a reference is

unnecessary and would be of limited value. 

4. Pollution Prevention

Comments.  In the 1994 proposal, EPA requested comments on whether this rule adequately

moves pesticide handling "up" the environmental management hierarchy set out in the Pollution Prevention

Act, specifically to encourage source reduction, and if there are other options EPA could pursue to further

these efforts.  Many commenters, including State regulatory agencies, registrants, a container

manufacturer and a container manufacturer group, pointed out aspects of the regulation that would move

pesticide handling up the environmental management hierarchy.  The comments supported moving

containers away from disposal and toward reuse and/or recycling, although a State regulatory agency

suggested EPA didn't go far enough to encourage refillables and discourage nonrefillables.  A few

respondents specifically mentioned eliminating the lower quantity limit for minibulks as helpful for

minimizing waste.  A container manufacturer group agreed with EPA's goal of encouraging refillables, but

pointed out that large nonrefillable containers also replace many smaller throwaway packages. 

On the other hand, nearly 20 commenters pointed out aspects of the regulation that would not help

move pesticide handling up the environmental management hierarchy.  The respondents included some

registrants, several registrant groups, several State and federal regulatory agencies, a container

manufacturer and a container manufacturer group.  A few commenters stated that the rule would reverse

trend toward refillable containers for industrial biocides and would make refillables uneconomical for pool

chemicals.  Additionally, several respondents commented that the zero allowable level for cross

contaminants and/or holding registrants liable for the integrity of product repackaged by dealers would

discourage the use of refillables.  Other comments related to moving away from the pollution prevention

goals include, but are not limited to, the following: (1) the nonrefillable residue removal standard is too

burdensome and could push formulations from being aqueous-based to being petroleum-based; (2) the

hydraulic conductivity standard and other containment requirements seem to eliminate existing structures

and may be a deterrent to switching from refillables to nonrefillables; (3) more containment management

standards are necessary; and (4) recycling may be limited by the perception that the containers are not

clean.  Other commenters pointed toward the following aspects of the rule as impediments of facilitating

pollution prevention: (1) burdensome design, testing and recordkeeping requirements; (2) requiring rinsing

in situations where it isn't needed; (3) storing rinsate, which requires another container; (4) permanent

marking on household refillables; and (5) destructive (drop) testing, which discourages the use of large

refillable containers because the production of such containers is more labor-intensive and slower than that

of smaller containers. 

EPA Response.  EPA continues to agree with the position taken in the 1994 proposal that this rule

is consistent with the environmental management hierarchy in the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990, in

which pollution should be prevented or reduced whenever feasible, pollution that cannot be prevented

should be recycled in an environmentally safe manner, whenever feasible; pollution that cannot be

prevented or recycled should be treated in an environmentally safe manner whenever feasible; and

disposal or other release into the environment should be employed only as a last resort.  Changes to the

final rule address many of the aspects of the rule that commenters identified as barriers to moving

pesticides up the environmental hierarchy.  These changes to the final rule include the scope of the

container regulations, how antimicrobial swimming pool chemicals are regulated, revisions to the

nonrefillable container residue removal standard, not finalizing the hydraulic conductivity standard, referring

to and adopting the DOT regulations, and reducing the recordkeeping requirements.

5. Overview of Container Types and Handling Practices
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Comments.  The 1994 proposal included a brief overview of current pesticide container types and

handling practices in order to give the reader an understanding of the scope and nature of container use

and handling problems.  Some respondents commented on this description.  A registrant group said that

EPA’s description focused only on agricultural pesticides and their containers and disagreed with EPA's

assumption that refillable containers are used predominantly in the agricultural market.  This commenter

described some ways that industrial biocide containers are different than agricultural pesticide containers,

including: industrial biocides have a different distribution system (no dealer) and use expensive ($2,500)

and durable (10 years) containers; the containers are commonly reconditioned and reused; the container

integrity issues EPA describes are not applicable because industrial biocide containers are generally refilled

by the registrants and handled by trained workers; and gasoline station-type refilling operations are not

used for industrial biocides.  Another registrant group also commented that nonagricultural pesticides are

not usually distributed through dealers and that the container integrity issues EPA described are associated

with outside storage, which is typical for agricultural pesticides but not others.  A third registrant group

strongly disagreed with EPA’s assessment that refillable containers are used predominantly in the

agricultural market and provided a description of the refillables used in the industrial biocide sector and for

swimming pool chemicals.  A container manufacturer group described its market share with respect to

minibulks and different pesticide sectors.  Another container manufacturer group stated that spillage and

leakage are problems with end user handling (that could be solved by better care and training), rather than

a container design problem.  Two household/institutional and industrial registrants commented that the

residue in their disinfectant and sanitizer containers do not pose a public health risk.  One of these

registrants also commented that EPA seems focused on agricultural pesticides in the discussion of spills

and leaks and pointed out how the usage patterns and distribution of nonagricultural pesticides differ from

those described in the preamble. 

EPA Response.  EPA acknowledges that the discussion of container handling practices and issues

in the 1994 preamble focused on agricultural pesticides and their containers.  The information provided by

commenters about containers in other pesticide markets regarding this section and other parts of the

proposed rule were very helpful and, in many cases, led to changes in the final rule.

6. Effluent Guidelines

Comments.  The 1994 proposal included an introductory discussion of a related EPA Office of

W ater rulemaking regarding Effluent Limitations Guidelines for the pesticide formulating, packaging and

repackaging industry.  Several commenters responded that the container/containment rule and OW  rule

conflict.  Specifically, the intent of the OW  rule is to reduce the amount of waste water produced, but these

commenters stated that several of the container standards (such as the zero-contamination threshold for

pesticides sold in refillable containers) will actually increase waste water production.  One of these

respondents requested EPA to reconsider situations where residue removal may not be necessary.  A

State regulatory agency pointed out that some facilities may be subject to both the container/containment

and the OW  rules.  Two registrants referred to the OW  proposal which exempted sodium hypochlorite as

support for excluding sanitizers and disinfectants from the container/containment rulemaking.  Similarly, a

registrant group cited the OW  proposed rule’s description of refilling establishments as being unique to the

agricultural market and that the requirements that apply to refilling establishments in this rule should only

apply to agricultural pesticides.

EPA Response.  On November 6, 1996, EPA promulgated regulations governing effluents from

pesticide formulating, packaging and repackaging facilities (61 FR 57518, Ref. 57).  Effluent guidelines

establish limitations on the pollutants discharged into waters of the United States from industrial point

sources.  The Pesticide Formulating, Packaging and Repackaging (PFPR) effluent guidelines apply to

facilities engaged in formulating, packaging or repackaging pesticides.  The PFPR effluent guidelines

regulation set limitations for facilities in two different regulatory subparts of 40 CFR 455 (Subparts C and

E).  Subpart C applies to facilities that discharge (or have the potential to discharge) wastewater from

pesticide formulating, packaging, and/or repackaging operations.  All pesticides with the exception of a few

specific exemptions are included under Subpart C.  Subpart E applies only to refilling establishments that

repackage agricultural pesticides into refillable containers.  Subpart E does not apply to facilities that
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repackage non-agricultural pesticides.  The same formulators, packagers, and repackagers (Subpart E)

and refilling establishments (Subpart E) are affected by today’s final pesticide container and containment

rule.  However, the PFPR effluent guidelines regulation does not include the other types of facilities

covered by today’s containment rule, namely commercial applicators and custom blenders.

Under the effluent guidelines rule, refilling establishments are required to achieve zero discharge of

wastewater pollutants.  For these facilities, the zero discharge regulation was based on reuse, recycle and

water conservation practices, as well as contract hauling of any non-reusable wastewater for off-site

disposal, if necessary.  However, effluent guidelines do not require specific practices or control

technologies.  Many refilling establishments achieve the zero discharge requirement through water

conservation and good housekeeping, which includes repairing leaking valves and fittings and collecting

drips in pans under appurtenances.  Facilities that also provide application services typically reuse rinsate

as make-up water for application in accordance with the label.  Compliance with today’s pesticide container

and containment rule regarding requirements for containment structures, and adherence to the

recommendations regarding rinsate collection will assist refilling establishments in achieving the zero

discharge of pollutants required by the Effluent Guidelines.

7. Relationship to other Programs

Comments.  The 1994 proposal  briefly described several statutes and related regulations that

currently impact pesticide containers and containment.  A State regulatory agency praised EPA for

considering the impact of RCRA on pesticide storage and disposal.  Two registrant groups commented that

the container/containment standards overlap with other regulatory programs, including OSHA, DOT, EPA

industrial waste disposal, OW  effluent guidelines and EPA's pollution prevention policy.  A container

manufacturing group recommended that EPA use RCRA's standard for "empty" container in 40 CFR

§261.7 rather than the proposed nonrefillable residue removal standard.  Two registrant groups and a

registrant described potential conflicts between the rinsing requirements in this rule and a 1994 proposed

rule that would list dithiocarbamates as hazardous waste.

EPA Response.  FIFRA sections 19(f)(3) and 19(h) specify that FIFRA section 19 does not affect

the requirements or authorities of RCRA.  Accordingly, the final pesticide container and containment rule

does not alter any existing RCRA requirements, and any applicable RCRA provisions will apply in addition

to the provisions of any final rule issued under FIFRA section 19.  EPA disagrees with the comments

regarding listing dithiocarbamates as hazardous waste.  EPA believes that the triple rinsing procedure

provided in today’s final rule meets the requirements of 40 CFR 261.7(b)(3) in the hazardous waste

regulations, thus meeting the directive in FIFRA section 19(f)(1)(B)(iv) that the residue removal regulations

may be coordinated with requirements for container rinsing under RCRA.

8. Regulatory Flexibility Act

Comments.  The 1994 proposal summarized the results of the analysis conducted to satisfy the

Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) which requires regulatory agencies to consider the potential impacts of

regulations on small businesses.  Several respondents commented that small formulators and registrants

don't have the resources to comply with the regulations.  A registrant group pointed out that the RFA

analysis does not account for the burden on farms to register and report as establishments and that the

costs of requiring this would far outweigh the benefits.

EPA Response.  EPA conducted a thorough economic analysis of the costs and benefits for both

the proposed and final rules and these analyses comply with the standards in Executive Order 12866 and

the RFA.  Based on the analysis of the final rule, the rule will not have a significant economic impact on

facilities of any size.  The requirement for farms to register and report as establishments is not included in

the final rule.

9. Paperwork Reduction Act
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Comments. The 1994 proposal summarized the results of the two analyses of information

collection requirements, Information Collection Requests or ICRs,  that would be imposed by this rule. 

Several registrant groups pointed out information collection activities that EPA did not include in the ICRs,

specifically the impact on farms to register and report as establishments and recording the serial numbers

of refillable containers used in the swimming pool industry.  Another registrant group commented that the

current registration guidelines make the proposed certification requirement redundant.  Another registrant

group referenced OMB's rejection of the container ICR because of concerns with applying the residue

removal standard to products with low concentrations or low toxicity.

EPA Response.  All of the specific provisions mentioned by these commenters are not included in

the final rule or are substantially different in the final rule.  Farms are not required to register and report as

establishments, swimming pool antimicrobials (that aren’t completely exempt) do not have to comply with

the serial number or related recordkeeping requirements and registrants are not required to submit a

certification.  Products with low toxicity (those in Toxicity Category III and IV that are not restricted use

products) do not have to comply with the nonrefillable container residue removal standard.  Also, the

nonrefillable container residue removal standard was changed from 99.9999% removal to 99.99% removal.

10. Other Topics

Comments - industry voluntary measures.  Many respondents including farmer groups, registrants,

a registrant group and a State commented on voluntary measures taken by the industry and generally

encouraged EPA to build on these voluntary accomplishments.  Several farmer groups submitted

comments encouraging: (1) the development of containers that are reusable, returnable or soluble; (2)

container recycling programs; and (3) the continuation of end user education programs.  The registrants

pointed out the voluntary container management steps they have taken, including the above three points. 

A State regulatory agency commented that voluntary programs (e.g., a recycling program) can easily mesh

with their enforcement response policy.

EPA Response - industry voluntary measures.  EPA supports voluntary measures and programs

as an important way to improve pesticide container management and stewardship and acknowledges that

the container and containment regulations are one piece of good container stewardship.  Voluntary

programs to recycle plastic pesticide containers have led to more than 82 million pounds of plastic since

1992.  An important part of recycling is the educational and outreach efforts by many organizations about

the importance of cleaning containers and guidance on proper triple and pressure rinsing techniques. 

Comments - performance standards.  Some commenters - two State regulatory agencies, two

registrants, a registrant group, a container manufacturer group and an applicator group - commented that

EPA should establish performance standards rather than design/product specifications.  These comments

applied to the nonrefillable container, refillable container and containment standards.  The respondents

encouraged performance standards because they promote fair and open competition in the market place

and allow companies to innovate and optimize the design of containers and containment structures.  A

State regulatory agency and a State organization supported the use of performance standards in

comments on the 2004 Federal Register notice.

EPA Response - performance standards.  EPA has relied largely on performance standards to

provide flexibility in the design of containers and containment structures.  The standard closure

requirement for nonrefillable containers is the one exception to this approach. 

Comments - other. Over 20 commenters, many of them State regulatory agencies, provided EPA

with some general complementary comments on the regulations.  Commenters approved of EPA's: (1)

openness and desire for input as shown by the many requests for comment; (2) providing direction for

container management; (3) pollution prevention objectives.  A registrant stated that the rules are

comprehensive and far reaching.  One commenter requested adding protection of surface water to this

regulation in addition to minimizing soil and groundwater protection.  A State regulatory agency pointed out

that potable water should be protected also.  A company that sells sodium hypochlorite commented that
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containers should be tracked and recycled or reused to reduce problems with others distributing the

material without subregistering it. 

EPA Response - other.  EPA believes these regulations will protect human health and the

environment by ensuring that pesticide containers are strong and durable, minimize human exposure

during handling, and can be effectively rinsed before recycling or disposal.  In addition, the rule promotes

the safe refill and reuse of refillable containers and ensures that agricultural pesticides in large tanks will be

stored and transferred under conditions that prevent spills and releases of pesticides into the environment. 

The standards, such as secondary containment, that protect groundwater and soil will also protect surface

water.  The repackaging regulations include some recordkeeping for refillable containers, but EPA does not

believe it is necessary to track nonrefillable containers.  

E. DEFINITION OF SMALL BUSINESS IN THE 1999 SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE

Comments.  A State regulatory agency and a registrant generally approved of EPA’s alternative

definition of small business as protective of the end user and the environment.  Another State regulatory

agency stated that the supplemental proposal*s new definition of a small business would cause businesses

not previously subjected to the requirements for containment structures to be affected.  The Small

Business Administration (SBA) commented that it was not necessary for EPA to establish an alternate

small business definition.  SBA commented that, while it was not necessary to establish an alternate small

business definition, it was valuable to evaluate the impacts of the rule with more detail.  For example, when

analyzing the impacts of a rule (when using the SBA definition of small business), agencies should not

simply average the impacts on small entities within an industry sector.  SBA believes that the analysis can

and should evaluate the impacts on varying sizes of small businesses within the small business universe,

and encourages agencies to specifically look at the potential impacts on the very smallest entities amongst

those potentially impacted.  The SBA commented that EPA was correct in using an analytical approach that

segmented the universe of potentially affected entities into various segments to better ascertain the

potential impacts on businesses of different sizes within the universe of potentially affected businesses. 

SBA stated that EPA was also correct that the impacts on the smallest entities may be lost when totaling

the potential impacts on the small businesses within a particular industry sector when making the

“certification” determination under section 605 (b) of the RFA.  SBA stated that agencies can and should

still consider regulatory alternatives that achieve the regulatory objectives while minimizing the potential

adverse impacts on those entities suffering the potentially significant impacts, even if those entities only

consist of a relatively small number of all of the small businesses potentially impacted. SBA does not

believe, however, that agencies need to establish alternate definitions in order for the agency to assess or

consider the potential impacts on the very smallest entities. 

Even though the definition of small business discussed in the supplemental notice has no effect on

the substantive requirements of the proposed container standards, three registrant groups, two registrants

and an applicator group strongly opposed EPA’s alternative definition of small business.  Two principal

reasons for the opposition were that all or nearly all businesses in the industry sectors considered are small

businesses according to SBA and that these definitions are used to determine when a particular business

is eligible for loans or special preferences reserved for small businesses under SBA’s jurisdiction.

One registrant group questioned EPA*s use of different definitions for small business in different

regulatory contexts as confusing, mentioned the definition of small business in FIFRA section 4, and

suggested using the definition of small business developed by industry groups and EPA during the

negotiations regarding the development of a fee for service proposal. Under this definition, a small

business would mean any corporation, partnership, unincorporated business or other business entity that:

(1) has 500 or fewer employees, and (2) during the three-year period prior to the rule had an average

annual gross revenue from global pesticide sales that did not exceed $60 million.  Another registrant group

stated that EPA’s definition is seriously flawed because more than 90 percent of pesticide formulators have

fewer than 100 employees and commented that such companies should be considered “small businesses”

and the RIAs and RFAs adjusted accordingly.  This commenter and a third registrant group noted that

EPA’s definition of small business reviewed only non-antimicrobial pesticide formulators (a component of
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SIC 2879) and ignored antimicrobial formulators (a component of SIC 2842).  According to the third

registrant group, defining a small business as a company with less than 20 workers would omit an entire

industry sector that is likely to feel the brunt of the proposal more than any other sector.  This commenter

encouraged the Agency to be consistent and adopt the definition of a small business that is set forth in

section 4(i)(5)(E)(ii) of FIFRA.  The National Agricultural Aviation Association (NAAA) opposed EPA*s

definition of what constitutes a small, medium and large-sized aerial applicator business, and agrees with

the Small Business Act*s (SBA) definition of a small business.  NAAA commented that all independent

commercial applicators fit under the SBA*s definition of a small business, thereby deeming them eligible for

government programs and preferences reserved for small businesses. Under the EPA*s determination of

small businesses, 61% of all aerial application businesses would be classified as either large or medium-

sized businesses.  NAAA expressed confusion about why EPA did not classify an aerial application

business based upon employee size as it did for pesticide formulators and agrochemical dealers and

questioned why EPA developed a classification scale for aerial application businesses and not for ground

application businesses.  A registrant supported using SBA’s definitions of small business and suggested

that EPA may be attempting to reduce its documentation burden and impact review by using the more

limited definition of small business.  This commenter said that it would  clearly fall outside of the threshold

of a small formulator, yet is markedly smaller in size than many crop protection formulators and further

stated that less than 5% of all antimicrobial manufacturers would fall inside the narrow definition of 19

employees. 

In comments on the 2004 Federal Register notice, a registrant group urged EPA to adopt the

revised definition of small business that was incorporated into FIFRA by the Pesticide Registration

Improvement Act, signed into law on January 23, 2004.  This commenter believes that adopting this

definition of a small business for all pesticide-related rulemakings will allow EPA to obtain a more

consistent and reliable assessment of the economic effects on the pesticide industry associated with

various EPA regulatory initiatives.

EPA Response.  In the economic analysis of the proposed rule, EPA used definitions of small

business in the three affected industries (pesticide formulators, agrochemical dealers and independent

applicators) that are different from the SBA definitions of small.  W e used the alternative definitions to

ensure that the economic analysis adequately evaluated the economic impact of the regulation on the

smallest facilities.  W e were concerned that analyzing the impacts on an “average” sized small business

(by SBA’s definition) could cause significant economic impact on the very smallest facilities to be

camouflaged.  Therefore, we defined small, medium and large facilities for the purposes of analyzing the

economic impact on all three size categories.  W e described the alternate definitions in the economic

analysis for the 1994 proposed rule, but did not specifically solicit comment on them.  The Regulatory

Flexibility Act allows an agency to establish an alternative definition of a small business after consulting with

the SBA and providing notice and opportunity for public comment.  Therefore, we consulted with SBA and

then sought comment on our small business definitions in the 1999 supplemental notice.

The final rule uses SBA’s definition to identify small businesses and maintained the analytical

approach of segmenting the universe of potentially affected entities into various segments to better

ascertain the potential impacts on businesses of different sizes.  W e also revised the terminology we used

so there are four categories of businesses: large, large-small, medium-small and small-small.  The

description of each category and a comparison of the categories in the final and proposed rule are provided

in the following table.

Final Rule Proposed Rule

Industry

Sector/Size

Definition of Category Industry

Sector/Size

Definition of Category

Pesticide Formulators

Large 501 or more employees Large 100 to 2,499 employees
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Large-Small 100 to 500 employees not applicable not applicable

Medium-Small 20 to 99 employees Medium 20 to 99 employees

Small-Small 1 to 19 employees Small 1 to 19 employees

Agrochemical Dealers

Large 101 or more employees not applicable not applicable

Large-Small 50 to 100 employees Large 50 to 99 employees

Medium-Small 10 to 49 employees Medium 10 to 49 employees

Small-Small 1 to 9 employees Small 1 to 9 employees

Independent Applicators

Large more than $6.0 million in

revenue

not applicable not applicable

Large-Small 1 plane Large 1 plane; $93,750 in sales

Medium-Small 2-4 planes Medium 2-4 planes; $375,000 in sales

Small-Small 5 or more planes Small 5 or more planes; $750,000 in

sales

As explained in Unit 3.3 of the Containment Economic Analysis, independent ground commercial

applicators were not included in the analysis.  Only about 50 facilities of independent ground commercial

applicator may be affected by the regulation.  Because sufficient information was not available to

characterize these entities, EPA assumed that ground applicators have the same financial characteristics

as aerial applicators.  Most ground commercial applicators are also dealers, so they are included in the

agrochemical dealer category.

F. OTHER COMMENTS ON THE 1999 SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE

Comments - process.  A registrant stated that it is essential for laws and regulations to be

consistent, and that Federal Agencies must develop compliance guides, proposed rules, and regulations

written in plain English to allow small entities clear guidance for compliance.  A State regulatory agency

was concerned that the standards for containment structures were not included for comment in the

supplemental notice.  A registrant group does not believe the 1999 supplemental notice provides an

adequate basis for final regulations for antimicrobial pesticides because: (1) it had been 6 years since the

proposal; (2) changes to FIFRA and the Regulatory Flexibility Act; (3) the 1999 notice does not provide

information on the specific provisions from the proposal that EPA has changed or is planning to change or

include the full (and revised) regulatory text; (4) the 1999 notice refers to a wide range of scenarios.  This

commenter urged EPA to repropose a comprehensive, consistent rule including an evaluation of the

antimicrobial industry and provide all stakeholders an opportunity for meaningful comment.  A registrant

commented that EPA should review the original proposal due to changes in the past six years, including the

Food Quality Protection Act, publication of the W orker Protection Standards and PR Notices addressing

cross contamination and existing stocks labeling.  Another registrant group disagreed with EPA’s

conclusion from the federalism review that the container-containment rule does not have a direct effect

upon States, upon the relationship between the national government and the States or upon the distribution

of power and responsibilities among the various levels of government.  This commenter claimed that

having State pesticide regulatory agencies enforce the containment regulations would conflict with building,

fire and plumbing codes administered and enforced on the local level by building, fire and health officials
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and would be inconsistent with the executive order on federalism.  This commenter also disagreed with

EPA assessment that the [containment] regulations would only affect agricultural pesticide dealers.

EPA Response - process.  EPA revised the final regulations so they are written in plain English, as

are the compliance guides associated with the rule.  The 1999 supplemental notice was not intended to be

a full reproposal of the container and containment regulations, which is why the containment standards

were not included.  As stated in the 1999 supplemental notice, EPA reopened the comment period “to

obtain public comment on three issues brought out in the comments on the proposed rule or by recently

enacted legislation and on one other issue.  EPA is considering changes that would reduce the scope of

the container standards, add an exemption for certain antimicrobial pesticides, and adopt some of the

Department of Transportation (DOT) hazardous materials regulations.  EPA is also seeking comment on

the definition for small business used to identify small pesticide formulators, agrochemical dealers and

commercial pesticide applicators in the small entity impact analysis.”  EPA disagrees with the registrant that

the 1999 supplemental notice did not provide meaningful opportunity for meaningful comment.  The

supplemental notice described the three potential changes in detail and provided potential alternative

regulatory text that could implement those three changes.  For the purposes of evaluating these potential

changes, commenters should have used the proposed regulatory text for the requirements in the

regulations that would not be effected by those three changes, which is what all the other commenters did. 

In response to the registrant’s question about EPA reviewing the original proposal, EPA considered

changes to applicable laws, regulations and policies before finalizing the container and containment

regulations, as discussed throughout this document.  EPA also disagrees with the registrant group who

opposed our federalism conclusion.  In nearly all States, the pesticide lead regulatory agency implements

and enforces the federal pesticide regulations and the container-containment rule will follow the same

approach.  In addition, this commenter was incorrect about the scope of the containment regulations.  In

the proposed rule and the final rule, the containment requirements only apply to facilities that handle

agricultural pesticides.  The containment regulations would not apply to nonagricultural pesticides, such as

swimming pool antimicrobials.  

Comments - other.  A registrant group recognized and accepted the role of these regulations in the

agricultural pesticide industry’s approach to container stewardship, which also includes non-regulatory

aspects such as a significant move to refillable containers and water soluble film to reduce the number of

containers needing disposal and the industry-sponsored pesticide container recycling program.

EPA Response - other.  EPA supports voluntary measures and programs as an important way to

improve pesticide container management and stewardship and acknowledges that the container and

containment regulations are one piece of good container stewardship. 

G. RECYCLING COMMENTS FROM THE 2004 FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE

Comments.  In the 2004 Federal Register notice, EPA stated that the experiences and results of

pesticide container collection and recycling programs over the past decade might lead to new observations,

data, and comments on the proposed container standards.  This was one of the three examples in the

Federal Register notice of policies, market practices, technology or other issues relating to the rule’s

requirements which would not have been available at the time of either the proposed rule in 1994 or the

supplemental notice in 1999. Thirteen respondents discussed pesticide container recycling in their

comments.  All of the commenters supported past and continued efforts in pesticide container recycling

and most described the major progress and developments in recycling over the past decade.  

Two registrant groups and two registrants addressed pesticide container recycling.  One registrant

group provided comprehensive comments based on the Ag Container Recycling Council’s (ACRC’s)

experience over the past ten years, which are summarized in Unit V.H.2.  The registrant group also

discussed a current challenge in pesticide container recycling, which is that not all pesticide manufacturers

support container recycling financially.  According to this commenter, In 2004, CropLife America companies

accounted for 100% of all ACRC funding but about 85% of the active ingredients.  Further, ACRC accepts
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containers from all companies including non-members.  The registrant group commented that the

increasing number of manufacturers that choose not to share in the responsibility for container disposal

could put ACRC’s viability at risk. This commenter recommended that EPA begin a dialogue with the

industry to explore options to ensure broad participation by all registrants in recycling programs like ACRC. 

A registrant also described the un-fairness issue in supporting container recycling and urged EPA to

consider ways to encourage or require all pesticide registrants to share in the costs of one-way container

recycling to eliminate the current inequity.  Another registrant group discussed the increase and steady

growth in voluntary collection programs across the country – by ACRC and others – since the proposed

rule was developed.  This respondent concluded that the success of the voluntary pesticide container

recycling activities supports the notion that it is unnecessary to impose stringent federal requirements on

reusable, refillable containers of five gallons or less. This commenter also stated that ACRC has the broad

support and participation of the pesticide industry.

All six State regulatory agencies that addressed pesticide container recycling supported recycling. 

Most of them described recycling initiatives in their states and mentioned the great strides in recycling

pesticide containers over the past decade.  One State regulatory agency supported an EPA rule that would

require the mandatory recycling of containers but acknowledged that this may be logistically impossible in

some states because of their size.  Therefore, this commenter urged EPA to amend its rules to fervently

compel professional pesticide users to recycle their containers through the ACRC program and said that

ACRC member companies should be strongly urged to work directly with the container collection programs

in every State.  Several State regulatory agencies urged EPA to eliminate conflicting regulations and label

instructions.  One of these commenters supported removing all references to burning pesticide containers

from the pesticide label and referred to a SFIREG report for background.  Another State regulatory agency

described how recycling and reuse of materials, wherever practical and possible, is a key foundation of

their “Beyond W aste” strategy.  This commenter supports recycling pesticide containers as a first option,

but estimates that most containers in their state are burned on site (55%) or disposed in landfills (35%). 

Another state agency opposed the language in proposed § 165.1 that would allow open-field burial of

containers because it conflicts with current state rules and programs.  A State regulatory agency, who

supports container recycling and the proper cleaning of containers, expressed concern about forcing

changes in pesticide formulations to facilitate residue removal because it may compromise the pesticides’

efficacy.  Another State regulatory supported activities designed to properly rinse and recycle pesticide

containers, described two problems it is dealing with – storing empty containers at facilities that volunteer

as collection sites and finding personnel and resources to carry out the program – and encouraged EPA to

provide any support it can.

An extension representative cited ACRC’s great work, encouraged EPA to support the recycling of

plastic pesticide containers, and suggested extending pesticide container recycling to other users, such as

pest control operators, golf courses, and right-of-way operations.  Another commenter urged EPA and the

industry to extend recycling to refillable containers, which are not included in the ACRC program.  This

respondent stated that all material used in the construction of refillables needs to be recyclable and that

refillable containers once thought to be the solution to single trip containers are becoming the new plastic

disposal problem.  This commenter also said that a closed system lid required on a Toxicity Category I

insecticide is creating a recycling problem because the lid has to be forced off or cut off jugs before

recycling because lids cannot be recycled in the ACRC program.  Another commenter strongly supports the

increased recycling of pesticide containers but believes EPA’s proposal does not go far enough to achieve

this goal.  This respondent said that: (1) the proposed label language does not go far enough to promote

container recycling; (2) labels need to clearly say to clean container for recycling (not burning, not

landfilling); (3) the label statements in the regulations need to be consistent with the SFIREG label

recommendations; and (4) EPA should take a holistic approach to fixing the storage and disposal

statements on labels and fix all of the problems at once.

EPA Response.  As discussed in Unit II.C, EPA has initiated a separate rulemaking process on the

recycling of plastic pesticide containers.  Since the 2004 public comment period closed, EPA has gathered

information from a variety of sources about the status and robustness of existing pesticide container

recycling programs.  Over the past decade, the Ag Container Recycling Council (ACRC) has demonstrated
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that pesticide containers can be safely and efficiently recycled, and their success in recycling more than 80

million pounds of plastic since 1992 is commendable.  However, the current voluntary container recycling

system is showing signs of instability and non-sustainability, largely because it is financially supported by

only a portion of the pesticide industry.  EPA has an interest in promoting recycling to minimize the use of

less environmentally-sound methods of disposing of these containers, such as by landfill or burning, and to

reduce the amount of solid waste produced annually.  After considering and evaluating a number of

alternatives to sustain and increase the current level of container recycling, EPA has initiated development

of possible proposed regulations for the recycling of plastic pesticide containers to ensure equitable, safe,

effective and robust implementation of recycling programs.  W e are exploring a range of regulatory

approaches for requiring participation in pesticide recycling programs and we will work with stakeholders to

propose the most efficacious of these approaches.  EPA will consider the comments summarized above as

it proceeds in its development of possible proposed container recycling regulations.

H. OTHER COMMENTS ON THE 2004 FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE

Comments - impact on States.  A state group and three state regulatory agencies commented that

the regulations will place new responsibilities on the states and that EPA needs to provide additional

funding (to prevent unfunded mandates) so the states can run adequate compliance and enforcement

programs.  Several of these commenters specifically mentioned that FIFRA section 19(f)(2) requires EPA

to determine that states have adequate programs to enforce the residue removal requirements.  In

addition, two of the respondents pointed out that in some states, the agency that enforces the state’s

containment regulations (perhaps the state environmental protection agency) is not the pesticide lead

agency (usually the department of agriculture).  This raises questions about the responsibilities for and the

resources necessary to accomplish compliance monitoring and enforcement response, particularly given

the FIFRA section 19(f)(2) requirement.  One of the state agencies asked EPA to be clear whether states

would be involved in enforcement because this is not addressed in the proposed rule.  Another state

regulatory agency commented that inspection time will increase because of the increased amount of

documentation states must obtain while conducting producer establishment inspections.  This commenter

strongly encouraged EPA to provide adequate funding to states for programs that increase state output and

said that reduction in the number of inspections to accommodate short funding cycles and increased

workload is not an adequate answer.  Another state regulatory agency believes it is very important for EPA

to establish a phase-in time period and encouraged us to develop an outreach education program to

facilitate compliance assistance.  A registrant group asked EPA to focus on how responsibility for

enforcement of secondary containment – if extended to farms – would be shared between EPA and the

states given budget constraints.

EPA Response - impact on States.  As described by a State regulatory agency that commented on

the 1994 proposed rule, the labeling requirements could be addressed during producer establishment and

marketplace inspections and that compliance with other provisions can be monitored during pesticide use

inspections and investigations.  However, EPA also acknowledges that these regulations could put

additional responsibility (and thus more work) on the States that enforce these regulations.  EPA will work

through the existing cooperative agreement system to provide funding for States.  In addition, EPA is

developing a policy to implement the FIFRA section 19(f)(2) requirement for EPA to determine that States

are carrying out adequate programs to ensure compliance with the residue removal requirements.

Comments - changes over past ten years.  The purpose of the 2004 Federal Register notice to

reopen the comment period was to solicit public input on any policies, market practices, technology or other

issues related to the rule’s requirements which would not have been available or could not have been

addressed in 1994 or 1999.  W hile all the commenters addressed new aspects of pesticide containers and

containment structures in their submissions, eight commenters provided general comments confirming that

there have been positive changes, new technologies and new regulatory requirements (from EPA and other

agencies) since 1994.  These commenters included five registrants, a registrant group, a custom mixer and

an individual.  One commenter observed that the rapid changes in the agricultural chemical container area
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seem to have stabilized and that interest in container management, including recycling, has solidified. 

Specific changes cited by commenters include:

• New high-strength, puncture-resistant plastic packages are being used. 

• Almost all granular pesticide products are now packaged in plastic bags (vs. paper bags).

• Almost all liquid pesticide products are packaged in plastic containers (vs. glass bottles). 

• A high percentage of the plastic bottles have built in “measuring dispensers” or “ready-to-spray

hose end sprayers” for liquids. 

• New designs for bait stations have almost completely eliminated “unintended exposures”.

• Increased use and end user knowledge of returnable/refillable closed system containers in the

Industrial Vegetation Management market.

• Development of voluntary pesticide container return programs and the education of users around

the need for proper rinsing of emptied containers. 

• Establishment of state bulk containment rules and much has been learned by states and regulated

facilities.

• Growing adoption of customized bulk delivery of dry flowable products.

• New regulatory requirements from other agencies that conflict with some of the proposed

standards.

• Promulgation of new EPA rules, such as the cross-contamination policy (PR Notice 96-8) and the

rule exempting FIFRA section 25(b) materials from regulation.

• Changes in the methods of pesticide handling, uses and formulations at bulk storage and refilling

operations.

EPA Response - changes over past ten years.  EPA appreciates this information from commenters

that fulfills the purpose of the 2004 Federal register notice.

Comments - other. Some comments, representing eight different commenters, expressed general

support for the regulations.  The commenters supported the contents of the proposed rule; the rule in

general; protecting workers and the environment; resurfacing the rule and addressing mixing/loading, one

of the high risk areas of pesticide use.  Three separate comments, representing two registrant groups and

four grower groups, urged EPA to engage in a dialogue with stakeholders after the comments are received

and before finalizing the rule.  The respondents said that this dialogue is necessary because it is difficult for

any single stakeholder to put into context the impacts caused by changes in state regulations, voluntary

initiatives, market conditions, and farming practices.  Regarding the issue of whether farms should comply

with the containment requirements, several of the commenters urged EPA to continue to work closely with

industry, state regulators, and the grower community in developing a thoughtful regulatory program under

which containment regulations applicable to distribution and retailing facilities are equally applicable to the

on-farm storage of pesticides.  These commenters said they are unaware of circumstances justifying

changes to the proposed scope of the containment regulations and believe adjustments to container and

containment standards are most appropriately dealt with at the state level until adequate stakeholder

dialogue occurs.

EPA Response - other. EPA has continued to work with stakeholders in developing its regulatory

programs, within the bounds of the Administrative Procedures Act, and EPA believes this final rule

incorporates many of the ideas and concepts received from stakeholders during the pendency of this rule.  
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